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East of Avebury: tracing prehistoric activity and
environmental change in the environs of Avebury
henge (excavations at Rough Leaze 2007)

by Joshua Pollard1

, Michael Allen
2
, Rosamund Cleal3, Nick

Snashall3, Jim Gunter4
, Vaughan Roberts4 and David Robinson5

The results ofa programme ofgeophysical survey, test pitting and excavation at Rough Leaze, immediately to the east

of the Avebury henge, are here described. Intended to examine evidence for settlement and other activities pre-dating or

contemporary with the henge, the fieldwork revealed a moderate density scatter ofmostly Neolithic flintwork, colluvial

build-up against the henge bank, stake-holes, and a series of Neolithic tree-related features, one of which had been

modified. Molluscan analysis indicates that activity here during the early and middle Neolithic took place within a

woodland setting. Other evidence relating to the pre-henge settlement history and environment is reviewed.

Introduction

We know relatively little about the extent and scale

of Neolithic and earlier Bronze Age settlement and

other kinds of non-monumental activity in the

immediate environs of the Avebury henge. Were
there areas of settlement linked to gatherings for

construction and ceremony around the outside

of the monument, or was this a zone of reserved

space devoid of contemporary activity? Recent

work at the later Neolithic henge of Durrington

Walls - a monument that in its scale and multi-

entrance format shares a number of similarities with

Avebury (Wainwright and Longworth 1971, 198-203)

- has revealed traces of an extensive late Neolithic

settlement at the eastern entrance and under the

henge bank around its eastern and southern circuit.

Generated by episodic large-scale gatherings

connected to the construction and ceremonial use

of timber monuments within Durrington Walls,

and even Stonehenge in its principal megalithic

phase, the settlement traces comprise numerous

houses with chalk marl floors and central hearths

surrounded by unusually dense midden deposits,

all dated to a period of several decades around 2500

cal BC (Parker Pearson 2007; Parker Pearson et al.

2006). These discoveries have highlighted the need

to investigate the spaces around, rather than just

within, the great henges, and to think ofthe broader

context of congregation, residence and resource

mobilisation associated with their creation.

Evidence recovered to date suggests the

immediate environs of the Avebury henge may
well lack the kind of settlement traces found at

Durrington Walls. Those parts of the monument
that have been subject to excavation, within

the western and south-eastern sectors, have not

1. Archaeology, University of Southampton, Southampton, S017 1BF; 2. Allen Environmental Archaeology, Redroof, Codford, Warminster,

BA12 0NW; 3. Alexander Keiller Museum, Avebury, SN8 1RF; 4. TALITS, The Crown Inn, 60 Wilcot Road, Pewsey, SN9 5EL; 5.

Archaeology, University of Central Lancashire, Preston, PR1 2HE
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produced obvious concentrations of later Neolithic

material culture (Gray 1935; Smith 1965, 224-9).

Low density scatters of early and middle Neolithic

ceramics and lithics are known from the interior

and under the henge bank, but almost certainly

relate to pre-henge activities; though the potential

exists for some overlap with early phases ofmegalith

erection (Gillings et al. 2008, 203). Whether or not

contemporary settlement was present adjacent

to the Avebury monument is a matter of more

concern than just a search for the homes of the

henge builders. It may additionally say much about

the varied ontological status of these monuments:

for example, whether they were identified as places

connected to the celebrations of the living or to

those of the ancestral dead (Parker Pearson and

Ramilisonina 1998); or about how engagement

with sacred architecture was mediated through

structures of symbolic control (notions of ‘taboo’

space). Identifying similarities or differences in the

range of activities around Wessex henge enclosures

has the potential to provide useful information

about their utilisation, ontological and cosmological

status, which in turn should feed back into how we
think of these sites as either inter-linked or distinct

architectural categories.

Here, we report on a minimally intrusive

programme offieldwork that aimed to address these

issues. The work was undertaken during May and

June 2007 in the small field (Rough Leaze) to the

south of Green Street and immediately to the east

of the Avebury earthwork and its eastern entrance

(NGR SU 106700). Currently under pasture, the

field occupies part of the northern slope of a slight

SW-NE ridge running off the end of Waden Hill

(Figure 1). The ground falls gently by c. 3m across

the investigated area, off the ridge and towards the

east entrance of the henge and Green Street. The
solid geology comprises the junction between Lower
and Middle Chalk.

A combination ofgeophysical survey, test-pitting

and targeted excavation was employed in order to

identify areas of prehistoric activity. Specifically,

we wished to know whether: traces of Neolithic

and/or earlier Bronze Age settlement and other

activity lay immediately adjacent to the henge

earthwork; whether there were prehistoric features

and deposits present within this zone; and how far

beyond the Scheduled area at the base of the bank

spreads of bank material and areas of protected

buried soil might extend. A further concern related

to how histories of pre-henge activity might have

structured subsequent phases ofmonumentalisation.

We were also cognisant of management issues

relating to this area, given proposals to utilise this

field as a temporary campsite for solstice gatherings

at Avebury. If such usage was to be considered in

the future, there was a real need to understand the

impact that vehicle access and camping activity

might have on any archaeological deposits.

Between the Monuments

This work is the first component of a larger project

under the banner ofBetween the Monuments (Pollard

et al. 2011) designed to enhance our understanding

of the landscapes of Neolithic and earlier Bronze

Age settlement, routine and environment within

the Avebury region. It builds upon the work
undertaken by John Evans and Alasdair Whittle on

the region’s post-glacial environmental history and

Neolithic archaeology (Evans et al. 1993; Whittle

1993; 1994; 1997; Whittle et al. 1993; 1999; 2000),

and on that of the Longstones Project (Gillings et al.

2008) and the Stonehenge Riverside Project (Parker

Pearson et al. 2006). The project aims to identify

the range of practices that constituted routine and

ceremonial life in the region during this period,

their role in shaping social relations, and their

relationship to monument construction and to

natural constituents of the landscape. It is hoped it

will act as a vehicle for new ways of theorising and

interpreting landscape inhabitation, routine and

non-monumental architectures during the period.

Knowledge of settlement/residence and other

non-monument-focussed practices during the

region’s Neolithic and early Bronze Age remains poor

‘and the context in which the monuments developed

and were used remains largely unknown’ (Cleal 2001,

41). The region has not been subject to the concerted

programmes ofextensive surface collection that have

taken place in the environs ofStonehenge (Richards

1990)

, the eastern Dorset Ridgeway (Woodward

1991) and around Thornborough (Harding 2000),

for example. Systematic surface collection has only

covered a small percentage of the ‘core’ area. The
most ambitious programme of work remains that

undertaken by Robin Holgate and Julian Thomas
during the mid-1980s (Holgate 1987). To this can

be added the work of Ian Dennis and Alasdair

Whittle on the southern slopes of Windmill Hill in

1992-1993 (Whittle et al. 2000), and on an as-needs

basis by Wessex Archaeology and the National Trust

in advance of the conversion of areas of arable to
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Fig. 1 Location ofRough Leaze and the area offieldwork
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Fig. 2 Resistance survey results with selected anomalies indicated

pasture. All ofthese programmes ofsurface collection

involved sampling on an ‘extensive’ basis (i.e.

collection along wide-spaced transects), providing

a coarse-grained view of the extent of activity, but

little specific detail on within-scatter compositional

or chronological variability. Possessing even poorer

spatial control, there also exist sizeable historic

collections of lithics accumulated during the early

20th century (Holgate 1988) and more recent

private collections held by members of the local

community. Both refined method and sophisticated

interpretation are fundamental to deal with this

often recalcitrant data; and as Whittle rightly states

the hard task may in fact be to ‘re-think both our

expectations and our interpretations’ (Whittle et

al. 2000, 177). Reflecting such concerns to re-think

the fundamental questions, there have been recent

and highly productive engagements with ‘difficult’

lithic scatter evidence that we wish to follow, ones

which have sought to provide accounts of shifting

residential choices and composition, the tempo of

landscape occupation and the role of history and

memory in structuring routine activity (cf. Snashall

2002; Edmonds et al. 1999).

Fieldwork Methodology
and Results

Geophysical Survey
In advance of test-pitting and targeted excavation, a

resistance survey was undertaken across the area of

the field in May 2007 by Jim Gunter and Vaughan
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Fig. 3 Location of test pits (left) and trenches (right)

Roberts of TALITS (see Gunter and Roberts 2007

for the detailed report from which this edited version

derives). The work formed part of an on-going

programme of geophysical survey in the Avebury

landscape.

The survey grid was first plotted using a Topcon

Total Station 226. Resistance survey was undertaken

over an area of 0.8ha (20 grids, each 20m x 20m)
using a Geoscan RM15 twin probe array, employing

a one metre zigzag traverse, with sampling at

one-metre intervals. The results of the resistivity

survey were analysed using Geoplot 3.00s software.

Several features of possible archaeological origin

were identified (Figure 2). The most striking is a

broad, linear area of low resistance approximately

10m wide running roughly parallel to the line of

the henge bank. Across the northern half of the

survey area are at least six small, low resistance

anomalies approximately 2m-3m in width, five of

which looked to form a broken arc. It was thought

these might relate to pits or other artificial features

such as large post- or stone-holes. An unusual high

resistance feature close to the centre of surveyed

area forms a pattern that resembles a starfish (i.e.

five linears each about 8-9m in length converging to

a point), its regularity suggesting the feature might

be artificial rather than natural. Finally, a series of

high resistance linears running SW-NE across the

area are most probably either geological or a product

of agricultural activity.

Test pitting and excavation

In order to evaluate topsoil artefact densities, as

well as the presence of archaeological features and

colluvial deposits, a series of lxlm test-pits was

hand-dug on a regular 20m interval following the

grid established for the geophysical survey (Figure

3). All soil from the test-pits was carefully hand-

sorted for artefacts and a 20% sample sieved in order

to provide a control on recovery.

24 test pits were excavated (numbers 1-3 in the

northern part of field and 27 in the SE corner were

not excavated). Combined topsoil/subsoil depths

ranged from 0.19m in the SE corner (TP23), to 0.84m
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Fig. 4 Surface topography (left: contour heights arbitrary) and depth ofsoil above chalk (right)

against the western field edge (TP9). The depth of

brown earth colluvium under the topsoil increased

dramatically across a 20m-wide band against the field

edge, where soil had accumulated against the henge

bank (Figure 4). This explains the seeming disparity

in the height of the henge bank as observed from

Rough Leaze (where it appears a relatively modest

earthwork) as opposed to the view from the interior,

where colluvial masking of its base has not occurred.

The build-up ofcolluvium also contributes in part to

the hollow-way effect ofGreen Street as it runs from

the east entrance of the henge. Certain and possible

stake-holes were observed cut into the chalk in TP 18,

TP22 (three), TP23 and TP26 (five).

161 pieces of worked flint were recovered from

the test pits (Figure 5). Lithic densities ranged from

0 to 15 pieces per test pit excluding mirco-debitage

(pieces under 15mm in maximum dimension), and

0 to 21 pieces including micro-debitage. The test pit

average was 5.7 pieces; a little over 80% producing

between three and nine pieces. The greatest density

ofworked flint occurred in TP8 in the north-eastern

part of the field. Otherwise densities were moderate

to high (5+) in the western-most test pits where

colluvial build up was also greatest, suggesting

that density here was closely correlated with soil

volume, and in the south-eastern corner. Burnt

unworked flint came from TPs 6-8, 13, 14, 16-18 and

26; individual test pit densities only being within

the range of one to three pieces. One small sherd of

prehistoric pottery was recovered from the lower

soil in TP24. Among the lithics were two scrapers,

two flake knives, a piercer and a retouched flake.

In total, tools account for a little over 5% of the

assemblage, excluding micro-debitage. The majority

ofthe debitage comprises hard-hammer struck flakes

typical of 3rd and 2nd-millennium BC assemblages.

A small number of bladelets from TPs 8 and 13 look

to be later Mesolithic or earlier Neolithic.

Guided by the results of the geophysical survey

and identified topsoil artefact concentrations, five

trenches were hand-excavated (Figure 3). Trench

1 (10x2m) was sited to investigate the broad low

resistance anomaly and colluvial build-up against
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o Stake hole V Direction of stake hole slope

0

1 1 1 1 1

2m

_j 1

Stake Hole Dimensions

Diameter (mm) Depth (mm) Diameter (mm) Depth (mm)

1 60 10 12 60 90

2 80 170 13 80 200

3 50 130 14 60 100

4 40 130 15 70 120

5 50 80 16 60 140

6 60 90 17 50 80

7 50 160 18 40 180

8 50 150 19 70 80

9 40 100 20 60 70

10 50 80 21 40 110

11 50 70 22 60 80

23 50 60

Left: Fig. 5 Distribution ofworkedflintfrom test pits Right: Fig. 6 Stake-hole cluster in Trench 4

the henge bank. Trenches 2 (5x5m) and 5 (5x2m)

were intended to investigate pit-like low resistance

anomalies in the northern half of the field; and

Trench 3 (5x2m) the high resistance ‘starfish’

anomaly in the centre of the area. Trench 4 (5x5m)

incorporated TP22, where the combination of

a moderate density of lithics and several stake-

holes suggested that features relating to Neolithic

occupation might be present. No archaeological

features or deposits were present in Trench 3, the

geophysical anomaly seeming to correspond with

an area of higher and more solid chalk. In Trench

4, 23 certain or probable stake-holes were revealed,

distributed relatively even over all but the north-

west quarter of the trench (Figure 6). There was no

coherent pattern in their distribution, suggesting

they did not form part of a single coherent structure,

but five groups of three to five stake-holes look to

describe shallow arcs that could relate to erstwhile

shelters or insubstantial houses.

The broad, linear low resistance anomaly in

Trench 1 was found to be the product of substantial

soil accumulation. Under the 0.2m deep topsoil (001)

was a thick deposit ofsorted orange-brown silty clay

colluvium (002). This comprised upper (paler) and

lower components; in total 0.3m deep at the east end

of the trench, thickening to 0.65m at the west where

it was close to the tail of the henge bank (Figure 7).

Among the lithics from the base of this layer was a

barbed-and-tanged arrowhead and broken fabricator.

Most likely deriving from erosion of the bank, a

thin (<0.1m thick) lens of chalk rubble (033) was

present at the base of this deposit at the west end of

the trench, extending for a distance of c. 3m.

A large tree-throw pit, FI, was discovered in the

eastern third of Trench 1, sealed by the colluvium

(Figure 8). With a north-south axis, both ends of

this feature lay outside the confines of the trench.

The pit [024] was 1.9m wide and up to 0.7m deep,

the profile dished and slightly asymmetric. The
lower fill (023) was of compact chalk rubble within

a pale silty clay. Above this, and largely confined to

the sides, was a pale beige silty clay (022); in turn

overlain by a friable orange-brown silty clay with
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KEY

Dark brown clay loam

Orange-brown silty clay

Molluscan column

Chalk

Silt

TV TV

chalk (003). (010) was a thin layer ofbrown silty clay

with moderate quantities of small chalk, restricted

to the top of the fill, and present across all but the

eastern edge. Three small sherds of pottery, one of

Peterborough Ware, another grog-tempered, came

from (003) and (010), along with 17 pieces ofworked

flint (Table 1).

Other tree-related features were present in

Trenches 2 and 5, in both instances corresponding to

geophysical anomalies. F2 in Trench 2 was a sub-oval

pit [027], 3mx2m in extent and up to 0.45m deep,

with sloping sides and an irregular base, probably

representing a tree hollow; i.e. the root-weathered

hollow. It was fully excavated. The primary chalk-

dominated rubble (032) was largely restricted to

the west side. The main fill (011) of silty clay with

sparse chalk was much disturbed by root and animal

action in the upper profile. From this came over 30

pieces of sarsen (up to 0.2m across), many fractured

and some burnt, and loosely concentrated against

the feature edge, possibly representing a displaced

hearth setting. The same context also contained

28 pieces of flint debitage, mostly characterised by

hard-hammer struck flakes and micro-debitage,

but also including a fragment of blade core and one

possible Mesolithic bladelet (Table 1). Seven small

WestEast FI, north facing section

Fig. 7 Trench 1 following excavation showing depth of

colluvium against henge hank and tree-throw pit FI

Fig. 8 North facing section ofFI showing position of mollusc column
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West F1 1 ,
south facing section East

TV

(
028

)

KEY

Topsoil

Dark brown clay loam

Clay loam and chalk

Brown clay loam

ip sin

mi J Molluscan sample

[I£°| Chalk

Disturbance
0 2m

TV

Section

+ Bos prim, bone

0 2m

Fig. 9 Section and plan oftree-throw pit FI 1 in Trench 5

sherds of Peterborough Ware were present within

(Oil), another coming from an initial surface clean

of the feature.

Fll in Trench 5, another tree-throw pit, was

similar in morphology to FI (Figure 9). An elongated

cut [026] extended beyond the sides of the trench.

Up to 2.1m wide and 0.7m deep, its profile was

asymmetric. A very regular circular cut in the base,

0.15m in diameter and 0.1m deep, was interpreted

as a small post-hole [030] filled with a brown loam

(031). The level from which this was cut was not

entirely clear, although it was only recognised when
the bulk ofthe lower fill had been removed. Situated

on the base immediately adjacent to, if not within

the fill of this, was a substantial fragment from the

distal end of a right humerus ofBos primigenius. No
other bone was recovered from the primary fills

of this or the other tree-throw pits, and the most
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Table 1. Worked flint from feature fills

Flakes Rejuvenation
flakes

Cores Chips
(<15mm)

Retouched Total

FI

(003) 10 2 - 3 1 retouched 16

(010) - 1 - - - 1

F2
(Oil)

1

10 2
1r^n 15

I

-
1

28

Fll

(025)/(034) 9 - 1 - 2 utilised 12

Total 29 5 2 18 3 57

Table 2. Worked flint from non-test pit soil contexts

Flakes Prep.

flakes

Rejuv.

flakes

Cores Chips Retouched Total

Tr.l

(001) 1 - . - - - 1

(002) 8 - - - 4 5 (1 barbed-and-tanged arrowhead, 1 fabricator, 1 notched
blade, 2 retouched)

17

Tr.2

(001) 8 1 1 1 -
1 (leaf arrowhead frag.) 12

(002) 4 1 - - 6 1 (notched flake) 12

Tr.3

(001) 2 - - - - 3(1 scraper, 2 notched blades) 5

(002) 5 . - - 2 2 (1 knife, 1 notched blade) 9

Tr.4

(001) 40 7 3 1 20 8 (3 scrapers, 2 microdenticulates, 2 retouched flakes, 1 chisel

arrowhead)
79

Tr.5

(001) 1 - - 1 - - 2

Total 69 9 4 3 32 20 137

parsimonious explanation is that the bone was set

within the post-hole fill. A radiocarbon date of4230-

3660 cal BC (95.4%) or 4058-3969 cal BC at 90.4%

probability (5227±25BP; NZA-37435) was obtained

from the Bos bone. The lower fill (028) was of a pale

brown loam with only limited amounts of small

chalk towards the base and sides, especially on the

east; this being material that had fallen from the

primary root plate. Within this, small chalk lenses

and some small sarsen were present. The main fill

(025), a mixture of the B horizon (subsoil) and soil

eroded and developed in situ , was a soft and friable

silty clay loam with chalk, more frequent on the west

side of the feature. This was succeeded by a darker

soil on the east side (034), which had been subject

to limited animal disturbance. From (025) and (034)

came a small quantity of sarsen, a fresh sherd of

earlier Neolithic Plain Bowl pottery and 12 pieces

of worked flint (Table 1). The lithics included two

utilised flakes, a core fragment and several thin and

narrow debitage flakes in very fresh condition, some
probably removed by soft hammer. All may relate to

a brief episode of earlier Neolithic activity that was

confined to the hollow created by the tree-throw.

137 pieces ofworked flint came from the topsoil

and lower ploughsoil (Table 2). Although recovery

was not as systematic as that applied to the test

pits, there was notable variation in density, with

only two pieces of worked flint (or 0.2 per m2
) from

Trench 5, between 14-24 pieces (or 1.0- 1.8 per m2
)

in Trenches 1, 2 and 3, and a high of 79 (or 3.3 per

m2
) in Trench 4. Diagnostic pieces span the early

4th to early 2nd millennia BC and include the

barbed-and-tanged arrowhead from Trench 1, a

fragment of leaf-shaped arrowhead from Trench 2,

and a chisel arrowhead and flake from a discoidal

‘Levallois’ core from Trench 4. The flake debitage

from the latter included numerous hard hammer
struck pieces typical of later Neolithic industries. A
small single platform core with scars from narrow

flake removals from Trench 2 is likely to be of 4th-

millennium BC date. Comprising 14.6% of the total

topsoil/lower ploughsoil assemblage, the percentage

of tools and utilised pieces is high and perhaps

indicative of occupation-related activities. This is

quite distinct from the figure of5.2% from the feature

fill assemblages, heavily influenced by the quantity

of debitage in F2.
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Auger testing

Other geophysical anomalies scattered across the

northern half of the field (‘a’-‘d’) were investigated

by auger (Figure 2). The base of anomaly ‘a’ was

reached at a depth of 0.75m (i.e. cut c. 0.5m into the

chalk), the feature being filled with a pale silty clay,

increasingly chalky in its lower profile. Both ‘b’ and

‘c’ contained homogenous deposits ofpale silty clay

with chalk; the base of ‘b’ being reached at 0.65m

(cut c. 0.4m into natural), while a block of sarsen or

flint was encountered at 0.9m in ‘c’. No cut feature

was identified in the area of anomaly ‘d\

A further small scale programme of auger

transect and probablistic augering was undertaken

immediately to the west of Rough Leaze and south

of the henge bank (Allen and Snashall 2009a; 2009b).

Augering demonstrated the presence of shallow (c.

0.5m) colluvium against the henge bank. Close to the

bank colluvium up to 0.65m depth was encountered.

At 0.4m depth was a layer of compacted cemented

chalk marl with a number of fine chalky pieces,

which contained sub-microscopic pieces of what

looked like pottery. The deposit strongly resembles

a chalk made surface that has been preserved because

of the depth of protecting hillwash. Although

this could be a recent or older chalk trackway,

the similarities of the matrix of the material to,

and its location just outside the henge, is strongly

reminiscent of the late Neolithic house floors found

at Durrington Walls and Marden; both close to the

henge bank where protection has been afforded by

hillwash or other cultural deposits.

Land-use and environment:

mollusc evidence from the

tree-related features

A series of seven samples were taken during the

excavation for land snail analysis from the tree-

throw pits (FI 1 and FI) and one shallow pit feature

(F2). One is of early Neolithic date with Plain

Bowl pottery and a radiocarbon date of 4230-3660

cal BC (Fll), while two others (FI and F2) have

Peterborough Ware pottery in their upper fills.

Possible Mesolithic flintwork considered to be

Avebury; Rough Leaze

III I I I I I I

woodland/

open woodland

F11 tree hollow

° =°25_ c 181 an Mil
J325

\&° 381 IIII
0 10 0 30 0 30 0 0 10 0 30 0

1— 1 i_ 1 i . i_ 1—

I I
+ + +

+ + +

0
Fig. 10 Rough Leaze: Land snail histogram of relatively abundance from three throw pits and subsoil hollow
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Table 3. Land snails from tree-related features from Rough Leaze (ARL 07)

Tree throw pit
|

Tree throw pit
|
Tree-hollow

Trench 5 5

Feature Fll Fll

Context 025 025

Depth (cm) spot 1 spot 2

Wt (g) 1000 1000

MOLLUSCA
Pomatias elegans (Muller) 57 19

Carychium tridentatum (Risso) 68 22

Carychium spp. 22 5

Cochlicopa cf. lubrica (Muller) - 1

Cochlicopa spp. 6 4

Columella edentula (Draparnaud)

Vertigo pusilla Muller

Vertigo pygmaea (Draparnaud) - 1

Vertigo cf. alpestris Alder

Vertigo spp. - 2

Pupilla muscorum (Linnaeus) - 5

Lauria cylindracea (Da Costa) cf. 2 cf. 1

Vallonia costata (Muller) 5 6

Vallonia cf. excentrica Sterki - 6

Vallonia spp. 1 1

Acanthinula aculeata (Muller) 24 4

Ena montana (Draparnaud) 2

Merdigera obscura (Muller) 2 1

Punctum pygmaeum (Draparnaud) 1

Discus rotundatus (Muller) 69 51

Vitrina pellucida (Muller) - 1

Vitrea crystallina (Muller) 5

Vitrea contracta (Westerlund) 11 8

Nesovitrea hammonis (Strom) - 1

Aegopinella pura (Alder) 21 4

Aegopinella nitidula (Draparnaud) 15 11

Oxychilus cellarius (Muller) 11 6

Limacidae 3 6

Euconulus cf. fulvus (Muller)

Cecilioides acicula (Muller) 18 33

Cochlodina laminata (Montagu) 2

Macrogastra rolphii (Turton)

Clausilia bidentata (Strom) 17 5

Candidula intersecta (Poiret) - 1

Candidula gigaxii (L. Pfeiffer) [1]

Cemuella virgata (Da Costa) 1

Helicella itala (Linnaeus) 1 2

Trochulus striolatus (C. Pfeiffer) 1

Trochulus hispidus (Linnaeus) 23 4

Arianta arbustorum (Linnaeus) +
Helicigona lapicida (Linnaeus)

Cepaea nemoralis (Linnaeus)

Cepaea hortensis (Muller) 1

Cepaea spp. - 3

Cepaea/Arianta spp. 9

Ostracod valves

Taxa 26 23

TOTAL 381 181

residual was found in F2. All features were sealed

by colluvium or a colluvial brown earth. Samples

taken by the excavators were spot samples (F2 and

Fll) or at crude (20cm) contiguous intervals through

the deeper tree-throw pit FI (see Figures 8 and 9).

Samples of 1000-1500g were processed following

1 1 1 1 2

FI FI FI FI F2
023 003 003 010 Oil

60-73 40-60 20-40 0-20 Basal 10cm
1500 1500 1490 1500 1500

20 62 42 29 28

18 151 91 19 36

2 18 23 1 7

- - - - 5

- 7

1

7 - 7

_ _ _ 3

- 2 1 - 1

1

2 4 6 7 2

- cf. + cf. 1 - -

- 5 3 3 15

- 1 4 7 6
- - 1 - 3

3 6 5 5 3

- - 2 1 1

- 1 2 - -

1 2 - - -

8 138 92 49 72
- 2 - - -

- 15 11 3 1

2 7 5 1 5

_ 8 16 5 9

1 16 8 9 1

1 16 17 3 11

- 3 2 - 2

1

7_ 2 8 13

1 - 5 5 1

- - cf. 1 - 2

- 38 26 8 27

-

2 2 2 5

- 1 - - 4
- 12 5 7 23

- + - + 1

1 12 8 4 5

1

11 24 24 18 26

60 530 386 168 288

standard methods (Evans 1972); nomenclature

follows Anderson (2005) with ecological groupings

after Evans (1984). The results are present in Table

3 and as histograms of relative abundance in Figure

10, where other shade-living species include Vertigo

pusilla, Vertigo cf. alpestris, Ena montana, Merdigera
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Table 4. Occurrence of rarer woodland species from earlier Neolithic features from Rough Leaze and other subsoil hollows

and Neolithic pits

Feature Source Date cal BC Molluscs per kg
Ena

montana

Vertigo

alpestris

Vertigo

pusilla

Columella

edentula
Lauria

cylindracea

2005: Avenue pit Allen & Davis 2009 3300-2900 30-65 Y - - - -

1982: tree hollows Evans et al. 1985 pre-2600 232-720 Y Y Y - -

1969: A\C and subsoil hollow Evans 1972 pre-2600 42-604 Y Y Y Y Y
2007 : tree hollows This paper 4230-3660 to 3400 40-381 Y Y Y Y Y

obscura , Acanthinula aculeata, Euconulus fulvus,

Columella edentula, Trochulus striolatus and Helicigona

lapicida and other catholic species include Punctum

pygmaeum, Vitrina pellucida, Nesovitrea hammonis,

Limacidae, Cochlicopa spp., Cepaea spp.

Shell numbers were moderate with 40-381 shells

per kilogram. All seven assemblages were dominated

by shade-loving species (65-79%) and open country

species only ever achieve a maximum of 11%.

They are dominated by Carychium tridentatum,

Zonitidae, Discus rotundatus and Trochulus hispidus.

The assemblages are species-rich and ecologically

diverse, with a number of rare woodland species

present (Tables 3 and 4). The anthropophobe Ena

montana , typical of ancient undisturbed woodland,

was present in all features. Although the rare Vertigo

species V alpestris and V. pusilla typical of ancient

woodland are present in subsoil hollows and horizons

below the buried soil under the henge bank in the

1969 and 1982 excavations (Evans 1972; Evans etal.

1985), they were only present in tree hollow F2, but

Lauria cylindracea, a rupestral species, was present in

all features at Rough Leaze except F2. These species

are noteworthy as their demise is a result ofremoval

or absence of woodland, but they do persist in low

numbers in the later Neolithic and occasionally

later prehistory in Wiltshire. Overall this provides

evidence of deciduous woodland with leaf litter and

possibly fallen logs. Although no evidence of open

country conditions was present - a contemporaneous

or successive turfline was not present - there are

hints of slightly more open conditions in the upper

samples of all three features. This is represented by

a moderate increase in Vallonia costata and Pupilla

muscorum suggesting perhaps more open woodland

conditions.

The results here concur well with the tree

hollows examined by John Evans from the cuttings

through the henge bank in 1969 (Evans 1972,

268-74) and 1982 (Evans et al. 1985), as well as the

nearby pit from the West Kennet Avenue (Allen

and Davis 2009). Where our sequences lack the

upper profile containing a ‘clearance phase’ and

buried soil with an established grassland, they are

unique in being associated with Mesolithic, earlier

Neolithic and middle Neolithic activity. This then

begs the question of in what environment were these

activities taking place, and when was the woodland

cleared?

Ifthe artefacts are contemporary with the deposits

and the mollusc assemblages as we assume, then this

indicates prehistoric activity occurred within a

shady, essentially woodland, environment prior to

clearance. This is perhaps initially counter-intuitive,

but the fact there is an internal chronology and

stratigraphy (e.g. FI 1), and that some variation and

possible modification of the woodland environment

is suggested in three-throw pit Fll, certainly

indicates the woodland conditions continued to

prevail during the episodes of human activity from

the Mesolithic to middle Neolithic at least. Ifearlier

activity had been associated with clearance we might

expect the assemblages, particularly in FI, to reflect

this, and this to be noted between the earlier and later

features (e.g. FI and F2). We can only conclude that

the limited, but significant, prehistoric activity here

occurred within woodlands prior to the later locally

extensive clearance required for the construction of

the henge at about 3000-2600 cal BC. There is no

reason why a whole range of localised and repeated

activities cannot have occurred within woodlands

and be reflected in artefact scatters, nor indeed to

have concentrated within natural tree-throw pit

hollows which may afford shelter, access to flints, and

so forth (see Evans et al. 1999; Allen and Gardiner

2009). Indeed the tree-throw pit itself indicates the

presence of Pnaturally fallen trees and some slightly

more open conditions within the woodland that

need not be reflected in the molluscan assemblages

due the ‘ecological island’ effect and lack local of

source environments from which they could migrate

(Thomas 1985).

The felling of the woodland must have been

planned and relatively prolonged (there is no

evidence of fire) to enable the removal of the trees,

the timber, and of the main stumps too, as well as
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the establishment of pre-monument ungrazed, but

established grassland (and its invasion by more

open country snail species). Estimating the date

of woodland clearance is difficult, but through

examination of the previous data we can see a clear,

but undated, clearance phase above the subsoil

hollows and beneath the turfline buried by the

Avebury henge bank (Evans 1972; Evans et al. 1985).

Open woodland undoubtedly existed to 4000 BC
and probably c.3350 cal BC during the currency

of Peterborough Ware c. 3400-2900 BC. The snail

evidence from the pit on the line ofthe West Kennet

Avenue dated to the latter part of the calibrated range

3090-2910 cal BC (Allen and Davis 2009), however,

indicates the presence of established dry ungrazed

grassland existing in a mosaic of local ecological

habitats in, probably, relatively recently cleared

woodland. We can tentatively postulate clearance of

woodland in the south-eastern areas of the Avebury

henge circuit after about 3400 cal BC, but before

2900 cal BC. We have yet, however, to prove the full

occurrence, distribution and nature of woodland,

here noting the presence of natural open areas that

encouraged pre-monument building activity in

Cranborne Chase, Dorchester and Stonehenge (Allen

and Gardiner 2009).

Discussion

The fieldwork identified scatters ofworked flint that

included material of possible late Mesolithic and

certain early Neolithic to early Bronze Age date, a

series of early Holocene tree-throw pits containing

small quantities of artefactual material within their

upper fills, and one location where there exists a

concentration of stake-holes likely associated with

prehistoric activity. Ephemeral sets of signatures

of this kind can be seen to constitute the norm in

terms of the register of Neolithic and early Bronze

Age residence both on and off the chalklands of

southern England. It would be easy to write-off as

unremarkable the results of this work. But it is the

very typicality of such traces, combined with the

difficulty we seem to encounter in making sense of

them, that should drive us to work harder and to

start to tease out what they might represent; and

this is what we attempt to achieve here. These are,

after all, the very traces ofroutine lives and landscape

dwelling.

The distribution ofworked flint recovered from

the test pits and topsoil within the trenches is by no

means even. Some downslope movement ofmaterial

in the ploughsoil has probably taken place and may
account for concentrations against the western edge

of the field, but localised high densities of7+ pieces

ofworked flint per test pit in the east and south ofthe

field (e.g. TPs 8, 18, 23 and 26) probably do reflect a

sense of original distribution. This spatially varied

pattern, along with the chronological range of the

material, indicates that the scatter is unlikely to have

resulted from a single phase or episode of activity. It

is therefore necessary to attempt to disentangle its

individual components.

The earliest activity may be marked by bladelets

from TPs 8 and 13 in the east of the field. In terms

of their technology of production - soft hammer
struck and displaying careful platform preparation

- there is a strong possibility they relate to late

Mesolithic activity; which is rare but nonetheless

present within the region (Whittle 1990). It is

likely that this material was generated by short-

stay events such as hunting forays {ibid.). An early

Neolithic presence is indicated by the leaf-shaped

arrowhead fragment from Trench 2, and the plain

bowl sherd and flintwork from the tree-throw pit

Fll in Trench 5. Small sherds of middle Neolithic

Peterborough Ware came from a restricted zone in

the north-west of the field, notably from pit F2 in

Trench 2. The chisel arrowhead and Levallois-style

core from Trench 4 could be contemporary with

the Peterborough Ware related activity or belong

later: both types are well represented at the middle

Neolithic West Kennet Avenue occupation site

(Smith 1965, 233-43), while Grooved Ware and

chisel arrowhead associations occur at the Sanctuary

(Cunnington 1931; Pollard 1992). The barbed-and-

tanged arrowhead from Trench 1 hints at an early

Bronze Age presence, though on an uncertain scale

since no other flintwork can be confidently assigned

to this period. Of the other tool types, items like the

fabricator from Trench 1 and microdenticulates from

Trench 4 could belong anywhere in the 4th and 3rd

millennia BC (Smith 1965, 91, 93, 239, 241).

In relation to the questions that structured

this fieldwork, traces of Neolithic and/or earlier

Bronze Age activity have been located within close

proximity to the henge earthwork. They do not,

however, constitute evidence of the kind and scale

of settlement found at Durrington Walls, even if at

least some ofthe traces are the residue ofsettlement/

residential activity. Some at least of this activity, and

perhaps a good proportion of that in the north-west

corner of the field, pre-dated the creation of the

henge earthworks. If there is settlement related to

the construction and use ofthe henge it might best be
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represented by the flintwork and stake-hole scatter

on the higher ground to the south-east around the

area of Trench 4 and TPs 22 and 26, but without

a precise handle on the chronology of events this

remains ambiguous.

Features included a number of tree-throw pits

and a tree hollow. Although produced by natural

agencies (i.e. the former by tree fall through storm

activity and/or root instability (FI and Fll) and

the latter by in situ rooting and weathering (F2)),

the presence of soil material containing artefacts

within the tops ofthose excavated demonstrates their

presence as visible hollows and landscape features

into the 4th, 3rd and 2nd millennia BC. Simply

because we might label these features as ‘natural’

we should not ignore their capacity to structure

in various ways human activity; acting as foci for

deposition, as landmarks, and even as architectural

affordances that could be modified to provide

dwellings and shelters for fires and other activities

(Evans et al. 1999; Lamdin-Whymark 2008, 80-100;

Pollard 2006). In the case ofFI 1 there is evidence for

modification, with a post-hole cut into the base soon

after the feature formed, into which was probably

incorporated a split Bos primigenius humerus. The
date of this at 4058-3969 cal BC at 90.4% would place

it very early in the region’s Neolithic, ifnot the latest

Mesolithic (Whittle et al 2011). Unfortunately, the

identity of those responsible for the modification

to the tree-throw pit and deposition of the bone is

unknown, and there will always remain a possibility

that the bone was curated. A small quantity of

worked flint and early Neolithic pottery was later

deposited in the top of this feature. That this

activity was specific to the tree-throw is confirmed

by the virtual absence of worked flint from topsoil

contexts around it. In the case of tree hollow F2,

Peterborough Ware sherds in the disturbed upper

fill were associated with worked flint and a scatter of

fractured and burnt sarsen tentatively interpreted as

hearth stones. The lithics were all pieces of debitage,

and included a good quantity of micro-debitage

indicative of in situ working. It is unfortunate that

the fills were so disturbed since here the hollow may
well have acted as the base for a shelter.

Past ploughing has resulted in a considerable

accumulation of colluvium in the dip against the

western side of the field formed by the base of

slope and the henge bank. The inception of this is

uncertain, but it evidently post-dates the creation

of the bank, and given the way the northern edge

to the accumulation is defined by the southern side

of Green Street, is most likely medieval or early

post-medieval in date. Fowler has suggested that

ditches off-alignment to the medieval plots visible

on a geophysical survey within the Avebury henge

could represent fragments ofprehistoric fieldsystem

(Fowler 2004, 134-6), but this remains to be verified

and no trace of such was encountered in Rough

Leaze.

Activity Density

Our initial perception of the test-pitting results was

one of a light prehistoric presence. Lithic densities

ranged from 0 to 15 pieces per test pit (including

micro-debitage, up to 21 pieces), which at first sight

hardly seemed to register as a dense concentration.

However, this may be deceptive. Only one of the

test pits failed to produce worked flint, suggesting

a relatively continuous trace of prehistoric activity

across this area. Comparison with other scatters

within the region is also instructive. Only 5% of

the test pits on the southern slopes of Windmill

Hill, often taken as an area with one of the richest

scatters in this landscape, had more than 15 pieces

of worked flint (Whittle et al. 2000, 151). Rough

Leaze may therefore be characterised in its local

context as a medium-high density scatter. Despite

wide spatial coverage, test pitting covered under

0.25% of the area. Scaling up, with 132/161 pieces

(excluding/including micro-debitage) of worked

flint recovered the topsoil and lower ploughsoil, the

total lithic population within the field could easily

fall within the range of 50,000-70,000 pieces. The

scatter here suddenly looks much more significant.

This is, of course, a cumulative register - a product

of multiple episodes of activity over two millennia

or more that individually could have varied greatly

in duration and intensity, from single, task-specific

events to settlement episodes ofa few years’ duration.

The density of worked flint is nowhere close to

that at Durrington Walls or some of the excavated

later Neolithic scatter sites within the Stonehenge

landscape such as Wilsford Down and Coneybury

(with values over 50 pieces per square metre in

places: Richards 1990, figs 95 & 116). Within the

Durrington settlement midden worked flint values

occur within the range of 1 13-149 pieces per square

metre square, and regularly in excess of 42 (Chan

2010); this from an occupation that lasted for under

half a century. Clearly the character of residential

practices or the intensity of flintworking varied

considerably between the two regions at points

during the Neolithic.

There is one known location within the environs

of Rough Leaze where lithic densities start to come
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close to those at Durrington Walls, Wilsford Down
and Coneybury. While difficult to quantify because

figures are only given for implements rather than

totals that include debitage, densities within the

West Kennet Avenue occupation site midden, c.

800m to the south, were very high, perhaps reaching

over 40 pieces per square metre if implements

formed a nominal 5% of the assemblage (Smith

1965, 237). While the material here had probably

accumulated over a considerable period (Pollard

2005), both ceramics (including Fengate vessels) and

distinctive lithic types such as chisel arrowheads and

edge-polished implements point to a concentration

of activity in the middle Neolithic (Smith 1965,

233-43).

What might the Rough Leaze assemblage

represent in terms of duration and scale of activity?

In speculative fashion, one could hypothesize that a

single residential group (a ‘household’ or equivalent)

might produce around 50-100 pieces of worked

flint per month, equating to the working of two or

three cores and the production, use, discard and

replacement of a range of light tools. The estimated

field total would then relate to c. 1000 months of

occupation, or a little under a century of activity.

Given that the chronological range of material

recovered is wide, being spread over at least two

millennia, that activity cannot have been continuous,

and we must envisage intermittent occupation and

use of the area. Conceivably, there were periods

during the Neolithic when very little was going on

here, and other times of relatively busyness. There

are, of course, caveats to such modelling of the

evidence. We should acknowledge that the size and

composition of residential groups would fluctuate;

and it may be that more expedient later Neolithic

flintworking strategies would have generated greater

quantities of worked flint per episode, thus pulling

down the figure for total duration.

What is significant about this activity is that it

seems to have been confined to woodland, albeit with

highly localised openings not even large-enough to

be called glades. The fact people were producing and

using flints may in itself suggest that the woodland

canopy was open enough to allow light, and the tree

stands were not so dense as to prevent or restrict

activities. Whether the activities were woodland-

specific, or even whether other more open grassland

coeval with this existed is yet to be determined.

The local context

Other scatters of worked flint and ceramics, some
associated with small cut features, are known within

the immediate environs ofRough Leaze, particularly

those areas of the Avebury henge and northern

section ofthe West Kennet Avenue which have been

subject to excavation (Figure 11). The West Kennet

Avenue occupation site has already been mentioned.

In addition to the dense midden spread of largely

middle Neolithic artefacts, two later Neolithic pits

and several possible post-holes were encountered

during the course of Keiller’s excavations here

(Smith 1965, 212-6). To the north, the feature

identified as stone-hole 15b of the Avenue may be a

further late Neolithic pit (Gillings et al. 2008, 132);

while a small pit containing sherds ofMortlake bowl

was encountered close to this during cable work near

stone 16a (Allen and Davis 2009). The latter was

dated to 3090-2910 cal BC; with mollusca indicating

a predominantly open yet still mosaic environment.

The two pits occupy the head of a ridge which

extends from the north-east of Waden Hill to the

edge ofRough Leaze, and it would be useful through

future work to establish whether these features and

the concentration ofmiddle/laie Neolithic flintwork

in the south-east corner of Rough Leaze are on the

periphery of an extensive connecting scatter.

Though limited in scale, investigations of the

buried soil under the bank of the Avebury henge

have consistently produced traces ofpre-monument

activity, though varying in date, density and kind.

The closest investigation to Rough Leaze was

undertaken by Henry Meux in 1894 (Smith 1965,

184). There is little detail relating to this work, but

surviving finds are presumed to be from the buried

soil and include a chisel arrowhead, scraper and

utilised flake (ibid., fig. 76). Gray’s Trench X bank

excavations c. 200m to the south-west of Rough
Leaze and on a similar contour, produced cattle

bone, charcoal of hawthorn, chestnut and hazel in

‘some quantity’, over 40 sherds of Peterborough

Ware and nine possible sherds of Grooved Ware

(1935, 140, 158, 160; Smith 1965, 224). Among the

75 pieces of worked flint recovered (a density of 1.1

per square metre) were five scrapers, two serrated

flakes, one combined scraper/serrated flake and

one fragmentary bifacially flaked piece (Gray 1935,

tables XVII and XVIII). The extent of this scatter

of material is currently impossible to determine;

and while an assemblage of this kind might have

been produced by two or more brief episodes of

occupation, there is possibility that the Grooved

Ware may have been deposited as part of practices

and gatherings linked to the construction of the

henge earthwork. Radiocarbon dates on the charcoal

produced ranges of 3050-2450 and 3340-2870 cal BC
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Fig. 11 Identified traces ofpre-monument activity and vegetational conditions at Avebury (sources: Gray 1935; Smith 1965;

Evans 1972; Evans et al. 1985; Allen & Davis 2009; this paper)

(Pitts and Whittle 1992), consistent with a middle

into the earlier part of the late Neolithic range

indicated by the ceramics and lithics.

Following the circuit of the bank round, Keiller’s

limited cutting in the SW Sector behind stone 14

recovered 19 sherds of earlier Neolithic Plain Bowl

from several vessels. To the immediate north-west

of this in the area of levelled bank south of the west

henge entrance came 27 sherds and several crumbs

of Plain Bowl (Smith 1965, 224). The limited range

of lithics from this area comprises a retouched

blade, knife, chisel arrowhead, 87 flakes and two

cores (Smith 1965, 224-6). Once again, there is no

reason to think of this as other than settlement-
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generated refuse. In this instance predominantly

earlier Neolithic occupation might be linked to a

phase of ard cultivation, exposed in a narrow trench

through the bank at the Avebury School Site (Evans

1972, 273). Both at this location and under the bank

in the NW Sector the molluscan sequence showed a

subsequent reversion to lightly grazed impoverished

grassland (Evans 1972, 274; Evans et al. 1985).

A further low-density artefact scatter is recorded

from the interior of the henge in the area of the

Southern Inner Circle (Smith 1965, 226-8; records

in Alexander Keiller Museum). 315 pieces of

worked flint were recovered from a zone 90x50m

in extent, principally around the Obelisk and stone

settings i-xii. This could relate to depositional

activity contemporary with the stone settings, but

the presence of blades and narrow flakes, and a

broken polished flint axe, along with 38 sherds of

Peterborough Ware and Plain Bowl from the stone-

holes (Smith 1965, 226) implies a 4th-millennium

BC date range for this material; one far earlier

than is normally countenanced for the megaliths.

Indicative of the enactment of varied productive

tasks at this location, a range of other retouched

pieces are present among the flintwork, including

scrapers and a knife, while the debitage includes

several flakes from the thinning of axes or other

large bifacial implements.

Nowhere across the area later occupied by the

henge is Neolithic activity particularly intense

(at least activity of a kind that leaves a resilient

material trace), yet it is both recurrently present and

indicative ofa place returned to. The picture is one of

short-lived and probably small-scale settlement and

visits during the early and middle Neolithic, some

associated with cultivation. A demonstrably pre-

henge late Neolithic presence is only firmly attested

under the bank in the SE Sector, with evidence for

the establishment by this date of lightly-grazed

grassland to the west. At the medium scale, we can see

more earlier (early-mid 4th millennium BC) activity

in the zone to the west, and extending close to the

Winterbourne within 300m of the henge (Evans et

al. 1993, 151-3). By the later centuries of the 4th

millennium BC focus has shifted to slightly higher

ground to the east, including the area later covered

by the SE Sector of the henge, Rough Leaze and to

the south along the foot ofWaden Hill. A picture of

shifting residence areas and variation in intensity

and scale of activity is hazily emerging, set within

a context of increasing monumentalisation of this

landscape. However, we believe that understanding

ofresidence and landscape inhabitation can be much

refined through further targeted fieldwork, more

systematic application of radiocarbon dating to pit

and buried soil material, the production of high-

resolution environmental sequences, and a bolder

approach to what is often characterised as difficult

and ephemeral data.
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Geophysical survey of the northeast and southeast

quadrants of Avebury henge
by Martin Papworth

Geophysical survey work within the Avebury henge revealed details of buried stones in the northeast and southeast

quadrants of the outer circle. The exceptionally dry conditions for the resistivity survey revealed additional stones not

previously detected. By combining this survey with previous records, the archaeological resource ofthe circle is estimated.

The resistivity survey also detected anomalies interpreted as the footings ofpre-18th century buildings and at least two

phases of linear boundaries.

Introduction

This report is an analysis of a geophysical survey

carried out by the National Trust in October and

December 2003 (Figure 1). The work took place

to provide additional data to enhance the research

programme designed by Mike Pitts (2003), which

included a proposal to erect a fallen megalith

(Smith 1965, stone no. 78) within the SE quadrant

of the outer circle at Avebury. Raising a stone

would follow total excavation of the stone socket

to obtain environmental and dating evidence for

the outer stone circle to compare with evidence

from the henge ditch and bank and other features

within the enclosure. Publication of the surveys

presented here has been delayed until now because

ofan (unfulfilled) intention to completely survey the

northeast quadrant. In addition, the dryness of the

|

soil in October 2003 produced unusual results that

|

are not easily repeatable.

The dating of the original erection of the outer

stone circle within the henge is unclear and based

on few reliable radiocarbon dates with a wide date

range ( 2900-1700 BC). The evidence is summarised

by Joshua Pollard and Andrew Reynolds (2002, 90-

91), while Pollard and Cleal (2004 126-7) argue that

anomalous radiocarbon dates from Smith’s (1965)

stone holes (44) and (8) (date range 770 BC-AD 150),

previously dismissed as intrusive, may indicate re-

erection of fallen stones and therefore the potential

development and maintenance of the stone circle

into the Iron Age and Roman periods.

It was clear that further work was needed to

improve the understanding of the development

of the stone circle. In June 2003 discussions took

place between National Trust and English Heritage

staff concerning Mike Pitts’ review of the current

knowledge of the stones of the outer circle. As a

World Heritage Site and Scheduled Monument
of international archaeological significance, it was

considered particularly important to determine

the relative significance of the proposed excavation

site in comparison with the level of survival of

other stones and stone sockets within the outer

stone circle of Avebury henge. How would the total

excavation of stone hole 78 diminish the remaining

surviving stone hole stratigraphy, given that about

40% of this had been removed during the excavation

and reconstruction work carried out by Alexander

Keiller in the 1930s?

The research design had considered all available

National Trust South West, Eastleigh Court, Bishopstrow, Warminster, BA 12 9HW
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Fig. 1 Extent ofsurvey October 2003. Resistivity survey plot overlain on map ofAvebury henge

information on relative stratigraphic survival in

the outer circle but the lack of fieldwork in the

eastern quadrants meant that the survival of in situ

prehistoric stone packing within stone holes in these

areas could only be estimated.

The 2003 geophysical survey provided much of

the information required to understand the potential

dateable resource of the outer circle stone settings.

It has enabled most of the stone locations to be

sorted into a hierarchy of potential for prehistoric

stratigraphic survival.

In this report the stone settings have been

divided into five categories (A-E) based on the levels

ofsurvival estimated from Alexander Keiller’s 1937-

9 excavation records (Smith 1965) and more recently

from the work carried out on the Beckhampton
Avenue (Pollard and Reynolds 2002, 102; Gillings

et al 2008, 252-364).

Categories ofstone settings

A : Stones erected and still standing in their original

stone hole, as far as can be determined without

excavation. These sites contain the greatest

archaeological potential with c. 80-100% of the

original in situ stone hole filling.

Burnt upright stones where a stone stump

was left behind after the bulk of the stone was

removed will have meant that most ofthe original

stone packing remained in situ thus enabling a

higher survival rate estimated as c. 40-80%. These

sites have the greatest research potential after

‘A’ sites where they can be identified from the

geophysical survey. These sites are categorised

‘AD’.

B : Stones that have fallen. The fall ofa stone will have

disturbed the stone hole filling, but an estimated

c. 30-50% of the archaeological potential of the

filling is likely to have survived.

C: Stones of either A or B categories that were

deliberately buried. Excavated evidence has

revealed that at least some of the stones were

buried in the medieval period (Jope 1999, 67;

Pollard and Reynolds 2002, 240) but a more

detailed analysis of all the available evidence

(Gillings et al 2008, 252-290) has demonstrated

that this practice took place over a wide time
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span covering at least four centuries. The felling

of a stone and excavation of its burial pit will

leave an estimated c. 10-40% ofin situ prehistoric

stone hole filling.

D: Stones of either A, B or C categories that were

broken up, often by burning and splitting of

the stone on the site of its original stone hole.

Historical and archaeological evidence suggests

that this destruction took place mainly in the

17th and 18th centuries (Ucko et al. 1991, 177).

The felling, burning and breaking of a stone on

site will have disturbed the stone hole to leave

an estimated survival of c. 10-40% of in situ

prehistoric stone hole filling.

E: Stones of either A, B, C or D which had their

stone socket fillings archaeologically excavated

in the 1930s under the direction of Alexander

Keiller. For category E c. 0-5% ofin situ stone hole

filling is likely to have survived (Smith 1965).

Relative survival may depend on variables such as

whether a burial pit was cut into the stone hole or

excavated away from the site. Alternatively, a burial

pit may have been re-excavated and then turned into

a burning pit, the stone broken up and taken away.

Various researchers have estimated the number

and survival of stones within the outer circle at

Avebury using the evidence available. These include

Aubrey 1650s; Stukeley 1720s; Lukis and Smith,

1882; Smith, 1965, Ucko et al., 1991, Bewley et

al. 1996. However, the lack of geophysical survey

of the eastern quadrants of the henge had been

highlighted as a research requirement in the most

recent reports (Ucko 1991 ; Bewley 1996) and within

the Archaeological Research Agenda for the Avebury

World Heritage Site (David 2001, 74). Therefore,

with this in mind, Mike Pitts’ research proposals and

the availability of the National Trust’s geophysical

survey equipment, the opportunity was taken to

carry out the 2003 geophysical survey.

Previous geophysical survey by staff of the

Ancient Monuments Laboratory (AML)1975-96 has

revealed that within the henge resistivity produces

good results, but magnetometry less so. The survey

results of the north central and south central parts

of the henge are published in Ucko et al (1991,212-

227) and the survey of the northwest quadrant is

published in Bewley et al (1996, 640-646). The 2003

work took place following discussions with Andrew
David of English Heritage who had directed the

previous geophysical surveys within the henge and

was best qualified to advise on previous results and

techniques used.

Method of geophysical

survey

Following the granting of a Section 42 licence by

English Heritage, the period October to December

2003 was available to carry out the work. Resistivity

and gradiometry took place in the northeast and

southeast quadrants of the henge (from 27-31

October), with further survey in the northeast

quadrant (3-5 December).

The results from the two surveys were very

different. In October, the ground was very dry

following a late summer drought. On arrival at the

site, a test area was surveyed to see whether it was

worth using resistivity in such conditions. The test

survey revealed the site ofa buried stone, the contrast

was such (70 ohms for the area around the stone and

500 ohms for the centre of the stone) that it became

clear that the dry conditions were advantageous for

detecting buried stones or walling. However, low

resistance features did not show up well e.g. the

ditches of field boundaries. Even higher resistance

features such as banks of chalk rubble or brick

lined drains were poorly defined on the October

resistivity plots.

By December there had been significant rain. As

the ground was surveyed, the readings seemed to be

revealing very little of the buried archaeology. The
typical variation along a 20m traverse only fluctuated

between 79 and 80 ohms. However, this apparent lack

of detail in the waterlogged soils produced excellent

definition of low resistance features when the data

was downloaded on to the computer. In December,

field boundary banks and ditches showed up very

clearly in sharp contrast to the October results.

The survey grid

The base line for the survey was the field bank

within the southeast quadrant that divides Stukeley’s

(Figure 15) ‘Pasture VII’ and ‘Pasture VIII’ (NGR
SU10341 69926 to NGR SU10379 69860). This was

the approximate boundary of the south central

survey of the henge (David in Ucko 1991, 261), which

stopped at the north end ofthe boundary bank, but at

the south end continued beyond the east edge of the

bank by 20m. The grid was laid out at 20m intervals

east of the bank and was continued across the road

into the northeast quadrant. A total of 32 grids and

part grids were surveyed in the southeast quadrant

using resistivity and within the same grid, 19 grids

were surveyed using a fluxgate gradiometer in the

southwest 60% of the survey area.
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In the northeast quadrant, 32 grids or part grids

were surveyed using resistivity in October and a

further 19 grids were added to the west side of this

survey area in December. The December survey

overlapped part of the north central survey (David

in Ucko 1991, 223). Two October grids - R61 and R62

- were resurveyed in December as R72 and R73. The

difference in results from the same area of ground

surveyed five weeks apart highlighted the need to

resurvey the whole area in wetter conditions.

In the northeast quadrant, four grids of

gradiometry were surveyed above the hollows

for stone holes - grids G20-23 - in the positions

of resistivity grids R43, R44, R52 and R53 to see

whether burning pits showed up where resistivity

indicated no buried stones. The gradiometer did

not reveal anomalies where hollows were visible on

the ground.

Fluxgate gradiometer details

A Geoscan FM36 fluxgate gradiometer was used.

Readings were taken every 0.5m on 1.0m traverses

beginning at the northwestern corner of each 20m
grid walking along parallel traverses west to east.

Therefore 800 readings were taken per 20m grid.

Resistivity meter details

A Geoscan RM15 resistivity meter was used.

Readings were taken every 0.5m on 1.0m traverses

beginning at the northwest corner of each 20m grid

and walking zig-zag traverses first west to east then

east to west and so on with 800 readings taken per

20m grid. The mobile probes were set 0.5m apart.

Originally it had been planned to survey the

area at 0.25m intervals on 0.25m traverses to try

to increase detail of anomalies within the henge.

However, the dry conditions and the amount oftime

available led to the decision to take readings at wider

intervals, to cover the area rather than examine a

small part of it in great detail.

Results

The data were processed using Geoplot 3.0 and each

grid was examined individually and then combined.

Using this analysis the drawn plots (Figures 4 and

7) were created. These results can be compared with

the earthwork evidence (Figures 3 and 6) which was

surveyed on the same grid and enhanced using the

English Heritage survey (Bewley et al. 1996).

In the following description and interpretation of

0

Fig. 2 Gradiometry anomalies SE quadrant

the results, each anomaly is given a unique number

and considered in relation to evidence depicted on

historic maps and earlier surveys. For stone positions

the numbering system of Smith (1965) is used and

these stone numbers are enclosed in brackets e.g.

(77). An attempt at correlating evidence for stones

forming the outer circle is given in Table 1 below.

Southeast quadrant (Figure 5 (except 1; 2 & 5

shown on Figure 2))

1: Linear positive gradiometry anomaly aligned

north-south and about 35m long. Its south end is

on a line with 5 (see below) which extends from

the east-west field boundary corner 4m to the

west. The north end joins the southwest corner

of building-like anomaly 6 (see below). It also

runs parallel with anomaly 2 (see below) 12m to

the east.

2: Linear positive gradiometry anomaly aligned

north-south and about 35m long. Its south end is

on a line with 5 (see below) which extends from

east-west field boundary corner 16m westwards.

The north end continues to the modern road

edge between building-like anomalies 6 and 7.

It also runs parallel with linear anomaly 1 12m
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to the west.

Anomalies 1 and 2 may be interpreted as

land boundaries continuing a pattern east of

that visible on Stukeley 1724 (Figure 15). They

divide building plots and gardens fronting the

road. One of them may be that shown on maps

between 1845-1900. These anomalies are not

visible on the resistivity plot.

3: A faint linear lower resistance anomaly visible

as an earthwork ditch aligned north-south,

measuring 65m long, 2-3m wide and 0.3m

deep.

4: A faint higher resistance anomaly visible on the

ground as an earthwork bank aligned north-

south immediately west of ditch 3. It measures

65m long 3m wide and 0.3m high.

Anomalies 3 and 4 are the field boundary

between pastures VII and VIII on Stukeley’s

plan ofAvebury (Figure 15) where it is shown as

having a line of trees along it. These boundaries

within the henge are thought to date from the

medieval period (Pollard and Reynolds 2002,

240). Although a clear earthwork, the bank and

ditch are barely visible on the plot because of

the dry October conditions. In comparison, the

clear definition of a contemporary boundary 66-

68, surveyed in December, indicates the need to

re-survey the SE quadrant when the soil has a

much higher moisture level.

5: Traces of a linear east-west anomaly shown

on the gradiometer plot. This alignment is a

continuation of the hedge boundary east of the

field corner that forms the northwest boundary

of the survey. The line is confirmed by the

southern extent of linear anomalies 1 and 2,

which end on the alignment of 5.

6: A discrete rectangular block of high resistance

readings. This coincides with an area ofpositive

gradiometer readings (see Figure 2). This area

of high resistivity is interpreted as a building

and measures 10m east to west and is 6m wide.

It lies immediately adjacent to the road edge on

a terrace cut into the northern edge of the field.

It shares this roadside terrace with 7 and 8 (see

below) east of 6.

7 : A discrete rectangular block of high resistance

readings, which coincides with an area ofpositive

gradiometer readings (see Figure 2). The area

of high resistivity is interpreted as a building

and measures 12m east to west and is 5m wide.

It lies 2m south of the road edge, lm west of 8

(see below) and 4m east of 6. It lies on a roadside

terrace cut into the field edge. A large block of

25

sarsen stone is visible protruding from the grass

on the site of this anomaly.

8: A discrete rectangular block of high resistance

readings is interpreted as a building measuring

12m east to west and 5m wide. It lies 2m south

of the road edge lm east of 7. It lies on a roadside

terrace cut into a field edge. A large block of

sarsen stone is visible protruding from the grass

on the site of this anomaly.

9: A discrete rectangular block of high resistance

readings is interpreted as a building aligned

north-south measuring 12m by 6m. It lies

15m south of the road and immediately east of

anomaly 21 which is interpreted as a north-south

track.

10: A discrete rectangular block of higher resistance

readings, although not as strong as anomalies 6-

8. It lies on the same roadside terrace as 6-8 and

1 1 (see below). This anomaly is interpreted as a

building and lies 25m east of 8 and 25m west of

1 1 and measures 20m east to west by 5m wide.

None of the buildings 6-10 are shown

on Stukeley’s 1724 map (Figure 15) or on later

maps of 1794 (WRO E/A 95), 1845 (WRO T/A

Avebury) 1886, 1900 and 1924 (OS editions).

They were abandoned before 1724 and are

evidence that the roadside settlement pattern,

that flanks the High Street east of St James

Church, once continued along the north side of

the SE quadrant as far as 1 1 (see below) sited on

the eastern causeway of the henge.

1 1 : A rectilinear block of higher resistance readings

immediately south of the road measuring 15m

east to west by 5m wide. Stone footings of a

building are visible here and a building is shown

on maps between 1724 (Stukeley) until 1900 (OS

2nd edition). The site still lies within its own
fenced and hedged enclosure.

12: A linear high resistance reading aligned east-west

and 15m in length. Extending from the fenced

boundary at the western edge ofthe survey as far

as brick and concrete structure 13 (see below).

Probably a service trench linked to the house on

the western side of the survey area.

13: Brick and concrete structure 5m east to west

by 2m wdie which shows as a high magnetic

response on gradiometer plot (Figure 2).

Probably the site of a reservoir or soakaway for

the house to the west.

14: Linear higher resistance anomaly aligned east to

west and traceable along the top of the terrace

above building-like anomalies 6-8. A boundary

line is shown in this position on the 1886-1924
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OS editions.

15: Linear higher resistance anomaly aligned east

to west and extending from the southeast corner

of building-like anomaly 8 traceable for 10m:

parallel and 5m north of 14.

16: Hook-shaped high resistance anomaly aligned

north-south and traceable for 8m with a 3m long

extension to the west at the south end. Possibly

indicating the footings of a boundary wall or

building.

17: Faint curvilinear higher resistance reading north

of 18 (see below). Possibly a trace of an early

boundary, but it does not align or seem to be

associated with any other anomaly.

18: Curvilinear anomaly touching the north side of

building-like anomaly 9, which branches from

the northwest corner for 10m and from the

northeast corner of9 for 10m: perhaps boundary

walls. The arms of this anomaly surround the

semi-circle 10m in diameter ofhigher resistance

17.

19: A semi-circular arc of high resistance 2m wide

and 20m in diameter south of building-like

anomaly 10.

20: A spread of higher resistance readings on

the south side of an east-west aligned hedge

boundary. Possibly building rubble; some of this

high resistance spread may be attributed to the

roots of a large tree that grows from the bank.

The earthwork enclosure containing

an apparent building platform (Figure 3) is

respected by 9 (Figure 4), which lies on its

western edge but overlapped and ignored by 20

(Figure 5).

21 : A broad higher resistance linear anomaly, aligned

northeast-southwest, 5m wide and traceable for

20m. Its course links it with a curvilinear low

earthwork to the southwest (Figure 3) and takes

it along the west side of building-like anomaly

9. Both anomaly and earthwork indicate the

alignment ofa track associated with 9 continuing

southwest to the edge of the henge ditch. It does

not quite align with a gap in the boundary bank

4 where Stukeley shows a gate on his perspective

of 1724 (Figure 15).

Anomaly 2 1 also forms a boundary between

a speckled area of high and low resistance

readings and 97 (see below), a distinct area of

consistent low resistance readings,

22: An apparent pattern of scattered high resistance

readings forming a corridor c. 8m wide and

aligned northwest-southeast measuring about

70m long from the west field boundary at its

northwest end to buried stones 29-31 at its

southeast end. Beside the field boundary at

the northwest end an area of higher resistance

contains some larger spots ofhigher resistance 95

and 96 (see below). A water trough and fragments

of modern rubble and rubbish lay against the

hedge and some of the high resistance may
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Fig. 5 Southeast quadrant resistivity plot with numbered anomalies

be due to modern dumping and disturbance.

However, of potential significance are spots of

higher resistance, which can be linked to form

a circle c. 30m in diameter 96 (see below).

23: A faint linear anomaly aligned northwest-

southeast traceable for 20m, possibly a boundary

that would show up more clearly in wetter

conditions. It ignores other alignments visible

on the survey plot and lies within the lower

resistance zone 97 (see below).

24: A curvilinear higher resistance anomaly aligned

northeast-southwest. This follows the southeast

perimeter of the survey area on the lip of the

henge ditch. It is a low hedge bank visible as an

earthwork 2m-3m wide and 0.3m high. There was

a hedge above the bank in Stukeley’s 1724 survey

(Figure 15) but there are now only occasional

trees and bushes along its length. Similar to 98

(see below) in the northeast quadrant, although

24 does not have a visible ditch.

25: A semi-circular block of higher resistance,

measuring 20m northeast-southwest by 5m
wide. It lies immediately east and between

fallen stones 38 and 39 and follows the edge of

the henge ditch.
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Stone positions

A number is given for each stone position. Numbers

in rounded brackets (89) equate to numbers allocated

by Isobel Smith (1965) following Alexander Keiller’s

excavations in 1937-1939. Numerals and letters in

square brackets [3] are those allocated by Rev A. C.

Smith following probing and excavations by W. C.

Lukis and Smith in 1881-2 (see Table 1).

Very few, if any stone holes can be identified

from the geophysical survey. The dry conditions

enabled the stones to show up clearly but stone holes

do not, probably because they were low resistance

features difficult to detect without more moisture

in the soil.

26 (90): There is an area of higher resistance around

this point. It lies 5m east of the survey baseline

and boundary bank. A few very high resistance

readings are scattered east of this point. The
AML survey (David in Uckol991, 219) records

an area of higher resistance readings here

and attributes the site to (89)(see below). An
additional stone position can be found in Table

1 based on Smith’s (1885. 141) records for the

southeast quadrant and thus numbering has been

altered in this report.

Readings for this area indicate that the

stone has been broken up and removed. Stukeley

records a fallen stone near here and it is shown on

his 1724 map east ofthe boundary bank between

pastures VII and VIII. There is an 88ft gap

between Smith’s (1885) buried stones [3] and [4]

either side ofthe bank. His first buried stone east

ofthe bank is [4] which he measured as lying 53ft

(16.1m) east of the bank. His distance between

stones is on average 34-36ft (10.5-1 1.0m). The
interpretation of anomaly 26 is a stone broken

up and taken away between 1724 and 1882.

27 (89) [4]: A very high resistance anomaly
interpreted as a buried stone measuring 3m east-

west by 2m. Smith (1885, 141) found a large stone

here by probing 16.1m east of the field bank.

28 (88) [5]: A very high resistance anomaly
interpreted as a buried stone measuring 4m
north-south by 2m wide. Smith (1885, 141)

found a large stone here by probing 12.2m

northeast of [4].

29 (87) [6]: A very high resistance anomaly
interpreted as a buried stone measuring 4m
northwest-southeast by 1.5m wide. Smith (1885,

141) found a large stone here by probing 10.1m

northeast of [5].

30 (86): A very high resistance anomaly interpreted

as a buried stone measuring 4m north-south by

2m wide. Smith failed to locate this stone being

5m east of [6] and 6m south-west of [7]. It falls

outside the regular 10m-12m spacing of stones

of the outer circle. As buried stones have been

shifted away from their stone holes in many
instances, the original regular spacing of stones

in the southeast quadrant is still a possibility.

31 (85) [7]: A very high resistance anomaly

interpreted as a buried stone measuring 2.5m

east-west by 2m wide. Smith (1885, 141) found

a large stone here by probing 11.6m northeast

of [6].

32 (84) [8]: A very high resistance anomaly

interpreted as a buried stone measuring 3.5m

east-west by 2.5m wide. Smith (1885, 141) found

a large stone here by probing 11m northeast of

[7].

33 (83) [9]: A very high resistance anomaly

interpreted as a buried stone measuring 3m
east-west by 2.5m wide. Smith (1885, 141) found

a large stone here by probing 10.1m northeast

of [8].

34 (82): A very high resistance anomaly interpreted

as a buried stone measuring 3m north-south by

1.5m. Smith did not find this stone, which is 12m

northeast of 33 and 8m southwest of 35.

35 (81): A very high resistance anomaly interpreted

as a buried stone measuring 3m east-west by 2m
wide. Smith did not find this stone, which is 10m
northeast of 34 and 11m southwest of 36.

36 (80) [10]: A very high resistance anomaly

interpreted as a buried stone measuring 3m
north-south by 1.5m wide. Smith (1885, 141)

found a large stone here by probing 35m
northeast of [9].

37 (79) [11]: A very high resistance anomaly
interpreted as a buried stone measuring 4m
north-south by 3.5m wide. Smith (1885, 141)

found a large stone here by probing 10.7m

northeast of [10] and 9.1m southwest of [IV].

38 (78) [IV]: A fallen stone, 4m long and 2m wide.

This is the stone that was to be re-erected as part

of Mike Pitts’ research proposals. Standing in

1724, it fell later in the 18 th century.

39 (77) [V]: A fallen stone, mostly hidden beneath

the turf, its southeast corner is currently exposed.

The resistivity survey indicates that it measures

3m northwest to southeast by 2.5m wide.

40 (76): Predicted position of a stone 10-1 1m
northeast of 39. There is the edge of a higher
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Fig. 6 Northeast quadrant earthworks and parch marks with

resistance anomaly here, but a hedge bank

crosses the north side of it and the fence line and

thick vegetation prevented access to the bank

top. This hedge bank existed in 1724.

41 : William Stukeley’s predicted position of a stone

8m-10m northeast of 40 and just west of site 1 1,

the building shown on maps between 1724-1900.

Sarsen footings of a building are visible amongst

the vegetation. Perhaps the stone was broken up

when the building was constructed but equally

it may never have existed. The distance between

fallen stones 39 and 44 indicates that there is

insufficient space for four intervening stones,

thus one of the sites 40-43 may not have been

that of a stone.

42 (75) and 43 (74) are predicted stone positions.

Two fallen stones are shown on the 1724 map
(Figure 15) flanking the road to Marlborough.

The visibility of these stones in the road verges

in 1724 is questioned by Ucko (1991, 208-9),

particularly as they are not recorded by Aubrey

in 1663.

NE Quadrant (Figures 8 and 9)

44 (73) [VI]: A Fallen stone, called the Pond Stone

29

grids

by Smith (1885, 141) presumably because of the

pond that existed within the henge ditch a few

metres to the northeast and which is shown on

the 1886-1924 OS editions; the earthworks ofthe

pond are still clear.

45: Predicted position of a stone setting. A faint

higher resistance anomaly is visible at this

location measuring 1.5m by 1.5m. It lies 6m
north of 44 and 10m south of 46.

46 (72) [12]: A very high resistance anomaly
interpreted as a buried stone measuring 4m east

to west by 2m. Smith (1885, 141) found this stone

by probing 15.5m north of [VI].

47 (71): A high resistance anomaly interpreted as

a buried stone measuring 1.5m by 1.5m. Smith

did not locate this stone presumably because of

its relatively small size. This is possibly a stump

with the rest of the stone having been taken

away: probably an AD category site.

48 (70) [13]: A very high resistance anomaly
interpreted as a buried stone measuring 2.5m

east-west by 2m. Smith (1885, 141) found this

stone by probing 23.8m north of [12].

49 (69) [14]: A very high resistance anomaly
interpreted as a buried stone measuring 3m
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Fig. 8 Northeast quadrant resistivity survey (east area)

numbered anomalies October 2003

north-south by 2m. Smith (1885, 141) found this

stone by probing 9.8m north of [13].

50 (68) [D]: A standing stone shown on the plans

of Avebury drawn by John Aubrey and William

Stukeley.

51: A higher resistance reading interpreted as a

buried stone measuring 1.5m by 1.5m. This site

was not located by Smith and lies 6m north of 50.

Both 49 and 51 seem too close to standing stone

50 to reflect the regular spacing of stones found

elsewhere in the circle. 5 1 may be the stump of a

stone left in an original socket. This is possibly

an AD category site.

52

(67): A stone position coincident with a spread of

higher resistance with some very high resistance

spikes indicative of a scatter of stone fragments

(as with 26) indicating debris from breaking up

Fig. 9 Northeast quadrant anomalies (west area) December

2003

of a sarsen.

53 (66): A stone position coincident with a spread

of higher resistance with some very high

resistance spikes indicative of a scatter of stone

fragments.

54 (65): A stone position. Some local high resistance

spikes but no clear evidence of an anomaly in

the vicinity.

55 (64) [1]: A large earthwork depression coincident

with a trace of higher resistance possibly the

remains ofa stone setting measuring 1.5m north-

south by lm. This is probably Smith’s (1885, 141)

[1] which lay 42.7m from standing stone 50 [D].

This distance allows for three stone positions

not taking into account the close spacing of
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anomaly 51 to 50. Therefore four stones have

been assumed between 50 and 55. The five

earthwork hollows recorded by RCHM 1990 are

matched with Smith [l]-[p].

Stukeley’s stone positions drawn on his

1724 map are difficult to match exactly with

Smith’s (1965) stone positions (68)-(58) suggested

here. However, he recorded three surviving fallen

stones in 1724 that existed somewhere between

(66)-(60). They had been removed by the time

of Smith’s survey in 1882.

56 (63) [m]: An earthwork hollow close to 55 with

evidence of an anomaly in the vicinity. This

is probably Smith’s (1885, 141) [m], which lay

5.8m from [1].

57 (62) [n] : An earthwork hollow coincident with

an area of higher resistance 2.5m by 2.5m with

a spike of high resistance 0.5m wide at its centre

suggesting robbed megalith debris or packing

for a stone hole. This is probably Smith’s (1885,

141) [n], which lay 11m from [m].

58 (61) [o]: An earthwork hollow with no evidence

of an anomaly in the vicinity. This is probably

Smith’s (1885, 141) [o], which lay 12.5m from

[n] .

59 (60) [p]: An earthwork hollow with no evidence

of an anomaly in the vicinity. This is probably

Smith’s (1885, 141) [p], which lay 11m from

[o] .

60 (59) [15]: A very high resistance anomaly

interpreted as a buried stone measuring 3m
northeast-southwest by 2m. This is Smith’s

(1885,141) [15], recorded as a large buried stone

found by probing 10.4m from [p].

61 (58) [16]: A very high resistance anomaly

interpreted as a buried stone measuring 3m
north-south by 2m. This is Smith’s (1885,141)

[16], recorded as a large buried stone found by

probing 11.6m from [15].

Stukeley records two fallen stones close to

the kink in the field bank, which can be attributed

to 60 and 61. This may be a rare example of an

18th century fallen stone becoming buried.

Another would be (77) which now has only a

corner visible above the grass.

62 (57) [q]: A stone position that cannot be linked

with a geophysical anomaly. This is probably

Smith’s (1885, 141) [q], recorded as a pit 12.2m

from [16].

63 (56) [r]: A stone position that cannot be linked

with a geophysical anomaly. This is probably

Smith’s (1885, 141) [r], recorded as a pit 10.1m

from [q] (Figure 8).

64 [s]: A possible stone position that cannot be

linked with a geophysical anomaly. Smith (1885,

141) recorded a pit 5.2m from [r] (Figure 8).

65 (55): A stone position that might be linked to an

area ofhigh resistance measuring 4m northwest-

southeast by 3m immediately south of the lip of

the henge ditch (Figure 8).

Anomalies within the outer

circle Avebury northeast

quadrant (Figure 9, 66-82, except 71)

66: Linear higher resistance anomaly 135m long

aligned northeast-southwest. A bank associated

with 67 and 68. Together these features form a

boundary which was abandoned by 1724 (Figure

15) but which formed part of a pattern ofparallel

boundaries, probably planned land allotment of

the medieval period.

67 : A linear low resistance anomaly visible as a ditch

on the ground 135m long and 2m wide and part

of the same complex as 66 and 68.

68: A linear high resistance anomaly visible as a bank

on the ground 135m long and 2m wide and part

of the same complex as 66 and 68.

69: A circular low resistance area measuring 12m in

diameter, apparently cut by 70 on the southwest

side, defined by higher resistance areas to the

northeast and northwest.

A possible circular feature was identified

during the AML geophysical survey of this

area (David in Ucko 1991) but this lay to the

southeast, crossed by the line of 66-68. This

anomaly did not show on either the October or

December 2003 surveys.

70: A linear high resistance anomaly aligned

northwest-southeast and possibly associated

with 69. It is traceable from the western edge

of the survey area for 15m. It follows a similar

alignment to 71, 72, 74, 75 and 76 (Figure 8).

71: A linear low resistance anomaly aligned

northwest-southeast and traceable for about 70m.

Probably a ditch following a similar alignment

to 70, 72, 74, 75 and 76.

72: A linear low resistance anomaly aligned

northwest-southeast and traceable for about 50m.

Probably a ditch following a similar alignment

to 70,71,74, 75 and 76.

73: A linear low resistance anomaly aligned east-west

and traceable for about 30m. Probably a ditch, it
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crosses the line of 66-68.

74: A linear low resistance anomaly aligned

northwest-southeast and traceable for about

30m. Probably a ditch, it forms a junction with

73 near the western boundary of the survey area

and crosses the line of 66-68 following a similar

alignment to 70, 71, 72, 75 and 76.

75: A linear low resistance anomaly aligned

northwest-southeast and traceable for about

20m. Probably a ditch, it crosses the line of 66-

68, following a similar alignment to 70, 71, 72,

74 and 76.

76: A linear higher resistance anomaly aligned

northwest-southeast and traceable for about 10m
in the southwest corner of the northeast quadrant

of the survey area. Possibly a ditch similar to 70,

71,72, 74 and 75.

77: A linear high resistance anomaly aligned

east-west and traceable for about 10m in the

southwest corner of the survey area. Possibly a

wall footing.

78: A rectilinear enclosure with the southwest side

formed by 75. The other sides are faint higher

resistance anomalies and measure about 14m
long. Possibly cut on the south side by the quarry

ditch for the prominent rectangular mound 89.

79: A circular low resistance anomaly about 3m in

diameter. Traces ofa brick and concrete structure

are visible here in the grass and it marks the

position of a modern drain/soakaway for the

neighbouring cottage.

80: An irregular higher resistance anomaly about

20m long and 8m wide.

81 : A distinctive linear high resistance anomaly 1.5m

wide aligned northwest-southeast measuring

about 6m long and forming a junction with 82

at its southeast end. Possibly wall footings or a

stone-lined drain.

82: A distinctive ‘L’-shaped high resistance anomaly

aligned north-south for about 20m. At its

northern end it forms a junction with 81, turning

east-west at a right angle and continuing for

about 8m. It measures 1.5m wide and becomes

fainter at the eastern edge of the December

2003 resistivity survey area. The differing soil

moisture conditions ofOctober 2003 may explain

why this anomaly was not detected further east.

The anomaly follows the upper slope of the

west and north sides of a prominent rectangular

mound.

Anomaly 82 may be a wall footing

indicating that the mound is a building platform

with its gable end-on to the road. The south end

of the mound has been truncated by the garden

on the east side of an adjoining National Trust

holiday cottage. Low resistance anomaly 89

marks the position ofthe earthwork quarry ditch

for the mound (Figure 8).

83: A disjointed linear high resistance anomaly

aligned east-west and measuring about 15m

in length with a 5m long north-south aligned

return at its east end. This anomaly is tentatively

interpreted as a building footings aligned with

the proposed trackway 84.

84: A linear high resistance band of readings over

60m long and aligned east-west. At its east end

the anomaly diverges from the road on the south

side of the Pond Stone 44 where it is 2m wide. It

then widens to 5m on the west side of the stone

and runs along the bottom of an earthwork

terrace as far as the lawn of a cottage at the

western edge of the survey area. The northern

edge of the anomaly aligns with a fence shown

on the 1886 OS edition.

While the survey was in progress it was

assumed that the high resistance readings were

associated with a line of demolished roadside

buildings similar to those found on the south

side ofthe road. However, a grid-by-grid analysis

of 84 (R42; R50; R59) showed no gaps in the

high resistance until the west side of R42. This

anomaly is interpreted as a road or trackway

predating the construction of the garden

terrace.

Two buildings are shown on this alignment

on the 1886-1924 editions of the OS map. One
building, probably a barn aligned east-west, lay

immediately west ofthe Pond Stone 44. Another,

probably a cottage, also aligned east-west, lay

against the east side of the existing cottage

garden. Remains of these buildings cannot be

identified within the band of high resistance

readings. They were presumably demolished as

part of the scheme to remove village buildings

from the henge begun by Alexander Keiller and

continued by the National Trust in the early

years of its acquisition of the property.

The width and high resistance ofthe track-

like anomaly indicates substantial metalling

and the road may have been associated with the

rectangular earthwork mound bordered by ditch

89 and wall-like anomaly 82.

85: A linear higher resistance anomaly aligned

north-south and traceable for about 25m varies

between lm-2m wide and joins the north side of

84. Linear 86 (see below) forms a junction with
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Fig. 10 High contrast resistivity plot southeast quadrant

85 on its east side. This feature is interpreted as a

boundary bank or ditch possibly associated with

building like anomalies 87 and 88.

86: A lm wide linear higher resistance anomaly

aligned east-west and traceable for about 8m
from the northwest corner of building-like

anomaly 87 continuing as far as its junction with

85: it appears to form a junction with 90.

87: A rectilinear high resistance linear anomaly

aligned north-south measuring 6m long and

4m wide, which corresponds with an earthwork

hollow, The width of the outline of the anomaly

measured between 0.5m-2m wide. The footings

of a mortared stone wall can be seen eroding

from a visitor footpath that crosses this feature.

Probably a building not shown on any known
maps.

88: A hook-shaped high resistance anomaly aligned

north-south at the south end of 87 and perhaps a

0.5m- 1.0m wide wall footing associated with 87.

It measures about 4m long with a 2m westward

extension at its northern end.

89: A 3m-5m wide band of low resistance readings

running for 12m along the northern side and

10m along the western side of the rectangular

mound associated with 82. The low resistance

follows an earthwork ditch. There is no visible

quarry ditch on the northern side of the mound
which, on the east and west sides is cut into by

terracing for the cottage garden on its south

side.

90-93: Traces of roughly parallel alignments of

higher resistance features aligned northeast-
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southwest extending from the henge ditch

southwest between 20m-30m. Definition might

be enhanced if surveyed under wetter ground

conditions.

90: A higher resistance anomaly measuring lm-2m

wide and about 15m long. From the henge ditch

it passes between buried stones 46 and 47 and

continues to the junction of linear feature 86

and building-like anomaly 87.

91: Faint traces of low resistance about lm wide.

From the henge ditch it passes to the northwest

of buried stone 51 and is traceable for about

20m.

92: A 3m-4m wide band ofhigher resistance crossing

linear 71 and traceable for about 25m. Lies to the

northwest of stone position 57.

93: A faint higher resistance anomaly extending

southwest from buried stone 60 for about 20m.

Anomalies 90-93, with 70-72 and 74-76,

may be field boundaries.

94: Linear higher resistance anomaly aligned

northwest-southeast and extending to the edge

of the survey area from the east side of building-

like anomaly 87. About 10m long and 0.5m wide,

this feature is interpreted as a drain.

SE Quadrant (Figures 5 and 10)

95: A 3m long and 2m wide area of high resistance

readings aligned east-west against the western

edge of the survey area. Interpreted as a block of

buried masonry, possibly a buried megalith.

96: A scatter of six high resistance spikes at the

western edge of the survey area south of 95.

This anomaly might be a scatter of buried

sarsen fragments. A ring of high resistance

features 30m in diameter can be seen in an area

where modern debris is eroding from the turf.

However, the geophysics suggest archaeological

potential, possibly a ring of stone settings.

97: An area of low resistance with few spikes

of higher resistance measuring about 50m
northeast-southwest by 30m. Bounded to the

west by trackway 21 and building-like anomaly 9,

and to the east by the henge ditch. To the north,

97 is bounded by a hedge and higher resistance

area 20. Overall, area of 97 has a distinctive

geophysical signature in comparison with its

surroundings indicating a different land use.

NE Quadrant (Figures 8 and 9)

98: A linear high resistance anomaly running along

the east and north edges of the survey area.
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Visible on the ground as a bank 2m-3m wide and

up to 0.6m high, this feature is a continuation of

24 in the southeast quadrant. Running along the

edge of the henge ditch from the road north as

far as stone position 58, it turns to pass buried

stones 60 and 61 and continues westwards 10m-

12m south of the lip of the henge ditch. Ditch

99 and bank 100 are part of this boundary,

which is shown as a hedgeline on the 1724 map
(Figure 15).

99: A linear low resistance anomaly traceable

from stone position 58 where it diverges from

the henge ditch edge on the north side of 98.

Measuring 3m wide and 0.4m deep, this feature

is the quarry ditch for 98.

100: A linear high resistance anomaly traceable

from stone position 58, where it diverges from

the henge ditch edge on the north side of 99. It

represents a counterscarp bank not visible on

the ground.

Conclusions

The geophysical survey has increased our knowledge

of the outer circle of stones at Avebury. The
especially dry conditions revealed 18 buried stones

as distinctive high resistance readings. With the

exception of the gap caused by robbed stone 26,

an arc of 15 buried or fallen stones is now known
to exist in the southeast quadrant. Seven buried

stones were detected in the northeast quadrant, but

it is clear from the survey that most of these stones

have been broken up and taken away. In many cases

very little has been left behind, but occasional traces

of higher resistance indicate stone fragments and

stone-hole packing.

The potential for dating a stone hole, without

moving a buried stone (C) or fallen stone (B) to reach

the stone pit, lies in the surviving silts ofthe burning

pit/removed stone (D) sites. The present survey has

identified many such sites e.g. 52-59 in the northeast

quadrant, but they are unlikely to have more than

40% of in situ material within them.

The highest potential sites for dating - containing

the most in situ material and without affecting one

of the four (A) standing stones in the outer circle

- are those where a stone was burnt while upright.

In such a situation, the stone might be broken off

at ground level. If the upper stone was taken away,

the lower stump might be left in the ground with

its intact original packing material. These are here

Fig. 11 Selected stone sites with numbers e.g. Smith 1965,

(78); Smith 1885, [IV]; Geophysics 2003, 38

termed (AD) sites, potentially retaining 80%-100% of

their stone-hole filling. Potential AD sites have not

been reported in historical records nor found during

excavation, but the geophysical survey suggests that

they may exist.

Resistivity results from the northeast quadrant

confirm that this area is much more disturbed by

stone breaking than the southeast quadrant and

with the surviving buried stone anomalies tending

to be more fragmented. The best candidates for AD
category sites are found in the northeast quadrant.

They are identified by shape and intensity of the

resistance in comparison with the buried stone

anomalies of the southeast quadrant. They are: 45

a faintly traceable higher resistance site indicating

some stone packing in situ ; 47 a small square buried

stone anomaly, perhaps a vertical stump rather than

a buried stone and a good AD candidate; anomaly

51 is similar to 47, a strong AD candidate; while

57 is a faintly traceable higher resistance site that

may represent stone packing and the bottom of a

stone in situ.

Table 1 is a correlation of information from

various sources that describe the presence and

condition of the megaliths of the outer stone

circle of Avebury henge. Column 1 matches
the A-E categories used in this report following

Isobel Smith’s (1965) numbering of the stones and

noting the condition of stone positions as found

in the excavations by Alexander Keiller 1937-9. A
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Table 1 : Correlation of records for stones of the outer Avebury stone circle.

Smith I. 1965
Keiller A. 1930s
Numbering
1-98

A-E 12003)

Smith A.C. 1885 Stukeley W. 1724
plan E

Aubrey
1663 plan A

Geophysics Reports &
Parch Marks 1990-2003

A1 standing B standing Standing Stone

E2 Position

E3 burning pit Depression Stone

E4 buried between

E5 buried 3 & 6

E6 buried Depression

E7 fallen III fallen Fallen 8 stones

E8 standing A standing Standing between

E9 buried Position 6 & 23

E10 buried Position

Ell burning pit f) pit found nothing Fallen

E12 fallen II fallen Fallen

E13 burning pit e) pit sarsen fragments Fallen

E14 fallen I fallen Standing

E15 burning pit Depression

E16 buried Position

E17 burning pit Depression

E18 burning pit Depression

E19 buried & burnt d) pit nothing Depression

E20 buried & burnt 1) large buried stone Depression

E21 buried & burnt c) pit found nothing Fallen

E22 buried & burnt b) pit found nothing Position

E23 buried & burnt a) pit sarsen fragments Position

E24 buried Fallen

?D25 Position

?D26 Fallen

?D27 Fallen

?D28 Position

?D29 Standing

E30 buried Depression Area from stones

E31 buried Depression 30-45 surveyed in 1996 but

E32 standing I standing Standing These stone positions had

E33 standing H standing Standing Been excavated and stones

E34 stump X fallen Fallen Re-erected or marked with

E35 stump IX fallen Fallen Concrete posts in the 1930s

E36 stump in f.b. s) Removed between 1819 & 1857 Position Therefore this resistivity

E37 burning pit Standing 3 stones Not significant for this

E38 burning pit Standing between Table

E39 burning pit Standing 40 & 29

E40 stump VIII fallen Fallen

E41 stump VII fallen Fallen

E42 stump in f.b. v) Removed between 1819 & 1857 Fallen

E43 burning pit Standing Stone

E44 standing G standing Standing Stone

E45 burning pit Standing Stone

E46 standing F standing Standing Stone

D47 Fallen

D48 e)Removed between 1819 & 1857 Fallen Stone PC95)

D49 a)36ft west ofE manv sarsen frags. Fallen

A50 standing E standing Standing Stone

D51 v) pit 29ft from u 47ft from E Depression

D52 u) pit 73ft from t Depression

D53
D54 t) pit 60ft from s Depression P(95) Low res. Area (90)

D55 High res. Area (03) 65

D s) pit, not clear 17ft from r Depression 64
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Table 1: continued

Smith 1. 1965
Keiller A. 1930s
Numbering
1-98

A-E 12003)

Smith A.C. 1885 Stukeley W. 1724
plan E

Aubrey
1663 plan A

Geophysics Reports &
Parch Marks 1990-2003

D56 r) pit, not clear 33ft from q 2 stones 63

D57 q) pit 40ft from 16 Depression Between 62

C58 16) large stone buried 38ft from 15 Fallen 56 & 67 P(95) Buried stone (03) 61

C59 15) large stone buried 34ft from p Fallen P(95) Buried stone (03) 60

D60 p) pit 36ft from o Depression 59

D61 o) pit 41ft from n Position P(95) 58

D62 n) pit 36ft from m Fallen Trace (03) 57

D63 m) pit 19ft from 1 Fallen 56

D64 1) pit 140ft from D Fallen Trace (03) 55

D65 Depression High res. Area (03) 54

D66 Depression P (95) High res.Area (03)

53

D67 2 Positions 52

C Position P(95) Buried stone (03) 51

A68 standing D standing Standing Stone 50

C69 1 14) large stone buried 32ft from 13 I
Position

|
|P(95); Buried stone (03) 49

|

C70 13) large stone buried 78ft from 12 Position P(95); Buried stone (03) 48

C71 Position Buried stone (03) 47

C72 12) large stone buried 53ft from VI Position P(95); Buried stone (03) 46

D Trace (03) 45

B73 fallen VI Pond Stone fallen Fallen Stone 44

?D74 Fallen? Road Road unsurveyed (03) 43

?D75 Fallen? Road Road unsurveyed (03) 42

?D Position

Unlikely
Building footings (03) 41

?D76 Position Hedgeline unsurveyed
(03) 40

B77 fallen V fallen Fallen Stone Fallen stone (03) 39

B78 fallen IV fallen Standing Stone 38

C79 11) large stone buried 35ft from 10 Position Buried stone (03) 37

C80 10) large stone buried 1 15ft from 9 Buried stone (03) 36

C81 P(95); Buried stone (03) 35

C82 Position P(95); Buried stone (03) 34

C83 9) large stone buried 33ft from 8 Position P(95); Buried stone (03) 33

C84 8) large stone buried 36ft from 7 Position Buried stone (03) 32

C85 7) large stone buried 38ft from 6 Position P(90); Buried stone (03) 31

C86 Position Buried stone (03) 30

C87 6) large stone buried 33ft from 5 Position P(90) Buried stone (03) 29

C88 5) large stone buried 40ft from 4 Position P(90) Hi res(90); Buried
Stone (03) 28

C89 4) large stone buried 53ft from bank Position P(95) Hi res(90); Buried
Stone (03) 27

D90 Fallen High res (90); Frags (03) 26

C91 3) large stone buried 25ft from 2 Depression High resistance (90)

C92 2) buried 9ft large stone 1 18ft from k Position High resistance (90)

D Smith’s distance between k and 2 Fallen

D93 Suggests 2 stone positions Position Plan shows 4

Stones be-

tween 92-97

D94 k) pit found nothing 17ft from I Position

D95 i) pit found nothing 21ft from h Depression P (95)

D96 h) pit sarsen fragments 30ft from g Position

D97 g) pit many sarsen chips 36ft from C Standing Stone P (95) High res (90)

A98 standing C standing Standing Stone
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questionable allocation of A-E where the records

of stone condition are unclear is preceded by ? e.g.

stone positions (25)-(29).

Column 2 matches Smith’s (1885) letters and

numbers, allocated after probing and excavating

stones in 1882. A strong correlation can be observed

with the 2003 geophysical survey owing to Smith’s

careful measurements between each of the sites that

he identified (Figure 16).

Column 3 is a best fit ofstone positions recorded

by William Stukeley in his plan E dated 1724 (Figure

15). He produced a number of plans (see Ucko 1991

for discussion) and the details of some contradict

others. Occasionally the matching in Table 1 is

questionable, particularly at a stone position where

a fallen stone recorded by Stukeley is matched

against a buried stone recorded by Smith. The
general pattern is for 18th century fallen stones to

be broken up and taken away rather than buried,

although (58) and (59) are exceptions as they lie

within a field bank.

Column 4 is a best fit based on stone positions

recorded byJohn Aubrey from a plane table survey he

carried out in the mid 17th century (plan A: Figure

14). Ucko (1991) discusses other plans surveyed by

Aubrey that show different arrangements of stones,

but those in the northeast and southeast quadrants

can be matched with surviving stones or those

broken up and taken away. For example, Aubrey’s

seven stones in the south central area can be closely

matched following the 2003 survey that revealed

(79)-(92) to be buried stones (with the exception of

(90) which was broken up after 1724. Aubrey’s two

stones in Stukeley’s pasture VII are the two surviving

stones (77) and (78). The five in pastures VIII and

IX lie west ofburied stone (92). There are six vacant

stone positions in these two fields. Aubrey does not

show any of these stones. Four (93)-(96) had been

broken up and removed by 1724, but (97) was still

standing although it was demolished by the end of

the 18th century. Aubrey’s two stones beside the road

in pasture X are (98) and (1) and are still standing.

Column 5 notes recent discoveries by aerial

photography and geophysical survey. P (90) and

P (95) are parch marks indicating buried stones

recorded by RCHME in 1990 and 1995. High Res

(91) refers to high resistivity anomalies over stone

positions recorded by the AML survey (David in

Ucko 1991). Buried stone (03) refers to the distinct

high resistance readings recorded in 2003 followed

by the survey number e.g. 27 for the anomaly used

in this report.

This comparison of different sources ofevidence
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has led to five stone positions to add to the 98

proposed by Isobel Smith (1965). Based on the

combined evidence, there were originally at least

100 stones erected in the outer circle at Avebury.

Most stones are spaced at lOm-llm intervals, but

the geophysical survey has revealed two areas where

stones occur 5m-6m apart: stones 29-31 (85)-(87)

in the southeast quadrant and the buried stones

either side ofstanding stone 50 (68) in the northeast

quadrant. In the western part of the henge, Keiller

did not excavate stone positions in gardens either

side of the High Street (25) - (29), where Stukeley

shows a standing stone and two fallen stones no

longer visible. These stones have been classified as

?D because they have been assumed removed - future

geophysical survey may show buried stones there.

This analysis has probably produced one too

many stone positions at the road crossing between

the SE and NE quadrants. Another difficult area to

match available evidence to stone positions is the arc

of the outer circle between the surviving standing

stones (50) and (68) as all but 3 of the stones have

gone from this section. An additional stone may
also have been introduced here. However, bearing

in mind the probability that up to 3 of the stone

positions overlap other stone positions and that the

D category assigned to (25) - (29) is questionable the

following totals have been calculated.

Table 2: Pie chart showing proportions of categories A-E

within outer circle

A
Standing

B

Fallen

C
Buried

D
Broken up

E

Ex cavated

Stone Hole Filling estimated

in situ Neolithic survival

Category Quantity

Standing (80-100%) A 4

Fallen (30-50%) B 3

Buried (10-40%) C 20

Broken up (10-40%) D 36

Excavated (0-5%) E 40

C sites possible Stumps (40-80%) AD 2
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Left: Fig. 12 Holworth, Chaldon Herring (RCHM 1970, 36) © crown copyright. Right: Fig. 13 Philipston

(Taylor 1994, 215) © crown copyright

Prehistoric Enclosures?

It was hoped that the survey of the henge interior

would reveal details of prehistoric enclosures. Rings

ofpost-holes of the type found during excavation and

geophysical survey at Durrington Walls (Wainwright

1971; David and Payne 1997) were not identified at

Avebury, although such might be found if the area

was resurveyed in wetter conditions.

The possible ring of anomalies tentatively

identified in the north quadrant during the AML
survey (David in Ucko 1991, 228) was not recognised

when the area was resurveyed in dry October or wet

December 2003. A circular low resistance anomaly,

about 12m in diameter, was identified near the north

edge of the henge 69.

Faint rectilinear anomalies that ignore other

alignments (e.g. 78) may indicate the position of

prehistoric features. The band of high resistance

spikes 22 in the southeast quadrant and the c.

30m diameter arc of higher resistance anomalies

96 may be significant, but the level of definition

is insufficient for a clear interpretation. Close to

96, anomaly 95 is of particular interest with high

resistance readings over an area that matches that

of buried megaliths. However, it lies 95m west of

the nearest megalith in the outer circle and, if 95

represents a buried megalith, it must be part of an

inner feature of the henge that may continue to the

west. The regularity of this feature in plan when
compared with the plots of the buried megalith

anomalies may mean that it is modern.

Early Field System?
A group oflow resistance anomalies in the northeast

quadrant may be a field system as indicated by their

common orientation. Aligned northwest-southeast

they ignore the north-south alignments ofmedieval

banks and ditches. For example, two of these linear

features (70 and 75) cross the ditches and banks

66-68. They are not visible on the ground and

are presumably ditches levelled by the medieval

ploughing which may have ceased within the henge

in the later medieval period (Pollard and Reynolds

2002, 246). Trace anomalies aligned northeast-

southwest 90-93 suggest that the northeast part of

the henge was once divided into a rectilinear field

system, possibly prehistoric in origin.

Medieval Boundaries
The interior of the henge is divided up into a series
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Fig. 14 John Aubrey 1663 survey Plan A (Bodleian Library MS. Top. Gen. c. 24) © Bodleian Library

of north-south aligned plots, many of which are

shown as hedges in 1724 (Figure 15), e.g. 3-4. Others

are visible as banks and ditches 66-68, although

they had fallen out of use by the 18th century. The
gradiometer survey revealed two further north-south

divisions 1 and 2 continuing from the road to the

east-west hedgeline 5 in the southeast quadrant.

In the northeast quadrant (Figure 6) the RCHME
earthwork and parchmark survey (Bewley et al.

1996, 642) recorded further north-south divisions

not visible on the plot, probably because of the dry

conditions during the October resistivity survey.

These boundaries are interpreted as planned

land allotment. The roadside enclosures were

probably tofts for houses and gardens and the longer

strips behind were crofts for arable and pasture.

Despite alteration ofproperty boundaries alongside

the road, the original pattern is still discernible and

has been dated to the 12th- 13th centuries on the basis

ofpottery found within excavated ditches and banks

(Jope 1999, 68). This planned land division may
reflect a change of ownership, perhaps the granting

ofAvebury manor to Cirencester Abbey in the mid-

nth century. Jope (1999) summarises the medieval

history ofAvebury and suggests from the excavated

evidence that settlement within the henge did not

take place until the medieval period (ibid., 68).

Regular tofts and crofts are common to medieval

settlements in Dorset and south Wiltshire (Figures

12 and 13). Evidence for planned settlement has

long been understood as reflecting the allotment

of land to tenants by manorial lords during the

period of population growth in the 12th- 1 3th

centuries. Many such allotments were abandoned

during the population decline of the late 14th and

15th centuries (Taylor, 1994, 218). One of the best

excavated examples is Holworth, Chaldon Herring

where an abandoned toft revealed occupation and

building evidence between the 12th-15th centuries

(Rahtz, 1958, 105).

Buildings

At Avebury, five building-like high resistance

anomalies 6-8, 10 and 1 1 were found beside the road

in the southeast quadrant. They occupy a terrace

with their long axes aligned with the road. Another

rectangular building-like anomaly 9 is south of the

others and aligned north-south beside a trackway
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Fig. 15 William Stukeley 1724 Plan E (Frontispiece in Stukeley’s Abury 1743)

21 that branches from the road. Earthworks within

this quadrant (Figure 3) may indicate the positions

of buildings constructed of materials other than

stone. On the east side of 9, for example, there is a

roughly square earthwork enclosure 20m wide with

an apparent building platform on its north side.

The date of the stone buildings is unknown but

their layout suggests episodes of building rather

than a single construction phase. Only building

11 was occupied in 1724, 6-10 are not shown by

Stukeley (Figure 15), who depicts this field as

pasture. Subsequent maps show no buildings in this

area. Building 1 1 remained within its own hedged

enclosure and was finally demolished between the

1900 and 1924 editions of the Ordnance Survey.

Anomalies 6-10 might occupy medieval sites,

although buildings may have been constructed

and subsequently demolished in the 16th and 17th

centuries. The spacing of these buildings and the

available boundary evidence does not reveal a pattern

of dwelling house and outbuildings grouped in

individual tofts (although building 6 lies between

linears 1 and 2). John Aubrey’s plan C indicates

buildings across this area to the east entrance of the

henge on both sides of the road. This suggests that

buildings were still standing in 1663 (Ucko 1991,

21), but the plan is rather stylised and cannot be

relied upon.

On the north side of the road, building-like

anomalies are not present, although two buildings

are shown on 1886-1924 Ordnance Survey maps

(demolished in the mid 20th century). A 5m wide

band of high resistance 84 branches from the road

at the Pond Stone 44 and then runs parallel and 5m
north of it. The anomaly may include the position of

the demolished 19th century building, but it seems

instead to represent a metalled track. The route of

the track ends just east of the prominent rectangular
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Left: Fig. 16 Rev A.C Smith 1885, stones discovered by probing © Wiltshire Heritage Museum Archive & Library. Right: Fig.

1 7 Ordnance Survey 25 inches to one mile map, 1 900

mound on the east side of a National Trust holiday

cottage. A garden is shown here in 1724 and terracing

presumably took place before this and would have

removed any relationship between the mound and

the suggested trackway.

The mound has been interpreted as a possible

Neolithic long barrow (Mike Pitts pers. comm.),

but this seems unlikely based on the geophysical

evidence. Its rectangular plan and anomaly 82

- which appears to be a wall defining the summit

of the mound - suggest a platform for a substantial

building of pre-1724 date. Traces of other likely

building sites 83, 87, 88, on the north side of 84 are

indicated by rectilinear high resistance anomalies. 83

may be associated with the demolished 19th century

cottage, but 87 and 88 are probably ofpre-1724 date

occupying a hollow levelled out of the slope.

The two 19th-century buildings on the north

side ofthe road were demolished in the 20th century

as part of a deliberate clearance policy. The removal

of the buildings in the southeast quadrant before

1724 may also have been part of a planned clearance

after the amalgamation of tenements by a single

farmer. This area is shown as one field on Aubrey’s

1663 plan A and was Stukeley’s pasture VII in 1724,

presumably held by Tom Robinson who Stukeley

names as the person responsible for demolishing the

stones there in 1700. This claim was clearly incorrect

as Aubrey’s plan shows only the stones 77 and 78 still

visible within pasture VII. The other stones in this

field, except 90, are now known to have been buried

and it is likely that they have been buried since the

medieval period.

The story told to Stukeley about Robinson’s

demolition work must have applied to other

megaliths or perhaps to the buildings within

pasture VII. Brian Edwards (2001, 54) describes

Thomas Robinson as a leading non-conformist who
encouraged immigrant dissenters to settle within the

henge. The chapel on the south side ofGreen Street

was built in 1670 after the Five Mile Act (1665) had

forced non-conformists to worship beyond a five

mile exclusion zone around towns. The number of

Avebury non-conformists rose from 25 in 1670 to 130

in 1715 and documentary evidence suggests that this

population increase speeded the destruction of the

megaliths for building stone (ibid. 54). Aubrey’s plan

A, however, indicates that many ofthe stones within

the 2003 survey area had been buried or removed

before 1663 and that the stone for the dissenters’

chapel, and most of their houses, paths and walls

came from other megaliths within the henge.

The enclosure map of 1794 (WRO E/A 95)

confirms the amalgamation of tenanted plots

continuing a process of rationalisation of

smallholdings into larger farms that had begun
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in the late medieval period and accelerated in the

17th and 18th centuries. The northeast survey area

lies within a field called ‘Gumm’s Close’ and the

southeast survey area is held by Robert Nalder,

therefore they are fields within farms by that time

and devoid of buildings. The land seems to have

remained as pasture ever since.

The results of the geophysical survey have

revealed a certain amount ofuseful detail concerning

occupation and settlement at Avebury. Resurveying

the area when the soil moisture conditions are

favourable should enhance the existing data and

enable low resistance anomalies to be detected.

Resurvey of selected areas taking readings at 0.25m

intervals would enhance the survey considerably.

The resistivity plot of the buried stones has

raised the question ofwhether the megaliths should

be excavated and re-erected. From the perspective

of the conservation of archaeological deposits,

however, this is a controversial proposal. Developing

technologies for ground probing radar will enable

increasingly accurate 3-D images of buried stones

to be generated and it is hoped, therefore, that

future research at Avebury will include GPR survey.

Virtual re-erection ofstones recorded by GPR could,

as computer images, form part of an interpretative

display of the henge.
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Prehistoric and Roman archaeology at Mill Lane,

Swindon
by Andrew Hood

A programme ofarchaeological monitoring and subsequent excavation was undertaken in advance ofroad construction.

The majority of the monitored groundworks were devoid of archaeological finds or features; however; numerous

archaeological deposits were present on a clay ridge immediately to the east ofMill Lane. The earliest on-site evidence

comprised a small assemblage of worked flint datable to the Mesolithic and Neolithic/Bronze Age periods. A small

amount of later prehistoric pottery was also recovered.

The remains of a 2nd-4th century AD Roman rural settlement, which comprised ditches/enclosures, pits and

possible structures was also identified with at least two phases ofsettlement activity/layout and evidence for landscape

management in the form ofditch re-cuts.

A substantial number of quarry pits for clay were present along the route of the proposed road for at least 300m.

These possibly represent significant medium/large scale industrial activity, perhaps pottery production. The pits are

poorly dated, although later than the Roman features and are perhaps associated with the adjacent deserted medieval

settlement of West Leaze.

Introduction

Between July 2008 and June 2009 Foundations

Archaeology undertook archaeological monitoring

and excavation in advance of, and during, the

construction of roads associated with the Swindon

Southern Development (Wichelstowe). The work

was commissioned by CgMs Consulting Ltd.

Topography and geology

The site was located at NGR SU 1374 8275,

approximately 2km southwest ofOld Town, Swindon

(Figure 1). The study area was situated on relatively

low ground between the chalk escarpment of the

Marlborough Downs to the south and the sandstones

and limestones of Old Town hill to the north.

The excavation areas were located on a roughly

circular ridge (105m OD), which overlooked the

River Ray, approximately 400m to the northeast.

The Scheduled Ancient Monument of West Leaze

Medieval settlement (SM 28962/01-03) is situated

immediately north of the excavation area. The
underlying geology comprised Kimmeridge Clay,

overlaid by clay soils. At the time of the investigation

the land was former pasture.

Archaeological background

The study area is situated to the south of the former

West Leaze farm, within the parish of Wroughton.

Historic records indicate that West Leaze formed

part of the Westlecot manor or estate. Westlecot is

listed in the Domesday survey as Wichelstote , and is

described as containing arable, pasture and meadow

Foundations Archaeology, Pembroke Centre, Cheney Manor, Swindon, SN2 2PQ
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land, along with a mill. The Charterhouse map
of 1880 (Figure 2) indicates that, at this date, the

study area lay within the fields south of West Leaze

farm. Later historic maps show that the landscape

remained essentially unchanged into the modern
period.

The earliest systematic investigation of the area

comprised a ‘walk over’, undertaken as part of the

South Swindon Survey (Pattison 1986). This work

identified extensive earthworks, immediately to the

north of the current study area, thought to represent

the deserted medieval settlement of West Leaze.

The earthworks were subsequently designated a

Scheduled Ancient Monument and Thamesdown
Archaeological Unit conducted limited trial

trenching within the area of the earthworks, which

yielded a mix ofRoman and medieval pottery (Digby

1988).

A programme of desk-based assessment and

archaeological evaluation prior to the current

development is summarised in the archive Post-

excavation Assessment Report (Hood 2009, 2.2).

This work related to the wider landscape and

identified a generally low level of rural/agricultural
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Left: Fig. 2 Charterhouse Map, 1880

Om 1000m « - Iron Age finds/activity

I

~~1^— 0 -Iron Age pit

Right: Fig. 3 HER Data; Prehistoric

Left: Fig. 4 HER Data; Roman Right: Fig. 5 HER Data; Post Roman
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Fig. 6 Site Plan, Roman Features

activity, predominately of the Roman and Medieval

periods.

Methodology

A road centre-line-strip watching briefindicated the

presence of archaeological features on the clay ridge

to the east of Mill Lane, directly south of the West

Leaze medieval settlement. In order to mitigate the

archaeological deposits, the centre-line-strip was

widened to full road width in the areas containing

features. The majority of features were investigated

in accordance with the project methodology, whilst a

sample of numerous amorphous pits was excavated,

prior to the remainder being planned under watching

brief conditions (ibid.).

Summary of stratigraphic

evidence

A full stratigraphic description of all archaeological

features present within the site is given in the

post-excavation assessment report (ibid.). Natural

Kimmeridge Clay deposits were encountered at an

average depth of 0.37m below the modern ground

surface. These were intermittently overlain by a mid

grey clay silt subsoil, up to 0.20m thick. The natural

deposits and intermittent subsoil were sealed by

brown clay silt topsoil, up to 0.40m thick. Numerous

features were visible, cut into the top of the natural

substrates (Figures 6 and 8).

Prehistoric activity

Limited prehistoric activity was present in the form

of a small number of Mesolithic and Neolithic/

Bronze Age worked flints and a small assemblage of

later prehistoric pottery. These finds were generally

unstratified or residual material in later features.

Roman features

Numerous ditches, gullies, pits and postholes

datable to the Roman period (Figure 6) by pottery

finds suggest activity spanning 2nd to 4th century

AD. The Roman features were dispersed across the

site. Some ‘pockets’ of stratigraphy were present,

indicating that the Roman activity included at least

two phases, with the occurrence of pits at a location
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Fig. 7 Roman Features, Selected Sections

offormer ditches representing a significant change in

landscape layout. Several ditches had been re-cut on

at least one occasion and, as such, provided evidence

for long term landscape management. The majority

of ditches appear to represent field boundaries, set

out on a co-axial northeast-southwest - northwest-

southeast alignment. Ditches [6000]/[6006] and

[3012] may have been part of smaller enclosures.

The only direct evidence for structural remains

within the study area comprised postholes [4010],

[4013] and [4016]. Further evidence for Roman
structures was provided by ceramic building material

(CBM), including tegulae and possible hypocaust

fragments.

A cluster of pits at the northwestern end of the

site contained assorted artefacts, including pottery,

fired clay, animal bone and iron nail fragments, along

with occasional to frequent charcoal flecks. The
composition of the assemblage from these features

is highly suggestive of domestic refuse.

Amorphous pits

A large number of amorphous pits were present

across the study area (Figure 8 and Plate 1). The
features varied in size but were always relatively

shallow, up to a maximum depth of 0.55m. The
pits were consistently stratigraphically later than

the Roman deposits, with pits [1010], [1013] and
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Fig. 8 Site Plan, Pit Features

Plate 1 General photograph ofwatching briefstrip, showing

extensive area ofamorphous pits. Looking northwest.

Copyright: Foundations Archaeology. Photographer: Andrew

Hood.

[1014] demonstrably later than ditch fill (1009),

which contained Roman and Anglo-Saxon pottery.

They were filled with a light orange/grey/brown

mottled clay silt, distinct from the darker grey fills

associated with Roman features (Plate 2). A mixed

Plate 2 Roman enclosure [6000]/[6006] cut by amorphous

pits, in turn, cut by Post-medieval boundary ditch.

Looking northeast. Copyright: Foundations Archaeology.

Photographer: Andrew Hood.

pottery assemblage from the pit fills comprised

residual Prehistoric and Roman pottery, along with

twelve sherds of medieval pottery. On the whole,

the volume of material associated with the pits

was relatively low, with an average pottery sherd-
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NORTHWEST FACING SECTION PIT [2006] WEST FACING SECTION PIT [5049]

NORTHEAST FACING SECTION [3007] SOUTHWEST FACING SECTION DITCH [1007] and PIT [1010]

(1005)

[1007]

NORTHEAST FACING SECTION DITCH [1007], PIT [1013] and PIT [1014]
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Fig. 9 Pit Features, Selected Sections

per-feature count of 5.5, along with generally low

amounts of animal bone, CBM, slag and rare to

occasional charcoal flecks.

Worked flint,

by Hugo Lamdin-Whymark

The worked flint assemblage comprised two flint

flakes, a chert flake, a flint blade, a flint end and side

scraper on a flake and an edge-retouched flint flake.

The blade was parallel sided and exhibited dorsal

blade scars indicating that it was struck from a well

prepared blade core; this flint probably dates from

the Mesolithic. The flake debitage and other artefacts

are not intrinsically datable, but technologically

and morphologically they bear affinities with

neolithic and Bronze Age industries. All pieces

exhibited heavy post-depositional edge-damage and

were retrieved from Roman or later archaeological

features or as unstratified finds and, as such, they

indicate no more than an early Prehistoric presence

in the locale.

Pottery, by Jane Timby

The archaeological work resulted in the recovery

of 2115 sherds of pottery, weighing approximately

18.5kg. The assemblage largely dates to the Roman
period with smaller amounts of prehistoric, Anglo-

Saxon, medieval and post-medieval pottery. The
latter, comprising just two sherds, is not discussed

further other than for dating purposes.
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The Prehistoric assemblage was sorted into

fabrics following the PCRG (1997) guidelines.

Roman sherds were coded using the national Roman
reference fabric codes (Tomber and Dore 1998),

or where not classified, codes based on these. The

assemblage was quantified by sherd count and weight

and the data entered onto an MS Excel spreadsheet,

a copy of which is deposited with the site archive.

Very small crumbs were counted and weighed but

not sorted into fabrics. The pottery is in quite a

fragmented state with an overall average sherd size

ofonly 8.7g, despite the emphasis on Roman material

which tends to be better fired and more robust. This

might indicate a high level ofdisturbance of deposits

or adverse soil conditions. Pottery was recovered

from 54 recorded cuts with further material from

35 other deposits. Some 357 sherds, 17% of the

assemblage, came from unstratified collection.

In the following report the individual fabrics and

forms for each main chronological period are briefly

described. The final section considers the assemblage

in its local and regional setting.

Prehistoric pottery

A small group of 28 sherds none of which are

featured and most appear to be residual finds in

Roman or later contexts. Two fabrics can be defined,

a calcined flint-tempered ware and a medium-fine

sandy ware. The latter occurs as five sherds and is

likely to date to the Iron Age. One sherd was residual

in linear [2002]; four sherds were the only ceramic

finds in pit [2006]. The flint-tempered sherds do not

feature alongside the sandy wares and are less easy

to date. All the sherds are residual with the highest

incidence, 13 sherds in pit [5034] accompanied by

a single Roman sherd. The character of the material

might indicate a later Bronze Age date.

Roman pottery

Continental imports

Samian: total 23 sherds of Central Gaulish samian

were recovered, all plain and many extremely

small and abraded. Recognisable forms include

dishes Drag 31 and cups Drag 33. One basesherd

from linear [1024] has a broken stamp reading

]ANIM. Overall the samian contributes

approximately 1% count and weight to the

overall assemblage.

Amphora: a single small and abraded sherd of

possible amphora was recovered from pit

[1029].

Regional coarsewares: Dorset black burnished

ware (DOR BB1) (Tomber and Dore 1998,

127) accounts for 11.4% by count of the total

assemblage and is the commonest ofthe regional

imports present. The standard repertoire of

jars (Figure 10.11), bowls and dishes is present

with jars accounting for 54.8% and bowls/dishes

45.2%. Ofthe latter there are just single examples

ofthe flat-rimmed and flanged-rim forms (Figure

10.19) with most examples being plain-rimmed

dishes. The lattice decoration on the jars ranges

from acute to just oblique with few sherds ofvery

oblique suggesting a date range from the mid-

later 2nd century through to the later 3rd/early

4th century.

New Forest wares (NFO CC) (ibid., 141): a small

group of five colour-coated sherds, all from

beakers, was recovered from linear [2024] and

pits [1035 and 2025] suggesting these are later

Roman in date.

Overwey whiteware (OWY WH) (ibid. 146): two jar

sherds from pits [2033] and [5024] suggesting a

date in the 4th century.

Oxfordshire wares (ibid. 173-6): collectively products

from the Oxfordshire industries account for just

1.6% of the total assemblage. The wares include

three pieces of white ware mortaria (OXF WH)
and 30 sherds of colour-coated (OXF RS).

Amongst the colour-coated ware rims are four

mortaria (Young 1977, forms C99 and C100);

one flanged bowl (ibid., form C51); two dishes

(ibid., forms C45 and C47) (Figure 10.15), two

bowls (ibid., C75) typical of the 4th-century and

a beaker.

Local coarsewares: Savernake ware (SAV GT) (ibid.,

191): although only 4.5% by count, this ware

accounts for 14.7% by weight, a reflection of the

fact that most of the sherds derive from large

storage jars (Figure 10.1).

South-west wares (SOW WS; SOW CC) (ibid., 192):

although only the white-slipped ware is defined

in Tomber and Dore 1998, the same fabric is

present with a colour-coated finish. This fabric

first appears in the later 2nd century continuing

into the 3rd century and largely features as

small flagons. Only a single sherd is present of

each ware.

North Wiltshire wares: this group of wares not

surprisingly accounts for just over 80% of the

total assemblage by count, 70.3% by weight.

Of this 65.2% (count) comprise reduced grey

wares (WIL RE) and 11% the oxidised sandy

wares (WIL OX). The remaining 4% consist

of black sandy wares (WIL BW), imitations of

DOR BB1 forms (WIL BB), colour-coated wares
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Table 1
:
Quantified summary of Roman pottery

Fabric code Description No No % Wt Wt% EVE EVE %
Imports LEZ SA Central Gaulish samian 23 1.1 229.5 1.3 21 1.4

?AMP amphora? 1 0.0 5 0.0 0 0.0

Regional DOR BB1 Dorset black burnished ware 234 11.4 1910 10.5 219 14.3

NFO CC New Forest colour-coated 5 0.2 139 0.8 0 0.0

OVY WH Overwey white ware 2 0.1 11 0.1 0 0.0

OXF RS Oxon colour-coated ware 30 1.5 306 1.7 73 4.8

OXF WHM Oxon white ware mortaria 3 0.1 23 0.1 0 0.0

Local BWMIC micaceous black ware 1 0.0 9 0.0 0 0.0

GREY misc grey sandy ware 2 0.1 14 0.1 0 0.0

GYWS white-slipped grey ware 1 0.0 36 0.2 0 0.0

OXID miscellaneous oxidised 8 0.4 16 0.1 0 0.0

SAVGT Savernake ware 92 4.5 2681 14.7 22 1.4

SHELL shelly ware 1 0.0 10 0.1 0 0.0

SOW CC South-west colour-coat 1 0.0 2 0.0 0 0.0

SOW WS South-west white-slipped 1 0.0 1 0.0 0 0.0

WIL BW Wilts black sandy ware 48 2.3 261 1.4 51 3.3

WIL BWF finer black ware 4 0.2 28 0.2 0 0.0

WIL BB1 Wilts BB1 copies 10 0.5 112 0.6 22 1.4

WIL BWGR Wilts black grog-tempered 6 0.3 26 0.1 0 0.0

WIL CC Wilts colour-coated ware 6 0.3 87 0.5 0 0.0

WIL GL Wilts glazed ware 1 0.0 9 0.0 0 0.0

WIL GR Wilts grog-tempered 2 0.1 2 0.0 0 0.0

WILOX Wilts oxidised sandy 225 11.0 905 5.0 100 6.5

WIL OXGR Wilts oxidised grog-tempered 5 0.2 23 0.1 5 0.3

WIL RE Wilts grey sandy ware 1336 65.2 11363.5 62.4 1016 66.4

WIL REF Wilts fine grey ware 1 0.0 6 0.0 0 0.0

WW white ware 1 0.0 1 0.0 0 0.0

TOTAL 2050 100.0 18216 100.0 1529 100.0

(WIL CC), oxidised or black grogged wares

(WIL OX/BWGR), other grog-tempered wares

(WIL GR) and a single glazed ware (WIL GL).

Kilns have been documented at Whitehill Farm,

Toothill Farm and Purton to the west and north-

west of Swindon (Anderson 1979). Production

of the sandy wares appears to date from the

later lst-early 2nd century; the grog-tempered

sandy wares may be slightly earlier. It is unclear

whether the later grey wares, which account for

most of the wares here, come from the same or

nearby sources.

The grey wares (WIL RE/BB): a fine to medium sandy

fabric. Several variants have been subsumed into

this single category belonging both to the earlier

and later facets of this industry. The repertoire

Table 2: Summary offorms (based on rim estimated

vessel equivalents)

Form EVE % EVE

jar 1210 78.9

dish/bowl 215 14.0

jug 19 1.2

beaker 27 1.8

cup 15 1.0

tankard 2 0.1

mortaria 21 1.4

lid 25 1.6

TOTAL 1534 100.0
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Table 3: Comparison of Mill Lane pottery with other local sites (expressed as % no.)

Swindon Groundwell Blunsdon Atworth Hermitage

IMPORTS Samian 1.1 1.9 2.5 3 0.7

Other fineware np 0.1 np np

amphorae 0.7 0.1 np

REGIONAL Dorset/south-west BB1 11.4 12.2 2.1 13 3.8

Lower Nene Valiev colour-coat np * np

Lower Nene vallev whiteware np np 0.1 np np

Mancetter-Hartshill mortaria np np 0.1 np np

New Forest colour-coated ware 0.2 0.3 np np

Overwev whiteware 0.1 0.2 np np

Oxford black surface whiteware np np np np

Oxon red-slipped ware 1.5 3 np 1 1.8

Oxon whiteware mortaria 0.1 0.8 np np

Oxon white-slipped mortaria np 0.2 np 0.1

late Roman shellv ware np 1.9 np 1.0

Severn Valiev ware np 0.1 1.4 * np

Verulamium-tvpe whiteware np np np np np

LOCAL Savernake ware 4.5 2.6 4.9 1.5 41.6

SW oxidised/colour-coated ware 0.7 np 8 np

Wiltshire black burnished ware 0.5 0.3 np np

Wiltshire black sandv ware 2.5 7.3 10.4 * np

Wiltshire colour-coated ware 0.3 0.3 np 0.1

Wiltshire grog-tempered ware 0.4 1.5 22.2 np

Wiltshire mica-slipped np np np np

Wiltshire glazed ware np np np 0.1

Wiltshire oxidised sandv ware 11 6.8 9.4 10 0.9

Wiltshire reduced sandy ware 65.2 46.8 36.5 45 47.4

UNKNOWN unknown/other 0.7 11.8 11.1 c 10 2.5

TOTAL 99.5 99.5 100.0 100.0 100.0

is dominated by jars (94.4% by EVE) mainly

everted rim, expanded rim and hooked rim

forms (Figures 10.2, 10.4, 10.5, 10.9-10, 10.12-13

and 10.16). One vessel (Figure 10.4) is overfired

with blisters suggesting a second. The remaining

5.6% comprise dishes/bowls (Figure 10.3, 10.18)

tankard, jugs (Figure 10.14) and lids. Bowls/

dishes include examples with flat and flanged

rims and plain-rimmed dishes (Figure 10.6-7).

A small number of black sandy wares (WIL BW):
these may reflect an earlier facet of the Wiltshire

industry.Vessels include beaded rim and necked

jars, lids, plain rimmed dishes and a small ‘S’-

shaped bowl (Figure 10.17). The oxidised wares

(WIL OX) show a similar range offorms (Figure

10.10). The six colour-coated and single glazed

sherd are products of a local fine ware industry

previously identified from the assemblage at

Wanborough (Anderson 1978) dating to the

early 2nd century.

Unknown wares: few other wares are present mainly

as unfeatured bodysherds. These include a black

micaceous ware (BWMIC); a fine shell-tempered

ware (SHELL); a white ware (WW) and

miscellaneous grey and oxidised sandy wares.

Anglo-Saxon pottery

Four handmade sherds with an organic temper

are present. One sherd was recovered from ditch

[1007] and one from linear [1011]; the remaining

two sherds were unstratified finds. This tradition

is quite a long-lived one and thus the sherds could
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date from anywhere between the 6th and 8th/9th

centuries AD.

Medieval pottery

Twenty-two sherds ofmedieval date comprise mainly

a mix of Minety wares from North Wiltshire and

Kennet Valley plain jars/cooking pots. Ten sherds

came from unstratified deposits and eight from

quarry [1004]. The remaining four sherds came from

feature [5082]; pit [2008]; pit [3009] and context

(110)B.

The local and regional setting

The recovered assemblage demonstrates low level

activity in the area from later Prehistoric times.

The main focus of settlement activity appears to

have been in the Roman period, probably initially

in the later 1st and early 2nd centuries. Sporadic

activity continues at the site through the 2nd and 3rd

centuries. The latest Roman pottery dates to the first

half of the 4th century. The absence of any typical

later Roman products might suggest abandonment

from around the mid 4th century or earlier. A sparse

scatter ofAnglo-Saxon sherds suggests occupation of

this date somewhere in the neighbourhood, although

these sherds are probably casual losses in agricultural

land. Similarly the small number ofmedieval sherds

may derive from field manuring.

North Wiltshire was the location of quite

an extensive pottery industry in the Roman and

later periods, with numerous pottery and tile

kilns documented, for example, Purton, Toothill,

Whitehill, Minety and Ashton Keynes, which

demonstrate the suitability ofthe local clays for such

purposes. It should, however, be noted that apart

from one possible warped second, none of the pottery

suggested it was waster material. Indeed, there

was no evidence for large-scale pottery production

within the site.

In terms of quality and range, the calibre of

the material is not high, with very few imports

suggesting that this is a typical rural assemblage and

not of a high-status. In terms of the overall vessel

profile (Table 2) jars dominate at 78.9% EVE followed

by dishes/ bowls at 14%. All other forms contribute

less than 2% and include a small number of drinking

vessels, mortaria, jugs and lids.

Table 3 places the assemblage from the site

alongside other quantified assemblages from the

immediate locality; Groundwell Ridge, Blunsdon

(Timby forthcoming), Lower Widhill Farm,
Blunsdon (Timby 2007), Atworth R.oman villa

(Timby 2008) and The Hermitage, Swindon
(Butterworth and Seager Smith 1997). The current

assemblage falls into the general pattern for the

area in terms of the limited range of continental

and regional imports and the dominance of the

local grey wares, although this is noticeably higher

for this site compared to the others. To some extent

this is a reflection of the chronology of the sites,

Lower Widhill Farm, with the lowest, has a higher

incidence of earlier Roman material. The percentage

of samian is slightly lower, although higher than

The Hermitage, but at all the sites other continental

imports are low or absent. The proportion ofDOR
BB1 is similar to that from Groundwell Farm and

Atworth, both sites with a more pronounced later

Roman component.

Catalogue of illustrated pottery
1 . Handmade storage jar in Savernake ware. Fabric: SAV

GT. Feature [1004] (1005).

2. Narrow necked jar. Fabric: WIL RE. Feature [1004]

(1005).

3. Small bowl with a flat rim. Fabric: WIL RE. Feature

[1007] (1009).

4. Necked jar. Well-fired with firing blisters. Fabric: WIL
RE. Feature [1024] (1025).

5. Wide-mouthed, necked jar. Fabric: WIL RE. Feature

[1024] (1025).

6. Plain-rimmed dish. Fabric: WIL BB. Feature [1024]

(1025).

7. Flanged bowl. Fabric: WIL RE. Feature [1024]

(1025).

8. Hook-rimmed dish. Young 1977 form C47. Fabric:

OXF RS. Feature [1024] (1025).

9. Flared rim jar. Fabric: WIL RE. Feature [1024]

(1026).

10. Hook-rimmed jar/ Fabric: WIL OX. Feature [1024]

(1026).

11. Flared rim jar. Fabric: DOR BB1. Feature [1024]

(1026).

12. Everted rim jar. Fabric: WIL RE. Feature [1050]

(1052).

13. Cavetto-rimmed jar. Fabric: WIL RE. Feature [1051]

(1056).

14. Strap-handled jug (one handle extant). Fabric: WIL
RE. Feature [1045] (1060).

15. Beaded rim dish. Young 1977, form C45. Fabric: OXF
RS. Feature [3012] (3014).

16. Everted rim jar. Fabric: WIL RE. Feature [3012]

(3014).

17. Small ‘S’ shaped bowl. Fabric: BWSY. Context

(4024).

18. Small dish with flaring walls. Fabric: WIL RE. Context

(119).

19. Flanged bowl. Fabric: DOR BB1. Context (122).
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Fig. 10 Pottery Illustrations
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Fired clay and ceramic

building material

Eight amorphous fragments of fired clay were

recovered from five contexts, with no indication

of their original use. Fourteen pieces of ceramic

building material were also recovered from twelve

contexts. Most pieces were small and fragmentary,

but at least three pieces oftegulae (roofing tile) could

be identified, one with a perforation (nail hole) on

the fracture. In addition, one piece from quarry

[1004] had traces of combing suggesting it was a

fragment of hypocaust.

Animal bone 5 by Sylvia Warman

A total of 293 bone fragments from 239 bones,

weighing 2.2kg, were recovered. Of these, 57 bones

were identifiable to species and 4 epiphyses were

present. The animal bone was largely recovered

from ditch fills, of broadly Roman date, with

some intrusive Medieval material. The complete

assemblage is listed by feature, context and spot-

date in the Post-excavation Assessment (Hood

2009). This small assemblage, from which less than

a quarter could be identified to species, provided

limited information on animal husbandry at the

site. Horse, cattle and sheep/goat were present and

dog can probably be added, based on the presence

of gnaw marks. A bias towards teeth is likely to

result from differential preservation and the lack of

typically less robust sheep/goat bones is consistent

with this. Low levels of gnawing and weathering

are consistent with rapid burial of the animal

bone at the time of deposition. With such a small

assemblage comparison and further interpretation

is not appropriate.

Charred plant remains,
by Wendy Smith

Analysis of archaeobotanical samples from the

site established that generally well-preserved

charred plant remains were present. Where plant

macrofossils were identifiable to species level, the

assemblages primarily contained cereal grain and

chaff (glume bases) of spelt ( Triticum spelta L.). The
abundance of cereal remains is unlikely to reflect an

absence of cultivation of other crops. Instead, it is

more likely that this reflects the regular processing of

cereal crops and/ or disposal ofcereal crop processing

waste; both of which are activities likely to involve

heat at many stages (van der Veen et al. 2007).

Discussion, by Andrew Hood

The road centre-line-strip extended for

approximately 1.5 km and was largely cut through

waterlogged soils onto the underlying Kimmeridge

Clay. The majority of the road strip on the low lying

generally waterlogged ground, yielded negligible

archaeological remains. Significant deposits were

only present on the relatively dry clay ridge, to the

east of Mill Lane.

The relative paucity of prehistoric evidence is

likely to be partly a product of truncation by later

activity. There is a known cluster of neolithic and

Bronze Age features, including inhumations, on

the western brow of Old Town hill, approximately

900m to the northeast of the study area (Figure 3).

It is uncertain if the prehistoric material from the

site represents evidence for a focus of activity on the

clay ridge, but further prehistoric evidence may be

present in the area around the site.

Roman evidence comprised a dispersed set of

features, mainly boundary and enclosure ditches,

along with a small number ofpits and postholes. The

pottery assemblage largely consisted of low status

material, dominated by local north Wiltshire black

and grey wares. It is likely that the site was part of a

larger rural settlement, which spanned the 2nd to 4th

centuries. Tegulae and possible hypocaust fragments

suggest higher status buildings, although none was

present within the excavation areas.

Charred cereal grains, along with horse, cattle

and sheep/goat bones, in some ofthe Roman features,

suggested that the economic basis of the settlement

was mixed agriculture. Although a small amount of

slag and one possible fragment of ceramic waster

material were present, there was no evidence for

a significant industrial element to the settlement.

It is likely that activity at the Mill Lane site was

distinct from that at the pottery manufacturing

site at Toothill (Figure 4), approximately 1.5 km
northwest (SAS 1975, 135).

The focus ofthe settlement is unknown, although

the recovery of over two thousand sherds of pottery

from the site suggested that it was close by. The top of

the clay ridge is the most likely area, with the group
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of artefact rich pits at the northwest end perhaps

representing an outlying part ofthe settlement core.

It is a distinct possibility that the focus of Roman
activity may correspond with the site ofthe medieval

settlement. The recovery of Roman pottery from

test pits excavated within the area of the medieval

earthworks supports this supposition (Digby 1988,

4-8). Given the limited nature of the investigation,

it is not possible to suggest a settlement morphology

(Taylor 2007, 19-20).

A Roman building, possibly a villa, is situated

on the southwest facing slope of Old Town hill,

approximately 1km northeast (Passmore 1898). In

light of the longevity of settlement activity within

the study area, the two sites were contemporary and

possibly inter-visible.

A total of four sherds of Anglo-Saxon pottery

present limited evidence of activity in the vicinity

of the site. The small number of sherds indicates

casual loss, rather than manuring practice.

The numerous pits are difficult to interpret.

Although mainly amorphous in plan and profile,

they contained consistently homogenous fills,

suggesting that they were not the result of rooting/

burrowing activity. The generally shallow profiles

of the pits may reflect avoidance of the water table.

Poorly dated on the whole, a limited number of

stratigraphic associations suggest that they post-date

the Roman period.

Given the general lack of post-medieval

evidence from the site, it is most likely that they

represent medieval in-filled clay quarry pits. This

interpretation is consistent with their amorphous

appearance, the low finds count, and their occurrence

over a considerable distance. The purpose of the

clay extraction is not entirely clear; there was no

significant evidence for pottery production from

within the study area and there are no known
medieval pottery production sites in the immediate

vicinity. It is possible that the clay was utilised as

building material, potentially for the earthworks at

the adjacent settlement, although this is untested.

Possible medieval clay quarry pits were present

within evaluation trenches near South Leaze farm,

just over 1km to the west of the current study area

(Michaels 2003, 5.6.2). The area of pitting within

the trench was c. 20m wide and 0.35m deep and is

comparable to the evidence from the present site:

interpretation is hampered by the limited nature of

the fieldwork.

Given the proximity between the excavation

areas and West Leaze, the paucity of medieval

artefacts is surprising. The excavation areas were,

however, located to the south of the ditch-and-bank

enclosure around settlement earthworks, outside

the settlement and away from the focus of domestic

activity.

The project reported upon here indicates that the

clay ridge to the east of Mill Lane was settled in the

Roman and Medieval periods, possibly earlier. The
poorly drained and frequently waterlogged nature

of the surrounding land, suggest that other areas

of higher ground in this locale may also contain

settlement deposits.
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An Early Anglo-Saxon cemetery at Aldbourne,

Wiltshire

by Nick Stoodley, Anthea Boylston and Jacqueline I. McKinley with

a contribution by Jorn Schuster, and illustrations by Rob Goller
;
S.E. James

and Ken Lymer

In 2007 Wessex Archaeology excavated parts ofan Anglo-Saxon cemetery on the south-west margins of the village of

Aldbourne in north-east Wiltshire. The presence of a cemetery had been highlighted by the discovery of six skeletons

of unknown date in 1960. The excavations revealed all or parts of26 inhumation graves in two neighbouring areas.

Most graves lay on a south-west-north-east alignment and the majority ofburials had been made supine and extended,

but one adult male had been laid prone and one grave held the remains oftwo juveniles laidfacing one another. The

demographic profile suggests this represents the remains ofa ‘domestic’ population. One of the earliest cases of leprosy

was recorded in one adult male and evidence for tuberculosis was seen in the remains ofan elderly female. One of the

children in the double grave had suffered peri-mortem sharp-weapon trauma to the skull. Grave goods were relatively

sparse (eight graves) and limited inform (predominantly knives) indicating a Ith-early 8th century datefor the cemetery.

Slight variations in grave orientation and distribution, together withfrequency ofgrave goods, suggest a possible temporal

or possibly socially hierarchical variation in the use ofthis apparently Final Phase cemetery.

Introduction

The site lay on the south-west margins ofthe village

of Aldbourne on the north Wessex Downs c. 10km
north-east of Marlborough (NGR 426260 175308;

Figure 1). The area investigated was the site of a

former food factory, the construction of which had

required some levelling of the natural slope across

parts of the plot. Bounded on the south-east side by

the Marlborough Road, the land falls steeply to the

north-west and the east, the ground having been

reduced on the latter side during previous house

construction. The site lay between the 150m and

155m contours, and the ground level in the areas

subject to excavation was between 151.40m (Area

1) and 152.90m (Area 2) aOD.

Set on the edge of one of the many small

intersecting spurs characteristic of the chalk

downland, the site lay close to the upper edge of

the south-west to north-east ridge (Middle Chalk)

overlooking the village in the valley bottom (River

Valley Gravels: Geological Survey Sheet 267;

Figure 2). Aldbourne is set at the confluence of six

steep-sided valleys, all dry except for that leading

to the south-east which carries a stream rising in

the north of the village c. 5km downstream to the

River Kennet.

The downland around Aldbourne, particularly

to the west (Aldbourne Chase) and east, is rich in

prehistoric earthworks and field systems (Sewell

1988; Crowley et al. 1983): Membury Ring lies c.

Wessex Archaeology, Portway House, Old Sarum Park, Salisbury SP4 6EB
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Fig. 1 Site and trench location plan
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Fig. 2 View ofArea 1 from the south, looking downslope to

the village to the north and the downland beyond

3.5km to the east, The Ridgeway passes c. 5km to

the west, and the major Roman route Ermin Street

3km to the north-east. Prehistoric finds have been

made in the vicinity (e.g. SMR ref. SU27NE056;

SU276SE110; SU27SE203; WANHM 1986, 240-

1). There is abundant evidence for Romano-British

activity in the area including the recovery of coins

from several find-spots within the village (e.g. SMR
ref. SU27N317).

There is no evidence for Early Anglo-Saxon

settlement in the vicinity, although one was certainly

established by the 10th century (recorded as

Aldincbuman in AD 970; Gover etal. 1970; Crowleys

al. 1983). A coin ofAthelred II was recovered c. 1km
south of the village centre (SMR ref. SU27SE418).

There clearly was an earlier Anglo-Saxon (possibly

mid-5th-6th century) presence in the area, however,

as supported by the recovery of several fragments

of saucer and small long brooches and other items

of metalwork from various find spots on the east

and south side of the village (WANHM 1986, 243;

1990, 148; SMR refs. SU27SE420, SU27SE409 and

SU27SE 415). The nearest evidence for an earlier

settlement comes from Ramsbury (Aldbourne

parish) in the Kennet Valley c. 4km to the south.

Here, excavations conducted in the 1970s in the

High Street revealed Middle Anglo-Saxon (8th-9th

centuries AD) iron smelting (Haslam 1980, 1-68).

The primary focus of settlement at Aldbourne is

likely to have been on the north-east side of the

village in the vicinity of the source of the stream

and the church (Crowley et al 1983) of which 12th

century fabric survives.

In 1960, during construction of an extension

to a former factory, remains of about six burials

(graves cut to c. 0.45-0.60m below ground level)

were disturbed (Meyrick 1961). No artefacts were

recovered and, on the basis of the good state of

bone preservation, the remains were thought to

be post-medieval date; a Civil War context was

postulated in view of the skirmishes believed to

have occurred in the neighbourhood at that time

(SMR ref. SU27NW526). The precise location of

these graves was not recorded, though additional

discoveries appear to have been made at both the

south-west and north-east ends of the main factory

building. The current whereabouts of the remains

are unknown. There is no record of the recovery

of human remains during the construction of the

original factory building in 1949 (Crowley etal. 1983)

but this does not necessarily preclude such - the

absence of artefactual remains may simply reflect

the circumstance of discovery.

Following acquisition of the site by Infinity

Homes Ltd., Wessex Archaeology was commissioned

to undertake a programme of archaeological

investigations in advance of housing development

in accordance with planning conditions applied

by Kennet District Council and to a brief set by

Wiltshire County Council’s Assistant Archaeologist.

The site was initially designated for a watching

brief but included provision for excavation in the

event of the discovery of significant archaeological

remains. The watching brief was undertaken in

May 2007, with subsequent excavation in two areas

of the southern part of the site between August and

November 2007. The site archive and finds will be

deposited with Wiltshire Heritage Museum under

the site code 65080.

Investigation Methods

The down-slope, north-eastern block of the

development area, previously levelled, built up

and terraced, revealed no archaeological features

or deposits. Land fronting the Marlborough Road

had been substantially disturbed, presumably

during construction of the factory buildings, and

no archaeological remains survived here. Two
groups of graves were revealed in the footprints of

the building plots; Area 1 (c. 22 x 17m) and Area 2

(c. 21 x 9m)(Figure 3). The area in between was not

affected by the development.
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Fig. 3 Areas 1 and 2 showing graves and burial positions
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Evidence

Archaeological Features and

Deposits

No Romano-British or earlier features were

identified. A number of flints were recovered from

the old ground surface/subsoil layer (context 2),

together with a few sherds of Romano-British and

earlier pottery from the backfills of several Anglo-

Saxon graves. The Anglo-Saxon graves were cut

into the old ground surface/subsoil, which had been

truncated to varying degrees by later construction/

demolition activity. A few sherds ofmedieval pottery

from layer 2 probably indicate bioturbation. Two of

the three natural features identified as tree-throw

holes were cut by Anglo-Saxon graves.

Inhumation Graves

The only archaeological features revealed comprised

26 Anglo-Saxon graves and a discrete bundle of

disarticulated bone (Object Number (ON) 4).

Partial remains of one other burial (context 83)

were disturbed by workmen prior to the excavations

and it is unclear whether this grave lay in Area 1

or 2. A description of each grave and its contents

is presented in the Grave Catalogue (see below).

Figures 9-19 show the location of grave goods with

the items presented in schematic form and selected

body positions shown in detail; all body positions

are shown in Figure 3.

The dimensions of the adult graves showed a

relatively broad range: length 1.49-2.60m, average

1.98m; width 0.47-1. 12m, average 0.78m; with

surviving depths of 0.11 -0.56m and an average of

0.21m. There was no obvious spatial patterning (e.g.

between Areas 1 and 2) associated with variations

in any of the three dimensions. Unsurprisingly,

given the small number of immature individuals

identified, their grave depths showed a more
restricted range - 0.07-0. 16m - much shallower than

those of the adults.

All graves were broadly sub-rectangular in plan

with rounded ends. Most had concave sides with

either flat or shallow concave bases. Seven had steep

straight sides and three had irregular bases. None
showed the presence of any integral features.

The majority of the graves lay on a south-west

to north-east alignment, with six showing slight

deviation; four west-south-west to east-north-

east and two east to west. The general alignment

respected the natural contour of the ridge. The
graves in Area 1 were regularly aligned and appear

to have formed several (?five) north-west to south-

east rows. Grave 43 appeared spatially dislocated

from the rest in this area though it is possible that

further graves had existed in the disturbed area to

the north-east. Indeed, this area forms one ofthe two

possible two locations for the graves found in 1960

(see above), which were described as being ‘roughly

in a line head to foot’ (Meyrick 1961). The graves in

Area 2 had a less regular distribution than those in

Area 1 (Figure 3).

There was no intercutting of graves but six had

been subject to modern disturbance associated with

the factory. A further grave was truncated during

machine stripping, while bone in two others was

displaced during machining.

There was no evidence for coffins in the form

of either stains or furniture. The generally ‘tight’

posture of most of the skeletal remains suggests

either the bodies were shrouded/wrapped or that

grave fill minimised post-depositional movement.

The majority of burials (19) were supine and

extended (Figures 3, 9-19). In three graves the

skeleton lay on one side (two right, one left) with

the legs showing varying degrees of flexion: one

other was supine but with the legs flexed to the

right. One burial was extended but prone, whilst

the burial position was unclear in two cases due

to disturbance/truncation. Grave 43 (Figure 12)

contained the remains of two juveniles laid facing

one another.

Grave goods accompanied eight ofthe inhumation

burials, all but one of which lay in Area 1 (Figure

5). An iron knife (ON 3), similar to those from

several other graves,was found with a bundle of

disarticulated human bone (ON 4) in context 2 (see

Grave Catalogue ). Object types were limited to iron

knives in five graves, iron buckles in three, singular

items of iron (e.g. seax) or worked antler (double-

sided composite comb) in six other graves. Most

had single items only, but two male graves had three

items and one other two items. In most cases objects

appear to have been worn or laid on the body at the

time of burial.

Each grave had a single backfill comprising a

slightly reddish grey brown silty clay with occasional

flint nodules and chalk pieces, i.e. the redeposited

former land surface/subsoil (context 2).
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Human Remains,
by Anthea BoyIston

The remains of 26 Early Anglo-Saxon inhumation

burials and a small quantity of disarticulated bone

were examined.

Methods

A skeletal inventory was made following standard

procedures (Mays et al. 2002) and skeletal recovery

from individual graves was quantified on a five-

point scale. The sex of the adults was assessed from

the sexual dimorphic traits of the pelvis and the

cranium (Bass 1987; Buikstra and Ubelaker 1994;

Phenice 1969). The age ofthe immature individuals

was assessed using long bone regression formulae

(Scheuer et al. 1980), dental development and long

bone length (Hillson 1986, 194; Scheuer and Black

2000; Ubelaker 1989). The age of the adults was

assessed from the level of dental wear (Smith 1991)

and pelvic changes (Katz and Suchey 1986; Lovejoy

et al 1985).

Stature was estimated following Trotter (1970).

Cranial and post-cranial metrics were obtained

using the measurements outlined in Buikstra and

Ubelaker (1994). Non-metric traits were recorded

in accordance with Berry and Berry (1967) and

Finnegan (1973).

Dental calculus was graded according with

Brothwell (1981) and Hillson (2000). Abscesses and

granulomas were recorded by the method ofDias and

Tayles (1997) and periodontal disease by the method

of Ogden (2008). Diagnosis of degenerative joint

disease and osteoarthritis was based on the criteria

of Rogers and Waldron (1995). Enthesopathies, the

bony outgrowths at the insertions of tendons and

ligaments were graded on an interval scale according

to their size (Hawkey and Merbs 1995).

Bone preservation

Grave cuts were difficult to identify and most burials

suffered disturbance in machine stripping of the site.

Skulls were particularly badly affected and it was

not possible to take any cranial measurements. The
calcareous burial environment led to good visual

preservation of bone. Bone preservation is closely

related to bone mass which is at optimal levels in

young adults. A fragile spine will degrade quickly

in the burial environment and osteoporotic bones

are liable to fragment when they are lifted since they

are very brittle (Walker 1995).

The percentage skeletal recovery (see Grave

Catalogue ) is, therefore, partly a reflection of burial

conditions/disturbance and partly related to the

demographic profile of this small assemblage.

Almost 40% of the skeletons are over 90% complete

(10) and a further 8 (31%) are more than 50%
complete, and most of the dentitions are present.

No cranial elements were recovered from seven

graves (see Grave Catalogue ). The bone from most

graves (11: 42.3%) is poorly preserved, though that

from 30.8% (8) is in good condition and in 26.9%

(7) it is fair.

Demography

The in situ remains of twenty-one adults (> 18 yrs)

and five juveniles (< 12 yrs) were recovered (Figure

4). In addition, fragments ofdisarticulated bone from

a juvenile ofc. 1-5 yrs and two or three further adults

were represented amongst the redeposited bone.

Sex estimation

The adults comprised 1 1 males or probable males,

nine females or probable females, and one individual

of indeterminate sex; in this latter case only the

lower legs and feet were present. Sex estimation was

sometimes challenging due to poor skeletal recovery

and limited sexual dimorphism, particularly with

regard to the mandibular characteristics. This

presented a dilemma with burial 35 where the pelvis

is poorly preserved, general skeletal robusticity is

borderline and the very gracile mandible suggested

the individual was female yet the grave good

comprised an unusual seax. Saxon females are,

however, sometimes found with such weapons

(Buckberry,pm comm.). There can also be a problem

of sex estimation in older individuals, with females

tending to acquire more masculine characteristics

as they age (Walker 1995).

Age estimation

The cemetery was not completely excavated, which

probably explains the absence of adolescents (13-18

yrs) and young adults (18-25 yr). However, several

facts emerge: women lived longer than men, despite

the rigours ofchildbirth; only four individuals (both

sexes) died between 26-35 years ofage; and most men
died before the age of 45 (Table 1).

The foetus and neonate may have been stillborn

or died shortly after birth. Their graves (10 and 68)

lay among adult burial but not close to any particular

one. This is a departure from the apparently common
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practice of burying infants with unrelated adults in

order to avoid their spirit returning to haunt the

living (Crawford 1991). Individuals under the age

of five are often under-represented in cemeteries

of this date, though there are exceptions, e.g. at

Collingbourne Ducis where c. 16% ofpopulation fell

in this category (Egging Dinwiddy forthcoming).

Two juveniles were recovered from the same grave

(43)(Figure 15) and may have died at the same time.

Epidemics of infectious disease would have been

the most common cause of death in this age group.

However, one of them (49) showed evidence of a

more sinister reason for their demise (see trauma).

Table 1 : Demographic profile (in situ remains only)

Age Male ?Male Female PFemale Indeterminate Total

Foetus?full term - - - - 1 1

Neonate 0-6 mth - - - - 1 1

Juvenile 5-12 yr - - - 3 3

Young middle adult c. 26-35 yr 2 - 2 1 - 5

Old middle adult c. 36-45 yr 5 - - - - 5

Mature adult 46+ yr 1 1 2 1 - 5

Old adult 60+ yr - 1 2 1 - 4

Adult >18 yr - 1 - - 1 2

Total 8 3 6 3 6 26
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Metrics

Individuals of both sexes were tall and well built.

The average height of the males is 1.72m, with a

maximum of 1.78m (burial 17) and a minimum of

1.64m (burial 20). This latter figure is the same as

the female average, with a range of 1.57m (burial

57) to 1.69 (burial 38). The males are close in height

to those from Anglo-Saxon cemeteries elsewhere

e.g. Edix Hill, Barrington, Cambridgeshire and

Worthy Park, Kingsworthy, Hants, (mean 1.73m;

Duhig 1998; Wells et al. 2003) and Castledyke South,

Lincolnshire (mean 1.72m Boylston et al. 1998).

The female average is consistently higher than that

of the females from the same sites (1.60- 1.63m). Up
to the time of the industrial revolution in Britain

height, particularly that of males, was remarkably

uniform. While growth curves in children usually

fall well below modern values, in most cases even an

individual who had suffered bouts offamine simply

kept growing into his twenties until his genetically

determined height had been achieved or children

who died were shorter than those who survived to

adulthood (McKern 1970; Mays 2008).

The platymeric index (demonstrating the degree

ofanterior-posterior flattening ofthe proximal femur)

is related to the biomechanics of the lower limb and

has been used to distinguish between groups using

different subsistence strategies. Sedentary people

have a higher index than nomadic hunter-gatherers

(Ruff et al. 1984). Platymeria in females appears to

have different biomechanical properties from that

seen in males and to be more related to the local

terrain. Alterations in biomechanics due to disease

can also affect platymeria. Although the index was

higher in the males from Aldbourne there appeared

to be no marked difference between the sexes,

but there were large variations in the values. The
minimum value of 67.6 was recorded for an elderly

?male (burial 60) with scoliosis of the spine, and the

maximum of 100 from a middle adult male (burial 14)

with mushroom-shaped femoral heads and shallow

acetabulae; this long-standing condition might have

had an influence on femoral shaft shape.

Non-metric traits

Minor variations occur in both the cranial and post-

cranial skeleton. In the former, these are often extra

bones located near the cranial sutures, variations

in the form or number of foramina for small blood

vessels or retention of open sutures into adulthood,

e.g. the metopic suture which normally closes

between one and two years of age. Twenty-eight

cranial and 16 infracranial traits were recorded; a

few individuals demonstrating multiple traits (see

Grave Catalogue ). The meaning ofthese traits is still

a subject for debate since their mode of inheritance

is unclear and it is not easy to infer relatedness

between individuals who share the same trait

(Saunders 1989). The post-cranial supracondyloid

process observed in burial 23 is most likely to be

biomechanical in origin.

Pathology

A summary of the pathological lesions observed is

presented in the Grave Catalogue.

Dental health and disease

Teeth interact with the environment more than the

other hard tissues of the body (Ogden 2008). They

bear the marks of dental trauma and lifetime stress

and reflect use as tools in daily activities. Dental

pathology is influenced by diet and wear patterns

indicate longevity. A total of 306 permanent teeth

were recovered from eight male and nine female

dentitions (Table 2). Thirty-one deciduous and

permanent teeth were recorded from three juvenile

dentitions.

Caries

Cavities in the teeth may result from consumption

Table 2: Dental disease - teeth affected (includes probable males/females)

All males All females Juvenile
permanent

Juvenile
deciduous

N % N % N % N %
No. teeth 128 65.0 178 77.7 10 100 19 90.5

No. sockets 197 - 229 - 10 21 -

Ante mortem tooth loss 40 20.3 39 17.0 0 0 - -

Caries 10 7.8 13 7.3 0 - 0 -

Enamel hypoplasia 2 1.6 2 1.1 0 - 0 -

Abscesses & granulomas 6 2.5 6 2.6 0 - 0 -
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of carbohydrates such as starchy foods and honey

- the only sweetening agent used in Anglo-Saxon

times. In archaeological populations, cavities are

rare in children but increase in frequency with age.

Four male and five female dentitions had evidence

of dental caries with an overall rate (TPR - true

prevalence rate) of 7.4% (Table 2); no cavities were

seen in the juvenile’s teeth. Caries frequencies for

51 Anglo-Saxon sites were almost all below 10%

with a mean of 4.2% of teeth affected (Roberts and

Cox 2003, 191). At Worthy Park 3.33% of teeth

were carious (Wells et al. 2003), at Castledyke South

the prevalence was 6.6% (Boylston et al. 1998) and

at Norton, Cleveland 3.4% (Marlow 1992). The
frequency at Aldbourne is higher than the average

for the period because of the large proportion ofolder

people in the sample.

Ante mortem tooth loss

Resorption of the alveolar bone surrounding

the tooth sockets occurs as a result of recurrent

inflammation of the gums (periodontal disease) and

may lead to loosening and eventual loss ofthe tooth.

In addition, extraction of painful carious teeth has

been practised over millenia (Lukacs 1995). Eight

male and six female dentitions had ante mortem tooth

loss of between one and ten (burial 14) teeth with

an overall rate of 18.1% (permanent dentitions).

The TPR is more than twice the average of 8% for

the early medieval period (Roberts and Cox 2003:

193). A missing maxillary incisor from one male

dentition (burial 23) may have been related to the

facial changes of leprosy.

Abscesses and granulomas

An attempt has been made to distinguish between

abscesses and granulomas: the first is represented

by a rounded hole in the jaw for the release of

pus and the second has sharper margins and is a

manifestation of chronic inflammation. Only two

true abscesses were detected, most of the remaining

lesions being granulomas. Five of these were found

in the males and six in the females, affecting four

individuals ofeach sex. In one case (male, burial 8) an

oro-antral fistula had perforated the maxillary sinus.

One male (burial 20) had two granulomas above the

right maxillary teeth (Figure 5) and another (burial

60) had three in the mandible (one right, two left

side). This is about average for the period.

Calculus

All the dentitions had deposits ofmineralised plaque

on most ofthe remaining tooth crowns and where the

Fig. 5 Burial 20: granulomas in the right maxilla with

hypercementosis ofone maxillary molar

root was exposed there were also thin deposits in the

subgingival position. Deposits were most severe in

the dentitions of four adults (male and female) over

36 years of age (most >45 yrs) Their frequency and

severity suggest a diet containing porridge or some

other soft substance rich in carbohydrates. One adult

female (burial 35) had calculus covering the occlusal

surfaces ofthe right maxillary molars and premolars

suggesting that these teeth had been little used.

Tooth wear

Teeth may become worn as a result of attrition,

abrasion and erosion. In burial 26 there was severe

attrition of all the molar teeth and in burial 35 the

pulp chamber of both mandibular first molars was

completely exposed. In response to such attrition the

teeth continue to erupt to maintain correct occlusion.

Root exposure is the inevitable result of this process.

Uneven wear to a maxillary canine from burial 57,

creating a pointed tooth, may have been the result

of dental trauma or the abrasive use of this tooth as

a tool. Two males (14 and 23) had wear facets on the

anterior surfaces of the mandibular teeth suggesting

an exaggerated degree of overbite.

Periodontal disease

Severe periodontal disease (see tooth loss) in one or

both parts of the jaw was recorded in three male

dentitions (14, 20 and 32) with less pronounced

lesions in three others (17, 23 and 41). Only three

of the nine female dentitions were affected (26, 57

and 66).

Enamel hypoplasia

Interruptions in the development of tooth enamel

during childhood occur as a result of episodes

of famine or severe childhood illness and leave
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distinctive and permanent pits or grooves. Only two

dentitions (female (5) and male (23)) had slight linear

grooves - on the mandibular canines in the former

and the maxillary central incisors in the latter. This

suggests that the environment of Anglo-Saxon

Aldbourne was a relatively benign one.

Developmental anomalies of the teeth

It is quite common for an individual to have either

additional or congenitally missing teeth, known as

hyper- or hypodontia. One male (23) had the former

condition in the form of a small socket for a fifth

mandibular incisor. Hypodontia is quite common,

most frequently affecting the third molar; the

condition was seen in three male and two female

dentitions (see Grave Catalogue ). One individual had

30° rotation of the right maxillary central incisor

(burial 20); burial 20 had a ‘peg tooth’ in the right

third maxillary molar position; and an unusual

three-rooted mandibular third molar was seen in

burial 32. When space in the jaw is constrained, the

third molar may develop but fail to erupt normally.

This was observed in two dentitions (burials 38

and 20).

Infection

Infections in bone may be caused by bacteria, viruses

or fungi (Roberts and Manchester 2005). The former

can be either non-specific, if it is not possible to

identify the species of bacteria that caused them, or

the bony changes may be typical of a disease such

as leprosy or tuberculosis. Non-specific infections

or inflammation are normally seen as deposition

of new bone (periostitis), or a more severe and

complex suite ofevents as in osteitis or osteomyelitis,

representing inflammation of the cortex and bone

marrow respectively.

Periostitis was seen in one (burial 41) or both

(burial 20) tibiae oftwo males (TPR 10.8% of tibiae).

The condition can be caused by trauma to the shins

but where the fibulae are involved and there is

bilateral involvement it is more likely to be triggered

by an infection. Severe osteitis and periostitis were

seen in the left tibia and fibula from burial 63, which

were also much thicker than normal. These changes

most likely represent a localised infection possibly

due to penetrating soft tissue injury. Prevalence

rates of 8% were recorded at Norton (Birkett 1992)

and Raunds, Northamptonshire (late Anglo-Saxon;

Powell 1996).

Non-specific rib infection is represented by

plaques of new bone on the internal surface of the

shaft, which is often thicker and more porous close

to the neck. Four mid-thoracic left ribs of an adult

female (burial 26) were affected by finely porous

new bone formation. These lesions are caused

by a chronic chest infection and, from studies of

populations with a known cause of death (Kelley

and Micozzi 1984), the most likely candidate is

tuberculosis. Rib lesions are quite common in

British populations from all periods and are often

associated with spinal tuberculosis; e.g. the four

cases from the late Anglo-Saxon churchyard site at

Addingham, Yorkshire (Boylston and Roberts 1996;

Roberts etal. 1998).

Chronic inflammation of the maxillary sinuses

can also produce new bone formation. Caused by

dental disease or by recurrent sinus infections it

can be exacerbated by pollution or by allergies

(Lewis et al. 1995). The condition was observed in

two male (burials 8 and 14) and one female (burial

38) maxillae. Both males cases were associated with

dental infections; in one example (8) the infection

from a tooth socket had spread to the sinus via a

fistula. A mean prevalence of 4.7% was recorded

for 14 Anglo-Saxon sites by Roberts and Cox (2003,

174); a rate of 5.9% being recorded at Worthy Park

(Wells et al 2003).

Leprosy is a specific infection caused by

Mycobacterium leprae which, unlike other bacteria,

attacks the sensory and motor nerves causing a lack

of sensation in the hands and feet. As a result, the

individual does not recognize pain, wounds do not

get treated and other bacteria infect the bones ofthe

extremities. Manifested as a skin condition in its

early stages, it is only months or years later that bone

becomes infected. The type of disease depends on

an individual’s immune response. The lepromatous

kind, typical of a lower immune status, affects the

nasal region and the hard palate, and symmetrically

involves the hands and feet. Tuberculoid leprosy

tends to be unilateral and affects those at the higher

end of the immune spectrum (Jopling 1984).

The 26-35 year old male from grave 22 has

minor facial changes: however, the right hand and

foot were clearly affected with septic arthritis of

several joints (Figures 6 and 7) and both lower legs

were thickened as a result of infective changes. In

addition, the disruption to the bones of the right

foot had placed a strain on the tendons of the femur.

The biomechanics ofan entire leg are changed when

the gait is altered by such a severe, chronic infection

of the foot.

Eighteen individuals were diagnosed with

leprosy among the 1677 recorded from Anglo-Saxon

cemeteries dispersed across England (Roberts and
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Fig. 6 Burial 23: right hand bones illustrating the septic

arthritis with ankylosis ofan interphalangeal joint (centre

)

and a volar groove on the distal end ofthe upper

proximal phalanx; changes indicative ofclaw hand deformity

Cox 2003, 218), including cases from examples

in Cannington, Somerset (Brothwell et al. 2000),

Beckford, Gloucestershire (Wells 1996), and Edix

Hill, Cambridgeshire (Duhig 1998). The individual

with leprosy from Aldbourne is particularly

important to the history of the disease in Britain,

however, since there are few others where the

changes are so distinctive.

Developmental

Major congenital or developmental abnormalities

affect about 1% of the population (Smith 1981)

but none was observed in this assemblage. Minor

abnormalities ofdevelopment occur most commonly

in the spine and ribcage; for example, transitional

vertebrae or cervical ribs as seen in the adult female

from grave 37. The same individual probably had

complete spina bifida occulta ,
although the arches

were obscured in places by post mortem damage,

and there seemed to be only four sacral vertebrae.

Often anomalies of the spine are accompanied by an

abnormality of the sacrum which develops from the

same field at the embryonic stage (Barnes 1994).

Os acromiale , non-fusion of the acromion tip on

the scapula, was observed in the right scapulae of

two females (57 and 75) and one male (60). In the

latter case, the distal articular surface of the right

humerus was much larger than normal and there

was a very pronounced muscle insertion for m.

anconeus
, which is an extensor of the elbow, with

marginal lipping surrounding the joint surface.

These lesions, together with the os acromiale , suggest

some sort of activity commenced at a young age,

possibly archery, where ability to hyperextend the

Fig. 7 Burial 23: rightfoot bones showing the destructive

changes to the metatarsophalangeal joints and remodeling of

the metatarsals indicative ofleprosy

arm at the shoulder would be an advantage and to

which it has been linked elsewhere (Stirland 2000).

They closely resemble the changes found in the

elbow of one of the soldiers from the mass grave at

Towton, Yorkshire (Knusel 2007). Burial 60 also had

a crushed lunate bone in his wrist as a result of a fall

on his outstretched arm (see below).

Joint disease

This category of disease covers both the minor

changes that occur as a result of normal ageing of

the joints and also more severe abnormalities, which

are indicative of osteoarthritis.

Degenerative joint disease (DJD) is the most

common pathology recorded on the skeleton and is

represented by marginal lipping or osteophytosis at

the rim ofan articular surface. The pattern ofchange

throughout the skeleton is important since spinal

changes are normally associated with deterioration

of cartilage around the other major joints.

Spinal DJD or spondylosis was found in all the

male spines, and was particularly extensive in that of

one 36-45-year old male (burial 14) where the lumbar

vertebrae were most severely affected. Osteophytosis

of the vertebral bodies was found in 35% ofmale but

only 19% of female vertebrae. A similar prevalence

(26% male and 19% of female vertebrae affected)

was found by Wells (2003) at Worthy Park. Such

changes are related not only to age but also stress

on the lower part of the spine from carrying heavy

weights and occupations such as mining (Lawrence

1961). The mature adult male from grave 59 had a

severe scoliosis with left-sided compression of two

mid-thoracic vertebrae and osteophytosis of the

affected vertebral bodies. The lumbo-sacral joint was
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affected in burial 17; he was the tallest individual

in the group which would have put additional stress

on his spine.

Schmorl’s nodes are roughly circular lesions in

the vertebral body surfaces related to pressure on

the intervertebral disks due to spinal stress. Very

few lesions were observed in the female spines

(0.95%) compared with the males (8.3%); however,

the small numbers may reflect loss of evidence due

to both taphonomic changes and senile osteoporosis.

The condition affected 11% of individuals from

Castledyke (Boylston et al. 1998).

Osteoarthritis is a systemic disease characterised

by patchy destruction of cartilage on joint surfaces

and, where severe, bone-to-bone contact is indicated

by polishing (eburnation). Lesions were seen in

the remains of five older (>45 years) individuals,

mostly female (one male). One group (e.g. left wrist

and hand, burial 29) or pair (e.g. hips, burial 66) of

joints were generally affected, but in the case of one

female (burial 75) the spine, both shoulders and

both hands were involved, constituting generalised

osteoarthritis which is thought to have a genetic

basis (Stecher 1948; Spector et al. 1996).

Sometimes a small piece ofbone, or joint mouse,

sloughs off the joint surface and is absorbed by

the synovial fluid, leaving a porous ‘mouse bed’

or cortical defect termed osteochondritis dissecans.

The condition was found in a foot bone from two

male burials. In burial 38 it was associated with an

unusual change indicated by porosity at the base of

two metatarsals.

Enthesopathies

Bone is highly malleable and will remodel in

response to physical stress (Kniisel 2000). This

adaptation to environmental influences enables

inferences to be drawn about activities practised

by people in the past. An individual’s bone mass

is greatest in early adulthood but regular intensive

exercise can cause an increase in bone mass even

in later life. Enthesopathies (changes tendon and

ligament insertions) can give some indication of

the type of activities an individual was performing

in his/her daily life.

Enthesopathies were seen in all but one

(incomplete skeleton) of the male skeletons (91%)

but only four of the female (44.4%). Three males

and one female had rotator cuff enthesopathies,

some in association with cortical defects for the

costoclavicular ligaments (burial 14) or biceps

enthesopathy (burial 20). Such lesions indicate

intensive use of the arm bone, presumably in some

kind of subsistence activity. Gluteus maximus
enthesopathies were recorded in six individuals,

affecting both sexes equally. This muscle is

important in assisting in such activities as walking

uphill. Achilles tendon enthesopathies were seen in

three individuals; the one female affected (burial 66)

also had strongly developed muscle markings on her

tibiae and fibulae; and one of the males (burial 29)

also had lesions in the patellae and soleus insertion

on the right tibia, all testament to considerable

physical activity performed by this individual.

In old age the diameter of the cortical bone in

the limbs decreases and there is an increasing risk of

osteoporosis and loss of muscle mass. This could be

the reason why there are so few enthesopathies in the

females from Aldbourne: they are either young adults

or very old. There was also a lot of fragmentation of

long bones in older individuals which make these

markings more difficult to discern.

Trauma
The elderly male (burial 60) with a crushed lunate

(carpal) was the only example of healed trauma.

This particularly injury suggested a fall on the

outstretched right hand which had compressed the

joint between the bones of the wrist and the distal

radius. This individual had several pathological

changes in his upper limb bones suggesting he might

have been involved in interpersonal conflict of one

sort or another. The most unusual of these was the

increased size of his right elbow joint.

A surprising finding was the presence of

unhealed cranial trauma in one of the juvenile

skulls (burial 49). There is a probable perimortal cut

which transects the occipital bone obliquely; linear

(51mm), with a slight curve, it appears to have been

caused by a sharp weapon, the blade being arrested

close to the lambdoid suture. There is a further

probable unhealed cut mark above the left orbital

roof where the blade had passed through the bone

at a very shallow angle with bevelling of the cut

surfaces. The cut mark on the frontal bone measures

27mm and on the fragment with the zygomatic

process 38mm. A small flake had been removed from

the internal surface of the frontal bone and there is

a superficial score mark from a sharp weapon just

above the zygomatic process. It is more difficult to

identify cut marks on the bones of children than

on those of adults, particularly when they are badly

degraded, but the linearity of these marks together

with incised wounds makes it probable that they are

indeed perimortal injuries. The question remains as

to why this child should have met such a violent end
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at the hands of a probable adult aggressor. He/she

was found in a double grave (43) facing the remains

of a younger child (burial 44).

Metabolic disease

This category of disease is mainly represented in

bone by signs of vitamin and mineral deficiency or

osteoporosis. Peak bone mass is attained between

the ages of 18 and 35 years and is greater in males

both because ofthe size of their bones and their later

growth spurt (Brickley and Ives 2008). Loss ofbone

mass occurs in two ways. In women, it decreases

after the menopause when the balance between

bone formation and resorption is affected, with the

latter occurring at a higher rate than the former.

However, in some cases it is extreme and dietary

or genetic factors may be important. Age-related

bone loss occurs in individuals of both sexes and

in women exacerbates any problems that may have

been produced by the menopause.

In archaeological populations it is quite easy

to detect osteopenia, the precursor of osteoporosis.

Cortical bone grows thinner and forms a lower

percentage of the bone diameter on X-radiograph.

Often the weakened element is susceptible to

breakage and osteoporotic bone characteristically

causes fractures ofeither the distal radius, a vertebral

body or femoral neck. By these criteria, the elderly

female from grave 25 was osteopenic; most of

her vertebrae had been destroyed by taphonomic

processes. The probable male from grave 59 was

osteoporotic with a compression fracture of a mid-

thoracic vertebra accompanied by scoliosis of the

spine.

Possible evidence for residual rickets deformity,

due to a lack of vitamin D in early childhood, was

seen in the curved ulna of the female from grave 34.

However, it is always more difficult to be definite

about the cause ofsuch a curvature in a forearm than

in a bone from the lower limbs.

Porosity of the orbital roofs (cribra orbitalia) is

recorded as a stress indicator and is thought to be

linked with anaemia, normally resulting from iron

deficiency. The condition was seen in one adult

female from grave 25 (TPR 5.9%).

Discussion

An assemblage of only 26 burials is too small to

be able to draw extensive conclusions about the

health of the population or for valid comparisons

to be made with contemporaneous groups. The

assemblage appears to reflect a ‘normal’ population

(range of ages and both sexes), but the age profile

is somewhat skewed, possibly due to the partial

excavation of a larger cemetery. About 20% did not

survive to reach adulthood, a lower percentage than

normal for a pre-industrial society, however, children

are often under-represented in such archaeological

populations. Two infants died in that dangerous

period around the time of birth. One of the older

children suffered major peri-mortem head wounds

involving at least three separate blade injuries.

The cut to the frontal bone had been delivered at a

shallow angle suggesting that the blow was made by

a right-handed individual facing the child.

Stature was average for the Anglo-Saxon period

with women being in general slightly shorter than

men but with less dimorphism than in Romano-

British or late medieval periods. The post-cranial

metrics supported the finding of biomechanical

changes related to an active lifestyle in individuals

from both sexes.

Dental health was generally good. Heavy calculus

indicated a diet that was rich in carbohydrates but

generally soft in nature. There was little enamel

hypoplasia to suggest serious childhood illness or

episodes of undernutrition.

The probable case of tuberculosis (burial 26)

would have been contracted in one of two ways:

either by inhaling the bacterium as a result of

coughing or spitting by a person with the disease,

or from living in close proximity with diseased

cattle who also cough up infected sputum. In a

rural situation the latter route could be considered

the most likely means of transmission. There was

limited evidence for other forms of infection which

was often the case in the early medieval period

before larger town size increased the level of density-

dependent infectious diseases. Metabolic conditions

indicative ofvitamin and mineral deficiency in early

life were also rare at Aldbourne. However, several

cases ofosteoporosis testified to the high proportion

of older adults recovered.

Enthesopathies indicated that all the males had

an active life, particularly the elderly male from grave

28. The changes recorded to the right elbow and

scapula of the adult male from grave 59 are similar

to those seen in the upper limbs of archers from the

late medieval period. These lesions and the various

forms of joint disease are an indication of an active

lifestyle and are more frequent and prominent in

those practising a rural economy than in sedentary

individuals.

The most unexpected pathology was a case of
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leprosy (burial 23), with unilateral changes to hand

and foot bones and bi-lateral lower leg lesions.

This symmetry may suggest that the disease was

at the lepromatous end of the immune spectrum

although the rhinomaxillary changes, if present,

were not severe. Segregation of those suffering from

the disease does not seem to have been a feature of

the early medieval burial rite, unlike in the later

medieval period when individuals with obvious

leprosy were normally confined to hospitals and

buried within their precincts. In England leprosy

was rarely seen before the Norman Conquest and

most of the hospitals for those suffering from

the disease had closed by the beginning of the

15th century. Leprosy is considered an index of

civilisation because once a society rises above a

certain poverty level the disease tends to disappear

of its own accord. In Britain, although it was most

prevalent during the late medieval period, a few

cases have been recorded in England from the

Romano-British period onwards. These earliest

instances are from Poundbury in Dorset (Molleson

1993), Cirencester in Gloucestershire (Manchester

and Roberts unpublished) and a possible case in a

mature male from West Thurrock, Essex (McKinley

2009).

Artefacts, by Nick Stoodley

with a contribution by Jorn Schuster

The majority of the artefactual material comprised

grave goods and formed an intrinsic part of the burial

rite. Incidental finds from the grave fills included 18

sherds of pottery, mostly Romano-British but with

a few fragments of Beaker and Late Bronze Age

date. Worked flint (35 pieces) consisted entirely of

chronologically indistinct waste flakes and the burnt

flint (13 pieces) was all unworked. Small quantities

of the same and similarly dated archaeological

components were recovered from the machine-

stripped subsoil.

Grave goods

Eight burials (31%) included grave goods (Figure

5). In addition, an iron knife (ON 3) was found

with a discrete deposit of redeposited disarticulated

bone in the subsoil/old ground surface (context 2),

which yielded several other iron objects. Compared
to the majority of contemporary cemeteries from a

wider study area (Berkshire, Dorset, Hampshire,

Table 3: Types and frequencies of grave goods

Grave Knife Seax Buckle Comb Pin Misc

7 • • nail

13 •
curved
strip

28 •

31 • •

34 •

37 • nail

43 •

74 • clip

Context 2 • ON 3 fragments

Table 4: percentage of burials inclusive of grave goods

from the study area

Cemetery No./% with
grave goods

Jewellery Weapons

Aldbourne 8/31 Possibly

(?pin)

Yes

Bargates 18/60 No Yes

Bradford Peverell 11/61 Yes Yes

Burghfield) 33/66 Yes Yes

Hambledon Hill 2/15 No No
Didcot 12/71 Yes Yes

Long Wittenham II 6/55 Yes ?

Monkton Deverill 1/7 No No
Portsdown I 3/12 No Yes

Portway West 12/50 Yes Yes

Purton ‘The Fox’ 6/50 Yes Yes

Snell’s Corner 27/82 Yes Yes

Trumpet Major 3/38 Yes No
Winnall II 26/55 Yes Yes

Oxfordshire and Wiltshire), this figure is low,

although it may be a function of the excavation of

a part of the cemetery (Area 2) where deposition of

grave goods was uncommon (see below).

None of the assemblages can be described as

wealthy and object types and materials are restricted

in range: apart for the composite antler comb
from grave 31, all are iron (Table 3). This disparity

becomes clear when the site is compared with

others from the wider area. At Didcot, Oxfordshire

(Boyle et al. 1995), for example, in addition to the

ubiquitous knives and simple iron buckles, a much
wider range of object types was recovered that

include shears, gaming pieces, a spindle-whorl,

finger rings, necklaces, a spear, work box and pin

suite. Likewise at Winnall II, Hampshire (Meaney

and Hawkes 1970), the finds include bead and

ring necklets, combs, brooches, a pin suite plus

silver and copper alloy pins, spindle-whorls and

animal bone. A similar situation is found in other

cemeteries. Aldbourne notably lacks jewellery and

dress accessories and has affinities with Bargates,

Dorset (Jarvis 1983) and Portsdown I, Hampshire
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Fig. 8 Distribution ofgrave goods

(Corney et al. 1969), sites with a preponderance of

iron artefacts (Table 4).

Detailed descriptions of the grave goods can be

found in the Grave Catalogue.

Knives
Knives are the most common artefact (Table 3),

which is unsurprising considering that this all-

purpose implement was the most numerous grave

good throughout the 5th-8th centuries (Stoodley

1999a, 30; Geake 1997, 102). At Winnall II, 20

interments had knives, while the next most popular

artefact was the buckle (n=5); at Snell’s Corner,

Hampshire (Knocker 1956) 18 burials had knives

and 10 had buckles, and the knife was by far the most

popular item at Burghfield, Berkshire (Butterworth

and Lobb 1992) having been discovered with 28 of

33 individuals buried with objects.

All the knives are of the whittle tang form, and

all except for ON 3 (context 2), which was found

with a disarticulated collection of human bones,

were recovered from graves. Most, if not all, have

a straight cutting edge, or one that curves up to

the tip of the blade, and a back angled down to the

tip (Figures 10-11, 15, 17, 18). Blades of this shape

belong to Bohner’s Type C (1958) which, although

first appearing in the 6th century, was very popular

during the 7th-8th centuries, often outnumbering

all other types at individual sites: for example, 59%
of knives at Burghfield, 44% at Snell’s Corner and

57% at Winnall II. Three of the knives (graves 7,

13 and 31) have evidence for wooden(?) handles.

The knives were found on the left side of the body

at waist or slightly above waist level and may have
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been fastened to a belt. No buckle was present in any

case, although a belt may have consisted of knotted

length of rope or similar. Moreover the blades are

aligned in various directions, for example in grave

7 the blade is laid in towards the body with the

point towards the head, and this may indicate that

some knives had been placed on the body rather

than attached to clothing or accessories. Grave 13

is particularly interesting; here the knife (ON 5),

which was possibly contained within a sheath (see

‘buckles’ below), lay on the base of the grave to the

north (head end) ofthe skull. There was no evidence

of disturbance and this, the longest grave excavated

(2.60m), may have been constructed this way in order

to accommodate the knife and other grave goods. At

Bradford Peverell, Dorset (Keen 1979, 133), a knife

was found in a similar position, and it seems that in

these examples it was a separate offering - not an

element of the deceased’s burial costume.

Buckles

During the 7th and 8th centuries, buckles ranked as

the second most popular artefact (Geake 1997, 79)

and this is reflected at Aldbourne. Two buckles are

complete and one is fragmentary, all can be described

as ‘simple’ (Figures 10-11, 14). Such forms were

popular during the 5th-6th centuries (Marzinzik

2003, 30, 46) and the most common in the 7th-8th

centuries (Geake 1997, 79). Both intact buckles

are simple D-shaped iron fasteners with their pins

anchored around the frame. The large buckle from

grave 28 (ON 10) is similar in shape and size to

the one from grave 4 at Bargates, Dorset. Both the

Aldbourne buckles lack a plate that would have

secured the strap; the belt must have been attached

directly to the loop. The fragmentary buckle from

grave 7 (ON 1) is represented by part of a pin and

a fragment of an attachment plate which would

have been folded around the end of the strap and

secured by several rivets. There are traces ofmineral

preserved textiles on one side of the artefact, which

may have come from clothing or a belt. At Winnall II

an iron loop and plate was found in grave 4, while at

Burghfield mineralised textile was present between

the plate of the buckle in grave 323 demonstrating

that it was originally riveted to a leather belt.

The buckle in grave 13 (ON 9) was found with the

knife to the north ofthe skeletal remains (see above).

The small size of the artefact, and its association with

a knife, suggest that it was used to secure the strap

of a sheath. In grave 7, the buckle lay adjacent to the

knife at waist height and presumably had fastened

a belt. The buckle in grave 28 was lateral to the left

thigh and the alignment of the buckle suggests that

the belt had not been worn but had been laid out

alongside the body.

Sea:

c

Grave 34 produced the only example of a weapon:

an iron seax (ON 13). In contrast to the position of

the knives it was discovered on the right side of the

pelvis (Figure 16). It has a straight cutting edge and

back that is angled down at an obtuse angle to the

point. In length it can be classified as a small narrow

seax, a type that appears in the later 6th century but

which was predominantly deposited in graves during

the following century. In width it is more typical of a

large narrow seax (the width of a small narrow seax

is typically 180-300mm), a type restricted to the 7th

century. Given its shape and dimensions it may be

correct to view it as a transitional type that bridges

the categories of small and large narrow seaxes. A
much shorter example of a small narrow seax was

found across the left pelvis in Winnall II grave 39

(length 188mm), while another, described as a knife,

was found at Portsdown I ‘near the left hand’ (Corney

et al. 1969, 23) of the adult male in grave 3 (length

209mm). Both these are classified as seaxes on the

basis of their form, not their length.

?Pin

Three fragments of an iron shaft were excavated

from grave 74 (ON 20). When reconstructed the

object tapers down to a point and is a probable

pin. The object is missing its head, however, and

the possibility that it was a nail should also be

considered.

Iron pins are relatively rare in 7th-8th century

contexts, possibly because ofpoor preservation. The
majority are small copper alloy types (Geake 1997,

66), although more elaborate copper alloy or silver

pins, often in pairs and linked by a chain, are type

fossils of the period, e.g. at Winnall II (grave 8).

Iron examples are known: from Winnall II grave

7, where a fragment of a pin came from under the

female’s chin; while at Didcot, an example with a

perforated and flattened head was found near the

infant’s skull in grave 12 (Boyle et al. 1995, 224).

Geake’s (1997, 66-7) analysis has revealed that in

the majority of cases the pins were found around

the area of the neck. The only other item recovered

from grave 74 was an iron staple (ON 19, see below)

and the pin may have served to fasten a shroud in

an unclothed burial.
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Nails, by Jorn Schuster

Two iron nails were found in graves (7, 37; Figures 5,

10, 17), both lay next to a knife in the left waist area,

and in grave 7 there was also a buckle (ON 1).

The provision ofa single nail suggests that these

are unlikely to have been used in the construction of

coffins or boards, although the example from grave 7

had a bent tip and thus had clearly been used prior to

deposition. The small number of nails alone should

not exclude the possibility of coffins having been

present at the time of burial as these could have

been constructed without the use of nails, in keeping

with the general picture of Anglo-Saxon carpentry

and timber working (cf. Evison 1987, 100). Single or

small groups ofnails are known from graves in other

Anglo-Saxon cemeteries (e.g. St Mary’s Stadium,

Birkbeck 2005, 38 fig. 21 ;41; Pewsey, Wiltshire,

Annable and Eagles 2010, 264 fig. 72; 266; Twyford

School, near Winchester, Schuster forthcoming;

Eton Rowing Course, Boveney, Boyle et al. 2002, 33

fig. 3.5; Boss Hall, Ipswich, Scull 2009, 111-2).

Individual nails may have had ritual or magicical

properties as apotropaic amulets to ward off evil. A
number of suggested early to late Roman examples

have been identified (e.g. Black 1986,223; Dungworth

1998, 153; McKinley and Egging Dinwiddy 2009, 45;

Schuster 2009; 2011). It is likely that the examples

from Aldbourne are further evidence of this practice

in an Anglo-Saxon context.

Comb
A double-sided composite antler comb with iron

rivets was recovered from grave 31 (ON 1 1). It is in

a very poor state ofpreservation, but was constructed

from a rectangular plate of antler reinforced along

the centre on either side by plates and fastened

together by iron rivets. No decoration is visible.

This is a very long-lasting type ofcomb, in use from

the 3rd- 13th centuries (MacGregor 1985, 92). The
Aldbourne example was found on the left side of the

body at waist level (Figure 15), which appears to be

a standard location, and according to Geake (1997,

63), indicates that it would have been placed on the

body during the funeral, rather than being part of

the burial dress. Several examples from Winnall II

(graves 5, 11 and 15) were constructed in a similar

manner to the Aldbourne example, but each exhibits

simple decoration (Meaney and Hawkes 1970, 10,

fig. 8).

Miscellaneous

An iron lug (ON 8) formed out of a strip that was
bent into a ring was found with the right finger bones

in grave 13. A comparable, but slightly larger object,

from Snell’s Corner (grave 28) was found by the left

tibia (Knocker 1956, 145, figs 8 & 15), and at Shudy
Camps, Cambridgeshire (grave 31; Lethbridge 1936)

a similar object was associated with a length of chain.

In each case the examples were associated with the

lower axial area of the body.

An iron clip or staple (ON 19) was found by the

right elbow in grave 74 and is possibly a repair to

a wooden vessel. Vessels made of organic materials

must have been more prevalent than the surviving

evidence indicates and such furnishings would
probably have contained a food substance that

may have derived from the funeral and perhaps

represented an offering. In addition to the knife

(ON 3) discussed above, several other items of

probable Anglo-Saxon date were recovered from the

subsoil (context 2) and probably derived from graves

either within or external to the excavated areas. A
fragment of an iron plate (ON 6) is rectangular but

narrows towards one end, while at the other (widest)

it is slightly curved; it is possibly part of a buckle

plate. Other items comprise triangular-shaped iron

fragment (ON 15) and a nail (ON 16).

Discussion, by Nick Stoodley

Chronology

Without stratigraphic relationships between the

graves, dating relies on the grave goods. The seax

(grave 34) and the assortment of Bohner (1958)

Type C knives provide the best indication of date:

late 6th and 7th century (-early 8th century) and

identifies the cemetery as belonging to a distinctive

class - the so-called Final Phase. Aldbourne
displays characteristics typical of such cemeteries,

including a lack of cremation burials, graves placed

in rough rows with a fairly standard orientation,

low frequency of grave goods and unaccompanied

burials (Hyslop 1963).

None of the interments included chronologically

distinctive artefacts, although the lack of later 6th

and 7th century objects is significant. No objects

typical of the later 7th century are present and a

broad 7th-early 8th century date is likely for the

cemetery.

As the cemetery was only partly investigated,

it is possible that dating evidence has already

been destroyed, or remains to be discovered. It

is interesting, however, that Area 1 contained all
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but one of the accompanied burials (see below),

which begs the question whether these pre-dated

the burials in Area 2, i.e. that there may have been

a sequence of burial extending along the ridge

from east to west. Meaney and Hawkes (1970, 29)

suggested that the unfurnished graves at Winnall II

post-dated the furnished ones, but admitted (at the

time of writing) that there was no way of proving

this. Although grave goods do become scarcer over

time, recent work, using the latest developments in

radiocarbon dating at the Buttermarket cemetery

in Ipswich, Suffolk, shows that an absence of grave

goods cannot be interpreted in chronological terms

(Scull and Bayliss 1999, 86). Apart from chronology,

there are other possible reasons for unaccompanied

burials (see below).

The orderliness of the graves in Area 1 may
indicate that the location of each grave was known,

implying a relatively short-lived period of burial,

especially in view of a lack of evidence for grave

markers (see below).

Burial Rite

Grave Structure

Anglo-Saxon graves of the 5th and 6th centuries

had relatively simple grave structures. With the

appearance of distinctly high status burials in the

7th century, large graves, more complex mortuary

structures, and forms of external marking can be

observed. These developments filtered down the

social ladder, with structural changes also found

in 7th century community cemeteries (Hogarth

1973), for example at Long Crichel, Monkton
Deverill,Winall II, and Bargates. There is no

evidence for internal or external grave structures at

Aldbourne, however, this absence needs to be viewed

with caution due to the incomplete excavation

of the cemetery and truncation of graves. The
orderliness of Area 1 suggests that the graves were

visible, probably owing to mounded backfilling of

grave. The simplicity of the graves seems to reflect

an impoverished community. Evidence from the

human remains suggests a relatively well-nourished

population, however, and grave construction may
not have been an aspect of mortuary practice that

the community wished to invest in.

The shape and size of graves may have been

determined by social or cultural values. In particular

the greater effort required to dig a large and
regularly-shaped grave may reflect the social

standing of an individual or their family (Tainter

1975). At Aldbourne the majority of the graves

were sub-rectangular and slightly irregular, i.e. one

or more of the sides were not straight. In contrast,

over 40% of graves at Bargates and 30% Winnall II

had straight sides. The nature of the bedrock does

not seem to have been a factor, because although

Bargates lay over sand and gravels, at Winnall II the

graves were dug into the chalk of the Itchen Valley.

It appears that expending energy on the creation of

regular graves was not a priority at Aldbourne.

Adult graves were generally shorter (average

1.92m, though see grave 13 above) than those at

Winnall II (average 2.05m) and Bargates (average

2.13m); the great length of those from the latter

possibly a reflection ofthe softer underlying geology.

In contrast, the Aldbourne graves were, on average,

wider (0.79m) than those at the other two sites

(Winnall II 0.41m, Bargates 0.35m). At 1.02m, grave

16 was particularly wide, but there were several over

0.90m (see Grave Catalogue ).

Intra-cemetery comparison of grave depth is

unreliable because of differing truncation of the

ground surface. It is only a useful form of analysis

within individual cemeteries, especially comparing

depth against other variables, such as burial wealth

(Sherlock and Welch 1992, 91). At Aldbourne there

is no correlation between the presence or absence of

goods and grave depth and there is no appreciable

difference in depth between Areas 1 and 2.

Orientation

Standard orientation is typical of the 7th-8th

centuries and contrasts with 5th-6th centuries where

a much greater degree ofvariation existed (Stoodley

1999a, 64-5). At Aldbourne, orientation was fairly

standardised: the majority ofgraves/burials (c. 76%)

lay in a south-west to north-east direction (Figure

3). There are, however, subtle variations: graves 52

and 80 were aligned west-east, while graves 19, 53,

59 and 65 were west-south-west to east-north-east.

Except for grave 19, they were all in Area 2, and

apart from grave 80 they were near the south-west

corner of the site. This variance indicates that

orientation was not consistently enforced and that

topographical or structural factors, for example,

influenced grave alignment. A similar situation is

found throughout the study area (Table 5), although

several examples demonstrate that such constraint

was not always adhered to. For example, at Bargates

and Didcot there were two main alignments, north-

south and west-east. Although orientation became

more regularised during the 7th century, it was not

an aspect of mortuary behaviour that was rigidly
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Table 5: grave (and burial) orientation

Cemetery Principle orientation In rows

Bargates west-east; north-south majority not

Bradford Peverell west-east yes

Burghfield west-east; north-south majority yes

Hambledon Hill west-east unknown
Didcot west-east; north-south no

Long Crichel south-west-north-east yes

Long
Wittenham II

various no

Monkton Deverill west-east-south-west;

north-east

yes

Portsdown I west-east probably

Portway West south-north; south-

west-north-east

majority yes

Snell’s Corner south-north probably

Trumpet Major south-west-north-east;

Psouth-north
probably

Winnall II west-east yes

implemented by all communities.

Reasons for the layout of a cemetery are seldom

obvious, although it seems probable that graves

were aligned according to anthropogenic or natural

features. The former seems probable when graves

have been arranged in rows. For example, at Winnall

II a cemetery boundary may have served as a reference

point, and at Burghfield the prehistoric earthwork

that the cemetery clustered around formed a focus

for the majority of the graves. At Aldbourne it is

probable that the graves followed the line of the

ridge on which the cemetery was sited.

Burial position

Extended supine burial was the norm throughout

the Anglo-Saxon period, either with the legs straight

or slightly flexed to one side. Departures from the

standard position (crouched, prone and flexed on

one side) are persistent features of the early phase,

but with increasingly standardised burial in the

7th century, this variation might be expected to

decline. At Aldbourne, a range ofminority positions

is evident (17% of all known positions) and all but

one of these were found in Area 1.

The prone adult male (grave 16) is the most

unusual burial. Overall the very small number
(1.46% of 2196 burials in this writer’s database)

of these burials in Early Anglo-Saxon cemeteries

strongly suggests that the individual had been

singled out for special treatment. Until recently

it was believed that the position was associated

with sinister connotations: the individual had

committed a crime or been involved in an act that

had brought disgrace, either upon themselves or

others, resulting in the administering ofparticularly

stern punishment (Hirst 1985, 36-7). Prone burial

may also have been reserved for those that were

feared and were seen as posing a threat: undertaken

to keep the spirit in the ground and deter it from

returning to haunt the living (Harman et al. 1981,

168; Hirst 1985, 37). Examples can exhibit other

characteristics that appear to reinforce this belief,

such as the 6th-century woman from Sewerby, East

Yorkshire (burial 41) who was buried face down in

the upper levels of a grave containing the remains

of a wealthy female. It was argued that the body’s

position indicated that the woman was struggling to

free herselffrom the grave (Hirst 1985, 39); although

alternative interpretations have subsequently been

suggested (see Lucy 2000, 78-80). Other cases feature

an unusual orientation or a covering of stones

(Wilson 1992, 83-4). A prone burial (grave 1) was

excavated from the 6th century cemetery at Market

Lavington, Wiltshire. This young woman was not

accompanied by grave goods, and had been placed

in a small irregular cut that was spatially isolated

from the rest of the excavated graves (Williams and

Newman 2006, 35). An adult male (grave 71) was

found in a prone position at Blacknall Field, Pewsey,

Wiltshire (Stoodley 2010, 95). This individual was

also unaccompanied, and it was found that his left

arm had been amputated before death and that

both his lower legs and feet were amputated at, or

shortly after, death (Stuckert 2010). The fact that

these examples differ in important ways to the other

burials in their cemeteries supports the notion that

the individual was considered different or special.

Unfortunately, at Aldbourne the grave was disturbed

in antiquity and only the legs remained. The burial

did not display any other unusual practices nor any

clues as to why this individual was buried in such a

manner. Because very few prone burials have been

excavated under controlled conditions in Wiltshire,

it is difficult to gain an overview of the practice

against which the Aldbourne case can be compared

and from which a possible understanding of it might

emerge.

Three burials were made with the body laid on

one or other side, with varying degrees offlexion. The
latter was most pronounced in grave 19, where the

adult male’s legs were flexed 90° at the hip and knee

(Figure 12). Flexed burials are found throughout

the country (Lucy 2000, 81) and are represented in

Wiltshire at Blacknall Field and Market Lavington,

although as at Aldbourne they are in a minority and,

in common with a prone attitude, it may have been

a sign that the individuals were in some way viewed

differently. Grave 19 was, however, the shortest grave

in the site, and the position may have been necessary
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in order to accommodate the body. At Horton Kirby,

Kent (Lucy 2000, 81), several bodies had been bent

at the head and feet in order to fit them into the

grave. It is possible that a short grave may have been

dug in anticipation of the adopted burial attitude

and thus an alternative position was deliberately

chosen to mark this individual out. The analysis

of the skeletal remains showed that this individual

was the shortest male within the assemblage, had

relatively poor dental health, and had experienced

an active and physically strenuous life. His physical

condition, or circumstances in his life that resulted

in such a condition, may have resulted in the use of

this position.

The two children in grave 43 had been buried

on their sides, facing each other, with their legs

slightly flexed (Figure 18). Once again such positions

may have been necessary to accommodate them

in a grave that was no wider than the average

adult grave (grave 43 width 0.77m; average adult

grave 0.79m). Alternatively it might be seen as a

sentimental response by the mourners to the death

of two children that had died prematurely at the

same time.

Multiple burial

Grave 43 is the only example of a grave that

contained the remains of two individuals, but it is

also unusual because the children were interred at

the same time (contemporaneous multiple burial).

In a national survey, only 6% of multiple burials are

of this type (Stoodley 2002, table 5). The grave lay

on the eastern edge of the excavated area spatially

separate from the others within Area 1, and although

the ground immediately to the east fell outside the

area of investigation, it is possible that it had been

placed in isolation.

Other sites within the study area have produced

multiple burials including Winnall II, where an

8 year old child and a 15-16 year old were buried

simultaneaously in grave 24. More common are

examples where a grave had been reopened to allow

an additional burial to take place (consecutive

multiple), such as at Meonstoke, Hampshire, where

grave 13 originally contained a young infant (12-8

months), but was subsequently enlarged to also take a

c. 3 year old infant (Stoodley and Stedman 2001, 156).

At Monkton Deverill, Wiltshire
,
grave 736, enclosed

within an annular ditch, contained the remains ofan

adult male over which a lining of stone blocks had

been laid, perhaps to support a lid (Rawlings 1995,

36). Above this structure rested the remains ofa child

of 7-9 years whose head was at variance to the rest

of the burials (north-east as opposed to south-west),

and was also the only individual from the cemetery

to have a grave good (knife).

The Aldbourne example is the only

contemporaneous multiple burial from the study

area that contained juveniles. Moreover, the older

child (burial 49) had perimortem blade injuries to the

head. Overall, it is a particularly rare and intriguing

case: only 11% of all contemporaneous multiple

burials contained a pairing of non-adults (Stoodley

2002, 112), and the figure suggests that it was not

common practice to bury juveniles together. This

author has argued that multiple burial was a reaction

to the stress caused by simultaneous deaths in small

agricultural communities, basically a superstitious

mechanism aimed at preventing further fatalities

(Stoodley 2002, 119-21). The unusual character of

the burial may suggest that a similar situation was

triggered at Aldbourne, especially by the manner in

which one of the juveniles had died.

Cemetery layout

The construction project gave archaeological access

to two areas of what must have comprised a larger

cemetery. Consequently, any suggestions regarding

the layout and development of the burial ground

have to be viewed with caution because they may
not be representative of the whole.

Graves were disturbed during an extension to the

former factory but their precise location is unknown
(Meyrick 1961). Photographic evidence ofthe factory

prior to demolition indicates that extensions were

added to either end of the original building. It was

noted that skeletons, ‘buried roughly in a line head

to foot’, were found during the construction of a

foundation trench, suggesting that the graves were

orientated in an orderly fashion in the same way as

in Area 1. The southern extent of the cemetery was

established in Area 2 , but graves probably extended

further to the north. The northern boundary in

Area 1 appears to have been identified, but it is less

certain in the southern part of the site because of

previous development and it is possible that the 1961

discoveries were made in this part of the site.

In all probability the cemetery originally

consisted of a linear arrangement of graves strung

along the edge of the ridge and may have continued

beyond the limits of the excavation to the west, with

possible additional outliers to the east. Area 1 was

the more carefully organised of the two. There was

some attempt to place the graves in rows, especially
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graves 40, 13 and 22 (Figure 3), and several others

may have been placed in a similar juxtaposition.

Row-grave cemeteries are characteristic of the 7th-

8th centuries and, compared to earlier practices, their

ordered nature may have derived from an ideological

shift about how the dead should be laid to rest. The

majority of the sites within the study area can be

unequivocally classified as row-grave cemeteries, for

example Winnall II, or have evidence that strongly

indicates that this is the principle on which the

cemetery was laid out, for example at Monkton
Deverill or Portsdown I (Table 5). In contrast some

burial grounds display an unordered arrangement of

graves, for example, Didcot and Long Wittenham II,

Oxfordshire (Meaney 1964, 54).

Aldbourne is unusual because it appears to

have had zones of both organised and unorganised

graves, although they may originally have been

part a continuous band. It is unclear whether there

was a gradual transition from one type of layout to

the other or if the change was more abrupt. Each

scenario would have different implications for an

understanding of the cemetery’s development and

any social or cultural inferences that are derived

from it.

The fact that the investigation did not encompass

the whole cemetery means that a detailed analysis

of the layout, which may provide important

chronological and social information about its

development, is of limited value. The analysis

of more completely excavated cemeteries has

provided valuable insights. For example, in Kent

at Dover Buckland (Evison 1987) and Finglesham

(Hawkes and Grainger 2006) both cemeteries grew

organically and exhibit horizontal stratigraphy.

Elsewhere, clusters of graves may have been the

burial plots of individual households (Harke 1997,

138-9; Stoodley 1999a, 131-35), such as at the 6th

century cemeteries of Pewsey and Collingbourne

Ducis, Wiltshire (Stoodley 2010; forthcoming a).

This type of structure ends with the appearance of

row-grave cemeteries in the 7th and 8th centuries.

It is now found that individual rows often included

a mix of different sexes and ages, for example at

Winnall II and Monkton Deverill, and it is possible

that the row had now become the burial locale of

the household.

Despite the fragmentary nature of the evidence,

some tentative remarks about the internal structuring

of Aldbourne can be made. The graves in Area 1

had been ordered into a number of north-west to

south-east aligned rows and included males, females

and juveniles (Figure 4). The rows contained too

few graves to belong to households, although it is

possible that evidence for the continuation of these

rows in a southerly direction has been destroyed.

The row of three graves on the eastern edge were

all those of adult males. It is possible that this

whole area was occupied by one household that

had organised the graves of its members into rows.

Area 2 is completely different: the graves had been

placed more randomly and, with one exception,

lacked grave goods (Figure 5). The absence of grave

wealth may indicate that the interments in this

area are later than their counterparts in Area 1 and

that by this time the control that had previously

governed the laying out of the cemetery had lapsed.

Alternative interpretations for this spatial difference

are considered in the following section.

Social structure and community
identity

Gender and age

During the 5th and 6th centuries the placing of

grave goods was determined to a large extent by

an individual’s gender and age. In particular,

weapons were very strongly confined to males, while

jewellery demonstrates a strong association with

females (Brush 1993; Stoodley 1999a). Compared to

younger individuals, i.e. those under the age of 10-

12 years (where an important age-related threshold

demarcating cultural childhood and adulthood

appears to have been placed), adults were given a

greater number ofobjects and wealthier assemblages

(Crawford 1993; Gowland 2006; Stoodley 2000).

With the decline ofthe grave good rite, the signalling

of an individual’s gender and age was affected and

the expression of these identities was no longer a

major priority. Before these practices ceased, they

underwent something of a transformation. Gender

still controlled the placing ofweapons and jewellery,

but there is some evidence to suggest that the rigid

division ofthe previous two centuries was beginning

to weaken (Stoodley 1999a, 79). For example, at St

Mary’s Stadium, Hampshire, two weapon burials

were identified as possible females, of which grave

5488 contained a spearhead and a seax (Birbeck 2005,

43-45). It is notable, therefore, that at Aldbourne the

seax was also found with a possible female (grave

34). In a similar way, the age-related thresholds

that controlled the deposition of jewellery weaken

(Stoodley 1999b, 103). For example, at Didcot,

Winnall II, Snell’s Corner and Bradford Peverell

(Keen 1977, 120) some of the wealthiest jewellery
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was found with children below 12 years of age.

Finally, throughout the study area it is noted that

the majority of weapon burials have been found in

separate burial locales away from the community

cemeteries, either under barrows, or in a type of

cemetery that has an unusually high number ofmales

(Stoodley 1999b). Weapons had become a symbol

of elite male status rather than a general symbol of

masculinity. This might help to explain the very low

number of weapon burials at Aldbourne.

There is some subtle evidence for gendered

behaviour at Aldbourne. Some of the males in Area

1 were found in close proximity and, compared to

the females, they had a greater number and range

of objects (Figures 4-5). They also displayed a wider

variety of burial positions. Gender may still have

been an important structuring principle, but instead

of the traditional weapon:jewellery dichotomy,

a range of more subtle practices was used. The
almost total lack of jewellery at Aldbourne requires

a comment because as the 7th century progressed

women tended to become more visible through the

types of jewellery deposited with them (Geake 2002,

147). Jewellery occurs in modest quantities in several

Wessex cemeteries, e.g. Winnall II and Didcot. Given

the way the Aldbourne cemetery is organised (see

above) it is unlikely that there is a group ofwomen
adorned with jewellery still waiting to be unearthed.

It seems more likely that this was a community with

limited access to such accoutrements, or which had

decreed that jewellery was no longer to be consigned

to the grave.

The remains ofone full-term foetus, one neonate

and three juveniles were recovered (mostly from Area

1) and it is clear that they were treated differently

from the adults, for example, burial together in the

same grave (grave 43), and none of the juveniles

had been placed in an extended supine position (a

position which naturally cannot be readily adopted

by foetal/neonate individuals). Furthermore, apart

from the eldest (9-1 1 year old; grave 43), they had not

been given grave goods. The differential treatment of

children is recognised throughout the Early Anglo-

Saxon period (Stoodley 2000) as a method through

which their age and age-related status was signalled.

The Aldbourne cemetery is important in showing

that this practice continued into the 7th century.

Social hierarchy

Variation in the quantity and quality of grave goods

during the 5th and 6th centuries is often interpreted

as signifying differences in social status within local

communities (Harke 1997, 138-9; Sherlock and

Welch 1992, 102). The reduction in grave goods

during the 7th century results in the evidence for

social stratification becoming more blurred. The
lack of a social hierarchy at Aldbourne, as expressed

through portable wealth, is therefore not that

surprising. Some ofthe contemporaneous cemeteries

within the study area did, however, contain burials

with relatively wealthy assemblages of jewellery,

in addition to investing above average amounts

of labour and raw materials in the structure of the

grave.

During the 7th century particularly rich burials

emerge that are interpreted as evidence for a regional

elite. They are often located away from community

burial grounds, usually in elevated locations

commanding impressive view sheds (Semple 2003)

and they tend to be associated with prehistoric

earthworks. Wiltshire has produced ample evidence

(ibid.’, Stoodley forthcoming b), for example the

barrow burial with weapons at Ford and the female

laid on a bed under a barrow at Swallowcliffe

Down. This is a rank that used portable wealth,

monumentality and topography to signify and

symbolise their newfound standing in society. This

transformation in burial can be viewed as part ofthe

social change that accompanied the establishment

of the West Saxon kingdom (Arnold 1997, 201-210;

Yorke 1995, 52-93).

By now society had become more clearly

ranked, and Aldbourne’s place was on the lower

rungs of the ladder. If the lack of burial wealth is

anything to go by, it was probably lower than other

contemporary communities, such as Winnall II.

The Aldbourne cemetery seems to have served a

rural community with little disposal of wealth and

a flat social hierarchy. It is possible that changes to

social structure that took place in the 7th century

directly influenced the composition ofthe cemetery

at Aldbourne. As Morris (1983, 55) suggested, richer

burials may have been removed from the community

to be made in barrows. With the relatively large

numbers of barrow burials in Wiltshire this is

a possibility. The implication is that inferences

regarding the social hierarchy of the living based

solely on burial evidence may be misleading.

The variation in burial, especially between Areas

1 and 2, may have resulted from social differences

within the community. Area 1 contained most of the

accompanied burials and the greatest range ofburial

positions. It also produced most of the juveniles

which may indicate that it was a household burial

plot. There were also twice the number of males as

females which may reflect a genuine imbalance in the
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sexes or result from the excavated sample being non-

representative ofthe cemetery as a whole. Therefore

the variation evident in this area may have been

part of suite of rites intended to signal the status of

this group in opposition to those interred in Area 2.

It is possible that Aldbourne had a complex social

structure and that different parts of the cemetery

served different social groups. The implication is

that in Area 2 the burials belonged to members of

the extended household or were servants or retainers.

The latter notion is not supported by the osteological

evidence. For example, evidence for trauma is rare,

and all the males had led a physically active life. The

few cases of osteoarthritis were found in both areas

of the cemetery as were the two cases of infection

(graves 28 and 59). The former idea may, however, be

supported by the fact that a greater proportion ofthe

adults here were over 45 years of age (60% v 33%): a

generationally extended household with segregation,

at least in death, of the elders. The two groups may
have had equal standing within the community, but

used divergent practices as symbols of each group’s

identity. As in the 5th-6th centuries, burial was a

public affair under the jurisdiction of individual

households and the community (Williams 2010) and

was invested with social meaning. For example, in

grave 13 the knife was not part of the individual’s

mortuary costume; the same applies to the comb in

grave 31 (both graves were in Area 1). It is possible

that both these artefacts were placed in the grave

after the interment of the body and were separate to

it. The decision whether to deposit objects with the

dead, and how they were placed, can be interpreted

as a statement, not just about the personal identity

of the deceased, but about the wider kin group,

household and their social memories. The greater

variation in Area 1 may indicate that a broad range

of identities and allegiances were being signalled.

In addition to marking difference within

the community, burial rites may have signalled

allegiance with groups from outside. It may be

pertinent, therefore, that not all 7th and 8th century

cemeteries displayed such standardisation in respect

oftheir layout (see above). Did the variation in layout

at Aldbourne have cultural significance? Was it a

way in which external links were maintained and

reinforced?

Landscape

The cemetery was located on the steep slopes of

a north-west facing ridge of the North Wessex

Downs, affording stunning views across the valley

below. This spot must have been deliberately

chosen and factors influential in this decision will

be considered.

The cemetery was very close to the edge of the

ridge and would have been visible from the valley.

Analysis of cemetery location (Lucy 2000, 128)

has found that the Early Anglo-Saxons situated

their burial grounds around sites with pre-existing

funeral associations and earlier settlements, but

also on natural ridges and mounds. Such features

would have helped to mark out the position of a

cemetery, perhaps calling and directing people to

it for ceremonies of interment and remembrance

(Williams 1997, 25). The ridge at Aldbourne may
have functioned in a similar way, encouraging

and facilitating social contact, and its role both

as a topographic marker and catalyst of social

interaction has to be considered as one ofthe motives

influencing its location.

The question of the inter-visibility of the

cemetery and its view-shed raises questions about

how Aldbourne may have been encountered in

more general terms by the early medieval people

who inhabited and travelled through the area.

Engagement with burial sites at particular points

may have served to integrate ancestors into the fabric

and routine of daily life. This seems to be the case

at Overton Hill, West Overton, Wiltshire, where a

small group ofEarly Anglo-Saxon burials were made

in several barrows of Romano-British and Bronze

Age date (Eagles 1986; Semple 2003). The barrows

were located on downland close to the intersection

of two major routes, the Roman road from Bath to

Mildenhall and the Ridgeway. The decision to place

the dead in these barrows must have been intentional

and influenced by factors other than the ready

availability of a pre-existing monument.

In fact a considerable number of Wiltshire’s

Anglo-Saxon burials and cemeteries have direct

associations with prehistoric monuments (Meaney

1964, 18). It was a practice that could take place

in the 6th century, for example at Barrow Clump
(Stoodley forthcoming b), but was more prevalent

in the 7th century. At Aldbourne, although there

are several monuments to the north-west which

would have been visible from the cemetery there

was no direct spatial relationship and there are

no known prehistoric barrows in the immediate

vicinity. It may be that the location of the cemetery

was made sufficiently obvious by the ridge itselfand

no additional marker was required. If monument
reuse was a means by which groups could legitimise
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claims to territory and resources by linking with

a mythical past (Williams 1997, 26), then perhaps

it indicates that at Aldbourne the community felt

sufficiently secure about their ownership of the

land (McKinley pers. comm.)- The location of

contemporary settlement would also have been

an important element within the landscape and

may have determined the siting of the cemetery.

Lucy’s (1998) work on the Anglo-Saxon cemeteries

of East Yorkshire has shown that the different

spatial relationships between the settlements (in

valleys) and the cemeteries have a chronological

dimension, and that by the 7th century the dead

were being placed high up on the Yorkshire Wolds.

That the dead were further away from the living

might indicate an increasing marginalisation of

ancestors (Lucy 1998, 99). No positive evidence for

an Early or Middle Saxon settlement has been found

in the area around Aldbourne, but documentary

sources attest to a 10th century church (Wiltshire

SMR) and an associated lay presence is probable. A
number of fragmentary pieces of metalwork point

to an Anglo-Saxon presence in the 5th and 6th

centuries (WANHM 1986, 243; 1990, 148; SMR
refs. SU27SE420, SU27SE409 and SU27SE 415),

yet the contexts from which these finds originated

is unknown and furthermore they are not close

enough to the cemetery to have derived from an

associated site.

It is possible that an earlier Saxon settlement

had been established in the valley below the

cemetery, as demonstrated elsewhere in country:

e.g. at Collingbourne Ducis, settlement evidence

was found beside the Upper Bourne, about 150m
below the excavated cemetery (Pine 2001, 8-117). A
pit containing Saxon pottery was discovered close

to the river Avon, 800m to the west of the cemetery

at Petersfinger, while at Winterbourne Gunner,

pottery was recovered 400m north of the cemetery,

close to the river Bourne (Eagles 2001, 206). A
cautionary note is sounded by excavations at Grove

Farm, Market Lavington, which revealed settlement

evidence in close proximity to the cemetery

(Williams and Newman 2006, 171-3). Overall there

appears to be a range of different spatial relationships

in Wiltshire, though in the majority of cases the

living and dead were kept separate. The situation

as it applied to Aldbourne is presently unknown,
yet the spatial relationship between the living and

dead must have played an important decision in the

creation of the mortuary landscape.

Aldbourne: a typical

Final Phase cemetery in

Wiltshire?

During the 7th century, the mortuary landscape of

England witnessed the appearance ofseveral new and
distinctive types ofburial ground. Aldbourne appears

to belong to the category of Final Phase cemetery.

Examples have been found throughout Wessex, but

in Wiltshire few cases have been investigated under

modern excavation conditions.

Final Phase cemeteries were in use for about a

century, from the early 7th-early 8th century (Geake

1992, 84-5), and are distinguished by a number of

defining features (Hyslop 1963; see above), but it

is the changes that occurred in the provision of

grave goods which is key to their identification:

objects are fewer in number and are of a different

type to those found in the 5th-6th centuries. In

particular, brooches and weapons are much rarer.

Although roughly half of the interments could be

unaccompanied, for example at Winnall II 45%
lacked objects, many had a simple assemblage such

as a knife and buckle. Yet, a tiny proportion of

burials had richer assemblages, such as necklaces

that included precious materials, e.g. Didcot grave

7 with a silver pendant, or weapons with elaborate

and ornate fittings, for example several ofthe burials

at St Mary’s Stadium, Southampton.

Lethbridge (1936) was the first scholar to

recognise these cemeteries when excavating in

Cambridgeshire, and on the basis of what he

considered to be ‘pagan’ objects, e.g. weapons,

interpreted them as belonging to newly converted

Christians who had not fully dispatched with the

practice of depositing grave goods. Leeds (1936,

96-114), who was actually responsible for coining

the term ‘Final Phase’, took the opposing stance: he

highlighted the presence of grave goods, especially

wealthy assemblages, which contrasted with the

later unfurnished practice, and argued that such

burials were the final expression of a pagan lifestyle.

Influential work by Hyslop (1963) and Meaney and

Hawkes (1970) reasserted the case for Christianity

seeing the decline in burial wealth, the character

of some of the objects, west-east orientation and

the establishment of a new cemetery away from an

earlier and ‘pagan’ predecessor, as resulting from

the adoption of a new religious ideology. Recently,

scholars have been more cautious about explaining

the Final Phase in religious terms, mainly because
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the church appears to have had little influence over

burial (Morris 1983), and it has been argued that

the changes to mortuary practice resulted from a

combination of factors ‘deriving from landscape,

social, economic and religious change’ (Boddington

1990, 196).

Can Aldbourne be described as a Final Phase

cemetery? Can the evidence from it contribute to an

understanding ofthese sites? It displays many ofthe

characteristics; the only omission is above ground

structures, which may be a result of disturbance.

But on closer inspection a more complex picture

emerges: it is the eastern group of interments that

are Final Phase in character. In contrast, the burials

excavated in Area 2 were largely unfurnished and

had a more irregular layout. Importantly there are

two different forms of burial that may be spatially

separate. In fact, Geake draws attention to a category

of cemetery during the 7th and earlier 8th century

largely made up of unfurnished extended, supine

interments, generally orientated west-east (Geake

1992, 86-7). Because these were contemporary with

furnished burials, the relationship between the two

categories is complex and cannot be explained in

chronological terms, i.e. both traditions existed at

the same time. Examples include the large, but yet

unpublished, site at Staple Gardens (Winchester,

Hampshire) and several of the burial grounds in

Hamwic (Southampton, SOU 32, and SOU 862;

Cherryson 2010) and possibly in Wiltshire at

Monkton Deverill.

As a cemetery, Aldbourne exhibits both traditions

and is therefore important because it adds to a

growing corpus of evidence that demonstrates

the variety of burial practices in the 7th and early

8th century. It shows that burial practice was

considerably more complex than previously believed

both in the study area, but also elsewhere, such as

in East Anglia (Penn 2000, 97-98). The important

point is that by taking the form of burial, rather

than cemetery, as the basis of classification (Geake

1992, 89), it has been possible to highlight a range

of practices and to suggest several reasons for this

diversity. Overall, Aldbourne has provided evidence

for a variety of practices that demonstrate the

complexities ofmortuary behaviour within a Middle

Anglo-Saxon community in Wiltshire. It is only by

similar detailed examinations of the county’s 7th-

8th century cemeteries that a better knowledge of

mortuary behaviour will be provided and from this

an understanding ofwhether Aldbourne is typical of

a Wiltshire ‘type’ ofcemetery, or resulted from social

and cultural conditions unique to that community.
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Grave Catalogue
compiled by Kirsten EggingDimviddy
and Jacqueline I. McKinley (with

contributions by Jorn Schuster

)

Grave 4 (burial 5)

SW-NE sub-rectangular cut with rounded ends, concave

sides & flat base. 2.10 x 0.78m, 0.20m deep (base at 151.69

m aOD). Extended, supine with arms across abdomen.

Single backfill (6).

Human bone: >90%; adult c. 26-35 yr. female

Pathology summary: dental caries (1); calculus; enamel

hypoplasia; osteophytosis - 4 right & 3 left rib

tubercles.

Backfillfinds: Pottery (Beaker)

Grave 7 (burial 8)

SW-NE sub-rectangular cut with rounded ends, concave

sides & base. 2.19 x 0.85m, 0.20m deep (base at 151.72 m
aOD). Extended, supine with hands on left hip. Single

backfill (9).

Human bone: c. 90%; adult c. 36-45 yr. male

Pathology summary: ante mortem tooth loss (2); calculus,

granuloma; oro-antral fistula; enthesopathies - 4 rib

tubercles; exostoses - occipital, atlas.

Grave goods:

ON 1 : Folded iron sheet plate with remains of probable

buckle frame; no slot for pin visible in centre offolded

tube. Rectangular-shaped plate, outer edge probably

fragmented, c. 7th-8th century. 4g. Organic materials:

Mineral replaced textile remains on almost entire
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upper surface, mineral replaced organic remains

(Pleather) remaining on outer edge of inner surface.

The textile is clearly a tabby weave.

ON 2: Iron nail, head missing, tip bent, lg (not illus.).

PApotropaic

ON 7 : Iron knife blade. Whittle tang form, Bohner Type C.

6th to 8th century. 40g Organics: mineralised Pwood

on handle, Pminerised leather on blade

Backfill finds: Burnt flint

Grave 10 (burial 11) not illus.

SW-NE sub-rectangular cut with rounded ends, moderately

sloping sides & flat base. 0.40 x 0.25m, 0.07m deep (base at

151.94m aOD). Position unclear, disturbed and incomplete.

Single backfill (12).

Human bone: c. 50%; foetus/neonate (38 wks gestation ±
2 wks)

Grave 13 (burial 14)

SW-SW sub-rectangular cut with rounded ends, concave

sides & base. 2.60 x 0.68m, 0.26m deep (base at 151.68 m
aOD). Extended, supine, with left arm across abdomen &
right extended. Single backfill (15).

Human bone: c. 95%; adult c. 36-45 yr. male

Pathology summary: ante mortem tooth loss (10); periodontal

disease; infection & sinusitis - maxilla; Schmorl’s node

- T7-10; osteophytosis - cervical, thoracic, lumbar;

enthesopathy - 4 right & 6 left ribs, humeri, patellae,

calcanei; cortical defect -clavicles; mushroom-shaped

femoral heads & shallow acetabulae.

Grave goods:

ON 5: Iron knife blade. Whittle tang form, Bohner Type

C. 6th to 8th century. 36g. Organics: mineralised Pwood

on handle

ON 8: Iron object, tapering strip, bent. 12g
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ON 9: Iron buckle (part ofa sheath strap), small, D-shaped.

c. 7th-8th century. 8g

Backfillfinds: flint

Grave 16 (burial 17) not Ulus.

NE-SW sub-rectangular cut with rounded ends, shallow

sides & flat base. 2.33 x 1.02m, 0.23m deep (base at 151.75

m aOD). Extended, prone. Only legs in situ. Single backfill

(18).

Human bone: c. 50%; adult c. 26-35 yr. male

Pathology summary: dental calculus; periodontal

disease; osteophytosis - 1 cervical, 1 thoracic & 1

lumbar vertebra; porosity - lumbo-sacral junction;

enthesopathies - femora.

Backfillfinds: Pottery (Roman), flint

Grave 19 (burial 20)

WSW-ENE sub-rectangular cut with rounded ends,

concave sides & base. 1.49 x 0.84m, 0.20m deep (base at

151.82 m aOD). Flexed, on right side with hands in front

of skull. Single backfill (21).

Human bone: c. 98%; adult c. 36-45 yr. male

Pathology summary: ante mortem tooth loss (8);

calculus; granulomas; hypercementosis; impaction

- left maxillary M3; periostitis - tibiae, fibulae;

enthesopathies - humeri, right radius, left patella;

Schmorl’s nodes - Tll-12; osteophytosis - 2 right rib

tubercles, 3 cervical, 7 thoracic & 4 lumbar vertebrae

Grave 22 (burial 23)

SW-NE sub-rectangular cut with rounded ends, irregular

sides & concave base. 2.28 x 0.91m, 0.34m deep (base at

151.83 m aOD). Supine with legs slightly flexed to the right;

right hand at neck, left across pelvis. Single backfill (24).

Human bone: c. 98%; adult c. 26-35 yr. male

Pathology summary: ante mortem tooth loss (1); calculus;

periodontal disease; 3rd molar agenesis; fracture - 3rd

metatarsal; leprosy - rhinomaxillary syndrome, volar

grooves, thinning, destruction & ankylosis, collar stud

deformity (right hand); osteitis & periostitis - right

tibia & fibula; tarsal bars (both feet); septic arthritis

- right metatarso-phalangeal joints; enthesopathy

- right femur; spina bifida occulta ; cortical defect

- right clavicle

Grave 25 (burial 26) not illus.

SW-NE sub-rectangular cut with rounded ends, concave

sides St base. 1.84 x 0.62m, 0.29m deep (base at 151.77

m aOD). Extended, supine with arms by sides. Single

backfill (27).

Human bone: >90%; adult 46+ yr. female

Pathology summary: ante mortem tooth loss (6); abscess/

granuloma; calculus; periodontal disease; infection

(periostitis) - 4 left ribs; cribra orbitalia ; osteoporosis

- thoracic & lumbar vertebrae; spondylosis - 3 cervical;

osteophytosis - 4 cervical vertebrae & frags, thoracic

& lumbar, hips; porosity - left clavicle; enthesopathy

- left ischium, left humerus, left femur

Grave 28 (burial 29)

SW-NE sub-rectangular cut with rounded ends, steep

sides & undulating base. 1.62 x 0.47m, 0.25m deep (base

at 151.76 m aOD). Extended, supine with hands at left

hip; disturbed/truncated above legs. Single backfill (30).

Disturbed by machining, some displacement of bones.

Human bone: c. 50%; adult 46+ yr. ? male
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Fig. 14 Plan ofgrave 28
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Pathology summary: osteoarthritis - left wrist & hand;

degenerative joint disease - right hand, left sacro-iliac,

left first metatarso-phalangeal; enthesopathy - femora,

patellae, right tibia, fibulae, calcanei; exostoses - right

humerus.

Grave goods:

ON 10: Iron buckle (belt), large D-shaped simple, c. 7th-

8th century. 20g

Backfill finds: worked & burnt flint

Grave 31 (burial 32)

SW-NE sub-rectangular cut with rounded ends, concave

sides & base. 2.30 x 0.98m, 0.17m deep (base at 151.73 m

aOD). Extended, supine with hands over pelvis. Single

backfill (33).

Human bone: c. 75%; adult 46+ yr. male

Pathology summary: dental caries (2); ante mortem tooth

loss (6); calculus; periodontal disease; osteochondritis

dissecans - 1st proximal phalanx (foot); erosive changes

- right 2nd rib; osteophytosis & contour change - right

clavicle; degenerative joint disease - 4 cervical, right

glenoid, hips, left patella; enthesopathy - left proximal

humerus

Grave goods:

ON 11: Antler comb, double-sided composite, iron rivets,

in very poor condition, no visible decoration. 42
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fragments, 24g

ON 12: Iron knife blade. Whittle tang form, Bohner Type

C. 6th-8th century. 21g. Organics: mineralised ?wood

on handle

Grave 34 (burial 35)

SW-NE sub-rectangular cut with rounded ends, concave

sides & base. 1.72 x 0.82m, 0.14m deep (base at 151.80 m
aOD). Extended, supine with hands over pelvis. Single

backfill (36).

Human bone: c. 50%; adult c. 26-35 yr. ? female

Pathology summary: dental caries (4); calculus; 3rd molar

agenesis; rickets - right ulna

Grave goods:

ON 13: Iron seax. Straight cutting edge and back.

Merovingian (transitional between small and large

narrow) type. Evidence for bone/horn handle and

possible sheath, c. 7th century. 285mm x 37mm, 199g

Grave 37 (burial 38)

SW-NE sub-rectangular cut with rounded ends, concave

sides & base. 1.98 x 0.71m, 0.20m deep (base at 151.79 m
aOD). Extended, supine. Single backfill (39). Disturbed in

machining, some displacement of bones.

Human bone: c. 98%; adult c. 26-35 yr. female

Pathology summary: calculus; impacted mandibular
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C. 6th to 8th century. 15g

ON 21: Flat-headed iron nail, sub-rectangular shank.

PApotropaic

Backfillfinds: Animal bone (frog/toad)

Grave 40 (burial 41) not illus.

SW-NE sub-rectangular cut with rounded ends, concave

sides & base. 2.36 x 0.80m, 0.18m deep (base at 151.64 m
aOD). Extended, supine. Single backfill (42).

Human bone: c. 80%; adult 46+ yr. male

Pathology summary: ante mortem tooth loss (8); caries

(1); calculus; periodontal disease; osteitis - left tibia;

periostitis - right tibia; osteophytosis - left rib; porosity

- left lateral clavicle; enthesopathy - calcanei

Backfillfinds: Pottery (Roman), worked & burnt flint

Grave 43 (burials 44 & 49)

SW-NE sub-rectangular cut with rounded ends, concave

sides & base. 1.70 x 0.77m, 0.19m deep (base at 151.50 m
aOD). Sk 44 slightly flexed on left side, Sk 49 slightly flexed

on right side with hands possibly by chest; positioned face

to face with skulls & legs touching. Single backfill (45).

Human bone: Sk 44: c. 40%; juvenile c. 5-6 yr.

Sk 49:c. 70%; juvenile c. 9-11 yr.

redep. (probably 44 or 49) >10 bone fragments

Pathology summary: Sk 49: sharp weapon trauma
- occipital, left orbit & zygomatic process; porosity

- mandible

Grave goods (Sk 49):

ON 17: Iron knife blade. Whittle tang form, Bohner Type

C. 6th to 8th century. 14g

Backfillfinds: Pottery (Roman) including ON 18; flint

Grave 46 (burial 47) not illus.

SW-NE sub-rectangular cut with rounded ends, concave

sides & base. 1.07 x 0.56m, 0.15m deep (base at 151.71 m
aOD). Extended, supine; only legs remain. Single backfill

(48).

Human bone: c. 25%; juvenile c. 5-10 yr.

Grave 52 (burial 51) not illus.

W-E sub-rectangular cut with rounded ends, moderately

sloping sides & irregular base. 1.53 x 0.58m, 0.56m deep

(base at 1 5 1 .49 m aOD). Extended, supine with hands over

right hip. Single backfill (50).

Human bone: c. 50%; adult c. 46+ yr. (probably 60+ yr.)

female

Pathology summary: ante mortem tooth loss (1); abscesses/

granulomas; caries (2), calculus; osteoarthritis - 2nd-

5th cervical facet joints; spondylosis - 3 cervical;

osteophytosis - right glenoid, 1st metacarpals &
phalanges (bilateral).

Backfillfinds: Pottery (Late Bronze Age)

Grave 53 (burial 54) not illus.

WSW-ENE sub-rectangular cut with rounded ends,

moderately sloping sides & concave base. 1.72 x 0.90m,

0.14m deep (base at 152.08 m aOD). Position uncertain;

heavily disturbed in antiquity. Single backfill (55).

Human bone: <25%; adult c. 46+ yr. female

Pathology summary: ante mortem tooth loss (all 16

mandibular teeth).

Backfillfinds: Pottery (Late Bronze Age), worked & burnt

flint

Grave 56 (burial 57) not illus.

SW-NE sub-rectangular cut with rounded ends, concave

sides & flat base. 2.22 x 0.86m, 0.17m deep (base at 152.19

m aOD). Extended, supine. Single backfill (58).

Human bone: c. 90%; adult c. 46+ yr. female

Pathology summary: ante mortem tooth loss (3); calculus;

periodontal disease; 3rd molar agenesis; os acromiale;

cysts - acetabulae (subchondral), left hand phalanx

(solitary); intervertebral osteochondrosis - 10th

thoracic

Grave goods (possible): Iron pyrite

Backfillfinds: Pottery (Late Bronze Age & Roman), worked

& burnt flint

Grave 59 (burial 60) not illus.

WSW-ENE sub-rectangular cut with rounded ends, steep

sides & flat base. 2.02 x 1.12m, 0.12m deep (base at 151.92

m aOD). Extended, supine. Single backfill (61).

Human bone: c. 85%; adult c. 46+ yr. ? male

Pathology summary: ante mortem tooth loss (3); caries

(2); granulomas; trauma - crushed right scaphoid;

os acromiale - right; enlarged right humeral head;

scoliosis - 2 mid-thoracic; osteophytosis - 1 cervical

vertebra & thoracic frags.; osteoporosis - frags, thoracic

& lumbar vertebrae, sacrum, pelvis; inflammatory

joint disease - left distal femur; enthesopathy

(inflammatory) - right clavicle, right distal humerus,

right proximal ulna, calcanei

Backfillfinds: flint

Grave 62 (burial 63) not illus.

SW-NE probably sub-rectangular cut, shallow sides &
concave base. 2.15 x 0.58m, 0.11m deep (base at 151.99 m
aOD). Extended, supine; only legs remain. Single backfill

(64).

Human bone: <25%; adult >25 yr. unsexed

Pathology summary: osteitis & periostitis - left tibia &
fibula; periosteal new bone - right fibula

Backfillfinds: pottery (Late Bronze Age & Roman), sheep/

goat tooth

Grave 65 (burial 66) not illus.

WSW-ENE sub-rectangular cut with rounded ends,

concave sides & flat base. 1.52 x 0.60m, 0.21m deep (base

at 152.18 m aOD). Extended, supine; only legs remain.

Single backfill (67).

Human bone: c. 50%; adult c. 46+ yr. ? female

Pathology summary: ante mortem tooth loss (8); caries

(1); calculus; granulomas; subchondral cysts - right

acetabulum; osteoarthritis - hips; osteophytosis

- right distal radius & proximal ulna (Ptrauma), right
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Fig. 19 Plan ofgrave 74

acetabulum, left proximal femur; enthesopathy - right

proximal humerus, radii, right pelvis, right fibula,

calcanei

Backfillfinds: burnt flint

Grave 68 (burial 69) not illus.

SW-NE sub-rectangular cut with rounded ends, steep sides

& flat base. 0.96 x 0.44m, 0.16m deep (base at 151.95 m
aOD). Supine, legs slightly flexed apart & left arm extended.

Single backfill (70).

Human bone: >75%; neonate (40 wks gestation ± 2 wks)

Grave 71 (burial 72) not illus.

SW-NE sub-rectangular cut with rounded ends, moderate

to steep sides & flat base. 2.25 x 0.37m, 0.17m deep (base

at 151.85 m aOD). Supine, probably extended. Single

backfill (73).

Human bone: <25%; adult > 25 yr. ? male

Grave 74 (burial 75)

SW-NE sub-rectangular cut with rounded ends, shallow

to moderately sloping sides & concave base. 1.80 x 0.76m,

0.15m deep (base at 152.05 m aOD). Extended, supine, left

leg slightly flexed. Single backfill (76).

Human bone: >90%; adult c. 46+ yr. ? female

Pathology summary: ante mortem tooth loss (4); caries (3);

calculus; granuloma; osteoarthritis - 2 cervical & 2

thoracic vertebrae & frags, lumbar, acromio-claviculars,

1R & 1L hand joint; os acromiale - right; spondylosis

- 5 cervical & 4 thoracic vertebrae & lumbar frags. ;

intervertebral osteochondrosis - 4 cervical vertebrae;

osteophytosis - left acetabulum; degenerative joint

disease - left rib, manubrio-clavicular joints, right

glenoid

Grave goods:

ON 19: Iron clip or staple, possible repair for wooden

vessel. 75g

ON 20: Iron shaft. Probable pin or nail. Three fragments,

no head, lg

Backfillfinds: flint & animal bone (frog/toad)

Grave 80 (burial 81) not illus.

W-E sub-rectangular cut with rounded ends, shallow to

moderately sloping sides & concave base. 0.80 x 0.27m,

0.19m deep (base at 151.84 m aOD). Supine; heavily

disturbed & truncated (longitudinally) by drainage pipe.

Single backfill (82).

Human bone: c. 10%; adult c. 26-35 yr. male

Pathology summary: Schmorl’s nodes - 2 thoracic

vertebrae; osteophytosis - 2 thoracic vertebrae;

enthesopathy - left patella

Context 2 (ON4)

Subsoil/old ground surface. Bundle of disarticulated and

redeposited human bone deposited in a discrete c. 0.45

x 0.28m area. Disturbed prior to recent development.

Includes fragments of skeletal elements from skull and

axial skeleton, predominantly elements of upper limb.

MNI: three adults >18 yrs. ON 3: Iron knife, recovered

as part of the bundle.

Context 83

Additional number allocated in post-excavation to bone

recovered by workmen prior to an archaeological presence

on the site. Probably in situ at time of discovery; left arm &
some axial skeletal elements only. NB. Only recorded in the

catalogue; not included in Anthea Boylston’s human bone
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report, above (recorded by J. I. McKinley)

.

Human bone: c. 10%; adult c. 25-35 yr. male
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Why does the north-western boundary of Wiltshire

ignore the river Avon?
by Hannah Whittock

The north-western boundary of Wiltshire ignores the riverAvon and a range ofevidence suggests that this characteristic

is based on Late Iron Age political arrangements that were reinforced in the post-Roman and Anglo-Saxon periods.

This is in striking contrast with the use of the Avon as a boundary to the west ofthe Limpley Stoke Valley.

[Note: Anglo-Saxon charters are identified in the references by their *Sawyer number ’ (egSSl) and the published work

in which these charters can befound. *Sawyer numbers’ act as a common reference system for Anglo-Saxon charters.]

An anomaly requiring an
explanation

That river systems were used, in a number of

significant instances, as boundaries in Anglo-Saxon

England is clear from the available evidence. The
river Humber, as Bede records in the 730s, clearly

demarcated a long-lasting political boundary

between the Northumbrians and their southern

- Southumbrian - neighbours (Sherley-Price 1968,

56), since, as Bede recorded, it formed ‘the boundary

between the north and south Angles’ (Sherley-Price

1968, 68). In a similar way, Bede described the East

Saxons (Essex) as being ‘separated from Kent by

the river Thames’ (Sherley-Price 1968, 104). The
longevity of this particular riverine boundary

meant that, even when Essex was overshadowed

by Kentish imperium , London was still regarded

as an East Saxon city and this continued to affect

the spheres of influence of successor states when
Mercian power eclipsed that ofthe East Saxons north

of the Thames and West Saxon power eclipsed that of

Kent south of the river. So clear was this boundary,

that any extension of political power south of it was

worthy of note and so Surrey was the
‘

Suprige ’, the

‘southern district’ (Ekwall 1960, 453), in the Anglo-

Saxon Chronicle’s annal for 722. Similarly, analysis

of patterns of artefact distribution in East Anglia

has led to the interpretation that the patterns that

can be seen in the sixth and seventh centuries were

related to ancient cultural areas, as the distribution of

objects north and east ofthe rivers Lark and Gipping

correlates with artifact distribution associated with

the pre-Roman Iceni (Williamson 2008, 140). The
Anglo-Saxon Chronicle makes specific references to

rivers marking the extent of emerging kingdoms.

Its annal for 485 (the date itself is dubious) records

how the South Saxon ‘ALlle fought against the

Britons near the bank ofMearcredesbuma (Whitelock

1979, 154). The name means something like ‘the

stream of the agreed frontier’ (Myres 1986, 136).

Another annal, for 658, refers to the West Saxon

king,Cenwealh, putting the Britons ‘to flight as far

as the [river] Parret’ (Whitelock 1979, 165) and that

for 716, in manuscript C, which records the death

of Osred, king of the Northumbrians is extended,

in manuscripts D and E, with the words ‘south of

the border’ (Whitelock 1979, 171); almost certainly

a reference to the river Humber. This boundary

character of rivers is seen throughout the period.

The Alfred-Guthrum Treaty, of the 880s, famously

Pembroke College, Cambridge CB2 1RF
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stated: ‘First about our boundaries [landgemcera ]:

up the Thames, and then up the Lea, and along the

Lea to its source, then straight to Bedford, then up

the Ouse to Watling Street’ (Lavelle 2010, 326). It

is noteworthy that, of the six stretches of boundary

[landgemcera] identified in this treaty, four are along

rivers. In 927, Athelstan fixed the border with the

West Welsh (Cornish) on the river Tamar and with

the Welsh at the river Wye (Bradbury 2004, 4). In

the 1080s the rivers Tees and Ribble still marked the

northern extent of the local government taxation

system characteristic of England to the south. And
where, in the north-west, the shire structure itself

ceased, the Domesday commissioners specifically

I referred to the area in question as
‘

Inter Ripam et

Mersham’ (‘Between the Ribble and the Mersey’); in

which the rivers marked the boundaries of an area

which, though unshired, still represented a distinct

English region (Campbell 2000, 49).

Clearly then, even this limited examination of

the evidence suggests that it is not unreasonable to

consider rivers as boundaries in the Anglo-Saxon

period. Whilst rivers did not inevitably have this

function - many major rivers did so. An examination

ofthe Bristol Avon reveals that it too had a boundary

function, although the situation in this case was

complex and one that had a clearly anomalous

character.

One of the striking characteristics of the north-

western county boundary of Wiltshire is that it

ignores the course ofthe river Avon. On its own this

might not seem worthy of note, since a river was not

inevitably used as a political or cultural boundary,

despite the examples cited above. However, this is

an anomaly because this is historically not the case

with regard to boundaries and the course of the

river west of the Limpley Stoke Valley. This raises

the obvious question why this distinct functional

division in the use (and non-use) of the river as a

boundary should have arisen. A recent exploration

of the history of the Avon valley as a frontier from

the fourth to the eleventh century AD reveals that

this anomaly is of long-standing and arose from

cultural and political boundaries first discernible

in the Late Iron Age; these continued to influence

boundaries throughout the Anglo-Saxon period and
are fossilised in modern administrative boundaries

in the twenty-first century. In short, there is an anomaly

in the use of the river Avon as a boundary and this

anomaly can be explained.

The evidence ofthe ‘western

Avon’

In order to fully understand the distinct character of

the north-western Wiltshire county boundary and its

relationship with the ‘eastern (Wiltshire) Avon’ it is

necessary to briefly outline the contrasting character

of the ‘western Avon’ as a frontier and boundary

(Figure 1). West of the Limpley Stoke Valley, the

river Avon has been argued to have marked an

internal subdivision within Dobunnic territory in

the Late Iron Age. Coins carrying the name Corio

and Catti are found throughout Dobunnic territory

but the distribution south of the Avon is in contrast

to few finds in the area around Cirencester (which

appears to separate areas of Corio/Catti distribution).

In contrast, coins ofBodvoc are found almost entirely

north-east of the river Avon (Webster 2003, 60).

These latter issues show a noticeable concentration

in the Cirencester area and to the north-east of this

location (Leins 2008, Map 5a). There is also some

similarity between the distribution ofBodvoc and the

so-called ‘Western IJ’ types (Leins 2008, Map 5b).

Questions have been raised over the significance of

this pattern of finds (Todd 1999, 37),and alternative

interpretations advanced which reject the connection

made between coin distribution patterns and tribal

territories (Leins 2011, pers. comm.). However, a

number ofother researchers have suggested that this

distribution may indicate that the ‘western Avon’

was possibly an internal boundary differentiating

a sub-unit of the Dobunni from the Dobunnic
heartland (Cunliffe 2005, 189-190; Laycock

2008, 34). Clearly, this matter remains an area of

contention, with the significance ofthe distribution

open to question. However, reading back from later

evidence may strengthen the interpretation that

there was something distinctive about the area south

of the river Avon in contrast to the situation north

and north-east of the river. And, if so, this putative

boundary-function appears to have influenced later

developments. The correlation between the putative

riverine border of this Dobunnic sub-unit and later

boundaries (e.g. West Wansdyke) suggests that this

was not simply a temporary Dobunnic extension of

cultural influence southwards; and even if it did not

precede the time of the minting of these coins, was

to prove long lasting after this point.

How this affected political arrangements in the

Roman period is more difficult to discern since the

evidence for civitas boundaries is slight and most
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Fig. 1 The Rive Avon and key features referred to in the text

mappings of these boundaries are highly conjectural.

In some reconstructions the Avon loses all boundary

functions along its entire course, with the territory

of the Dobunni (with its civitas capital at Corinium/

Cirencester) stretching as far south as the Mendips

and south-eastward onto Salisbury Plain (Jones

2004, 163, Fig. 10.1). A variant suggestion is that,

while northern Somerset may have been included

within Dobunnic territory, that of the Belgae may
have stretched as far west as Bath (Yorke 1995, 3).

This would mean that the Avon was not regarded

as a boundary by either the Dobunni or the Belgae.

However, closer analysis may suggest that the matter

was not so simple. If indeed Dobunnic territory

stretched as far south as the Mendips this may simply

represent administrative control over the sub-unit

of Dobunnic territory suggested by the pre-Roman

distribution ofthe coins ofCorio/Catti. In which case

the ‘western Avon’ may still have functioned as an

internal - if temporarily suspended - boundary of a

sub-group ofthe Dobunni and the later post-Roman

evidence of West Wansdyke strongly suggests that

this was indeed a reality (which later reasserted

itself in the fifth century), even if it was temporarily

subsumed within Roman arrangements which

emphasised the integrity of Greater Dobunnic
territory,including that which lay between the

‘western Avon’ and the Mendips.

On the other hand, the possibility of Belgic

control of Bath strongly suggests that the ‘eastern

Avon’ wasstill straddled by political arrangements

which ignored it as a boundary in both the Late Iron

Age and the period ofRoman rule (see below for an

examination of the evidence for this in Ptolemy’s

Geography )

.

In the post-Roman period imported late-fifth to

sixth-century Mediterranean pottery has been found

in Somerset, Devon and Cornwall (Costen 201 1, 17-

19), but not in Gloucestershire (Campbell & Bowles

2009, 309, Fig. 20.5). This absence suggests a cultural

boundary between the two areas (Rahtz 2003, 27);

a characteristic reinforced by the West Wansdyke.
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Recent exploration tends to suggest that it was a fifth

century construction (Erskine, 2007, 102-3), although

it may have incorporated pre-historic features which

point to an earlier boundary following the same

approximate line. The matter, though, is subject to

wide ranging debate and it has also been strongly

argued that its building was contemporary with East

Wansdyke and, as such, the scale and the military

organisation necessary to implement it negates a

fifth century date and suggests that these two named

earthworks formed a much later unified frontier

arrangement (Reynolds 2006, 140). Indeed, the

fluctuating nature of West Saxon/Mercian relations

leaves the possibility open that the whole Wansdyke

frontier was an unfinished project (Reynolds &
Langlands 2006, 35-6). However, whether it was a

fifth century boundary between British polities or a

Middle Saxon frontier between Wessex and Mercia

its western length at least confirms the ‘western

Avon’ as demarcating a frontier.

The fifth-sixth century division ofpottery types,

outlined above, can also be seen with regard to elite

habitation, which again seems to show a cultural

division along the line of the ‘western Avon’. The
post-Roman fifth-century elites to the south of the

Avon seem to have based their centres of power on

hillforts, whereas hillforts to the north - despite

recent evidence for some level of re-occupation at

Crickley Hill, south of Cheltenham (Dixon 2005,

394) - do not seem to have been re-occupied in

anything like the same scale, or number (Rahtz

2003, 25). Corroborative evidence lies in the fact

that, while eastern Mediterranean pottery has been

found at ‘beach market’ site such as Bantham
and Mothecombe, in Devon, and Tregurthy

and Gwithian, in Cornwall (Costen 2011, 18), a

large number of the West Country sites showing

concentrations ofimported Mediterranean ceramics

are ‘hilltop fortified elite residences’ (Campbell &
Bowles 2009, 301).

The evidence ofthe ‘eastern

(Wiltshire) Avon’

East of the Limpley Stoke Valley the ‘eastern

(Wiltshire) Avon’ does not appear to have had a

frontier role in the Late Iron Age and detailed study

ofcoins and pottery, which may have served as tribal-

identifiers, suggests that Dobunnic territory ran to a

probable border with the Durotriges near the source

of the river Wylye (Webster 2003, 61 ; Papworth 2007

and pers. comm.) and with the Belgae in the vicinity

of Salisbury Plain (Cunliffe 2005, 190; Haselgrove

2011, personal comment).However, under Roman
rule, Belgic hegemony may have extended further

to the west.

A recent review of the evidence of Late Iron

Age coin distribution has offered the more radical

interpretation that the coins usually ascribed to the

‘Dobunni’ were probably actually issued by rulers

of independent polities, who were not formed into

a political unit (the Civitas Dobunnorum ) until the

Roman period and then only as a direct result of

Roman intervention (Leins 2011, pers. comm.).

However, even if this is correct, the distribution of

find-spots ofthe, so-called, ‘Western coinage’ (Leins

2008, Map 5b), which has commonly been classified

by other researchers as ‘Dobunnic’, still suggests

that a cultural frontier lay on the general line of the

river Wylye and Salisbury Plain. South and south-

east of this line the number of ‘Western coinage’

finds drops away dramatically. This is consistent

with the earlier interpretations concerning the

extent of general ‘Dobunnic’ influence, even if the

concentration of so-called ‘Dobunnic coins’ north

and north-west of Salisbury Plain (and beyond

that into the Cotswolds and south-west Midlands)

actually represents a number of inter-related tribal

groups, rather than the extent of one distinct Late

Iron Age polity. The relevance for this paper is that

either of these interpretations still corroborates the

idea that a Cotswolds-based culture (represented in

some form through the ‘Western Coinage’) extended

well to the south-east of the course of the ‘eastern

Avon’.

However, it seems likely that the extent of

this ‘Dobunnic’ political/cultural influence was

curtailed under Roman rule (even, perhaps, as the

political unit of the Civitas Dobunnorum was being

formed). The assertion, referred to earlier, that

Bath in the Roman period was included in Belgic

territory is found in Ptolemy’s Geography ,
written

c.AD 150. He identified Bath by the name Aquae

Calidae (‘hot springs’) and claimed it as a polis of

the Belgae (Rivet & Smith 1979, 255-6). Ptolemy’s

association of Bath with the Belgae - when all Late

Iron Age coin evidence points to it being within

‘Dobunnic’territory - has led to suggestions that the

Geography is in error at this point. However, two

arguments that are very relevant to the role of the

‘eastern Avon’ may suggest that the identification

should not be so easily dismissed. The first is a

textual one from the Geography itself. Ptolemy states:

‘Below the Dobunni lie the Belgae and the cities:
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Ischalis, Aquae Calidae, Venta' (Rivet & Smith 1979,

144). Ischalis is almost certainly Charterhouse on

Mendip and so the overall reference encompasses the

southern Cotswolds, the Mendips and the Winchester

region; within which western Wiltshire would also

lie. This suggests a distinct political entity and the

association of Ischalis with Aquae Calidae
,
suggests

that the latter was not just a stray reference, out of

place, and therefore erroneously linked to the Belgic

centre further east. It looks as if there was a political

arrangement that brought this region within Belgic

control. More importantly, from the perspective of

western Wiltshire, the reference strongly suggests

that the lands straddling the ‘eastern Avon’ were

linked by a common authority (which, for a time,

looked towards f^wta/Winchester as the seat of its

political power). Consequently, despite an initial

appearance of confusion in Ptolemy’s account, this

is actually entirely consistent with the evidence of

Late Iron Age coinage which suggests ‘Dobunnic’

territory ran to Salisbury Plain. An explanation for

Ptolemy’s assertion (which clarifies the situation)is

that this south-eastern region of the territory of

the Dobunni,or a group of related tribal polities

(straddling the ‘eastern Avon’), had been granted

to the Belgae in the Roman period for reasons now
lost to us. What is important is that this evidence

is consistent with the claim that the ‘eastern Avon’

lacked a boundary function in the Roman period as

in the Late Iron Age. This is a particularly valuable

clue, given the otherwise rarity of any evidence for

internal political/administrative boundaries in the

Roman period. However, in the Late Roman and

immediately post-Roman period, this Belgic control

of the area (as claimed by Ptolemy) may have been

challenged by the Dobunni once Roman authority

waned (Laycock 2009, 234).

Given this lack ofa frontier-role, the continuation

of the Avon as an internal feature within the successor

kingdoms of the sixth and seventh centuries and

beyond should come as no surprise. As a result,

the ‘eastern Avon’ and land beyond it to the west

were more likely to be absorbed into the emerging

kingdom of Wessex, rather than be used as a barrier

between Wessex and the Hwicce/Mercia. The
campaigns of West Saxon warbands north of Bath

- at Dyrham, c.577, and as far as Cirencester, c. 628

- appear to confirm this. If there was any previous

frontier in this area then it was probably one

that faced north rather than east/west across the

Avon. This is given some tentative support from

the indication of possible pre-historic elements

incorporated into the post-Roman, or Anglo-Saxon,

construction of East Wansdyke (Eagles and Allen

2011, 147-155).

This situation may have been given particular

emphasis by the West Saxons’ emerging role as

successors to Romano-British authority based on

E£wta/Winchester. In which case, the drive beyond

the ‘eastern Avon’ and into the Cotswolds may
have been an attempt toreimpose the rule of Venta/

Winchester on this region, which had once more

reverted to Dobunnic control (and was consequently

probably ruled by post-Roman British authorities

based in Bath, or Cirencester). It is instructive that

the West Saxon campaign of 577, that must have

driven through western or north-western Wiltshire,

killed rulers of Bath and Cirencester (and also

Gloucester) who are designated as
‘

cyninges ’ (‘kings’)

in the account of the battle ofDyrham found in the

Anglo-Saxon Chronicle (Whitelock 1979, 157). In

which case, north-western Wiltshire was almost

certainly a border region of one of these British

kingdoms and the implication of the Chronicle's

account (regardless of arguments over its dating of

this event) is that Wessex was seizing the territories

dependent on these places (Yorke 1990,135). It

has recently been suggested that north-western

Wiltshire may have been part of a polity dependent

on Old Sarum (Costen 2011, 15) but the context of

the Chronicle's account of Dyrham suggests that

British-controlled Bath, or Cirencester, are more

likely candidates; especially in the light of the

previous examination of Dobunnic influence in

this region. And in this early phase of West Saxon

expansion this whole region seemed set to fall to

Wessex. We may perhaps extend Chris Wickham’s

comment that ‘the upper Thames was West Saxon

before it was Mercian’ (Wickham 2005, 345) to

suggest that so was the southern Cotswolds. In the

second half of the sixth and the first half of the

seventh century the attention of the West Saxons

(as recorded by the ninth century compilers of the

Chronicle

)

was very much on this strategic triangle

of north Wiltshire, north Somerset and southern

Gloucestershire (Yorke 1990, 136). As a result, we
find battles recorded (with debateable dates) as

having occurred at Searoburh (Old Sarum, Wiltshire)

in 552, Barbury (Barbury Castle, Wiltshire) in 556,

at Dyrham(Gloucestershire) in 577, at ‘Woden’s

Barrow’ (Adam’s Grave near Alton Priors, Wiltshire)

in 592, at Cirencester (Gloucestershire) in 628, at

Bradford on Avon (Wiltshire) in 652, and at Peonnan

(probably Penselwood, Somerset) in 658 (Whitelock

1979, 156-165). And, even when checked by the

Mercians, at the battle of Cirencester, it is clear
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that West Saxon ambitions continued to focus on

extending the frontiers of Wessex in this direction

whenever they could (Yorke 1995, 57) and never

settled for a frontier as far back as the river Avon.

This contested nature of the region can be

clearly demonstrated from evidence concerning

the seventh-century monastery at Malmesbury.

The first recorded abbot, Aldhelm, is reported by

William of Malmesbury to have been a member of

the West Saxon royal house and this would support

the idea that the monastery was within West Saxon

territory (Eagles 2001, 223). However, the contested

nature of its hinterland is revealed in the charters

which show us that Aldhelm was successful in

securing patronage from both the Mercians and the

West Saxons. The Mercian comes Cenfrith (SI 166,

in Kelly 2005, no.2) and the kings ALthelred (S71, in

Kelly 2005, no.3 and S73, in Kelly 2005, no.4) and

Berhtwald (SI 169, in Kelly 2005, no.5) all made land

grants to Malmesbury during the 680s. In the same

period, Csedwalla of Wessex was also making grants

to the abbey (S231 and S234, in Kelly 2005, nos.6

and 7), as were Baldred, a West Saxon sub-king of

Somerset (SI 170, in Kelly 2005, no.8) and Leuthere,

the bishop ofthe West Saxons (S 1245, in Kelly 2005,

no.l). The contested Malmesbury area is revealed in

the fact that the Mercian Berhtwald was, as nephew

of the king of Mercia, clearly charged with holding

a sensitive border area in the 680s.In the charters

he is described as rex, or sub-regulus and this implies

that he was a regional ruler, acting in the capacity of

a sub-king for the overall ruler of Mercia. Clearly,

this was part of a wider policy whereby ALthelred of

Mercia secured disputed border areas (Kirby 2000,

98). In the same decade, Berhtwald’s counterpart

on the West Saxon side was Baldred, who granted

land in the same area (SI 170, in Kelly 2005, no.

8).Witnessing this charter as rex , he is generally

considered to have also been a sub-king of a border

area, as was Berhtwald.

The charter evidence reveals that Malmesbury

was very much part of a contested frontier-zone and

one in which it had strong links with both Wessex and

Mercia. This is vividly revealed in what was probably

the last charter granted by ALthelbald of Mercia in

757. It concerned land at Tockenham (Wiltshire)

and was granted to Malmesbury but the grant was

witnessed by Cynewulf of Wessex. Clearly, both

men took a keen interest in this zone of interaction

between the two kingdoms in north-west Wiltshire.

The competitive nature of this relationship is

revealed by the fact that, on ALthelbald’s death later

that same year, Cynewulf reasserted West Saxon

control in the upper Thames valley (Williams 1999,

27). Clearly this expansion of territorial control

would have also had implications for the north-west

Wiltshire region where it bordered Mercia and it is

significant that there is no evidence that Cynewulf

ever acknowledged the overlordship ofALthelbald’s

eventual successor, Offa. This, despite evidence for

Offa’s active intervention at Bath, in 781, to compel

Bishop Heathored of Worcester to relinquish the

minster there to Offa and Mercian royal control

and to give up land earlier bought from Cynewulf

of Wessex south of the river Avon. This effectively

reversed efforts by Cynewulf to gain influence at

Bath through his grant of land to the minster there,

in 758, following the death of ALthelbald (Williams

1999, 27-8). It is surely significant that no such

assertion ofMercian power occurred at Malmesbury.

Between the death of ALthelbald of Mercia in 757

and the end of an independent Mercian monarchy

in 879, only one land grant to Malmesbury was made

by a Mercian ruler (Offa’s short-lived successor,

Ecgfrith, in 796). All other grants were made by

kings ofWessex.This, despite the fact that,following

Cynewulf’s death in 786, Offa actively intervened

in other areas of Wessex, including northern

Wiltshire, until his death in 796. Clearly, the Mercian

hegemony, witnessed at Bath, was not repeated at

Malmesbury. It therefore seems fair to assert that,

despite suggestions to the contrary (Yorke 1995, 61),

the monastery on the Avon at Malmesbury was not

on the front line in the way that the minster at Bath

clearly was. We may surmise from the later evidence

that this was because the perceived front line lay

further to the west.

In contrast, the enigmatic evidence of East

Wansdyke may suggest that this earthwork was an

attempt to create a frontier demarcation running

east-west during this period, when Wessex and

Mercia contested control of northern Wiltshire

from the seventh to the early ninth centuries

(Reynolds 2006, 140). If so, its orientation suggests

a north/south diplomatic face-off, in contrast to the

orientation of the course of the Avon further west;

although the apparently unfinished nature of the

Wansdyke-frontier indicates that it quickly became

redundant (Reynolds & Langlands 2006, 35). In

time, the Thames frontier succeeded the line of

Wansdyke, once firmer boundaries between the two

competing kingdoms became established (Reynolds

& Langlands 2006, 44). If this interpretation of the

dating of this earthwork is correct, then its name
- far from indicating a period of construction in the

pagan Anglo-Saxon past - is more likely to have been
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a fabrication oftenth-century Christian propaganda

rather than evidence of pre-Christian construction

(Reynolds & Langlands, 2006, 33)

This view of East Wansdyke’s political role is

in contrast to earlier interpretations which, while

considering a range of date-options, viewed it as

more likely representing a sixth-century boundary

within an embryonic Wessex, and formed prior to the

fusion of the Saxons of Wiltshire with those of the

Thames valley (Fisher 1973, 35-6); or an even earlier

frontier between a British authority in Wiltshire

facing a northern threat posed by Saxons from the

upper Thames valley (Myres 1986, 156). This, it has

been suggested, constituted a ‘short-lived emergency’

which was soon superseded by other events (Fowler

2001, 196). However, even if this earlier dating is

correct, it would still have represented a northern

frontier for either a threatened British community,

or alternatively one of thefoci around which Wessex

formed; and such a northern frontier, as has been

noted earlier, was on a different orientation from

the potential boundary that the Avon would have

formed had it been chosen as a demarcation line.

Clearly the main threat, as seen from the perspective

ofEast Wansdyke, was perceived as emanating from

the north rather than the north-west when the dyke

was constructed.

This is even more persuasive if East Wansdyke

did not, in fact, form a continuous frontier with West

Wansdyke. This is the interpretation favoured in this

paper and is based on the very different scale of the

two dykes and the lack of categorical evidence for

continuation of the East Wansdyke west ofMorgan’s

Hill. This is compounded by the lack ofOld English

references to Wansdyke in this ‘gap’, despite the

existence of Old English charter evidence for this

area of north-west Wiltshire. This contrast with

the occurrence of the name of the dyke in charter

boundaries to the west and east of the ‘gap’ is surely

significant. References to Wansdyke in this ‘gap’ on

the second edition OS 25 inch map (1901) seems

no more than speculation based on earthworks on

the western side of Bathford Hill and are certainly

no substitute for the silence from the Old English

sources. Even a reference, in the fifteenth century

copy ofSurveyA ofthe Cartulary ofShaftesburyAbbey,

to ‘ Wadenesdich ’ near the otherwise unidentified

settlement of Tortelee (Harvey 1998, 79) need be no

more than antiquarian speculation, probably inspired

by the visible line of the course of the Roman road

(Margary 53) leading from Bath to Mildenhall, and

which is intercepted, further east on Morgan’s Hill,

by the earthwork of EastWansdyke. The nature of

the record in the cartulary is so vague that it could

easily refer to land, held north of Bradford-on-

Avon, in either Wraxall or Atworth (both owned

by Shaftesbury Abbey) whose northern boundaries

followed this Roman road. This suggestion that the

Roman road was mistakenly identified as Wansdyke

in the ‘gap’ is corroborated by the Perambulation of

Melksham Forest, c. 1 300 which described two sections

of the road as ‘ Wodenes Ditch

’

(Grundy 1939, 576-9).

Once again, this is no substitute for Old English

documentary references. Significantly, where an

Old English source does clearly refer to the line of

the Roman road in a charter (ALthelred II’s grant

of Bradford-on-Avon to Shaftesbury Abbey, in

1001) it is described as ‘pe kinges imare’ (‘the king’s

boundary’) and ‘

alfgaresi mare ’ (‘Alfgar’s boundary’)

and there is no hint of the name Wansdyke at any

point in the charter’s bounds (S899, in Kelly 1996,

116).

In short, it is probably best to conclude that

the frontier represented by the two dykes was

either unfinished or (in the view of this paper)

always discontinuous, though sharing a common
name. This would then be consistent with the

view that Late Iron Age, Roman and post-Roman

polities based in Wiltshire considered that their

north-western spheres of influence extended into

the southern Cotswolds, to the west of the ‘eastern

Avon’, until blocked by the annexation ofthe Hwicce

into Mercia during the late seventh century. And
even then, this did not force a retreat to the line of

the Avon for the frontiers of Wessex, Wiltshire and

Ramsbury (see below). Even if it could be proved

that the two dykes were in fact continuous this

would not undermine these conclusions since the

‘Wansdyke frontier’ proved to be a transient border

despite its impressive size and the effort expended

on its construction. This was the case whether it

was built in response to a fifth century ‘non-event’

(Fowler 2001) and was soon rendered redundant by

changing strategic circumstances, or was a product of

the later and better attested rivalry between Wessex

and Mercia. Other borders would replace it and,

in north-west Wiltshire, these were much more

persistent over time.

The later kingdom, shire and diocesan boundaries

which put Wessex, Wiltshire and Ramsbury well to

the west of the ‘eastern Avon’ were more closely

orientated on the general line of the Fosseway.

Indeed, if there is any feature that seems to have

influenced the course of the county’s north-western

border it is the general line of the Roman road.

Even that though had only approximate influence,
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since mapping of the land holdings included

within Wiltshire at Domesday Book (1086) reveals

thatThorngrove Hundred straddled the road,

Dunlow Hundred lay west of the road, as did the

portion of Chedglow Hundred between Ashley

and Long Newnton (both now in Gloucestershire);

though in this hundred there is a correlation between

the boundary and the road west of Brokenborough

and again west of Kemble (Thorn 1979). However,

at least one could suggest that the Roman road

was an influencing factor, although clearly not a

defining one.

In contrast to this, the earlier Viking Wars,of

the late ninth/early tenth century, briefly saw the

river Avon acting as a frontier along its entire

length (linked to the Thames), with the defended

burghal system running: (possibly Bristol) Bath

(now absorbed into Wessex), Malmesbury, Cricklade,

Oxford, Wallingford, Sashes, and Southwark.

However, this frontier along the whole course of the

Avon was not permanent. During the tenth century

the old frontier to the west of Bath formed the shire

boundary between Somerset and Gloucestershire

and the diocesan boundary between Wells (after

it was carved out of the diocese of Sherborne) and

Worcester; whereas to the east of Bath the shire

and diocesan boundaries (that of Ramsbury, 909-

1058 and Worcester) ignored the Avon as earlier

boundaries had done since the Late Iron Age. The
close correlation between the diocesan boundary

of Worcester, as mapped c.1291, and the extent of

land granted within the kingdom of the Hwicce to

821 (Bassett 1989, 9, Fig. 1.2) clearly indicates that

this boundary (and that of north-western Wiltshire)

dated from long before the ninth century.

Conclusion

The north-western boundary of Wiltshire is the

product of a long tradition whereby political

units claimed land either side of the ‘eastern

Avon’. Crossed by the lands of the Dobunni, by

a temporary Belgic expansion and by competing

post-Roman kingdoms, it is therefore not surprising

that the Anglo-Saxon shire and diocesan boundaries

eventually lay well to the west of the river. What is

remarkable is the fact that this relationship (or rather

non-relationship) between the river and frontiers

was clearly over a millennium old by the end of

the Anglo-Saxon period and this characteristic

continued to influence administrative arrangements

and is consequently fossilised in both secular

and ecclesiastical boundaries in the twenty-first

century.

This paper draws on some of the issues explored

and conclusions reached in a dissertation in the

department of Anglo-Saxon, Norse and Celtic

(ASNaC), University of Cambridge, 2010.
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A Perambulation of the Hundred and Parish of

Westbury
by Alison J. Maddock

The Perambulation was published by Colt Hoare in 1830 and given the date 1575. There is no indication of its

provenance, and while it represents a valuable source ofinformation on boundaryfeatures, place-names, land ownership

etc, it contains many anomalies and misleading additions. Internal evidence suggests it actually dates from some forty

years later. This article reports on research to determine the nature ofthe apparently lost source document and to dissect

the text to reveal ‘original’ information, which has then been usedforfieldwork around the boundary. Three extracts are

given to demonstrate both the pitfalls of the published text and the sort of information revealed about the hundred and

its boundary (coterminous with the parish) in the early 17th century.

Introduction

The volume of Sir Richard Colt Hoare’s History

of Modern Wiltshire covering Westbury Hundred
contains a highly problematic piece entitled ‘A

Perambulation of the Hundred and Parish of

Westbury, temp. Eliz. 1575’ (Hoare 1830, 54-57).

Why problematic? Because despite being

widely quoted in 20th-century works of historical

reference its source is apparently unknown, its

anomalies seem never to have been questioned, its

date is readily contradicted by internal evidence

and, worse still, disentangling the ‘original’ text

from the interpolations of its transcriber with

certainty is all but impossible in the absence of the

primary document. Moreover, the version of the

Perambulation still extant in the handwriting of

this transcriber (Richard Harris of Dilton Marsh)

indicates that several questionable changes were

introduced when it was typeset for publication.

The present study attempts to determine whether

the original survives in any archive (unsuccessfully

so far), and to elucidate the document’s transition

to printed form, drawing attention to the pitfalls of

taking Colt Hoare’s offering entirely at face value.

Evidence for a date of around 1615 is adduced.

The research project also encompassed fieldwork

along the whole route of the Perambulation, where

it follows (and once or twice tellingly diverges

from) modern boundaries, unravelling some highly

obscure passages, seeking out surviving boundary

features, and tracing its correspondence with Anglo-

Saxon charter boundaries. Written up, the project’s

full results are too lengthy for a paper in this journal,

but copies have been deposited at the Wiltshire and

Swindon History Centre and WANHS Library for

reference purposes.

This abbreviated report covers the analysis of

the text itself, with some passages selected as case

studies to illustrate the process of interpretation

through desk research and fieldwork. It should

be emphasised at the outset that no suggestion is

being made that the Perambulation is other than

genuine in its origins. Its peculiarities of wording

are many, but as such support rather than undermine

authenticity.

‘The Pigeon-hole’, Emms Lane, Bratton, Westbury, Wiltshire BA13 4SA
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The Hundred in context

The ancient parish of Westbury, encompassing also

Bratton, Dilton, Heywood and part ofChapmanslade,

was coterminous with the hundred of that name
(Figure 1). Already a separate hundred by the time

of Domesday, there are suggestions that Westbury

could have been split off at some earlier date from

Whorwellsdown Hundred (Anderson 1939, 151).

This hundred’s territory curls round Westbury on

three sides from north-west to south-east and its

conjectural meeting place is markedly peripheral,

but would have been central in a united hundred. 1

However, charters from the second half of the 10th

century show that the intervening boundary from

North Bradley to Edington was already significant

by then, arguing that any such separation would

have had to occur early in the development ofAnglo-

Saxon administrative hundreds from royal estates

(Birch 1893, 364-5 and 495-6).

In analysing the text of the Perambulation,

certain features require reference to the above-

mentioned charters, as will be seen in Example 3

below. They are King Edgar’s descriptive charter

of Steeple Ashton and North Bradley AD 964,

surviving only as a copy made temp. Edward I

(Birch no. 1127; S 727), and his grant of Edington

to Romsey Abbey in AD 968 (Birch no. 1215; S 765).

These alone coincide with part of the Westbury

boundary, leaving much of it without any such

early evidence. Two other sources coincident with

the parish/hundred boundary are available for

comparison with the Perambulation’s wording: a

partial perambulation of Selwood Forest along the

Somerset/Wiltshire border c. 1632-4, which arose

from a forest rights dispute concerning Sir Thomas
Thynne (Longleat 10061), and one ofCorsley parish

from 1636 which has survived by being copied into

the Church Book in 1754 (Longleat Corsley 547).

The former agrees with the Perambulation; for the

latter see Example 1. There are, regrettably, no pre-

turnpike maps or estate plans covering the parish

and hundred in any detail.
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Seeking the original text

Dating evidence emerges best when the original

document’s progress through several hands has

been explored and the accretions of the transcribing

process are removed, so the question ofactual date is

left until last. First come the thorny questions ofthe

nature of the original document, where Colt Hoare

found it, and why it has apparently vanished.

Colt Hoare relied on Dilton Marsh clothier

Richard Harris to supply him with much of the

material for his section on Westbury Hundred
in Modern Wiltshire. Letters to him from Harris

and from Henry Wansey, who was responsible for

the Warminster Hundred section, suggest that

Colt Hoare may have hoped Wansey would cover

Westbury too. However, Wansey preferred to enlist

Harris, on grounds that the local man had already

compiled much material, including some from the

public records then held in the Tower of London.

Harris agreed to make his information available

and assist in any way he could, and although he

seems to have seen himself as something of a junior

partner to Wansey, as indicated in two surviving

letters to Stourhead (WSA 383/907, 6 October and

10 December 1818), his name duly appears on the

title page of the Westbury section.

Wansey had written to Stourhead on 21

September reporting that:

... in pursuance of our plan I have been over to

Mr Harris of Diltons Marsh ... I showed him the

perambulation of Westbury hundred the greatest

part ofwhich he can make out & when the weather

will suit we are with the heads ofthe neighbouring

hundreds to make the perambulation. (WSA
383/907 and Figure 2)

By ‘making out’ he probably refers to the difficulties

of the old script and the item’s state of preservation,

rather than implying it had to be translated from

Latin. Archaic forms such as ‘springeth’ and ‘wast’

(for ‘waste’) would be unlikely to occur if this was

a translation by Harris. The implication is that this

was a loose or at least portable document that was

in Wansey’s hands first but may have been passed to

him by Colt Hoare. Clearly it was available locally

and not a copy of something then residing in some
official archive. Nor is there any sign that it has since

found its way into any national repository: among
those trawled have been the National Archives,

British Library and Society of Antiquaries of

London. Since it was more likely to have come from
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Fig. 2 Facsimile ofletter in WSA collections from Henry

Wansey to Colt Hoare mentioning the Perambulation

the parish chest, the manorial or estate papers of a

local landowner, the diocesan archives or the papers

of an antiquarian collector, the obvious locations of

Wiltshire and Swindon Archives (Chippenham),

the WANHS Library, Stourhead and Longleat are

among those tried and ruled out along with other

county record offices.

Nothing has been found in the Stourhead

papers at Chippenham or Devizes to explain how
Colt Hoare or Wansey first came by the document.

The notebook with sketches kept by Henry Wansey

when compiling the Warminster volume narrowly

escaped destruction and is held by the WANHS
Library (DZSWS MSS 3); it does not mention

the Perambulation document, though it contains

an obscure index entry citing a ‘Westbury book’

that could be interpreted as referring to another

notebook, now lost. A remote possibility could be

that the missing document was contained in a book

ofcollected Wiltshire manuscripts lent to Colt Hoare

by Mrs Crewe nee Hungerford around that time

(referred to in an unsigned cover note dated 1818 and

specified as not relating to the Hungerfords, WSA
383/907). Neither the Crewe estate, whose library has

long since been dispersed, nor the Stourhead library

can identify this; if Colt Hoare held on to it then it

might have been sold at the time of the Heirlooms

Sale in 1883.
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An alternative scenario is that the document was

housed with the Westbury parish records. This would

be the most usual place for a parish perambulation;

the fact that it was also effectively a hundred

perambulation might have been coincidental. Many
of Westbury’s parish records do survive from the

relevant period, so an explanation for loss from

them is required. This could be the fire at the offices

of local solicitor Pinniger, Finch in January 1935,

when many important local government papers

were destroyed. Some records ofparish government

inherited by the Urban District Council in the late

19th century could have been among these. However,

the newspaper report of the fire states that the ‘old

parish records’ were being stored elsewhere at the

time and were saved.

In 1889 Canon J. E. Jackson mentioned the

existence of ‘an old Perambulation deed, taken

three hundred years ago, which describes the parish

boundaries with a very curious minuteness’, but

we cannot deduce with any certainty whether he

was referring to Colt Hoare’s printed version or the

original (Jackson 1891, 35).

A number of the minor place names from the

Perambulation are quoted in The Place-Names of

Wiltshire (Gover et al. 1939), most with the source

given as ‘1575 Hoare’ but some with the source ‘1575

For’ which according to that volume should translate

as ‘Forest Proceedings (Chancery, Exchequer, King’s

Remembrancer)’. Investigation of this apparent

clue to the document’s origin has led nowhere and

the conclusion must be that the For notation is an

error.

Harris’s notes, including the transcription of

the Perambulation in his own hand, have survived

and found their way into the Wiltshire and Swindon

Archives (WSA 540/320). Viewing his transcript

helps us understand many of the oddities of the

printed version (Figure 3). It seems reasonable to

assume that Harris’s handwritten text is nearer to

the original than the published wording, but it may
not be the exact text from which the printer worked.

There would be editorial decisions imposed by

Colt Hoare (e.g. how to deal with Harris’s marginal

notes), and these might have included actual

corrections agreed between them, which would

account for some of the variations between the two

versions. Unless the printer made his own editorial

decisions as he set the type, there must have been a

second fair copy marked up with instructions, not

the one that survives in the WSA, so it is possible

that discrepancies might have been inadvertently

introduced during this copying. However, some of

the changes that appear in the printed text are so

obviously errors that the argument tends to favour

relying on the handwritten version as being nearest

to the ‘truth’ of the original.

For example, Colt Hoare’s (or shall we say the

printer’s) ‘Dewers Turnings’, describing dog-legs as

the boundary follows old field systems on the downs

and suggesting a proper name, appear simply to be

‘Deivers’ (i.e. divers) in Harris. The printer’s ‘the

mill close to the river’ is ‘Mill Close on the River’

in Harris, making sense in the context of Bratton.

Widow Whitaker has become William Whitaker in

print, numerous other minor words are at variance,

and the transformation of Sedland to Sealland Cross

appears to have set a substantial red herring loose

in the antiquarian pond. 2 However, there are one

or two places where one would tend to favour the

printed version as making better sense, such as where

Harris’s ‘A Round between . .
.’ is printed as ‘a bound

between. .
.’ Changes to capitalisation are frequent in

the printed version, as are changes in punctuation

- not always to the benefit of clarity.

There is another significant analytical

complication consequent on not having the original

to examine. Harris added explanatory notes and a

few thumbnail sketches of locations in his margin,

most of which Colt Hoare presents as footnotes

(excluding the sketches), but in addition to these the

text contains much matter in parentheses. In many
cases this is clearly anachronistic, such as references

to the turnpike or to some feature being ‘the same

to this day’ or ‘now called . .
.’. Clearly these must be

presumed to be Harris contributions, leading to the

suspicion that some or all of the other parenthetical

interpolations are his too. Many appear to be

alternative readings either where a word was difficult

to make out or with the intention of helpfully

supplying a substitute where the word is unusual.

Sometimes Colt Hoare has simply left them out, as

when Harris’s ‘De’Anseys Knap (or Napp)’ is printed

as ‘d’Anseys Knap’, or has opted for what appears to

be Harris’s own alternative, as when ‘Some time (or

in ancient times)’ is printed as ‘in ancient times’, or

has left the alternative in but altered the spelling, as

when ‘the Brink (or Brough) of the Hill’ has become

‘the brink (or brow) of the hill’. Also puzzling are

the instances - perhaps including the last of these

examples - where the alternative in parenthesis looks

more archaic than the word first given, suggesting

that it should be taken as the original word, e.g.

‘highway (or hayway)’. As an additional hazard,

Harris’s own handwriting is sometimes uncertain.

One or two obscurities in the transcription are
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omitted by Colt Hoare, but others remain. In one

case a particularly tortuous passage can make sense

geographically only by assuming that a transcription

error has been made, together with the wrong

placement of an end bracket which should have

enclosed a lengthy interpolation by Harris (see

Example 2). Any analysis of the Perambulation text

is characterised by such uncertainties.

Dating the text

Having explained how identification of the original

wording has been attempted, the question of date

can be addressed. Starting with the obvious clue

lying in a reference to the King’s waste (not the

Queen’s), and examining the personnel mentioned,

it is easily shown that the text as it stands cannot date

from 1575. Among the people named (see below),

Ley, Phipps, Lamb and Bromwich all suggest a

date of around 1610-1616 or even later. Did Harris

misread 1575 as 1615? Possible, but not particularly

plausible: surely Wansey or Colt Hoare would

have spotted this. More acceptable as a hypothesis

might be the updating of an Elizabethan parochial

perambulation in the second decade of the 17th

century, but retaining its original heading. 3 Harris

does not in fact write ‘temp. Eliz.’ but ‘in the Reign

ofQueen Elizabeth’: these might be his own words,

or they might be copied from the original. He gives

no indication of source. To add a further level in its

provenance, the document he used could in theory

have been a copy of the 17th century version written

out at a still later date. There are slight indications

that one or two supposed transcription errors may
have been made by an earlier writer than Harris.

Among the dating evidence are these

references:

• Waste/woods belonging to ‘Sir James Ley/Leigh

Knt’ (Harris gives both spellings). Ley acquired

most of his property in Westbury from the late

1590s onwards, completing his clean sweep

of the Westbury manors around 1621. He was

knighted in 1603, created baronet in 1619,

baron in 1624 and Earl ofMarlborough in 1626,

dying in 1629. From 1624 on, therefore, his title

would be Lord Ley and, if the writer was well-

informed, the ‘Knt’ would be incorrect after

1619. The exact date of his acquisition of the

waste and woods in question, the latter possibly

from Henry and Nicholas Phipps (Crittall 1965,

155), unfortunately cannot be pinpointed.

• Land of ‘William Bromwick’ in Bratton. He
succeeded his father Sefton Bromwich as a

minor in 1607/8 (Crittall 1965, 161).

• Woods of ‘Simon Slopers of Warminster’, near

the Somerset border. Sloper purchased the

woods in question from Lord Audley in 1606

(Hoare 1830, 39).

• Land of Nicholas Phipps, near Heywood.
This is most probably the Nicholas who with

his brother Henry was a manorial lord in the

Westbury area from 1585 and died in 1615,

though it could be his younger son of that

name to whom he bequeathed some woodland

in Heywood (TNA C 142/355/33 and PCC will

at PROB 11/127, 1616).

• The John Lamb mentioned, another landowner

on the Somerset border, is probably the one

who died in 1615 (TNA C 142/355/93); his son

was also called John but sold most or all of his

Westbury holdings in 1615/16 (Crittall 1965,

157).

• Widow Whitaker of Bratton Lower Mill

succeeded to the tenancy after the death of her

husband Nashe in 1610 (Morrison 1993).

Roger Newborough (of Berkley in Somerset)

and William Whitaker (of Fairwood), two other

landowners to feature in the Perambulation, also

shared their first names with other relatives, offering

less secure dating evidence in consequence.

From analysis of the landholders and James

Ley’s titles we see that the date ofthe Perambulation

as it stands is unlikely to be earlier than 1610 and is

probably not later than 1619, or 1624 at the latest,

with indications that the end date ofthis range might

be brought back to 1615.

Westbury Hundred had become split among
many owners until Ley gradually purchased

most of the manors, and he obtained the grant of

the hundred by royal patent in 1610. This event

might well have been the spur for a hundredal (as

opposed to a parish) perambulation, though no

such document is associated with the grant held at

the National Archives (TNA C 66/1847/14). Ley’s

papers relating to his offices of state have survived,

and his manuscript collection later found its way to

the British Museum (now in the British Library),

but, other than a few sets ofaccounts for the hundred

and a narrative of his family history (WSA 967/14

and 366/1), no other relevant Ley papers from the

era in question have been located.

From the parish viewpoint, 1610-1615 is also an

interesting date because it coincides with Westbury’s
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glebe terrier of 1614, a date that falls into a sparse

period for such records in Wiltshire (Hobbs 2003,

455). Although no specific instruction from church

authorities to perambulate at that date has been

found in diocesan records (nor, for that matter,

from the justices in Quarter Sessions), it is possible

that the one required by officialdom might have

sparked off the idea that it was time for the other

to be updated and set down in writing for local

use. Against this is the absence of church-related

instructions within the text, such as are found in

the Corsley perambulation of 1636. In that parish,

regular stops for gospel readings were laid down.

Their absence in the Westbury Perambulation could

argue against a parish origin and for a hundred-based

one, but might simply reflect prevailing doctrine

at the earlier date, and with so much uncertainty

surrounding the text it is also possible that Harris

removed any such ecclesiastical diversions.

One further point is that there is no mention

of a detached enclave of Warminster Hundred at

Hisomley near Dilton, within Westbury Hundred, a

fact that might be expected to appear in a hundredal

but not a parish description.

Though its origins remain obscure, it is perhaps

more likely that the impetus to perambulate was

ecclesiastical rather than secular.

The Perambulation

As with most, though not all, perambulations, the

direction of travel is clockwise. The start and end

point is the round barrow called Rowborough south

of Bratton village at NGR ST 928499 (ruyeburwe in

the charter of AD 968), now within the Salisbury

Plain Training Area (SPTA). The boundary here is

with Edington parish, and the route trends south

and west across the Plain, bounding next with

a projection of Bishopstrow parish (called ‘the

Tongue’ in the latter’s enclosure award, though not

in the Perambulation) and then successively with

the parishes of Warminster and Upton Scudamore,

where it leaves the plain for the lusher country

around Dilton. At Chapmanslade the adjoining

parish is Corsley as far as the Somerset border. The
county line is followed northwards until reaching

the watercourse that forms the boundary with North

Bradley parish. Watercourses are followed north-

east to Horse Bridge near Dursley (ST 861541),

from where the route crosses to the woods north of

Heywood House and runs up to the Edington-West

Fig. 3 Archivist Steve Hobbs compares Harris’s text with Colt

Hoare’s volume at the Wiltshire & Swindon History Centre

Ashton road at ST 884549. The return to Bratton is

made via a point south-east ofDunge called lechemere

in the charters ofAD 964 and 968, where the ancient

parishes of Westbury, Edington and Steeple Ashton

met, and then via the brook called Stradbrook

or Milbourne, which is followed upstream to the

springs from which it originates. Climbing the hill

behind these, the boundary runs back south to its

starting point.

Most of the equivalent present-day boundaries

give every appearance of coinciding closely with

the Perambulation, even when it is difficult to

follow due to minuteness of detail, though some

minor rulings made under local enclosure acts etc

may have fixed slight variations in the line.
4 There

is one significant deviation which does not seem

to have been previously noticed, and another that

is relatively recent and easily followed on 19th-

and early 20th-century maps (see Example 1 ). In

addition, the instructions around the area of the

Bishopstrow ‘Tongue’, as they describe the crossing

and re-crossing of trackways which have since been

altered by army activity, are too complicated to make

a certain match. (The Tongue might represent a

subsequent arrangement allocating to Bishopstrow

some downland that once fell into Westbury

Hundred). There are minor discrepancies where

short stretches of stream have subsequently been

straightened, the boundary following the line of

the old course. At the site of Bratton Upper Mill,

where there is a classic example of a boundary still

following the course of a vanished section of stream

rather than the diverted watercourse leading to the

mill, and near Brook Hall (ST 848535), where the

instruction is ‘leaving the new runing river’, the
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Fig. 4 Stagnantformer watercourse marking the boundary near Brook Hall Farm

Perambulation boundary was already following an

old line, changes to the watercourses having taken

place at an earlier date (Figure 4). The full research

paper explores these more fully, and also brings to

light a striking number of instances of old (often

lost) trackways following, or being followed by, the

boundary. There are also stretches with banks and

ditches, and one sharp change of direction within

the SPTA has recently proved to respect a prehistoric

linear feature.

Any perambulation of the Westbury sort will

normally expect to encounter markers such as

boundary stones and pollard trees, especially ‘mere

oaks’. Specific features mentioned in the Westbury

Perambulation are pits and ‘balls’ or mounds of

earth. These seem to have been too small to have

survived to the present day, but some of the other

boundary markers can be identified and matched

to the description, though most are now lost. A few

minor place-names with a boundary connotation also

occur along the way, including ones with Row and

Man(n) elements, although none of the more specific

‘mere’ (OE (ge)maere) type have been found.

When reading the Perambulation in Modern

Wiltshire or Harris’s transcript, it should be

remembered that many of the instructions may
progress only a very short distance from one marker

to another while others occasionally represent a

progression of well over a kilometre. Changes of

stated compass direction relating to the former

type can be misleading as a result. Indeed, points of

the compass in the Perambulation are usually very

approximately employed.

There follow three extracts as case studies for

the content and interpretation ofthe Perambulation.

The text is quoted as it occurs in the handwritten

transcript by Richard Harris, including all

parenthetical interpolations but not his marginal

notes. For brevity there has been some omission of

matter where the recitation of minor route markers

is irrelevant to the case.

Example 1

This exemplifies two or three typical problems

encountered in Harris’s transcription and also brings

to light an apparently forgotten territorial anomaly

between Westbury and Corsley parishes.

... following Chalcott Lane to (Chippenslad)

Chapmanslade. (Passing by or) Turning down
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Fig. 5 Ditched embankment hidden in woodland at Long Hedge near Dilton Court, called ‘Chalcot Ditch ’ in the Perambulation

to Biss Ford Lane (by the Side of the Road to

Chapmanslade from Chalcott Hollow) and South

Croft Stile (now Called Turners Rack close) then

Along the lane to South Croft Ditch and Along that

Ditch to a Stile (near Chapmanslade) . . . and from

that Stile to the Footpath there and the Ground

ofJohn Watts’s ... unto Huntley Lane, and so up

part ofthe Said Lane, Athwart the Lane to Rymers

Ground and House and Orchard . . . and so up unto

the Street of Chapmanslade.

All the parenthetical matter can be discarded

as being Harris commentary, except that the

Chippenslad/Chapmanslade alternative looks rather

like one of the reversed type mentioned above,

i.e., one would suppose the former version to be

the older. The extract begins at ST 847488, where

the boundary reaches the A3098 (‘Chalcot Lane’,

the Westbury-Frome road), having run along an

interesting bank-and-ditch feature near Dilton

Court (Figure 5). The lane was altered when it was

turnpiked in the 18th century, but according to

Harris the new road followed much the same route.

At first reading the Perambulation simply follows

the road to Chapmanslade, but in fact the boundary

used to deviate from the present road line some 600m
further along, as shown on the Westbury tithe map
and subsequent Ordnance Survey maps. Since the

above extract gives us no instructions to leave the

lane before reaching Chapmanslade, unless some

text is missing here, the conclusion must be that in

the 17th century the lane did not follow the same

course as the subsequent turnpike. On the 19th-

century maps the boundary turns briefly north-west

up the lane towards Short Street, then turns west to

curve round by a still-existing fence line, cutting

off a wedge-shaped group of closes then in Upton

Scudamore parish before rejoining the main road

near Row Farm. The Perambulation text seems to

be evidence that this was the old line of the lane.

Today what looks like an old pollard mere oak can

be seen along this line. The boundary here was

extinguished in 1934, with the creation of the civil

parish of Chapmanslade.

Harris of course knew about this loop in the

boundary line, so he was forced to interpret some

of the next portion of text - ‘turning down to Biss
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Ford Lane’ - as describing it, and in one of his

asides (appearing as a footnote in Modem Wiltshire )

erroneously says that this was the way towards Short

Street. The excursion down Bissford Lane, in fact

the lane leading south-east from Southcroft at the

eastern end ofChapmanslade village, is a much more

interesting facet ofthe Perambulation. Until the 1934

reorganisation, the parish boundary ran down the

main street of Chapmanslade, so that at the time of

the Perambulation dwellings on the north side were

in Westbury and those on the south were in Corsley

parish - apart from the curious exception which the

quoted extract now covers. In a significant difference

from any ofthe modern boundaries the 17th-century

one clearly includes a triangular enclave of closes

here, around which the boundary runs before

returning back up via Huntenhull (Huntley) Lane

and a side alley to reach the village street at almost

the point from which it deviated.

This fascinating diversion must have been a

controversial assertion of territory by the parish

of Westbury. Surprisingly, the Southcroft triangle

is still shown as part of Westbury on its enclosure

map (1808).
5 The Corsley enclosure map (part of

Warminster, 1783) includes it firmly within its own
parish bounds, however, and so far as can be made

out the 1636 perambulation ofCorsley does too (not

all of the plots and their owners can be located with

certainty). The explanation probably lies in the

historical background to Huntenhull manor, once

considered to reside administratively with Westbury,

leaving a lingering tradition of the enclave belonging

to the hundred (if not the parish) of Westbury.

Example 2

This is an even worse entanglement, in which Harris

misleads and was himselfapparently misled by faulty

text, creating the suspicion that an ‘original’ copying

error had already been introduced to the document

from which he was working. He has added long and,

as analysis reveals, partially mistaken glosses on the

locations, and Colt Hoare’s printer compounds the

difficulty by misplacing a closing bracket (the one

indicated by the asterisk in the extract) making it

appear that the Perambulation has nearly reached

Bratton, whereas it is still making its bounds with

North Bradley parish south-west of Yarnbrook. As

will be shown, the reader should mentally discard

the matter in brackets, some of which was in fact

omitted in print, while noting that the alternatives

‘strait or streight’ seem - conversely - to be lacking

the usual brackets.

To Kings Bridge (the same to this day) on to Rittles

Lane (Rittles Lane Now called Kittles Lane; is an

Old Road that passes between Haywood House

Estate in the Hundred of Westbury, and Roud
Ashton, or West Ashton woods in the Hundred of

Whorwells Down - and so On to below Bratton*)

from a Ball on the way to . . . the Meer Oak All

which way doth divide The Kings Wast of Steple

Ashton (vid.West Ashton in the parish of Steple

Ashton) and the Wast belonging to Sir James Ley

(afterward Created Earl of Marlborough) and so

by a strait or streight line to a Meer Oak . . . then

along the way to a Ball Athwart the Highway,

Between Heywood and North Bradley Called the

Mill Way (before the present New Turnpike road

was made) to a Ball by the Ditch of Pikes Copse

Corner along by the same Ditch by Another Ball,

and so Upwards by the Way to a Young Meer Oak

and On to Ryttles Lane,

Kings Bridge is Horse Bridge near Dursley as

mentioned above. Nearby, after a short distance,

the boundary leaves the watercourses it has

been following since it left the Somerset border.

There seems at first no way to match the ensuing

instructions to the current boundary line, having

to allow for Steeple Ashton coming into the picture

well in advance of the crossing of the Millway

(identifiable as the A350), and taking in the confusing

double appearance of Kittles Lane; (Harris - or his

predecessor? - almost certainly misread K as R, a

common confusion in handwriting of the period, and

the printer’s transformation of the word to ‘Bittles’

only adds to the muddle).

A way through the puzzle has been found, but

first the text needs to be dissected to reveal the

snares in more detail. The first suspect clause is the

instruction to pass ‘on to Rittles Lane’ after leaving

the stream. Harris’s parenthetical description of

Kittles Lane is more or less correct - it is indeed a

lost lane running from the woods north ofHeywood
House up to the West Ashton-Edington road and in

the 17th century was a cause ofmuch dispute between

the hundreds of Westbury and Whorwellsdown.

However, its appearance is premature. The words

‘On to Ryttles Lane’ are repeated at the end of the

above extract, and here they are in the right place,

apart from the faulty substitution ofthe initial letter.

A copying error must have crept in, and the variation

in spelling suggests that this may pre-date Harris’s

work. The lane onto which we should have passed

at the beginning of the extract is the one now called

Dursley Road. However you read it, passing on

to Kittles Lane here is geographically impossible

(discounting the unlikely coincidence of a separate
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Fig. 5 Remains of the ‘Young Mere Oak’ in the woods north ofHeywood House, now on the Woodland Trust’s

database ofancient trees

lane actually called Rittles), but some sort ofmarker

is required to move perambulators on from the

bridge to the next set of markers (the series of balls

identifiable as leading across the commons belonging

to Yarnbrook and Hawkeridge). An error in naming

the lane at this point is therefore postulated.

The explanation of the reference to Steeple

Ashton at a stage where the neighbouring territory

in fact belonged to North Bradley, regarded as a

separate parish since at least the 15th century (Rogers

1965, 218) lies in an anachronistic survival. Evidence

that the area of ‘waste’ in question was still regarded

as part ofthe king’s manor of Steeple Ashton is to be

found in a 1617 survey of local coppices (BL AddMS
6027). Harris has thus unnecessarily brought the

tithing ofWest Ashton into the picture at this point

in his explanatory gloss.

After disentangling this section, the boundary

can be followed across the present A350 at ST
871542, to run via the Piked (triangular) Copse

miswritten as Pikes and now called Picket Wood
and along to the old Kittles Lane. The second of the

mere oaks mentioned in the extract (the young one)

is shown on the enclosure maps for both Westbury

(1808) and West Ashton (1818) and its remains

can still be seen as a decaying hulk surrounded by

secondary woodland (Figure 6).

Example 3

Where they coincide, the Perambulation and the

Anglo-Saxon charter boundaries seem to match

well, but some disquiet may arise from intrusion

of OE names into the former south of the village

of Bratton. The following two extracts contain

forms almost identical to those appearing in King

Edgar’s Edington charter: Ewelmen (great springs)

and Padecanstan (Padeca’s stone). Can they really

represent survival in folk memory from the Saxon

period?
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(a) ... up [the river] to the Meeting of the Two

Springs Anciently Called the EWELM (or

Melm)

(b) . . . And then to Another Ancient Meer Stone in

the Side ofthe Hill towards Padcanstone and from

that Stone diretly in a Strait-line to a Pitt in the

edge of that Hill . . . and so . . . Between Eddington

field, and Brettons field to a Stone called Patten

Stone, anciently Padcanstone

Only before these two archaic forms does the word

‘anciently’ appear anywhere in the Perambulation,

and to this researcher its use hints at later addition.

The capitalisation in (a) is Harris’s (he also

underlines the word) and his addition of the

parenthetical ‘Melm’ may reflect his familiarity with

a stream of that name in his native Dilton (Melme

Water). In (b), the insertion (ifsuch it is) of‘towards

Padcanstone’ interrupts the sense of the text, since

‘from that stone’ has to refer to the ‘ancient meer

stone’ for the instructions to work. 6 When the named

stone appears in its correct location it is as Patten

Stone, reflecting known contemporary usage.

The source of the charter is the Edington

Cartulary, which would have been available to Harris

or his contacts after being purchased by the British

Museum as part of the Lansdowne MSS in 1807

(Stevenson 1987, xxxiii). Intriguingly, it is thought to

have passed through Sir James Ley’s hands, so might

also have been consulted in his day. If Harris was

aware of it, there is no indication of this in Modern

Wiltshire. Colt Hoare does indeed add a section

of new information from the Cartulary (entirely

concerned with local genealogy), which he says was

obtained by a correspondent after the rest of the

Westbury section had gone to press. Nevertheless, a

suspicion lingers that these words could have been

inserted into the original Perambulation by someone

with access to a translation of the charter text.

Conclusion

These examples are just three ofmany that could be

used to illustrate the difficulties of interpretation.

For such a widely quoted record, the published

Perambulation is revealed as a conspicuously

unreliable source. Details quoted from it, or

arguments based on it, by authorities such as Grundy
(Grundy 1920) and the Victoria County History need

to be treated with caution. On the other hand, the

many intriguing features found on the ground and

sifted from the references that it contains offer much

scope for further insights and investigation by local

historians and archaeologists. The reader is again

referred to the full research report to pursue these. As

with all boundary studies, the research exemplifies

the need for an approach that combines the use of

documentary sources and maps with a programme of

fieldwork to examine actual features on the ground.

Finally, if the publication of this paper leads to the

discovery of the original document, the writer will

welcome the testing of her conclusions about it.

Endnotes

1. The locality once called Whorwellsdown is generally

accepted as having been the rising ground stretching

eastwards from Cresswelldown Farm in West Ashton

(ST 904543) to beyond Raydown and Housecroft farms

in Edington (ST 911545). The Cresswelldown location

suggested for that hundred’s meeting place would be

typically remote from the main settlements but close to

the junction ofthree parishes (Westbury, Edington and

Steeple Ashton) and thus near the boundary between

the two hundreds (Rogers 1965, 197). This could be

evidence for a former combined hundred, but there is

no evidence that the meeting place was necessarily at

this end of the down.

2. The location is a crossroads on the down south of

Bratton. Not far away was Sedcomb, the first element

perhaps from OE (ge)set (animal fold), so Harris’s word

Sedland is a plausible rendering of the original text,

but the printed version Sealland has become received

wisdom in Bratton local history, with Sealland Cross

appearing as an antiquity on 20th-century OS maps.

A note on this ‘lost landmark’ appeared in WANHM
54 (1952, 365-6) suggesting an etymology derived from

sealh land (willow land).

3. Testing the possibility that there was indeed a

predecessor version in 1575, the only secular event

found around then that might conceivably have

prompted a perambulation of the hundred was a

Webbe/Chocke family settlement in 1574 (Crittall 1965,

150), in which proprietorship of part of the hundred

features.

4. One example is a field corner near Fairwood Farm,

Dilton, dealt with in Standerwick enclosure legislation

in 1818 (Somerset Heritage Centre Q\RDe/4).

5. It is also shown on Greenwood’s 1820 Wiltshire map;

he presumably used the enclosure map as his source.

For a more detailed exploration of the historical

background to this anomaly see the full research

report.

6. The misleading introduction ofPadcanstone too early

on the route led Crawford astray in his assigning of its

location on his annotated 6-inch OS map of the area

(Crawford c. 1930).
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Early to middle Anglo-Saxon settlement, a lost

medieval church rediscovered and an early post-

medieval cemetery in Wilton

by Rob De’Athe

with contributions by Phil Andrews, John Chandler
;
Jessica M. Grimm

,

Jacqueline /. McKinley,
Lorraine Mepham and Ruth Pelting

,
and illustrations

by S.E. James

Excavations in 2007-8 revealed the first evidence for Early to Middle Anglo-Saxon settlement in Wilton, in the form

of a large sunken-feature building ofprobable 7th-8th century date, possibly used for the manufacture offired clay

loomweights. The site lay just inside the western defences of the Late Saxon burh and saw further occupation in the

Late Saxon period and after, with properties fronting onto West Street bounded by ditches at the rear. Part of the wall

ofa substantial medieval building, identified as the ‘lost’ church ofSt Andrew, Ditchampton, was exposed in the parcel

of land to the rear of the tenements. Associated with it was a small but tightly packed inhumation cemetery, many of

the graves probably post-dating the church’s demolition in the second halfof 16th century, after which the churchyard

continued to be used as a burial ground into the 1 7th century, so covering a period withfew securely dated human bone

assemblages.

Introduction

Despite Wilton’s importance in the Late Anglo-

Saxon and medieval periods, first as a royal seat of

the Anglo-Saxon kings of Wessex, then as one of

King Alfred’s defensive burhs , before developing

into the county’s principal urban centre prior to the

establishment of the new city of Salisbury, the town

has been subject to relatively limited archaeological

excavation. However, a series of investigations

between 2006 and 2008 on the south side of West

Street, culminating in excavations at 41-43 West

Street, have added significant new information about

the town’s Early to Middle Anglo-Saxon origins

and the site of one of its medieval/post-medieval

churches.

The excavation reported on here was undertaken

by Wessex Archaeology between November 2007 and

January 2008 on land at the former Wilton Autos

site (NGR 409420 131370) in advance of residential

redevelopment. The site lies immediately north of

land at 35 West Street, which had been subject to

archaeological works relating to an earlier phase of

development, the results ofwhich are integrated here

where appropriate (Figure 1).

The site is located c. 0.25km north-west of

Wilton town centre, on the narrow peninsula

between the Nadder and Wylye river systems

(Figure 1). It comprises a c. 0.09ha sub-rectangular

plot bounded by West Street to the north-east and

Netherwell Lane to the north-west. To the south-

east lies a house, garden and outbuildings, with new

housing development to the south-west, beyond

Wessex Archaeology, Portway House, Old Sarum Park, Salisbury SP4 6EB
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which are the channels of the River Nadder. The

site is relatively flat and situated at c. 55m above

Ordnance Datum (aOD). The geology comprises a

spur of Valley Gravel overlying Cretaceous Upper

Chalk (Geological Survey of Great Britain 1976

- Salisbury, Sheet 298).

Historical and
archaeological background

Archaeological evidence from Wilton has recently

been reviewed as part of the Wiltshire Extensive

Urban Survey (McMahon 2004; see also James

1962). The Saxon settlement possibly originated

in the 5th or 6th century. By the mid-9th century,

documentary references to the occasional presence of

the kings ofWessex emphasise its importance as the

administrative centre of a royal estate. By the later

9th century, when Winchester emerged as the major

town in the kingdom, the importance of Wilton as

a royal seat had waned, although it is listed in the

early 10th century document known as the Burghal

Hidage as part of a chain of defensive burhs created

by King Alfred in the late 9th century (Hill 1969).

It was also the principal mint for the county in this

period, and a nunnery, founded in c. AD930, grew

into one of the most important religious houses in

the country.

The Domesday survey (1086) records eighteen

burgesses under seven manors in Wilton, and two

other manors held five houses there. The suburb of

Ditchampton to the north-west, held by the Bishop

of Bayeux, had a small agricultural assessment but

contained four mills. By the end of the 11th century

there were eight parish churches, with an additional

four in the suburbs, indicating a considerable

population within what was then the principal urban

centre in the county. Wilton declined in importance

in the 13th and 14th centuries due largely to the

establishment of the planned city of New Sarum

(Salisbury) in 1219.

Despite the importance ofthe Late Anglo-Saxon

town, archaeological evidence is scarce. However,

evaluations on the north side of Netherwell Lane
(south of St John’s Hospital) in the 1970s (Anon.

1971; Anon. 1972), and by Wessex Archaeology in

1993, followed by excavation and a watching brief

in 1996 and 1997 revealed a well-preserved sequence

through the ditch and bank of the burh defences

(Andrews et al. 2000).

Phases of archaeological

work

Three phases ofarchaeological work were undertaken

on land at 35 West Street (Figure 1). A test-pit

evaluation in 2006 revealed well-preserved medieval

remains, with possible structures and occupation

remains in test pits 1 and 4, including evidence of

metalworking, within the backyard areas of one

or more properties fronting West Street (Wessex

Archaeology 2006). An excavation south of test pit

4 in January 2007 revealed no features, suggesting

that this area was part of the unoccupied flood plain

(Wessex Archaeology 2007a). A watching brief in

May 2007, however, covering the area of test-pits 1

and 2, recorded part ofa substantial foundation for a

robbed stone wall and a grave during the excavation

of a trench (see Figure 3). Further human remains

in a lime-filled pit to the east may be from other

disturbed graves reburied at some later date.

Previous work at 41-43 West Street comprised two

evaluation trenches (10m and 20m long) in October

2007 (Figure 1), which revealed medieval and later

features, including ditches, pits and post-holes

(Wessex Archaeology 2007b). As a result, following

Wiltshire County Council’s recommendation,

two areas were excavated covering most of the

development footprint - Area 1 (26.5m x 13.5m) in

the south-west, and Area 2 (12m x 15.5m) near the

West Street frontage (Wessex Archaeology 2008a);

an area in between was subject to a watching brief in

February 2008 (Wessex Archaeology 2008b).

The methodology for the excavation is set out in

detail within the Written Scheme of Investigation

(Wessex Archaeology 2007c). Full reports on the

results of the documentary research, and the finds

and environmental analyses, are held in the project

archive (Wessex Archaeology project code 60517).

Excavation results

Early to Middle Anglo-Saxon: Ith-Sth

century (Figure 2)

The earliest feature was a shallow ditch (678), up

to lm wide, running east-west across the southern

corner of Area 1. Although no dating evidence was

recovered, it was cut by a large Sunken-Featured

Building (SFB) (703) and several later features, and

the nature of the small charred plant assemblage
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Fig. 2 Plan and section ofSFB 703
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recovered from it (see below) suggests an Early or

Middle Anglo-Saxon date.

The SFB comprised a sub-rectangular hollow,

aligned east-west, measuring an estimated 7.5m

long by 6m wide; its southern side lay outside the

excavation area and its eastern end had been heavily

disturbed by later features. It was c. 0.4m deep with

moderately steep concave sides and a flat base. It

contained two hearths and several pits, post-holes

and stake-holes. One of the post-holes (690), which

was positioned centrally against the west end, was

0.5m in diameter and 0.45m deep (from the top of

SFB cut), and there was a similar post-hole (564)

near the centre of the east end. Several smaller post-

holes (409, 584, 652, 654 and 672) and a group of

stake-holes are likely to be contemporary, although

of uncertain function. The largest feature was pit

622, measuring 0.9m in diameter and 0.5m deep,

while feature 568, measuring lm by 0.5m and 0.5m

deep, may have also been a pit, although it could

have held a post associated with, or replacing, that

in post-hole 564.

There were patches of ‘greasy’ orange/black

clay (550) up to c. 0.1m thick on the base of the

hollow. This layer, probably an occupation deposit,

was rich in charcoal and contained a large number

of ceramic loomweights, along with animal bone

and burnt flint, as well as a bone pin beater and an

iron knife. The charcoal probably came from the

two hearths (580 and 599), comprising irregular

patches of burnt clay on the base of the hollow, in

its northern half. These may have been used to bake

the loomweights, further examples of which, some

incompletely baked, came from the hearths. None
of the groups ofloomweights displayed any obvious

spatial pattern that might indicate the presence of

a loom in the SFB.

These basal layers were overlain by a largely

sterile deposit, c. 0.2-0.3m thick, ofmid-dark brown

compact silty loam (553), possibly representing

post-abandonment backfilling of the hollow. The
hollow was overlain by a cemetery soil (184, see

below) derived from the digging and intercutting of

post-medieval graves and their disturbance ofearlier

(Saxon and medieval) contexts.

Late Anglo-Saxon-medieval: 10th-12th

century (Figure 3)

Three ditches (700, 701 and 702) in the south-

western part ofArea 1 may reflect the rear boundaries

ofproperties fronting West Street. All were between

lm and 2m wide and up to 0.5m deep. Ditch 700,

which ran roughly north from a shallow terminal,

Plate 1 Robbed remains ofwall 235, the north-east corner of

St Andrew’s church (scale 2m)

was cut by ditch 702, which was aligned north-west

to south-east. To their west, the southern terminal

of ditch 701, which was aligned north-north-west

to south-south-east, was truncated by modern
disturbance (see Figure 4), so that its relationship

to pits 186 and 411 (below) was unclear.

Pits of this period, all ofwhich contained pottery

and animal bone, were found in both areas of the site,

but dominated in Area 1 where they appear to have

been used for the disposal ofgeneral domestic waste.

The 11 pits in Area 1 (156, 178, 186, 286, 289, 291,

302, 314, 317, 381 and 411), all but three of which

intercut, ranged from 1.4m to 2.2m in diameter, and

were generally larger than the 12 pits of this period

in Area 2 (278, 324, 342, 358, 360, 369, 392, 424, 428,

432, 441 and 469), all but two of which intercut.

Medieval: 13th-14th century (Figure 3)

StAndrew ’s church

A substantial but heavily robbed wall (235),

perpendicular to Netherwell Lane, ran along the

south-west edge of Area 1 (to the rear of the earlier

ditches), continuing beyond the limit of excavation

to the south-east and turning to the south-west at

its north-west end (Plate 1). Its foundation trench,

which was at least lm wide and c. 0.4m deep, had a
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compacted layer of flint nodules at its base, overlain

by wall footings of large, sub-rounded flint nodules

with occasional lumps ofgreenstone and sandstone,

all bonded by mortar. Surviving elements of the wall

included part of an in situ ashlar block at the base of

the north-east corner. Inside the corner was a layer

of compact silty clay (511), possibly the remnant

of a floor surface (or the make-up for a floor), or

material that had accumulated after the wall had

been robbed. On the outside, a cobbled surface (165)

of flint nodules extended north-west beyond the edge

of the excavation.
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A lm length ofrobbed wall (107), c. 1.75m wide,

had previously been recorded on approximately the

same line as wall 235 c. 15m to its south-east (Figure

3); this was observed in the base of a trench during

the watching brief at 35 West Street (although it was

not observed in test pit 1 of the 2006 evaluation in

the same location). The wall was angled slightly more

towards the south than wall 235, perhaps the start

of a curve, although this could not be demonstrated

with certainty. It too had been heavily robbed with

only its footing surviving. Also recorded during

the watching brief, c. 5m south-west of wall 107,

was an east-west aligned grave, probably medieval,

containing an adult male laid supine (105); there

were no grave goods or coffin fittings.

Documentary evidence (see below) suggests

that the wall formed part of St Andrew’s church,

and although the foundation date of the church is

unknown, the remains indicate a medieval date. In

1564 St Andrew’s was amalgamated with St Mary’s,

Wilton, but it appears to have been demolished in the

late 16th century, although the former churchyard

continued to be used for burial perhaps until c. 1630

(see below), after which its location became largely

forgotten.

Otherfeatures

There were four post-holes (354, 355, 356 and 384)

in the northern corner of Area 2, three on the edge

of the excavation, the most substantial ofthem (354)

containing packing in the form of several large flint

nodules. These probably formed part of the rear of

buildings fronting West Street. Four other post-

holes in Area 2 were less substantial and showed no

spatial patterning.

Twelve medieval pits were identified in Area 2

(265, 362, 367, 457, 465, 474, 478, 493, 496, 498, 501

and 704), several ofthem intercutting; four (474, 496,

498 and 501) were heavily truncated by other pits and

are not shown on Figure 3. They were 0.8m to 1.8m

in diameter and were up to 0.7m deep. A further four

pits (150, 158,417 and 688) lay within Area 1 and, as

in the earlier period, were generally larger than those

on Area 2. In both areas the pits contained domestic

waste and are interpreted as rubbish pits.

A c. 0.7m diameter well (299) near the centre of

Area 2 was built of regularly coursed, finely jointed

chalk blocks, medieval brick and some flint nodules.

Its western side was cut by a modern pit (not shown),

and its depth was not established due to the high

water table. The uppermost fill contained medieval

pottery and animal bone, and a large heavily worn

millstone.

Plate 2 Grave (1 12) cutting church wallfoundations

(scale = lm)

Post-medieval (1500-1800) (Figure 4)

St Andrew’s church is likely to have remained

standing for at least the first halfof the 16th century

with the churchyard used for burial into the 17th

century. A large number of graves were revealed in

Area 1, in a c. 6m wide area in its southern corner,

which documentary and cartographic studies have

shown falls within the north-east corner of the

churchyard, although no churchyard boundary was

identified.

The remains of 45 articulated skeletons and

much disarticulated human bone representing a

minimum of 29 individuals were recovered. Some

of the graves cut through a cemetery soil (184),

particularly the upper levels, where cuts were

fairly clear but shallow. This soil contained mixed

material, including Anglo-Saxon loomweights,

medieval domestic waste and disarticulated human
remains, all probably derived from Anglo-Saxon

and medieval contexts by intercutting post-medieval

graves. Later intercutting made earlier cuts difficult

to distinguish and undisturbed burials were rare.

Several graves cut the robbed remains of wall 235

(Plate 2). Residual pottery from some of the graves

suggests a medieval to early post-medieval date
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range for the burials, while the absence of coffin

fittings indicates a pre-18th century date. Overall,

the majority of the burials appear to date to the first

two or three decades of the 17th century.

A number of pits in Area I were also of post-

medieval date. Pit 167 cut through wall 235 but

contained no material to date it more precisely. Pits

222 and 288 were isolated, while others (192, 194

and 196, and 306, 310 and 314) intercut. In Area 2,

pit 436 contained late medieval/early post-medieval

pottery, while nearby pits 297 and 455 produced post-

medieval material. A lm diameter well (202), cutting

cobbled surface 165 (see above) in the north-west

corner ofArea 1, was roughly lined with brick, stone,

chalk and flint. Its upper fill contained modern brick,

glass, animal bone and residual medieval pottery.
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Documentary analysis
by John Chandler

The history of the site is bound up with the

settlement of Ditchampton (see Figure 1), regarded

as one ofthe ‘suburbs’ ofWilton, but which possibly

began life as a community separate from, and

equivalent to, pre-urban Wilton and other hamlets

or villages in the neighbourhood. Ditchampton is

recorded in an Anglo-Saxon charter of AD1045
(www.anglo-saxons.net, charter S1010).

Since, as will become apparent, the excavation

site adjoined the religious focus of Ditchampton, it

is probable that the creation or extension of Wilton

as a Burghal Hidage stronghold (laid out along West

Street in the late 9th century) impinged upon this

early community, and the Anglo-Saxon fortification

across the neck ofthe peninsula between the Nadder

and Wylye river systems had the effect of divorcing

its church (thus brought within the town) from its

territory, and later parish, which lay outside (for a

recent topographical analysis see Chandler 2007;

Haslam 1984, 122-8). If, on topographical grounds,

it is safe to assume that the site falls on part of a

rectangular tenement, created during the 9th century

urban development, running back from West Street

alongside Netherwell Lane, then it is probable

that a dwelling occupied the street frontage with

backlands, enclosures and paddocks behind.

It is likely that it is either the 9th century

tenement partly covered by the site, or one of its

neighbours, that is referred to in an early 13th

century lease by Bradenstoke Abbey (near Lyneham,

north Wiltshire), where it is described as ‘a messuage

in Wilton near the West Gate’. Bradenstoke was an

Augustinian daughter house of Cirencester, which

had been endowed with land in Wilton in about

ADI 190. The tenement in question had once been

held by Laurence the butcher, of Wilton, but was

now being leased to Wulricus Tahium ofWilton and

his heirs (London 1979, 29 (no.5), 103 (no. 312)).

It may also be one of four Wilton tenements, the

subject of a feet of fine in AD 1227 (London 1979,

157 (no. 532)).

The property presumably remained in

Fig. 5 Detailfrom the 1860 Wilton enclosure map (WSA EA 179), covering the area ofthe site and showing the parcel ofland

(13a) formerly occupied by St Andrew’s church. The accompanying award refers to “All that garden near to the said timber

yard in Wilton called St Andrews Litten numbered 13a”
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Bradenstoke’s possession until the priory’s

dissolution in 1539, after which (according to a

1565 survey) it was held by John Byldinge, rector

of St Andrew’s church, Ditchampton. It was then

described as ‘a parcel of land lying next to the

rectory house of St Andrew’s and in the present

occupation ofHugh Tinker Esq, lying on the north

side of the rectory and extending as far as the

common street, and formerly in the possession ofthe

prior of Bradenstoke’ (Straton 1909, vol 1, 182). A
marginal note in the manuscript ofthis survey (WSA
2057/S3) reads modo Doctor Babington (‘now Doctor

Babington’). This must refer to Gervase Babington

(c. 1549-1610), household chaplain to the Herbert

family of Wilton House, who was appointed rector

of Ditchampton and St Mary’s Wilton in 1585, and

seems to have retained the livings even after his

appointment as bishop of Llandaff in 1591 (<Oxford

Dictionary ofNational Biography). The parish church

ofDitchampton, referred to in documents from 1291

onwards, was not appropriated by Wilton Abbey, and

its advowson passed with the lords of Ditchampton

manor until being sold to Sir William Herbert in

1547. The church was united with St Mary’s, Wilton

in 1564, and presumably became disused thereafter

and disappeared (James 1962, 31), although the

parcel of land shown on the 1860 Wilton enclosure

map (Figure 5; WSA EA 179, no. 13a) is described

as St Andrews Litten (i.e. churchyard).

There is a brief hiatus in the Wilton House

archives between Babington’s departure in the

1590s and the next estate survey, of 1631-2. It seems

plausible, however, to identify the site (or part of it

at least) with a 1629 lease on three lives to William

Abyn, of ‘a little garden plot in Wilton near St

Andrew’s church, between the lands heretofore of

Ralph Symes deceased and now ofThomas Antram
on the east, and those of St Andrew’s on the south-

west, except all timber trees and trees likely to be

timber’ (Kerridge 1953, 84 (284)). The site from

this time onwards seems to have been largely open,

as garden, orchard, hopyard, and later timber yard,

and what buildings subsequently occupied parts of it

were connected with trade rather than dwellings.

Finds

Pottery, by Lorraine Mepham

A total of 1206 pottery sherds (21, 264g) of Early/

Middle Anglo-Saxon to post-medieval date was

recovered. This report focuses on the Saxon and

medieval assemblage (1082 sherds; 16, 819g); details

of the post-medieval wares (124 sherds; 4445g) can

be found in the project archive.

The medieval ceramic sequence for the area

is reasonably well established, from excavated

assemblages from the 13th/early 14th century

Laverstock kilns outside Salisbury (Musty et al.

1969), and from sites at Old Sarum and within

Salisbury (e.g. Mepham 2000a; 2005; Musty et al.

2001). The precise chronology and potential sources

ofsupply for the ‘Saxo-Norman’ period (i.e. the 10th

to 12th century) are not fully understood, although

small assemblages have already been published

from Wilton (Andrews et al. 2000), Old Sarum (e.g.

Stone and Charlton 1935) and Amesbury (Powell

et al. 2009).

Analysis of the pottery assemblage follows the

standard Wessex Archaeology recording system

(Morris 1994), resulting in the definition of 15 fabric

types (of which three are variants of a single type)

(Table 1). All data are held on the project database

(Access), which forms part of the project archive.

EarlyIMid-Saxon
Early/Middle Anglo-Saxon pottery comprised a

mere seven undiagnostic sherds (129g) in organic-

tempered and sandy fabrics. Organic-tempered

fabrics have a known currency from the 5th to the

8th centuries. Given their provenance here - three

sherds from SFB 703, together with loomweights

of Mid-Saxon type (and four from a post-medieval

soil layer) - a date range in the 7th or 8th century

seems likely.

Late Saxon to medieval

There is no evidence of continuity between the

Early/Mid-Saxon and the Late Saxon/early medieval

assemblage. The latter has a start date probably no

earlier than the 10th century, and the bulk appears

to fall in the 10th to 12th century range, declining

into the 13th century with only a few late medieval

sherds. Seven ‘ware groups’ have been identified.

Laverstock-type coarsewares

The most common wares within this group are

similar, in terms of the dominant inclusions

(abundant rounded quartz grains, coloured pink,

grey or clear), to the products of the 13th/early 14th

century kilns at Laverstock (Musty et al. 1969). Three

subdivisions, based on the size of quartz inclusions,

defined for sites in the Salisbury area (e.g. Mepham
2000a), have been used here (E422a, b and c, E422a
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being the coarsest variant), reflecting a general trend

through time from coarse to fine. Scratch-marking,

apparrently a post-Conquest phenomenon in the

region, is frequently seen on the coarser variants; on

the finer variants it is shallower and appears more

like brushing.

Vessel forms at West Street comprise jars (66

examples on the basis of rims), dishes (seven),

tripod pitchers (five) and lamps (three). The jar

forms match those found within mid-late 12th

century pits at the Laverstock kilns (Musty et al.

1969, fig. 7), but also occur in cesspits at Old Sarum

dated to the late 11th or early 12th century (Stone

and Charlton 1935, fig. 4). Jars with short, stubby,

squared rims, sometimes grooved (Musty etal. 1969,

fig. 10, 36-8) are infrequent here, and are not seen

in the coarser fabric variant E422a; these jars do

not seem to appear before the 13th century. There

are five shallow, convex dishes; one late 1 1 th/12th

century example is known from Old Sarum (Stone

and Charlton 1935, fig. 5, 24), although in general

this form seems to be 13th century or later (Musty

et al. 1969, fig. 12, 56-7). Two distinctive ‘West

Country’ dishes, with acute base angles (ibid., fig.

11, 41-4), also have a date range spanning the 12th

to 13th century, while a 13th century date is most

likely for the single convex bowl with thickened rim,

possibly a curfew. All the dishes and the bowl are in

the medium-grained fabric variant E422b. Pedestal

lamps (Figure 6, 1), ofwhich there are two rims and

one almost complete profile here, all in fabric E422b,

are known in both late 11 th/early 12th century and

13th century contexts (Stone and Charlton 1935, fig.

5, 23; Musty et al. 1969, fig. 24).

Tripod pitchers are the only form which does not

have a currency beyond the 12th century. Several

stratified (late 1 1 th/early 12th century) examples are

known from Old Sarum (Stone and Charlton 1935,

fig. 5, nos. 17-9, 22, 25, 29, 31), but none was found

in the mid- to late 12th-century pits at Laverstock. A
minimum of five vessels has been recorded from the

West Street site on the basis of rim/spout sherds, to

which can be added one tripod base, and decorated

body sherds from seven different vessels; these

occurred in fabrics E422a and E422b. Only one
tubular spout survived (Figure 6, 2), but other rims

have been recognised by the presence of decoration

and/or glaze. Decorative techniques used include

rouletting and combing (linear or curvilinear) on
pitcher necks, but also on bodies, often within bands

created by the application of vertical strips (Figure

6, 3-6). All vessels are at least partially covered by a

thin, patchy, olive-green to green-brown glaze. These

Table 1. Pottery totals by fabric type

Fabric

code

Description No. Weight

(g)

Q400 Early/Mid-Saxon sandy ware 2 16

V400 Early/Mid-Saxon organic-tempered
fabric

3 100

V401 Early/Mid-Saxon sandy fabric with
some organics

2 13

E400 Cheddar fabric E 33 634

E403 Michelmersh-type ware 4 85

E420 Laverstock-type fineware I 9 52

E421 Laverstock-type fineware II 155 1945

E422a Laverstock-type coarseware
(coarsest variant)

176 3244

E422b Laverstock-type coarseware
(medium variant)

493 8127

E422c Laverstock-type coarseware (finest

variant)

77 839

E428 West Wiltshire-type coarsewares 38 369

E526 North French monochrome 1 4

C400 Coarse, calcareous fabric 26 935

F400 Coarse flint-tempered fabric 61 434

F401 Sparsely flint-tempered fabric 2 22

Total 1082 16,819

Key: (C = calcareous; F = flint-tempered; Q = sandy; V
= organic-tempered)

tripod pitchers were initially recognised as a regional

type of‘South-east Wiltshire pitchers’ (Vince 1981),

and examples have been found widely over Wiltshire

and neighbouring counties. They do not seem to

have been a particularly common vessel form, and

could be considered as fulfilling the function of

higher quality ‘tablewares’; they have been found, for

example, at ‘higher status’ sites such as Trowbridge

Castle, Wiltshire, Sherborne Old Castle, Dorset,

and Carisbrooke Castle, Isle of Wight (Mepham
1993, fig. 38, 31-2; in prep.; 2000b, 104). They also

occurred, however, at the village site of Gomeldon,

near Salisbury (Musty and Algar 1986, fig. 19, nos.

85-7). Their precise source remains unknown,
although the likelihood is that it lies somewhere in

the Salisbury area.

Laverstock-type finewares

These can be fairly confidently attributed to the

13th/early 14th century Laverstock kilns. Sherds

are invariably glazed and probably derive from

jugs - four jug rims (two with bridge spouts) and

two strap handles were found, alongside a number
of decorated sherds, all typical of the known range

(Musty et al. 1969, figs. 13-18). One sherd from a

base of small diameter could be from a bottle (ibid.,

fig. 22, 179-80).

Cheddar-type wares

A small quantity ofwheel-thrown wares ofCheddar
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type were identified; these are all of Cheddar fabric

E, hard-fired and containing a mix of quartz sand,

limestone and flint/chert. Diagnostic forms comprise

three jars, all with short, everted, slightly thickened

rims (Figure 6, 7) similar to examples found at South

Street (Andrews et al. 2000, fig. 6, 1). The type was

found in late 10th and 11th contexts at the Anglo-

Saxon palace at Cheddar (Rahtz 1979, 309-18).

Michelmersh-type ware

Only a few sherds of wheelthrown Michelmersh-

type ware (E403) were present, in contrast to the

large group found at South Street (Andrews et al.

2000, fabrics Q400, Q404). Since the publication of

the latter site, a kiln site with an archaeomagnetic

date of late 10th to 11th century has been located at

Michelmersh, which was producing jars comparable

to those found at Wilton (Mepham and Brown 2007).

One ofthe sherds found at the West Street site is from

the rim of a spouted pitcher of classic Michelmersh

type (ibid., figs. 10-11), finger-impressed with an

applied, finger-impressed neck cordon (Figure 6,

8 ).

Calcareous wares

The calcareous wares are in a single fabric type

(C400), containing frequent chalk/limestone. Fabric

C400 as identified at South Street is comparable

(Andrews et al. 2000). Diagnostic forms, as at South

Street, are confined to rounded jars, with everted

plain or slightly thickened rims (Figure 6, 9). One

jar has a deeply finger-impressed rim.

Flint-tempered wares

These are made up largely of sherds in fabric F400

from a single context and which may represent a

single vessel (there are no diagnostic sherds). Fabric

F400 is comparable to flint-tempered wares seen at

South Street (Andrews et al. 2000, fabric F401).

West Wiltshire-type wares

These wares are distinctive by their high mica

content. The type encompasses a range ofcoarsewares,

in this instance containing quartz, flint, chalk or

sandstone, or combinations of these. Comparable

wares were found in quantity in Warminster, where

they appeared to have a lengthy currency from at

least the 11th century through the medieval period

(Smith 1997, 20-4). Vessel forms are likewise difficult

to date closely; those seen at West Street are confined

to jars, which are typical of the range.

Chronology

While there is a significant group of material that

can be dated as 10th to 12th century, separating this

group from any later material is not a straightforward

matter, given the currency of some of the wares. A
fairly crude division has been made on the basis of

the presence or absence of obvious 13th century

or later wares, which in this case comprise the

Laverstock-type finewares and the post-medieval

wares. This dating has informed the overall site

chronology, enabling a broad division into early

medieval (10th to 12th century) and medieval

contexts (13th/14th century).

Comparison with the assemblage from South

Street throws up some interesting contrasts, and

could help in tying down the date range of the West

Street assemblage. Figure 7 shows the breakdown

ofware groups within the Late Anglo-Saxon/earlier

medieval assemblages from both sites (the caveat as to

the presence of later material amongst some ofthese

ware groups applies to both sites). The proportions of

the ware groups differ widely between the two sites,

with only the flint-tempered and West Wiltshire

types present in broadly comparable proportions.

The discrepancy is probably chronologically related.

At South Street there are much higher proportions of

wares that have a date range of 10th to 1 1th century

(Michelmersh and Cheddar types), and the amount

of Laverstock-type coarsewares is correspondingly

lower; the picture is reversed at West Street, where

the presence of tripod pitchers (very rare at South

Street) suggests a date range focusing on the late

11th to early 12th century. The 10th/11th century

wares may, therefore, be largely residual on this site

- there are only three features which produced these

wares only (pits 278, 343 and 441), and of these only

pit 441 contained pottery that had the appearance of

an in situ deposit, sherds probably of a single jar in

fabric C400 (Figure 6, 9).

This assemblage thus augments the small but

growing number of Late Saxon/early medieval

assemblages from Wiltshire, and usefully highlights

a group of material, probably largely of late 1 1th or

early 12th century date, which is not otherwise well

represented in the other published assemblages.

List ofillustrated vessels (Figure 6)

1. Pedestal lamp; Laverstock-type coarseware

(E422b). PRN [Pottery Record Number] 397,

Object No. 45, context 405, pit 411.

2. Tubular spout from tripod pitcher; Laverstock-

type coarseware (E422a). PRN 3, context 132,
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ditch 700 (cut 130).

3. Rim from tripod pitcher; combed and applied

decoration; Laverstock-type coarseware (E422b).

PRN 321, context 316, pit 314.

4. Rim from tripod pitcher; rouletted decoration;

Laverstock-type coarseware (E422b). PRN 344,

context 359, pit 358.

5. Handle from tripod pitcher; rouletted decoration;

Laverstock-type coarseware (E422b). PRN 37,

context 157, pit 156.

6. Decorated body sherd from tripod pitcher;

combed and applied decoration; Laverstock-type

coarseware (E422b). PRN 413, context 426, pit

424.

7. Jar rim; Cheddar fabric E (E400). PRN 250,

context 288, pit 286.

8. Rim from decorated spouted pitcher;

Michelmersh-type ware (E403). PRN 394,

context 405, pit 411.

9. Jar rim; calcareous ware (C400). PRN 330,

context 343, pit 441.

Fired clay, by Lorraine Mepham

A large group ofAnglo-Saxon ceramic loomweights

(197 fragments from a maximum of 71 weights)

was recovered. Most (maximum of 63 weights)
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Fig. 7 Pottery: pie charts showing proportions ofwares from West Street and South Street

came from the SFB ‘occupation layer’ (550), with

one group in the north-west corner, and others

concentrated around hearths; it is possible that

they were manufactured in the SFB. Five weights

were found in the ‘cemetery soil’ (184) overlying the

infilled hollow.

Anglo-Saxon loomweights are conventionally

divided into annular, intermediate and bun-shaped

forms on the basis of the methods of manufacture

and profile, reflecting a gradual chronological

development from Early to Late Anglo-Saxon (Hurst

1959, 23-4). With the exception of one bun-shaped

weight, all are of intermediate form, with several

made from pierced discs with flattened surfaces

(Plate 3). A Middle Anglo-Saxon date can therefore

be suggested.

Diameters range from 1 10-180mm (30 measurable

examples); a third ofthese exceed the ‘standard’ size

of 100- 140mm, based on evidence from Mucking
and London (Hamerow 1993, fig. 44; Cowie and

Blackmore 2008, 196). As only five loomweights

are complete, there is limited information on the

original weights - these range from 385-897g,

although all but the heaviest are under 600g. The
normal range for the Early Anglo-Saxon period

is 150-550g, with weights exceeding 500g more
common in the Middle Anglo-Saxon period (Cowie

and Blackmore 2008, 196).

The fabric of the weights is consistent with the

use of local, probably alluvial clay sources, some
containing low levels of sand and rare flint gravel,

and occasional organic matter. Many appear to have

been under-fired, with soft, friable fabrics, but may
still have been functional.

Loomweights are generally rare, usually

occurring in quantity only in deposits in situ

within SFBs. A group of up to 31 weights from an

SFB at Harmondsworth, west London, appears to

represent a single loom (Farwell et al. 1999, plate

6), as does a group of over 60 weights at Upton,

Northamptonshire (Jackson et al. 1969). Two looms

are suggested for the group of at least 75 weights from

Old Erringham, West Sussex (Holden 1976, 309,

plates III-IV). Around 140 loomweights, found in a

single SFB at Mucking, may have been stored there

(Hamerow 1993, 17, 66-8). On this basis, the West

Street weights could represent two looms; a bone

pinbeater provides further evidence for weaving.

Other finds,
by Lorraine Mepham, with comment
on the Slag by Phil Andrews

The assemblage of ceramic building material is

dominated by fragments of flat (peg) roof tile, dated

as medieval by their coarse, poorly wedged fabrics

and often pale-firing, recorded in quantity from

medieval contexts in Salisbury (e.g. Loader 2000).

One potential source is known from documentary

sources in Alderbury (Hare 1991). Some are glazed

on the lower part of the upper surface. In addition,

there were four possible glazed ridge tiles and one
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Plate 3 Selection ofloomweightsfrom the SFB

possible glazed louver or finial, all in pale-firing

fabrics comparable to the 13th century Laverstock

kiln wares; the kilns are known to have produced

roof furniture, although not flat roof tiles (Musty et

al. 1969, figs, 25-6). Post-medieval materials include a

few more regularly formed flat tiles in finer-grained,

orange-red fabrics, three wall/floor tiles, and a

few pieces of brick all apparently unfrogged and

therefore probably predating c. 1800.

Most ofthe stone assemblage comprises medieval

building materials, including slate, shale, limestone

and micaceous sandstone roof tiles, and other

limestone and greensand fragments used for walling.

The use of shale for roofing tiles is interesting,

but is known elsewhere in Wessex in the medieval

period, for example Shaftesbury, Dorset (Cox and

Mills 1991, 173) and at Old Sarum Castle (Wessex

Archaeology 2000). In addition, one large, very worn

but complete millstone (580mm in diameter) was

recovered from the top of medieval well 299. It is in

a fine micaceous greensand (glauconitic sandstone)

- Shaftesbury Greensand - which outcrops to the

west of Salisbury.

Two residual copper alloy Roman objects were

recovered - a coin dating to the Flavian period (AD

69-96), and an abraded fragment of a bow brooch,

probably ofHod Hill type. Other copper alloy objects

include a pin, a lace tag, and two strip fittings, mostly

from medieval contexts. The lead comprises two

window came fragments, and one piece of wire.

Much of the ironwork is heavily corroded, and

consists largely of nails and other structural items,

but other identifiable objects include a horseshoe, at

least two knives, and four other possible tools.

Over 7kg of ironworking slag was recovered,

mostly in small quantities (<100g), but with six

contexts containing 100-500g, and just three more

than this: medieval pit 474 (683g), post-medieval well

202 (c. 1.7kg), and post-medieval pit 297 (c.2.6kg).

Some of the debris comprises clinker or fuel ash

slag, not necessarily derived from ironworking,

but the rest probably indicates smithing. One piece

weighing 725g from pit 297 appears to be a fragment

of smithing hearth bottom.

A fragment of window glass, virtually opaque

through oxidation, has red painted decoration and

is likely to come from an ecclesiastical or other

high status building, probably St Andrew’s church;

another has a grozed edge. The vessel glass is all

likely to be post-medieval in date.
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Worked bone objects comprise part of a Saxon

pinbeater (‘occupation layer’ 550 within SFB 703),

a tuning peg (context 159), and a sawn and partly

worked length of horn core from ‘cemetery soil’

184.

Ten clay pipe stem fragments were recovered,

one stamped with the mark of W. Sayer (c. 1720-50:

Atkinson 1970, 187).

Spearheads from 22 The Hollows,
by Phil Andrews

The two Anglo-Saxon spearheads from 22 The
Hollows (Figure 1) are also published here because

of their intrinsic interest and likely significance in

terms of settlement of this period in Wilton. They

were recovered during small-scale building work in

the late 1990s and were temporarily loaned to Wessex

Archaeology for recording. The smaller of the two

(Figure 8, 1) has been attributed to Swanton’s type

Cl, found in relatively large numbers, but with a

date range that appears not to extend beyond the late

6th century AD (Swanton 1973, 49-51). The larger

spearhead (Figure 8, 2) is of Swanton’s type C2, the

commonest of the leaf-shaped blades, which can be

early but continues into the 7th century and beyond

(Swanton 1973, 53-55). It is not certain that either

of these spearheads came from a grave, particularly

as no human bone was reported, but this seems the

most likely context and perhaps any grave cut(s)

went unseen in the narrow confines ofthe foundation

trench from which they were recovered.

Human bone,
by Jacqueline /. McKinley

Human bone from 126 contexts was subject to

analysis, most of it from the south of Area 1 where

all or parts of45 in situ burial remains were recovered

from a c. lm depth of cemetery soil, which also

contained most of the redeposited bone (total 82

contexts). One deposit of disarticulated bone was

from a modern feature in the evaluation trench

in Area 1 (Wessex Archaeology 2007b), and four

deposits (one articulated bone, three disarticulated)

from the watching brief at 35 West Street to the

south of the site.

The discovery of so large a number of burial

remains was unexpected. Limited funding was

available for analysis and publication which resulted

100 mm

Fig. 8 Anglo-Saxon spearheads from 22 The Hollows, Wilton

(scale 1:2)
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in a necessary adjustment to normal procedures; full

analysis was undertaken on the articulated remains

with limitations on certain areas of data collection;

the disarticulated bone was subject to minimum
number counts (MNI) according with methods

outlined by McKinley (2004).

Taphonomy
Some of the graves cut through the cemetery soil

(184), particularly those in the upper levels where

they were fairly clear, but had survived to only

shallow depths. The intercutting of graves and the

mixing of remains increased with depth through

184 and cuts became more difficult to distinguish.

Later features had also truncated some of the burial

deposits. Graves extending beyond the limits of the

excavation were not pursued as this would only

have exposed more remains not under threat from

the development.

The level of disturbance is demonstrated by the

high MNI within the disarticulated bone assemblage

(see below) and the percentage of skeletal recovery

within the articulated bone assemblage. Within

the latter the majority of individuals (54.5%) were

represented by less than 50% of the skeleton and

only 16 (36.4%) were represented by more than 85%.

The bone is generally in good condition (graded 0-1;

McKinley 2004) with only moderate fragmentation

and slight warping to some skulls. Puncture marks to

a right rib from burial 559 (upper level) are indicative

ofcanid gnawing and suggest that some ofthe burials

were originally made fairly shallow and, therefore,

that burial in the cemetery was perhaps not overseen

as well as it could have been.

Demographic data

A MNI of 74 was identified from Area 1, 45 from

the articulated remains (Table 2) and 29 from the

disarticulated bone (Table 3). The assemblage

includes a high proportion of immature individuals

(51.3%), with an age range from foetal to subadult and

a substantial peak between 0.5-5 years (i.e. infants;

20.8% of population) (Table 4). The adult age range

extends from c. 18-20 years (burial 276) potentially to

c. 55 years (burials 562 and 670). A similar proportion

of adult females and males was identified within the

disarticulated assemblages, with a slightly higher

number of males in the articulated assemblage. The
highest proportion of adults ofboth sexes fall in the

25-45 year range (c . 54% adults; 41.2% females, 50%
males) but a slightly larger proportion of females

(41.7%) lay in the c. 35-55 year range, though the

potential significance of this is limited given the

overlap between the ranges.

The proportion of immature individuals is

unusually high for an archaeological cemetery

population. Other post-medieval cemeteries (1550 -

mid- 19th century) subject to archaeological analysis

have been found to comprise 9-30% immature

individuals with the exception one mid- 19th century

London cemetery with 70% (McKinley 2008, table

17). Although the rate from Wilton may appear high,

it is very close to the c. 50% of deaths of those below

the age of 20 years shown in the London Bills of

Mortality for the early 1 8th century (Roberts and Cox

2003, 303-4, table 6.5). Various arguments have been

extended to explain the frequently observed dearth

of young individuals from such cemeteries. The
peripheral location of some graves and the shallow

depth of others (with other possible taphonomic

factors) are probably largely responsible for figures

not always representing a realistic reflection of the

mortality rate (Daniell 1997, 127-8; Scott 1999, 26-

7; Roberts and Cox 2003, 316-7; McKinley 2008,

61-63).

The immature assemblage includes the rare

recovery of remains from a very young foetus

(approximately 19 weeks gestation), albeit as a single

skeletal element. It may derive from the disturbed

burial ofa pregnant woman, from a very prematurely

born baby, or from a naturally or deliberately aborted

foetus. If prematurely born, its presence within the

general cemetery soil suggests that it was afforded

burial within the ‘main’ part of the cemetery, and

that it had been possible to christen it before it

died, since those dying un-christened were often

excluded from cemeteries or relegated to a specific

area (Daniell 1997, 127-8). Alternatively, it could

be the remains of a clandestine burial, either of a

naturally aborted foetus where there had been no

opportunity to christen or possibly of a deliberately

aborted foetus (Riddle 1997, 126-166; Scott 1999,

36-7; Roberts and Cox 2003, 316-8).

The disarticulated bone assemblage contains

a substantially higher proportion of immature

individuals (65.5%) than did the articulated remains

(42.2%). This may, in part, reflect a higher number

of immature individuals buried in the lower (i.e.

earlier) stratigraphic levels (c . 46% of interments)

than in the upper ones (c. 27%). Since the lower

levels included the graves of adults this part of the

cemetery had clearly not been designated just for

the burial of children. However, all but one of the

seven juveniles (5-12 yr.) within the articulated

assemblage, for example, were recovered from
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Table 2. Summary of analysis of articulated human remains

Context Grave Quantification Age/sex Pathology

105 104 c. 55% Adult c.

30-35 yr male
Amtl; caries; abscesses; hypoplasia; calculus; Sch - 2T, 1L; op - T9-10
bsm, right hip; pitting - right sterno-clavicular; plastic changes - left

ilium; poliomyelitis? (left)

106 104R c. 40% a.u.l. Adult c.

40-50 yr male
Displaced prox. tibia/fibula joint

171 169 c. 30% s.a.u. Juvenile/

subadult c.

12-13 yr

??male

Caries; hypoplasia; calculus; cribra orbitalia ; mv - wormian bone

173 172 c. 98% Juvenile c.

6-7 yr

Calculus; cribra orbitalia
;
periosteal new bone - tibiae; mv - ossicle at

lambda, wormian bone

233 232 c. 97% Adult c.

35-45 yr

Pfemale

Amtl; caries; abscesses; calculus; endocranial new bone; osteoarthritis - 4
costo-vertebral; op - 2T & LI -5 bsm, left knee, both hips; pitting - IT
& 2L ap, right acromio-clavicular, right hip; enth - iliac crest, calcanea,

patellae; exostoses - left ulna

237 240R c. 35% Adult c.

30-35 yr male
Amtl; caries; abscess; hypoplasia; calculus

241 240 c. 98% Juvenile c.

5-6 y.

Caries; cribra orbitalia ; Pinfection - right ankle joint; mv - ossicle at

lambda, wormian bones

248 247 c. 90% Adult c.

35-45 yr male
Amtl; caries; abscesses; hypoplasia; calculus; periosteal new bone
- maxilla; osteochondritis dessicans; Sch - T6-12; op - IT tp, left hip, 2

distal IP joints (hand), 3 costo-vertebral; pitting - right hip, left acromio-
clavicular; enth - patellae, calcanea; mv - metopic suture, ossicle at

lambda, wormian bones, SI lumbarised

251 250 c. 80% Neonate c.

1-2 weeks

-

253 - c. 25% s.a.u. Infant c.

1.5-2.5 yr

-

258 257 c. 42% a.u.l. Adult c.

35-45 yr

Periosteal new bone - right tibia; op - left knee, left 2nd T-MtT, right hip;

enth - patellae, calcanea

270 269 c. 99% Adult c.

35-45 yr

Pmale

Amtl; caries; abscesses; calculus; osteoarthritis - 3 costo-vertebral, L5,
right hip; periosteal new bone - manubrium , ribs, right pubic crest,

left clavicle, scapula, left 5th metatarsal; fracture - radius; osteomylitis
- femoral, tibiae & fibulae shafts (Psyphilis); Sch - T8-10; ddd - 3C,
L5-S1; op - 1C & all T-L bsm, knees, left ankle & tarsals, left wrist, both
shoulders, right elbow, both hips, 2 left distal IP joints (hand), 2 right

carpals; pitting acromio- & sterno-clavicular joints, left knee, 3 costo-

vertebral; enth - ulna, calcanea; mv - os acromialie

276 275 c. 99% Adult c.

18-20 yr male
Caries; abscesses; calculus; Sch - T12; op - distal IP joint (hand); hyper-
porosity at bregma; periosteal new bone - left tibia; surface defects - C
aps, right dorsal calcaneum; mv - M3s absent, cartilaginous coalition left

3rd C-MtC
327 419 c. 47% a.u.l. Juvenile c.

5-7 yr PPmale

-

340 339 c. 55% Neonate c.

2-3 weeks
PPfemale

372 371 c. 85% Adult c.

30-35 yr

female

Amtl; caries; abscesses; calculus; hypoplasia; osteoarthritis - 12th costo-

vertebral; calcified cartilage; periosteal new bone - tibiae, fibulae, left

calcaneum; juxta-articular erosions - prox. humerus; op - 2C, T4-12,
L3-S1 bsm, knees, ankles, 2 left tarsals, right distal IP joint (foot), left

shoulder & elbow; pitting - left sterno- & acromio-clavicular; enth
- distal humerus, patellae; exostoses - left calcaneum, right 1st MtT;
surface defects - anterior patellae, right inferior- dorsal; mv - M3s absent,

cervical rib, 4 lumbar vertebrae 5L/Slsame
407
?=607

406 c. 30% 1. Adult >25 yr

male
Fracture (with ankylosis) - left fibula; surface defects - anterior patellae,

dorsal calcanea; juxta-articular erosions - left 1st MtT, Left 1st MtT-P; op
- knees, left Mt-P joint; enth - calcanea

453 452 c. 30% a.u.l. Neonate c. 3

months
Periosteal new bone - fibulae

508 509 c. 45% a.u.l. Infant/

juvenile c.

4-6 yr

512 513 c. 28% s.a.u. Adult c.

18-23 yr

female

Amtl; caries; abscess; hypoplasia; calculus; periodontal disease; periosteal

new bone - mandible, maxilla; osteoarthritis - T4-5; op - Cl-2; mv
- ossicle at lambda, wormian bones
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Table 2 continued. Summary of analysis of articulated human remains

Context Grave Quantification Age/sex Pathology

523 524 c. 99% Adult c. Amtl; caries; abscesses; hypoplasia; calculus; periodontal disease;

30-35 yr male calcified cartilage; ivory osteoma; osteoarthritis - T6-8, L2-3, cost-

vertebral; ddd - C3, T9-11; Sch - T4, T6-12; surface defects - left glenoid,

left 4th MtT; juxta-articular erosions - MtT; op - T5-12 & SI bsm, ankles,

left Mt-P joint, right shoulder, hip & knee; pitting - right hip, sterno-

& acromio-clavicular; exostoses - right tibia; enth - calcanea; mv - os

acromialie, spina bifida occulta

530 529 c. 97% Foetal/

neonate 40
weeks/birth

532 533 c. 98% Adult c. Amtl; caries; hypoplasia; calculus; Sch - T4-12, L4-5; op - L5-S1 bsm,
20-25 yr male hips, left knee, costo-vertebral; pitting - costo-vertebral; enth - left

navicular; mv - L5 semi-sacralised, cartilaginous coalition left 3rd C-MtC
535 536 c. 30% Juvenile c.

10-12 yr

Hypoplasia; calculus; cribra orbitalia; mv - wormian bone

538 539 c. 45% a.u.l. Infant c. 3-5 -

- 548 c. 48%
yr

Juvenile c.

7-8 yr ??male
Calculus; mv - metopic suture

- 549 c. 12% Infant c. 4-5 Caries

558 559 c. 98%
yr

Adult c. Amtl; caries; abscesses; hypoplasia; calculus; cribra orbitalia ; osteoarthritis

35-45 yr male - T12, left costo-vertebral; ?healed cut - left rib; eburnation - right

humerus lesser tubercle; ddd - C3-5, T12, 1L; op - hips, right ankle,

shoulders, wrists, right elbow; pitting - right knee, costo- & acromio-
clavicular; exostoses - right tibia; enth - right distal tibia, calcanea

Amtl; caries; abscesses; calculus; calcified cartilage; surface erosion - left

rib shaft; Pfracture - right fibula; periosteal new bone - right distal radius

& ulna, tibiae, fibulae; osteoarthritis - 10th costo-vertebral, LI & 4; ddd
- C3-7, L5-S1; Sch - T8; pitting - temporo-mandibular, left knee, hips,

right MtT-P joint, right MtC-P joint; juxta-articular erosions - hands
(Psome rheumatoid); new bone - prox. femora; op - knees, MtT-P joint,

shoulders, elbows, hips, prox. IP joint (hand); enth - distal humerus, left

prox. ulna, patellae, calcanea; exostoses - left prox. fibula; mv - metopic
suture

Amtl; abscess; hypoplasia; calculus; fracture - nasal bone; periosteal new
bone - visceral rib; osteoarthritis - C4-5, Tl-2, right occipital condyle;

ddd - C3-5, C7; op - left shoulder & costo-vertebral; pitting left costo-

vertebral; mv - metopic suture

Mv - spina bifida occulta

Amtl; caries; abscesses; apical cysts; calculus; sinusitis (Psecondary) - left

antrum; periosteal new bone - left maxilla; calcified cartilage; Sch - L3-4;

op - Cl-2, T7-12 bsm, right costo-vertebral; mv - os acromialie (bi-)

Fracture (with ankylosis) - left leg; osteoarthritis - 12th costo-vertebral,

35-45 yr male left wrist; periosteal new bone - left tibia & fibula; Sch - 2T, 2L; op - T9-
S1 bsm, knees, left ankle & tarsals, hips, right prox. IP joint (foot), left

shoulder & elbow, hands, left costo-vertebral; pitting - hips, right costo-

vertebral; enth - right carpal, patellae, left fibula, calcanea, right 1st prox.

phalanx (foot); surface erosions - MtT; new bone - prox. femur
602 c. 30% s.a.u. Adult c. Amtl; caries; abscesses; calculus; cribra orbitalia ; soft tissue tumour - C3;

35-45 yr osteoarthritis - 1st costo-vertebral, T3-4; op - Tl-4 bsm, left shoulder;

female pitting - temporo-mandibular, left acromio-clavicular; enth - C2; mv
- M3s absent

606 607
?=407

c. 8% a.u. Adult c. Osteoarthritis - 1 l-12th costo-vertebral; op - 2Tbsm, right elbow, right

25-45 yr male MtC-P joint

616 617 c. 30% 1. Adult c. Op - left knee; enth - patellae, left tibia, calcanea; surface defect - 1st

20-35 yr male MtT-P
619 620 c. 99% Adult c. 40- Amtl; caries; abscesses; hypoplasia; calculus; calcified cartilage; hydatid

45yrfemale cyst; osteoarthritis - T4-5; Sch - T5-1 1; ddd - T7; op - hips, knees,

right MtT-P, left carpal, right shoulder & elbow, right prox. IP (hand),

costo-vertebral; pitting - left hip, costo-vertebral; enth - patellae,

calcanea; surface defects - calcanea posterior, 1st prox. phalanges (foot);

mv - metopic suture, M3s absent, occipital bunning, ossicle at lambda,
wormian bones

561 562

573

581 582

588 589

591 592

c. 98%

c. 25% s.a.u.

c. 35% a.l.

c. 50% s.a.u.

c. 60% a.u.l.

Adult c.

40-55 yr

female

Adult c.

35-50 yr

female

Juvenile/

subadult c.

11-14 yr

Adult c.

30-40 yr

female

Adult c.
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Table 2 continued. Summary of analysis of articulated human remains

Context Grave Quantification Age/sex Pathology

625 626 c. 98% Adult c.

40-50 yr

Pfemale

Amtl; caries; impaction - max. left canine; calculus; sinusitis (bi-); ivory

osteoma; endosteal new bone; new bone - metatarsal articular surfaces;

osteoarthritis - right costo-vertebral; op - Cl, T2-1 1, Ll-Sl bsm, knees,

hips, right shoulder & elbow, left MtT-P, right sterno-clavicular, costo-

vertebral; pitting - right acromio-clavicular, T4-5 ap; enth - iliac crest,

right olecranon, prox. femora, calcanea, metatarsals; juxta-articular

erosions - metacarpal; mv - metopic suture, wormian bones

641 642 c. 99% Adult c.

45-55 yr

female

Amtl; caries; abscess; calculus; osteoarthritis - 11th costo-vertebral;

periosteal new bone - tibiae, fibulae; Sch - T6-12, L2; ddd - C3-6, 4T,

L2; op - Cl -2, 4T & SI bsm, knees, hips, wrists, left shoulder, left MtC-P,
right hand, right costo-vertebral; pitting - 1st costo-vertebral, C2 ap, right

temporo-mandibular; costo- & sterno-clavicular joints, costo-vertebral;

enth - distal humerus, patellae, tibiae, calcanea, right navicular &
cuneiforms; mv - occipital bunning

646 647 c. 12% a.u. Adult c.

35-55 yr

Pfemale

Osteoarthritis - right costo-vertebral; ddd - T4-5; new bone/fusion - T4-
12; pitting - 1st costo-vertebral, right sterno-clavicular; op - left costo-

vertebral, 2C, T3-L4 bsm
649 650 c. 19% 1. Anfant c.

3-4 yr

-

660 661 c. 80% Auvenile c.

5.5-7 yr

Caries

660 664 c. 50% Auvenile c.

8-10 yr

Hypoplasia; calculus; surface defect - left talus

666 667 c. 12% 1. Adult >25 yr

PPmale
Op -right knee, left tarsals; surface defect - distal tibia; enth - right distal

tibia & fibula, calcanea; remodelling - left calcaneum-talus

669 670 c. 23% 1. Adult c. Osteoarthritis - L4-5, hips; op - 2T & SI bsm, right knee, left elbow &
45-55 yr male wrist, prox. IP (hand); pitting - prox. IP (hand); juxta-articular erosions

- hands; Perosive arthropathy - finger phalanges; enth - prox. femur,

patellae

674 675 c. 25% a.u.l. Subadult
c. 14-16 yr

Pfemale

KEY: R = disarticulated & redeposited but single individual; s.a.u.l. - skull; axial skeleton; upper limb; lower limb (only

where all four skeletal areas not represented); amtl - ante mortem tooth loss; Sch - Schmorl’s node; ddd - degenerative disc

disease; op - osteophytes; enth - enthesophytes; mv - morphological variation; C - cervical; T - thoracic; L - lumbar; S

- sacral; bsm - body surface margins; MtT - metatarsal; MtC - metacarpal; IP - interphalangeal; tp - transverse process;

ap - articular process; prox. - proximal

Table 3. MNI identified from disarticulated and redeposited

human remains

Age
categories

Foetus

c.19
weeks

Neonate Infant Juvenile
0-3 mth 1-5 yr 5-12 yr

Adult

>18 yr
Total

MIN 1 3 10 5 10 (5 f,

5 m)
29

graves in the lower levels. Their concentration in

these early stages of the area’s use for burial, since

it clearly represents only part of a larger cemetery,

suggests a higher child mortality at this time. This

may be linked to one of the numerous epidemics

experienced nationally in these years and/or other

disease to which children are susceptible (Walker

1981; Roberts and Cox 2003, table 6.18, 335-7). The
particularly high proportion of infants (0.5-5 year;

39%) amongst the immature individuals probably

reflects the particular susceptibilities within this age

group due to the weaned infant’s immune system not

Table 4. Summary ofage/sex of individuals identified from

in situ human remains

Un- Female Male Total

sexed

?? ? total }} ? total

Immature
Foetus/neonate
40weeks/birth

1 1

Neonate 0-3 mth 3 3

Infant 1.5-5 yr 4 4

Infant/juvenile 4-6 yr 1 1

Juvenile 5-8 yr 4 - - - - 1 1 5

Juvenile 8-12 yr 2 2

Juvenile/subadult

11-14 yr
1 - - - 1 - 1 2

Subadult 14-16 yr

Adult

— - 1 1 — — - 1

c. 18-25 yr - - - 1 - - 2 3

c. 20-35 yr - - - - - 1 1

c. 25-45 yr 1 - 1 5 - 1 8 14

c. 35-55 yr - - 2 5 - - 2 7

> 25 yr - - - - 1 - 1 1

Totals 17 - - 12 - - 16 45
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reaching maturity until they are around six years old

(Lewis, 2007 6.4).

The age of the immature individuals suggested

by the length ofvarious long bones was consistantly

less than that suggested by the stage of tooth

development. The discrepancy increases with the age

of the individual, there being little or no difference

with the neonates, up to 6 months in the young

infants and up to 2 years in those over 3-4 years of

age. A similar discrepancy has been observed in other

assemblages of this date and the observations may
reflect limitations within the methodology and/or

common retardation in growth associated with poor

nutrition and childhood illnesses (Molleson and Cox

1993, 150; McKinley 2008, 60).

Skeletal indices and traits

Sexual dimorphism amongst the adults was most

marked, after the pelvic traits, by body size and

general robusticity. The skull traits were generally

not marked, for example, none of the males have

strong nuchal crests and all the mastoid process are

fairly large.

This dimorphism is emphasised by the stature

estimates. It was possible to estimate the stature

for all the females and most (15) of the males from

the articulated bone assemblage. The female range

of 1.44- 1.66m {c. 4’ 7”- 5’ 5”) has only the slightest

overlap with that for the males of 1.63 - 1.76m

(c. 5’ 4” - 5’ 9”), the averages diverging by 0.14m

(female 1.57m, c. 5’ PA”; male 1.71m, c. 5’ 7V4”).

The male mean is the same as the average for the

period given by Roberts and Cox (2003, table 6.7)

whilst the female mean falls just slightly short of the

average of 1.60m. Both sets ofdata have their closest

parallels with those from the London cemeteries in

the sample (ibid.).

Cranial index was calculated for six females and

four males, giving a range of 73.3 - 80.8 (dolicho-

mesocranial) with a mean of 77.06 (mesocranial).

Both sexes covered the full range with very close

averages (76.9 female and 77.3 males). The broad

variation suggests that even within this small corner

of the cemetery there was no great homogeneity

within the group as a whole.

Non-metric morphological variations, which

may indicate population diversity / homogeneity,

were not routinely recorded though some are

noted in Table 2. There is a high proportion of

individuals with an ossicle at the lambda (five;

TPR 24%) and with a metopic (unfused frontal)

suture (six; TPR 28.6%). Two adult males share the

rare trait of a non-metric cartilaginous coalition in

the left third carpo-metacarpal joint (hand). The
unusual occurrence of the latter suggests a familial

relationship between there two males; though they

were buried at either end of different rows within the

cemetery group. The relatively high prevalence rates

for the other conditions, both of which are shared

by two individuals (620 and 248), at least suggests

a broad degree of homogeneity between some of

those buried within the part of the cemetery. Five

of those with metopic sutures were recovered from

the southern margins of the site within a c. 5m x 2m
area, suggesting a possible ‘family plot’.

Pathology

Some pathological changes were observed on all

except seven (immature) individuals from the in situ

burial remains. A summary of the observed lesions

and the bones affected is presented in Table 2.

The rate of ante mortem tooth loss is higher

than the c. 23% given by Roberts and Cox (2003,

table 6.15) for the period but considerably lower

than that observed at other early post-medieval

sites (McKinley 2008, 72; Table 5). Most of the

ante mortem tooth loss was linked to dental caries,

the rates for which are again much higher than the

average of 11.2% recorded for the period, though

there were some similar rates within the sample,

both London cemeteries (Roberts and Cox 2003,

table 6.13). The dental abscess rates are similarly

high by comparison with rates from elsewhere

(average 2.2% ibid.). These figures are generally

suggestive of a poor quality, non-self-cleaning diet

high in carbohydrates, exacerbated by poor dental

hygiene and possibly sugar consumption; though

availability of the latter would generally be limited

to the wealthy in the period apparently covered by

the cemetery (Whittaker 1993, 52; Molleson and Cox

1993, 47; Hillson 1986, 298).

The juvenile stress indicators, cribra orbitalia

(pitting in the orbital roof reflective of anaemia;

Roberts and Manchester 1995, 166-9) and dental

hypoplasia (developmental defects in the tooth

Table 5. Summary of permanent erupted dentitions by

sex from in situ human remains

No.
denti-

tions

Teeth Socket

positions

Ante
mortem
tooth loss

Caries Abscesses

Male 8 169 245 42 30 24

(17.1%) (17.7%) (9.8%)

Female 10 151 302 124 37 15

(41.0%) (24.5%) (5.0%)

Total 18 320 547 166 67 39

(30.3%) (20.9%) (7.1%)
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Table 6. Human bone: summary of number and rates of spinal lesions from in situ remains, excluding infant/juvenile

Total no.

vertebrae

Osteoarthritis SchmorTs
nodes

Degenerative

disc disease

Lone
osteophytes

Lone pitting

Male 204
46% total

17 (8.3%) 38 (18.6%) 15(7.3%) 40 bsm (19.6%) 16 (7.8%)

Female 224
50.6% total

16 (7.1%) 18 (8.0%) 22 (9.8%) 33 bsm (14.7%)
28 ap (12.5%)

33 (14.7%)

Total 443 33 (7.4%

)

56 (12.6%) 37 (8.3%) 73 bsm (16.5%)
28 ap (6.3%)

49(11.1%)

KEY: bsm - body surface margins; ap - articular process

enamel reflective of illness or nutritional stress;

Hillson 1979), although relatively common were

only slight-moderate in severity. The overall rate of

20% for cribra orbitalia was largely reflective of the

condition amongst the immature individuals (TPR

57%), both being above rates recorded elsewhere

outside London (McKinley 2008, 90). Conversely,

the 20% rate for hypoplasia is lower than seen within

other post-medieval assemblages (ibid., 74). The
figures suggest that although parts of the diet of

immature individuals may have been compromised

they were relatively well nourished and that those

who survived into adulthood had not experienced

repeated bouts of illness/malnutrition.

Five adults (crude prevalence rate (CPR) 19%)

had fractures. The fibulae were most commonly
affected (three cases), two males showing associated

ankylosis indicative of major impact on the bone.

One female with a broken nose may have been the

victim of domestic violence. The rates fall central

to those from contemporaneous sites (McKinley

2008, 79).

Infections included two cases of sinusitis

(indicative of poorly ventilated housing or work-

places), possible poliomyelitis and osteomylitis, the

latter possibly linked to syphilis. New bone on the

visceral surface ofa rib is indicative ofa chronic chest

infection. Parasitic infection is also indicated by the

presence of a hydatid cyst (indicative of tapeworm

infestation).

Lesions in one cervical vertebra demonstrate

at least one individual suffering from a soft tissue

tumour. Other lesions are generally degenerative

in nature, indicative of osteoarthritis and possibly

rheumatoid arthritis, and physical stress indications

ofage-related wear-and-tear (Table 6). Osteoarthritis

in the extra-spinal joints was observed most
frequently in the costo-vertebral joints (58 (30.8%)

female joints and 32 (22.1%) male). No other joints

were affected in the females but 15.8% (three; 8.3% of

total) male hip joints had mild-moderate lesions, and

one wrist joint (6.25%; 3.8% total). On a very crude

level, comparative data from other post-medieval

sites suggests those buried at Wilton experienced a

physically less stressful lifestyle than those within

the large industrial towns, but slightly more so

than the trades-folk of some of the smaller towns

(Brickley 2006, tables 99 and 101, 107-9; McKinley

2008, 79-85).

Animal bone,
by Jessica M. Grimm

The preservation ofanimal bone was good, and 5222

bones (approximately 81% ofthe overall assemblage),

including 2529 identified specimens, were selected

for analysis, the result of which are summarised

here (Table 7).

Using Number of Identified Specimens (NISP),

cattle bones were most common in the Early-Middle-

Saxon period, followed by sheep/goat and a small

proportion of pig. Sheep/goat were more numerous

than cattle in the 10th-12th centuries, but the

proportions were similar in the 13th- 14th centuries.

The Minimum Number ofIndividuals (MNI) shows

that sheep/goat were the most numerous animals

kept in all periods, followed by cattle and pig,

although beef probably remained more important

in the diet than mutton or pork. Domestic fowl were

also kept during all periods.

Only small numbers ofwild mammal species are

represented, including red deer, hare, rabbit, field

vole and mouse, and since only deer antlers, possibly

collected, were found, hunting for venison cannot be

proved. However, fish remains, including cod, eel,

flatfish, mackerel and herring/sprat were recovered

in moderate quantities.

As most of the skeletal elements of the cattle,

sheep/goat and pig are present, it appears that they

were processed on or near the site, and numerous

butchery marks were noted, with cleavers being the

dominant tool for cattle, and knives for sheep/goat

and pig. The cattle and sheep/goat assemblages

comprise more kitchen waste (meat-rich parts such
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Table 7. Characteristics of the animal bone assemblages by period

Period No.
frags

Preservation

index

NISP Average
weight (g)*

Gnawed
%

Loose teeth

%
Burnt
%

Early-Mid-Saxon 1195 3.9 756 18.0 3.0 2.9 5.7

10th-12th centuries 3180 3.8 1286 14.1 1.7 2.7 5.0

13th-14th centuries 847 3.8 487 10.8 1.7 5.0 1.8

Key: *hand collected only; Preservation index = (preservation stage x number of bones / total number of bones in the

assemblage)

as upper limbs) than butchery offal (heads and

feet), but all pig elements are evenly represented,

perhaps indicating that they were prepared whole

(i.e. roasted) rather than as cuts.

The fairly equal proportions of Early-Middle

Anglo-Saxon cattle killed each year after the age

of two indicates the production of both meat and

secondary products like milk, and their use for

traction, but they appear to have been butchered

older in the 10th-12th centuries, suggesting meat

production was less important. In the Early-Middle

Anglo-Saxon period a large proportion of the sheep/

goat were killed at an optimum age for meat, the

youngest being slaughtered at 6-10 months, almost

halfbeing killed in their second year, and none living

beyond 5 years. By the 10th-12th centuries, however,

they are evenly distributed over the age classes, and

by the 13th-14th centuries mainly older animals

were present. Although the pig bone assemblage was

small, it seems that in the Early-Middle, Late Anglo-

Saxon and medieval periods more than half the

pigs were killed before they reached two years, the

optimum age for slaughter, although the presence of

animals older than 3.5 years might indicate breeding

on the site; there may have been only immature

animals in the 13th—14th centuries.

Charred plant remains and
charcoal, by Ruth Pelting

Fifty-nine bulk samples were taken from features

of different phases and processed for the recovery

of charred, waterlogged and mineralised plant

remains, and charcoal. Forty-one of the samples

(approximately half from the SFB and most of

the remainder from medieval pits) were selected

for detailed assessment. Identifications follow the

nomenclature of Stace (1997). The results of the

assessment are summarised here (a full report with

tabulated results is held in the archive).

Early-Middle Anglo-Saxon
Two samples from pre-SFB ditch 678 contained

material, including grain offree-threshing wheat and

barley, more indicative ofSaxon or medieval activity,

rather than prehistoric or Romano-British.

The SFB was sampled in detail in an attempt

to plot variation in occupational activities. Three

samples from ‘occupation layer’ 550, and two from

pits (584 and 622) produced broadly similar material,

each containing between cereal grains in a density

of 4.2 to 25 grains per litre dominated by free-

threshing wheat and barley, with occasional weeds

and hazelnut shell fragments. Occasional grains of

oats were also noted and pulses were present in one

floor sample. The floor samples tended to produce

greater quantities of charcoal than the pit samples,

with a relatively high incidence of oak. The post-

hole samples were comparable to the floor deposits,

although an unusual find was a single possible spelt

grain, probably residual. Most of the samples from

the hearths produced only occasional grain (although

two from hearth 599 produced nearer 100 grains) and

surprisingly small quantities of charcoal. The cereal

grain was dominated by free-threshing wheat with

some barley, with oats and rye present in only one

sample. A single pulse and a fragment of hazelnut

shell may represent cooking waste, as may two seeds

of raspberry/blackberry, two elderberry seeds and

occasional fish and mammal bone fragments.

Late Anglo-SaxonImedieval

The samples from pits 156, 289, 342 and 392

produced grains of free-threshing wheat and barley

in varying proportions and occasional grains of

oats and rye, with some chaff, along with weeds

of arable or ruderal habitats. Large quantities of

grain were recovered from a fill of pit 156. The
basal fill of pit 156 produced a large waterlogged

flot dominated by degraded organic matter, and a

range of wild species that are typical of disturbed

habitats and likely to have been growing on the

site, with seeds of buttercup, sedges and common
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spikerush suggestive of damp grassy conditions. Of

more interest were several seeds of probable hemp,

widely grown in medieval England as a fibre plant

and frequently found on settlement sites (Greig

1995). The lower fill of pit 289 was rich in cereal

grains but also contained a much greater number of

weed seeds than any other sample on the site, as well

as some chaff. The weeds included numerous seeds

of stinking mayweed, a troublesome arable weed

which forms seed clusters. The chaff and weeds are

likely to represent impurities in largely processed

grain, the higher number perhaps indicative of

a grain deposit which had been less thoroughly

cleaned. There was no evidence for cesspit type

deposits, suggesting that these pits were backfilled

with general domestic refuse.

Post-medieval

The primary fill of post-medieval pit 194 contained

occasional waterlogged material, though preservation

was poor and the only species identified were

numerous seeds of raspberry/blackberry and a

single seed of fig, the latter hinting at a relatively

sophisticated diet with the consumption ofimported

fruit.

Discussion

The range of cultivated species is typical for a Saxon

and medieval site. Only one variety offree-threshing

wheat was identified, the hexaploid Triticum aestivum

(bread wheat) type, and this is likely to have been

the major cereal crop. Barley may also have been a

food crop as there is no other evidence for fodder in

the SFB, and rye and oats were rare. This pattern

has been noted on a number of Saxon sites in

southern Britain, such as in Southampton (Monk

1978; Hunter 2005) and the surrounding region

(Carruthers 1991; Green 1991; 1994). The evidence

for non-cereal crops is very limited, but the presence

of hemp seeds may indicate that hemp retting for

textile manufacture was taking place in the rivers

and streams. While small quantities ofindeterminate

mineralised remains were noted in the pits, this

was insufficient to indicate that the pits were used

for the disposal of sewage. The deposits at Wilton

are generally typical of semi-rural sites of mixed

economy and lack the mineral rich cesspit-type

deposits of contemporary urban centres.

Discussion,
by Rob De’Athe and Phil Andrews

Despite a few scraps of worked flint, a Flavian coin

and a possible Hod Hill brooch, no further evidence

for prehistoric and early Romano-British settlement

has emerged from the recent excavations, although

earlier work at St John’s Hospital immediately to the

north revealed traces ofRomano-British agricultural

activity sealed beneath the bank of the Late Anglo-

Saxon defences (Andrews et al. 2000, 200).

The archaeological and documentary findings

reported here have, however, added significantly

to our understanding of the origins and early

development of the town of Wilton. It seems clear

that historic settlement at 41-43 West Street began

with the Early/Middle Anglo-Saxon SFB. By the

late Saxon to medieval period there may have been

a tenement running back from the West Street

frontage to the church of St Andrew’s, Ditchampton,

and at some stage in the middle ages there was

probably a dwelling fronting the street, and perhaps a

rectory at the back of, or beyond, the site. The church

was demolished following the Dissolution, but the

former churchyard continued as a burial ground into

the 17th century, and the site subsequently remained

largely open with any subsequent buildings relating

to trade rather than dwellings.

The evidence for Early/Middle Anglo-Saxon

settlement is of particular significance as this had

previously been indicated only from written sources.

The presence of a large SFB probably indicates

more extensive occupation in the valley bottom as

such structures are rarely found in isolation, and

are often associated with post-built halls. While

none of the finds from the SFB is closely datable,

a 7th-8th century date is suggested on the basis of

the pottery and loomweights recovered. Possible

cemeteries in the area, perhaps associated with the

early settlement, may be indicated by the finds of

an Anglo-Saxon hanging bowl in the grounds of

Wilton House in 1860 (Wiltshire County Council

2004, 11), and the two 6th-7th century Anglo-Saxon

spearheads recovered from higher ground at 22 The

Hollows c. 0.5km to the north-west (Figure 1). Such

a juxtaposition of settlement and cemetery in this

period is not uncommon, the settlement strung

out along the valley bottom close to the river, with

an associated cemetery at the Hollows in a more

prominent location overlooking and visible from

the settlement.
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The SFB is unusually large - c. 7.5m long by at

least 6m wide. A SFB at Upton in Surrey measured

9.1m by 5.5m and is dated to 6th-7th century, while

another, at Old Swindon, measured 8.5m by 4.5m and

is dated to the 7th-8th century (Tipper 2006, 66). The

Wilton SFB appears to confirm the general trend,

noted by Tipper (2006), towards larger SFBs from

the 7th century onwards, but none of those in the

three largest excavated groups in Britain- Mucking,

Essex; West Heslerton, North Yorkshire; and West

Stow, Suffolk - is as large (ibid., 64-65). Despite its

size, however, the SFB may have been a simple, two-

post type, although the details of its construction are

uncertain. The presence oftwo hearths indicates that

the floor was on the base of the hollow, rather than

raised on planks above it. The paucity of pottery,

both in the occupation layer and the upper, dumped
layer, is not unusual (ibid.), and the structure may not

have been a domestic dwelling, but a large ancillary

building, possibly related to weaving.

The duration of the Early/Middle Anglo-Saxon

settlement in the vicinity is unknown, but it is

reasonable to assume that there was continuity

of occupation in the general area. Chandler has

suggested that North Street and South Street follow

an early route between crossings ofthe Rivers Wylye

and Nadder, which became the focus of settlement

in the Middle to Late Anglo-Saxon period, and that

the sub-rectangular area to the east of the route,

bounded by Russell Street to the north-east and

Kingsbury Square to the south, was the site ofa royal

compound (Chandler 2007, 56-7). This ‘kingsbury’,

which may have contained a ‘palace’ or large timber

hall, a church and other accommodation, is likely

to have formed the focus of the Late Anglo-Saxon

settlement. Certainly, by the early 9th century,

Wilton had become an important place within the

West Saxon kingdom, and in the late 9th century

became a key site in the chain of King Alfred’s

fortified burhs.

West Street may already have been a broad

thoroughfare in the Late Anglo-Saxon period,

perhaps accommodating an early market before this

was established later in the former ‘kingsbury’ area

(Chandler 2007, 59-60). Fronting onto West Street,

the site would have lain just inside the gateway

through the burh’s north-western defences, which

ran between the Rivers Nadder and Wylye. The
location of St John’s Hospital, although a medieval

foundation, is reminiscent of the Late Anglo-

Saxon arrangement of ‘gate churches’ at Wareham,
Cricklade and elsewhere; there was also a church

over the east gate at Old Sarum. Netherwell Lane

(possibly ‘the lane beneath the wall’) may have

developed as an intra-mural lane around this time,

but there was no evidence from 35 West Street that

the defensive circuit continued along the south-west

side of Wilton.

It is possible that the excavation exposed parts of

two Late Anglo-Saxon burgage plots, each up to 55m
long and perhaps c. 8.5m wide. However, their West

Street frontages lay beyond the limit of excavation

and no associated pre-Conquest structural remains

were identified, although a number of rubbish

pits and rear boundary ditches span the 10th-12th

centuries. Pit digging in the backyards of the two

properties continued throughout the 13th and 14th

centuries when there was possibly a dwelling on the

street frontage in one property, and there may have

been a rectory house associated with St Andrew’s

church near the rear of the site, presumably north-

west of the church. The range of finds recovered

from pits of all periods is limited, comprising

almost exclusively domestic refuse, although a

small quantity of slag, mainly from medieval and

later features, indicates iron smithing, and crucible

fragments from one of the test-pits at 35 West Street

suggest copper alloy working in the vicinity. There

is also circumstantial evidence for the retting of flax

in nearby streams. The variety of plant and faunal

remains seem to reflect increasing prosperity of the

town in the 10th-12th centuries, with the inhabitants

partly growing their own produce but also probably

procuring animal products from the market.

The finding of structural remains and graves

at the rear of the site (and at 35 West Street)

represents the rediscovery of St Andrew’s church,

Ditchampton, one of the ‘lost’ churches of Wilton,

previously thought to lie further to the north-east. It

may have been no more than 20m long and occupied

a relatively small property lying perpendicular to

Netherwell Lane, to the rear of the West Street

tenements and on the edge ofthe Nadder floodplain.

The date of its foundation is unknown, but a slight

misalignment between wall 235, recorded in the

excavation, and the short section of wall observed

15m to the south-west in 2007, hints that the wall

might have been starting to curve to the south,

perhaps forming an apsidal south-east end, raising

the possibility of an Anglo-Saxon date, although a

Norman date is equally likely. A Late Anglo-Saxon/

earlier medieval pit (411) which underlay part of

the wall supports an 11th or 12th century date - at

least for this wall. If an early church did stand on

this site, it is likely that the Late Anglo-Saxon

defences isolated it from its parish and settlement
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ofDitchampton, which developed (like others in the

area) as a suburb of Wilton.

Following the church’s demolition, probably in

the second half of the 16th century, the churchyard

continued to be used for burial, possibly extending

beyond its original boundaries, perhaps until c. 1630

when it became a garden. The absence of coffin

fixtures and fittings suggests that burial had ended

before the 18th century. The human remains are of

particular interest as there are few such assemblages

securely dated to the 16th or 17th centuries (Church

of England and English Heritage 2005, 47). Those

buried in the St Andrew’s burial ground appear to

lie, therefore, on the cusp between rural and urban

life, and probably include tradespeople, artisans and

rural labourers, neither particularly prosperous, nor

overly poor or deprived.
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The Romanesque doorway at Little Langford

by Rita Wood

The doorway has the only surviving sculpture from the village church of Little Langford of the first half of the 12th

century. The carving in the tympanum and lintel is still clear, but the capitals are worn, broken and coated by lichens,

making their subjects uncertain, though it is possible to offer a reconstruction of their original appearance, and hence

also of their content. The teaching displayed on the tympanum, lintel and capitals is linked to their relative position on

the doorway. Similarly, the content ofother sculpture discussed is related to its place in the building.

The church at Little

Langford

Little Langford is a small settlement about nine

miles north-west of Salisbury, in the green Wylye

valley. Served now only by back roads and a footpath,

the church may yet be glimpsed from the Salisbury to

Warminster and Bristol railway which passes a field’s

width to the south: a tiny isolated building with

chequered walls and a round-headed doorway. This

is now the only significant remnant of the twelfth-

century building (Figure 1). The railway followed

the course of the turnpike road and the whole village,

including the church, was rebuilt about 1864 (VCH
Wilts, 15, 179-80, 182-3).

In Domesday Book, the two manors in Little

Langford belonged to Wilton Abbey and Glastonbury

Abbey; both were held by Edward of Salisbury, then

later by his son Walter, d. 1 147, and his descendants

{VCH Wilts , 15, 179-80). The presence of billet

moulding and the use of a number of motifs to

compile an individual and coherent programme
suggest a date for the doorway in the second quarter

of the 12th century. The font looks 13th-century,

so perhaps in our period the villagers went for

baptism to Steeple Langford where there is a good

square Romanesque font on five pillars but, even if

it lacked its own rights of baptism, Little Langford

church was given an elaborate doorway with a

teaching programme extending over tympanum,

lintel and capitals. The tympanum and lintel have

been discussed in this journal (Powell 1909); the

tympanum, lintel and capitals are illustrated by

Charles Keyser (1927, pi. 147); the photograph

(WAM 35 (1908), opp. p. 387), looks to be the

same one as used by Keyser, but unfortunately

none of these sources supply details of the decayed

capitals.

The tympanum and lintel

The stone used is a greyish white limestone, now
crusted with lichens of very similar colour and

texture. The carving in the tympanum and lintel is

flat, sharp-edged and largely on two levels, but the

capitals are cylindrical and their carving is more

three-dimensional due partly to interlacements

among the motifs. The teaching represented by the

sculpture on the tympanum and lintel has already

been discussed at length by the author in other

journals, and the particulars for these areas will be

only briefly repeated here.

The imagery of the boarhunt, very much in the

form seen in the lintel (Figure 2), is widespread

25 St Andrewgate, York, YOl 7BR
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Fig. 1 Little Langford (Wilts): the capitals, lintel and tympanum ofthe south doorway. All figures by the author unless noted

in English Romanesque sculpture (Figure 3). The
boarhunt can be interpreted as the struggle of

Christian believers against the Devil; this is an

allegory which has only been noted in sculpture

at English village churches (Wood 2004, 89-94).

The inspiration for linking the boar with the devil

comes from Psalm 80:8-13 (RV; Vulgate, psalm

79). The repetition of these motifs over a wide area

and without documented connections denies the

possibility of a local interpretation of the kind put

forward by Powell (1909).

The Old Testament psalmist pictured Israel as

the Lord’s vineyard: medieval exegetes commonly
interpreted Israel and the vineyard as the Church,

which had replaced the inattentive Jews as the people

of God (Matt. 21:33-43). The psalmist laments that

the fruitful vineyard is ravaged by ‘the boar out of the

wood’: for medieval interpreters the passage pictures

the threat to believers from the destructive activity

of the Devil within the Church. In the lintel (Figure

2iii), the huntsman represents the parish priest or,

in a wider sense, he may personify the institutional

Church; he blows his horn (or preaches) to direct

the dogs, the parishioners, in their effort to control

the boar, the Devil.

In an actual boarhunt, dogs followed the boar,

barking, tiring it, and bringing it to bay, but only

at their peril did individual dogs try to bring it

down themselves or approach near it - dogs were

too lightweight to slow its progress, and their teeth

could not hurt it. The boar was only defeated by

united opposition and by a greater force than dogs

possess. Four examples in Figure 2 show dogs

literally broken by going too close to the boar, and

there are two examples of a dog being trampled: it

is not clear what will happen to the third dog on

the Little Langford lintel, but it is in a dangerous

position. The message of all the boarhunt carvings

is that the corporate activity of the Church, such as

its organised liturgies, traditions and experience,

save the faithful from spiritual dangers, whereas

the disobedient who trust their own strength perish.
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(i) Brayton, Yorks

(v) St Marychurch, Devon

33^
(vi) Tutbury, Staffs

Fig. 2 The seven examples in England illustrating the

boarhunt. Diagrams are intended to make comparisons easy

and cannot record all details that might be seen on-site. They

are preparedfrom photographs and observation

The example at St Marychurch (Figure 2v) depicts

the conclusion of the allegory, it shows the master of

the hunt arriving on horseback to finish offthe boar

(literally, to butcher it with a cleaver); this arrival

must symbolise the Second Coming of Christ, with

Judgement to follow.

The tympanum above the boarhunt (Figures 1

and 2iii) shows a scene in heaven, which is indicated

by the block of star pattern on the left (Wood 2001,

9, 12-14; Wood 2004, 94-96). There is a tree with

three birds on the right, while in the centre under

an archway a bishop in a rich chasuble and a stole

is giving a blessing. The scene follows on from

what is shown in the lintel, that is, the tympanum
symbolises the resurrection of believers into the

after-life: the bishop under the archway is St Peter

at the gate of heaven; the three birds perched in the

tree are believers in paradise. A similar tree is carved

on the tympanum at Stoke-sub-Hamdon (Somerset)

where it is one of several motifs appropriate to

heaven.

A similar transformation from earthly to

heavenly life occurs within the boarhunt scheme on

the chancel arch at Liverton. Figure 2iv shows one of

a pair of capitals with, on its left, the huntsman with

two obedient dogs. Opposite this capital is the one

shown in Figure 4, with a crane between a lion and

an animal which is a combination of bird and lion:
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Fig. 4 Liverton (Yorks): chancel arch capital

these three creatures can be interpreted as a priest

and two parishioners in heaven (Wood 2006b, 125). A
third dog at Liverton (Figure 2iv, right) is trampled

by the boar: it looks as though the dog on the right at

Little Langford is too close to the tusks of the boar

and is similarly fated, in which case the three birds

in the tree on the tympanum would symbolise the

two dogs that chase the boar (obedient parishioners)

together with the huntsman (their priest). There

can be little doubt that the lintel at Little Langford

depicts the earthly battle ofbelievers with the Devil,

and that the tympanum shows its happy outcome

in heaven.

The capitals of the

doorway

The chief concern of this present paper is to clarify

the subjects on the capitals of the doorway (Figures

5 and 11). As interpreted above, the imagery of the

tympanum and lintel uses a simple vertical zoning

with heavenly things shown above the earthly, an

arrangement which is very common in the medieval

period, and which suggests that the capitals, like the

lintel, probably concern man’s earthly life and have

a moral message. Other doorways with an elaborated

tympanum and lintel sometimes have only foliage on

the capitals, or the capitals may not have survived,

so it would be interesting to be able to analyse this

extended and original scheme.

Unfortunately, after making a careful examination

Fig. 5 Little Langford: right capital ofdoorway

of the sculpture, it was found that, due to erosion,

breakage and the coating of lichen, it was not clear

from the remains precisely what imagery the left

capital had contained. This uncertainty made it

doubtful that a reliable interpretation could be

offered, however, because the other units of the

doorway, including the right capital, are intelligible,

and because comparisons have been found elsewhere

for individual details ofthe left capital, it was decided

to attempt an interpretation.

Right capital: trousers

The right capital has sufficient legible sculpture

remaining to show that it contained a symmetrical

composition comprising the figure of a seated man
on the angle; his raised hands grip two serpents

just behind their heads, while their tails are wound
round his legs and hold them to the sides (Figures

5 and 6). The sculptor was not used to the degree of

three-dimensional representation necessary for this

motif, and for this reason the body ofthe snake, from

some angles, is not quite continuous, but the legs and

feet are logically correct, and they make clear what

was intended. The man’s face is not well preserved

apart from indications of the eyes; there are the

remains of his beard on the right (south) face of the

capital, so he is probably a layman. He is wearing

not the usual skirted tunic but a one-piece garment

that covers him from chest to thigh and has sleeves.

Since the same surface treatment is used on the

chasuble worn by the bishop on the tympanum, the

diagonal reeding probably represents a woven fabric,

one with a twill weave. It is perhaps underwear that
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Fig. 6 Little Langford: right capital, reconstruction over

Figure 5

the man is wearing, for it can still be seen that the

sleeves were ribbed in rings around the arm, and in

illuminations such sleeves sometimes emerge from

below overgarments (for example, Zarnecki 1972,

fig. 79). The legs of the man’s costume resemble the

loose trousers known as braies, an outer garment

before the Conquest but one which was later

shortened and worn as underclothing below the

tunic. A manuscript example illustrated by Willett

and Phillis Cunnington (1969, fig. 8e, 31) shows ‘Job

in sickness’ sitting on his ash-tip (Job 2: 7-10) and

reduced to wearing only loose calf-length trousers,

presumably an undergarment. The manuscript (BL
MS Roy. C. VI, fol. 6) is currently given an early

twelfth-century date by the British Library, which

makes the wearing of braies as an undergarment a

little earlier than supposed by the Cunningtons,

and brings the garment within the period likely for

the carving.

The stylisation of fabric by parallel reeding

is widespread, and common in sculpture of the

Herefordshire School. No doubt different fabrics

were being represented: chain-mail; pleated, knitted,

quilted and woven fabrics; and stylised drapery have

all been suggested. A reeded one-piece garment

similar to that worn on the capital at Little Langford

is carved at Leominster Priory (Herefordshire;

Thurlby 1999, 135-40), where a capital of the west

doorway shows a pair of agricultural workers in

Fig. 7 Leominster priory (Herefs): capital outside the west

doorway

a vineyard (Figure 7). Their clothing is unlike

the ‘knightly trousers’ worn by most men in

Herefordshire School carvings (Thurlby 1999, figs.

102, 162).

The men on this capital are not engaged in a

knightly activity; they hold pruning hooks and,

with one foot on the horizontally-trained woody
branch and the left hand pulling the soft spiralling

shoot taut, they are about to cut rampant summer
growth hard back to where it is to bud and flower

in spring. Despite the presence of the large leaves,

which are only there to emphasize that the shoot is

too vigorous, this is a task undertaken in a vineyard

in winter. The realistic subject is curious, placed

as it is among standard Romanesque imagery of

symmetrical birds and serpents in paradisal foliage,

and opposite what inevitably becomes the chieffocus

of interest, the big, alert, lions. There are rich star,

beading and cable patterns, and foliage, everywhere

- all these motifs are proper to picture heaven and

express its abundance and beauty, apart from the two

men working in the vineyard. It is to be expected

at the main entrance of a monastic church that the

attractions of heaven should be displayed, but not

this down-to-earth scene of men labouring.

The west doorways of monastic churches are

usually full of patterns and foliage, but there is a

lurking impish face inserted among the bases at the

foot of the doorway from cloister to nave at Nun
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Monkton Priory, Yorkshire - a caution for careless

nuns. Perhaps the labourers too are some sort of

warning to those who seek to enter the church

thoughtlessly. At Leominster, one ofthe agricultural

workers makes eye contact across the entrance

with one of the large lions, and, approaching from

the west, the visitor encounters the gaze of one

worker and the other large lion. We are surely being

challenged to see the human workman as ourself, and

the lion as Christ. Is the parable of the labourers in

the vineyard (Matthew 20:1-16) being evoked, at

least to the extent of thinking of the reward due at

the end of the day? A further curiosity, the men’s

clothing, if it is underwear, is out ofplace in a winter

scene, it too would have drawn the viewers’ attention,

further stimulated their intelligent questioning, and

alerted them to the presence ofa moral lesson in that

particular carving.

Unusually, the doorway at Leominster Priory has

more carving on two pairs of capitals inside and, if

we can trust the entrance as we see it to have been

designed as a whole (and all its carvings are certainly

contemporary), then the inner capitals can suggest an

answer. Changes in the architecture of the nave and

west tower at Leominster priory affected the upper

parts of the walls and were probably due to a change

in the method of vaulting (Clapham 1934, 111-12).

The discrepancies in the abaci throughout the west

doorway noticed by later writers (Thurlby 1999,

135-140; Pawsey 2001, 40, n. 45) might be due to

those changes in the upper architecture, or perhaps

to errors in the order of placing the various stones

comprising the imposts. In either case, the sculptural

scheme at the level of the capitals is unlikely to have

been affected. The doorway appears to have been

designed with sculpture at this level inside and out

from the beginning.

The first pair of capitals inside the west front

includes vines bearing fruit and only small leaves. In

Figure 8, the branches emerge from the mouth of a

man on the angle of the capital: he is a ‘green man’,

that is, a man resurrected in paradise (Wood 2000b,

8-13). On the opposite capital, fruiting branches

emerge from a bestial mask, symbolising life out of

death. The sequence experienced on entering the

church through the west doorway could therefore

illustrate the teaching that pruning or self-control

exercised in earthly life (outside the church) is

followed by fruition or reward in heaven (in the

putative paradise ofthe nave); the likening ofearthly

life to winter and the resurrection to springtime was a

comparison often made. In a similar vein, Augustine

of Hippo discussed the passage on the cleansing or

Fig. 8 Leominster priory (Herefs): capital inside the west

doorway

pruning of the vine (John 15: 1-3) in Contra Faustum

(XXII. 20, 28), saying: ‘The great husbandman ofthe

vine [God] uses his pruning-hook differently in the

fruitful and in the unfruitful branches; yet he spares

neither good nor bad, pruning one and cutting offthe

other. . . A man, therefore, who acts in obedience to

the faith. . . restrains all mortal affections, and keeps

them within the natural limit’.

In the next section it will be suggested that the

capital at Little Langford also represents self-control,

but by a different metaphor, not by the cutting away

of excessive passions, but by their reining-in.

Right capital: snakes

The symmetrical composition of a man between

two snakes is relatively common on the continent

but seldom found in England. However, at Rock,

Worcestershire, another site associated with the

Herefordshire School, a naked squatting man is

accompanied by two snakes that weave in and

out of his body and have their mouths to his ears

(Figure 9); this carving faces into the nave and

would have been intended for the laity to see. A
similar composition nearby presents the same topic

in a different, remarkably realistic, manner (Figure

10); this carving faces into the chancel and was

therefore intended for a clerical audience (Wood

2005, 70-71); Eileen Hamer has suggested that Rock
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Fig. 9 Rock (Worcs): capital on nave side ofchancel arch

! may have been a minster church, that is, one with

a community of secular priests (Hamer 1992). The
capital facing into the chancel shows a man wearing

a combination undergarment comparable to that

worn at Little Langford and Leominster, though

here it is closer-fitting, more tailored (Figures 5, 6

and 7); he is gripping his legs at the knee like the

man on the nave side of the chancel arch (Figure 9).

He is flanked by two men’s heads which are turned

as if speaking to him: it can be inferred that the two

men are authorities on the spiritual life encouraging

him to exert self-control; the two counsellors

might be, for example, St Paul and St Augustine of

Hippo. One important Pauline passage in the New
Testament on controlling selfish desire is Galatians

5:16-24; this passage is one of the fullest statements

ofthe matter (Barclay 1962, 121-7). Self-control was

essential to any successful monastic community, and

in our period the restraint ofwanton aggression, for

example, was enjoined on the laity and is sometimes

represented in sculpture.

The use of direct realistic imagery for the

admonition of the clergy is also found at Kirkburn

(Yorkshire), in a corbel on the chancel: a frontal

man in a long gown appears to be standing, his legs

widely planted, but he is astride a horse whose two

tiny front legs survive; the man was probably pulling

the reins, but his lower arms and the horse’s head

and neck, which would have simulated his penis, are

broken off(Wood, 2003, pi. 14). At Barton-le- Street,

Yorkshire, a layman controls his ‘horse’ in a similar

way (Wood, 2009, 209, fig. 6). In parallel with this

Fig. 10 Rock: capital on chancel side ofchancel arch

interpretation, the snakes on the nave capital at

Rock (Figure 9) can be understood as remembered

spiritual advice coming from within the man
himself, encouraging him in his effort to restrain

his lower nature. It is suggested that the two hands

gripping and pulling on the men’s legs at Rock, or

the coiling ofthe two snakes at Little Langford, and

elsewhere the pulling of a man’s forked beard, were

all intended to picture the reining-in of galloping

desire. The imagery is widespread - an example of

c. 1200 in Cologne is much more sophisticated than

the example at Little Langford, but the formation

of the image is the same: the snakes pull the ‘reins’

of his forked beard and the man pulls the snakes.

At both Rock and Cologne, the man’s biceps are

exaggerated to show the great effort that is necessary

to attain self-control. (Carlsson 1976, 90-95; Wood
2006a, 137; Wood 2011, 150-152, fig. 16).

It is evidently sexual restraint that is implied

in the nave capital at Rock (Figure 9), but other

impulses of the flesh are just as destructive of the

spiritual life, and to be controlled by a believer.

As listed in Galatians 5:19-21, these sins include

enmity, strife, anger, ambition and jealousy. The
loose trousers mentioned above as worn by Job

sitting on his midden were worn in an actual, literal,

situation, but the sculptural examples just discussed

suggest that undergarments might have signalled

a symbolic mode of thought, that they indicate a

concern with some unseen, personal or interior

matter. The symbolism ofunderwear need not refer

only to sexual passions, but to all self-centred desires
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Figs. 11a (left) and lib (right) Little Langford: two views ofthe left capital, south face and eastface

that conflict with the life of the spirit.

The snakes speaking into the man’s ears

(Figures 5, 6 and 9) might, for example, represent

his memories of church teaching, the voice of his

conscience or of his eternal soul. St Paul wrote of

the continuous struggle going on within a man
between God’s Spirit and the desires of the lower

nature (Galatians 5:16-18) or, put more simply,

between the flesh and the spirit, or the body and the

soul (Barclay 1962, 9-16). Augustine preached about

it (Hill 1992, sermons 156.9, 163, 163A); medieval

writers composed meditative dialogues between the

soul and the body (for example, De Arrha Animae of

Hugh of St Victor, d. 1141). That the layman should

recognise the existence of this continuous debate or

struggle going on within himselfwas fundamental to

moral teaching, and sculptural imagery was therefore

contrived to express it, as in the present examples

(Figures 5 and 9) in which the physical human body

in a symbolic mode is intimately combined with

subtle, elusive, spiritual thought represented by

the snakes. The perhaps unexpected employment of

snakes as a positive image - sometimes conscience,

sometimes soul, always whispering of God - may
have its origin in the Moralia in Job of Gregory the

Great, where he explores the nature of inspiration

(Wood, 2011, 152-3). The pruning of the vine, as at

Leominster, seems to be a unique example of that

particular imagery. A common motif embodying a

similar Pauline passage is the equal pair ofwrestlers:

these could depict the inner struggle of a man with

himself, as described in Romans 7:14-23.

For the right capital at Little Langford (Figures

5 and 6), it can therefore be construed that spiritual

advice or hopes of heaven - memories of the

preaching symbolised by the hunting-horn in the

lintel perhaps - are enabling the man to restrain his

worldly desires.

Left capital: a standing man
This capital (Figures 11a and lib) probably had

a cable-patterned ring, as on the right side of

the doorway. The lichens can sometimes give a

misleading impression which is hard to dispel, for

example, on the angle, in a triangular shape, lichens

combine with the worn stone to mimic an upside

down face. A definition ofthe subject cannot be made

with complete confidence but, overall, the remains

on the angle suggest a standing man. The upper blob

must be his head as part of an eye remains on the
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Fig. 12 Lessay abbey (Manche): capital in south transept.

From Bayle 1992, fig. 637. Reproduced with permission.

right (east face of the capital); the shape of the head

was like that on the right capital, broad in the skull

and narrow below. The man’s body is represented by

the triangular skirt of his tunic, an elementary form

used in some of the earliest or least sophisticated

sculpture; the two slim prongs below the triangle

would be his legs, which are often insignificant in

sculpture of this period (for example, Wood 2006,

fig. 4). The curious ears on the top of the man’s

head are undeniably original, but have no parallel in

English Romanesque sculpture known to the author.

Sculpture in Normandy was particularly influential

in this region of England, and there is an example

of a man with similar long ears in Normandy, on

a voluted capital in the south transept of Lessay

abbey (Manche: Figure 12). While the ears are not

so long there as they are at Little Langford, they

are impossibly narrow for human ears and they are

higher on the head than ears would normally be. It

is suggested that, in both cases, the long narrow ears

raised on top of the head are intended to make the

viewer think ofthe nervous hare, which is sometimes

a figure for the defenceless believer who should run

for the shelter offered by the Church. This use of

the hare occurs at Fishlake and Adel, two churches

in Yorkshire, around 1150 and is derived from the

Physiologus (Wood 2000a, 31).

The remains of the head, body and legs of the

standing man on the angle are augmented by the

Fig. 13 Bernay abbey (Eure): panel at entrance to chapel in

south transept. From Bayle 1992, fig. 167. Reproduced with

permission.

remains of the lower arm and the tips of the fingers

of the hand on the east face of the capital (Figures

1 lb and 17). The hand might have gripped the body

of this snake but more probably only reached out to

touch it, while on the left (south face of the capital,

Figure 1 la), the hand certainly did not reach so far as

the snake. There is little room on either side for the

large hands that are carved on the right capital. The

man’s arms, open symmetrically to left and right,

would have shown him in something like the posture

of the crucified Christ; this stance occurs elsewhere

(Wood 2006, 177, 179, fig. 7). The man is imitating

his Lord, to use the passage in Galatians again: ‘those

who belong to Christ Jesus have crucified the lower

nature with its passions and desires’ (5:24).

Left capital: more snakes

These are not so perfectly symmetrical as the snakes

on the right capital, but the differences between them

are probably not significant except in so far as they

indicate different sources for the representation of a

snake. These snakes do not wind themselves round

the man to restrain him, but both hold themselves

upright beside him. For comparison, Figure 13 shows
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Fig. 14 Long Wittenham (Berks): capital at chancel arch, left

face. Photo by Ron Baxter; image courtesy ofthe Corpus of

Romanesque Sculpture in Britain and Ireland (www.crsbi.

ac.uk)

a carving inside Bernay Abbey (Eure, Normandy) at

the entrance to a chapel in the south transept; here a

man stands between two symmetrical snakes which

hold themselves upright in a similar manner. The
carving is dated to before 1130 (Grodecki 1951, 7-

67). This man is smiling, chubby and naked - more

than just standing between the snakes, he gives the

impression of dancing with them: this carving is

likely to represent a man in heaven. The man on the

capital in Wiltshire, however, is clothed, and - like

the Crucified - immovable; his expression is likely

to have been solemn, determined. It is suggested

that the left capital at Little Langford represented

a believer who hears or remembers spiritual advice,

which will enable him to persevere in the faith to

the end of his earthly life.

The two capitals of the plain chancel arch at

Long Wittenham (Berks) are all that remain of

Romanesque sculpture at the church, but there

are several features in common with the capitals at

Little Langford, for example, imposts have a slightly

hollow chamfer and the capitals have cable pattern

rings. The north capital has a snake on either face

(Figures 14 and 15); Ron Baxter suggests the south

capital ‘may originally have been carved with a

two-tiered design of interlacing foliage’, so it is not

of immediate interest. The church was built under

the patronage ofWalter Giffard, earl ofBuckingham,

Fig. 15 Long Wittenham: capital at chancel arch, right

face. Photo by Ron Baxter; image courtesy ofthe Corpus of

Romanesque Sculpture in Britain and Ireland (www.crsbi.

ac.uk)

c. 1120 (Baxter 2008a); in the twelfth century both

Little Langford and Long Wittenham were in the

diocese of Salisbury. One of the snakes is of very

similar form to the one on the left at Little Langford

(Figure 14, compare Figures 11a and 17), while the

winged snake, or wyvern, on the other face (Figure

15) is of a more sophisticated kind. The motif

between them on the angle has been broken off, but

a pointed ear and an eyebrow survive on the right.

The tiny church at Padworth, also in Berkshire,

retains its plan of c. 1130 with rectangular nave and

stilted apse; the patrons in the 12th century are not

known (VCH Berks, III, 413-17; Baxter 2008b). The

chancel arch capitals here were carved by a more

competent artist (Figure 16), one in the mainstream

of Norman proficiency, the lion’s head resembling

work in the eastern parts of Romsey Abbey (Hants)

of c. 1120-50, and in Normandy c. 1100-20 (Bayle

1979, 126-9, figs. 174, 175, 190; Bayle 1992, 264). On
the angle ofthe capital at Padworth, the lion’s mouth

emits beaded streamers which become the tails of

two wyverns: this lion’s head is probably the kind of

motifwhich was formerly on the angle ofthe chancel

arch capital at Long Wittenham (Figure 15).

A lion can represent the believer transformed

and in heaven, just as do the birds in the tympanum

at Little Langford (Figure 1) or the lion, crane and

bird-lion on the chancel arch at Liverton (Figure 4).
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Fig. 16 Padworth (Berks): capital at chancel arch. Photo

by Ron Baxter; image courtesy ofthe Corpus ofRomanesque

Sculpture in Britain and Ireland (www.crsbi.ac.uk)

Yet, ifthe lion on the angle at Padworth and formerly

at Long Wittenham represents a man transformed

and in heaven, then the wyverns and snakes

flanking that lion are certainly more than spiritual

counsellors supporting a believer in his earthly life:

they perhaps represent the soul inhabiting the new,

resurrected body. That there are two snakes could

be due to the desirability of having spiritual or

heavenly things symmetrical, that is, perfect, or to

show the superabundance of life in heaven, as with

the lavish exuberance of paradisal foliage elsewhere

in sculpture.

Life in heaven is a subject suitable for capitals

of a chancel arch, which is both within the church

(the paradise) and close to the altar (the place where

God resides). It is this setting which accounts for

the delight of the little man in Bernay Abbey, as

well as for the transformation of old physical bodies

into new spiritual ones, shown by lions and birds,

or combinations of them, as on the left side of the

chancel arch at Liverton. On the other hand, outside

a church, as at Leominster and Little Langford, it

is appropriate for the lessons on the capitals of the

doorway to be about living faithfully in the world.

The two capitals at Little Langford, as

reconstructed in Figures 6 and 17, illustrate teaching

supporting the earthly life ofan individual believer,

while the lintel symbolises the corporate life of the

Church, and the tympanum pictures the heavenly

reward awaiting the faithful.

Fig. 1 7 Little Langford: left capital, reconstruction over a

photograph by Michael Tisdall
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The miracle of the horseshoe: a 15th century wall

painting at Highworth Church, Wiltshire

by Ellie Pridgeon 1 and Roger Rosewell2

with photography by Jo Hutchings and Sam Hutchings

This paper considers some important yet neglected evidence for late medieval wall paintings in the parish church ofSt

Michael at Highworth and discusses their wider significance.

Introduction

In 2010, three wall painting tracings were re-

discovered during refurbishment at the Wiltshire

Heritage Museum. Although known since 1936

when they were reported as ‘lately come to light

in Devizes Museum rolled up among some maps’,

the tracings received little attention at that time

(Cunnington 1936, 420). Recent research suggests

that the tracings are of national importance for

wall painting studies for several reasons, not least

because they provide evidence of the types of mural

formerly to be found in local parish churches such

as St Michael at Highworth (Wiltshire), a mainly

fifteenth-century building on a Norman site (Figure

1 ).

The tracings portray images of St Eligius (or

Eloy), a French-born saint with an international

following, an angel, and Post-Reformation text

lettering, and were drawn in 1861 when the paintings

were uncovered (and subsequently destroyed) during

the restoration of the church (1850s and 1860s)

(Hinton et al. 2010, 2). According to an inscription

within the St Eligius reproduction, the painting

occupied ‘the pier between Nave and North Transept

ofHighworth Church’. The tracing measures 1.18m

x 2.33m and depicts the saint as a mitred bishop

standing in a blacksmith’s workshop performing

one of the most well known miracle stories of late

medieval Christianity: the shoeing of a restless

horse by cutting off one of its legs, fixing the shoe,

and then miraculously restoring the limb to the no

doubt bewildered animal. The painting dates from

the 15th century (Figure 2).

This article summarises the life of St Eligius and

his cult, considers evidence of medieval devotion in

Highworth church and concludes with a discussion

of the purpose and function of wall paintings in

that process.

St Eligius

St Eligius (Eloi, Loy, Loye) (c. AD580-660) was

born at Chaptelet, Haute-Vienne, France. As a boy

he was apprenticed to a goldsmith and later became

Master of the Mint to the Frankish kings, Clothar

II (584-629) and Dagobert I (629 -39) (Farmer 1982,

130). An account of the treasures displayed on the

high altar of the royal abbey of St Denis (near Paris)

after its refurbishment in the 1140s, referred to the

‘wonderful cross of St Eloy’, although it is not clear

Department of History of Art and Film, University of Leicester; 2 Editor, Vidimus : Online Stained Glass Magazine
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Fig. 1 The parish church ofSt Michael, Highworth

if the cross had been made by the saint or merely

belonged to him (Panofsky 1948, 63).

According to the vita , a hagiographical life of

the saint written shortly after his death by his friend

and contemporary St Ouen, Archbishop of Rouen,

Eligius was given just enough gold by Clothar

to make a sella regis
, or king’s throne (sometimes

misinterpreted as saddles) but with amazing skill

and ingenuity, Eloi produced two. In the late Middle

Ages this feat saw him adopted as the patron saint

of goldsmiths (Forsyth 1946, 143-4). The story is

depicted in an initial in the Carmelite Missal of c.

1393, a manuscript associated with the London
Whitefriars. It shows the bishop presenting a golden

saddle to the king (British Library Add. Mss. 29704-

OS, fol. 164r).

During his time as a goldsmith, Eligius became

Fig. 2 Tracing ofSt Eligius wall painting

a priest and thanks to his royal connections he was

consecrated Bishop ofNoyon-Tournai in AD641. He
subsequently founded monasteries at Noyen, Paris

and Solignac. He also had a special relationship

with the poor: ‘S. Loye loved well poor people. ..the

poor people also loved him, that where he went they

followed him, and they that would speak with him

must ask and enquire of the poor people where he

was’ (Ellis 1900, 262).

Neither the vita , nor his entry in the Legenda

Sanctorum (the Legend ofthe Saints), better known as

The Golden Legend, compiled around 1260 by Jacobus

de Voragine, make any mention of the miracle

depicted at Highworth (perhaps unsurprisingly),

or the saint’s direct involvement with the craft of

blacksmithing. Despite the lack of textual sources

- the first known written account of the Highworth
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Fig. 3 Miracle ofSt Eligius, Freiburg Minster. © Corpus

Vitrearum Medii Aevi Deutschland/Freiburg i. Br.

story dates only from the 15 th century, depictions of

the leg severing and restoring miracle survive from

the mid- 13th century in France, and in Germany

and England from the first half of the 14th century.

The evolution and dissemination of this miracle

story are thus of great interest to historians both

as a case study in the transmission of images and

the receptivity of medieval audiences to new cults

and saints.

The Highworth story seems to have evolved

from several traditions. First, a story from the vita

which claims that after Eligius’ death a horse he had

owned was stolen from its rightful owner by a greedy

bishop. The aggrieved victim, a local abbot, prayed

to Eligius to intercede on his behalf. Thereafter,

despite having a previously gentle disposition, the

horse suddenly developed ‘a sickness of the feet’,

and became, Tike a wild beast roaring and kicking’,

when anyone attempted to cure it. Exasperated by

its uncontrollable nature the bishop gave the horse

away to a matron he loved, but its new owner had

no better luck. When she mounted the horse it

began to ‘rage’, and threw her to the ground. After

further unsuccessful efforts to ‘cure’ the horse, the

bishop returned it to the abbot from whom it had

been unjustly taken. Within a few days the horse

was healed and had regained its former gentleness

(Krusch 1902, 726-7).

Next, a variation which admonished vanity

and told how the saint had hung a sign outside his

workshop announcing himself, ‘St Eloi : master of

all masters’, until a traveller came and asked him

to shoe his horse. St Eloi tried, but failed, since the

horse was extremely restless. The traveller then took

the horse’s leg, detached it, shoed it and re-attached

the leg. St Eloi understood that the stranger was a

mighty man and, indeed, it was Christ himself: St

Eloi thus learned humility.

Finally, by the early- 13th century the story had

changed again with St Eloi cast as the man who shoed

the horse (Branner 1967, 55-73). This change may
be associated with the promotion of the saint’s cult

by the Abbey of Noyon which was rebuilt between

1217 and 1240. The abbey owned relics of the saint,

which attracted pilgrims. An early image of the

miracle survives in a window at Angers Cathedral

dated to 1225-35, which also shows other episodes

from the saint’s life, including the story of the two

thrones/saddles. Thereafter examples of the miracle

appeared in glass at Le Mans Cathedral, c. 1235-40

and can be seen in a window at Freiburg Minster

(Germany) dated to 1325-30 (Figure 3).

One of the earliest depictions of the miracle in

English art appears in the margins of the Luttrell

Psalter made for Sir Geoffrey Luttrell (1276-1345) of

Irnham (Lincolnshire), probably sometime between

1325 and 1335. Folio 52 shows the mitred bishop

holding a pair of tongs in his right hand and the

severed leg of the horse in his left.

Further evidence of the saint’s inroads into

popular culture can be gleaned from Geoffrey

Chaucer’s Prologue to the Canterbury Tales written

in Middle English towards the end of the 14th

century, where the author’s introduction to one of

his characters, the Prioress, says that ‘Hir gretteste

ooth was but by Seinte Loy’ (Cawley 1990, 14).

Two strands ofdevotion appear to have developed

as the saint’s cult grew: people seeking individual

protection for their horses and his adoption as

the patron saint of goldsmiths, blacksmiths and

farriers (specialists in equine hoof care, including

the trimming and balancing of horses’ hooves and

the placing of shoes on their hooves).

The earliest surviving representation of the

Highworth miracle in English monumental art is

thought to be a late 14th century wall painting on

the south wall at the parish church of St Botolph at

Slapton, Northamptonshire. Although missing most

of its surface paint the scene shows, left to right, a

tall man with a bishop’s crozier standing by a furnace

and holding the leg of a horse, a smaller figure

working the furnace, and finally the three-legged

horse. A further refinement is a gabled wooden

frame, suggesting that the scene is either taking place
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Fig. 4 Miracle ofSt Eligius, Church ofSt Botolph, Slapton. © YM Pictures

within a building, perhaps a blacksmith’s forge, or

that the horse is being supported by a building or

something similar (Figure 4).

Three other wall paintings survive, all 15th

century. At the parish church of the Holy Trinity at

Wensley, North Yorkshire, a fragmentary painting

shows the horse and a blacksmith at work (Figure

5).

At the parish church of St Lawrence at Broughton

(now part of Milton Keynes), Buckinghamshire,

the central part of the scene is obscured by a later

funerary monument. Notwithstanding this loss,

some of the peripheral details of the drama remain

visible. These include blacksmith’s products and

tools: padlocks, keys and horseshoes can all be seen.

Different types of hammers are shown, including a

farrier’s claw hammer for extracting nails, similar

to that illustrated in the Highworth painting. The

object directly below the monument plaque may be

a slack tub or quench bucket. Metal rods or tools are

visible in the trough.

Finally, the front part of a horse can be seen to

the right of the monument while faded traces of an

arm and hand, possibly operating a lever to inflate

bellows, creeps around the left hand side of the

plaque (Figure 6).

The fourth example is at the tiny church of All

Saints at Shorthampton, Oxfordshire. Although now
fragmentary, it shows the horse supported by a frame

while a smith stands behind him.

Together with the lost Highworth example, all

five images are notable for showing the saint in a

narrative context. Examples of both the narrative

iconography and St Eligius as a single figure also

appeared on 14th and 15th century on rood screen

panels, in painted and stained window glass and on

alabaster panels which formed altar retables in the

pre-Reformation church. It is also likely that he

was depicted as a free standing carved statue and

he may have appeared on painted clothes and in

other media.

Rood screens with painted images of the saint

as a single figure with attributes survive at Great

Yeldham, Essex, where he is shown holding a claw
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Fig. 5 Miracle ofSt Eligius, Church ofthe Holy Trinity,

Wensley. © YM Pictures

hammer, Potter Heigham, Norfolk, where he also

holds a claw hammer and is unusually included in

a Doctors and Evangelists set, probably because of

the requirements of a donor, and, until it was stolen

in the 1980s, and at Hempstead, Norfolk where the

saint is shown as a bishop with a hammer in one hand

and holding a horse’s leg in the other (Figure 7).

A now lost window showing the scene of the

saint shoeing the horse has been recorded at West

Rasen, Lincolnshire, while at Digby, Lincolnshire,

a figure of the saint once shared a window with SS

Theobald and Nicholas (Hebgin Barnes 1996, 345,

80). A window depicting a bishop with a hammer
previously existed at South Walsham Norfolk

(Nichols 2002, 190).

Six alabaster tables or panels have been recorded

with fragments at St Andrew, Toft, Cambridgeshire,

and St Andrew, Freckenham, Suffolk, still displayed

in the churches (Cheetham 2003, 39). A well-

preserved panel, now in the Victoria and Albert

Museum, shows the saint, wearing a bishop’s mitre,

holding the severed horse’s leg on top of the anvil

with his left hand and while hammering a shoe

Fig. 6 Miracle ofSt Eligius, Broughton. © YM Pictures

onto the hoof with his right. The haft of another

hammer is slotted into a holder beneath the anvil

and two more hammers lie on the ground in front of

the horse. Below the anvil, at the front of the panel,

there is a trough of water containing what appear

to be metal rods. A damaged figure stands behind

the saint at the top left of the panel and appears to

be pulling on a lever with his left hand to work the

bellows at the back of the smithy. To the right of

the saint are the hearth and chimney of the forge.

Under a roof supported by wooden posts and beams

a man stands behind a horse; he looks down at it,

his hands held apart in surprise. He wears a flat cap

and a tunic. The horse, its left front leg removed and

held by the saint, is tied to a post by a rope round

its head; it looks out of the panel. On its back is a

saddle with a stirrup attached. Above, four horse

shoes hang on nails on the roof beams. The panel is

dated to 1440-60 (Figure 8).

As many of these same features can be seen in

the Highworth tracing and the four remaining wall

paintings of this scene, it is likely that artists in

different media were familiar with the iconography
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Fig. 7 St Eligius, rood screen, church ofSt Nicholas, Potter

Heigham, Norfolk. © YM Pictures

of the image and the details which made it instantly

recognisable.

Certainly, there seems little doubt about the

popularity of the saint in the late middle ages. The
wall paintings are found from Yorkshire to Wiltshire,

with window glass found in Lincolnshire and East

Anglia: at the parish church of St Paul, Bedford, his

image is carved as a roof boss.

A survey of pre-Reformation churches in West

Kent discovered parishioners giving money for

candles before images of ‘Saynt Loye’ at more than

twenty churches including Bromley, Milton by

Gravesend, Sutton-at-Hone, Dartford and Chalk.

The will of an early 16th century parishioner of the

parish church of St Mary at Eaton Bray, Bedfordshire,

bequeathed a small sum for lights associated with St

Eliguis in 1521. In both counties his association with

masculine occupations is confirmed by the fact that

no female testators mention bequests to his image

and/or light (Marks 2004, 105-7).

Fig. 8 St Eligius shoes a horse. Photo © Victoria and Albert

Museum, London

On a different scale a number of collective

fraternities or guilds dedicated to the saint were

formed in the 1 5th century. In 1424 a primarily social

and religious Fraternity of St Eligius was formed by

London blacksmiths, farriers and loriners (makers

of bits, bridles, spurs, stirrups, saddle trees and the

minor metal items of a horse’s harness) which chose

its masters and wardens at a feast on the Sunday

following St Eligius’ day (1 December) (London

Metropolitan Archives, GL Ms 5535). In Ipswich,

Suffolk, goldsmiths, locksmiths and bladesmiths

gathered under the banner of St Eliguis during the

town’s annual Corpus Christi procession (Rubin

1991, 262). There was a guild of St Eliguis among

tinworkers at Chagford, Devon (Whiting, 1989, 50,

72, 110). The farriers of Derby were responsible for

the maintenance of a light before his image at the

main parish church of All Saints (Cox 1913, 164).
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Medieval wall painting:

context and outline

In the medieval period, church interiors were

adorned with a complex array of wall paintings

depicting saints, the Life of Christ, Old and New
Testament scenes, the Last Judgement, the Seven

Deadly Sins, and decorative patterns (Gill 2002;

Rosewell 2008). Yet only a small proportion of these

images are visible today. Survival has been hampered

not only by over-painting with whitewash and texts

by 16th and 17th century religious reformers, but

also by the continual remodelling of churches from

the medieval period to the present day (Aston 1988,

258-9). Fortunately, the whitewashing process of

concealment is frequently reversible, and has helped

to preserve paintings in many instances. Many were

rediscovered behind peeling paintwork during 18 th
,

19th and 20th century church renovations, while

new examples continue to be revealed, for example

the Doom painting at St Lawrence, Ipswich - now
whitewashed over again for preservation purposes.

A principal obstacle to working with wall

paintings is that it is complicated to reconstruct

exactly how a particular building might have

appeared in the medieval period. Most murals

that do survive are fragmentary and many more

have been subject to inaccurate restoration, or

even pigment changes. At Inglesham, Wiltshire,

for instance, flaking paintwork reveals centuries of

layering, including post-Reformation script painted

over a late medieval St Christopher (north wall).

Even when churches have a more complete and

comprehensive ‘scheme’ of wall paintings, these

edifices have frequently lost most of their glass,

sculpture and other imagery, making it impossible to

ascertain how the various media would have related

to and interacted with one another (Gill 2006, 17-

32). This is the case at Lydiard Tregoze, Wiltshire,

where fragments of medieval glass indicate that

the surviving murals (Martyrdom of Becket, St

Christopher, Rood cross with heads, Weighing of

Souls, Christ as a Man of Sorrows) were once part

of a holistic and interactive design (Rosewell 2008,

299). Despite numerous drawbacks, there are many
advantages to working with wall paintings and there

are many more surviving murals than extant images

in other media. Furthermore, wall paintings cannot

easily be repositioned within a church building

(unlike glass or sculpture), and are therefore are

generally located in their original position.

It was common for wall paintings revealed

during Victorian restoration to be recorded in

watercolour or sketch form before destruction or

conservation. Watercolour reproductions exist

for various lost murals in Wiltshire, including St

Christopher and St Michael at Ditteridge, and St

Christopher at Broade Chalke (Trethowan n.d. 9-

10; Whaite 1929, 41, 44). These are all held in their

respective churches (and a second Broade Chalke

reproduction is at the Society ofAntiquities) (Society

ofAntiquities, BP 49). Richard Kemm also produced

a watercolour reproduction of the lost St Christopher

painting at Idmiston, executed in 1866 (Wiltshire

Heritage Museum, DZSWS. 1982.2 199). A drawing

in the church records the lost St Christopher mural

at Wilsford, and a pen and ink sketch (included in

a letter) confirms the existence of a long-vanished

St Christopher image at Durrington (Keyser 1883,

91; Private Collection 1855).

Late medieval devotion at

Highworth

Although no documentation survives regarding

the patronage or function of the wall painting of

St Eligius at Highworth, it is possible that it was

commissioned by a local farrier or by parishioners

with a keen interest in the protection of their horses.

It is clear from examining sources from other

counties that images might be financed through

individual sponsorship. At Benenden, Kent, for

instance, John Sharpe left £2 12s 4d in his will ‘for

painting new of the porch and of St Christopher’

(Hussey 1907, 16). Yet imagery was also funded

through communal collections. In the accounts for

the Chapel of the Holy Rood in Bodmin (known as

the Berry Tower), churchwardens Thomas Phylype

and Robert Kyrekeby record gifts received towards

the painting of St Christopher: In ‘It[e]m rec[evyd]

of the gyftte of dyv[er]s good men to the payntyng

of Seynte Cris[tof]or, xvjd’ (1512-14) (Cornwall

Record Office, B/Bod 314, membrane 13).

It is possible to create a picture of late medieval

devotion at Highworth by examining primary sources

relating to the church. Highworth is mentioned in

the Patent Rolls (the records ofunsealed royal grants

of official positions, land or commissions) in 1453,

when a licence is granted to for the establishment

of a chantry in the church:

‘William Ingram, Canon ofthe cathedral church of

St. Mary, Salisbury and prebandary ofthe prebend
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of Heyworth, Co. Wilts, to found a chantry of one

chaplain to celebrate divine service daily at the

altar of St. Nicholas in the church of St. Michael,

Hayworth, for the good estate of the king and

queen Margaret and William and for their souls

after death and the souls of Henry V, queen

Katherine and the parents of the benefactors of

William; the chaplain to be called the chaplain

of the Chantry of William Ingram, Heyworth’

(PRO 1910, 66).

The chaplain is mentioned again in the 1460/1461 in

the Chancery Inquisitions QuodDamnum (The National

Archives, Cl 43/452/27). These investigations were

undertaken after applications to the Crown (e.g.

for licences to alienate property) in order to ensure

protection of royal interests. John Abbot of Stanley

Abbey, Bremhill, applied to the Crown to grant

rent from his manors to John Salve, Chaplain of

the altar of St Nicholas in the church of St Michael,

Highworth. It is likely that the chantry was situated

in the chapel to the north of the chancel, where a

piscina denotes the existence of an altar.

Early 16th century wills indicate the presence

of lights (or candles) at altars and/or before images

in Highworth church. Lights were most commonly
lit during Mass, although the major images may
have had candles burning before them in perpetuity

(Marks 2004, 162). It was common practice to leave

money or gifts in testamentary bequests to pay for

the purchase of wax. This would acquit the donor

of any spiritual debts, remind living parishioners

of the donor’s devotion to encourage their prayers

(intercession), and ultimately help to speed the soul’s

path through Purgatory (Kamerick 2002, 98). The
will of Richard Rondell (dated 1510) points to the

presence of an All Hallows light and a principal (or

high altar) light at Highworth: Tt[em] to the high

aulter for tithes forgot[t]en iiijs iiijd. It[em] to

Alhalowes light xijd and ij q[ua]rters ofmalte It[em]

to the iiij. principall liyht[es] xvjd’ (The National

Archives, PROB 11/16). Rondell also left money
to ‘the peyntyng of the Roode lofte vis viijd’ (The

National Archives, PROB 1 1/16). The will ofWalter

Arden (1540) mentions ornaments at the high altar:

Tt[e]m to the reparatons ofthe ornaments ofthe high

Aulter of highworth vjs viijd. It[e]m to the behalf of

the said churche viij busshels ofmalte’ (The National

Archives, PROB 11/28).

Image function in the medieval

church: academic context

Didactic Function

Research has traditionally focused on how medieval

images were used for didactic purposes (Male

1961; Duggan 1989, 227-51). The extent to which

they functioned in this manner within the church

milieu has been exaggerated by researchers in

the past, many of whom traditionally portrayed

visual depictions (wall paintings in particular) as

‘The Biblia Pauperum, or Poor Man’s Bible’ (Clive

Rouse 1996, 13; Male 1961). Such opinions rely too

heavily on the letters of Gregory the Great (AD599

and AD600), written in response to the iconoclastic

activities of Bishop Serenus of Marseilles:

For a picture is provided in churches for the reason

that those who are illiterate may at least read by

looking at the walls what they cannot read in books

Norberg 1982, 768; Martyn 2004, 674, 745).

There are a number of reasons why this source

should not be taken at face value. First, it is

implausible to assume that attitudes towards imagery

usage did not change over the 900-year period up

to the Reformation (Aston 1988, 24-5). By the 13th

century, the prescriptions laid out by Gregory the

Great had long been supplanted by attitudes and

conditions in which images were more legitimate

and powerful (Hamburger 1989, 163). Secondly, as

Chazelle points out, there is no reason to believe that

the Pope’s words were reflective of the more general

attitude towards artwork in the 6th and 7th centuries

(Chazelle 1995, 139). Chazelle also maintains that

Gregory was writing to Bishop Serenus to chastise

him for his destruction of images, and that the

emphasis on the value of artistic depictions to the

illiterate may have been a passing comment intended

as a strategy to change his mind, with little thought

about the very specific and complex ways in which

images functioned (Chazelle 1995, 139, 148). In

theory, any image could be used as an instructional

tool if a preacher or priest (or family member) were

to explain its significance to a congregation or

individual (or if the latter were literate enough to

grasp the meaning from an explanation in a book).

Surviving sermon literature suggests that priests may
not have employed images in a didactic manner to the

extent that some scholars have assumed, although it

is still possible to find occasional references to visual

symbolism in texts (Nilsen 2003, 326, 331). Three
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sermons of Thomas Brinton, Bishop of Rochester

(d. 1389) mention the Wheel of Fortune, likening the

turning circle to the troubles and luck of life (Gill

2002, 160). There is a possibility that he had in mind

the mid- 13th century wall painting that survives on

the choir wall in Rochester Cathedral (Park 1987,

fig. 95) Yet we do not know whether the sermon

was ever delivered in the Cathedral, and indeed if it

were, whether the preacher made specific reference

to the painting. Nilsen has also astutely pointed

out that it may not have been feasible for priests to

use paintings as an effective pedagogic tool during

preaching (Nilsen 2003, 326, 331). The conditions

of the medieval church were such that the nave

would have been crowded and badly lit, and visual

depictions may have been too far away or high up for

the preacher to refer to or for congregation to view

successfully (Nilsen 2003, 326, 331).

Mnemonic Function

All images are mnemonic in that they serve to

remind viewers of their desire for salvation, and

ultimately God and hence remind supplicants of

meaning, significance and required actions (Yates

1966). Church imagery served to remind the viewer

of what he or she already knew, and to recall what

was in the mind (and ultimately God himself). Yet

a series of narrative paintings depicting a story in a

number ofscenes, or more explicit and diagrammatic

images such as the Seven Deadly Sins, would make

little sense to a viewer who did not know who the

characters were or what the symbols represented.

The mnemonic function of imagery is discussed by

Reginald Pecock in his Repressor OverMuch Blaming

of the Clergy (1449- c.1455), a text defending clergy

against perceived unjust aspersions by Lollards

(Babington 1860). Pecock deals directly with

the relationship between viewers and artwork in

churches, and as a clergyman, it is likely that he

was aware of how visual depictions functioned in

the parish environment. He claims that images

remind viewers of ‘God, and of hise benefetis, and

ofhis holi lijfand passioun, and of Seintis and ofher

holi conuersacioun’ (as well as angels in heaven and

moral governance on earth) (Babington 1860, xxii,

172). For Pecock, they were ‘seable rememoratijf”

or ‘rememoratijf visible signes’, and:

In iholding bi si3t of i3e upon manye dyuerse

stories or agis...a man schal in a litil while be

embrid now upon the passioun of Seint Laurence,

and now upon the passioun of Seint teuen, now
anoon aftir vpon the ssioun of Petir, and so forth

of anyechaungis (Babington 1860, xxii, 166, 167,

213).

Other Functions

It is clear that different images types functioned in

diverse ways. For instance, the Crucifix was intended

to create a very direct, personal and interactive

relationship with the crucified Christ in appreciation

of the suffering he endured (Swanson 1998, 14).

Other images such as the Doom, the Seven Deadly

Sins and the Seven Corporeal Works of Mercy,

were more specifically moralistic than emotional

in purpose, prescribing, describing and reminding

viewers of suitable and unsuitable behaviour, and

prompting spiritual development (Gill Website).

Images of saints on the other hand, growing in

number from the 13th century onwards, acquired

and performed numerous and varied functions

(Marks 2004, 87). Frequently located in the nave or

‘lay space’, their principal function was to act as an

approachable intercessor between Man and God,

a visual and physical link or channel in the chain

between heaven and earth. Through this process,

sins could be forgiven and ultimately salvation

gained after death (Kessler 2006, 430). Saints were

also regarded as figures to be imitated and emulated,

and to offer help in time ofhardship and need. Julian

of Norwich (c.1342-c.1416) likened them to kind

friends who sympathised and understood:

All the helpe that we haue of speciall sainctes and

of all the blessed companie of heauen, the dere

worthie loue and the holie endles frinshipe that

we haue of them, it is of his godnes (Colledge

1978, 302)

Certain saints also provided protection against

illness, harm and disease. St Barbara and St Catherine

were invoked in childbirth and against unprepared

death, and several wall painting inscriptions suggest

that seeing the figure of St Christopher would save

the viewer from hurt, illness or sudden death that

day (Granger Ryan 1993, 370). At Woodeaton,

Oxfordshire, for instance, the Anglo-Norman speech

scroll inscription in the mid- 14th century mural there

reads: ‘Ki cest image verra le jur de male mort ne

murra’ (he who sees this image shall not die an ill

death this day) (Pridgeon 2008, 94; Tristram 1955,

115). The avoidance ofsudden death was particularly

significant as it was necessary to be shriven of sin

(shrift) and to receive a final communion (housel)

if one wanted to limit time spent in purgatory and

avoid the pains of Hell (Duffy 2005, 120).
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The Savernake Horn
by Graham Bathe

The Savernake Horn is a remarkably ornate medieval hunting horn incorporating craftsmanship spanning many

centuries. A base ofcarved elephant ivory carries moulded bands ofengraved and enamelled silver depicting images of

the chase, royal and religious authority, and heraldic beasts. It is claimed as a symbol ofofficefor the hereditary wardens

ofSavernake Forest, and is arguably the most spectacular ofa small corpus ofmedieval objects symbolising legal tenure

through royal patronage. Although the wardenship ofSavernake has remained in the same family from 1130 until the

current day, with branches incorporating images ofhunting horns on their seals since the twelfth century, the Savernake

Horn itself is unknown from documentation until its depiction on the Seymour Roll Pedigree of 1604. This, together

with the fact that the carrying strap or baldric carries Scottish heraldic designs, raises uncertainties over its provenance

and attribution.

Description

Aspects of the horn’s appearance were given in

Britton (1801), Ward (1860), Michael (undated,

c. 1900), and Brudenell-Bruce (1949), with more

detailed analysis following its acquisition by the

British Museum by Cherry (1989; 2005). It has been

crafted from an ivory tusk (referred to as an oliphant,

from an archaic spelling of elephant). It measures

63cm along its curved outer surface, which has

been smoothed into sixteen flat facets. The oliphant

conforms with others carved in southern Italy in the

twelfth or early thirteenth century (Cherry 2005). A
slit in the tusk set back from the bell end, at a point

subsequently obscured by ornamental metalwork,

shows that it was formerly suspended by a shoulder

strap or baldric, fed through this slot and looped out

through the bell (visible in Figure 2). This method

of carrying is seen on other surviving horns, such as

the Boarstall Horn. Ivory was a highly sought-after

and elitist commodity in medieval times. On some

horns fashioned in Italy, where a school ofengraving

was established, the ivory itself was carved and

ornamented with hunting scenes {ibid.). In the case

of the Savernake Horn, its prestige was enhanced

sometime in the mid fourteenth century when bands

ofelaborately ornamented silverwork were moulded

around the existing oliphant, each band divided

into sixteen panels used for depicting images of

hunting and forests (Figure 1). In turn these were

embellished with coloured enamel (surviving only

partially), which accentuated the lustrous gleam of

the metal. With the exception of one panel which

depicts a king, where the background is hatched,

all others are diaper-patterned and pointed. This

is characteristic of basse taille work, in which low-

relief engraving holds translucent enamel, allowing

light to reflect from the relief, creating an interplay

between silver and colour. The artwork has been

dated through stylistic correlation with enamels of

known provenance, including the Bermondsey Dish

of 1325, and a miniature diptych nativity scene of

the second quarter of the 14th century (Camber and

Cherry, 1977).

The largest band of silver, at the bell of the

horn, has a flange extending over and protecting

the ivory, engraved with pictures ofhawks, preening

Byeley-in-Densome, Woodgreen, Fordingbridge, SP6 2QU
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Fig. 1 The Savernake Horn, carvedfrom a tusk and bearing bands ofengraved silver

and with wings raised, each striking a different

pose (Figure 2). The sixteen framed side panes are

remarkably detailed. The focal point of these, facing

the person raising the horn to blow it, are panels

depicting a bishop, king and forester, each placed

below three trifoliate arches (Figure 3). The king,

robed and seated, sporting a crown and scepter,

and with a sagacious beard and long hair, has his

(seemingly gloved) hand raised with open palm as

if in greeting. He resembles, to a remarkable degree,

surviving images of the three generations of King

Edward of the 14th century, especially Edward III.

An effigy thought to represent Edward III at the west

door of Lincoln cathedral, is virtually identical in

features and posture. The king is turned to his right,

facing a throned bishop (or possibly abbot), in the

panel alongside. The ecclesiastic, who is wearing

an episcopal mitre, full length cassock, sleeveless

tabard, tippet and hood, is holding a book, and faces

the king with similar upturned palm in greeting. To

the right ofthese two figures is a standing huntsman,

blowing on a large horn, which appears to be ringed

and flanged, and hence quite likely to be a rendering

of the Savernake Horn itself. He is wearing a short

unbelted tunic (bearing traces of green enamel), a

hood with a long tail ( liripipe ) draped behind, pointed

shoes, and has a strap over his shoulder. In his left

hand he is carrying a long structure, either a sword (it
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Fig. 2 The hell end ofthe horn, showing preening hawks on a wide silverflange. A slit in the ivory, through which a carrying strap

was once threaded, can he seen centrally, deep within the hell

appears to have a wrist guard) or possibly cudgel.

All the other panels are framed by simple triple

arches above, without tri-foliate divisions, and

each has a broadleaved tree within it, drawn to

different stylized designs. The panel on the other

side of the horn to the King, which would hence

face witnesses when it was raised to the lips, has a

large sitting lion, with spreading mane and sweeping

tail, perhaps conveying regal authority as king of

the jungle (Figure 4). Apart from one panel, which

bears a prancing unicorn, presumably ofheraldic and

iconographic significance, all others depict beasts of

venery or hunting dogs, positioned around the horn

anticlockwise. These include a fox to the right of

the lion, male deer with fine antlers, deer without

antlers (females, young males or deer which have

cast them), and hare.

A second band ofsilver, slightly smaller than the

one at the bell, is set a short distance below it. Its

enamel is better preserved than the upper ring, and

provides a deep-green forest backdrop to each scene.

The band bears a silver loop for the carrying strap.

Apart from one panel which again shows a unicorn

(bearing a massive twisted horn), the panes depict

hunting dogs or quarry. The latter include deer, hare

and squirrel. In each pane there is again a single

stylized tree behind the creature (Figure 5).

A third band of silverwork is situated in the

middle of the oliphant. This, together with the

mouthpiece, is a later addition to the horn, and dates

from the 16th or 17th centuries, although it may be

a replacement for 14th century originals (Cherry

2005). One panel bears a further loop for attachment

of the carrying strap, whilst the other fifteen each
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Above: Fig. 3 The largest band ofsilver, showing those panels facing anyone using the horn, comprising a king greeting a seated

bishop, huntsman, dogs and deer. Below: Fig. 4 The largest band ofsilver, showing panelsfacing awayfrom the user, comprising

deer, lion, fox? and dogs
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Fig. 5 The central hand ofsilver, with panels showing dogs,

deer and a unicorn

bear a small picture. These include a huntsman

blowing a horn (in a similar posture to the one on

the first ring, although differently dressed), a man
on a bucking horse, hunting dogs, deer and hare,

with single trees behind.

The baldric

Chapes (hook plates) were used to attach the baldric

or strap to loops on the second and third metal

bands of the horn. One of the chapes, depicting a

resting deer with fine antlers, appears contemporary

with the 14th century silverwork of the horn itself

(Figure 6). However all other parts of the baldric,

including the leather and metalwork, are either

replacements or essentially unrelated items which

have been incorporated. The baldric comprises two

elements. There is an H-shaped piece of leather, the

lower arms ofwhich bear the chapes attaching to the

horn (Figure 7). The two sides oftheH are connected

by a hinged clasp, engraved and embellished with

enamel, showing a moth at the top (well drawn, with

wide segmented body and appropriate antennae),

long-billed birds resembling cranes in lozenges each

side, and lion couchant at the base. A total of seven

pieces of metalwork, comprising the second chape,

the hinged sides of the clasp, buckles at the top of

the H, and central medallions, are all decorated with

the same shield and coat of arms. This H-piece in

turn attaches by the buckles to a shoulder strap,

which has six more medallions of the shield. The

arms on the baldric are those of the Earls of Moray,

comprising three cushions lozenge-ways within a

Fig. 6 The single surviving original chape of the baldric,

showing resting deer, with the added arms ofthe Earl ofMoray

above

double tressure (MacDonald, 1904). There is fine

tracery around the shield. Ward (1860), drawing

on Laing’s Scottish Seals (1850), considered them

likely to be those of Thomas Randolph, first Earl

ofMoray (d 1332), kinsman (probably nephew) and

combatant supporter of Robert the Bruce, who was

also a commander at Bannockburn, and Scottish

Regent after the death of Bruce.

Historical references

The first written and pictorial accounts of the Horn

appear on documents dated within three years of

each other. It is depicted on the great illuminated

Seymour Roll Pedigree which is dated 1604

(Figure 8). It is out of keeping with other subjects

featured on the roll, being much larger (36cm x
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Fig. 7 The leather H-piece ofthe baldric, with central hinged clasp, and medallions showing the Moray shield

35cm), shown without title or identification, and

unexplained concerning any relevance it might have

to Seymour honours and genealogy. Its position off-

centre, disrupting the balance of the roll, raises the

possibility that it could be a later addition (Bathe &
Douglas, 2012, this issue). However, Hertford was

eager to display his noble and royal ancestry and may
have sought to emphasize or exaggerate any prestige

deriving from objects such as the horn. The image

on the Roll Pedigree shows certain differences from

the horn surviving today. The bell end shows the

etchings of preening hawks on the interior, rather

than around a large flange. The largest band ofsilver

shows four human figures etched in panels alongside

each other, instead of three, apparently confusing

elements from bands 1 and 2. Other panels are not

shown in the correct order. In addition the central

clasp of the baldric is depicted disproportioned and

twice its correct size. The imagery of the lion and

other creatures varies slightly from the existing
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Fig. 8 The first pictorial representation ofthe horn, on the Seymour Roll Pedigree, dated 1604, where it is shown without title or

explanation, and with a baldric differentfrom the one surviving today (WSA 1300/376)

clasp, whilst the moth has been depicted as a bird

with wings raised. All of these differences are likely

to be draughtsman’s errors. Other elements of the

baldric however may reflect genuine differences

from the item present 400 years later. Both chapes

are shown depicting resting deer (as if original),

whereas the surviving baldric has the left chape

replaced by arms identified as those of the First

Earl of Moray. The clasp connecting the two sides

of the H-piece is depicted with wide serpentine links

instead of today’s butt-hinges. Both the H-piece,

and the shoulder strap attached, are depicted in

green fabric with elaborate gold designs, unlike the

plain leather of today. The strap is shown with 16

medallions ofthe Moray shield, whereas the current

strap has six. The inference is that this image shows

an earlier version of the baldric, yet nevertheless not

original nor contemporary with the horn, and not

commensurate with its symbolism.

The horn is first described in the 1607 Latin

edition of William Camden’s major topographical

work, Britannia, and repeated in the English edition
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Fig. 9 The first technical representation ofthe horn and baldric, in an engraving by J. Basire from Archaeologia in 1 786

of 1610. He states ‘Wolfhall . . . was the house ofthe noble

familie ofSeimor, now Earle ofHertford, or ofSaintMaur
to whom by marriage accrewed a great inheritance ofthe

Esturmies in this tract, who bare argent three demy-lions

geules: andfrom the time ofKingHenrie the second were

by right of inheritance, the bailiffes and guardians ofthe

Forrest ofSavernac lying hard by, which is ofgreat name

for plentie ofgood game, and for a kind ofFeme there,

that yeeldeth a most pleasing savour. In remembrance

whereoftheir hunters home ofa mightie bignesse and tipt

with silver, the Earle ofHertford keepeth unto this day as

a monument of his progenitours’.

The fact that Camden failed to mention it in his

earlier 1586 edition suggests that he may have had his

attention drawn to it through the Roll Pedigree being

compiled for the Earl of Hertford and completed in

1604. Camden was Clarenceux Herald of the College

of Arms, and would have known those compiling

the pedigree, and might have had a professional role

himself. Camden, however, did not specify that the

horn was a symbol of tenure.

The first technical drawing of the horn
was a detailed engraving by Basire showing its

arrangement, carved silverwork and ornamentation

in 1786 (Figure 9). It depicts two additional

medallions on the H-piece, presumably subsequently

lost or removed, but otherwise shows the horn as it

appears today, suggesting that replacement of the

baldric occurred between 1604 and 1786.

The context ofthe Horn as a

medieval symbol of tenure

The Savernake Horn is anecdotally claimed to

confer royal authority on the hereditary wardens of

Savernake (initially the Sturmy or Esturmy family,

and then through marriage, the Seymours, Bruces

and Brudenell-Bruces). However Ward (1860)

reported an alternative beliefin a more recent origin,

relating to the transfer of Savernake to the Seymours

in the mid 16th century. Through Letters Patent

of July 1547 the King gifted to his Uncle Edward,

Duke of Somerset, Savernake and Braydon Forests,

Vastern Park, the castle, borough and manor of

Marlborough, the manors of Chelworth, Wootton

Basset, Longbridge Deverill and East Monkton,

the hundred of Selkley, and lands in Dorset,

Warwickshire and Worcestershire in reversion after

the death ofQueen Katharine Parr, with Glastonbury

Abbey, Syon Park, Covent Garden, and many other

properties. However, the horn is not specified in

the conveyance (Longleat House, Seymour Papers,

Box XVIII).

The horn is arguably the most spectacular of

a series of medieval objects which have come to

symbolise legal tenure of office or land, perhaps

commemorating events when such privileges were
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conveyed or granted. For example the Boarstall Horn

was held by the hereditary wardens ofBernwood and

Shotover. It was portrayed in a mid 15th century

cartulary showing the King handing a horn and

shield to a huntsman with one hand, whilst pointing

to the land conveyed with the other. An inquisition

of 1266 stated that the land had been held from

before the Conquest through possession of a horn.

In a legal dispute of 1361, it was claimed that Ranulf,

Earl of Chester had conveyed the bailiwick of the

Forest of Wirral, using a horn as evidence of title to

that office (Cherry 1989). Similarly it was asserted

that a horn was used to convey the wardenship of

the Forest of Delamere, near Chester, to Ralph of

Kingsley during the reign of Henry I. The Horn of

Ulph, an eleventh century ivory oliphant probably

carved in Italy and bearing images of animals

including a unicorn, represented the tenure of land

conveyed to York Minster before the Conquest. Its

silver trimmings were stripped at the Reformation

{ibid.). Romantic tales have become associated

with horns of tenure. It has been claimed that the

Boarstall Horn commemorates a grant by Edward

the Confessor who gifted land to a man who had rid

him ofwild boar. And Wordsworth’s poem ‘

The Horn

ofEgremonf ,
building on an existing Lake District

tradition, describes a ‘Horn ofthe inheritance ’ which,

in this instance
‘

none could sound . . . save he who came

as rightful heir'.

If the image on the Savernake Horn portrays

Edward III, this would not be the only prestigious

hunting horn with which he was associated. He had

granted to Sir John Foxle a bugle horn embellished

with gold, which Sir John passed to Richard II

through his will of 1378 (Cherry 2005). Sir John

Foxle was keeper of the King’s Forests south of the

Trent, and presided over inquisitions concerning

the Wiltshire Forests. For example he was at

Marlborough for this purpose in the first week after

Lent in the 48th year ofEdward III (PRO E32-318).

It is virtually certain that the wardens of Savernake

would have been aware of this prestigious item,

irrespective ofwhether it was displayed as a symbol

of office at such Inquisitions. Whilst it remains

conjectural whether the silverwork of the Savernake

Horn was commissioned in emulation of the Foxle

ceremonial horn, perhaps from the same workshops,

some link between the two is possible.

The imagery of the Horn
and its potential link with

Savernake

Some of the animals depicted cannot be identified

with certainty. The stylised antlers of most of the

engraved deer are not unequivocally palmate, and

could be interpreted as either fallow or red. There

are no clearly identifiable roe deer. Certain dogs,

perhaps especially greyhounds, have collars and are

hence unambiguous. However some canines could

conceivably be wolf or fox. There are no wild boar,

and no obvious badger, marten or wild cat. The
squirrel seems incongruous amongst creatures of

the chase. However there are no animals depicted

indicative of an origin distant from Savernake.

The depiction of the King and Bishop, facing

and greeting each other, suggests that the horn

is commemorating an agreement. References to

interactions between religious foundations, Forest

officials and the king abound in the medieval

annals of Savernake. There are more records

surviving from the 13th than 14th centuries. The
earliest account relates to 1208 when Hugh Neville,

Constable ofMarlborough and warden of Savernake

was commanded to hang from the nearest oak

anyone harming or defaming religious men (WSA
1300/6574). Church leaders holding land in the

Forest included the Prior of Easton (Priory Wood
near Bitham Pond), Abbot of Hyde (Withy Copse),

Prior of Mottisfont (near Leigh Hill), Prior of St

Margaret’s (near Postern Gate), Abbess of Wilton

(Rainscombe, Overton Heath), and Prior ofOkeburn

(County Gate where Hampshire, Wiltshire and

Berkshire met). Grants were frequently made to such

institutions. The Abbess of Wilton was allowed to

take 100 fallen oaks in 1246, six score of oak rafters

in 1231, and a further 40 oaks in 1251, and then

another 60 in 1299 ‘to rebuild therewith certain houses

in the abbey that were lately burnt by mischance ’ (Close

Rolls). Timber could also be sent further afield. In

1232 a minor order of brothers were allowed to take

joists for building their church at Salisbury without

cheminage (toll for carriage) or other interference

(Close Rolls; Patent Rolls). Oaks for making thirty

rafters were granted to Friars constructing a chapel

at Oxford, again without impediment or cheminage ,

and the brothers of Bello Loco (Bedfordshire) were

granted 20 oaks for their church (Close Rolls).

Savernake timber was also used for constructing
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the cathedral and city of New Sarum (Salisbury).

In 1269 Henry Esturmy was mandated to allow ten

oaks to be taken for the tower of Salisbury from the

‘wood ofBedwyn within Savemake Forest ’ (presumably

the Brails), and two years later Nicholas Longespee

(later Bishop of Salisbury) was allowed ten timber

oaks from Bedwyn Brail, as gift of the King (Close

Rolls).

The cannons of the Gilbertine Priory of St

Margaret’s benefited especially from the King’s

patronage. From 1222 to 1234 he granted them 30

rafters to repair their premises, 30 standing oaks to

be taken where ‘this would cause least disturbance ’ for

works at their church, timber for their belfry, logs

for a forge, 50 tie-beams (copulas ), and oaks to make

roofing shingles. In 1234
‘

to further the salvation of

our souV the King granted additional land to the

Priory for the betterments oftheir house and enlargement

of the cemetery ’ (Close Rolls). In 1224 they were

granted daily permission for one man to go on foot

gathering sticks, and in 1232 this was extended to

the collection of dry and dead wood for their hearth

by use of a single horse. The brothers and sisters of

the Priory and Hospital of St John the Baptist, in

Marlborough also benefited. They were granted 20

rafters for extending and repairing their property in

1223, and 10 tree trunks for timber in 1236 (Close

Rolls), with a right to have for ever one man going

daily for dry and dead wood collecting as much as he

could by hand without any iron tool or axe, and to

carry the same to the hospital on his back for their

hearth (WSA 1300/71; Patent Rolls).

Religious houses were also often granted rights

of common. In 1250 when, for the well being of his

soul and the souls ofhis ancestors, Geoffrey Esturmy

granted to the Hospital of Easton and the
‘

brothers

serving God there, 50 acres of his wood in Savernac,

viz in Halegodesfolegdene, without interference by the

foresters' he also gave them full common ofpasture for

all kinds ofbeasts in Savernac'' (WSA 1300/1). In 1270

Henry III had granted the Priory of St Margaret’s at

Marlborough the right to depasture sixteen oxen and

four cows in the Forest of Savernake, excepting the

lawns, without having to pay the usual fine (known
as exchapium ) if the cattle accidentally strayed, but

instead driving them back into the Forest pasture for

ever’ (Fry 1908; Close Rolls). In 1344 Queen Philippa

granted to the Canons of St. Margaret’s, in lieu of a

customary portion of ale called toltestre (as granted

in a charter of King Henry), common ofpasture for

100 demesne swine, quit of pannage, together with

sties in the Queen’s Forest of Savernake at all time

of the year except the fence month, and except in

her lawns there for ever’ (Patent Rolls).

Religious leaders were frequently granted

concessions to hunt, or received gift ofvenison. The
Bishop of Salisbury received six deer for the Feast

of the Nativity in 1224. The Bishop ofDurham was

sent five or six deer on various occasions from 1228

to 1235, including for Pentecost and Quadragesima.

The Bishop of London was given four deer for a

Consecration held in 1244 (Close Rolls).

Disputes also arose with religious institutions,

sometimes requiring the king’s intervention. In

1232 the warden seized property of the Abbess of

Wilton, following transgressions and failure to

expeditate dogs (maiming to prevent hunting). The
Abbess made representations, and the king pardoned

her men, and ordered the lands, woods, beasts

and chattels to be returned without delay. In 1236

Forest officials captured and imprisoned men from

the Priory of Saint Margaret’s who were gathering

thorns in Savernake, for hedging their monastery.

Again the King ordered their release (Close Rolls).

However, all such grants and episodes relate

to the sort of assistance or squabbles that might

arise between any neighbours. Whilst there were

long standing disputes between bishops and the

monarchy, as ecclesiastical lands were afforested, and

clergy were imprisoned or fined for trespasses against

the vert and venison, any agreements recorded for

Savernake were trifling in scale. However certain

concessions from which the church could benefit

may be relevant. The Carta de Foresta of 1217,

reissued several times in the following century,

permitted every bishop travelling through the forest

to take one or two beasts by view of the foresters,

or to blow a horn to give notice if they were not

present. The church could also benefit from tithes.

In the 29th year ofthe reign ofEdward III, the Dean

and Chapter of Sarum made a claim in which they

exhibited a charter from the time of King Henry

granting them tithes of the Forests of Wiltshire

(WSA1300/75). This became a matter of major

significance for the wardens, since it enabled them

to resist demands for tithes from local churches as

vast tracts of land were converted to agriculture for

half a millennium. However, there is no evidence

that the horn was ever cited in evidence at the many
legal disputes concerning tithes. Hence, whilst

these issues show that the clergy and the monarchy

frequently interacted concerning the Forests, it is

uncertain whether any agreements were ofsufficient

gravitas to deserve artistic commemoration, nor be

recognised in the fourteenth century of particular

significance to the hereditary wardens of Savernake
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who held or acquired the horn.

What is clear however, is that the silverwork

of the horn was crafted during a period when the

Forest system was undergoing substantial upheaval,

something promised for more than a century. In

1330, whilst Edward III was still in his minority,

a concession to the nobility was granted as new
perambulations were ordered, contracting Forest

bounds to those of 176 years before, when Henry

II had been crowned. At the Salisbury Forest Eyre

of 1330 nearly ninety per-cent of Savernake was

removed from Forest Law (WSA 1300/65, PRO E32-

220, PRO El 46/2/34). This was a catastrophic blow to

the Forest officials who had been able to exploit their

royal authority for private gain. Other Forests were

similarly treated, or threatened with removal from

Forest Law altogether. Extensive disafforestation

was also resented by Edward III when he came of

age, and he struggled to re-gain his authority over

the lands.

The wardens of Savernake, who had secured

great personal advantage by their office, endeavoured

to minimise any losses. The wardenship was a service

associated with the manor of Burbage. It conferred

privileges across extensive areas, which the wardens

sought to retain, irrespective of any changes in

Forest bounds. These included rights to pasture,

timber, hunting and the administration of justice.

For centuries the wardens would continue to hold

Courts which presided over disafforested lands as if

any revision of the bounds need not affect them. A
symbol of office, implying conferment of royal and

ecclesiastical authority, would have been a great asset

during such parlous times, and enable the hereditary

wardens to maintain social standing throughout

lands ostensibly removed from their jurisdiction.

Whilst there is no evidence that this is why it was

commissioned, it is clear that the horn was fashioned

during a period of collapse of the Forests in general,

massively so at Savernake, of concern to both the

Wardens and King, and that both were seeking to

retain their economic and political advantage.

There is a tradition that a ceremonial blast on the

horn was issued by a huntsman in livery, as a salute

to visiting monarchs. It may have been sounded

when King James visited in 1603, at the same time

that the Seymour genealogy was in preparation

(Brudenell-Bruce, 1962). It was reported that, after

an otherwise pleasing visit to Savernake, George III

reprimanded the Marquess of Ailesbury for failing

to 'blow your tenure horn’, stating that
4 When a King

ofEngland comes here, and that horn is not blown, your

property becomesforfeited to the crown!’ . The Marquess

Fig. 10 The 29th Hereditary Warden ofSavernake, Chandos

Brudenell-Bruce, 7th Marquess ofAilesbury, with the horn at

Sturmy House, Durley, in 1961. Photo: Marie Dixon

was forgiven when he reposted 'Well sire, I couldn’t

get anybody to get any sound out of it’ (Britton, 1801).

Chandos Brudenell-Bruce, the 29th hereditary

warden of Savernake, who called it the 'Esturmy

Horn’, claimed it was last so used to greet King
George VI in the year 1940 (Brudenell-Bruce, 1949).

He is shown displaying the horn at Sturmy House,

Durley, in Figure 10.

Linking the Scottish heraldy

with Savernake

The attachment ofa Scottish baldric with an English

hunting horn poses a dilemma. There is a little

circumstantial evidence linking the horn with the

Scottish emblems it embodies. The Bruce family

who inherited Tottenham through the female line

from the Seymours, traced their ancestry from

Robert the Bruce, uncle (or possibly otherwise

related) to Thomas Randolph. A genealogical
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Fig. 11 Seals ofthe Sturmy/Esturmy family: left, Geoffrey Sturmy ofGlamorgan, cl160 (WSA 1300/6574); middle, Henry

Esturmy, from conveyance ofBurbage, 1321 (WSA 1300/16); right, armorial seal ofHenry Esturmy of Wolfhall, 1338-1355

(WSA 1300-6574)

history of the family emphasizes the connection

with the Scottish king by depicting a spider on

its cover (WSA 1300/2708), and the Seymour Roll

Pedigree includes a narrative concerning Robert the

Bruce (WSA 1300/376). Further tangential evidence

relates to two swords formerly held at Tottenham.

One, bearing the arms of Scotland, was reputed to

have belonged to Robert the Bruce. The other, with

a hilt inlaid with silver, bears the heraldic devices

of the Black Douglas. The blade is dated 1314, with

a poem engraved in couplets on each side: This is

the sword that once was worn / By the Black Douglas

at Bannockburn / By Bannockburn I served the Bruce

/ Whereof the English made little use (Ward 1860).

What is certain is that the heraldic medallions were

already emblazoned on the baldric attached to the

horn in 1604. The Earl of Hertford (then owner of

Savernake as well as hereditary warden) could have

replaced the item with his own devices, but chose not

to, suggesting that the shields were seen as integral.

Further, when the fabric of the baldric was replaced

with a leather strap by 1786, the medallions were

transferred, again indicating their importance to

the family.

Provenance ofthe Savernake
Horn

No link between the horn and Savernake in medieval

times has been proven. The horn’s history, from

the 12th century carved ivory, until 1604 when it

appears on the Seymour Roll Pedigree, is unknown.

Evidence connecting it with the Seymour and

Esturmy family is circumstantial. It is known that

the symbol of a hunting horn was closely associated

with the hereditary wardens. The seal of Sir Henry

Sturmy featured a hunting horn in a conveyance of

Burbage, Durley and Timbridge in 1321, and a horn

of a different design was displayed on his armorial

seal used between 1338 and 1355 (Figure 11). One
branch of the Sturmy family used a hunting horn

on their seals even earlier. Geoffrey Sturmy, Lord

of Glamorgan, had a seal showing a man blowing

a horn in about 1160. He had settled in Wales,

creating an estate out of the waste
‘

where no man

had ploughed before’. He also built a chapel at the

eponymous Sturmieston (Davies 1991). The ruins of

a motte and bailey known as Stormy Castle, which

was bequeathed by the family to Margam Abbey,

mark the location of his property. The names Stormy

Farm and Stormy Down have persisted into the 21st

century. Whilst a genealogical link between the

Glamorgan and Savernake Sturmys is unproven, it

is quite possible. There may also be a connection

with the fact that the tenure of Savernake was

held on obligation of providing military service in

Wales. For example, Henry de Stormy who died

in 1295 held Burbage and Durley by the serjeanty

of finding one armed squire in the King’s army

in Wales, and keeping the bailiwick of the King’s

Forest of Savernake (WSA 1300/6574). Furthermore,

a Geoffrey Esturmy was unable to participate at
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one Forest Plea (probably in 1245) because he was

fighting in Wales, where he died (WSA 1300/6574;

PRO E146/2/33).

A horn was clearly part ofthe symbolic equipment

ofthe ChiefWarden, who would appoint rangers and

foresters. From 1295 till 1305 Henry Sturmy held

Burbage and other land by the service of guarding

Savernake, and also by providing one man armed

with a hauberk, for military duty within the seas.

By virtue of this guardianship he claimed rights

and appurtenances, including the right to the

equipage - namely saddle, bridle, sword, and horn

of the foresters of fee, in the event of their death or

departure (WSA 1300/6574). These privileges of

equitatura or mounture were re-iterated at a Plea of

the Eyre of 1490 (WSA 1300/153A).

Whilst hunting horns have held symbolic

significance for the Sturmy family since at least the

1100s, there is no positive evidence that the Forest

has any specific link with the ornately crafted item

now bearing its name. A family with an interest in

such iconography might have sought to acquire or

emulate impressive items seen elsewhere, such as

the prestigious horn granted by Edward III to Sir

John de Foxle.

The horn’s emergence from historical oblivion

as late as 1604, and the nature of its depiction on

the Seymour Roll Pedigree, militate against any

ancient associations. Other images on the Roll

Pedigree are portrayed in chronologically relevant

locations, whereas the horn is shown near the base.

The Pedigree cites evidence to demonstrate the

ancestry, honours and inheritance of the Seymour

family. However the horn is simply portrayed un-

named and without any claim of significance. It is

incongruous that it would not be prayed-in-aid,

had it been important, like every other evidence

cited. The incompatible Scottish baldric, with its

purported affiliations with the Earl ofMoray, can be

plausibly related to the hereditary wardens’ ancestry

through Robert the Bruce, but the issue again

remains inconclusive. Tantalizing uncertainties

concerning any ancient link between Savernake

Forest and the Horn persist. It remains possible

that it was fashioned for Savernake in the 1300s,

at a time of upheaval to the Forest system, possibly

embellishing an earlier family heirloom. However,

such an attribution stands, not through direct

evidence, but because no satisfactory alternative

can be found.
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Forging alliances: the Life ofEdward Seymour, Earl

of Hertford, and his commissioning of the Great

Illuminated Roll Pedigree of the Seymours and
monumental tombs in Wiltshire and Westminster

by Graham Bathe 1 and Andrew Douglas2

Edward Seymour
,;
Earl of Hertford (1539-1621), held extensive lands in Wiltshire, at Savernake Forest (where he

was hereditary warden), Amesbury, Bedwyn, Easton, and Wolfhall. Hisfamily had achieved substantial advancement

through marriage and royal connections: his aunt,Jane Seymour marriedHenry VIII; his uncle Thomas married Henry’s

widow, Queen Catherine (Parr); whilst hisfather, as Protector and guardian ofthe child kingEdward VI, held virtually

all the powers ofa monarch. Hertford’s expectations of inheriting massive wealth and titles were all-but obliterated by

his father’s execution. Hertford dedicated much of his life to exhaustive and often fruitless attempts to recover his own

position and advance that of his sons. The great roll pedigree of the Seymours, an illuminated parchment manuscript

6.83m long, and a series ofsumptuous monuments in Westminster, Bedwyn and Salisbury, were designed to trumpet

Hertford’s noble connections and broadcast a selective and sanitised view ofhistory. These, together with an entertainment

devisedfor Queen Elizabeth at Elvetham, include some of the most opulent examples of their kind ever produced, and

testify to the grandiloquence ofa man often embittered by unfulfilled ambitions, striving to assert his eminence.

A Brief Biography of the

Earl of Hertford

The commissioning of the Seymour Roll, and of the

various monuments to Hertford’s family, needs to be

seen in the context of his long and often troubled

life, including the legal judgments against him,

and his own lawsuits spanning decades. There is

no thoroughly researched biography which focuses

on Hertford, although he features in many, often

romanticised, accounts concerning Catherine and

her sister ‘Queen’ Jane Grey. There are few images

ofhim known; the effigy from his tomb in Salisbury

cathedral is depicted in Figure 1. Hertford’s life

was characterised by failed aspirations, and lengthy

attempts to recover losses of lands and status. The

key stages are shown on the timeline in Figure 2.

These can be grouped as follows:

The rise andfall ofSomerset

Hertford’s father (also Edward Seymour) was created

Duke of Somerset at the coronation of Edward
VI, and became Protector of the Kingdom and

Dominions during the minority of the king. There

is little doubt that Somerset manipulated the boy

King Edward VI, who was induced to sign Letters

Patent granting lands ‘to my dearest Uncle Edward’

(WSA 1300/166).

In 1547, he was able to secure the Royal Forest

of Savernake, across which his family had been

hereditary wardens since at least 1130. Somerset

held the right to impark and enclose Savernake

or other property as he willed. He was granted the

Byeley-in-Densome, Woodgreen, Fordingbridge, SP6 2QU 2 48 Woodcote Road, Caversham Heights, Reading RG4 7BB
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Fig. 1 Edward Seymour, Earl ofHertford, from his effigy in

Salisbury Cathedral

extraordinary authority to prevent any escheator,

sheriff, bailiffor other officer or servant ofthe Crown

entering upon the property or doing anything against

his liberties and privileges (WSA 1300/166). By the

fourth year of Edward VFs reign, in the vicinity

of Savernake, Somerset had consolidated with

holding with the Collingbourne manors of Kingston,

Dormer, and Sunton, plus Hippingscombe, Pewsey,

Shalbourne Eastcout and Westcourt, Burbage

Darrell, Easton Warren, Manton, Elcot Mill, Castle

Mill, Barton, together with the castle, borough and

manor of Marlborough (WSA 1300/167).

Somerset was deposed in 1549, but restored to

the Council the following year, before being arrested

again, tried and executed in 1552. He was convicted of

felony rather than treason. However shortly after his

execution, through the action of his enemies, an Act

was drawn up ‘

touching and concerning the limitation of

the possession and hereditaments ofEdward, late Duke

ofSomerset’ (WSA 1300/174). The Act acknowledged

that the King and others had suffered loss, and those

whose property he had obtained 'by extort, power or

contrary to justice or equity ’ were to be recompensed.

However the Act required his children to be

maintained, which needed their rightful inheritance

to be identified. In considering how to distinguish

between those properties legitimately acquired, and

those sequestered unlawfully, Parliament chose the

32nd year of Henry VIII (1540), when Seymour

had petitioned Henry VIII concerning his estate.

Anything acquired after this date was deemed to

have been extorted, and forfeited to the King (WSA
1300/174; CSP Vol. 1 1547-1580). As a consequence

Somerset’s son aged 13, lost the major part of his

anticipated inheritance, his prospect of marrying

royalty (his father had contemplated a match

with Lady Jane Grey), and both the dukedom and

earldom, in addition to a parent.

Adjustments concerning Savernake and the Wiltshire

Estates

Because Savernake was acquired after 1540, the

critical date in the Act of Limitation, Somerset’s

son (later: Earl of Hertford) was dispossessed of it.

Thus it might have ended. However the Act required

his son to be conferred with estates to the values of

those held in 1540, and some of the lands seized

had already been transferred and were no longer

available. In accordance with the Act, Somerset’s son

was entitled to recompense for any properties lost.

In January 1553 the Lord Treasurer re-assigned

to the young Edward the Forest of Savernake, and

many of the neighbouring manors and lands held

before, including Collingbourne, Hippingscombe,

Pewsey, Marlborough, Shalbourne, Burbage, Bedwyn

Easton and Grafton (WSA 1300/163). However, The

Brails and Southgrove, which had already been

conveyed by the Crown, were lost.

Hertford and Grey’s putative marriage

Shortly after Elizabeth’s accession in 1559, Seymour

was restored in blood, and created Earl of Hertford

anew (2nd creation). Having made a partial recovery

of his position, Hertford hazarded everything

through a relationship with Catherine Grey (the

sister ofexecuted ‘Queen’ Jane Grey) who, under the

will ofHenry VIII, was arguably lawful successor to

the crown. In August 1561, at a time when Hertford

was in France, Catherine found that she could no

longer hide her pregnancy, and confessed that the

father was Hertford, whom she had married secretly

without royal consent. A furious Elizabeth wrote to

her Ambassador in France concerning Hertford:

'Ye shall in our name command him to make his speedy

repair hither to our realm ’ (BL Hardwicke, Add.35830;

fl 83). Cecil explained to the Ambassador 'Yesterday,

11 August, the Lady Catherine Grey discovered herselfto

be with child and allegeth it gotten by the Earl ofHertford,
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Edward Seymour, Earl of Hertford 1539- 1621

SOMERSET EXECUTED. Hertford

disinherited from lands and titles.

MARRIAGE. Hertford m. Catherine Grey.

Both seized when Catherine pregnant.

Commission declares union unlawful.

IMPRISONMENT. Hertford confined 10 years

ATTEMPT TO RECOVER LANDS. Hertford

commences lengthy legal case to recover

lands unlawfully taken when he was child.

LEGITIMACY. Hertford’s sons repeatedly file

against bastardisation and disinheritance.

REMARRIAGE. Hertford m. Frances Howard

MONUMENTS. Hertford erects opulent

monuments to mother (1587), grandfather

(1590), sister (cl590), 2
nd

wife (1598)

IMPRISONMENT. Hertford in Tower and

fined £5000 for claiming his marriage lawful

ELIZABETH DIES. James becomes King.

Beauchamp’s support withers.

RELINQUISHMENT. Hertford accepts lawsuit

is hopeless after 47 years, and purchases

reversion of lands his sons would have

inherited if legitimate. King agrees for

Earldom to be created anew on his death.

DEATH. Hertford dies. Massive monument

of unknown date later erected in Salisbury.

1547

1550

1560

1570

1580

1590

1600

1610

1620

1621

EDWARD VI CROWNED. Hertford’s father

created Duke of Somerset

Beauchamp and Thomas born in Tower,

bastards disinherited from titles and both

parents’ lands

£15,000 FINE. Hertford repeatedly tries to

reduce fines. Land distrained.

JOHN SEYMOUR PEDIGREE, by Dethick.

BEAUCHAMP’S BETROTHAL. Hertford

tries to thwart son’s liaison with commoner.

Discovering Beauchamp already wed,

Hertford seeks to nullify marriage and

imprisons son.

ELVETHAM. Hertford arranges lavish

entertainment for Queen at Elvetham.

TURMOIL ABOUT SUCCESSION. Several

claimants. In 1595 Lieutenant of Tower

stockpiles weapons in Beauchamp’s cause.

SEYMOUR PEDIGREE, completed 1604

MARRIAGE mooted between Arbella Stuart

and Hertford’s eldest grandson

SECRET MARRIAGE of Arbella Stuart &

Hertford’s second grandson, William.

BEAUCHAMP DIES. Tiny plaque, Bedwyn.

Fig. 2 Timeline showing main stages in Hertford’s life
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to whom also she sayeth that she was married before

Christmas last at Cannon Row, in the presence only of

the LadyJane [Hertford’s sister], now deceased, and by

a minister to her unknown. This matter is very noisome in

diverse ways. The Queen’s majesty is much offended. The

Lady is carried by Sir William Saintlow to the Tower’

(BL Hardwicke, Add.35830; fl85).
‘Nobody can be

foundprivy to the marriage. The Queen and others suspect

some greater drift, but I can find none’ (WSA 3790/1/3;

(BL Hardwicke, Add.35830; fl 85).

At his return and incarceration Hertford

complained at machinations to prevent him speaking

with the Queen (BL 64, f1 93). The following

month Catherine gave birth to a son within the

Tower. In the chapel of St Peter ad Vincula , where

his grandfathers Somerset and Suffolk had been

interred after execution, he was christened Edward

Seymour, thereafter styled Lord Beauchamp. The

birth of a potential male contender for the throne

raised massive constitutional issues. In January 1562

the Archbishop ofCanterbury, the Bishop ofLondon

and others were commissioned to investigate the

circumstances of the intercourse between Hertford

and Grey (CSP Vol. 1 1547-1580; BL Add. 63543,

£27). Detailed and intimate enquiries were made
concerning their relationship, ranging from where

they lay in bed, to what she wore on her head. The
interrogatories were specified for each party, who
were challenged separately with leading questions

(implying a pre-determined outcome) about 'the

pretended solemnization’ and 'the pretended marriage.’

The interrogators noticed certain similarities in

phraseology, (eg both repeatedly described the beard

of the priest as 'auburn’) as if they ‘grownd themselves

upon a form of words’ but noticed inconsistencies,

and found certain things implausible. They thought

it unlikely that Hertford’s sister Lady Jane, aged

just 19, who was 'a woman ofsingular calling, should

go abroad out of the house [alone] to fetch a priest

’

or

that such a priest should be readily located, and

conveniently available and willing to act. They also

thought it unlikely that a jointure which Hertford

purported to sign giving Catherine £1,000 per year,

which (iflocated) would have provided documentary

evidence, should have been casually entrusted by

Catherine to a maid-servant unfamiliar with their

relationship, who then happened to lose it (NA SP

46/10; BL 33749 ff.92; BL Cotton Faustina A XI;

BL Add. 33749). The fact that the sole witness,

Lady Jane, had died, and that the priest remained

unknown, weakened any case. In May 1562 it was

formally declared that no marriage had taken place,

and their union was unlawful (NA SP 46/10). This

pronouncement doubtless provided a satisfactory

solution for the State, since any children were

theoretically ineligible for succession (although

the Queen would have been conscious that her own
illegitimacy had not prevented her assumption of

the throne).

At least twice in May 1562, presumably through

bribing his gaolers, Hertford gained access to

Catherine’s cell (Longleat House Portland Papers,

Vol. 1, ff.92-3). She again fell pregnant, and gave

birth to a second son, Thomas, in February 1563.

Further retribution followed. Hertford was fined

£15,000 in the Star Chamber, comprising £5,000

for deflowering the Lady Catherine Grey, £5,000

for breaking out of his cell and visiting hers, and

£5,000 for re-iterating the said vicious act, together

with imprisonment during the Queen’s pleasure (BL

Sloane 1786 f.25; BL Cotton Titus C VII f.llb).

Most contemporary and subsequent
commentators have accepted that Hertford and Grey

were indeed married, as they claimed, based solely

on the testimony of the couple themselves. When
counterclaims were produced stating that their

sentence was unjust, such as that produced by John

Hales who argued that Catherine was the rightful

heir to the crown, it strengthened the Queen’s resolve

to prevent her or Hertford’s restoration to favour

(CSP Vol. 6 Addendum 1547-1565; BL Cotton Titus

C VII, f.llb). The monarchy never acknowledged

that a marriage had taken place, and Hertford,

Catherine and both their sons suffered from the

decision all their lives. As bastards, Beauchamp and

Thomas were prevented from inheriting titles or

entailed lands, like their father before them.

Imprisonment
Hertford and Catherine were transferred from the

Tower following an outbreak of plague in 1563,

and were thereafter held distantly from each other

in the custody of a sequence of nobles (CSP Vol. 1

1547-1580). Catherine looked after their younger

son, Thomas, whilst Beauchamp was in the care of

Hertford’s mother, the Duchess of Somerset. In 1567

Catherine was removed to Cockfield Hall, Suffolk,

where she was to be denied access to all strangers

(CSP Vol. 1 1547-1580). She fell ill and died in

January the following year. The Queen paid the

expenses ofembalming, employing Heralds, and the

costs of mourners at a funeral befitting a person of

royal blood, when Catherine was interred at Yoxford

in February 1568 (CSP Vol. 1 1547-1580). Hertford

was to remain under confinement for almost 10

years, during which time he endlessly pleaded to
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be restored to the Queen’s favour, until his eventual

release in July 1571 (Longleat House Seymour

Papers Vol. V, ff.99-100d). During his confinement,

Wolfhall became ruinous beyond restoration.

Hertford’s Fine

The sum of £15,000 imposed on him in the Star

Chamber was crippling, and its redemption pre-

occupied Hertford for over 16 years. During his

incarceration Hertford’s officers were repeatedly

cautioned. The Queen’s collector stated 7 marvel

not a little ’ that Hertford’s receiver had not appeared

before him to receive orders for transferring rents,

arrears, fines and woodsales. The collector told

Hertford’s tenants to submit sums, with the warning
4

Pray do not fail to pay, otherwise you will he troubled

by distress at the sheriffs hands, for which I should be

sorryforyour own sakes,yet may not leave it undone for

satisfaction of the Queen ’ (Longleat House Seymour

Papers Vol. V ff.5-6). Hertford begged that the annual

sum collected
4

be not so large that I and mine may not

have living’ (Longleat House Seymour Papers Vol.

V f. 12). The following year the Queen’s collector

complained that Hertford’s auditor ('a man of no

experience ’) had again denied payment, and had said

he
4

trusted that there would be no more demandsfor that

money for the Queen.
’

Hertford was given three days

to remedy the situation with a stark notice
4

what hurt

mightfollow toyou upon denial Iknow not, and therefore

give you warning’ (Longleat House Seymour Papers

Vol. V f. 13). After Catherine’s death, the fine was

reduced to £10,000 and the Queen agreed to accept

£700 per year till paid (CSP Vol. 1 1547-1580). The
fine was remitted to £5,000 on Hertford’s own release

after 10 years. When he begged again, the Queen

refused to consider anything until more was paid,

whereupon he submitted £1187, and she released

a further £1000, leaving £2813. Hertford’s private

notes reveal his delusion that the fine
4

was set but

for terror’ (Longleat House Seymour Papers Vol. XI
ff.42-46d). In 1572, Hertford again beseeched to

be released the rest, claiming 'All men have tasted

ofyour goodness but F (Longleat Seymour Papers V
ff.l l-12d). After five more years nothing further had

been paid, and Hertford had various drafts prepared

in hope of an agreement remitting some or all of

the £2,813 outstanding (Longleat House Seymour

Papers Vol. V ff.l 4-41). The Queen agreed to remit

£1000 so that Hertford
4would trouble her no more for

the rest’ (Longleat House Seymour Papers Vol. XI
ff.42-46d). However, Hertford still defaulted, and in

1579, sixteen years after the fine was first imposed,

his manors were distrained to ensure payment ofthe

outstanding sum (Longleat House Seymour Papers

Vol. V ff.47-68d).

Hertford’s attempt to recover lands

Through the Act limiting his father’s estate,

Hertford lost most of his inheritance when he

was a minor. All lands acquired by Somerset after

the 32nd year of Henry VIII were seized by the

Crown and redistributed. Hertford calculated that,

at that time his father had lands valued at £2500

per year, rising to £7,500 by the date of the Act of

Limitation in the 5 th year of Edward VI. The lands

involved were so extensive there was ample scope

for error and unjustified seizure, in addition to what

Hertford perceived as an injustice. He estimated that

Wiltshire profits erroneously taken from him as a

child included the herbage, pannage and custody

of Savernake, fees and windfalls there, herbage and

pannage of the Brails and Southgrove, the rectory

and woods at Amesbury, Grafton manor, Longleat,

and Grovely. There was further revenue he had

lost from lands in Somerset, Dorset, Lincolnshire,

Buckinghamshire, North Wales, Chester and

elsewhere. Hertford was particularly concerned

about land worth £500 per year, which he perceived

was legitimately his inheritance, and had been falsely

taken, and transferred to Lord Wentworth (CSP Vol.

7 addenda 1566-1579).

Whilst in confinement Hertford had little

opportunity to remedy the situation. When his

release was imminent in 1571, Sir John Thynne
advised him that 'asyour enemies seek all ways against

you, consideryour lands and lose no advantage the law

will allow. If it should come to extremity appeal to the

Queen’s majesty’ (Longleat House Seymour Papers

Vol. V ff.99-100d). Elizabeth was sympathetic

(Longleat House Seymour Papers V ff.ll-12d).

However, Wentworth vigorously resisted Hertford’s

claim and countered that Hertford had more land

than he should have as a consequence of deliberate

concealment (Longleat House Seymour Papers V
f.69-70d). The case dragged on, and in 1580 Hertford

complained that 'My suit to her Majesty is now nine

years old’ (Longleat House Seymour Papers Vol. V
ff.69-70d). Hertford had explained that he could not

'for love or money’ provide categorical proof that his

rightful inheritance had been embezzled, 'being then

an infant
,’
whilst his father’s stewards who had best

knowledge of the affairs, including John Thynne
and Francis Newdigate, had been in prison and

excluded from the discussion. Hertford appealed 'to

the Queen’s princely liberality,’ whilst she apparently

expressed her dislike of Wentworth, whom she said
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abused her (Longleat House Seymour Papers Vol.

V ff.4-4d, 69-70d, 73-78). Articles of agreement

were drawn up whereby Wentworth would release

certain manors in exchange for payments, but two

years later the case was still unresolved. At that

time the Queen remained sympathetic and said to

Hertford that
‘God knowethyou had wrong’ (Longleat

House Seymour Papers Vol. V ff.88-88d, 118-9).

Hertford had also claimed to the Queen that it had

been unjust to lose his father’s lands which his

father had obtained during the reign ofHenry VIII

(Longleat House Seymour Papers Vol. V ff.73-78).

His notes show he acknowledged that his father

was ‘his own carver and might take what he liked when

he was Protector, [but] why then should I not enjoy that

ofwhich he was no carver viz from 32-38 Henry VIII,

when [Henry] allowed nothing except [to those giving]

faithful service’? (Longleat House Seymour Papers

Vol. V ff.2-2d).

Hertford’s son Beauchamp, his claim on the

throne, and his betrothal

Beauchamp was a universal disappointment to his

father. If Hertford envisaged that his son would

admire him, just as he esteemed his own father,

his illusions were shattered, and the disrespect was

mutual. Beauchamp was a prime candidate for the

throne - the lawful heir according to Henry VIII’s

will if his legitimacy could be proven (or the issue

laid aside). Beauchamp’s refusal to adopt his father’s

zeal for advancement resulted in failure to pursue the

greatest prize all. Beauchamp made poor progress

with learning, and at the age of 20 apologised for

having wasted his education (Longleat House
Seymour Papers Vol. V ff. 102-3, 110-113, 186-7).

During Beauchamp’s early adulthood, Hertford

reflected in his private notes that he was
‘

ashamed

for my cost and his master’s travail in teaching

3

He
commented ‘he pretends conscience, but in truth he does

nothing but eat, drink, sleep andplay’ (Longleat House
Seymour Papers Vol. V ff. 126-7).

Hertford’s fury exploded when Beauchamp
sought to make his own choice of marriage partner.

In common with Tudor conventions, Hertford held

extreme views on the importance of furthering

royal and noble blood-lines. His invective had even

been directed at Sir John Thynne, his father’s most

faithful follower, and his own close ally whilst in

prison. When Thynne, who had achieved certain

eminence (albeit without ennoblement) and
sufficient wealth to build Longleat, casually mooted
the prospect of a potential marriage between his

daughter and a Seymour cousin, Hertford reacted

with offensive contempt. Thynne, complaining that

his kindnesses had been badly rewarded, warned ‘If

you treatyourfriends asyou have me,you will lack them

when you need them most ’ (Longleat House Seymour

Papers Vol. V ff.89-90d).

Certainly, if Beauchamp had followed his

father’s example, he would have matched himself

to strengthen his (already substantial) claim on

the throne. However, to Hertford’s disgust, late in

1581 he became emotionally involved with Honora,

daughter of Richard Rogers of Bryanston, a man
engaged with pirates and smugglers along the Dorset

coast. Hertford already had family connections with

the Rogers family through the marriage of his sister

Mary, and had previously supported Rogers when he

was in trouble for piracy, even helping to secure him

a knighthood (Longleat House Seymour Papers Vol.

V ff90-101). Rogers was a landowner able to establish

discrete harbours, workshops and inns for refitting

and victualling ships, in exchange for plundered

goods and contraband. He controlled much of the

Dorset trade, including around Lulworth, and was

publicly shamed following investigations of his

activities, although he escaped imprisonment, unlike

his brother (Lloyd 1967).

Hertford’s writings make it clear that he saw

Honora not only as ill-bred, but as a lewd and

contemptible slattern. In his notes he called her Onus

Blouse - a play on words meaning a burdensome

trull or fat, red-faced wench (Oxford English

Dictionary). Descriptions of her by others, which

Hertford recorded in his copious notes, included

a baggage and a whore (Longleat House Seymour

Papers Vol. V ff. 110-11 3). In a journal he kept,

describing his attempts to thwart their liaison, he

applied a similar epithet for his son, substituting

‘His Grace LordBeauchamp ’ with the words ‘Graceless

Bf writing both nicknames as the title on his book

cover. Hertford’s anxiety for Beauchamp to attain

advancement by conjoining with noble bloodlines,

was superseded by the nightmarish notion of

Honora becoming Queen. He forbade Beauchamp

from seeing her, saying that he must not take such

‘an unwholesome woman ’ as a wife, and instead must

marry as he [Hertford] chose (Longleat House

Seymour Papers Vol. V ff.97-101).

Hertford took strenuous steps to prevent

Honora and Beauchamp communicating (Longleat

House Seymour Papers Vol. V ff.90-101). Hertford’s

personal confidante, Frances Howard, who later

became his second wife, wrote to Beauchamp
imploring him ‘do not stain your blood with base

affection ’, or permit such a lowly mind possess such
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an honourable person, instead making 'his choice

like unto himself (Longleat House Seymour Papers

Vol. V ff.118-9). Beauchamp claimed that those who

talked of his marriage were
‘

greatly overshot
,’ and

that he would be pleased to marry according to his

father’s wishes. However, on the same day he wrote

to Honora calling her mistress, and expressing his

devotion. The couple connived to deceive Hertford,

preparing a counterfeit ring which they could

surrender as evidence that their relationship was

over, whilst plotting to marry secretly (Longleat

House Seymour Papers Vol. V ff.90-101; 118-9).

Hertford sent his servants to Richard Rogers’s house

at Bryanston to retrieve any tokens and love letters.

Honora claimed that such things were burnt or lost

(Longleat House Seymour Papers Vol. V ff. 110-

113). Meanwhile a draft letter was prepared for

Beauchamp to sign, saying he had resolved
‘

never to

think ofso unfit a bargain ’ (Longleat House Seymour

Papers Vol. V fl 15). Hertford however was convinced

that his son was a liar, and might even place himself

in danger. He had Beauchamp forcibly seized and

confined (CSP Vol. 2 1581-1590). Beauchamp wrote

to Secretary Walsingham apologizing if there had

been any offence to the Queen. He initially begged

to recover Hertford’s favour, praying to God to turn

a
‘

afather’s anger intofatherly remorse,’ but later asked

to be removed from his father’s custody, to whom
he was 'an eyesore’ (Longleat House Seymour Papers

Vol. V ff. 152- 154). In March 1584, Hertford prepared

long and detailed interrogatories to investigate his

own son’s relationship, mirroring those to which

he had been subjected in the Tower, 23 years earlier

(Longleat House Seymour Papers Vol. V f. 127).

Beauchamp’s testimony also revealed similarities

with his father’s history, insofar as he professed

he had secretly wed, setting his hand and seal to

(as Hertford called it) 'a pretended marriage

’

around

Christmastime.

Although Beauchamp’s first child, a son also

baptized Edward, was born in June 1585, Hertford

refused to accept Honora as his daughter-in-law.

Beauchamp had been removed from his father’s

house-arrest, and Hertford begged the Queen for

his son to be returned and confined. However
Beauchamp claimed that he would rather kill himself

than be in his father’s presence, something which

the Queen said she 'knew was true’ (Longleat House
Seymour Papers Vol. V ff. 168-9). Hertford then

beseeched the Archbishop of Canterbury to get the

marriage nullified. Taking account of best lawyers

and divines, the Archbishop concluded the marriage

was good and could not be dissolved. Hertford

refused to accept it, and remonstrated further, but

was duly admonished by the Archbishop, who
rebuked 'Do not be so carried away that there shall

remain no hope of reconciliation. Christian charity

requireth forgiveness, God’s law requireth it, and both

the law ofnature and the written law requireth it in you’

(BL Add. 32092 ff.25 lb-252).

Hertford had sought to get his son’s marriage

invalidated with the same gusto that he attempted

to get his own authorized, taking opposite stances

to achieve the same end - personal advancement

by linking eminent bloodlines. However there are

indications ofgreater forebodings. Hertford believed

that Beauchamp’s relationship placed his son in

mortal peril. He said that Beauchamp’s promise

'not to do anything without my leave was obtained [only]

when he was in danger of his life’ (Longleat House

Seymour Papers Vol. V ff. 1 26). Frances Howard
wrote to console Hertford, then her fiance, saying

'You could not have a better occasion to loose yourself

from danger’ (Longleat House Seymour Papers Vol.

V ff. 168-9). It is unclear whether such danger might

have come from those eager to pursue Beauchamp’s

case for the crown, from the piratical activities of

the Rogers family, or from a Papist cause in the

prelude to the Spanish Armada. Hertford’s private

journal reveals his antagonism towards his 'madd

disobedient sonne’ and his repulsion for 'Onus Blouse
,’

(Longleat House, Seymour Papers Vol. 5, ff90-101,

fl26). Following such extremes of language, it is

doubtful whether full reconciliation could ever be

achievable within the Seymour household. The
only known image of Beauchamp, shown in effigy,

is reproduced in Figure 3.

Hertford's reintegration into society

Upon his release from prison in 1571 Hertford

had been quickly accepted back into the Court.

The following year he claimed that through his

attendance he was 'the worse off by £1600 or more. I

wish for some occasion to try my dutiful service in some

good adventure, which cannot be expressed in a progress’

(Longleat House Seymour Papers Vol. V ff. 1 l-12d).

Hertford used the Court to ingratiate himself,

advance the causes of seeking to recover his lands

or reduce his fines, and seek royal favours. At New
Year 1580 the Queen saluted him, and showed that

she wore his gift. He promised to obtain for her a fine

jewel he had seen (Longleat House Seymour Papers

Vol. V ff.92-93d). It is unclear to what extent the

Queen genuinely respected or trusted Hertford. She

is reported to have used many persuasions initially

against Frances Howard marrying him, and said
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Fig. 3 The only known image ofEdward Seymour, Lord

Beauchamp, son ofHertford, from his father’s monument at

Salisbury

how little he would care for her (Longleat House

Seymour Papers Vol. V fif. 164-5). She also did not

doubt Hertford’s ill-treatment ofhis son Beauchamp.

However, Hertford fully recovered his standing at

Court, and in 1591, with his new Countess, presented

to Elizabeth one ofthe most lavish entertainments of

royalty ever bestowed, when she visited his house at

Elvetham as part of the royal progress. Hertford met

the Queen with a retinue ofhundreds of followers in

co-ordinated clothing, and with poets and musicians.

Hertford had employed 300 men to prepare for the

visit, enlarging his house, adding a great hall for

celebrations, decorated with arras and the floor

strewn with sweet herbs. A massive lake in the shape

of a crescent moon was constructed to stage events,

with islands bearing a fort and canon, a ship-island

100ft long bearing three trees set as masts (Anon

1591). In the water was a pinnace with masts, sails

and anchors, twelve boats with flags and streamers,

and various nymphs and sea-gods (Figures 4 and 5).

The Queen’s entertainment at Elvetham reflects the

grandiose ostentations of its host, and the lengths

he could go to (as he did with the Seymour Roll and

monumental construction) to reach the pinnacle of

sumptuous magnificence.

Fig. 4 The great crescentric pond at Elvetham, arrangedfor the Queen’s entertainment, 21 September 1591
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Fig. 5 The abandoned great pond at Elvetham, 2011, with

one ofthe constructed islands

Attempts to prove legitimacy

It was Beauchamp and his brother Thomas who
suffered most from the commission’s pronouncement

that their parents’ marriage was unlawful. Whilst the

sentence remained in force Beauchamp could not

acquire the Earldom. Similarly he could neither

inherit his mother Catherine’s estate (which had been

seized by the crown, in the absence of a legitimate

heir), or in due course his father’s extensive entailed

lands. However, legitimacy was indissoluble from a

claim on the throne. Any submission by Hertford,

on whom the original sentence was conferred, ran

the risk of incurring royal retribution, and it was

generally his sons who pursued legal attempts to

remove their bastardization, spanning 30 years.

Beauchamp submitted appeals to the Queen
annually for ten years beginning in 1577 when he

was just 16 (NA C 270/34/6). Thomas also frequently

commissioned his own notarial instruments

affirming that he was the legitimate son of Hertford

and Catherine, beginning from at least 1583, and

annually again from 1589-1592 (CSP Vol. 2 1581-

1590). The brothers’ suits were not just prepared to

advance their own interests, but to counter appeals

being made by Lord Monteagle. He was the son of

Mary Brandon, the half-sister of Catherine Grey,

and in 1581 claimed livery oflands descending from

Catherine because she died without lawful issue.

Beauchamp countered that
‘

she was lawfully married

to Edward, Earl ofHertford, by whom she had issue, the

petitioner,:’ Descendents of Mary Brandon pursued

legal attempts to inherit lands formerly belonging

to the Grey sisters from thel560s to 1594 (Cecil MSS
v 13 Addenda 1296-1597).

From 1592 until 1595 Hertford stood alongside

his sons in appealing against the illegality of his

marriage (CSP Vol. 4 1595-1597). In 1595 this

overstepped the bounds of royal tolerance. He, and

possibly Beauchamp too, were arrested and held in

the Tower, for seeking a new commission from the

Archbishop ofCanterbury and the Bishop ofLondon

to re-examine and determine the circumstances of

his marriage (WSA 3790/1/3; BL Add. 63543 f.41).

Frances, Countess of Hertford (his second wife)

was overwrought with anxiety that he might be

executed. However, Elizabeth wrote assuring her

that Hertford’s actions demonstrated his
‘

lewd and

proud contempt,’ but were not capital offences (CSP

Vol. 4 1595-1597). She ordered that the Archbishop’s

documentation, and all papers relating to any appeals

against the pretended marriage ofHertford and Grey

should be seized and secured (Cecil MSS v5 1694-

5). Hertford was allowed to return to his own home
under house arrest, and a fine of£5,000 imposed with

demands for immediate payment. Hertford begged

the Queen to be allowed time to sell lands to raise

The sudden payment ofso great a sum ’ (BL Add. 63543

f.40). The severity of the punishment brought to an

end all attempts to pursue the claim of legitimacy

during the Queen’s lifetime.

Turmoil about the succession
,
and the death

ofElizabeth

Elizabeth’s refusal to name a successor generated

massive speculation and factionalism, especially

in her bouts of illness, and during the years of her

final demise, when the issue remained critical and

unresolved. As Thomas Wilson, a member ofCecil’s

staff reflected
c

The crown is not like tofall to the ground

forwant ofheads that claim to wear it, but upon whose head

it will fall is by many doubted,’ (Fisher 1936). Wilson

prepared for Cecil a list evaluating 12 candidates,

and placing James of Scotland, Arbella Stuart,

Beauchamp and his brother Thomas as contenders

one to four. Because intense factionalism pervaded

the governance ofEngland, Beauchamp’s cause could

be promoted by those with much to lose if other

candidates were successful, irrespective of his own
action or proclivities. Elizabeth’s approach kept alive

misplaced aspirations, whilst religious and foreign

interests supported their own favourites. In 1594 a

book entitledA Conference About the Next Succession

to the Crown ofEngland, which had been written by

Robert Parsons under the pseudonym R Doleman,

was published in Antwerp and began to percolate

into Elizabethan society. It scathingly examined all

candidates, and whilst claiming the Seymours were

popular, it confirmed that Beauchamp’s chances
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were diminished through his low-born wife. The

book demonstrated that bloodline did not dictate

succession, but rather determined a shortlist from

which a suitable candidate could be chosen, based on

honour, achievement and marriage. The following

year, whilst Elizabeth was seriously ill, Sir Michael

Blount, lieutenant of the Tower of London, who
supported the Beauchamp cause, begun conspiring

with others to provision the Tower so that it could

be held in the event of the Queen’s death. Blount

believed that there were several hundred gentlemen

in England who shared his views on the succession

and that he would be able ‘to armfour orfive thousand

with all manner of munitions and furniture ’ (Bruce

1984). Blount’s clumsy insurrection, at about the

time Hertford was briefly incarcerated in the same

Tower for seeking to get his marriage validated,

may have further undermined Hertford’s standing

with the Queen. However it appears that Elizabeth

was scheduled to visit Hertford in 1601 and 1602 as

part of her royal progress, until both were cancelled

due to smallpox and foul weather (CSP Vol. 6 1601-

1603).

Very little is heard ofBeauchamp or his brother

during the remainder of Elizabeth’s reign. However

in 1596, it was reported that Sir John Smyth urged

soldiers, weary from foreign wars, to mutiny

and follow Beauchamp and Thomas, apparently

without their complicity (CSP Vol. 4 1595-1597;

Strype 1824). Then in 1598, in the wake of the

minor Armadas ofthe previous two years, reports of

piracy and Papist activity in Cornwall and Ireland,

implied that Beauchamp might have been involved

or sympathetic to the foreign cause (CSP Vol. 5

1598-1601).

Just before Elizabeth’s death Arbella Stuart

(the second candidate for the throne in Wilson’s

list) sent a manservant to Hertford concerning a

possible marriage between her and Beauchamp’s

eldest son (Cecil MSS vl2 1602-3). As Gristwood

(2003) observes, it seemed that a marriage between a

Seymour (any Seymour) and Arbella would combine

two claims to the throne, neither ofwhich, alone, was

certain to topple that ofJames. Hertford was furious

at the affrontery, and reported the incident to Robert

Cecil, whereby Arbella’s plot was exposed.

On her deathbed the Counsel came to the

Queen to know her pleasure who should succeed, to

which she replied ‘My seat hath been the seat ofKings.

And I will have no rascal to succeed me. And who
should succeed me but a King.' When the Secretary

asked for clarification, she named her
‘

cousin of

Scotland.’ An account by Elizabeth Southwell, a

maid of honour present, states that the queen gave

this proclamation when Beauchamp’s name was

specifically raised as a possible successor (Loomis

1996). Elizabeth’s deathbed rejection ofBeauchamp

and her nomination of James had no effect in law,

though it carried considerable influence. It was the

Act of Succession in 1604 which removed all doubt

- James was the King.

According to reports of the diarist and

barrister John Manningham, after Elizabeth’s

death Beauchamp may have raised 10,000 men
in support of his claim for the throne, and there

were assertions that he held Portsmouth, had the

support of the French, and that the Papists were

likely to rise with him (Bruce 1868). The Lords

warned Beauchamp he risked proclamation of

treason. However the stories sounded erroneous

or even risible. Manningham scoffed, ‘He rose in

the morning, and means to go to bed at night ’ (Bruce,

1868). It was also reported to the Venetians that

Beauchamp was in the west raising foot and horse

with the intention of proclaiming himself king,

acting at the instigation of France. However they

said that the younger Seymour (Beauchamp) was

yielding to the elder (Hertford) who, crippled

though he was, swore he would have himself

carried to London and there sign the proclamation

of James’s accession and pledge his son’s hand to

the same (Gristwood, 2003). Bruce (1868) claimed

that other contenders for the throne were overawed

and silenced when they found that the supporters

of the James had stolen a march upon them, so that

any agitation subsided almost instantly, and ‘the

disturbed sea rocked itselfto rest. ’

Relinquishment: Hertford ends 47 years of

attempts to prove his marriage, and purchases
those lands his son would have inherited, if

legitimate

With Elizabeth dead, and James formally declared

as king, any attempts by Hertford to have his

marriage to Catherine Grey validated, and his

children legitimised, could no longer be construed

as treasonous. Following the King’s coronation,

Hertford wasted no time is seeking a new commission,

to enable his surviving and elder son, Beauchamp,

to inherit their mother’s and father’s lands, and

his father’s titles. However, Beauchamp and Lord

Monteagle contended for the same land and

became locked into torturous legal arguments about

precedence. An impediment was raised to pursuing

an appeal through the courts, and there followed
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fruitless debate about whether another commission

could be granted to examine the impediment without

intermeddling in such a cause (BL Add. 63543 ff.47-

80, BL Cotton Vitellius CXVI v2 f.5 16).

Following legal stalemate, Hertford approached

the King directly and in 1605 it was agreed that

a commission should re-examine Beauchamp’s

entitlement (WSA 3790/1/3; BL Add. 38170, ff.39, 52,

60, 68, BL78). It is sometimes claimed in secondary

sources that Hertford’s marriage was recognised in

common law at about this time and that the priest

who had solemnised the ceremony came forward,

some 45 years after the event e.g. Ellis (1827), St

Maur (1902) and Locke (1911). Ellis cites Brydges’

edition of Collin’s Peerage for this, which has other

proven errors, and this may be the elemental source

for this romantic but unsubstantiated notion. Instead

incessant legal arguments prevailed, and terms for a

new commission could not be agreed. In 1607 Lord

Monteagle, as descendent ofCharles Brandon by his

first marriage, petitioned for lands once belonging

to Catherine Grey (descendent of Charles Brandon

by his second wife, Mary Queen of France) claiming

that Catherine died without issue. Beauchamp
counter-petitioned against Monteagle, claiming his

case should not be heard until the validity of his

parents’ marriage has been re-examined, following

the King’s agreement to such a commission (BL,

Cecil Papers 1607-8).

In 1608 the King consented to the issue being

resolved by the Privy Council rather than through

the law courts. The Council ignored issues relating

to Hertford’s marriage, which left Beauchamp
illegitimate, and according to Hertford’s notes

‘wholly endeavoured to advance the King’s profits.
’ They

recommended that Beauchamp should be able to

purchase one third of the reversion of his mother’s

lands, on payment of 60 years’ value, and purchase

the reversion of his father’s lands on payment of

25 years’ value, for such land entailed on heirs

male (BL Cecil Papers Petitions 2368). Hertford

initially refused, saying the scheme ‘impeaches both

...my conscience and honour’ (presumably because

it effectively acknowledged that Catherine gave

birth out of wedlock). Hertford claimed that his

son should have all of Catherine’s lands ‘were his

right admitted’ and Hertford’s lands by inheritance,

all without payment. However, later Hertford

reconsidered, and said he would lay aside justice,

his conscience and honour, and consent to a final

conclusion of the case. However he entreated the

King to provide more than one third of Catherine’s

lands, and to accept just 15 years’ value for the

reversion of his own lands (ibid.). After 47 years of

legal wrangling a tripartite agreement was drawn

up, involving the King (1), Hertford, Beauchamp

and Lady Honora (2), and Lord Monteagle (3)

whereby lands of Charles Brandon, late Duke of

Suffolk, were to be divided, with the Earl and

Beauchamp purchasing the reversion ofmanors and

lands belonging to Catherine, and Beauchamp to be

created Earl of Hertford (anew) on the decease of

current Earl (CSP Vol. 8 1603-1610 & SP 38/9/28/2).
j

The acknowledgement ofBeauchamp’s illegitimacy

extinguished prospect that he could resurrect a claim

on the throne, and impugned Catherine’s honour.

However, it brought to a close nearly halfa century of

uncertainty. As it happened, Beauchamp predeceased

his father in 1612, so was never able to assume the

earldom. Beauchamp’s eldest son Edward also died

before his grandfather, and it was his second son

William who inherited the land and titles when
Hertford died in 1621.

j

The Great Illuminated Roll

Pedigree of the Seymours

An introduction to the Roll

The Seymour Roll is a massive manuscript bearing

the date 1604, commissioned by the Earl ofHertford

and depicting his ancestry (Figure 6). It includes

the lineage of some 750 people, with paintings of

35 individuals, embellished with extracts from

documentary sources, facsimile seals, classical

quotations, floral decorations, the Seymour heraldic

achievement and the first known depiction of the

Savernake Horn (Figure 7). The roll pedigree makes

only parenthetic reference to Catherine Grey, despite

her centrality to Hertford’s ongoing lineage, whilst

showing his two later wives. This is in contrast to

the Hertford monument in Salisbury cathedral,

which depicts Catherine Grey in effigy, but ignores

Hertford’s later marriages. It is one ofthe three large

and flamboyant roll pedigrees which Wagner (1952)

describes as ‘the most imposing specimens ofall.’ These

three, comprising the Seymour, Shirley and Vere
;

rolls, all date from the Elizabethan and early Stuart

age, during a period in which nobility commissioned

many genealogies and illuminated pedigrees.

The Seymour Roll remained in private hands as

property of the hereditary wardens of the Forest of

Savernake from its completion in 1604 until it came
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Fig. 6 The Seymour Roll Pedigree. About 40% ofa parchment ‘so large that it cannot be fully unrolled in any ordinary

room’ (WSA 1300/376)

into the public domain in 2009 (WSA 1300/376).

Upon the death ofJohn, 4th Duke of Somerset, the

last of the Seymour and Somerset wardens, in 1675,

it presumably passed to his niece Elizabeth, who
was heiress at law, together with the Forest itself.

The roll was thus separated from those Seymour

papers, including partial pedigrees, which now form

part of the Longleat archives. The following year

Elizabeth married Thomas Bruce, Earl of Ailesbury,

who became the next hereditary warden. From this

union the hereditary wardenship has continued

through the Brudenell-Bruce family, who bear the

titles of Earl of Cardigan, Marquess of Ailesbury,

and Viscount Savernake.

Perhaps as a consequence of it being privately

held, coupled with the fact that it is, as Brudenell-

Bruce (1949) observes,
‘

so large that it cannot be fully

unrolled in any ordinary room ’ there is scant reference

to the Seymour roll in literature. His own Wardens of

Savernake Forest includes many ancestral charts, and

he was clearly influenced by the content, although he

makes few direct references, and introduces earlier

generations not shown. Several works on the history

of the family do not cite the roll at all. Reed (2008,

2010) in his two meticulously researched papers on

the early origins of the Seymour family, appears not

to draw from the roll’s contents. Similarly Patterson

(1999) in his massive tome Seymour Dawn makes

no reference to it. Two early 20th century Seymour

family histories are also silent on the roll, yet these

may have been indirectly influenced by it through

the works ofDugdale and later heralds who drew on

the College ofArm’s records in their publications on

the peerage. Other than passing mention in Jackson

(1875) and Ward (1860) no further references to the

roll have been found. Since coming into the public

domain, the roll has been described in detail by

Douglas (2010, 2011).

The parchment

The roll measures 6.83m x 1.88m (22’5” x 6’2”), and

is attached to wooden poles at each end, the upper

of which bears a wire for hanging. It is constructed

from 26 parchment membranes, glued together

without stitching. These are arranged in nine

bands, the top one comprising just two membranes,
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Floral Border

Title Section

Classical Quotations

Narrative Boxes for Families traced

to Norman Conquest

Painted Figures representing

Heads of Families at Conquest

Narrative on Seymours

Painted Figures representing

Heads of Families traceable

only after Norman Conquest

Main Body of Roll with named
individuals in Roundels, Heraldic

Devices, and Narrative and

Evidence Boxes

Portraits of Duke and Duchess

of Somerset

Roundel of Edward Seymour,

Earl of Hertford

Savernake Horn

Suggested limit of inclusions

made by preparation date of 1604

Suggested limit of additions

incorporated between cl661 & 1676

Suggested inclusions added during

restoration in 1952

Hertford Achievement

Fig. 7 The Seymour Roll Pedigree: Basic layout and main features described in the text (WSA 1300/376)
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and the other eight comprising three. Membranes

range only between 69.2 and 86.4cm in their vertical

dimension. They are arranged in a staggered way so

that folds between membranes do not extend along

its length.

There are 14 patches in the parchment, some

comprising glued strips strengthening tears, some

involving resin based repairs, and some actual

replacements of original material. The largest such

insertion is 43.8cm x 48.3cm. One whole patch

comprises a portrait of the Duchess of Somerset,

Hertford’s mother. None of the patches are dated,

and they may have been inserted following damage,

or to enable corrections or improvements.

There is no evidence to suggest that the parchment

has been extended after its initial construction

(whilst the possibility cannot be wholly excluded).

Significant space in the lower reaches may have

been incorporated to enable subsequent generations

to be added.

Description of layout

The roll essentially depicts the lineage of Edward

Seymour, Earl of Hertford, with his mother’s

ancestral lines shown to the left, and father’s right and

centre, whilst also showing six further generations

of his descendants, some ofwhom could have been

added only after its initial completion in 1604. The
roll comprises a bold title section with decorations

and classical quotations, a line of illustrated ancient

forebears, a dropped line pedigree with roundels for

each person and impaled arms, interspersed with

further illustrations, text blocks providing either

narrative or evidence for the lineages shown (from

charters, deeds, and inquisitions), and finally a

grand heraldic display of the achievement of arms,

and illustration of the Savernake Horn. The text

is Latin, with the exception of a single entry in

French. A summary of the contents of the roll is

given in Figure 8.

Contents

Title section

In bold letters the purpose of the roll is specified,

emphasising that it was prepared for the Earl of

Hertford. It reads: Stemma Genealogicum Nobilissimae

Honoratissimae et inprimis antiquae Familiae de Sancto

Mauro sive Seymour. This translates and continues as:

'The genealogical tree ofthe most noble, most honourable

and above all ancientfamily ofSt. Maur or Seymour
;from

Total on roll

Roundels (including 10 duplicates) 760

Individuals recorded 750

Heraldic devices 423

Pictures 34

Text areas 126

Seals 14

Fig. 8 Summary ofthe contents on the Seymour Roll Pedigree

whose family in direct succession comes the most noble

Edward, Earl ofHertford and Baron Beauchamp, son

of the most illustrious leader Edward Duke ofSomerset,

Earl ofHertford, Viscount Beauchamp, Baron Seymour

etc. to whom are attached on both sides the [family] trees

ofthe mostfamousfamilies whose marriages rightly were

grafted into the same [and] happily grew together.
’ A

sub-title proclaims the accuracy of the roll, stating

that
‘

Everything is taken from the public archives of

the Kingdom, and the personal [archives] of the same

family, copied and depicted from evidences with the

highest fidelity.’

Quotations

There are two classical extracts shown in ornamental

plaques. One, untraced but claiming to be by

Epictetus, a freed Greek slave who was born in Rome
and studied stoic philosophy, may be translated as:

‘ Wherever ancient nobility was bom, there also has existed

ancient virtue, without which Nobility had never grown

roots.
’ The other appears to come from a version of

Cicero’s Pro Sestio Chapter IX section 21 and reads:

'The memory ofmen who are illustrious, and who have

deserved well ofthe republic, has its influence over us even

after they are dead’ (Yonge 1891).

Centrally located is a quotation by King Solomon

from the Book of Wisdom in the Apocrypha, from

the Latin Vulgate version of the Bible translated by

St. Jerome (Hieromi):
‘How beautiful is the chaste

generation with glory:for the memory thereofis immortal:

because it is known both with God and with men ’ (New

Advent, 2009b). The slightly later King James

Version translates it (somewhat inappropriately for

a genealogical roll) as:
‘

Better it is to have no children,

and to have virtue: for the memorial thereof is immortal:

because it is known with God, and with men’ (University

of Virginia, 2011).

Floral Border

There are reasonably accurate reproductions,

especially of the flowers or fruits of Tudor pompom
daisy, marigold, pansy, field rose,Dianthus (carnation

pink), daffodil, cornflower, pimpernel or poppy,



Fig. 9 Examples ofFloral Borders on the roll, showing Dianthus and daffodil (row 2) and cornflower (row 3) with identically

stylised (botanically inaccurate) leaves (WSA 1300/376)

strawberry, columbine, damask rose, Lancastrian vs

York rose, iris, borage, oak, hazel, cherry, and sloe or

bullace. The flowers are often coupled with stylised

and wholly inaccurate leaves (Figure 9). Daffodil,

cornflower, iris, pimpernel and Dianthus are shown

inappropriately adorning the same style of leaf. The
roses have no thorns.

The heads offamilies

Below the Title Section are narrative boxes

describing the importance of 18 ancestral names

and families, traced back to the Norman invasion,

including William the Conqueror himself, together

with those who supported or fought alongside. Each

is accompanied by painted figures, depicting either

the individual ancestor, or possibly a more general

representation of the house bearing his name.

The figures are extremely stylised, with recurrent,

awkwardly-jointed arms and legs. Many having

identically drawn faces, postures and clothing, with

minor adjustments to beards, positions of swords

or objects carried introduced to make them appear

individual. Some care has been taken to ensure that

attire matches the status of individuals. Figures

have robes and coronets befitting their dignity

as Earls or Dukes; all nobles carry letters patent,

whilst those not thus honoured wear armour or plain

robes. However, the armour generally resembles

late 16th or early 17th century styles, rather than

conforming with accurate battledress of the period.

For example, William the Conqueror is depicted

with an extravagantly plumed crown, and his chain-

mail has been replaced with modern plate. The
image for Esturmy, later hereditary wardens of the

Forest of Savernake, resembles William closely. The

text box above suggests this was a Richard Esturmy

who held land in Wiltshire at the time ofDomesday.

One image which is out of keeping with the others

appears as the head of the Scottish Kings, under the

box describing Malcolm III, who was a contemporary

but not a companion of William the Conqueror.

The attire is regal and elegant. The complexion is

painted differently from all other figures on the roll,

and resembles others held at the College of Arms.

Whilst England, through William the Conqueror,

is displayed as a warrior, Scotland appears more
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3

Fig. 10 Examples ofpaintedfigures representing heads offamilies tracedfrom Norman Conquest. 1 Brahantia, 2 Bellocampo, 3

Campania, 4 Sturmy (Esturmy), 5 Ferrers, 6 Scotia (WSA 1300/376)
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sophisticated. With James I on the throne for only a

year at the date ofthe roll’s completion, it is possible

that the image is a tribute to James, to whom there

is some facial resemblance.

Examples ofthe painted figures representing the

heads of families are given in Figure 10. The full

list of names represented by the family narrative

boxes of the painted figures is given in the Figure

11. Examples of Narrative Boxes for William Duke

of Normandy and for Sturmy (Esturmy) are given

in Figures 12 and 13.

Anglia [English

monarchy]
Gifford Hose [Hussey]

Bohun Clare Bellomont de
Warwick

Brabantia Marescallus

[Marshal]

Clifford

Bolonia Ferrers Percy

Campania Chester de Mortuomaris
or Mortimer

de Bellocampo Sturmy or Scotia [Scottish

rBeauchampI Esturmv monarchvl

Fig. 11 Names offamilies tracedfrom Norman Conquest

Initial completion and subsequent updating

Centrally located along the line of family narrative

boxes is painted an ornamental plaque with

minor capitals resembling a carved inscription,

reading"1604AD in the secondyear ofthe reign ofJames,

King ofEngland, France and Ireland: and in the thirty

eighth [year of his reign] ofScotland. ’ It is likely that

the roll would have taken some years to complete,

and hence would have extended through part of

Elizabeth’s reign when the succession remained

unresolved, and Beauchamp was a contender. The
over-stressed proclamation concerning the date

may have been a deliberate attempt to distance it

from the Tudor era, and show that there was no

subversive motive.

The roll carries a restorer’s note. It reads: "After

surviving nearly three hundred and fifty years, the script

of this Pedigree was found to he much rubbed, and in

places scarcely decipherable. The lettering therefore

was renewed as necessary by Claire G M Evans, this

restoration being completed in November 1952. The

originalpaintings were not touched at this date, butfurther

generations were added, covering the century 1676-1 116. ’

The restoration was presumably undertaken at

the commission of Chandos Brudenell-Bruce, 7th

Marquess of Ailesbury (1904-1974), an enthusiast

for Seymour history, whose book "The Wardens of

Savernake Forest’ appeared in 1949. The work was

William, Duke of Normandy, the natural

son of Robert, second Duke of Normandy,

nicknamed the Bastard, relying on his adop-

tion by marriage and the promises of Edward

the Confessor King of England, with a great

army having been raised, landed in England,

in the year of 1066, and with Harold, who
had usurped the kingdom, killed in battle,

he seized the kingdom of England, the

famous name of Conqueror followed, and his

continuous line of descendants, and succes-

sors from that time forth held the sceptre of

England with the highest honour and glory.

Fig. 12 Narrative box for Anglia, represented by William I

At the time that William the Conqueror

reigned in England, Richard Esturmy, a

nobleman, held from the same king land

in Trois, Buberg (now Burwich), Grateston

(now Gratton), Haredon and Scaldeborne

in the county of Wiltshire, as is evident

from the book called Domesday, from whose

descendants in the time of King Richard

I flourished another Richard Esturmy and

Geoffrey Esturmey, Warden and Forrester

of the adjacent Forest of Savernake, and his

name was full of dignity, and his successors

even to this day are charged with the same

office.

Fig. 13 Narrative box for Sturmy (Esturmy) family,

hereditary wardens ofSavernake

professionally undertaken. Evans was a calligrapher

and artist, who studied under William Graily Hewit,

founder of the Society of Scribes and Illuminators.

In the 1950s she offered her services through Coat

ofArms, a magazine of heraldry and genealogy, as an

experienced pedigree-writer and painter of heraldic

devices. One ofthe text boxes, which has faint traces

of writing but has not been re-inked, presumably

could not be interpreted at this time. From the

restorer’s note, there must have been at least three

main periods of work on the roll: a) Its initial

preparation, ending at or around the proclaimed

date of 1604; b) A period between 1604 and 1676

when it was updated, either intermittently or at

the end of this period, and c) in 1952 when Evans
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incorporated additions for the period 1676-1776

and may have made other amendments to entries

for preceding periods.

A preliminary analysis of the entries on the

roll suggest that the great majority, comprising

724 roundels, were included during the initial

preparation phase. Investigation of a selection of

roundels containing events of known date confirm

that the roll is likely to have been prepared in the

period 1601-1605, i.e. consistent with the proclaimed

date of 1604. There is some minor evidence of later

alteration.

At some stage between this phase and 1676

generations were added and alterations were made

to existing entries. For example, although he is likely

to have been included on the 1604 roll, Beauchamp’s

son William Seymour (1588-1660) had his two wives

added (Arbella who he married in 1610, and Frances

in 1617). The roll mentions that he became second

Duke of Somerset in 1660, his arms bear the garter

he was then awarded, and his death the following

year is given. The ink of these inclusions has faded

and is distinct from restoration work carried out

in 1952. The conclusion is that this second phase

included certain changes relating to the period

after 1661, and could possibly (but not certainly),

have been undertaken on a single occasion. The
final date of this phase, 1676, marks the marriage

of Elizabeth Seymour to Thomas Bruce, when the

hereditary wardenship of Savernake passed out of

Seymour hands.

The third phase extends between 1676 and 1776,

according to Evans’s note of 1952. It includes just

seven new entries, including Charles Bruce (1682-

1747), Charles Seymour (6th Duke of Somerset)

and Algernon (7th) who died in 1750. After this

there were no more male heirs to the dukedom
descending from the first Duke’s marriage to Anne
Stanhope, and the line thereafter reverted to heirs

deriving from his marriage to Kathryn Fillol, whom
he had repudiated. Evans also made at least three

amendments, as well as re-inking and upgrading

the roll.

The genealogy

Arrangement

There is a highly structured approach. Each
figurehead stands astride its line of descendants.

Significant lines which have not been traced back to

the time ofthe Conqueror, such as the Seymour male

line which commences with William St. Maur, some
1 1 generations back, are marked with an illustration

within the genealogy at their chronological position.

Examples ofadditional figures (not shown along the

top line) are given in Figure 14.

Relationships

Individuals are represented within roundels painted

in green - presumably verdigris, a practice employed

over several centuries. The one exception is Edward

Seymour first Duke of Somerset whose roundel has

an uncoloured double ring. Lineage is depicted

using a dropped-line pedigree, with horizontal

lines for siblings, and vertical lines for connecting

generations, with an occasional flourish where

lines conjoin. An extract showing the generations

of Somerset - Hertford - Beauchamp is given in

Figure 15. In places a column tree has been employed

where there was inadequate horizontal space to show

siblings on one line. Blue, red, grey/green, brown

and black colours are used to distinguish different

overlapping lines, but choice of colour appears to

have no further significance.

Hertford’s parental lines

Hertford’s father’s ancestors derive from 12 of the

18 figureheads forming the top horizontal line

dated to the Conquest, and take up about two thirds

of the roll, focused on the centre and right. His

mother’s side have royal bloodlines stretching back

to William the Conqueror. Her link to the Scottish

King Malcolm III, who is on the far right of the

figureheads (providing balance with the English

Kings on the far left), is not drawn on the roll, but

is mentioned in the text.

Heraldic arms

The roll displays some 423 heraldic shields, many of

which comprise the impaled arms of both husband

and wife.

Evidence and text boxes

Some 126 text boxes feature within the roll,

providing either narrative (in 77, or 61% of cases)

or visual representations of source evidence (49,

or 39%). One of the boxes gives nine variants of

the name Seymour, including De Sancto Mauro,

Seymer and Semor. One box is empty, although it

shows faint signs of former script, and appears to

have been indecipherable during a period of repair

and re-inking.

Evidence cited on the roll

The types ofevidence employed are shown in Figure

16. Many of these evidence boxes relate to land in

Wiltshire. Eight involve deeds, inquisitions post
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Fig. 14 Examples ofpaintedfigures depicted in the body ofthe roll (WSA 1300/376)
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Fig. 15 Extract depicting 3 generations, and 11 ofthe 750 individuals on the roll. Hertford is central. His roundel reads Edward

Seymour, Earl ofHertford and Baron Beauchamp, first married Catherine, daughter ofHenry Grey Duke ofSuffolk. His later

wives have their own roundels. His parents, the Duke and Duchess ofSomerset (and his father’s former wife), are on the top row,

and his sons Beauchamp and Thomas and their wives on the bottom row.

(Vertical lines foreshortenedfrom original) (WSA 1300/376)
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Sources of Evidence No.

Deeds and charters 21

Inquisitions Post Mortem 16

State Records, rolls, fines etc 9

Wills 2

Other 1

Fig. 16 Sources ofevidence cited on the roll

mortem and other documents relating to members

of the Sturmy/Esturmy family, and eleven provide

similar records relating to Seymours. One piece of

evidence cited is in French, and comprises a receipt

from Peter Delamere confirming he received 100

sous from Sir William Seymour in 1370/71.

Authentification ofevidence

Of the documents cited in the 49 evidence boxes,

20 were identified as surviving in modern archives.

Others may be extant, but have not yet been located.

Of these, 15 (75%) were examined and found to have

been faithfully, albeit selectively, represented on the

roll. There were no examples of misrepresentation.

Examples of Text Boxes

The centrepiece of the genealogy is a script

describing the origins of the Seymours. It states

Amongst the nobles and men ofwarflourished with glory

who served under William Duke ofNormandy, sumamed

the Conqueror, in the celebratedyear of1066 when having

invaded England with his conquering standard he routed

KingHarold in close battle, [are] reckoned those who were

sumamed St. Maur.’ It claims the family name derived

from a feudal possession in Normandy, bearing a

church dedicated to that saint. It mentions family

members ‘of notedfame ’ who settled in England. It

also describes how, when Henry I seized land from

the Welsh, the family settled at Penhow in Wales,

a church was dedicated to Saint Maur there, and

a place called Seymour Park survives. Despite the

inference, any link with the Normandy family

has yet to be proven. One box describes a charter

of Henry Duke of Normandy and Acquitaine,

involving a transfer of his manors of Stapleford,

Bossingham and Figheldean, previously held by

his mother the Empress Maud, to Henry Hussey. A
note held at Wiltshire and Swindon History Centre

claims that the original charter, from which this is

copied, has been lost, and this provides the only

surviving evidence.

One evidence box transcribes a charter of

1199/1200 through which King John confirms his

grant to Henry Sturmy of the land and bailiwick of

the forest of Savernake such as Geoffrey Sturmy his

father had at his death, for the accustomed services.

Fig. 1 7 Original charter ofKingJohn, granting the hereditary

wardenship ofSavernake to Geoffrey Sturmy, as accurately

reproduced on the roll (WSA 1300/12)

This transcription is a faithful rendering of the

charter which still survives (Figure 17).

One box describes an undated deed through

which Henry Sturmy, son of Geoffrey Sturmy,

granted to his son Henry, at his marriage with

Margaret daughter of Lord Hubert Hussey, the

Manor of Wolfhall.

A further evidence box relates to an inquisition

of 1381/2 on the death of Henry Sturmy who held

from the King in chief the manor ofBurbage for the

service ofproviding one Knight in the King’s army,

armed with hauberk, iron helmet and a covered

horse, and also held two messuages and virgates

in Wyke, one in association with the West Bailey,

bailiwick of the forest of Savernake for the service

of 12 shillings [at] Marlborough Castle, together with

the manor ofStapleford and advowson ofthe church,

and manor of Figheldean. It was declared that his

brother William Sturmy, 25, was Henry’s heir. The

original from which this is derived appears to be C
136/19/1 in the National Archive.

The Duke and Duchess ofSomerset

These play a pivotal position on the roll, as parents

of Hertford.
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Fig. 18 Portraits ofDuke and Duchess ofSomerset, centrally placed on the Seymour roll (WSA 1300/376)

Portraits

The Duke and Duchess have the only portraits not

positioned at the head of their family, and instead

inserted at their chronological position (Figure 18).

They may also be attempts at true likenesses. The
portrait of the Duke closely resembles a painting by

Hans Holbein, and engravings derived from this.

The Duchess appears more stylised although has

some (less conclusive) resemblance to a portrait by

Antonio Moro.

Descriptions

The text for the Duke focuses on his illustrious

achievements. It does not mention his execution,

whilst suggesting he lost honours because of the

malice of his enemies. The full text reads: ‘The most

illustrious Prince Edward Seymour
;
Duke of Somerset,

because of his virtues, and relationship with the king

(namely the most powerful King Henry had married

LadyJane his sister) his position was raised to the highest

public office, and total authorityfor the army. As ayoung

man, together with Charles Brandon Duke ofSuffolk he

captured Mount Desiderius or Montdidier in Picardy,

honoured with a knighthood, then Viscount Beauchamp,

and afterwards was augmented with the honour ofEarl

ofHertford, and admitted to the most noble order of the

garter; when he was sent to Scotland with an army, where

he routed the enemy at Leith and captured thefortified city

ofEdinburgh, and destroyed others. When the most serene

Edward, his nephew by his sister took the sceptre, he was

created by him Duke of Somerset and Baron Seymour,

his governor and protector of the kingdom, commander

of the army and held the rank ofgeneral, treasurer and

Earl Marshal ofEngland, and appointed Governor and

Captain of the Isles of Guemesy and Jersey. First with

pious endeavours he restored the true religion ofgod to

England then he defeated the Scots most decisively infair

battle near Musselburgh, slaughteringfifteen hundredfrom

the captured nobles, barely a hundred English were lost.

Truely here a Prince so great and excellent, whose virtue

known at home and at war, by the secret guile ofhis rivals

by whose ambition he seemed to lose the way, and with



Fig. 19 Full Hertford Achievement (WSA 1300/376)

the greatest lamentation all his honour was taken away

for the most trifling ofcrimes. ’

Large illustrations

Beneath the genealogy, sit two major visual

elements:

Hertford's Full Heraldic Achievement

This is presented centrally at the end of the roll,

filling the whole of the vertical dimension of the

ninth parchment band (Figure 19). The arms are

shown with fourteen quarterings, as given in the

Table of Figure 20.

The Savernake Horn

This is the largest representational drawing on

the roll, measuring 36 x 35cm. It lies immediately

above the heraldic achievement, but slightly right of

centre. Its presence disrupts the pictorial balance of

the roll. Unlike other sources of evidence presented
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Quarterly of 14:

1 & 14. Royal augmentation granted by

Henry VIII in honour ofJane Seymour.

2. Seymour from Somerset, his father.

3. Beauchamp de Hache from Cecilia, great

(x6) grandmother.

4. Vivonne, from Cecilia, great (x9)

grandmother via Beauchamp.

5. Marshal from Sybil, great (xl 1)

grandmother via Vivonne.

6. Clare from Isabella, great (xl2)

grandmother via Marshal.

7. Leinster from Eva MacMorrough, great

(xl3) grandmother via Clare.

8. Gifford from Rosia, great (xl6)

grandmother via Clare.

9. Delamare from Joan Delamare, great (x6)

grandmother via Margery de Brockbury,

great (x5) grandmother whose father was

not an armiger.

10. Sturmy from Maud, great (x4)

grandmother.

11. Hussey from Margaret, great (x8)

grandmother via Sturmy.

12. William from Isabella, great (x3)

grandmother.

13. Coker from Elizabeth, great (x2)

grandmother.

Fig. 20 Quarterings ofthe Hertford Achievement

in the roll, there is no text or explanation alongside

describing any significance attached to the horn. Its

depiction may be an afterthought, not incorporated

into the original plan. This drawing is the first ever

representation of the horn, often claimed as the

ancient symbol of tenure of the hereditary wardens

of Savernake, but never mentioned hitherto in the

extensive family archives. The horn is described

more fully, with an image from the roll, in Bathe

(2012, this issue).

Individuals included on the roll

Of the 750 individuals included in the pedigree, 282

are direct line ancestors of Hertford, extending over

19 generations. It contains some 39 monarchs, and at

least 206 individuals who have entries in the Oxford

Dictionary ofNational Biography. Multiple collateral

lines are extended to the date of the roll. For example,

REFERENCE SOURCES Individuals

Stirnet.com 660

thePeerage.com 537

Dugdale’s Baronage 365

Burke’s Peerage 337

Burke’s Extinct Peerage 189

The Complete Peerage 176

Cardigan’s Wardens ofSavernake 55

Fig. 21 Correlation of individuals recorded in the roll with

genealogical reference sources

Henry Hastings is the product of eight generations

of father, mother and male heir without any record

of siblings. Through the use of collateral lines the

Seymour roll shows kinship between Hertford and

other nobles, and indeed with the King (his 6th

cousin, twice removed). The roll portrays at least 57

individuals alive at its completion date, including

seven knights, seven barons, nine earls, two princes

and the King.

Authentification ofindividuals

There is little certainty in any genealogy of the

period covered in the Seymour Roll. The royal and

noble lines are better documented and researched

than other less noble lines, but none of the standard

genealogical reference works provides a single,

reliable and complete picture ofHertford’s ancestors

from which the Seymour Roll might be validated.

Comparison of the number of individuals recorded

on the roll with genealogical reference works shows

a varying degree of corroboration, as shown in the

table, Figure 21. Analysis ofthe direct line ancestors

by looking at the degree of corroboration by

individual provides a better, yet still flawed insight

into the accuracy of the roll, highlighting that some

of the claimed links may be weaker than others.

Only exhaustive research using original

documentation will reveal the true accuracy of the

roll. Some relevant and detailed research has been

already conducted independently by Reed (2008)

who investigated the evidence of the earliest origins

of this Seymour line. He concludes that William St.

Maur is the earliest provable ancestor. William is the

first of the Seymour line included on the roll. The

subsequent generations researched by Reed bear

some semblance to the roll, although Reed argues

for the existence of a generation that is not shown

in other Seymour pedigrees and is not on the roll.

However, he highlights a weakness in the Seymour

lineage that is accepted in other works. He notes that
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Fig. 22 Lowerpan ofa pedigree prepared by Dethick, York Herald, in 1576. Redrawn from the original at Longleat House in

agreement with the Marquess ofBath (Longleat Seymour Papers vol. 6)

Dugdale, a highly respected herald, in his Baronage

of England of 1675/6 commences the origins of the

Seymour line with Roger Seymour, who married a

wealthy widow and heiress Cecily Turberville (nee de

Beauchamp) cl 347-8. However, Dugdale would have

been aware of earlier ancestors included by Vincent,
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Fig. 23 Contenders for the throne in late Elizabethan times. Redrawn from the original at Longleat House in agreement with the

Marquess ofBath (Longleat Seymour Papers vol. 6)

a herald and protege ofCamden from the early part

of the seventeenth century, in his Baronage. Vincent

is reported to have relied upon and partially quoted

a deed which provides evidence of a transfer of land

in Woundy to Roger from his brother John. Reed

argues that this document, which has not been found

in modern archives, may have been falsified. The
Seymour Roll shows both brothers and their descent

from William St. Maur. Furthermore, it provides a

facsimile of the deed in question, in greater detail

than reported by Vincent. Vincent also includes four

sons of Roger and Cecily, whom Reed also disputes.

They too appear on the roll. Whether Vincent was

influenced by the roll (or both relied upon common
evidence), and whether this is based on a falsified

record is unknown.

Despite this potential falsification the roll does

not make outrageous claims. Some lines are more

readily proven than others. However, the central

message is that Hertford had a noble ancestry

over many generations, and was well connected to

contemporaneous nobility.

Related and possible precursor

genealogies of the Seymours

A series ofeleven worked pedigrees survive amongst

the Seymour papers (Longleat House Seymour
Papers Volume VI, ff 9-19). Many of these are

prepared in rough. All except one are undated,

although the inclusion of certain individuals

suggests that most were prepared in the latter years

of the 16th century. It is likely that those preparing

the illuminated roll pedigree would have been aware

of these drafts and the source material from which

they were drawn.

They include parchments showing pre-conquest

genealogy of the Saxon and Danish Kings, Scottish

royal ancestry, and the descendents of William I

and Edward III. Many genealogies show Hertford’s

son, Edward Lord Beauchamp (b.1561), and Arbella

Stuart (b.1575) but none show their marriages of

1582 and 1610 respectively. Hertford long-denied

the validity of his son’s marriage, so its omission

is not conclusive evidence that the pedigrees pre-

date 1582.

Whilst many of the genealogies comprise rough

workings, one professionally executed roll shows

the pedigree of the Seymours for eight generations

down to the Earl of Hertford, depicting arms in

colour (Longleat House Seymour Papers, Box
XVIII) (Figure 22). Both of the Duke of Somerset’s

marriages are shown. This pedigree also shows one

ofHertford’s brothers, a younger Edward (Somerset

christened three of his children Edward), with the

phrase childe obit 1574.’ Hertford complained of

a
‘

villain ’ priest called Braddock who had refused to

bury his brother Edward (Longleat House Seymour

Papers, Vol. XI, ff.97-101), and this statement and

the phrase in the pedigree raise questions about the

manner of the two deaths.

This pedigree appears to have been drawn up

specifically to show the collateral descent of John,
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a gentleman-pensioner to Queen Elizabeth, and an

illegitimate brother ofthe Protector and Queen Jane.

It also shows his marriage to Jane, daughter of Sir

Nicholas Poyntz, and issue. John’s arms are crossed

with a bar sinister, and his crest of the Seymour

phoenix carries a similar bar sinister at the foot of

the roll. The finished pedigree is signed by William

Dethick, York Herald, and dated 20 July 1576. This

pedigree shows the involvement of the College of

Arms in researching pedigrees for the family at

that period. Hertford’s own marriage and children

are not shown.

Ofparticular interest is a genealogy showing the

four key contenders for the throne, as the descendents

of Henry VII, in the latter 16th century Longleat

House Seymour Papers Volume VI, ff 9-19). They

include Lord Beauchamp and his brother Thomas

(d. 1619), Fardinando Lord Strange (d. 1594), Lady

Arbella Stuart, and James (described as VI, not I)

(Figure 23). This document provides unequivocal

evidence that Beauchamp’s legal entitlement to the

throne was under active consideration by the family

or those close to them, and must have persisted

as background awareness during the lengthy

formulation of the Seymour roll.

Monuments erected during

the lifetime of Edward
Seymour, Earl of Hertford

From 1588, and extending through the period when

the Seymour roll was in preparation, Hertford

set about constructing a series of opulent tombs

eulogising his family.

The Duchess ofSomerset’s monument in

Westminster Abbey
On the site of the altar in St Nicholas’s chapel

Hertford erected a sumptuous monument, 7.3m (24

ft) high, to his mother (Figure 24). Her effigy dressed

in the red robes of a Duchess lies on a sarcophagus

decorated with lion’s masks and clawed feet, under

an arched canopy, with ornamented obelisks and

columns. A Seymour phoenix sits each side of her

heraldic arms and the Stanhope crest. A black panel

with gold lettering records her attainments in Latin

with English translations. She is described almost

solely by her relationship to other nobles, and

Hertford seized the opportunity to promote the

achievements of his father, whose headless corpse

Fig. 24 The monument erected by Hertford to his mother

Anne, Duchess ofSomerset, in Westminster Abbey

had been unceremonially interred in the chapel of

St Peter ad Vincula ,
Tower of London. It states ‘Here

lyeth intombed the noble Dutchess of Somerset, Anne,

Spouse unto that most illustrious Prince Edward, Duke

ofSomerset, Earl ofHertford, Viscount Beauchamp, and

Baron Seymour, Companion ofthe mostfamous Knightly

Order of the Garter, Uncle to King Edward the Sixth,

Governor ofhis Royal Person and most worthy Protector

ofall his Realms, Dominions, and Subjects; Lieutenant

General of all his Armies, Treasurer and Earl-Marshal

of England, Governour and Captain of the Isles of

Guernsey and Jersey. Under whose prosperous Conduct,

glorious Victory hath been so often and so fortunately

obtained at Edinborough, Leith, and Muscleborough

Field.’ She is described as ‘A Princesse descended of

noble lignage’ and daughter of ‘the worthy knight Sir

Edward Stanhope, by Elizabeth, daughter of Sir Fulk

Bourchier, Lord Fitzwaren,from whom our modem Earls

of Bath are descended ’
. . . ‘grandson of King Edward

the Third, and Queen Eleanor,:’ The monument lists

her nine children comprising her sons Edward Earl

of Hertford, Henry, and a younger Edward, and

daughters, Anne, Countess of Warwick, Margaret,

Jane, Mary, Katharine, and Elizabeth. It fails to

mention her husband’s execution, or her own second

marriage to a commoner - her husband’s steward,

Francis Newdigate. Publicly advertising his role,
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Fig. 25 Monument to Hertford’s grandfather, SirJohn

Seymour, in St Mary’s church, Great Bedwyn

the monument states ‘The Earl ofHertford, Edward,

her eldest Son, in this doleful Duty careful and diligent,

doth consecrate this Monument to his dear Parent: Not

for her Honour, wherewith (living) she did abound,

and now departed, flourisheth; but for the dutiful Love

he beareth her, and for his last Testification thereof
’

(A

smaller monument to the Duchess in the church of

Chelsea, where she held the manor, describes her

simply as ‘some time Wife to EdwardDuke ofSomerset,

Protector,’ and is unlikely to have been commissioned

by Hertford).

SirJohn Seymour’s monument in Bedwyn
In 1590 Hertford built a grand chest-tomb bearing

coats of arms at Great Bedwyn church, for his

grandfather, Sir John Seymour, ofWolfhall (Figure

25). He had died in 1536, and was first buried in

the church of the Trinitarian Friars of Easton. This

had fallen into ruin following the reformation (in

which, ironically, Hertford’s father had been such a

champion), and Hertford had the coffin and effigy

removed to Bedwyn. A lengthy inscription fails to

mention any of Sir John’s ancestors and focuses

on descendants. Sir John had six sons and four

daughters. Prominence is given to ‘Edward, Duke

of Somerset, Earl of Hertford, Viscount Beauchamp
and Baron Seymour, Uncle to King Edward the

Sixth, Governor of his Royal Person, Protector of all

his Dominions and Subjects, Lord Treasurer and Earl

Marshall of England [who married] Anne Daughter

of Sir Edward Stanhope, Knight, by Elizabeth his

Wife’ [thereafter described in identical words to

his mother’s monument:] Daughter of Sir Foulke

Burgchier, Lord Fitzwaryn,from whom the modem Earls

of Bath are descended.’ It continues with:
‘Thomas

,

Lord Seymour of Sudeley, High Admiral of England,

who married Katherine, Queen ofEngland, and Widow
to King Henry the Eighth.’ The monument fails to

mention the execution ofthe brothers Somerset and

Sudeley, or Somerset’s first marriage. The inscription

also records their sister Jane, Queen ofEngland, Wife

to King Henry the Eighth, and Mother to King Edward

the Sixth.’ Again Hertford’s role in constructing the

tomb is proclaimed, and his personal expenses in

doing this pointed out: ‘This Knight departed this Life

atLXyears ofage, theXXI day ofDecember, Anno 1536,

and was first buried at Eston Priory Church, amongst

divers of his Ancestors, both Seymours and Sturmys;

Howbeit that Church being ruined, and thereby all their

Monuments either wholly spoiled, or very much defaced

during the Minority ofEdward, Earl ofHertford, Son to

the said Duke, the said Earl after;
as wellfor the dutiful

Love he beareth to his said Grandfather, as for the better

Continuance of his Memory, did cause his Body to be

removed, and here to be intombed at his own Cost and

Charge, the last day of September, Anno 1590, in the

XXXII year of the most happy Reign of our gracious

Sovereign Lady, Queen Elizabeth
.’

The Plaque to Hertford’s sister Lady Jane
Seymour at Westminster

At about the time that Hertford commissioned

these two tombs, he had a plaque erected to Jane,

his sister, who had been buried in the floor of St

Edmund’s chapel, Westminster Abbey. Despite

being a smaller, wall-mounted structure, it is extra-

ordinarily ornate, in black and gold, with floral

patterns and Tudor roses, and with phoenixes each

side of the crest, bearing the Seymour arms (Figure

26). From stylistic grounds it can be dated to

about 1590, some 40 years after Jane’s death (Peter

Sherlock, pers com). In gold lettering on black, she

is described as the ‘Noble Jane Seymour, daughter to

the renowned Prince, EdwardDuke ofSomerset, Earl of

Hertford, Viscount Beauchamp and Baron Seymour, and

to the right Noble Lady Anne, Duchess ofSomerset his

wife, who departed this life in her virginity at the age of

19years, the 19th March 1560’ [new style 1561]. Jane

was similarly described as dying ‘in her virginity

’

on
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Fig. 26 Monument erected by Hertford to his sisterJane, in

Westminster Abbey

the Seymour roll pedigree. Again Hertford draws

attention to his own character, stating that
‘Edward

Earl ofHertford and Baron Beauchamp, her dear bother,

hath caused this monument to be made.’ Jane had been

Hertford’s confidante, and according to his and

Lady Catherine Grey’s testimony, had been sole

witness to their wedding. Her untimely death three

months later deprived them of being able to prove

the lawfulness of their marriage, and the legitimacy

of their sons.

The Monument to Hertford’s second wife at

Westminster Abbey
The last opulent monument built by Hertford

during his lifetime was to his second wife, Frances,

Countess of Hertford, who died in 1598, with her

ambitions to bear him ‘another pretty boy ’ unfulfilled

(Longleat House Seymour Papers V, ff. 168-9). It was

constructed at the former altar site of St Benedict,

in his chapel in Westminster Abbey (Figure 27).

It emulates the monument to his mother, with an

effigy in the red robes of a peeress, this time below a

double arched canopy, framed with ornate columns,

obelisks, figurines and coats ofarms. She is described

as the ‘Dear Spouse to the noble Edward Earl ofHertford,

and Baron Beauchamp, Son of the renowned Prince

'rasriFfCATri

US C&KBfVU.
CiCS^EGRAT

Fig. 27 Monument to Frances, Countess ofHertford, WestminsterAbbey
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Fig. 28 Small brass memorial to Beauchamp on the wall ofSt Mary’s, Great Bedwyn

Edward Duke of Somerset, Earl of Hertford, Viscount

Beauchamp, and Baron Seymour. A Lady descended of

right noble Lineage, being Daughter of the noble Lord

William Baron Howard ofEffingham, Companion ofthe

mostfamous Order ofthe Garter, High Admiral to Queen

Mary, and Lord Chamberlain of the Household, and

Lord Privy Seal to Queen Elizabeth. Son was he to the

right noble Prince Thomas Duke ofNorfolk, and Earl of

Surrey, Earl Marshal ofEngland. ’ She died 'at 44 Years

ofAge, the 24th Day ofMay,Anno 1598, in the 40th Year

of the most happy Reign ofour most gracious Sovereign

Lady Queen Elizabeth.’ Hertford emphasises his role,

stating that he, as 'her lovingLord and Husband, much

lamenting her Death, in Testification of his great Love

towards her, and of his careful Diligence in this doleful

Duty, doth consecrate this Monument.''

Beauchamp’s brass plaque at Bedwyn
One further monument created during Hertford’s

lifetime, but not necessarily commissioned by him,

is out of all keeping with the others (Figure 28). It

is a tiny and pathetic brass plaque, now mounted

on the north wall of Great Bedwyn church, but

according to Aubrey formerly on 'a pitiful grafted

freestone grave.’ It reads 'BELLOCAMPUS ERAM
GRATA GENETRICESEMERUS, TRES HABUI
NATOS, EST QUIBUS UNA SOROR’ (7 was

Beauchamp; my father a Seymour, my mother a Grey,

I had three sons, who have one sister). This is the sole

memorial ofHertford’s son and heir, who, according

to the will ofHenry VIII, should have been King on
the death ofElizabeth I. The diminutive and humble

nature of this monument may reflect the fact that

Beauchamp, who died in 1612, had been a relentless

failure in his father’s eyes. It is also possible that

Beauchamp’s plaque was erected by one of his own
children. However this is unlikely to have been

William, later second Duke of Somerset, because he

was in exile, following his unauthorized marriage to

Arbella Stuart, cousin to King James.

The Hertford monument in Salisbury

Cathedral

Despite the flamboyance of its progenitors, the

family tomb which eclipses all others in ostentation

is the memorial to Hertford himself and to Lady

Catherine Grey in Salisbury Cathedral (Figure 29).

This architectural colossus represents the pinnacle

of ‘skyscraper’ monument construction during

Elizabethan and Stuart times, and is one of the

largest tombs ever seen in England. It is located on

the former site of St Stephen’s altar, where rising an

estimated 11m (36ft), it wholly occludes the central

light of a triple stained glass window. It faces the

southern aisle of the nave and choir, and is visible

along the whole length ofthe cathedral (some 130m),

with its largest inscriptions, as Peter Sherlock (2008)

observes, shouting of Hertford’s and Grey’s certain

salvation from the rooftops to all who enter.

The monument is a dazzling mix of naturally

varied marble, ornamented and gilded stonework,

finely honed effigies, figurines ofangels and scribes,

heraldic devices and lengthy inscriptions. The
recumbent life-sized effigies of Hertford (Figure 1)

and Grey, lie in prayer on a sarcophagus decorated

with lions faces and claws, under a coffered arch.

Catherine’s effigy is elevated above Hertford’s,

reputedly representing her higher status. Effigies of

their two sons - Beauchamp (Figure 3) and Thomas
- also praying, kneel dutifully either side of their

parents (each facing north), although in reality

both had pre-deceased Hertford. There are ornate

columns and obelisks depicting weaponry (including

firearms), presumably a reference to Hertford’s
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Fig. 29 The Hertford Monument is Salisbury Cathedral, with

the recumbent effigies ofHertford and Grey flanked by their

two sons

military role as Lord Lieutenant of Somerset and

Wiltshire in 1601.

Above the recumbent figures, is a heraldic

family tree (suitably portrayed with branches and

leaves), depicting seven coats of arms on each side,

conjoining as Seymour-Grey at the top. On the

Seymour side these are shown as (from the base)

Beauchamp of Hache, Esturmy, MacWilliams,

Coker, Darrell, Wentworth, and Stanhope. On
Catherine’s side they are de Strange, Astley, Ferrers,

Woodville, Harrington/Bournville, Wootton and

Brandon. Between these is the full coat of Seymour

comprising 14 quarterings impaling Grey who has

16 quarterings. Above the arch to the left is the

SeymourAugmentation granted to the family by King

Henry VIII 'of his mere grace ’ in commemoration of

his marriage with Jane Seymour.

This also features on a shield worn by the

kneeling figure of Beauchamp. At the top is the

Seymour crest of a phoenix, rising in flames from

a crown, with the Seymour shield (again with

the Seymour Augmentation, the Seymour wings,

Esturmy demi-lions, with the arms of Beauchamp,

MacWilliams and Coker). A unicorn and bull serve

as supporters.

Two great black panels at the top, either side

of a further phoenix, bear quotations in massive

lettering, and resemble the appearance of the Roll

Pedigree in layout. These include an excerpt from

The Phoenix by the Roman poet Claudian, a poem

which describes the pretence of death masking the

renewal of existence. The quotation
‘

mutata melior

procede figura,’ may be translated as
‘

transformed

to a more beautiful state,’ foretells Hertford’s and

Catherine’s resurrection whilst making further

analogy with the rebirth ofthe phoenix. Below these

are two quotations from the first book of Hebrews:

‘Who made His angels spirits, and his ministers aflame

offire’ relates again to the phoenix, and 'He hath sent

them to minister to those who shall receive the inheritance

ofsalvation’ which promises deliverance.

An effusive and bombastic inscription in Latin

above the recumbent figures, concentrates on

Hertford’s eminence as son of the Protector, whilst

mentioning his mother’s line more tangentially.

Initially the script follows that on Hertford’s

mother’s tomb almost verbatim. 'Sacred to the memory

of Edward, Earl of Hertford, Baron Beauchamp, son

and heir of the most Illustrious Prince Edward, Duke

of Somerset, Earl of Hertford, Viscount Beauchamp

and Baron Seymour, Knight Companion of the Most

Honourable Order ofthe Garter, Uncle ofKing Edward

VI, and his Governor, Protector of his Kingdoms,

Dominions and subjects, Commander-in-Chief of his

Armies, Treasurer in general on his behalf, Earl Marshal

of England, Governor and Captain of the Islands of

Guernsey andJersey, byAnn his wife, who was descended

from an ancient and noble family.
’

In the case of Catherine (who had died over 50

years previously with no memorial hitherto), the

monument proclaims her royal lineage for the first

time: 'Also of his most dearly beloved wife, Catherine,

daughter of Henry and Frances Gray, the Duke and

Duchess ofSuffolk [which Duchess was] the daughter

and heiress of Charles Brandon, Duke of Suffolk, by

Mary, sister of Henry VIII, and Queen of France,

endowed as her granddaughter and the great-grand-

daughter ofHenry VII. Equally incomparable by birth

and as a wife. Repeatedly they experienced the vicissitudes

offortune. Here at length they rest together in the same

harmony with which they lived. ’

The monument then extols the almost endless
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perfections of both:
‘

She was a woman of exemplary

probity and piety, of singular beauty and faith, the best

and most renowned, not only ofher own but ofany age.

She died piously and at peace on the 22 [recte: 27] of

January, in theyear 1563’ [recte: 1568]. (In each case

a Roman numeral ‘V’ was omitted).
‘He was a man

most upright, a pattern to the nobility . .

.

[who] excelled in

eloquence, in prudence, in innocence, in gravity, and was

distinguished for his virtue and learning as much as for

the splendour ofhis noble birth . .
.
[and was] a strenuous

defender ofreligion. In hisyouth he shared in the studies of

Prince Edward, son ofKing Henry. Though ofabundant

wealth, he was even more richly endowed in mind than

in goods; nor did he ever use his power to oppress his

dependents. Full ofhonour andfull ofyears, he paid the

debt ofnature in his 83rdyear, on the 6th ofApril, 1621.

He had two sons by his heroic wife.’’

Underneath the kneeling figure of Beauchamp

the inscription reads:
‘Edward, the first born, Lord

Beauchamp, a man in every respect worthy of his titles

and of his noble birth, who, seized by death before his

father, left three sons by the Lady Honora of the ancient

and renownedfamily ofthe Rogers: [namely:] Edward

Lord Beauchamp deceased; William, now Earl ofHert-

ford; and Sir Francis, Knight, together with one daughter

Honora, married Sir Ferdinand Dudley, son ofBaron

Dudley

3

Below the other kneeling figure is inscribed:

‘Thomas, the younger son, who married Isabel, daughter

ofEdward Onley, Esq., and, without issue, died before

his father:’

On stylistic grounds the Hertford monument
is believed to be the work of London stonecutter

William Wright, during a period when London
provided tombs for most ofthe country (White 1999;

Sherlock 2008). In 1619, two years before Hertford’s

death, Wright designed the similar Shrewsbury

Monument in Westminster Abbey. In accordance

with a proclamation from the Earl Marshall of

England, requiring heraldic claims on monuments
to be authenticated, his proposals were submitted to

the College of Arms for verification and feature in

a manuscript called the Booke ofMonuments which

shows Wright as the mason (White 1994). The
Shrewsbury tomb has specific features in common
with the Hertford monument in Salisbury, including

recumbent effigies under a canopy, an arch coffered

four rows deep and with boldly projecting paterae,

decorative necking of columns, a composite order

and attic storey, and a chest-sarcophagus with lion

masks, clawed lions’ feet and pairs of Ionic columns

(Figure 30). Wright also had idiosyncratic lettering,

with a curving letter ‘E’ with its middle stroke

looped, seen on the Hertford Monument.

Fig. 30 The Shrewsbury monument in Westminster Abbey,

showing close similarities with the (later) Hertford memorial

in Salisbury

Commissioning of the Hertford Monument

There is no documentary indication of when the

monument was erected, or who commissioned

it (Fletcher 1927). However the un-evidenced

assumption that it was erected on the instruction

of Hertford’s older surviving grandson, William

Seymour, cannot be sustained. There is no evidence

that William ever participated in monumental

commissions, nor had tendencies to extreme

behaviour like his grandfather. William, erected

a modest brass plaque at Collingbourne Ducis in

memory of a son, Edward, who died 1631, but he is

not known to have commemorated any of the other

three sons or two daughters who died in his lifetime,

his first wife, nor either of his parents. He himself

was also buried at Bedwyn without monument.

Further his relationship with Hertford was far

from close. Hertford claimed in a letter instructing

him to
‘amend your life ’ that William’s behaviour

‘would cause any grandfather to hate the memory ’ of

his grandson (Longleat House Seymour Papers

Vol. VI, ff.7-8). William also had cause to resent the

way that Hertford had treated his father. William
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also would have no personal memory to justify the

effusive eulogy of his great grandfather, Somerset,

or his grandmother, Catherine Grey, who had died

69 and 53 years earlier respectively, decades before

he was even born.

In contrast, the Hertford monument is in

keeping with Hertford’s vainglorious personality,

his unfulfilled lifetime ambition to be recognised as

Catherine Grey’s legitimate husband (after relentless

attempts were thwarted or resulted in punishment

during his lifetime), and his desire to demonstrate

that his son and heir (who had actually been

disbarred from inheriting through illegitimacy) was

Hn every respect worthy ofhis titles and his noble birth. ’

If tombs reflect the attitudes of their

commissioners, the Salisbury monument bears

Hertford’s signature, and is demonstrably distant

from other members of his family. As Sherlock

(2008) observes, most monumental construction

occurs in erratic pulses when key committed

individuals erected several tombs, rather than

sequences of generations each commemorating

their forebears. Tombs were important to occasional

people for specific purposes. Hertford had a history

of commissioning. William had ample tragedy and

cause, but chose not to.

Every part of the Hertford monument reflects

his pre-occupations. His father is described as an

‘Illustrious Prince,’ a title seen on the tombs of his

mother, sister, second wife Frances, and on the

Seymour roll pedigree. His father’s achievements are

described using identical, lengthy phraseology on his

mother’s and on his own tomb. It is also wholly in

keeping with his excesses elsewhere, commissioning

one ofthe largest illuminated genealogical rolls ever

produced, and one ofthe most lavish entertainments

ever presented to a monarch.

Hence it is here suggested that the monument
was commissioned by Hertford himself, and the

inscriptions drafted during his lifetime, although the

tomb was not constructed until after his death.

There remains some uncertainty about who is

interred at the monument. The cathedral register

records that Hertford was buried on May 24 1621.

It is popularly assumed that Lady Catherine Grey

was disinterred from her grave in Yoxford, Suffolk,

where she had been buried on 21 February 1567/8,

some 53 years previously, and was re-interred in

Salisbury, but the monument itself makes no such

claim, and there is no evidence from either Salisbury

or Yoxford for this. Similar claims have been made
that Lord Beauchamp’s body in interred at Salisbury.

However the register shows that he was buried on

21 July 1612 at Great Bedwyn following his
‘

decease

at Weeke’ (Wick), and evidence that the body was

transferred is lacking. However, reburials were

not always recorded in the cathedral register. A
manuscript in the College ofArms shows that on 14

December 1722 the two sons of Charles, 6th Duke
of Somerset, were disinterred from Westminster

Abbey and reburied in the Hertford Monument in

Salisbury, where their mother had been buried the

day before, yet neither register records this (Eward

2002). Until the early 19th century the tomb carried

the inscription:
‘

This chapel is the dormitory of the

Dukes ofSomerset ’ (Fletcher 1927). In fact only two

were buried there. John 4th Duke of Somerset was

interred on 6 June 1675, and Charles, 6th Duke, on

14 January 1748. Three further Dukes, William

(2nd), William (3rd) and Francis (5th) were buried

at Bedwyn, without monument.

Discussion

The pedigree roll and grand funerary monuments

were commissioned when society was adjusting at

the end of the Tudor and commencement of the

Stuart era, amidst factionalism and uncertainty

about how change would impact on the nobility

and royal patronage. This was the period when both

devices were at their peak, with fierce competition

amongst the peerage for social status. The roll

and the monuments each emphasise (or ignore)

certain aspects of history for political, social or

cultural reasons, whilst the Salisbury monument
commemorating Hertford himself enables him to

right those perceived wrongs which life had meted

out, in an unfettered way, without fear of mortal

punishment.

Genealogy and lineage were especially important

to the nobility and gentry at this time, even perhaps

to the point ofobsession (Stone 1965). Pedigrees were

being widely commissioned and a small production

industry surrounded the College of Arms. Many
such rolls survive, though no full register of them

appears in the public domain. It would have been

impossible for the designer of the Seymour Roll

to have drawn up the links of these 750 people,

and their heraldic devices, without access to the

library and resources of the College ofArms (Robert

Noel, Lancaster Herald, pers. comm.). To some

extent the limitation of information on lineage

would have dictated inclusions and composition.

The likelihood is that Heralds and officers of the

College, together with other professionals, were
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collectively involved in preparing it. The pedigree

maker would have needed to check drafts with

his client and College records, and then submit to

professional writers and painters who undertook

work for the College and its associated clients

directly. The College holds reference to at least two

charters granting arms to clients at the College,

which have features showing close similarities with

the floral border ofthe Seymour Roll. These include

a grant by William Camden, Clarenceux, of 1612,

to William Lambart, which has a floral design of

periwinkles, daisies, strawberries and daffodils, often

with botanically incorrect leaves (resembling the

Seymour pedigree). The helm and mantle of the coat

of arms is also similar. A grant by Gilbert Dethick

to Geliy Merricke of 1583, has similar periwinckles,

strawberries and daisies (NA SP9/1/14). Further it

is clear that the heralds Dethick and Camden had

direct links with the Seymours and Savernake, as

the former produced the 1576 pedigree (Figure 22),

and Camden (1607) described the Savernake Horn.

A pair ofhandwritten volumes of 1620 by Augustine

Vincent, called Presidents [= precedents], with a

half title 'The Marshalling ofall Estates and degrees at

Public Assemblies and Funerals" has illustrations in two

hands, including Vincent himself, and shows figures

with costume, sword, scroll and posture virtually

identical to those given on the Seymour pedigree,

although not facial expression or complexion.

Vincent, the Rouge Rose Herald, was deputy to

William Camden, Clarenceux (Metcalf 1887).

The regularity of style suggests that the paintings

and figures were effectively incorporated through

reference to a copybook.

The lineage given in the Seymour pedigrees

had direct relevance to contemporary interests, and

future prospects, as well as a statement of the past.

The peerage at this time included many new families.

Stone (1965) suggests that the driver for interest

in lineage was social integration, the welding into

a homogeneous group a patchwork of those with

diverse, and sometimes dubious, origins. New peers

maintained tradition by demonstrating their shared

roots with the old. As Schneider (quoted in Bouquet,

1996) observes, although racehorses have a pedigree

they do not have a genealogy, which 'is a statement of

social relations, not biological ones."

The Seymour Roll abounds with boastful

narrative of the successes of Hertford’s ancestors

(whilst avoiding mentioning the execution of at

least 14). However, whilst a lengthy pedigree might

be a useful weapon in the battle for status (Stone

1965), there could be difficulties in communicating

its content. It cannot even be certain that the roll

was intended for regular display. Its audience was

limited, access controlled and the detail meant

that the message was simplified to demonstrating

antiquity and noble connections, with an inference

that kinship should lead to mutual support in

common causes. It is unlikely to have been influential

or relevant in seeking to restore the inheritance of

Hertford’s sons, and data is lacking on which royalty

and nobility were ever permitted to see it.

The roll also uses heraldic devices as signs

of affiliation, which as Coss (2002) notes 'served

as icons ofpower and prestige". Arms might 'openly

speak of authority, presence and even political intent"

(Ailes 2002). Therefore the use of arms was not

just decorative, but also imparted strong messages,

demonstrating the ancient nobility and honour

of the family. The inclusion of Catherine Grey,

Hertford’s first wife and the mother of his sons, on

the Seymour Roll, is subtle. She does not feature in

her own roundel and shares Hertford’s, although

her arms are impaled with his. In part this reflects

the difficulties of dealing with three spouses and

is a device used at least once elsewhere on the roll.

However, the tangential reference to Catherine,

whilst the two later wives have their own roundels,

is in direct contrast to the Hertford monument in

Salisbury, where Catherine lies next to Hertford in

effigy. To include Catherine’s ancestry on the roll

would carry huge risk - it would become a statement

of Beauchamp’s claim to the throne; a blatant and

potentially treasonable act. The roll still potentially

provided utility in any such argument as Hertford’s

credentials as a noble of royal blood himself are

demonstrated. However, Hertford is the subject of

the roll and not his sons.

The collateral lines provide one further insight

into the purpose of the roll. All four of the principal

potential claimants to the throne on Elizabeth’s

death are included: James I of Scotland, Arbella

Stuart, Beauchamp and William Stanley. However,

critically, only in the case of James is his ancestry

shown (from Henry VII). Arbella is given only as

the wife of William Seymour. William Stanley’s

grandmother, Eleanor Brandon is shown, and

described only as daughter of Charles Brandon

and Mary, Queen of France. This confirms that the

Seymour roll was not designed to challenge James’s

right to succession, although it remained important

not to undermine such a prospect.

The Seymour Roll and the Seymour monuments

in Westminster and Wiltshire are out of all

proportion to the true distinction of the man who
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commissioned them. Extravagant in size, ebullient in

forging connections and using heraldry, they testify

to Hertford’s sense ofself-importance, keen to share

his lineage and seek aggrandisement following a

lifetime of failed aspirations. Their very scale shouts

one-upmanship. By commissioning monuments

in Westminster, Salisbury and Bedwyn, Hertford

could ensure his triumphs were broadcast across

the land. It is with his own monument in Salisbury

that Hertford was most able to sanitise history. The

carvings claim that he and Catherine could
‘

rest

together in the same harmony in which they lived,' even

though the only time they shared the same roofwas

when they were in the Tower ofLondon. No court of

law or monarch had ever acknowledged the validity

of their marriage, and Hertford’s purchase of lands

which had reverted to the King, was tantamount

to acknowledging that his son had no birthright.

According to the monument, Catherine, instead

of descending into a depressive stupor, could
‘

die

at peace.' Hertford’s disrespectful son Beauchamp,

who said he would rather die than be in his father’s

presence, is resurrected from his own prior death

and dutifully kneels at his father’s side. Beauchamp,

instead of being castigated for being wedded to

a pirate’s daughter, marries into the
‘

ancient and

renownedfamily ofRogers.' And in direct contrast to

the Seymour Roll, where Catherine is mentioned

only parenthetically, she is elevated as central to his

ongoing lineage, whilst his other wives, including

his widow, are ignored altogether!

The sheer scale of the monument might explain

why it was located in Salisbury, which may have been

being better able to furnish privileged floor space and

accommodate a memorial of this magnitude than

Westminster Abbey, where its extravagant claims

might also be more closely scrutinised, and where

he had created a monument for his second wife,

who was ignored on the Salisbury tomb. Hertford

had mansions at Wolfhall, Easton, Tottenham

and Amesbury in Wiltshire, and at Elvetham and

Netley in Hampshire, although he spent a great

deal of his last years at Cannon Row in London. It

may have been when he lived at Amesbury during

the early years of the 17th century that his plans

for a monument at Salisbury were formulated and

negotiated with the cathedral authorities (although

on stylistic grounds, the monument construction

was later).

Through the monuments, Hertford re-tells

history selectively, as it should have been, rather

than as it was. He sets his curriculum vitae in stone,

subduing alternative perceptions. As sepulchres

of lithic name-dropping, Hertford selectively

embellishes or sidesteps incidents, honing his

image for posterity, whilst drawing on heraldic

and genealogical links to bequeath his descendents

honour and advancement. Hertford was partially

successful in beguiling those who read his selective

version of events. Hallam (1854) saw Hertford’s

epitaph as
‘

an affecting testimony to the purity of an

attachment rendered sacred by misfortune’. Visitors to

Salisbury remain enticed by romantic thoughts of

Hertford as an innocent victim of love, rather than a

man relentlessly scrambling for advancement, whose

ambitions could be realised only in death.

Conclusions

The Seymour Roll and the monuments erected

to Hertford’s family are elaborate creations which

complement each other. In addition to being visually

spectacular, the roll is a meticulously researched,

albeit selective, statement of Hertford’s genealogy,

containing the relationships of 750 individuals. It

was prepared drawing on resources at the College

of Arms, probably involving officers, associates and

artists linked with the College during its research

and preparation. It shows stylistic similarities with

certain other contemporary rolls. It accurately

reproduces evidence derived from charters, deeds,

inquisitions, wills and other sources to support its

claims. Its primary purpose was to demonstrate

Hertford’s family eminence, and his kinship with

other eminent individuals, at least 57 ofwhom were

alive at the time of its completion. It is discerning

when emphasising alliances, and ignores ignoble

ends. The content of the roll was adjusted to enable

important links, however distant, to be displayed

(e.g. with King James, Hertford’s 6th cousin, twice

removed).

The roll has been subject to restoration, and two

phases oflimited updating. Some 96% ofindividuals

featuring on the roll today were included at its

completion in 1604. Approximately 28 individuals

were added in the latter 17th century, and a further

seven individuals included when the text was

re-inked during restoration work undertaken in

1952.

The erection of Seymour monuments in

Bedwyn, Salisbury and Westminster Abbey enabled

Hertford’s self-perceived eminence to be broadcast

widely. Whereas the roll is largely a simple statement

of links, Hertford used monumental masonry to

trumpet his family’s honours and exaggerate their
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nobility, extolling their virtues for posterity. In

particular, the Hertford monument in Salisbury,

one of the largest tombs ever erected, which is

here suggested as being commissioned by Hertford

himself, enabled him to salve his own conscience

whilst correcting the wrongs that life had meted

out. He could achieve what he had failed to gain

in his lifetime, falsely validating his marriage to

Catherine Grey and the noble birthright of his

(legally illegitimate) children. This monument, by

showing his and Catherine’s effigy, whilst ignoring

his second wife and his widow, contrast with the

roll pedigree, where Catherine is mentioned only

parenthetically. Hertford’s extravagances were

pursued during the Tudor-Stuart transition, at a

time ofgeneral uncertainty about position and royal

patronage, and testify to the ostentation and excesses

of a man desperate for social position.
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John Buckler (1770-1851): the topographical artist

in Wiltshire

by RobertMoody

Towards the end ofhis life, John Buckler, the topographical artist, reckoned that he had drawn over 13,000 sketches of

cathedrals, churches and houses during the course ofhis career with most ofthese being situated in six counties. The first

ofthe counties to be extensively visited by him was Wiltshire and the purpose ofthis paper is to give some account ofhis

work in the county that resulted in 690 of his drawings being collected in 10 volumes and now being considered one of

the great treasures of the Society's art collection in Devizes.

John Buckler was born in 1770 at Calbourne in

the Isle of Wight. At the age of 15, he began his

long association with Magdalen College, Oxford by

commencing employment as clerk to the Steward

there, R. B. Fisher, and eventually becoming Bailiff

and Collector of London Rents for the college. At

the same time he became articled to a surveyor and

builder in Southwark and began preparing plans and

elevations for speculative development on property

belonging to the College. It appears that under the

patronage of Dr Routh, 1 President of Magdalen, he

published in 1797 two engravings of the college,

followed two years later by similar views of Lincoln

Minster, and thereafter continued to publish many
aquatint engravings of cathedrals, churches and

private mansions. He also began practising as an

architect and accepting commissions to execute

drawings of ecclesiastical and other buildings over

a wide area of the country.

Buckler’s connection with Wiltshire seems

to have commenced at much the same time as

the publication of his engravings in 1797, as in

the Society’s art collection is a watercolour of the

south front of Stourhead House painted prior to

its remodelling which took place between 1796 and

1800. 2 The painting is unsigned but in the view of

Richard Hatchwell ‘the title beneath the watercolour

is unquestionably in Buckler’s hand. This must be

one of the first paintings that Buckler did for Colt

Hoare, before he had developed the well-known

style in which the majority of his watercolours are

done’. 3
It seems, therefore, that when a young man,

Buckler was already in touch with Colt Hoare,4

who was to continue to employ him as an artist for

many years.

In about 1801 Buckler was appointed Bailiff

and Collector of Rents for Magdalen College and

thereafter appears to have had ample time over the

following decades to demonstrate his considerable

talent in executing meticulous watercolour drawings

of topographical subjects. Shortly before 1803, Colt

Hoare commissioned Buckler to execute watercolour

drawings of all the churches in Wiltshire, including

the fonts, monumental brasses and architectural

elements of some of them, and of a number of

the great mansions of the county and some other

buildings, particularly in Salisbury. These drawings,

prepared from preliminary sketches, 5 together with

a small number that Buckler must already have

executed and bringing the total to no less than 690,

were eventually mounted into 10 volumes the first

bearing the dedication:

Fair Orchard, South Widcombe, East Harptree, Bristol BS40 6BL
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To Sir Richard Colt Hoare, Baronet, of Stourhead,

this Collection of Drawings of the Ecclesiastical

Antiquities ofWiltshire made under his munificent

patronage, is with respect and gratitude most

humbly inscribed by his much obliged and faithful

devoted servant, John Buckler.

These volumes formed one of the many treasures of

the Library at Stourhead until sold in 1883 and were

purchased by the Society in 191 8.
6 Buckler must have

realised that the task that he had agreed to undertake

would take more than a few years to complete. In

1803 drawings were completed after visits to fifteen

towns and villages in the county including Caine,

Devizes and Marlborough. In the spring of the

following year Colt Hoare wrote to Buckler:

I have received the case of drawings safe - like

them very well; and do not object to the prices you

have fixed for each ofthem - ifyou will undertake

to proceed on the same terms I will give you further

directions as on [?] & extensive a plan as necessary

of the whole County... it will now be necessary to

proceed with some degree of regularity so as to

finish each parish as you go... if you agree about

the continuation of the survey of Wilts, perhaps

you might be able to come down to me in Easter

week to arrange a future plan. I like the etching

of Sarum Cathedral very well - its design point of

view so it will be necessary for me to have a view

of each front to complete my set.

I hope it will not be inconvenient for you to

wait for payment of these drawings till Lady Day

or Easter by which time you may depend on the

money. 7

Soon after this Colt Hoare wrote again to him from

Stourhead:

The drawings arrived safe & I will keep the Romsey

collection but to render it complete you must make

two outside views of the church... nothing to me
appears so interesting as these views of our fine

old ecclesiastical buildings and I hope we shall

both of us live to form a numerous collection of

them; but as Wiltshire is my most material object

I must first complete that series - as I cannot find

cash for ah.

I think it will not be necessary to give you the

trouble of a journey to this place as I can settle

my plans by letter - 1 should like to take in ah the

County (if not too much) between this place &
Salisbury - and as many of the churches are very

insignificant and some of laborious architecture,

I think you will be able to complete them - I

will send you a list of the churches as well as a

remittance for the remainder of my debt to you

before I leave the County for Wales. 8

And so it was that in 1804 he complied with Colt

Hoare’s request by concentrating on the south ofthe

county, with drawings prepared after visits to at least

56 villages situated entirely to the south of Salisbury

Plain. In 1805 he continued to execute drawings

of churches and other buildings in the southern

part of the county with over 60 places attracting

his attention. In the following year he once again

added over 60 villages to his list of places visited,

now mostly in the north of the county, and in 1807 a

further 37, yet again to the north of Salisbury Plain.

So far as is known, Buckler did not keep any diary

or other record of his work between 1804 and 1807

but his addition of a date to most of his drawings

provides what must be a reasonably accurate picture

of his travels in the county. In August 1807 he

wrote from Salisbury to William Cunnington9 of

Heytesbury:

Your kind favor has been conveyed to me at this

place; which I leave tomorrow for London having

completed my intended excursion for the Summer
in this part of the country. . . I extremely regretted

I had not it in my power to pay my respects

in person to you at Heytesbury this summer. I

hope next year to be more fortunate. It is with

great pleasure I hear that our most excellent

and good friend Sir Richard Hoare is making

progress in his great undertaking, the history of

ancient Wiltshire. I was in hopes I should have

had the happiness of meeting him sometime this

summer in the neighbourhood of Avebury, but

some circumstance or another has prevented him

visiting that part of the country for the present.

How much was I delighted in viewing the noble

Church of Edington which I had not visited till

this summer. I consider it by far the finest church

I have yet drawn. Steeple Ashton is of a different

character, but a fine thing of its kind. I have the

satisfaction to inform you I have now completed

the survey of above two-thirds of the country and

I hope please God to have finished the remainder

in about three years...
10

Whilst in Avebury in 1 807 he had drawn two views

of the church there. He had also executed two

of the church at Edington that he had so much
admired, and the font and the piscina there. As he

had anticipated, by 1811 he eventually completed

the enormous task of visiting and drawing views

of virtually every church and major building in the

county. In 1808, some 40 places had been visited and
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in 1809 a further 44, including Malmesbury, where

he made fourteen drawings of the Abbey and other

buildings there. In 1810 the remaining 32 places in

the north ofthe county were finally visited with just

the chapel in Boyton church, Longford Castle and

the interior of Stockton House being dated 1811.

In calculating the number of places visited

between 1803 and 1811 (mentioned above), Salisbury

has not been included. Buckler drew no less than 62

images ofthe Cathedral, Close and city between 1803

and 1812, most of which are to be found in volume

9 of the collection. Some 18 of them were executed

in 1805 and so it is clear that he spent some time in

the city in that year but made numerous other visits

while concentrating on other parts of the county.

For instance, in July 1812 he wrote a long letter to

Colt Hoare reporting on his visit to various places

in Derbyshire, Staffordshire and Warwickshire,

concluding:

It is my intention to come to Salisbury for a day

or two on Monday next and if opportunity offers

I propose to take a sketch of Pyt House, but I

believe I shall give up Wimbourne Minster this

summer... I was very happy to hear from Lewis

that you received the two drawings and that you

approve of them. 11

It is doubtless that this sketch of Pythouse was

engraved by George Hollis 12 and appears in volume

IV, part I ofColt Hoare’s The Modern History ofSouth

Wiltshire (1829).

As well as providing an invaluable picture

of the appearance of many churches before their

alteration by later restorers, Buckler’s depictions

of a remarkable number of chancel windows totally

or partially blocked up supports the proposition

that lay improprietors were still neglecting their

responsibility for chancel repairs at the beginning

of the 19th century.

Following completion of Buckler’s work, Colt

Hoare arranged for 690 ofthe pictures to be bound in

10 volumes, after which he listed them all in a small

notebook with the first page of it reading:

This Collection was made by Mr John Buckler

from a personal survey of all the Churches and

Mansions within the County of Wilts.

The views are arranged in Deaneries, not in

Hundreds.

The whole series is contained in 10 folio

Volumes

RCH 13

By no means all of Buckler’s images of Wiltshire

houses and churches executed between 1803 and

1811 were bound in these volumes. For instance,

in the Society’s art collection are two very fine

watercolours ofWilton House painted in 1804 14 and,

uniform with these, a painting of the Holbein porch

at Wilton. Also in the possession of the Society is a

pen on tracing paper drawing ofthe Holbein porch 15

that is almost certainly the preparatory sketch for

the later watercolour.

In about 1958 Richard Hatchwell published A
Catalogue ofBooks and Drawings relating to Wiltshire,

and Books by authors connected with the County that

he offered for sale. Included in the catalogue was a

collection of fifteen watercolours by Buckler, six of

which were dated between 1803 and 1810.

It is clear that Buckler was working in Wiltshire

again in 1817. Four views of both the interior

and exterior of Wardour Castle bearing this date

were included in the collection offered for sale by

Hatchwell. Further, a sketch of the great drawing

room in the Bishop’s Palace in Salisbury, dated

1817, is reproduced in Salisbury: The Houses of the

Close with a photograph of the room 16 allowing the

reader to compare Buckler’s sketch with the room’s

present appearance. And in the William Salt Library

in Stafford are preserved three watercolours of the

church, farm house and monastic remains at Ansty

all dated 1817.

In 1812, at the request of Colt Hoare, he had

produced a design for the front ofthe inn at Stourton,

now known as The Spread Eagle, and was later to

design many buildings although none, so far as is

known, in Wiltshire. Further, his drawings of very

many cathedrals were highly praised by Colt Hoare

who, in his catalogue of his library at Stourhead

published in 1815, wrote that:

. . .to the later [i.e. Buckler] much praise and merit

are due, for having by his own means and exertions

nearly completed a magnificent and well executed

series of the English and Welsh Cathedrals, upon

so large a scale, as to comprehend a satisfactory

detail of their minute and delicate architecture. 17

In 1822 the first part of Colt Hoare’s monumental

Modern History ofSouth Wilts was published and in

that volume appeared six engravings of Buckler’s

drawings with a further four in the next part

published in 1824. It is certain that Colt Hoare was

instrumental in procuring the many engravings of

drawings not only by Buckler but also by Philip

Crocker 18 and a number of others.
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In May 1822 Buckler rendered to Colt Hoare

an account amounting to £67 Os. 6d. for work done

since September 1821, £50 ofwhich Colt Hoare duly

paid with the balance being carried forward to the

next account delivered by Buckler in March 1823.

In the first of these accounts the following charges

appeared for drawings included in the first two parts

of the Modem History ofSouth Wilts :

1821 £ s d

Oct 31 Drawing of Longleat House 4..4..0

Interior of Hall 5..5..0

Effigy in Boyton Church 3..3..0

In the second of the accounts the following

charges were included:

1822 £ s d

Dec. 7th Moiety of Expenses to Stourhead 5.. 0.. 0

Norman Doorway at Little Langford 1..11..6

Arches doorway Stapleford Church 1 .. 1 1 ..6

Arches doorway & font Durnford Church 1..1 ..0

3 Doorways Winterbourne Church 1..1 ..0

Cross at Stourhead 1..11..6

Fonthill House 1805 2.. 2.. 0

24th Boyton and Stockton houses 2. .2.. 0

Room at Stockton 2..2.. 0 19

In January 1824 Buckler looked to Colt Hoare for

payment of £58 11s .6d. and at the end of that year

rendered an account for a further £46 17s.0d. with

a total of£149 7s. 6d. claimed for work done during

1825 and 1826. Almost all these charges were in

respect of drawings of churches and houses within

Wiltshire.20

Although in the preface to the second volume of

his Modern History ofSouth Wilts (1825), Colt Hoare

acknowledged his thanks to “Mr. J. Buckler who
made the greater part of the Drawings, and to Mr.

George Hollis, who engraved them”, throughout

all four volumes published between 1822 and

1844 Buckler and Philip Crocker contributed in

almost equal number to the illustrations. However,

Colt Hoare’s high regard for Buckler’s talents is

demonstrated by Buckler’s name being included

in the list of mostly eminent people to whom he

presented complimentary copies of the volumes of

his Modern History covering the hundreds ofBranch

and Dole (1825) and Dunworth (1829).
21 Some years

later Buckler’s grandson noted that it was Colt

Hoare’s commission that ‘decided his brains for

antiquarian pursuits’ and that later in life he averred

his productivity to his ‘uniformly temperate and

regular method of living’.
22

In 1823 Colt Hoare published his Hungerfordiana:

or Memoir ofthe Family ofHungerford. In this volume

are engravings of two drawings by Buckler, one of

the Gateway at Down Ampney and the other of

Farleigh Castle and Chapel - both being close to

the borders of Wiltshire in Gloucestershire and

Somerset respectively.

In 1810 Buckler was elected a Fellow of the

Society of Antiquaries and so would have been well

acquainted with John Gage,23 who, in 1829, became

director of the Society. On 24 March 1823 Gage and

Buckler, in company with ‘Mr Parker’,24
set out from

London at the commencement of a tour, their chief

intention being to visit Colt Hoare at Stourhead.

On the following day the travellers arrived in Bath

having on the way visited Avebury, Silbury Hill and

Lacock as well as Corsham to view Paul Methuen’s

pictures. 25 Gage recorded in his journal26 of the tour

that, having viewed Longleat House, they:

...got to Stourhead for dinner and found Sir

Richard Hoare impatient to see us. We took a

slight survey of this elegant mansion and in the

evening were occupied with the drawings ofplaces

in Wiltshire...

On the following day:

The Library, the picture gallery and the drawings

fixed our attention for some hours and a walk in

the grounds filled up the measures until dinner

after which drawings and mss were our final

resources...

On the 28th the visitors made an excursion into

Somerset and then two days were spent at Stourhead

where the grounds, described by Gage as ‘quite a

paradise’, were examined as well as the hot houses

with Colt Hoare’s geraniums being especially

admired by Gage who, with Buckler, then walked

to Alfred’s Tower. On the 31 st the travellers left

Stourhead and spent the following two nights

at Wardour where they ‘surveyed the different

apartments in this fine house, the ancient castle and

the grounds. .
.’. On 2 April they arrived in Salisbury

after visiting Wilton House and were too late for

the afternoon service in the cathedral. Buckler had,

of course, spent many hours in the past sketching

and then drawing numerous views of the cathedral.

Gage lamented that all the painted glass had been

removed from the windows of the Chapter House
and recorded that ‘Mr Buckler remembered two of

the windows being full of painted glass’. At some
stage on their tour, the travellers must have been
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joined by Anthony Salvin27
as on the following day

Gage recorded :

Parted with Mr Parker and Mr Salvin and

proceeded with Mr Buckler to Winchester on our

return to town. . .Before quitting Salisbury we took

another look at the cathedral. The Audley Chapel

in the choir is very elegant. How could Wyatt have

destroyed the projecting chapels leading from the

Lady Chapel?...

After describing in some detail his visit to Winchester

Cathedral with Buckler, Gage concluded his journal

by declaring ‘thus ended an agreeable tour’. 28

Not every drawing made by Buckler at Colt

Hoare’s request was ofan ancient church or ofa great

house in Wiltshire. In the Society’s collection is a

drawing of Bremhill rectory given by Colt Hoare to

the wife of the poet William Lisle Bowles in 181 8.
29

Another Buckler work belonging to the Society

is a watercolour view of the back of the house in

Salisbury Close known as ‘Aula Le Stage’, painted in

1805 30 and, coincidentally, to become Bowles’s house

when he was appointed a residentiary Canon of

Salisbury Cathedral in 1828. In Richard Hatchwell’s

opinion this was an unusual view for Buckler to draw

and may have been commissioned by the historian

and antiquary William Coxe, Bowles’s predecessor

in the house. 31

In December 1825, the badly constructed tower

of Fonthill Abbey, some 225 feet high, suddenly

collapsed. Soon after this Colt Hoare wrote:

I was so anxious to see it in its dilapidated state,

that I sent an artist
32

to take a view of it the week

after its fall, and have since had the drawing

engraved. Mr Buckler had previously made two

large drawings of the Abbey in its perfect state,

which, in picturesque effect, are far inferior to it

in its ruined state; for the tower, from its excessive

height, was out of all proportion. 33

It was not only Colt Hoare who commissioned works

from Buckler. George Watson Taylor34 arranged

for Buckler to execute five drawings of Edington

Priory and the remains of the priory house there,

all inscribed “To Sir Richard Colt Hoare, Baronet

of Stourhead from George Watson Taylor 15 July

1826”. These drawings, with another by Buckler of

the monument on the south side of the chancel in

the Priory, were purchased by the Society in 1954

and are now bound in one volume. 35

Although Buckler continued to produce a

phenomenal number ofsketches and drawings after

1826 until his death in 1851, none appear to be of

buildings in Wiltshire. Thus his greatest legacy

so far as the county is concerned is the Society’s

magnificent collection of his drawings executed

between 1803 and 1811. They form a unique record

of many Wiltshire buildings since destroyed or

altered. To Buckler is owed a substantial debt.
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The Heytesbury Collection: visitors to William

Cunnington’s Moss House
by Lorna Haycock

Using the extensive collection ofletters to andfrom William Cunnington (1 754-1810) and various printed sources, it has

been possible to analyse the status and interests ofthe visitors to the Moss House and to set the museum in the context of

contemporary collections and the upsurge of interest in archaeology, botany and geology at the turn of the 18th century

during the Romantic Revival.

Among the many treasures in WANHS library is

a slim bound volume of manuscript notes entitled

‘The Heytesbury Collection’ describing the contents

of the barrows excavated by William Cunnington

under the patronage of Sir Richard Colt Hoare.

At the back of this volume is a synopsis of the 425

antiquities in the Moss House and a list in the hand

of Cunnington’s grandson William Cunnington

III of the visitors to the museum in the garden

at Heytesbury (Figure 1). The book also contains

the famous pencil sketch by J. P. Wyndham of

Cunnington and his daughter Elizabeth ‘bringing

home the Stonehenge Urn’ (Figure 2)

From 1802 onwards, visitors ranged from
antiquaries, clerics, poets and local worthies to

county society and aristocracy. The discovery of

the ruins of Herculaneum in 1715 had kindled

interest in archaeology and ‘viewing the antiquities’

had become a recognised pastime for gentlemen,

particularly since the issue ofthe journalArchaeologia

in 1770, and the publication in The Gentleman’s

Magazine ofthe Herculaneum excavations. 1 The site

would have been known to the more affluent among
Cunnington’s visitors, such as the Earl ofPembroke,

the Marquis ofTavistock, and Sir Rchard Colt Hoare,

while on the Grand Tour:
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Fig. 2 ‘Bringing Home the Stonehenge Urn

’

Our host recommended us to take Heytesbury in

our way where the museum containing the relics

that have been found in the different tumuli

that have been opened under the patronage of

Sir Richard Colt Hoare and the direction of Mr
Cunnington who has the care and management

of it, and where Mr Cunnington lives, to whose

arrangement everything is consigned. This

gentleman who has all the enthusiasm that is

necessary to excite the mind to pursuits of this sort

appeared to be gratified by our visit.
2

The ready access that was given to view his

cabinets and the pleasure he always experienced

in affording information drew many virtuosi to

his house where they were no less charmed with

the museum than they were with the affability of

the possessor. 3

Cunnington’s daughter, Elizabeth, wrote an account

of the Moss House, in 1864

At the end ofthe lawn was a large summer or Moss

House (the subject ofmany a poetic lay). The walls

were constructed of sturdy limbs of trees ranged

side by side, and covered on the outside with dry

heather, while the inside was lined with moss.

Shelves were fixed around formed ofelm branches,

cut so as to leave the bark on the front edges; and

on these appropriate supports were arranged the

numerous urns and larger objects found in the

barrows. On the other side were smaller cells

constructed on the same plan, but more open; in

these were many ofthe larger fossils, notably a very

fine slab ofcoal-measure shales with very beautiful

remains of fossil plants.

On the floor of the centre compartment was

a plan of the temple at Avebury, formed of large

pebbles to represent the stones and form the main

circles.. The two avenues branched off right and

left leading to the smaller cells mentioned above.

In the centre ofone ofthese was a circle ofpebbles

to represent the head of the serpent, according

to Stukeley and others. A group of ancient elm

trees almost surrounded the structure, which

was indeed sheltered and supported by their

picturesque branches.

A circle of 12 blocks of stone from Boles

Barrow, near Imber, was placed round a weeping

ash at the end of the lawn, a few yards from the

summer house.4

Richard Fenton writing in 1811 gave more
information:

Nothing could be more curious and systematic

than the arrangement ofthe museum; the contents

of every tumulus were separate, and the articles

so disposed as in the case of ornaments, such as

beads, in such elegant knots and festoons, as to

please the eye which looks to nothing further.

The story of several was so perfectly told by the

relics they contained that an epitaph could not

let us more into the light and rank and character

of the dead.

In one drawer were displayed all the utensils

employed to fabricate arrowheads and other

weapons and implements that required sharp

points, there being various whetstones, of a coarse

and finer grit, with grooves in each, worn down
by the use made ofthem together with bone in its

wrought and unwrought state, evidently proving

it to have been the sepulchre of an artist, whose

employ this was.

Mr Cunnington’s illustrative account of the

different articles displayed very considerable

powers of mind as well as originality, and was

conveyed in a language and manner peculiarly

his own, and left us in admiration ofacquirements

rarely met with in men of his rank and calling,

who affected no other character than that of a

respectable tradesman. As a naturalist he had

some claim on notice - and more than a superficial

knowledge in botany. 5

Foremost among the visitors was William Coxe

(1747-1828), Archdeacon of Wiltshire and Canon
Residentiary ofSalisbury Cathedral, topographer and

author ofAn Historical Tour In Monmouthshire (1801).

He had aristocratic connections, having been tutor to

the Marquis of Blandford and accompanying Lord

Herbert (later the Earl of Pembroke) on the Grand
Tour. He was presented to Bemerton Rectory by Lord

Pembroke in 1788 and to the living at Stourton in

1808 by Colt Hoare. He employed the Crockers to

survey earthworks and financed some ofColt Hoare’s
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early excavations; it was he who brought Cunnington

and Colt Hoare together. Richard Fenton (1746-

1821), Fishguard lawyer, topographer and poet,

Greek, Latin and French scholar was a regular

companion of Colt Hoare at Stourhead as well as

being acquainted with Dr Johnson, David Garrick,

Samuel Goldsmith and Lisle Bowles. He wrote An
Historical Tour through Pembrokeshire (1811) and A
Tour in Quest of Genealogy Through Several Parts of

Wales, Somersetshire and Wiltshire in a series of letters

to a friend in Dublin, interspersed with a description of

Stourhead and Stonehenge. John Britton, (1771-1857)

topographer and an early member ofWANHS, was

a leading figure in the study of Gothic architecture,

and wrote accounts of Avebury and Stonehenge for

The Penny Encyclopaedia as well as compiling The

Architectural Antiquities of Great Britain (1805-14),

and The Beauties ofEngland and Wales (1801-16), for

which Cunnington supplied him with archaeological

information. Former schoolmaster Abraham
Crocker of Ilminster (1742-1821), had moved to

Frome where he set up a surveying business with his

sons, writing The Elements ofLand Surveying (1814,

Oxford University). Son Philip was soon involved

in illustrating for Colt Hoare, eventually becoming

Steward at Stourhead, as well as working for the

Ordnance Survey.

Many of the leading figures in the natural history

world came to view Cunnington’s collection. William

Smith (1769-1839) who revolutionised geology by

identifying strata by their fossil contents, was a

friend and correspondent of both Colt Hoare and

Cunnington and himself amassed a formidable

geological collection. He had moved to Bath in 1795

and his geological investigations were encouraged by

the Rev Benjamin Richardson of Farleigh and the

Rev Joseph Townsend ofPewsey. Townsend, a trained

doctor and cleric, friend ofThomas Leman and one

of the earliest writers on geology also collected

minerals and fossils. Botanist Aylmer Bourke
Lambert, (1761-1842) who lived at Boyton House,

Heytesbury, a Founder Fellow and Vice-President of

the Linnaean Society as well as Fellow of the Royal

Society and the Society of Antiquaries, had been a

collector from an early age, before he was old enough

go to school, his collection finally amounting to some

30, 000 specimens. James Sowerby (1757-1822) who
began his career as an artist, published his 36 volume

English Botany between 1790 and 1814. He was a

Fellow of the Linnaean Society, a member of the

Geological Society and published the seven volume

The Mineral Conchology ofGreat Britain between 1812

and 1846. Etheldred Benett (1776-1845), second

daughter of Thomas Benett of Pythouse and sister-

in-law of Aylmer Bourke Lambert, contributed

to Sowerby’s Conchology and her fossil collection

is catalogued in Hoare’s Modern Wilts, volume 3 ,

17-129. She sent a present of Wiltshire fossils to the

Tsar of Russia who, being confused by her name,

conferred on her the title Doctor ofCivil Law. Sutton

Sharpe (1756-1806) was the father of Egyptologist

Samuel Sharpe. Such were the achievements and

distinctions of the virtuosi.

An extensive and valuable collection of fossils

attracted the attention of many of the first families

in the kingdom. 6 There was, of course, great local

interest in Wiltshire, Somerset and Gloucestershire.

Some visitors were leaders ofsociety like the Duke of

Somerset and the Marquis ofTavistock, while others

were more local. The A’Courts were a Heytesbury

family, Sir William being MP for that community

and John Gale Everett was a Heytesbury clothier,

while William Douglas was Rector ofnearby Brixton

Deverill. Many of the visitors were important figures

in the local scene, holding office as magistrates or

army and militia officers. Some were connected

socially or by marriage. Lord Henry Thynne was the

brother of the Thomas, First Marquis of Bath while

Lord George Thynne was the Marquis’s seventh son.

Jeffery Wyatt had been working on improvements at

Longleat where Thomas Davis was Steward. Some
visitors such as Peter Hoare had connections with

Colt Hoare, he being the second son by his second

wife. Richard Champneys was a close friend of Colt

Hoare, while the Honourable Mrs Robinson was

related to the family by marriage. The Knatchbulls

of Groveley, were related to the Wyndhams, while

Lord Henry Petty was married to the second

daughter of the Earl of Ilchester. The Temples of

Bishopstrow were connected to the Gaisfords of

Westbury. William Temple’s third wife being Sarah

Gaisford. H. P Wyndham ofCompton Chamberlaine

held office as Mayor of Salisbury, 1770-1, Sheriff of

Wiltshire 1772, and was MP for Wiltshire, (1797-

1812). He had helped Coxe with his Historical Tour

in Monmouthshire and was also the author of Wiltshire

extracted from the Domesday Book (1788), which he

hoped would be a precursor for a history of the

county. He had antiquarian interests, contributing

to Archaeologia
,
Volume V ‘On an ancient building

in Warneford, Hampshire’. He was especially

useful to Cunnington, in gaining permission from

landowners for Cunnnington to dig on their land,

also providing him with books from his own library.

Edward Duke (1779-1852) excavated tumuli on his

estates at Lake, the artefacts being preserved in
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a museum at Lake House. He contributed to The

Gentleman’s Magazine between 1823 and 1828 and

he was a Fellow of the Society of Antiquaries and

the Linnaean Society. The Penruddockes were a

well-known family living at Compton, John holding

office as High Sheriff in 1817 and representing

Wilton in Parliament. John Houlton (1773-1839)

who lived at Farleigh Castle in Somerset, served as

High SheriffofWiltshire in 1808 and later as Deputy

Lieutenant of Somerset, as well as being Colonel of

the First Regiment of the Somerset Militia. He was

a friend ofJohn Britton. The Groves lived at Feme
House and Sir John Trevelyan at Nettlecombe near

Taunton in Somerset. Colonel Elliot’s seat was at

Stonehouse, Gloucestershire though he owned other

property in Wiltshire at Winterbourne Gunner. He
was Lieutenant Colonel of the Berkshire Militia

and Deputy Lieutenant of that county. The Froud

family of Brixton Deverill had East India Company
connections, one son being a merchant in Madras.

The family at Heywood House was that of clothier

Gaisford Gibbs whose niece Hester married Lord

William Seymour. W. Cunnington was aware of the

importance of gaining the support of influential

landowners as he revealed in a letter:

Those who have honoured me with their company

are different sort of men Every scholar and

every lover of fine arts is an antiquary. The first

cannot be a learned man without a knowledge of

antiquity.

7

A group of clergymen among Cunnington’s visitors

also pursued antiquarian and geological interests.

The Rev John Skinner, Rector of Camerton, in

Somerset wrote on Roman archaeology, while Rev

Joseph Hunter, author of The Connection of Bath

with the Literature and Science of England (1827)

paid tribute to the work of Smith, Richardson and

Townsend in the geological field. Townsend, Rector

ofPewsey, assembled a fine collection ofminerals and

fossils and regularly corresponded with Cunnington.

Rev David Williams, Curate of Heytesbury, would

have had a local interest in Cunnington’s museum
while some clergy may have become interested in

its collections through their patrons. Rev Francis

Skurray, Deacon of Upton Scudamore and Vicar

of Horningsham, was presented at Luckington in

Somerset by the Marquis of Bath in 1806. Henry

Hetley, Prebend of Horningsham and Rector of

Wilton under the patronage ofthe Earl ofPembroke,

became interested in Hoare and Cunnington’s work,

writing to Cunnington, 'Ifyou will do me the honour

of sending me a very few ofyour duplicates which you

can spare, it will give life to my new studyss. * (sic)

Rev Lascelles Iremonger (d.1830), Prebendary of

Wherwell and Vicar of Goodworth Clatford was

engaged in antiquarian pursuits in Hampshire and

invited Cunnington to view his own collection.

Rev Thomas Leman (1751-1826) was widely

acknowledged as an authority on Roman roads and

assisted the Crockers in surveying the road from

Bath to Cirencester. Thomas Meade of Frome, a

correspondent ofCunnington, and his family visited

with Richard Meade, Rector of North Petherton,

and Deputy Lieutenant of Somerset. Like many
clergy, James Douglas, was unable to participate

in the Grand Tour and resorted to the exploration

of regional archaeology. Using his experience as an

officer in the Royal Engineers and as a topographer,

he began surveying fortifications in Kent, in the

process discovering Anglo-Saxon burials, which

led to his publication of Nenia Britannica (1793),

a synthesis of the burial practices of the Ancient

Britons. One of the Prince of Wales’s chaplains,

he was instituted to the Rectory of Litchborough,

Northants in 1787. The newly appointed Dean of

Exeter, George Gordon visited with the Bishop of

Salisbury, John Douglas, a Trustee of the British

Museum. Poet, pamphleteer and cleric, William

Lisle Bowles (1762-1850), Vicar of Bremhill and

Canon of Salisbury Cathedral, was a well known
figure on the local scene.

Lisle Bowles was the son ofa Northamptonshire

clergyman and some other visitors also had a

Northamptonshire connection. William Cunnington

had moved from that county to Wiltshire in 1775,

to set up in business as clothier, mercer and draper,

though he retained contact with his elder brother

who farmed there, and whom he visited from time to

time. Lord and Lady Northampton, who came with

their daughter Frances, bore the county title and had

Wiltshire connections through the marriage of their

eldest daughter to Joshua Smith, MP for Devizes.

The Lowther family also had a Wiltshire connection,

though living in Northamptonshire, George Lowther

being patron ofOrcheston church. Francis, Duke of

Bedford owned land in Northamptonshire.

In a letter to Cunnington, C. H. Parry referred to

‘the rage of collecting’. 9 Cunnington corresponded

with other collectors and there is strong evidence in

the letters for the movement of fossils and minerals

around the country in casks and baskets. A friend

of the Crockers, J. Holloway, wrote to Cunnington,

‘Curiosity sometimes prevails among the fashionable

- this has caused great demand for these articles so
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that shops cannot supply the demand and orders are

not executed’. 10 Sales of fossil collections attracted

wide interest and there was much exchanging

of duplicates. The sale of Mr Cripps’s collection

of 8,000 specimens lasted for three days. 11 Lady

Hippisley was exchanging fossils with Cunnington 12

and there is a constant refrain in the letters’;’ I have

this day sent you a bag of fossils’. Visits to museums

increased; Liverpool Museum ‘which is all the

fashion (is) crowded every day, and was visited by

Princess Charlotte and the Bishop of Salisbury for

two hours observed A. B. Lambert in 1810. Lord

Valencia’s vast collection ofsome 60, 000 specimens

was said to be ‘one of the first private collections in

the kingdom.’ 13 The mother of Miss Cholmondley

‘wishing to give her all the encouragement she can

is now going to begin building her a large museum
nearly as large as Sowerby’s. 14 Miss Dalrymple,

daughter of Alexander Dalrymple, Commander-in-

Chief of the East India islands was constantly being

sent baskets of corals.
15 At Eton, Lord Sunderland,

encouraged by his tutor, was forming a little museum
offossils.

16 Cunnington was often asked for his advice

on arranging collections, typified in Henry Hetley’s

request in February 1806. ‘Ifyou could give me your

kind advice on arranging the trifles I possess’. Some
correspondents were keen to contribute fossils to the

Moss House; ‘At some future period I hope to add

to your collection’ and send a few duplicates’ 17 and ‘I

felt a wish to add to your collection.’ 18 Cunnington’s

display was much admired: ‘You have taken the

best way to arrange your collection that is known at

present’ observed A. B. Lambert in December 1807.

The word soon spread. James Parkinson was anxious

to view the Moss House - ‘your collection of fossil

antiques of which I have heard so much.’ 19 Being

very solicitous to see your fossils I propose to avail

myselfofyour obliging invitation as soon as I shall be

certain you can make it convenient to receive me.’20

Edward Duke proposed to come with his sister ‘she

much wishes to see your collection’. 21 Visitors were

certainly impressed. Warminster printer S. Yockney

wrote, ‘the pleasing sensations I experienced at

your house in contemplating those very interesting

subjects you provided for my inspection are nearly

all beyond my powers of description, so great as their

influence on my mind.’ 22

The current craze for collecting and social and

academic networking drew many visitors from the

fields oflearning, botany and archaeology to the Moss

House which became a model for other collectors.

Curiosity about the past, growing interest in the

natural world, and the cult of sensibility conspired

to draw many collectors to enjoy Cunnington’s

hospitality. The foundation of the British Museum
in 1753 to house the Sloane and Cotton collections,

the writings of William Stukeley and the regular

listing on the inside back cover of The Annual

Register of ‘popular antiquities’ increased interest

in antiquarianism so that ‘The English Antique has

become a general and fashionable study.’
23 To acquire

some relics from the past became a consuming

interest, a trait recognised by Southey;

There is perhaps no country in which the passion

for collecting is so prevalent as in England. The

wealth of the kingdom, the rapidity with which

intelligence is circulated and the facility with

which things arse conveyed from one end of the

island to the other are instrumental causes but

the main cause must be the oddity of the people

themselves. 24
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The country-house social system in the 19th and
20th centuries

by F. M. L. Thompson

Thefollowing is the script ofa lecture by Professor F. M. L. Thompson, which he was due to deliver to the Society on 15

October 2011. Regrettably he was unable to read the lecture due to ill health. It is reproduced here, with his permission

and by popular request. As the script was written for a lecture it lacks the normal references, but Professor Thompson

has appended a list ofhis sources.

What are country-houses for? The country-house

has attracted a large following and a considerable

literature. One is the mainstay ofthe heritage business,

the other a flourishing branch of architectural

history. Between them they provide many answers

to this question, but answers derived more from the

physical structure, layout, and contents of the house

than from the stories of the people who lived in

them. Country-house visiting presents the house as

exhibition space, displaying the objects accumulated

by generations of the owners.

Many collections, offamily portraits, Italian and

Flemish landscapes, books that were seldom read,

stags’ heads, big game trophies, or sundry curiosities,

were of indifferent quality but in sufficient quantity

to impress visitors. The occasional major killings in

the art market, or great archaeological ventures, were

in a different league, and led to new building projects.

The acquisition ofthe huge art collection of the Duke
ofOrleans, liberated by the French Revolution, by a

syndicate of the Duke of Bridgewater, Lord Gower,

and the Earl of Carlisle meant new gallery building

in town and country-houses, partly financed by

selling off surplus pictures which found their way
into the foundation of the National Gallery. At

Canford, some years later, Lady Charlotte Guest

planned a museum to house some of the treasures

from Nineveh that her cousin Henry Layard had

unearthed.Visitors may get glimpses of how the

landed classes lived, but probably only of the

reconstructions of set-piece formal occasions.

Architectural historians have explored many of

the different functions ofthe country-house through

analysis of plans, designs, and buildings. Victorian

country-houses, expressing in built form aristocratic-

bourgeois ideals of propriety, convenience, and

efficiency, have been particularly amenable to

this treatment. Specialisation of housekeeping

functions in separate rooms earmarked for ironing

newspapers, cleaning silver, and trimming lamps,

was matched by spatial specialisation by age, gender,

and class in living arrangements: a separate nursery

and governess’s wing, separate staircases for family

and servants, separate sleeping quarters for family,

married, single male and single female visitors, a

masculine space in gun room, billiard room, and

smoking room, a feminine space in boudoir, morning

room, and music room, and a woman-controlled

drawing room, with perhaps a private chapel thrown

in for daily devotions in segregated pews for family

and servants.

The ideal Victorian country-house was a

smoothly running machine for living comfortable,

structured, highly regulated, impeccably moral and

Holly Cottage, Sheepcote Lane, Wheathampstead, Herts AL4 8NJ
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respectable lives. The standardisation of life styles

implicit in building plans, however, was seldom

evident in the real world. Segregation of family and

servants, and ofmale and female guests, for example,

did not noticeably inhibit either aristocratic adultery

or pregnancy among domestic servants.

Neither the heritage business nor architectural

history, in other words, tell us everything that went

on in country-houses. Life in the English Country

House, Mark Girouard’s 1978 book, has a title

that promises to reveal all, but contents which are

concerned with household organisation and domestic

technology rather than with country-house society.

Then in 1994 Jessica Gerard broke new ground with

her Country-house Life , a pioneering social history of

the lives and relationships ofcountry-house families

and servants, confronting the cardboard figures of

advice manuals with the actual behaviour of real

people. That book focuses on the interior world of

the country-house and its connections with the local

community, as do the television costume dramas

Gosford Park and Downton Abbey. These invent

entertaining stories that present the country-house

as essentially a very large and opulent stage setting

for playing out domestic intrigues, love affairs,

family tragedies, and domestic crises. Although

the local village community has a walk-on part in

the play, the dimension that is missing here is the

external relations of the country-house, that is to

say the significance of the people from outside the

immediate family circle who came to stay.

It was this dimension of the social world of the

country-house that T.H.S. Escott identified as ‘the

country-house social system’ in his two-volume

‘comprehensive and faithful picture ofthe social and

political condition ofmodern England’ published in

1879, and elaborated in his 1907 book, Society in the

Country House. This talk scratches the surface of this

social world by a trawl through some of the letters,

diaries, memoirs, and biographies of the social and

political elite that provide an insight into country-

house society.

Carefully constructed and manipulated house

parties were the essence of this system, designed

as social expressions of select groups or sets

that shared political or cultural affiliations and

aspirations. Moreover, the house parties were

essential components ofthe social calendar, filled by

the regular rhythm alternating between the London
season lasting from February to July, and the country

season, which in turn might be split between late

summer on the moors or at the spas, and autumn
and winter for country-house visiting. This was the

basic structure for the lives ofthe landed and leisured

classes, a framework for imparting some purpose to

their lives and warding off boredom. In its fully

developed form, however, the system was never the

pattern for more than a minority of the houses ofthe

landed aristocracy, which did not necessarily include

its wealthiest members. Certainly, Westminster,

Sutherland, Devonshire, and Bedford, who were

the richest of the lot, provided house room for

the system. But the almost equally wealthy Bute

was a recluse who withdrew from society to mock
medieval fantasy in Castell Coch, while the mid-

Victorian Duke of Portland spent most of his time

underground at Welbeck.

If it is accepted that there were something like

four thousand places in Britain towards the end of

the 19th century which could be ranked as country-

houses, no more than a tiny fraction ofthem formed

part of the system. The typical country-house was a

family home, a base for hunting and shooting, and

quite likely the administrative centre of the landed

estate which supported it, and may very rarely have

entertained house parties more interesting than

Christmas gatherings ofrelations, or shooting parties

from county society. On the other hand, houses that

were in the social system were not a static group.

Which country-houses played the system at any

one time depended very much on the personality

and social ambitions of the hostess, as well as on the

finance available for lavish entertaining.

Bowood, for example, was part ofthe circus in the

1820s and 1830s when Lansdowne was a prominent

member of the ‘Whig gang’ who stayed faithful to

Grey and reform, and oscillated round each other’s

country-houses. The fifth Marquess of Lansdowne,

however, inherited a heavily endebted estate in 1866,

and by the 1880s was forced to virtually mothball

Bowood, which dropped out of the social circuit,

and keeping possession of Lansdowne House
in London only because he had Rosebery as its

tenant. Lansdowne became Governor-General of

Canada in 1883 because he needed the salary and

free board of a rather lavish sort, and for the same

reason accepted the Indian Viceroyalty in 1888, the

wages of imperial office being sufficient to restore

him to frontline politics in time to negotiate, as Tory

Foreign Secretary, the Anglo-Japanese alliance in

1902 and the Entente Cordiale in 1904, but not to

restore Bowood to social eminence.

Wilton was one of the main Tory social centres

through much of the 19th century, and in Sidney

Herbert’s time as a leading Peelite and later

Palmerstonian occupied a prime place in the
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system. It was at Wilton that Tory forces gathered

to share their dismay at the alleged creeping

radicalism of Melbourne’s Whigs, Lady Pembroke

informing a house party in 1839 that Radicals ‘are

a sort of people who go about with Dissenters,

vegetarians, homeopathists, and other uncomfortable

persons’, perfectly anticipating the language that

conservatives would still use a century later to

describe socialists.

Indeed, when the radical Birmingham MP, G. F.

Muntz, was made a JP a year or two later Pembroke

declared that the end ofthe world was nigh, and that

the only thing to do was to take all their pictures to

the strong room of Coutts Bank, shut up house and

live abroad until the Radical threat was over. Wilton,

ofcourse, remained open, and became less stridently

partisan, acting as a social platform for Florence

Nightingale, whose family were neighbours. Wilton,

however, rather faded from the front rank of the

country-house system after Sidney Herbert’s death

in 1861, to re-emerge some decades later in a rather

different social context.

Longleat was another Tory house, though

there is no sign that it was ever in the front rank

of the country-house circuit; its moment came in

the summer of 1884 at the height of the political

crisis over franchise and redistribution in the

Third Reform Bill, when Lord Bath’s continuing

friendship with Gladstone across the party divide

enabled him to use Longleat in getting Hartington

and Hicks Beach together to help negotiate the

eventual compromise.

For Escott country-house parties were essentially

politically structured, a social dimension ofWhig or

Tory allegiances. It could be difficult to find a Radical

house party. The closest thing might be the reunion

of old boys from the leadership of the Anti-Corn

Law League that the cotton master Thomas Bazley

held at his country seat near Witney in 1864. It was

not a great success, frightfully boring as John Bright

expected. ‘What [Bazley] will do with us for several

days I know not’, he noted, ‘as he has no game, and

if he had we don’t shoot - and we cannot spend all

the time fighting our old battles over again.’

The majority of house parties may have

conformed to the political model, but there were

always some society hostesses keen to break the

mould by attracting literary, intellectual, and
artist celebrities to their houses. At Wallington,

in Northumberland, Lady Trevelyan held parties

of pre-Raphaelites, Ruskin in attendance, and the

artists painted frescoes of local birds and flowers,

and a series ofpictures ofepisodes in Northumbrian

history, always lunching ‘solely on artichokes and

cauliflowers.’

Pencarrow, in Cornwall, somewhat surprisingly

given its distance from the metropolis, became the

social centre of the utilitarians, visited by Jeremy

Bentham, James Mill, and John Stuart Mill. Their

host was Sir William Molesworth, whose radicalism

extended to financing the Westminster Review and

editing a sixteen-volume edition of Hobbes. After

his death in 1855 his widow, Lady Andalusia

Molesworth, expanded Pencarrow’s social catchment

area, with her house parties of the 1860s and 1870s

sometimes arranged round literary celebrities,

Thackeray and Charles Dickens for instance,

sometimes round the now forgotten contemporary

stars of the London theatres, as a change from

fashionably controversial political figures like David

Urquhart and John Arthur Roebuck.

In the 1880s Osterley Park, then still decades

away from becoming one ofLondon’s outer suburbs,

with Lady Jersey as hostess, was established as the

leading literary and artistic social centre. Her house

parties, usually timed to coincide with garden parties

that attracted hundreds of guests in special trains,

continued until 1914, and were a regular part of the

social Season.

Less enduring and literally an altogether

different ball game were the annual meetings of

the Crabbet Club. Crabbet, in Sussex, was the seat

of Wilfrid Scawen Blunt, poet, Arabist, womaniser,

anti-imperialist, and well connected with aristocratic

society through his Wyndham relations. In the early

1880s a group of young men had taken to meeting

fairly often at Wilton for a week of high-spirited

play, calling themselves the Wagger Club, but when

the host, Lord Pembroke, married he introduced

women to the meetings and that apparently

ruined the club, or at any rate abruptly altered its

ethos. Thus it was ripe for a takeover, and Scawen

Blunt turned it into the strictly men-only Crabbet

Club,whose members were men fairly recently down

from Oxbridge, friends ofGeorge Wyndham and the

Grosvenors. Where croquet was the game at Osterley

Park, Crabbet was initially a lawn tennis weekend,

which under Blunt’s lead quickly became also a

poetry weekend with an annual competition for

an instantaneous poem on a subject only disclosed

on the club members arrival. Blunt’s own poem in

the year when ‘marriage’ was the chosen subject is

perhaps worth quoting:

Marriage! Graduate of Girton,

Wedding gown an old chintz curtain.
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Went to bed with flannel shirt on.

Marriage! Heiress. Best of marriages,

Noble father. Forty carriages.

Church St George’s. Breakfast Claridges.

On another occasion George Curzon, future Viceroy

of India, a self-consciously grand and haughty

imperial figure, won the competition with a witty

poem on ‘sin’. It was also Curzon who was chosen,

following the Club’s practice, as advocate of the case

against electing Oscar Wilde as a member, which

he did in a clever and hurtful speech about sodomy

and its treatment in Dorian Grey. There was nude

bathing in the lake, followed by naked tennis in

which a partially clothed Oscar Wilde joined in,

described as like a great wobbly blancmange trying

to serve underhand.

Unsurprisingly Oscar Wilde did not appear at

Crabbet again. The Crabbet Club itself withered

away in the mid- 1890s, and was in effect replaced

as the daringly unconventional wing of country-

house society by the Souls. In contrast to the

Crabbet the Souls treated women as equals, and

indeed were dominated by them, though there was

some continuity from Crabbet days with Wyndham
and Curzon among the men. Wilfrid Scawen Blunt

was never one of the core group of Souls but was

an occasional presence at their gatherings when
not otherwise engaged in seducing one of them in

his bedouin encampment outside Cairo. On one

occasion he was invited to the Tennant seat at Glen,

and claimed to have spent the night in Margot’s

bed - this was just before her marriage to Asquith

- and been disappointed to discover that she was

still a virgin.

The code of conduct of the Souls, however,

was to flout Victorian rules of respectability and

decorum, dispense with chaperones, visit each

other’s bedrooms, cultivate serious and high-minded

conversation eschewing trivial social gossip, play

complicated word games, but draw the line at

premarital or promiscuous sex. The chief offender

was not Blunt, but Harry Cust, who was forced

into an unhappy, loveless, marriage to a girl he had

seduced, Nina Welby, by pressure from the Souls’

leader, Arthur Balfour. That Cust had fathered Diana

Manners - future wife ofDuffCooper - did not break

the Souls’ rules, since Diana’s mother Violet, also

a Soul, had already supplied a couple of legitimate

heirs to the Rutland dukedom.

Wilton, and Clouds, the Wyndham’s showpiece

house near Salisbury, were favourite country-houses

for the Souls, though they had to behave fairly

properly there as their hostesses were rather older

than themselves. One of the group was Ettie Fane,

a great heiress, who married Willy Grenfell (later

created Lord Desborough by Balfour when he was

Prime Minister, as a present for Ettie), and she had

the free run of her husband’s house, Taplow Court

near Maidenhead, and Panshanger, near Welwyn, her

grandfather Earl Cowper’s house which she finally

inherited in 1914, while she and her friends were

also always welcome in her cousin’s house, Wrest

Park, in Bedfordshire. Taplow Court, Wrest Park,

and Panshanger were the most frequent settings for

their house parties, while Stanway, the Charteris

(Elcho/Wemyss) family home in the Cotswolds,

and Mells Park, the Horner family’s place near

Frome, as well as Clouds and Wilton, were high on

the Souls’ list.

It was after a weekend at Panshanger that George

Wyndham explained how the Souls were dominated

by brilliant women: ‘All the parties ofthe present day

are over-womanned,’ he wrote. ‘Beautiful and clever

ladies should never be mixed with men in a higher

proportion than 3 to 7. As to general conversation, if

clever women take part in it three are enough, since

they are more impatient than men so that six or seven

ofthem discussing a subject are like a pack ofhounds

worrying a fox... The first and only object [today] is

to get the eight or nine best [women of beauty and

wit] under one roof. In many cases they are married

to men who can only be considered as padding in any

party. So that the system results in nine first-class

women to five first-class and four second-class men,

a vicious proportion for social purposes.’ Obviously

Wyndham did not think of himself as one of the

dim-witted class, which certainly included Willy

Grenfell and Lord Ribblesdale (Charlotte Tennant’s

husband) whose conversation scarcely stretched

beyond hunting and shooting, while Hugo Charteris,

though agreeably witty, was preoccupied with his

long-standing affair with the Duchess of Leinster

to the neglect of his wife Mary Wyndham.
The only mouse among the Souls women was

Cust’s unfortunate wife, Nina, and she was only a

Soul by marriage. Arthur Balfour may have been

titular leader ofthe group, but it was the women who
made the running, perhaps above all in establishing

its non-political character. In the 1920s he wrote to

Margot that ‘no history ofsociety in the 19th century

can fail to write ofthe influence which you and your

friends have had on the social and political life of

the country.

Till the Souls emerged into London, Tories and

Liberals of distinction never met. This was either
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flattery or ill-informed social history. Certainly there

were Liberals and Tories among the Souls - mainly

Liberal women and Tory men - but they were hardly

people of distinction. Balfour who entered the

cabinet as Irish Secretary in 1887, perhaps made the

cut - he was at least a dozen years older than the rest

of the group, who were bright young things in their

twenties or early thirties; some did indeed achieve

distinction, Curzon definitely, and Margot herself,

Wyndham and Lyttleton maybe, but only long after

the debut of the Souls.

Moreover it was not true that leading Tories and

Liberals never met socially before Margot burst on

the scene. When Lady Palmerston was the leading

society hostess in the 1860s she regularly had

politically mixed parties; Gladstone continued to be

a frequent visitor at Hatfield long after he had shed

his Tory spots; and one of Disraeli’s favourite guests

at Hughenden was Sir William Harcourt, soon to be

execrated by the Tories for his death duties.

Later on, in July 1913 when relations among the

political elite were outstandingly acrimonious, it is

perhaps surprising to find Lord Crewe, the Liberal

Colonial Secretary, and Lord Blackwood, a lesser

Liberal figure, at an overwhelmingly Tory house

party at Blenheim which included Willoughby de

Broke and F.E. Smith, then excelling in their public

denunciation of Liberal iniquities. Less surprising

that Winston and Clementine Churchill were also

there, being family. Whether such a cross-party

mixture owed anything to the example of the Souls

seems doubtful.

The Souls certainly created a new version of the

country-house system, distinguished not so much by

its cross-party composition as by the unprecedented

spectacle it presented of bright young things of the

aristocracy and upper class doing their own thing

independently of any supervision or control by

their elders. Their own thing deliberately flouted

the formal conventions of Victorian society, while

it preserved, indeed created, a tone of intellectual

seriousness previously largely unknown in high

society. This changed in the hands of the Souls’

offspring.

Their daughters and sons became notorious as

the Coterie in the Edwardian years, swinging round

the country restlessly, from house to house, frivolous

and pleasure-seeking. In retrospect, because so many
of the sons were killed in the 1914-18 War, they

seemed to have been the cream of a lost generation,

the golden youth who became a central part of

the myth of the idyllic Edwardian epoch. Of the

Coterie men Raymond Asquith, Hugo and Yvo

Charteris, Billy and Julian Grenfell, Edward Horner,

Charles Lister, Patrick Shaw Stewart, and Edward

Wyndham Tennant were all killed, nine of the

original eleven. Oliver Lyttleton and Duff Cooper

survived, Lyttleton the only one continually in

action from 1914 onwards; in their later careers they

were reasonably competent rather than outstanding

politicians and ministers. There was little in the pre-

1914 behaviour ofthe group, however, to suggest that

they were trying to follow their parents’ attempt to

capture the country-house system for a sort ofupper

crust version of the university extension movement

serviced by valets and lady’s maids. The Coterie,

rather, reverted to self-indulgence, cynicism, and

silly games, a foretaste of the Evelyn Waugh version

ofthe Bright Young Things ofthe 1920s, more road-

house than country-house people, and differing from

the notoriously louche Marlborough House Set of

the Prince of Wales/Edward VII’s friends mainly in

their youth and absence of plutocrats rather than in

any intellectual or moral superiority.

Neither Souls nor Marlborough House
supplanted the established country-house system.

House parties flourished in the late Victorian and

Edwardian years, adopting the weekend pattern - or

‘Saturday-to-Mondays’ as they were described in

hostess’s invitations - that had been made feasible

by the completion of the railway network. How to

keep the guests occupied and amused once they had

been assembled was a concern for hostesses. The
opportunity for killing large numbers of someone

else’s pheasants was appreciated by most menfolk,

and the women were expected to entertain the

company in the evenings with music and singing.

It was also socially valuable to make sure there

was a dependable conversationalist and story teller

in the party. Augustus Hare, a member of a minor

Sussex gentry family, was a star performer in that

role, specialising in recounting tales ofsupernatural

experiences that thrilled contemporaries. Born in

1834 he made a career out of country-house visiting

in the summer and autumn months and wintering

in Italy, where he collected information and did

sketches for the many guidebooks that he wrote

and illustrated. A connoisseur of house parties, he

concluded that ‘learned persons are scarcely ever

agreeable’, and preferred the company of older

women. His engagements were mainly at Tory houses

- Hatfield, Wilton, Longleat, Alnwick, Lowther,

and Belvoir, for instance figured several times - but

did not exclude Whig or Liberal houses like Raby,

Battle, Ampthill, and Tatton. In 1890 Hare noted

that ‘except the Lefevres and Brasseys [Kingsworthy
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near Winchester and Normanhurst, Sussex] I think

my Dunster visit [Somerset] is the only time I have

ever stayed at a Radical house; but its mistress, Mrs

Luttrell . . . holds out as a Conservative.’ But although

he knew to a nicety the political colour ofevery house

he stayed in Hare never once, in more than three

decades of house-partying, mentioned any political

conversations, intrigues, or scandals, not even any

discussions of burning issues of the day. It could be

that Hare was excluded from serious political talk

and confined to his role of telling ghost stories and

acting in charades and amateur theatricals, but it

is more likely that his diaries and letters give an

accurate impression of what went on and did not

go on in most country-house parties. Hare met

Gladstone several times at house parties. The closest

he came to serious talk was when Gladstone gave a

convincing, and for Hare surprising, explanation of

the difference between ‘obedience’ and ‘submission’,

during a weekend at Tatton Park.

The well-known political colour ofmost country-

houses most likely signified little more about their

house parties than that they were meetings of like-

minded members ofsociety renewing and refreshing

friendships, perhaps exploring family alliances

initiated in the marriage market of the preceding

London season. The serious business of political

scheming and plotting was much more likely to be

carried on in London clubland. A rare instance of

an elaborately conspiratorial house party ended in

farce. In 1901 the Duchess of Devonshire - that is

the Double Duchess, Louisa, who while Duchess

of Manchester had long been Hartington’s mistress

and married him as soon as her first husband died

- arranged a large house party at Chatsworth as

cover for secret negotiations for an Anglo-German
alliance. In inviting Baron von Eckardstein, the

first secretary ofthe German embassy, she explained

‘Jos Chamberlain also you will meet with us. And
as a large party of about fifty guests will be staying

at Chatsworth for the theatricals you will have

opportunity for conversations with the Duke and

Jos without attracting any notice. Indeed, Asquith

also, and perhaps some other leading members of

the Opposition will be with us. That does no harm
for there are more than enough rooms in the schloss

where you can speak alone with Jos without being

remarked by anyone.’

The Prince of Wales had just left when
Eckardstein arrived, the story continues, ‘but not

so two young lovers, who arranged to meet in

[the girl’s] room, which she promised to mark by

dropping a sandwich outside her door. Eckardstein,

a notoriously greedy eater accustomed to devouring

a whole chicken before retiring, deprived of his

usual refreshment by the long talk with Joseph and

the Duke, saw the sandwich as he went towards his

room and ate it. He told the story against himself at

breakfast next morning’, but the frustrated lovers

did not reveal themselves. Oddly, ifChatsworth had

adopted the practice ofother houses such as Hatfield,

and put name cards on all the bedroom doors, this

incident would never have happened: it would

not have prevented the collapse of Anglo-German

alliance negotiations.

Equally abortive was Gladstone’s attempt to gate-

crash a party at Eaton, the Grosvenors’ enormous

house in Cheshire. This was in December 1886 at

the height of the first Home Rule crisis, and the

Duke ofWestminster had only recently parted from

Gladstone. Balfour was one of the house party, and

Gladstone rode over from Hawarden to urge Balfour

to persuade his uncle Salisbury to introduce a Home
Rule Bill, which could then easily be passed with

Liberal support without giving Parnell a controlling

voice.

In short, the role of the country-house social

system in the workings ofhigh politics seems to have

been in eclipse at the very moment when journalists

like Escott thought they had spotted it. Perhaps

the last demonstration of country-house political

power was in 1852, when a gathering at Woburn of

Whig and Peelite grandees, including Lord John

Russell, Palmerston, Clarendon, and Aberdeen,

decided that following Gladstone’s demolition of

Disraeli’s budget they would bring down Derby’s

Administration and agree to serve under Aberdeen

as Prime Minister: and thus it came to pass.

Later Victorian house parties were occasions

for bonding of like-minded members of society,

not for policy-making or power-broking. They
were also a key element in the social machinery for

maintaining the identity ofthe upper classes while at

the same time selecting and confirming the entry of

newcomers into acceptable society. This was turned

on its head when newcomers themselves usurped the

role of social controller. The outstanding example of

this was Margaret Greville. She was the illegitimate

daughter ofthe Edinburgh brewer, William M’Ewan
and his mistress, the wife of one of his day porters

(whom he transformed into a night porter to suit the

relationship). She married in 1891 the elder son of

the future Lord Greville, but was widowed in 1908

before he inherited the title. The Grevilles bought

Polesden Lacey in Surrey in 1906, having previously

entertained Edward VII in their smaller house,
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Reigate Priory, remarking ‘I don’t follow people to

their bedrooms, it’s what they do outside them that

is important.’

When her father died in 1913 she inherited a

fortune and control of the brewery, holding board

meetings at Polesden Lacey; ‘appropriately she

looked like a rather blousy old barmaid,’ Oswald

Mosley later observed, after being a guest at one

of her house parties. Blousy or not, an extremely

wealthy widow was not without attractions, and

it was only after prolonged hesitation that she

decided not to marry Sir John Simon, preferring to

resume her sway as Polesden Lacey hostess after the

tiresome interruption of the War. Her first cousin

George Younger, being chairman of the Unionist

party, created her DBE in 1922, and thus equipped

she challenged Ladies Londonderry, Astor, and

‘Emerald’ Cunard for pole position among the

interwar society hostesses. Her greatest triumph was

to get the Duke of York and Elizabeth Bowes Lyon

to spend their honeymoon at Polesden Lacey.

In truth there was not a great deal ofcompetition

for the role ofleading society hostess in the interwar

years as most of the old aristocratic families had

withdrawn from the race. The country-house

system was seriously weakened by the virtual

collapse of its metropolitan half, as after 1918 most

of the aristocratic town houses were closed, sold,

demolished, or redeveloped. By the 1930s only

Londonderry House remained in its pre-war role,

with Lady Londonderry’s receptions and dinners

the highlight of the season and her aristocratic

embrace ofRamsay MacDonald notoriously making

Londonderry House into Labour’s social centre.

Of course the London season continued, but

as a round of cocktail parties, night clubs, and

hotel ballrooms, some of which literally replaced

the town houses: the reciprocity of town and

country-house which had orchestrated the system

melted away. Major country-houses ceased having

weekend parties, reduced them to family gatherings,

or restricted them to special events such as race

meetings. The Duchess of Devonshire of the 1920s,

for example, practiced economy at Chatsworth by

growing nettles under glass for nettle soup, and

much of the house was mothballed.

As the old aristocracy retired from the scene the

field for large house parties became substantially

confined to the newcomers, Astor, Cunard, and

Greville. Fellow newcomers to the ruling elite like

Austen Chamberlain treated Maggie Greville with

amused condescension, and more socially assured

politicians like Harold Nicholson described her

as ‘this plump and virulent little bitch’, while the

society photographer Cecil Beaton called her ‘a

galumphing, greedy, snobbish old toad who watered

at her chops at the sight of royalty’. Lady Leslie

confided to James Lees Milne: ‘Maggie Greville!

I would sooner have an open sewer in my drawing

room’.

Nevertheless no one turned down an invitation

to Polesden Lacey, where they could look forward

to being entertained by the Marshmallow Girls, a

fashionable 1920s cabaret, as well as by the open

sewer. Years after she had turned down Sir John

Simon the ‘old toad’ continued to have great

influence over him, and when he became Foreign

Secretary in 1931 it was said that ‘in those countries

where she [Maggie] is not given a special train the

local British ambassador or minister is sacked.’ In

death all was forgiven, for she left Polesden Lacey

to the National Trust.

Similarly Cliveden ended up with the National

Trust, having been sold in 1890 by the Duke
of Westminster to Waldorf Astor. It too was an

irresistible honeypot to the politicians and socially

ambitious in the 1920s and 1930s even though many
ofthem regarded Waldorf’s daughter-in-law Nancy

Astor as a brash and unreliable upstart, especially

after she was exposed, probably misleadingly, as

mobilising her Cliveden set as the driving force of

appeasement. That should not have troubled Chips

Channon, though even he professed to dislike

weekends at Cliveden while still turning up so as

not to miss out on the latest gossip.

‘The harm these silly selfish hostesses do is really

immense,’ Harold Nicholson confided to his diary,

with Maggie Greville and Nancy Astor in mind. ‘The

silly people are regarded as representative of British

opinion and the informed people are dismissed as

“intellectual”. Lady Astor must realise that her

parrot cries have done much damage to what she

must dimly realise is the essence ofher adopted class

and country.’ There was one sensible, intelligent,

dependable, altogether admirable woman left among

the society hostesses of the period: Sybil Colefax,

daughter of a Bengal civil servant and married to

a barrister known as ‘the biggest bore in England.’

She ran a literary, theatrical, intellectual, and

political salon, sometimes in her Sussex house but

more usually in her Chelsea home, which became

known as the Coal Box. Never very wealthy, Colefax

continued with her parties after her husband’s death

in 1936, and then carried on through the war with

dinners at the Dorchester at which each guest had to

pay for their own meal. She was exceptional.
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Women had always set the tone and arranged

the ambience and operation of the country-house

social system. The displacement of the duchesses

and the landed ladies by the brash social climbers

was a necessary consequence of the decline of the

political, financial, and social clout ofthe established

landed families, and though it kept the parties going

until 1939 it did little to sustain the quality ofwhat

became a semblance of the old social system. When
it next appeared in the news Cliveden was welcoming

call girls. A revival of lavish country-house parties

awaited the arrival of football superstars and other

celebrities, who doubtless have developed their

own version of a social system, one that might well

astonish Escott.

Note on sources for the ‘country-

house social system’

This paper is based on printed sources, among
which Letters and Diaries are the most reliable

record of their authors’ contemporary thoughts,

opinions, and versions of events, closely followed by

Autobiographies and Memoirs, in which, however,

their authors’ memories may sometimes be fallible.

Biographies have been used principally for their

direct quotations from primary sources. There are

some useful accounts of country-house society by

contemporary commentators. Several secondary

works refer to the topic. The Times recorded some

of the house parties, and further research of other

newspapers and society journals would undoubtedly

yield much more material.
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Notes and Shorter Contributions

Evaluation excavation at The Bury, Bishopstrow,

Warminster
by Martin Papworth

Introduction

An evaluation excavation across the enclosure bank

of an earthwork known as the Bury in the grounds

of Eastleigh Court, Bishopstrow was carried out in

May 2010 to determine whether the site originated

as a Late Iron Age valley fort. Finds within the Bury

indicate that an extensive Roman settlement was

established there. The excavation failed to date the

enclosure. Pottery fragments of 17th- 19th century

date overlay and were mixed with small abraded

fragments of medieval and Romano-British pottery.

No prehistoric artefacts were identified.

The Bury is an enclosure, still traceable in

modern field boundaries, which surrounds an area

of 22ha. The earthwork evidence has been badly

affected by agricultural activity but in 1821 the

enclosure bank was clearly visible. In that year

Richard Colt Hoare published a plan of the Bury

(Figure 1) and described his discovery thus:

‘...very near the Roman villas at Pitmead, we
discovered the grand and evident remains of a

large Roman station, surrounded by an earthen

vallum, and comprehending an area of fifty acres;

in every part of which we dug up large fragments

of Roman pottery of every species and colour.

This spot possesses all the particularities which I

1821)

have constantly observed attached to the stations

which the Romans formed, viz, a gentle elevation,

commanding an open view all round. On digging

into the soil, we found it to be of a black nature to

a greater depth than usual, which I consider to be a

certain sign of long residence and cultivation’.

There are two other antiquarian references to finds

from this site. In 1792, two men were employed to

level a high ridge (perhaps the Bury enclosure bank)

and to excavate a ditch. They found various Roman

National Trust, South West Region, Eastleigh Court, Bishopstrow, Wiltshire, BA 12 9HW
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objects, including iron ‘armour’ with much pottery

and a vessel, which contained several thousand

Roman coins dating from the early 1st to the late

4th centuries (Daniell 1879, 6).

In 1868, workmen were employed to dig drains

across the Bury and came across pottery and bones.

An account in the Warminster Herald describes two

visits to the site by Rev. M. Clarke who found broken

pottery and a pit about 7m in diameter containing

‘about 2 tons of large stones that were loose and in a

disordered condition’; mixed with them were animal

bones, pottery ‘of a variety ofpatterns and colour’, a

few coins and nails (Brebner 2000, 8).

The south-east corner of the Bury forms the

north-west boundary ofEastleigh Court, which from

1991-2010 was the National Trust Wessex Regional

Office. The rest of the site is part of Eastleigh Farm.

The site occupies a raised piece of ground beside

the River Wylye. The Bury is overlooked by the

hillforts of Battlesbury and Scratchbury 2km to the

north-east flanking the entrance to the Battlesbury

Bowl. Archaeological evidence from these sites

demonstrates that the area was extensively occupied

from about 800 BC to the later Iron Age (Ellis and

Powell 2008; Cunnington 1924, 368).

Roman occupation within the Bury is proved

from the accounts of the 1 8th- 19th century

discoveries. In addition, there is a collection of

metal detected objects from the site held at Eastleigh

Farmhouse, including Roman brooches and coins,

but nothing dating to the Iron Age. The shape of

the enclosure, however, is not typically Roman and

it remains possible that the site is earlier in origin;

perhaps a Late Iron Age valley fort.

In 2006, the author tested the site using

resistivity and magnetometry equipment. An 80m
sq area within the south-east corner ofthe enclosure

was surveyed which showed that this part of the

Bury was divided by rectilinear ditches. Discrete

concentrations of high resistance readings indicate

spreads ofrubble, perhaps the sites oftwo buildings.

A few fragments of Roman pottery were found in

the ploughsoil but the surveys revealed nothing that

could be identified as prehistoric.

In 2010, it was decided that the National Trust

was to move from Eastleigh Court and this prompted

an investigation of the site while there was still an

opportunity. Earthwork and geophysical survey

were carried out in the field centred on NGR ST
8922 4970. A low enclosure bank cut by later parallel

drainage trenches was recorded in the earthwork

survey. There was no clear exterior ditch, although

the fence line forming the south-west boundary

of the field seemed to dip where a silted exterior

ditch might be expected. Both resistivity and

magnetometry failed to detect a ditch.

An excavation trench 25m x 1.2m was placed

across the enclosure bank and the expected position

ofthe outer ditch at the east corner ofthe Bury (NGR
ST 89204 49712 - ST 89229 49712). The trench was

aligned east to west and the west end was marked by

the field boundary. From here the ground dropped

away, the bank having been cut into for an old track

leading to Eastleigh Court. According to various

editions of the OS map for the area, this track was

used from at least the 1880s to the 1920s, but it is now
overgrown with scrub woodland. On the west side

of this track was another fence line and west of this

lay the Bury interior, the arable fields of Eastleigh

Farm. East of the track, the trench crossed a pasture

field stopping 5m short of its east boundary.

The topsoil and turfwere lifted by hand and the

underlying surface cleaned by trowel. The geology

comprised valley deposits of angular gravel, mixed

with black sand and silt and lenses ofyellow-orange

plastic clay.

The greatest depth of layers containing

archaeological material survived on the lower east

slope ofthe bank. Here the topsoil contained pottery

and brick mixed with coal and clinker dating to

the late 19th and early 20th centuries. Black silty

deposits were removed in 0.05m spits. Each spit

contained deposits of successively older pottery

ranging in date between the 17th and 19th centuries.

The bottom archaeological layer 0.25m below the

surface contained sherds of abraded undecorated

earthenware of Romano-British date. No trace of a

ditch was found on the east side of the bank. A few

pieces of flint may have been deliberately struck,

although no high-quality flint, tools or secondarily

worked fragments were found.

On top of the bank, finds below the topsoil were

older, dating to between the 17th and 18th centuries.

This lay above a more gravelly layer containing

earlier 16th- 17th century pottery with tobacco pipe

fragments and occasional abraded thin plain body

sherds, probably Roman. This covered a clay deposit

0.2m deep interpreted as the bank of the enclosure

but it contained no finds and lay above geological

gravel and clay. It is concluded that ifthe line of this

section of the enclosure pre-dated the 16th century

then any archaeological evidence for this had been

removed.
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Conclusion

It was clear at the outset that the enclosure bank

had been reduced and spread by post-medieval

agricultural activity, although surface indications

suggested a bank remnant and perhaps a buried

turf below. It was hoped that dateable finds might

be recovered from the bank and from any buried

soil. An outer ditch was also expected and if this

had existed it may have provided dating evidence.

However, these deposits were not found.

The outcome ofthe excavation is rather puzzling.

There was much stratified post-medieval pottery,

indicating that the field had not been ploughed since

the 17th century. The ceramic evidence indicates

that the levelling of the enclosure bank noted by

Colt-Hoare took place rather earlier than the 19th

century.

Overall, the excavation found no evidence that

the Bury is a prehistoric earthwork. A few scraps of

abraded Romano-British pottery in the lowest levels

may indicate a Roman date, but because the pottery

is not from the bank and consists of small abraded

fragments such a conclusion is insecure.
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Celts, the Sem, and Semington Brook
by Andrew Breeze

The Sem is a river of south-west Wiltshire, passing

Semley to meet the Nadder by Wardour Castle (ST

9227). Semington Brook (ST 9060) belongs to the

county’s western limit, where it flows through flat

country past Semington into the Avon. All agree that

both streams have pre-English names (Coates and

Breeze 2000, 366). The first is known from AD 983

in the phrase ‘on Semene\ the second from AD 964 as

‘Semnif andAD 1279 as
‘

Semenef . Scholars derive the

former from unattested British Sumina and the latter

from its diminutive equivalent Sumineta. These are

compared with Gaulish or Gallo-Latin Sumina , the

Somme, and Sumena or Sumina for rivers elsewhere

in medieval France (Watts 2004, 537), yet nobody has

determined what these French hydronyms mean, and

so this has not been helpful.

This note takes a new line of enquiry, looking

at medieval Welsh and Irish sources as well as

Continental ones. We can say at once that the ancient

Celtic prefix su- has positive force, and gives so- in Irish

and hy- in Welsh (Evans 1967, 257-8). The sense is

made clear by Scots (as The Oxford English Dictionary

shows), where sonsie ‘jolly, comely, plump’, applied

by Robert Burns to lassies he admired, is adapted

from Gaelic sonas ‘good fortune’, with positive so-. Its

opposite is donsie ‘stupid, unmanageable’ (also used

by Burns), from Gaelic donas ‘bad luck, misfortune’,

with negative do-. For our Wiltshire rivers the problem

University of Navarre, 31080 Pamplona, Spain
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is the second element. What was it that the Britons

took as ‘good’?

A solution is offered by early Irish somain

( =somhaoin in the modern language) ‘benefit, profit’,

which is the opposite ofdomain (now domhaoin ) ‘loss,

damage’. Somain had special meaning in Irish law,

figuring as ‘return, profit, revenue, yield’ in legal tracts

(Binchy 1941, 5). The main element is represented by

early Irish moin or main ‘treasure, precious object’,

from reconstructed moi-ni-. The Welsh equivalent,

from unattested mei-no-, is mwyn ‘value; wealth’

(Vendryes 1960,M 59-60). With positive and negative

prefixes this gives Welsh hyfwyn ‘kindly, genial, gentle’

and difwyn ‘unlovely; worthless, useless’. The first is

not attested until the 16th century, but the second is

common in early sources, including the 12th-century

Four Branches of the Mabinogi, where the hero Pwyll,

on meeting his bride-to-be Rhiannon, thinks the

countenance of every woman he has seen is diuwyn

‘unlovely’ compared to hers (Thomson 1957, 11;

Breeze 2009, 3). So we have grounds for taking the

Sem as Sumeina (later Sumena) ‘dear one; prosperous

one, she who is bounteous’, and the Semet as Sumeineta

(later Sumeneta) Tittle dear one; little prosperous

one’. We may note that the long close e in Sumena

would have been borrowed by the Wessex dialect of

Old English as a long i, because West Saxon lacked

a close e until the 7th century (Jackson 1953, 331),

though that i had disappeared by the time the form

was recorded.

‘Dear one; she who is prosperous’ is an apt

meaning for mild streams in mild countryside. Its

sense is confirmed by other hydronyms. The Boyd

of Avon and Bude of Cornwall both mean ‘one of

special gifts, profitable one’, with the same element

as in Boudica ‘victorious one’, the Queen of the Iceni

who led a revolt against the Romans (Breeze 2006).

It may be that the Boyd, which is near Bath Spa, and

the Bude, with a tributary named for its saltiness,

contained therapeutic minerals. A hydrologist could

report on that. (But the Bude of Cornwall is not and

could not possibly be the ‘foul one’, as with Welsh

budr ‘dirty’, despite claims in certain reference books.)

Bude and Boyd have equivalents in Scotland and

Ireland, the best known being the Buadhnat Tittle

triumph, little virtue’, giving its name to the village

ofArbuthnott, between Stonehaven and Montrose. It

must have been thought ofas having holy or curative

powers or both. That would accord with a remark of

Gildas in the 6th century on former Celtic idolatry,

when he tells how the Britons once attributed divinity

to springs and rivers and lakes, glimpsing a god or

goddess beneath their surface (Watson 1926, 425-6).

Perhaps the Sem and Semington Brook were also

believed to have divine or healing qualities, or (more

prosaically) were just known for good drinking water.

A contrary attitude is demonstrated by the river

Gaunless, near Bishop Auckland in Co. Durham
(Watts 2004, 248). The Vikings called it ‘gainless one,

profitless one’, probably because it was useless for

fishing or navigation.

The above interpretation of the names of Sem
and Semington Brook would confirm the persistence

of British communities and language on Wiltshire’s

western fringe, a subject lately receiving attention

(Probert 2007). If we can take the Sem as Sumena

‘dear one; prosperous one, she who is bounteous’,

and Semington Brook as Sumeneta ‘darling one; little

prosperous one’, it brings us closer to the men and

women of Celtic Wiltshire and to the way they saw

(in the grip of heathen mythologies?) the running

waters in their lands.
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Books and pamphlets in the library of the

Wiltshire Archaeological and Natural History

Society printed before 1700

by Robert Moody

It may not be widely known that in addition

to the very many books in the Society’s library

published in the 18th and 19th centuries there

are to be found more than two hundred books,

pamphlets or tracts printed before 1700, most of

which have some connection with Wiltshire or with

people who either lived in the county or were born

within its boundaries. Of particular interest and

importance are the thirty-one pamphlets produced

during the English Civil War and the thirty-three

published during the subsequent Commonwealth

and Cromwellian Protectorate. Two other noticeable

groups contain thirty-nine pamphlets and books

written by Gilbert Burnet (1643-1715), Bishop of

Salisbury from 1689 until 1715, and a further eleven

by the philosopher Thomas Hobbes (1588-1679),

published between 1651 and 1682. Two particular

books have no apparent connection with the county,

but are nevertheless worth noting. One is Francois

Boussuet’s ...De natura aquatilium carmen... printed

in Lyons in 1558 and containing a large number of

engravings of aquatic creatures, and the other is a

copy of the popular 1676 edition ofJohn Speed’s The

Theatre of the Empire of Great Britaine. .

.

.Also in the

Society’s manuscript collection, although lacking

its title page, is a prayer book and psalter of several

hundred pages with music and many illustrations

printed during the reign of Queen Elizabeth I.

There is no comprehensive record of the

means by which the majority of the early books

and pamphlets now in the library at Devizes were

acquired by the Society, although the library of

the antiquary and topographer John Britton,

purchased in 1853 for £150, forms the nucleus of

the Society’s library. Inspection of the Catalogue

of Books, Prints, Maps, Acts of Parliament, &c.&c.

relating to the Topography and Antiquities of Wiltshire,

published by Britton in 1851 with a view to finding

a purchaser for them, reveals only two 17th-century

books - Walter Pope’s Life of... Seth, Lord Bishop of

Salisbury... published in 1697 and a 1683 edition of

John Gregory’s Episcopus Puerorum. Whilst the copy

of Pope’s Life ofSeth. .

.

in the Society’s Library may
have belonged to Britton, the two copies ofEpiscopus

Puerorum... held there were published in 1663 and

1671 and what became of Britton’s 1683 edition

remains to be established.

As a consequence, reliance must be placed on

the occasional mention in the Society’s Magazine of

the names of donors and on the notes inscribed in

just 40 of these early books and pamphlets to learn

how they were acquired. The only known donor of

more than just a few volumes was the Rev. B. W.

Bradford, rector of Broughton in Oxfordshire, who
presented eight books between 1906 and 1914. It is

possible that these were presented to the Society via

the Rev. E. H. Goddard (for 40 years the Society’s

Librarian) by whose good offices Bradford presented

the papers ofCharles Francis Wyatt (his predecessor

at Broughton) to the Bodleian Library in 1910. Over

the years the Society has purchased early printed

books, particularly between 1902 and 1916 when at

least nineteen were acquired. In 1894 a Catalogue

of the Printed Books, Pamphlets, MSS., and Maps in

the Library ofthe Wiltshire Archaeological and Natural

History’s Museum at Devizes was published, with

Additions to the Library appearing in 1897 and 1899.

An examination of these catalogues reveals that by

the end of the 19th century half of the 17th-century

books and pamphlets currently held were already in

the Society’s possession.

It is hoped that this note will encourage

members of the Society and others to visit the

library in Devizes to see and read the early books

and pamphlets that forming a small but important

part of the collections.

Fair Orchard, South Widcombe, East Harptree, Bristol BS40 6BL
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WANHS Archaeology Field Group: recent activities

and future plans

by Jim Gunter

The AFG continues to be active across the county

during 2010 with a series of projects underway.

Anglo-Saxon Moots

Little archaeological work has been carried out on

Anglo-Saxon assembly sites (moots), which were

important centres ofadministration and law in early

medieval society. A joint project, lead by UCL, is

underway across England to address this omission

(http://www.ucl.ac.uk/archaeology/research/projects/

assembly). The AFG is undertaking initial fieldwork

at the meeting-places of many of the 40 Hundreds

into which Wiltshire had been divided by the

time of the Domesday Survey of 1086. There is

conflicting evidence for the existence of many sites

and by studying their surroundings, form, layout,

accessibility and viewshed, it is intended to verify

the veracity of existing evidence for them.

Bedwyn Brails

The continuing project to locate Sir Edward
Seymour’s Tudor mansion at Bedwyn Brails reached

a major milestone in 2010. Previous work had

identified water supply features, including a brick-

lined water conduit traced for some 500 metres, and

the discovery of a brick structure connected to a fine

ashlar and brick lined channel forming a Y-shaped

junction with a further conduit. In May 2010 the

conduit house connecting the two water supplies

was located and proved to be a splendid piece of

engineering (Figure 1) pointing downhill towards

where the house must have been.

Fig. 1 The bath ofthe Conduit House at Bedwyn Brails

Comparisons have been made with Thomas
Sharington’s two other extant conduit houses - at

Sudeley Castle, Gloucestershire, and Lacock Abbey,

Wiltshire - to understand how the water system

would have worked. These are both much smaller

than the Bedwyn structure, but positioned at the top

ofmuch steeper and higher hills above the buildings

they served. Perhaps the lack of natural pressure at

Wiltshire Heritage Museum, 41 Long Street, Devizes, Wiltshire, SN10 INS
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Bedwyn required a larger conduit bath.

During winter 2010/11 a network of banks and

ditches next to the newly discovered conduit house

was surveyed to explore the possibility that they

relate to the missing Mansion or its water supply,

although these features are probably paths and

tracks, including an 18th century carriage drive.

The search for the mansion continues.

Caine

Place-names within Caine are indicative of a

now lost castle. Investigation of an area known
as Castle Fields included a desk based survey,

geophysical survey and excavation, which revealed

the foundations of a round structure, probably a

tower. The site has seen activity of various kinds

since at least the neolithic.

Grims Ditch

Test pits cut into two banks along the supposed route

ofGrims Ditch (an earthwork of later prehistoric or

Romano-British date?) showed them to be woodland

banks. Further banks and ditches within the woods

were identified and it is intended to return to survey

these to determine whether there are stronger

candidates for the continuation of Grims Ditch.

Newton Tony

In September 2010 the AFG were asked to help

guide volunteers from the local village in a

field-walking project near Newton Tony. The
archaeological potential of the site had been

brought to the attention of the villagers and the

AFG by the County Archaeologist who had been

alerted to the presence of Roman building material

in a recently ploughed field. The joint project was

rewarded with high quality finds, including Roman
coins, parts of a brooch, as well as many pieces of

Roman tile and pottery confirming the presence of

a Romano-British building in the vicinity. Struck

flint, including a possible scraper, two prehistoric

hammer stones, large pieces of medieval pottery

and a 17th century onion bottle sherd were also

recovered, with little evidence of later activity.

Vale of Pewsey

Following fieldwalking in 2009 north of Stanton

Saint Bernard, analysis of the distribution of

finds revealed clusters of Romano-British and

Medieval pottery. In 2010 the AFG, with local help,

concentrated on the area around the village itself.

Most of the finds are medieval and post-medieval

in date.

West Woods

The West Woods (3km southwest of Marlborough)

survey project initiated in 2006 with support from

the AONB, the County Archaeology Service and

the Forestry Commission, was concluded in the

winter of 2010/11. Much evidence for industry was

identified in the form of extraction pits for sarsen,

clay and chalk, while the quantity of evidence

for agricultural use of the woodland, in the form of

field boundaries and lynchets, has been a revelation;

most areas of the wood have been cultivated at some

point in the past. There is also evidence for droving

and transhumance in the form of enclosures, often

associated with ponds. The final report has now been

produced and is available at the WANHS Library,

Devizes.

As ever the AFG would like to thank the various

landowners who have allowed access to their land

and to the panel ofexperts who willingly offer advice.

Full reports on all these projects will be published

in due course.
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Reviews
edited by Robert Clarke

The Ancient Symbolic Landscape of Wessex, by David

Ride, Amberley, 2010, softback, 160pp, black

and white plates and figures, price £16.99. ISBN
9781445601694

David Ride aims to present archaeological features

of the Wessex landscape and his interpretations of

them as symbolic representations of a cosmic order.

The work centres on the Rufus Stone in the New
Forest, its role as a ‘navel stone’ in the landscape,

and extends to surrounding archaeological features

to produce a microcosm of the universe in the

Wessex landscape.

The author sets out his basic premises in

Chapter 1, particularly on the subjects of landscape

archaeology, cosmological bases and an account

of William Rufus’s death. Chapter 2 discusses the

concepts of ‘pillars’ in the past, focusing on the

idea of the djed pillar in ancient Egypt as a ladder

to the heavens, whilst the next returns to Wessex

and a more detailed examination of Rufus and his

stone. Chapters 4 to 8 progressively present Ride’s

mathematical calculations (based on the geometry

of Pythagoras, da Vinci and others) and how these

correspond to features of the Wessex landscape

(and their cosmic counterparts), as well as how
they relate to ideological and religious principles,

particularly sacred scriptures of various types. The
author sums up his argument in the final chapter.

As in Ride’s previous book, In Defence of

Landscape: An Archaeology of Porton Down (2006),

the Wessex sites discussed here have been

thoroughly researched and considered. However,

it is the interpretations he makes of them that is

shaky, as are associations with such disparate sites

and cultures as Delphi and ancient Egypt. Here we
see the author’s use of dated sources, in particular

E. A. Wallis Budge’s translation and interpretation

of the ancient Egyptian Book of the Dead, no doubt

since these best support Ride’s arguments. Further,

the geometric patterns he uses to support his

arguments infer their precise application in the

Wessex landscape, from prehistory to the medieval

period, with little evidence to support this, aside

from Ride’s conviction that this must be so. The
author’s ‘search’ for these patterns in the Wessex

landscape is apparent in one section entitled, ‘What

Are We Looking For?’ (p. 24). It is not necessarily

the archaeo-astronomical study of the landscape in

general that is questionable, but the methods by

which such conclusions are reached.

The book contains many line drawings to

illustrate these calculations, but they provide

little support for the arguments made in the text,

unless you are already convinced by them. These

illustrations underscore the author’s examination

of this landscape as an esoteric meteorologist rather

than as an archaeologist, which in itself is not

negative, but the text is so full of meteorological

jargon that some readers of this book may take it

at face value, inferring that an author with such

scientific knowledge can be taken as authoritative.

If the sequence of words, “... in the milky

pointillism of the nascent altocumulus lay its own
destruction. .

.” (p. 8) is not meant to simultaneously

bewilder and impress the reader, I see no other

purpose for its inclusion.

The confused presentation of the ‘scientific’

background contrasts strongly with the attempt

to paint pictures of the ancient and medieval past,

which are full of gender stereotypes (p. 17) and

extrapolations from later place-names and legend

(p. 25 and Chapter 3). It is not these points, however,

that make this book a difficult read, but the illogical

and random jumps between subjects, and the lack

of clarity that arguments and their evidence were

presented. It left me wondering what anything in

the book wished to achieve.
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Interpretations that identify landscapes

as active, meaningful and even symbolic have

developed and become a core feature of landscape

archaeology over the past three decades, an aspect

of the history of archaeology the author overlooks

(p. 12) in order to authenticate his assertion that

academics will be immediately hostile to this work

(p. 7). Hostility without examination of Ride’s

presentation of the evidence would indeed be

unfounded, but upon reading this book I remain

unconvinced by his arguments. It is clear that Ride

has a great passion for, and knowledge of, these

Wessex sites, but in this work he makes inferences

that cannot be supported or sustained by the

available evidence, maintained by ‘What If’s? (p.

26) and ‘Circular Arguments’ (p. 62).

REFERENCE

Ride, D., 2006, In Defence ofLandscape: An Archaeology of

Porton Down, Stroud: Tempus Publishing

Tina Paphitis

Prehistoric Gloucestershire: Forests and Vales and High

Blue Hills (2nd Ed), by Timothy Darvill, Amberley,

2011, softback, 288pp, black and white plates and

figures plus 27 colour plates, price £16.99. ISBN
9781848684201

In 1988 Tim Darvill published one of the early

‘modern era’ publications that concerned itselfwith

the archaeology of a specific county. Now 23 years,

and a great deal ofarchaeological and scientific work

later, we see a much updated 2nd edition through

the auspices of Amberley publishing.

From the outset the author reminds us that

County boundaries’ are very much a modern creation

in the greater scheme of things. Indeed, he notes ‘No

apology is therefore made for occasionally stepping

outside modern Gloucestershire’ (p.14). It is with

that in mind that this review appears in The Wiltshire

Archaeological and Natural History Magazine.

The work is laid out in the now traditional

chronological order, somewhat complemented by

new radiocarbon determinations where possible.

Each chapter is copiously illustrated with relevant

images and photographs, theories are underpinned

by recent work and demonstrated through the use

of histograms and other analytical tools. All this

presented with clear text makes the work highly

accessible to a wide audience.

Within each chapter the author explores extant

and implied monumental landscapes, often drawing

parallels with sites those with a research interest in

Wiltshire will recognise. Just to expand this a little,

Lechlade and Buscot are both the sites of Cursus

monuments, Beaker burials, hengi-form enclosures,

round barrow cemeteries and settlement. This is

a salutary reminder of the opening comments of

this review. Moreover Wiltshire contains a number

of megalithic long barrows constructed in the

‘Cotswold- Severn’ tradition. Again the Prehistoric

fortunes of both counties are inseparable.

As one might expect, synthetic works such as this

rely much on the expertise and generosity of many
colleagues. The author has copiously referenced

them throughout and this in itself makes the work

a very useful first stop for those embarking on

research of the area for the first time. It also offers

some direction for professionals! There is also a clear

intention to encourage people out into the landscape

and to experience prehistoric Gloucestershire first

hand. Twenty sites and their locations are described

in detail, including NGRs, as are the prehistoric

monuments encountered on the Cotswold Way.

The author has also included the addresses of the

County’s museums. This is a laudable approach and

in this reviewers opinion the true value of Darvill’s

work.

Prehistoric Gloucestershire: Forests and Vales and

High Blue Hills , is an excellent example of a county

Prehistory. Its obvious parallels with Wiltshire

and beyond make it essential for any prehistorian,

professional or lay, with the added value that it acts

as a ready guide to the landscape itself.

Bob Clarke

The Dovecotes and Pigeon Lofts of Wiltshire , by

John McCann and Pamela McCann, Hobnob
Press, 2011, softback, 235pp, colour and black and

white plates and illustrations, price £14.00. ISBN
9780946418848

The Dovecotes and Pigeon Lofts of Wiltshire

presents for the first time all known examples of this

type of structure in one dedicated publication. The
subject is introduced by a brief history, description

of use and design techniques employed as a preface

to a comprehensive gazetteer of all extant sites in

the County. This is followed by a useful discussion

covering the architectural merit and current state of

Dovecotes. Pigeon lofts are dealt with separately in
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a further 40 page section.

Dovecotes are an interesting conversation

point as this reviewer has discovered. In many
years of accompanying students around Avebury,

the dovecote in the manor complex always sparks

discussion and curiosity. Many find it surprising

that the structure was intended to provide young

doves, or squabs as I now know from this book, for

meat rather than decoration.

The true origin ofbird domestication in Britain

is unknown but the practice does receive mention

by Varro in the first century BC. The authors are

probably correct in their assumption that the Romans

took this to a new level, and it is likely that this is

when the first purpose- built structures appeared.

That said, documentary evidence specifically

referencing the practice in Britain dates from the

mid- 12th century (unfortunately this point is neither

expanded nor referenced). Through the latter stages

of the medieval period the ownership of Dovecotes

was likened to the ownership of mills, underpinning

the fact that dove meat was not the preserve of the

general populous. Interestingly, the dissolution of

the monasteries and redistribution of land created

an explosion in cote and loft construction. Before

1619 the law only allowed for lords and some clergy

to maintain domesticated birds. However, by the

end of the 18th century at least three were being

maintained in any given parish in England.

From the start of the 19th century, enclosure

began to have a noticeable effect on the ability of

the pigeon and dove keepers to provide food for

their birds, much waste and common now becoming
agricultural land. Indeed, by c.1850 birds had ceased

to be a reliable source of meat. Many dovecotes

and, to a lesser degree, lofts were either demolished

or turned over to other agricultural use. Meat,

however, was not the only reason for maintaining

a Dovecote.

Naturally many birds in a confined space produce

a great deal of waste. Indeed, the properties of

manure created by birds was highly prized, such was

its concentration it would be usually spread in the

furthest fields from the farm. Interestingly it had a

military application as well. From 1560 the collection

of manure was controlled by the Crown. It was

utilised in the production ofsaltpetre - a component

of gunpowder - an increasingly important material

from the 16th century. Unfortunately the Crown’s

men often removed two or three feet of earth from

the floor usually undermining the foundations,

making structures unsafe and, on occasion, causing

collapse.

As with any longstanding agricultural process

there is an associated taxonomy. This is attended

to by a comprehensive glossary, although I am not

sure the entry regarding sarsens will hold much
water with local geologists! The structural aspects

of dovecotes and pigeon lofts, including the location,

plans and materials used, are described in detail

here. Subsequently, it will come as no surprise that

structures can be dated by investigating particular

architectural features.

The production of the tome has maintained

the high standard now associated with the Hobnob
imprint. Illustrations are copious, clear and relevant

and complemented by a further 29 colour plates.

The layout of the book is a little inconsistent. I

would like to have seen the chapter on pigeon lofts

(chapter 7), especially through the survey section,

follow the layout of chapter 5. Further, it may have

been advantageous to have both surveys appear as

penultimate and final chapters, but this is merely a

preference of this reviewer.

The authors are to be congratulated on a most

usable field guide to some of the lesser-understood

aspects of Wiltshire’s agricultural landscape. The
book’s subject is complementary to the valuable

work undertaken by the Wiltshire Buildings Record

and will provide a key reference for years to come.

Bob Clarke

The Kennet and Avon Canal from Old Photographs,

by Clive Hackford and Helen Hackford, Amberley

Publishing, 2010, softback, 128pp, black and white

illustrations, £12-99. ISBN 9781848681316

This book depicts the history of the Kennet

and Avon Canal using historic photographs and

documents from the Kennet and Avon Canal Trust

archive. The introduction offers a comprehensive

history of the canal. Moreover, the timing of the

book can be seen to be appropriate with 18 December

2010 marking the 200th anniversary of the canal’s

opening. The remainder of the book is divided

into three chapters following the canal pictorially

through the counties of Somerset, Wiltshire and

Berkshire. The pictures are arranged mainly two

to the page and the photographs, which exceed 200

in number, have been carefully chosen to illustrate

the canal throughout its history. Each photograph

is complemented by a well-researched caption

describing the scene and makes clear its significance.

Whilst the book has the canal and the surrounding
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countryside as its theme, the way of life that grew

up around the waterways is well depicted. Each

photograph deserves a leisurely view to appreciate

all ofthe period detail. Interestingly, the unchanging

nature of a canal means that many of the locations

are recognizable today.

The choice of photographs and the nature of

their explanation are not only of interest to those

with a specific interest in canals, but also to others

with a leaning toward social and industrial history.

One of my favourites is the photograph of a 1913

cigarette swimming race which appears to require

the contenders to race whilst smoking a lighted

cigarette; on checking the schedule, this does not

seem to have made the list of events for the London

Olympics! If I have a minor quibble it is that

whilst a map and elevation profile of the canal are

provided, it is too small to view without aid. This

is, however, a very minor point and does not detract

from this fascinating book, which is excellent value

for money.

Andrew Law

Westinghouse Brake & Signal in Chippenham:

In Photographs 1894 - 1981 , by Mark Glover,

Polunnio, 2010, softback, 96pp, black and white and

illustrations, price £7.95. ISBN 9780956736203

Westinghouse Brake&Signal in Chippenham provides a

very interesting and well laid out pictorial view ofone

ofChippenham’s biggest employers for many years.

Westinghouse Brake & Signal and its predecessors

on the site are documented in chronological order

of development.

Often local photographic collections, although

fascinating to those who are familiar with the

location, have little in the way of a wider appeal.

That said, when connected with an industry,

particularly railway history, they have much more to

offer and an appeal beyond the immediate locality.

Subsequently, the work will be of great interest to

those with knowledge of, or research interest in,

Chippenham.

Westinghouse Brake & Signal in Chippenham also

has relevance to those with a wider interest in railway

history and industrial archaeology. British railways

have been extensively documented over the last

50 years, although often with a focus on the main

aspects of the network. Thus, it is refreshing to read

something slightly different, a behind the scenes

account of a railway component supply company

together with a pictorial social history. Indeed, I was

particularly interested to note some of my former

colleagues from the ‘Brakes Drawing Office’ appear

in the publication.

The work contains many fascinating photographs,

especially of early trade shows and exhibitions

showcasing the company’s many products. The
author has also included a series of clear diagrams,

a number of which detail the site layout when
the company was involved in the heyday of pre-

WWII production. Overall, an excellent addition

to our expanding library of rail-based industrial

archaeology and heritage fully recommended to

the readership.

Malcolm A. Holland

Birds’ Marsh, Chippenham - An Unfinished Story
, by

Stephen E. Hunt, Hobnob Press, 2010, softback,

78pp, black and white plates and illustrations, price

£6.95. ISBN 9780946418589

Birds’ Marsh, Chippenham - An Unfinished Story,

chronicles the natural and social history of one

small, but important, component of the North

Wiltshire landscape. It is the first edition in a series

of publication concerning themselves with the

history and environs of Chippenham.

The author, Stephen Hunt, a descendant of one

of the families who lived at Keepers Cottage in the

wood, achieves much in this work. A comprehensive

landscape history is complemented by an interesting

and competent social history of Birds’ Marsh Wood.

The families from the wood are discussed through

interaction with the wildlife and surrounding

settlements. The discussion is accompanied by

notes from the well-known 19th-century diarist

Francis Kilvert, and from Robin and Heather

Tanner, recognised artists and authors among other

things throughout the 20th century. Utilising these

voices the author has ensured the work is neither

self-indulgent nor monotone. The natural history of

Birds’ Marsh Wood is beautifully written. The text

expertly takes the reader on a voyage of discovery,

quickly detailing the diverse flora and fauna of the

place.

This first volume draws to a close with an

account of the last 24 years of campaigns to protect

the wood from development. It is amazing to think

that this important part of Chippenham Town’s

environs has successfully been defended a number of
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times from the destructive progress urban expansion

is metering out across the British landscape. Since

1982 a number of initiatives by developers have been

successfully appealed against. Then, at the beginning

of 2009, the developers were back with yet another

planning application, this time proposing that 46

hectares of land surrounding the wood should be

built over. To put that into context, Birds’ Marsh

Wood is only a quarter the size of the proposed

development. An ‘Unfinished Story’ indeed.

A splendid start to the ‘Chippenham Studies’

titles, the series is a joint scheme between

Chippenham Town Council and Hobnob Press.

Excellent value and well produced, this volume will

be of great interest to anyone with an interest in the

County’s social and natural history.

Bob Clarke

Traumas and Tanks , by Tony Garnett, Hobnob Press,

2009, softback, 131pp, black and white illustrations,

£9.95. ISBN 9781906978099

This book is a story of a family’s experience of the

Second World War viewed through the eyes of a

young boy. Set in Salisbury, each chapter is based on

a particular experience such as the father leaving for

service overseas, watching the launch of a barrage

balloon and the devastating effect of a V-l impact.

The story gives a very vivid portrayal of life on the

‘Home Front’, highlighting the excitement of war

time events for a child, the effects ofausterity and the

freedom that children experienced. The author does

not shy away from the emotional issues arising from

family relationships and the effects of the incidents

that befell the family and their friends.

The story is complemented by illustrations

produced by the author. Unfortunately there are no

notes about Tony Garnett, the books central subject,

and whilst the end cover says that the work is based

on the author’s own experience, there is no clue

as to how autobiographical the content is. Having

read the book, I consider that it would be most

enjoyed by a young teenage audience who would be

captivated by the details of family life during those

difficult times.

Andrew Law

Subterranean Britain: Cold WarBunkers, Nick Catford,

Folly Books, 2010, hardback, 218pp, colour plates

and illustrations, £24.99. ISBN 9780956440525

Cold War Bunkers represents at least a decade’s worth

ofwork by professional photographer Nick Catford.

The work is solely dedicated to those structures

built or employed in the protection and control

of the United Kingdom leading up to, and after, a

nuclear attack. The author is a recognised expert in

his field, maintaining the Subterranea Britannica

web site since 1995 and advising on a number of

heritage projects. Considering that it should come

as no surprise this publication has appeared.

The work is appropriately structured, following

a number ofarchitectural themes through usage and

purpose. In so doing the reader is taken through

the development of protected structures, post

WWII, indicating different levels of political effort

expended on Civil and later perceived Government

protection.

Publications following this format are the perfect

vehicle for those interested in the subject, but have

neither the opportunity nor expertise to visit and

interpret such sites as described here. For that

reason alone this work is of complementary value

to the expanding catalogue of publications already

covering the Cold War. It does not, however, offer

anything new. The majority of the images have

already appeared on the author’s comprehensive

web site although it is good to see them in such

high-quality reproduction.

The chapters are introduced briefly, whilst

each image is accompanied by a subsequent

level of narrative. This structure conveys the

author’s intention nicely, ensuring each structure

is consistently introduced. Unfortunately the main

introduction does not follow the same format.

Granted the adequate description of appropriate

events from a period covering four decades is

difficult. That said, generalisations should be

resisted at all cost. In the concluding paragraph the

author summarizes the period thus ‘The Cold War
was a virtual war, with no battles and few victims;

a war, arguably, with only victors and no losers
’

(P-4).

The Cold War was essentially a war of ideology.

Whilst there were no direct Super-Power conflicts

there were many wars by proxy. Large swathes

of Asia especially Korea and Vietnam saw many
thousands of deaths. Civil wars across parts ofAfrica

and South America push the figures much higher.

Add to this the deaths of at least 168 people who
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attempted to cross the Berlin Wall, those who stood

for freedom in Hungary and Prague, as well as the

level of attrition experienced by Soviet conscripts in

a decade of fighting in Afghanistan and it becomes

apparent why generalisations are clearly wrong.

Enough.

As an archaeological work ‘Cold War Bunkers’

adds little to the interpretation or narrative of the

landscape of this pivotal period. As an introduction

into the architecture of the period it does have

merit. The imagery and production of this work

ensures that the details ofthese structures are clearly

presented to the reader, on this point alone the

publication is recommended.

Bob Clarke

PewseyAvon Trail, by Chris Cole, Hobnob Press, 2010,

softback, 90pp, colour plates and map illustrations,

price £8.95. ISBN 9780946418831

The most enjoyable walks are often beside water.

With that in mind, it was a pleasure to review Pewsey

Avon Trail by Chris Cole, who presents a brand new,

official, walking trail in Wiltshire. The title does not

hint at the landscape it crosses, suggesting it may
simply revolve around Pewsey. In fact, it covers the

entire route of the River Avon, (not to be confused

with the Bristol Avon), south from the Vale ofPewsey

to the ancient city of Salisbury, a distance of 28

miles (44.8 km). The Pewsey Avon, along with its

tributaries, makes up one of the largest chalk river

systems in England. The trail follows existing rights

of way hugging the river where it can, but keeping

to the valley. When footpaths disappear, it does, on

occasion, follow the odd minor road.

The author hints that an active person could,

in a couple of days, or less, complete the entire

route! This, in all reality, is probably not advisable.

Instead, amble, take your time, complete the trail

in smaller sections, and take in the beauty of the

countryside and places of interest the route covers.

The author has planned the book around ten sections

with distances ranging 1.75 to 4.75 miles, visiting

a multitude of places along the way. These include

Woodbridge, Upavon, Enford, Netheravon, Bulford,

Amesbury, Great Durnford, Old Sarum and the

Woodford Valley.

This is a well-produced, pocket-sized book, in

full colour, with super photographs on practically

every page turn. The landscape shots alone are

enough to encourage you outdoors. Each section

comprises historical aspects, point-to-point maps,

and systematic instructions to follow. Points of

interest along the route are highlighted in coloured

text boxes, providing further detail on the many
sites you will encounter. The author describes

monuments, signage, plants, wildlife, churches,

special people, and interesting places. Indeed, in the

way the detail is presented, the book stands up as a

competent local history and landscape guide, such

is the level of research.

As to the intended use of the book - ensure

you read your chosen walk before you set out as

refreshment stops only appear at the end of each

section. Finally, there is a quiz at the back of the

book allowing you to test your knowledge post-

walk. I recommend this work not just to walkers,

but also to those interested in landscape and local

history alike.

Debie Edmonds
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Excavation and Fieldwork in Wiltshire 2010

compiled by Simon Draper

Fig. 1 Location ofexcavation, fieldwork and PAS highlights

Amesbury
1. AreaJ’, Boscombe Down (SU 1663 4026); watching

brief

Wessex Archaeology maintained a watching brief

during the initial groundworks in ‘Area J’, a block

of land covering c. 0.3 ha forming part of a new
residential development. It is situated within the

eastern portion of the Archers Gate development

area, which is known to contain significant Late

Neolithic, Early Bronze Age and Romano-British

remains. Unfortunately, the initial groundworks

commenced before a watching brief was put in

place, but the existing foundation trenches were

checked and the subsequent excavation of two

service trenches and a manhole was monitored. No
evidence of any archaeological features or material

was noted during the watching brief.

2. Amesbury Archer School, Boscombe Down (SU 1637

4035); excavation

Wessex Archaeology carried out archaeological

mitigation work within an area proposed for

a classroom extension. The School site was

previously stripped and mapped under archaeological

supervision in 2002, when two Romano-British

cemeteries and, immediately to the north, two

Early Bronze Age ‘Beaker’ burials were uncovered.

The area around the new classroom extension was

included in the strip, map and recording in 2002,

although the only archaeological features observed

at the time were a poorly-dated fragmentary ditched

enclosure and a possible grave within it. Both

features were investigated, although the enclosure

ditch was largely preserved in situ. As the proposed

new classroom extension would impact on a

significant part ofthe enclosure ditch, archaeological

stripping and excavation were undertaken. The
area immediately around the possible grave was not

disturbed during these works. The exposed section

of the enclosure ditch measured 21m in length

and up to 0.52m in width. It was aligned roughly

north-south with the ditch turning to the west at the

northern end of the excavation area, as previously

recorded. The deepest section of the ditch was 0.17m

deep, but it had suffered considerably from plough

damage, part having been completely removed. No
new datable material was recovered.

30 Harvesters View, Bishops Cleeve, Cheltenham, GL52 7WD. luckdraper@tiscali.co.uk
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Avebury
3. Bridgemead (SU 0985 6988); excavation

An evaluation excavation by Cotswold Archaeology

identified the probable continuation of a ditch

associated with a possible prehistoric or Roman
trackway observed during a previous evaluation.

Three 12th-/13th-century ditches were also

identified, which, interpreted together with the

results of the previous fieldwork, suggest the

presence of a medieval burgage plot fronting on to

what is now the High Street.

4. Fields south of the A4 (SU 100 685). Geophysical

surveys

Geophysical survey of two fields south of Silbury

Hill took place in 2006 as part of English Heritage’s

Silbury Hill Conservation Project. Roman Silbury

was probably a roadside settlement or small town

along the London to Bath road. Immediately south

of the road, any surviving features were masked in

the magnetic survey by pipelines. In the arable field

sloping down to the Kennet, the surveys indicated

an extensive settlement, including a minor road

or trackway running south from the road with

three large subdivided rectangular enclosures to

its west. Five evaluation trenches were opened in

2010, concentrating on one of the enclosures, and

avoiding the large stone buildings identified by

ground penetrating radar.

On two sides, the enclosure boundary seems to

have had two phases, with a smaller earlier ditch

(which did not show on the magnetic survey and

had fewer finds) lying inside the main ditch. In

the largest trench, on the trackway frontage, there

was a fence line between the two ditches. A large

circular well (3.4m diameter at its top) lay inside the

south-east corner of the enclosure. Only its top fills,

containing redeposited rubbish, were investigated.

An infant burial lay close to the well. Two Roman
wells have previously been found in this field - one,

similar in its size and location close to the trackway

boundary, was excavated in 1908 (Brooke 1910). A
wall trench for a rectangular timber building was

situated in another part of the enclosure; no floor

surface or internal features survived. These trenches

yielded a small, standard assemblage, distinguished

only by its ordinary nature; pottery and the few coins

collected date from the early/mid second century

to at least the later fourth century AD. Building

materials were sparse. The later ditch fills and

the redeposited material in the well included iron

smithing debris.

The geophysical survey had also identified

enigmatic features in the water-meadow to the east of

the arable field; a slightly raised plateau with a ditch

around its base formed a ‘tongue’ ofland between the

Winterbourne and Kennet. The surveys produced

a continuous high-resistance anomaly around the

plateau, accompanied by a low-resistance ditch-type

anomaly, and a line of regular-sized, discrete high

resistance responses on the other side of the ditch

towards the lower ground (Linford 2008, 13; Linford

etal. 2010, 12, Fig 12). These anomalies appeared to

relate to water management, but their interpretation

and date remained unclear; Trench 6 was positioned

to examine them.

The ditch (3.45m wide, 0.45m deep) had a

sloping profile with an upcast bank on each side.

The bank on the lower side was 2.0m wide and

0.16m high, and contained a few post-medieval pot

sherds. A channel 0.8m wide and 0.17m deep cut

through it. A gravel layer 0.2m thick and containing

abraded Romano-British pottery pre-dated these

features, interpreted as a contour-based catchwork

water meadow system, the leet channelling water

from the Winterbourne around the edge of the

plateau. The channel would have been blocked or

opened as required to let water flow across the low

ground adjacent to the river while the higher ground

remained dry. The geophysical survey suggests this

may have been part of a more extensive system of

water management. These shallow features were

unexpected from the geophysical surveys, which

had suggested more deeply buried and substantial

features. However, the locations of the ditch, bank

and cross-bank channel agreed with those of the

identified anomalies.
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Berwick St James
5.

Druid’s Lodge Polo Club (SU 0937 3930); geophysical

surveys and excavation

Wessex Archaeology conducted detailed gradiometer

surveys as part of an ongoing programme of

archaeological investigation ahead of development

ofnew polo pitches. The site occupies a gentle slope

facing east towards Stonehenge and its environs with

clear views towards the barrow groups on Normanton
Down and the New King Barrow Ridge, although

Stonehenge itself is not visible. Aerial photography

has revealed a number of sites in the vicinity.

The geophysical surveys covered 8.7 ha and 9.5

ha respectively and demonstrated the presence of

archaeological features across the site, along with

numerous anomalies of probable and possible

archaeological interest. Ofparticular note was a large

enclosure exhibiting internal structure and features

with a number of intersecting tracks to the north and

east. Whilst their existence was already known from

aerial photography, this survey has added detail to

their morphology and extent.

A series of linear anomalies seemed to relate

to former field systems. They shared a common
alignment, which is reflected in extant boundaries

nearby. Several annular anomalies c. 10m in diameter

have been identified, and it is possible that they

represent former settlement at the site. A group of

discrete anomalies appeared to be distributed around

an approximate circle 35m in diameter. One sub-

annular anomaly was consistent with a ring ditch

or ploughed-out barrow.

Twenty trenches were machine excavated,

mostly targeted on the probable archaeological

features highlighted by the surveys. The fieldwork

demonstrated a good correlation between the

geophysical results and the presence of actual

archaeological remains. Two enclosures, pits, ditches

and a possible trackway were recorded. The earliest

evidence of activity was represented by two ditches

and further residual finds dating from the Early

Bronze Age. Two trenches targeted on the enclosure

in the south-east corner of the site confirmed an

Iron Age date. A substantial double-ditched feature

enclosing the settlement was recorded and partially

excavated. One storage pit and several further pits

and postholes indicative of settlement activity were

recorded in the interior of the enclosure. Other

nearby features dated mainly to the Roman period

with diagnostic pottery of 2nd- to 4th-century

date.

Bishopstone (north)
6. City Corner, Little Hinton (SU 2292 8349);

excavation

A small trial trench cut by Bernard Phillips and

Mogs Boon across the outer ditch of a previously

noted circular cropmark revealed the ditch to be

0.8m deep and c. 3m wide and having a dished

profile. No artefacts other than snail shells were

found. Previous to the excavation a Bronze Age flint

fabricator was found on the surface.

7. Holy Well, Little Hinton (SU 2302 8337); fieldwork

and excavation

Examination by Bernard Phillips and Mogs Boon

of a backfilled trench cut to insert a drainage pipe

in a constantly waterlogged area produced, over a

length of 20m, a few Mesolithic/Neolithic struck

flints, numerous Romano-British pottery fragments

and a few animal bones. A small trench dug by hand

revealed, below the topsoil, layers of silt containing

late lst-/early 2nd-century pottery sherds, animal

bone and snail shells. A depth of 1.5m was reached

without finding natural. The archaeological evidence

along with surface features points to a fairly extensive

spring-fed pool at least 1.5m deep that had silted up

early in the 2nd century.

Bulford
8. MOD Ratfyn to Bulford Electricity Distribution

Upgrade (SU 1598 4295); watching brief

Wessex Archaeology carried out a watching brief

during the installation of an underground cable

and overhead line works running from the Ratfyn

AmesburyMOD electricity substation for c. 2.5 km
towards Bulford Army Camp. The site is located

immediately east of the Stonehenge and Avebury

World Heritage Site and lies within an area rich

in prehistoric archaeology, including a number of

extant Bronze Age barrows and extensive Iron Age

or Romano-British field systems. The watching brief

comprised the monitoring of the excavation of the

easement for the underground cable run and the

excavation of three new pits for double electricity

poles and stays and a further 13 screw bore holes

for single poles. No archaeological features were

revealed, although a number ofundated tree throws

and modern features were identified.

Caine
9. Land east of Caine (SU 0051 7170); excavation

An evaluation excavation by Cotswold Archaeology
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identified ditches corresponding to boundaries

identified on historic mapping. One contained

medieval pottery. Undated pits and a posthole were

also present.

Durrington
10. FormerMOD Headquarters, High Street (SU 1540

4470); excavation

Wessex Archaeology carried out an evaluation

excavation in order to clarify the extent and nature

of archaeological remains identified in 2006, when

a significant concentration of Late Iron Age and

Romano-British settlement activity was revealed

within the north-west section of the site. The 2010

excavation was also intended to evaluate other

areas which had been previously inaccessible and

to inform discussions as the extent and nature of

subsequent archaeological mitigation.

The evaluation confirmed the presence of

significant concentrations ofarchaeological features,

finds and deposits dating to the Early Bronze Age,

Iron Age, Roman and medieval periods. A single

Early Bronze Age vessel containing cremated human
remains was identified in a pit in the south-western

corner of the site, and a large enclosure ditch in

the north-west of the area was up to 8m wide and

4m deep. A possible continuation of the ditch was

traced across the site and into the south-east corner.

Although no datable material was recovered from

the primary fills of the ditch, finds from its upper

fills suggest that a substantial part of the feature was

open in the Late Iron Age or early Roman period,

perhaps indicating a construction date in the Late

Iron Age. The majority of the identified features on

the site dated from the Late Iron Age/early Roman
and late Roman periods. Although no post-built

structures were observed, large numbers of pits/

postholes and possible sub-enclosure or boundary

ditches were present.

11. Area 13 and Area 5, Larkhill Camp (SU 1340

4490); watching brief

A watching briefmaintained by Wessex Archaeology

during development works comprised the topsoil and

subsoil strip of a car park and an access road in Area

13 and the excavation ofa trench within the footprint

of building LA064 in Area 5. Only modern features

were identified, and severe modern disturbance

was observed truncating the natural deposits in the

southernmost part of the car park and along part of

the access road. An assemblage of residual worked

flint, of possible Bronze Age date, was identified

within the topsoil and modern features.

Everleigh
12. Gore Down (SU 2212 5344); geophysical survey

Wessex Archaeology undertook a detailed gradiometer

survey of 0.6ha east of Everleigh on a gentle slope

facing south-east towards Sidbury Hill. Aerial

photography has revealed a number of potential

archaeological sites in the vicinity, including field

systems and an enclosure immediately south-east

of the site. The geophysical survey demonstrated

the presence of archaeological features along with

numerous anomalies of probable and possible

archaeological interest. Of particular note are two

sections of ditch apparently forming the northern

circuit of the enclosure already known from aerial

photography. The ditches are 5m wide and seem to

complete an enclosure measuring 215m x 165 m.

The density and apparent coherent distribution of

internal features is of clear interest. Elsewhere in the

survey area, linear, curvilinear and pit-like anomalies

are evident. Whilst many lack definite contrast with

the magnetic background, or are of small size, their

proximity to the enclosure suggests that they are of

at least possible archaeological interest.

Liddington
13. Richfield House, Church Road (SU 2063 8117);

excavation

An evaluation excavation by Cotswold Archaeology

identified two ditches containing post-Roman or

Anglo-Saxon pottery. A further undated ditch may
be contemporary. The ditches were probably part of

a former field system.

Market Lavington
14. King’s Arms, 8 High Street (SU 0163 5416);

excavation

Wessex Archaeology undertook an evaluation

excavation on land to the rear of a former public

house in advance of redevelopment. A single

machine-dug trench demonstrated that there

was a significant depth of archaeological deposit

underlying the area of the proposed new building,

which can be attributed to two distinct chronological

phases. The earlier phase appeared to represent

colluvium, which contained a residual sherd of

Romano-British pottery and a piece of medieval

pottery. The latter was in a relatively fresh condition

and may be related to the layout of the planned

settlement in the 12th/13th century. The later phase

was a deliberate deposit to raise the ground level,

probably in the post-medieval period.
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Marlborough
15. Chantry Lane (SU 1860 6892); excavation

Cotswold Archaeology carried out an evaluation

excavation in the town centre, within an area

of former burgage plots thought to have been

established in the 11th or 12th century. Medieval

pits were identified, several of which contained

13th-/14th-century pottery, as well as medieval tile

fragments, animal bone and palaeoenvironmental

remains relating to food processing.

16. 4-5 Angel Yard (SU 1887 6911); watching brief

A watching brief by Cotswold Archaeology in the

town centre identified a possible boundary ditch

potentially associated with a former burgage plot.

Two undated pits were also recorded, which may
have been associated with the plot’s supposed

previous use as a tannery. A possible well identified

in the southern area of the site could also relate to

the tannery. A brick-lined pit is thought to have

been constructed during the site’s former use as a

workshop.

Melksham
17. Asda Supermarket, Western Way (ST 8994 6415);

watching brief

Monitoring was carried out by Bristol and Region

Archaeological Services during the demolition/

ground clearance phase associated with the

construction of a new supermarket. Ground
reduction work revealed an intermittent layer of

greyish-brown clayey silt, containing moderate

inclusions offlinty gravel and occasional freshwater

snail shells, sealing the natural clay and gravels.

The deposit probably represents one or more flood

episodes across the floodplain from the nearby

River Avon. Only two very small heavily-abraded

sherds of unidentified pottery were recovered from

this context.

Melksham Without
18. Clackers Brook (ST 9220 6370); excavation

An excavation by Cotswold Archaeology investigated

two areas. Area 1 on high ground west of Snarlton

Lane exposed a pit containing articulated animal

remains and a Late Neolithic/Bronze Age flint

arrowhead. Two medieval field boundary ditches

were also present. Area 2 was located either side of

a stream. North of the stream, two medieval ditches

were identified and traces of burning were noted

on the natural clays. South of the stream, a series

of drainage ditches was present. Also to the south,

on higher ground, several shallow pits containing

medieval pottery and some iron slag were exposed.

A rectangular pit, 2m long, lm wide and 0.5m deep

with intensely scorched sides, was also identified

and contained fragments of heavily-fired clay and

pieces ofironworking slag. The high ground was also

the site of a human burial associated with a sherd of

medieval pottery.

North Wraxall
19. Truckle Hill (ST 8370 7624); excavation

Wessex Archaeology undertook a fourth season of

a continuing excavation and outreach programme

to provide more information about the sequence of

buildings which lie beneath a recently-discovered

Roman bath-house. As in previous years, the success

of the project has owed much to the support of

the landowner and, especially, the large number
of enthusiastic and very competent volunteer

excavators it has attracted.

Excavations in 2010 focused largely on the

area immediately to the west of the bath-house

and its predecessors, both now thought likely to be

nymphaea ,
revealing structural remains associated

with the Period 1 building (rather than the Period 2

building, as had been anticipated). These comprised

a paved corridor roofed with stone tiles, which

extended upslope to the west and overlooked a

courtyard to the south with what is now thought

to be a statue base (rather than a column base) in

a central location. Within the courtyard was clear

evidence for a landslip that was responsible for the

collapse of a large part of the Period 1 building.

Limited investigations within the main sequence

of buildings to the east unexpectedly revealed the

north-east corner ofa further room on the north side

of the Period 1 building, little ofwhich had survived

the landslip. The extent of the southern bath or

tank in the Period 2 building was confirmed, but

the northern bath or tank was larger and appeared

to incorporate the surviving north-east corner ofthe

Period 1 building. No formal entrance arrangements

were identified on the west side of the Period 2

building, although this is the most likely location for

the entrance, as it was in the Period 3 bath-house.

Odstock
20. Nunton Farm (SU 1572 2546); watching brief

Wessex Archaeology carried out a watching brief to

monitor groundworks during the construction of a

dirty water lagoon. Two negative lynchets, probably

former prehistoric field boundaries, were identified,
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indicating that the site once lay within an extensive

system ofchequer-board fields. Similar features have

been plotted from aerial photographs but have not

previously been traced across the area of the site.

The field system is likely to relate to Iron Age and

Romano-British settlement known from the area.

A chalk quarry pit in one of the negative lynchets

suggested that the two were directly related and

possibly contemporary. The quarry was backfilled

with material, indicating that an initial period of

weathering and stabilisation was followed by arable

farming with associated field clearance (stone-

picking) debris which included Roman tile and

pottery. The sequence was concluded by a change

of land-use to pasture, suggested by a developed

(possibly post-Roman/medieval) turf line, and final

reversion to arable agriculture, itself preceded by

levelling of banks around the quarry.

Pewsey
21. Land off Broomcroft Road (SU 1648 6021);

excavation

An excavation by Cotswold Archaeology revealed a

spread of prehistoric worked flints. Only two pieces

were closely dateable, namely a Mesolithic microlith

and a Late Neolithic/Early Bronze Age thumbnail

scraper. Cores and core fragments resulting from

blade or bladelet production were recovered, in

addition to blades and bladelets which probably date

from the Late Mesolithic or Early Neolithic period.

A single ditch was also recorded, from which one

sherd of Iron Age pottery was recovered, along with

further worked flints.

Poulshot/Rowde
22. Lower Foxhanger’s Farm (ST 9628 6155);

excavation

An evaluation excavation by Cotswold Archaeology

identified undated ditches and two possible clay-

extraction pits. A ditch containing timber, stone

and 18th-/19th-century pottery may relate to the

location of the original Foxhanger’s Wharf, or to

the construction of the canal.

Salisbury
23. Former Highbury School (SU 1327 3065);

excavation

An evaluation excavation was undertaken by

Cotswold Archaeology in or adjacent to the former

Fisherton brickpits, which in the early 19th century

produced mammoth bones and other cold-climate

species, along with handaxes. A mineralised

unidentified animal bone was recovered from the

brick-earth, along with molluscs and charcoal

fragments. Two Roman ditches, probably part of

an enclosure partially excavated in the 1860s, were

also recorded.

24. Rowbarrow, Downton Road (SU 1507 2818);

geophysical survey and excavation

Wessex Archaeology undertook a detailed geophysical

survey over 1.8 ha. The main feature interpreted

was a probable ditch aligned north-west/south-east

in the north-west corner of the area. Possible pits

were also noted to the south-east, and remnants of

a probable field system were apparent over most of

the eastern halfofthe site. The evaluation excavation

identified a series of ditches forming the remnants

of a field system with a broad Early Bronze Age to

Roman date range, as well as two large pit clusters

of Early/Middle Iron Age date. One pit contained

a small quantity of undated disarticulated human
remains.

25. Llangarren, Wilton Road (SU 1352 3050);

excavation

Wessex Archaeology carried out an evaluation

excavation in advance of proposed development.

The evaluation comprised the machine excavation

of three trenches with a total area of 70m 2
. No

archaeological deposits or features of note were

recorded pre-dating the post-medieval period. A
small assemblage of residual finds was recovered

from quarry-pit backfill dumps, which included

undiagnostic flint-knapping waste of probable

prehistoric date (4000-700 BC). Residual earlier

prehistoric finds have been recorded to the north-

west of the site and probably represent ‘background’

evidence of past human activity within the Nadder

Valley.

Brickearth of the sort that has elsewhere borne

Palaeolithic artefacts was recorded only in the south

of the site, at a depth of 1.3-1.6m (c. 52.8m OD),

where it had a thickness of c. 0.25m. Even here it

had been heavily interfered with by regularly laid-

out sub-rectangular quarry pits of 18th- or 19th-

century date. Natural brickearth remnants were

also recorded overlying and filling small irregular

solution hollows in the upper surface ofa calcareous

deposit in the south and south-east of the site. In

one trench this deposit was possibly post-medieval

brickearth quarry-pit backfill. In another it overlaid

very weathered and degraded chalk at a depth of

2.15m (c. 52.15m OD).
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Staverton
26. Smallbrook House (ST 8590 6050); excavation

An evaluation excavation by Cotswold Archaeology

revealed a possible palaeochannel containing an

abraded sherd of2nd- to 4th-century Roman pottery.

A Roman ditch was also present, which yielded

further abraded sherds of Roman pottery and

iron smelting slag. The features followed a similar

alignment to those exposed 50m to the west during

excavations in 2007. An undated ditch on a different

alignment was also recorded.

Stratton St Margaret
27. Triangle Site (SU 1769 8885); excavation

Wessex Archaeology carried out a ‘strip, map and

sample’ programme in advance of commercial

development. An earlier geophysical survey and

subsequent evaluation excavation had identified a

limited number of features dating from the Early/

Middle Iron Age in two distinct areas within the site

(Areas 1 and 2). Area 1 measured c. 2.5 ha and was on

the eastern side of the site within the footprint of a

proposed unit. Area 2 lay towards the southernmost

corner of the site and measured c. 0.15 ha.

The fieldwork in Area 1 confirmed the results

of the earlier evaluation and revealed further

features dating to the later prehistoric and early

Roman periods, comprising an enclosure complex

incorporating a series of pits, postholes, gulleys

and a probable round-house dating from the Late

Bronze Age/Early Iron Age. Although most features

were postholes, only two discernible structures were

identified, namely a circular post-built structure with

associated external hearth and a four-post structure.

An associated ditch aligned north-west/south-east

was also revealed diagonally bisecting Area 1. A very

small quantity of undiagnostic worked flint flakes,

of Neolithic/Bronze Age date, was retrieved from

some of the excavated gulleys and postholes, and a

Middle Bronze Age loomweight was recovered from

a Late Bronze Age/Early Iron Age pit. Two crouched

burials, one dating from the early Roman period,

were also found in Area 1. The grave goods included

an iron brooch and whetstone. The remainder of

the features were of post-medieval/modern date

and comprised postholes (especially in Area 2),

agricultural furrows and a hollow. Similar features

were evident throughout both excavation areas.

Swindon
28. Moredon Bridge (SU 1220 8700); geophysical survey

and excavation

A desk-based assessment and geophysical survey

by John Moore Heritage Services indicated the

presence of a variety of archaeological landscape

features, which were confirmed by excavation as

predominately Late Bronze Age/ Early Iron Age

in date. Further open-area excavations enabled

detailed investigation of these features, leading to

the recovery of artefacts dating from the Mesolithic

period through to the Late Bronze Age/Early Iron

Age (1000-600/550 BC). The most substantial

remains related to a series of ditched enclosures

with associated occupation evidence, including

a ring gully of a prehistoric round house, a four-

post structure and a wide distribution of isolated

or grouped pits and postholes which could not be

assigned with confidence to identifiable structures.

The settlement evidence has been ‘phased’ based on

stratigraphic relationships and spatial distributions.

The site was used repeatedly during the Late Bronze

Age/Early Iron Age and was probably occupied on

a seasonal basis.

Tollard Royal
29. Rushmore Park (ST 9539 1 746); excavation and

watching brief

Wessex Archaeology undertook an evaluation

excavation and watching brief along a number of

proposed passing bays positioned adjacent to the

main access track to Sandroyd School and the

Rushmore Park GolfClub. The evaluation excavation

comprised four 15m x 2m trenches positioned in

four of the passing bays. No archaeological features

or deposits were recorded and there were no surface

or topsoil finds. A subsequent watching brief

associated with the consolidation of a number of

the passing bays recorded a number of unstratified

worked flints from the topsoil. Two shallow ditches

were also identified, which are considered to be

minor boundary or field boundary ditches, pre-

dating the present configuration of the park.

Wootton Bassett
30. Brynard’s Hill (SU 0780 8185); excavation

Thirty-two trenches were excavated by John Moore

Heritage Services, revealing a possible Roman
ditch with a remnant bank. Late Bronze Age/early

Iron Age activity in the area was evidenced by the

residual pottery in this ditch. Also recorded were

post-medieval agricultural features and a modern

pit. Seven further trenches were excavated during

a second phase of fieldwork, one of which revealed

remains of a modern hedge-line shown on OS maps

between 1887 and 1960.
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Highlights from the Portable Antiquities Scheme
(PAS) in Wiltshire in 2010

recorded by Katie Hinds (Wiltshire Finds Liaison Officer)

Neolithic
1. WILT-825E65 (Pewsey): A Neolithic (3500-2100

BC) flint polished axehead, roughly triangular in

shape, expanding from the butt to the cutting edge

(maximum length 137.08mm; maximum width

56.97mm; maximum thickness 33.31 mm; weight

297.54g). The flint is very heavily patinated and is

almost entirely grey-white in colour. A dark grey

flint bleeding is present at the butt end, which also

has a small patch ofcortex on one surface. The entire

surface is polished with a few (likely ancient) flake

removals on each face. Towards the cutting edge

the surface is very highly polished and is glassy in

appearance. The finder has donated the artefact to

Wiltshire Heritage Museum and it is now one of the

best examples in their collection.

Bronze Age
2. WILT-C4C954 (Marlborough area): An incomplete

Middle Bronze Age (1400-1150 BC) socketed

axehead, missing part of one side (old damage)

(length 120.40mm; weight 183. 55g). The socket

end is square in shape and narrows to the narrowest

point roughly two thirds along the body, just below

the end of the socket. The body then flares to the

cutting edge, which is worn and a little chipped. To

one ofthe sides, the casting flash is visible above and

below the loop. The opposite side of the axe has an

old and worn break in the side, probably because the

metal is much thinner on this side, c. 1mm thick at

the break (and consequently much thicker on the

opposite side).

Brendan O’Connor comments: there is a small

group of similar slender socketed axeheads from

East Dorset (see O’Connor 2003), and another in the

Salisbury Hoard. More recently one has been found on

the Isle ofWight in a hoard ofTaunton-phase palstaves

(Treasure Annual Report 2003, 197), confirming the

Middle Bronze Age date and distribution. The
Marlborough example is a little further north.

Salisbury & South Wiltshire Museum, The King’s House, 65 The Close, Salisbury, SP1 2EN
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terminal (chiselling end), 19.66mm wide and

1.25mm thick, which tapers into a rectangular-

section tang. In side view the chisel is thickest in

the neck. There is a small piece of edge missing at

the spatulate end.

3.

WILT-AE8C66 (Chippenham area): A Middle/

Late Bronze Age (1500-800 BC) tanged chisel (length

51.1mm; weight 11. 5g). The chisel has a spatulate

terminal (chiselling end), 21 .66mm wide and 0.95mm

thick, which tapers and thickens into a rectangular-

section tang and rounded, pointed tang-end

(diameter 1.5mm). The chiselling end is bent at one

corner. One face ofthe chisel has its edges hammered-

up slightly, creating a thickening towards the edges.

4.

WILT-9DE391 (Great Hinton): A Middle/Late

Bronze Age (1500-800 BC) tanged chisel (length

50.65mm; weight 10.7g). The chisel has a spatulate

Iron Age
5. WILT-41 1353 (Foxham, in Bremhill): A Late Iron

Age (100 BC-AD 100) copper alloy terret ring of

Spratling’s Group I (Spratling 1972) (external length

62.89mm; external width 59.9mm; internal length

52.44mm; internal width 48.6mm; weight 24.3g).

The upper part of the ring is circular in cross-section

and decorated with three longitudinal grooves and

corresponding ribs on its outside edge (and smooth

to the inside edge). The bar, which comprises about

one third ofthe terret ring, is bound on either side by

a prominent double-collar moulding to the outside

surface only with a slight swelling on the inside

surface. The bar between is flat and lozenge-shaped,

being triangular in cross-section at the centre with

a raised rib on the inside surface. The terret is of

simple form corresponding to Spratling’s Group

I. The comparatively large size of the terret would

suggest it may have been the central larger terret of

the group. The lozenge-shaped bar may be seen as

slightly unusual. Compare NMGW-6E2371 on the

PAS database from the Vale of Glamorgan.

6. WILT-13C344 (Salisbury area): A fragment of

a cast copper alloy three-link bridle bit (now in

two pieces) dating to the Late Iron Age or Early

Roman period (AD 1-100) (length 79.28mm; width

67.48mm; weight 31.83g). It consists of one of two

rein-rings, incomplete, which would have been

either side ofa centre-link. The incomplete rein-ring

has a decorative projection, the side-link, which is

a pointed-oval loop externally joining at the ring

and projecting into the interior with a resulting
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central groove. It expands at the end with a pointed-

oval moulding to either side, further decorated

with a groove on its inside edge. To one side this

rests against a curving rib-like projection which

terminates in a circle within which is a rounded

boss, extending from the inside of the ring to one

side. To the other side ofthe central projection recent

damage suggests there would have been another

curving projection on the other side. Either side of

the loop, where it crosses the ring, is a D-shaped

moulding (curve innermost) with a groove flanking

the straight edge. These are the stop-studs. The two

internal projections are rounded to the front but are

slightly hollowed to the reverse, as is the rein-ring,

although it becomes rather flatter to the reverse at

the break - the fragment which has broken but is

retained is D-shaped in cross-section. The loop part

of the side-link is solid and D-shaped in section

Other three-link bridle bits have been found in

the Saham Toney Hoard (Norfolk), Seven Sisters

Hoard (Neath Port Talbot), Stanwick/Melsonby

Hoard (North Yorkshire) and Middlebie Hoard
(Dumfriesshire), which were deposited between c.

AD 50 and AD 125, but are considered Late Iron Age

or Native in style. Single examples have been found

in Leicester and at Rise (East Yorkshire). Moulds for

three-link bridle bits have been found at Prestatyn

(Denbighshire) in a workshop context probably

dating from as late as AD 100-120. Compare LVPL-
ECD916 on the PAS database.

Roman

7.

WILT-5C6E01 (Bower Chalke): A silver denarius

of Hadrian (AD 117-38), Mint of Rome (AD
128-32). Obverse: HADRIANVS AVGVSTVS P
P; Laureate, draped and cuirassed bust right, seen

from front. Reverse: COS III; Galley left. Reference:

RIC II; BMC III, 508-9. BMC 508 has a laureate

head right; BMC 509 has a laureate, draped and

cuirassed bust right, seen from behind. The coin

has a different bust type from the two coins in the

British Museum. Recorded from photograph only

by Sam Moorhead.

8. WILT-07CB83 (Pewsey): A nummus of Crispus

(AD 317-26) with slight wear and considerable

edge damage (diameter 17mm). Obverse: Helmeted

cuirassed bust right, spear over right shoulder. Bust

G2 or G5 IVL] CRISPVS [N]OB C[AES]. Reverse:

Globe on altar inscribed VOT / IS / XX Legend

lost. Mint: London, AD 323-4. Reference: RIC
VII, p. 114, no. 280var. There are two examples

of this coin in the British Museum, one from the

Langtoft Hoard. Recorded by David Algar and Sam
Moorhead.

9. WILT-074FD1 (Warminster area): A 2nd-

century large copper alloy hollow mount, probably

for furniture, in the form of Bacchus (length

82.34mm; width across the shoulders 58.32mm;

thickness from chest to iron mount 29.66mm;

weight 179.73g). The face has heavy cheeks and

deep-set almond-shaped eyes with rib-defined

upper lids. One eye appears blank, while the other

has an off-centre circular punch-hole towards the

top of the eye. These are either side of a very flat

nose (possibly missing) which is above the small

straight mouth with rib-like lips. The neck is broad

and the hair extends in tight waves to the top of the
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shoulders. To the reverse, the hair forms a wreath-

like border to the centre and back of head, being

rather thick at the bottom. The chest, which is

missing much of its original patina, appears to have

a defined bust. To the reverse, which is hollow, is

a copper alloy projection from which the stump of

a corroded iron rivet extends. The metal appears

to have a high lead content, as it has a grey/silvery

sheen to it. Iron-staining occurs at certain points

around the head, notably the top of the head (on

the hairline) and either side at roughly ear-height.

The mount would have adorned a casket or piece

of furniture.

Early Medieval
10. WILT-B11376 (Chippenham area): An 8th-

century Anglo-Saxon copper alloy silvered lozenge-

shaped object, possibly a link from a two- or three-

linked pin set (length 50.73mm; width 16.81mm;

thickness 1.89mm; weight 4.61g). It has a loop

at either end. The lozenge shape is defined by a

thickened edge. The area between has been chip-

carved to show two entwined spirals, both emerging

from a central point. Both run into a smaller spiral

either side ofthe central one, which in turn develops

into a pointed lobe inside either end of the lozenge.

Each loop is pierced and one has the remains of an

iron rivet in situ. In the centre of the face, at the

centre of the spiral, is another piercing.

Sets oftwo- or three-linked pins were fashionable

in the late 8th century. The most spectacular example

is the linked triple pin set from the River Witham in

Lincolnshire (see Webster and Backhouse 1991, no.

184), but plainer pieces are also well known. Kevin

Leahy comments: ‘The best published parallel is the

one from Kegworth, Leicestershire, which is Plate

Ilia in Wilson’s 1964 British Museum Catalogue.

However, I would be cautious about saying that this

was a link from a pin-set; the iron staining suggests

it was nailed to something, and there is no wear in

the holes at the ends. The decoration is, however,

8th-century\

11. WILT-219C11 (Winterbourne): An incomplete

11th-century copper alloy strip, curving in profile,

probably a backplate to a knife (length 89.69mm;

width 8.78mm; thickness 2.86mm; weight 12.10g).

Both faces carry an inscription in joined circular

punch marks. These read (break) T hOKI ME
FECIT \\\ on one side and (break) AXORT PANT
III on the other. One edge is rough, while the other

is decorated with zig-zags, again formed of joined

circular punches.

Geoff Egan comments: ‘A more complete

example has been found in Ireland (Okasha 1997,
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424-8) with a very different legend, but another

from London is in the same vein as this one (with a

bit ofvariational spelling): SALEMAN ME FECIT

// PALXPORTANT INM. Perhaps AXORT(..?)A

suggests ‘ex(p)orta’ (= take away/expel)?? etc. In all,

as well as naming the makers (are these real people

or legendary, powerful figures, possibly with magical

overtones?), is the rest a comment or exhortation

for a particular, special use of these knives? At this

stage, one can only speculate. The Irish example has

an end-knop and a shoulder on which the legend

continues, so while what I suggest above may for a

variety ofreasons be incorrect, what survives on the

part found may not be the complete original message.

I suggest an 11th-century date’.

Professor Elisabeth Okasha (University ofCork)

studied the strip in March 2010 and comments that

the script used is Anglo-Saxon capitals, a capital

script that continued in use for some time after the

Norman Conquest. The strip is tentatively dated on

art-historical grounds to the 11th century. There is

nothing in the script or the language to argue against

such a dating. Her full report can be read on the

PAS website page for this object. The object itself

has been donated to Salisbury and South Wiltshire

Museum.

ii mini iiiiiiini IIIII11I

Medieval
12. WILT-6476E5 (Westbury): An incomplete lead

alloy ampulla within an openwork frame, consisting

of the incomplete phial/ampulla only (length

42.8mm; width 30.2mm; thickness 9.5mm; weight

29.23g). The object, probably of early 13th-century

date, depicts a figure likely to be St Thomas Becket

on one side, who holds a staff in his left hand and

has his right hand raised in blessing. The ampulla

is broken just below the head. The figure is on a

raised cross-hatch background. The other side of

the ampulla depicts Christ seated on a rainbow, his

feet resting on a ladder, on a background of oblique

bands of raised cross-hatching interspersed with

plain oblique bands, angled inwards from either side

ofthe ampulla in a V-shape. The ampulla has broken

on this side just above the rainbow and is missing

the upper body and head ofChrist. Around the edges

of the phial are broken tab-like projections. These

would have formed an openwork penannular frame,

which might have been inscribed or decorated. The
frame may also have helped to stabilise the vessel as

it hung at the wearer’s throat or chest.

Ampullae with openwork frames of this type

seem to be solely attributed to St Thomas Becket

of Canterbury. The sword-point shape of the phial

is not insignificant (and is especially characteristic

of this type of Canterbury ampulla), and Spencer

(1998, 47) comments that it may allude to the

Sword-Point, one of the main places of devotion in

Canterbury (an altar set up on the spot where Becket

was murdered). Although it is likely the ampulla is a

pilgrim souvenir ofCanterbury, it may also represent

another more local site of devotion. The depiction of

Christ on a rainbow is not known from Canterbury.

Geoff Egan believes that a date in the 13th century

is likely, probably the early 13th century. Compare

Spencer 1998, pp. 56-7 no. 15, for similar shape and

decorative style. This object has been donated to

Wiltshire Heritage Museum.

Post-Medieval
13. WILT-17F491 (Westbury area): A socketed

handle and body fragment ofcast copper alloy vessel,

probably a ladle, dating from the 16th or early 17th

century (length 54.45mm; weight 29.2g). The handle

would presumably have been of wood. The socket

has a c. 5mm diameter rivet hole on the underside

for a retaining pin. Crudely made cast copper alloy

vessels were widely used in the period c. 1200-1800

for serving and cooking. For comparable objects, see

NARC-8 16905 on the PAS database and Williams

1996, fig. 15, p. 183, no.141, which is recorded as a

tubular handle for a possible skillet. Another was

recently spotted on display in Ceredigion Museum,
from Aberystwyth Castle.

Christopher Green and Roderick Butler

comment: ‘We are not aware of any English bronze

cooking vessels cast with this type of socketed

wooden handle, but they are recorded in North-West

Europe and we should not rule out the possibility
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that some may have been cast in England. A socket-

and-wood handle has the distinct advantage of

affording insulation from excessive heat. However,

it would not be ideal for a vessel left regularly in the

embers of a fire on an open hearth, but it might be

used with a more contained charcoal heat-source.

Alternatively, and perhaps more likely, it may be the

socket of a large metal ladle. We suggest a date of c.

1400-1650. In the mid 17th century solid cast ladles

become common, hence the cut-off date.’

14. WILT-98A173 (Holt): An incomplete sheet

copper alloy handle attachment plate of late 16th- or

17th-century date from a skimmer (or similar) with

part ofthe original wooden core surviving. Part ofthe

handle length is missing, as is the pierced skimming

plate to which it would have attached. It survives in

three pieces - the wooden core and attachment plate,

of which a small piece is loose (length 100.22mm;

width 40.44mm; thickness 9.09mm; weight 32.03g).

The handle attachment itself comprises three

separate pieces of sheet copper alloy. Two run the

entire length of the surviving piece, one front and

one back, while the third is attached to the back and

occupies half its length. Possibly this is the remains

of the straining (or other) plate, or perhaps it is the

other end of the handle and for strengthening it or

to repair damage. It ends at the break. The rivets are

arranged around the edges of the attachment plate,

four on each side. Two occur at the widest point,

just before the break, two at the opposite narrowest

end. The other four are arranged equidistantly and

in pairs between. The rivets are the spiral-coned

type (made from sheet copper alloy) and date from

the late 16th century into the 17th century, although

it is not certain how long they remained in use.

Skimmers were used for removing meat and other

items from the cooking pots. Compare Egan 1998,

pp. 156-7, no. 438.
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Aberdeenshire see Arbuthnott;
Stonehaven

Aberystwyth (Ceredigion), Castle, 264
abscesses, 63, 66, 85, 90
Abury see Avebury
Abyn, William (fl. 1629), 126

Acanthinula aculeata (land snail), 13

A’Court, Sir William Pierce Ashe
(c. 1747-1 8 17), 227

A’Court family, 227
activity: prehistoric, 43-57; Late Bronze

Age/Early Iron Age, 259; Early/Middle
Iron Age, 259; Roman, 43-57

Addingham (West Yorkshire), 67
Additions to the Library (1897; 1899), 244
Adel (West Yorkshire), 153

ALlle (fl. c.477-c.514), 96
aerial photography: Berwick St James,

255; Everleigh, 256; Odstock, 258, see

also cropmarks
ALthelbald of Mercia (d.757), 101

ALthelred, King, 101

ALthelred II, King of England, the

Unready (c.968-1016): coins, 60; grant

of Bradford-on-Avon to Shaftesbury

Abbey, 102

ALthelstan, King of England (c.893/894-

939), borders, 97
AFG (Archaeology Field Group),

activities, 245-6
Afghanistan, 252
Africa, civil wars, 251

age determination, 63
age differences, grave goods, 78-9
agriculture, post-medieval, 242, 259
Ailesbury, 1st Marquess of see Brudenell-

Bruce, Charles, 2nd Earl of Ailesbury,

1st Marquess of Ailesbury (1773-1856)
Ailesbury, 2nd Earl of (1656-1741) see

Bruce, Thomas, 3rd Earl of Elgin and
2nd Earl of Ailesbury (1656-1741)

Ailesbury, 2nd Earl (1773-1856) see

Brudenell-Bruce, Charles, 2nd Earl of
Ailesbury, 1st Marquess of Ailesbury
(1773-1856)

Ailesbury, 3rd Earl of see Bruce, Charles,

4th Earl of Elgin and 3rd Earl of
Ailesbury, 1st Baron Bruce (1682—

1747)
Ailesbury, 7th Marquess of see Brudenell-

Bruce, Chandos Sydney Cedric, 7th

Marquess of Ailesbury (1904—74)
Ailesbury, Earls of, 193

air photography see aerial photography
Aldbourne: Aldbourne Chase, 58;

archaeological setting, 58-60; Early
Anglo-Saxon cemetery, 58—95; food
factory, 58, 60, 77; geological setting,

58; landscape, 80-1; Marlborough
Road, 58

Aldhelm, Abbot of Malmesbury, Bishop
of Sherborne (c.639-709), William of
Malmesbury on, 101

ales, 177

Alfgar’s boundary, 102

Alfred-Guthrum Treaty (c.878-890), 96-7

Alfred, King (c.849-99), 119; burh

defences, 117, 141

Alfred’s Tower, Buckler at, 222
Algar, David J., 262
Allen, Michael J., papers, on excavations

at Rough Leaze, Avebury, 1-20

allotments, 31; abandoned, 39; Avebury,
39

Alnwick (Northumberland), Hare at, 235
Amberley Publishing, 248
Amesbury: Amesbury Archer Primary

School, 253; Archers Gate, 253;
and Seymour family, 182, 186, 216;

walks, 252, see also Boscombe Down;
Coneybury (Amesbury); Stonehenge

AML see Ancient Monuments Laboratory
(AML)

amphorae, Roman, 50
Ampthill (Bedfordshire), Hare at, 235
ampullae: medieval, 264; lead alloy, 264
amulets, apotropaic, 74
anaemia, 137-8

Ancient Egypt, djed pillars, 247
Ancient Monuments Laboratory (AML),

geophysical surveys, 23, 28, 31, 37, 38

Anderson, R., 12

Andrews, Phil: discussion on West Street,

Wilton site, 140-2; note on slag from
West Street, Wilton site, 130-2; note
on spearheads from The Hollows,
Wilton, 132

Angers (France), Cathedral, 159
Angles, 96
Anglo-German alliances, 236
Anglo-Japanese alliance (1902), 232
Anglo-Saxon charters, 96, 110, 125;

boundaries, 105, 106, 114—15

Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, 100; river

boundaries in, 96
Anglo-Saxon language, script, 264
Anglo-Saxons: community identity,

78-80; social hierarchy, 79-80; social

structure, 78-80
Angus see Montrose
ankylosis, 138

Annual Register, The, 229
Ansty, illustrations, Buckler’s, 221
Anti-Corn Law League, 233
Antiquaries, Society of see Society of

Antiquaries of London (SAL)
antlers, 138; worked, 62, 71, 74
Antram, Thomas, 126
anvils, 161

Aquae Calidae (Bath), 99, 100
Arbuthnott (Aberdeenshire), 243
archaeoastronomy, 247
Archaeologia (journal): Herculaneum

excavations, 225; Wyndham in, 227
archaeological damage, agricultural, 240,

242
Archaeological and Natural History

Society, the Wiltshire see Wiltshire

Archaeological and Natural History
Society (WANHS) "

Archaeology Field Group (AFG),
activities, 245-6

archery, injuries due to, 68, 70
architectural history, country-houses and,

231,232
architecture: Romanesque style, 145-56;

sacred, 2

Arden, Walter, will (1540), 164
aristocracy, landed, 232
armadas, 191; Spanish (1588), 188

armour, Roman, 241
arrowheads, 10; Early Neolithic, 14; Late

Neolithic/Early Bronze Age, 257;

Early Bronze Age, 14; barbed-and-
tanged, 14; chisel, 10, 14, 16, 17

artefacts: prehistoric, 43-57, 60; Neolithic,

16; Late Neolithic, 253; Early Bronze
Age, 253; Romano-British, 253

arthritis, 67, 63
artists, topographical, 219-24
Ashley (Gloucestershire), 103

Ashton Keynes, kilns, 53

Ashton, Steeple see Steeple Ashton
Ashton, West see West Ashton
Asia, wars, 25

1

Asquith, Herbert Henry, 1st Earl of
Oxford and Asquith (1852-1928),

234, 236
Asquith, Margot, (nee Emma Alice

Margaret Tennant), Countess of

Oxford and Asquith (1864—1945),

234, 235
Asquith, Raymond (1878-1916), 235
Astley family, arms, 212
Astor, Nancy Witcher, Viscountess Astor

(1879-1964), 237
Astor, Waldorf, 2nd Viscount Astor

(1879-1952), 237
Athelstan, King see ALthelstan, King of

England (c.893/894-939)
Atworth, Roman villa, 53

Aubrey, John (1626-97): Avebury plans,

39, 40, 41; Avebury researches, 23, 28,

30, 35-6, 37; on Seymour family, 211

Audley, Lord, 109
Audoen, Bishop of Rouen (609-86), Vita

sancti Eligii, 158, 159
auger testing, 1

1

Augustine of Hippo (354—430), 151, 152;

Contra Faustum, 150
Augustinians, 125

Avebury: A4, 254; allotments, 39; Avebury
School Site, 18; Beckhampton Avenue,
22; boundaries, 26, 27; Bridgemead,

254; Buckler at, 222; buildings, 25, 26,

32, 39-42; Chapel, 41; and Cirencester

Abbey, 39; cropmarks, 35-6, 37, 39;

enclosure maps, 41-2; excavation and
reconstruction, 21; future research,

42; geophysical surveys, 1, 2, 4—5, 254
(2003, 21—42); gradiometry surveys,

23-7, 39; Green Street, 2, 6, 15;
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Gumm’s Close, 42; henge monument,
I-20 (development and maintenance
of, 21); High Street, 25, 37, 254;

illustrations, Buckler’s, 220; land use,

II-14; Manor, 39; Marlborough Road,

29; middens, 16; mollusc remains,

11-14, 16, 18; Obelisk, 18; plans, 226;

Pond Stone, 29, 32, 40; pre-henge
activity, 2; resistivity surveys, 4,

5, 21—42; Rough Leaze, 1-20; St

James’s Church, 25; Sanctuary, 14;

sarsen stones, 25; settlement near,

2; Southern Inner Circle, 18; stone

settings, 22-3; stones (analysis, 37;

broken, 23; buried, 22-3, 28—37;

burnt, 22, 23, 24, 34-7; destroyed, 41

;

fallen, 21, 22, 23, 28-37; numbering,

24, 28, 34—7; positions, 28-33; survival

of, 230); trackways, 39^11; Waden
Hill, 2, 16, 18; West Kennet Avenue,
13, 14, 16; Windmill Hill, 15, see also

Overton Hill (Avebury); Silbury Hill

(Avebury)
Avebury World Heritage Site,

Archaeological Research Agenda, 23

Avon, River (Bristol), 242; eastern,

99-103; tributaries, 243; western,

97-9; and Wiltshire boundary, 96-104
Avon, River (Hampshire): Anglo-Saxon

pottery, 81; walks, 252
axeheads: Neolithic, 260; Middle Bronze

Age, 260; socketed, 260
axes: flint, 18, see also handaxes; palstaves

Babington, Gervase, Bishop of Llandaff
(c. 1549-1610), 126

Bacchus, 262-3
bacterial infections, 67
Baldred, 101

baldrics, 168, 172, 173—4, 175, 178-9, 180
Balfour, Arthur James, 1st Earl Balfour

(1848-1930), 234, 235, 236
balks (lynchets), 258
balloons, barrage, 25

1

Bannockburn, Battle of (1314), 172, 179

Bantham (Devonshire), 99
Barbury, Battle of (556), 100

barley, 140; charred, 139

barrage balloons, 251

Barrington (Cambridgeshire), 65

barrows: Bronze Age, 80, 255; Romano-
British, 80; long, 41 (Cotswold-Severn
tradition, 248); ploughed-out, 255;
round, 110, 248

Barton-le- Street (North Yorkshire), 151

Basire, James (1730-1802), 175

basse-taille technique, 168
Bath, 1st Marquess of see Thynne,

Thomas, 1st Marquess of Bath
(1734-96)

Bath, 2nd Marquess of see Thynne,
Thomas, 2nd Marquess of Bath
(1765-1837)

Bath, 4th Marquess of see Thynne, John
Alexander, 4th Marquess of Bath
(1831-96)

Bath, Earls of, 208, 209
Bath, Marquess of, 206, 207
Bath (Bath and North East Somerset), 98,

100 ; Aquae Calidae, 99, 100; Bath Spa,

243; boundaries, 103; Buckler at, 222;
Offa and, 101; Roman roads, 80, 102;
Smith in, 227

Bath-Cirencester Roman road, 228
Bath and North East Somerset see Bath;

Bathford Hill; Camerton
bath-houses, Roman, 257
Bathe, Graham: paper on the Savernake

Horn, 168-81; paper on Seymour
family pedigrees, 182-218

Bathford Hill (Bath and North East
Somerset), 102

Battle (East Sussex), Hare at, 235

Battlesbury Camp (Warminster), 241

Baxter, Ron, 154

Bayeux, Bishop of, lands in Ditchampton,
119

Bazley, Sir Thomas, 1st Baronet
(1797-1885), 233

beads, 71

beakers, Roman, 50
Beaton, Sir Cecil Walter Hardy (1904—80),

237
Beauchamp of Hache family, arms, 212
Becket, Thomas a (1 118-70), 264
Beckford (Gloucestershire), 68
Beckhampton Avenue (Avebury),

excavations, 22
Bede, Venerable (c.672/3-735), on river

boundaries, 96
Bedford, Duke of, 232
Bedford, 97; St Paul’s Church, 162

Bedfordshire see Ampthill; Bello Loco;
Eaton Bray; Woburn; Wrest Park

Bedwyn, Great see Great Bedwyn
Bedwyn Brail (Great Bedwyn): Conduit,

245-6; Protector’s mansion, 245-6;

and Seymour family, 183, 186; timber
from, 177

beef, 138

Belgae (tribe), boundaries, 98, 99-100, 103

Bello Loco (Bedfordshire), 176
Bellocampo family, on Seymour Roll

Pedigree, 197
bellows, 160

Belvoir Castle (Leicestershire), Hare at,

235
Bemerton, Rectory, 226
Benenden (Kent), 163

Benett, Etheldred (1776-1845),
biographical notes, 227

Benett, Thomas (1729-97), 227
Bentham, Jeremy (1748-1832), at

Pencarrow, 233
Berhtwald, Archbishop (d.731), 101

Berkley (Somerset), 109
Berkshire: Kennet and Avon Canal, 249,

see also Padworth; Sashes island

Berlin Wall, 252
Bermondsey Dish, 168

Bernay (France), Abbey, 153^1, 155

Bernwood Forest, 176
Berry, A. C., 63
Berry, R. J., 63
Berwick St James: aerial photography,

255; Druid’s Lodge Polo Club, 255
Berwick St John, Feme House, 228
Between the Monuments Project, 2-4

Bewley, R., 23
Bible: King James version, 195; Latin

Vulgate, 195

birds, domestication, 249
Bishop Auckland (County Durham), 243
Bishopstone (near Swindon): City Corner,

255; Holy Well, 255; Little Hinton,
255

Bishopstrow: The Bury, 240-2; Eastleigh

Court, 240-2; Eastleigh Farm, 241;

parish boundary, 110; Temple family,

227; ‘the Tongue’, 110
Black Douglas, 179
blacksmiths: forges, 160; fraternities, 162;

patron saint of, 158, see also farriers

blade cores, 8

bladelets: PMesolithic, 8; ?Late
Mesolithic, 14; Late Mesolithic/Early

Neolithic, 258
blades: Late Mesolithic/Early Neolithic,

258; Early Anglo-Saxon, 72-3, 84, 88,

89-90; flint, 17

bladesmiths, 162

Blenheim (Oxfordshire), 235
Blount, Sir Michael (c. 1530-1610), 191

Blunsdon, pottery, 53
Blunsdon St Andrew: Groundwell Ridge,

53; Lower Widhill Farm, 53

Blunt, Wilfred Scawen (1840-1922), 233^1
boar-hunting, imagery, 145-8

boars, wild, 176
Boarstall Horn, 1, 168, 175-6
Bodleian Library, 244
Bodmin (Cornwall), Chapel of the Holy

Rood, 163

Bodvoc, 97
bone: animal, 71, 90, 241 (Roman, 47, 49,

55; Romano-British, 255; Early/

Middle Anglo-Saxon, 121, 138-9; Late
Anglo-Saxon/medieval, 121; medieval,

55, 138-9, 257; 13th/14th century,

123; modern, 124; articulated, 257;
mineralised, 258; radiocarbon dating,

10); fractures, 138; gnawed, 133;

human (Early Anglo-Saxon, 62-73,

75-7, 82-92; post-medieval, 117, 119,

132-8; disarticulated, 62, 63, 132—3;

preservation, 63), see also cremations
Book ofthe Dead, 247
books: catalogues, 244; printed before

1700, in WANHS Library, 244
Boon, Mogs, excavations, 255
Bos primigenius (aurochs), humerus, 9-10,

15

Boscombe Down: Amesbury Archer
Primary School, 253; Area J, 253

Bossingham (Kent), Manor, 202
Boudica (d.c.60/61 ad), 243
boundaries: prehistoric, 15; medieval,

15, 38-9; Avebury, 26, 27; civitas,

97-8; county, 248; diocesan, 102,

103; ditches, 256; ecclesiastical, 103;

hundred, 105-16; linear, 21; parish,

105-16; property, 39; rivers as, 96;

Roman Britain, 97-8; and Roman
roads, 102-3; and watercourses, 110,

111, 113; Wiltshire, 96-104, see also

field boundaries
Bourchier, Fulk, 10th Lord FitzWarin

(1445-79), 208, 209
Bourne, River, pottery, 81

Bournville family, arms, 212
Boussuet, Frangois (1520-72), ...De natura

aquatilium carmen... (1558), 244
Bowes-Lyon, Elizabeth Angela Marguerite

(1900-2002), 237
Bowles, William Lisle (1762-1850), 223;

biographical notes, 228; and Fenton,
227

bowls: Early Neolithic, 14, 17; Roman,
52; hanging, 140; Mortlake style, 16;

Plain Bowl type, 17, 18

Bowl’s Barrow (Heytesbury), 226
Bowood, social system, 232
Boyd, River, 243
Boylston, Anthea, paper on Early Anglo-

Saxon cemetery at Aldbourne, 58-95

Boyton, Church, illustrations, 221, 222
Brabant family, on Seymour Roll

Pedigree, 1 97
Braddock, 207
Bradenstoke Priory: dissolution, 126;

leases, 125-6

Bradford, Revd B. W. (fl. 1906-14),

donations, 244
Bradford Peverell (Dorset), 73, 78-9

Bradford-on-Avon, lands, 102

Bradford-on-Avon, Battle of (652), 100

Bradley, North see North Bradley
braies, 149
Branch and Dole Hundred, 222
Brandon, Charles, 1st Duke of Suffolk,

1st Viscount Lisle (c. 1484-1545), 192,

203,212,215
Brandon, Lady Mary, Baroness Monteagle

(1510-1540/44), 190

Brandon family, arms, 212
Brassey family, 235-6
Bratton, 106, 108; barrows, 110; Lower

Mill, 109; perambulations, 113,

114-15; Rowborough, 110; Sealland
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Cross, 115; Upper Mill, 110

Braydon Forest, lands gifted, 175

Brayton (North Yorkshire), 147
Breeze, Andrew, note on Celts, the Sem,

and Semington Brook, 242-3
Bremhill: Foxham, 261; Rectory, 223
brickearth, 258
brickpits, 258
bricks, modern, 124
Bridgewater, Duke of, 231
bridle bits: Late Iron Age/Early Romano-

British, 261-2; moulds, 262
Bright, John (1811-89), 233
Brinton, Thomas, Bishop of Rochester

(d.1389), 165

Bristol: boundaries, 103; railways, 145

Bristol and Region Archaeological

Services, watching briefs, 257
British Library, 107, 109, 149

British Museum, 109; charters, 115;

coins, 262; Cotton Collection, 229;

foundation, 229; Savernake Horn,
168; Sloane Collection, 229; trustees,

228
Britons, 96; place-name elements, 243
Britton, John (1771-1857): The

Architectural Antiquities of Great Britain

(1805-14), 227; The Beauties ofEngland
and Wales (1801-16), 227; The Beauties

of Wiltshire (1801; 1825), 168, 178;

Catalogue ofBooks, Prints, Maps, Acts

ofParliament, &c. (1851), 244; and
Houlton, 228; Library bought by
WANHS, 244

Brixton Deverill, Fraud family, 228
Broad Chalke, Church, wall paintings, 163

Brokenborough, 103

Bromley (Kent), 162

Bromwich, Sefton, 109

Bromwich, William, 109

Bromwich family, 109

brooches, 71; Roman, 241, 246, 259; Early

Anglo-Saxon, 60; bow, 131; Hod Hill

type, 131, 140

Brothwell, D. R., 63

Broughton (Buckinghamshire), St

Lawrence’s Church, 160, 161

Broughton (Oxfordshire), 244
Bruce, Charles, 4th Earl of Elgin and 3rd

Earl of Ailesbury, 1st Baron Bruce
(1682-1747), 199

Bruce, Lady Elizabeth (nee Seymour)
(d.1697), marriage, 193, 199

Bruce, J., 191

Bruce, Robert (1274-1329), 178-9, 180
Bruce, Thomas, 3rd Earl of Elgin and

2nd Earl of Ailesbury (1656-1741),
marriage, 193, 199

Bruce family: genealogy, 178-9;

hereditary wardens of Savernake, 175,

see also Brudenell-Bruce family

Brudenell-Bruce, Chandos Sydney Cedric,

7th Marquess of Ailesbury (1904-74):

with Savernake Horn, 77S; The
Wardens ofSavernake Forest (1949),

168, 178, 193, 198

Brudenell-Bruce, Charles, 2nd Earl of
Ailesbury, 1st Marquess of Ailesbury

(1773-1856), and George III, 178

Brudenell-Bruce family: hereditary

wardens of Savernake, 175, 193,see

also Bruce family

Bryanston (Dorset), 187, 188

Brydges, Samuel Egerton (1762-1837),
192

Buadhnat (place-name), 243
Buckinghamshire: and Seymour family,

186, see also Broughton; Cliveden;
Hughenden Manor; Milton Keynes;
Taplow Court

buckle plates, 74, 82

Buckler, John (1770-1851), 219-24;
biographical notes, 219-23; output,

219
buckles, 72, 74; Early Anglo-Saxon, 62,

73, 81, 85, 87; iron, 62, 71, 85, 87

Bude, River (Cornwall), 243
Budge, Sir Ernest Alfred Thompson

Wallis (1857-1934), 247
budr (place-name), 243
Buikstra, J. E., 63
building materials: Roman, 246, see also

bricks; ceramic building materials

(CBMs); quarries; tiles; walls

buildings: Roman, 257; Romano-British,

246; Anglo-Saxon, 125; Early/Middle
Anglo-Saxon, 117-44; 16th/17th

century, 40; pre-18th century, 21;

Avebury, 25, 26, 32, 39-42; timber,

254, see also bath-houses; churches;

conduit houses; country-houses;

dovecotes; farms; roundhouses;
sunken-featured buildings (SFBs);

villas; walls

Bulford: Bulford Army Camp, 255;

MOD Ratfyn-Bulford electricity

distribution line, 255; walks, 252
bunkers. Cold War, 251-2

Burbage, 179, 202; Darrell, 183; held by
Sturmy family, 180; Manor, 171, see

also Savernake Forest; Southgrove
(Burbage); Wolfhall (Burbage)

burgage plots, 254, 257
Burghal Hidage, 103, 119, 125

Burghfield (West Berkshire), 72, 73, 76
burh defences, 119, 141; Late Saxon, 117
burial rites, 75-7
burial grounds see cemeteries

burials: Beaker, 248, 253; Roman, 259;

Anglo-Saxon, 80, 81, 228; post-

medieval, 123-4; 17th century, 124;

age profiles, 133; amputations, 76;

children, 77; crouched, 259; extended
supine, 76, 82, 84, 85, 87, 88, 90, 91;

flexed, 76-7; infant, 133—7; multiple,

77; positions, 76-7; prone, 58,

76, 85, see also cemeteries; graves;

inhumations
Burke, Maud Alice (“Emerald”)

, Lady
Cunard (1872-1948), 237

Burnet, Gilbert, Bishop of Salisbury

(1643-1715), publications, 244
Burns, Robert (1759-96), 242
Buscot (Oxfordshire), cursus monument,

248
butchery, medieval, 139
Butler, Roderick, 264-5
buttercups, 139-40
Byldinge, John, 126

CA see Cotswold Archaeology (CA)
Csedwalla, King of Wessex (c.659-689),

gifts to Malmesbury, 101

Cairo (Egypt), 234
Calbourne (Isle of Wight), 219
Caine: Caine Marsh, 255-6; Castle Fields,

246; illustrations, Buckler’s, 220;
place-names, 246

Cambridgeshire: Anglo-Saxon cemeteries,

81, see also Barrington; Edix Hill;

Shudy Camps; Toft

Camden, William (1551-1623), 207;
Britannia (1586-1607), 174-5, 215

Camerton (Bath and North East
Somerset), Skinner at, 228

Campania family, on Seymour Roll

Pedigree, 197
Canada, Governor-General of, 232
candles, 164
Canford (Dorset), 231
Cannington (Somerset), 68
Canterbury, archbishops of, 185, 188, 190
Canterbury (Kent), 264
Canterbury Cathedral, Sword-Point, 264
capitals (architecture), Little Langford,

145, 146, 148-55

carbohydrates, and dental disease, 66, 70
Cardigan, Earl of, 193

caries, dental, 65-6
Carisbrooke (Isle of Wight), Castle, 127
Carlisle, Earl of, 231
Carmelite Missal (c. 1393), 158

Carta de Foresta (1217), 177
Cartulary ofShaftesbury Abbey, 102
Carychium tridentatum (land snail), 13

Castell Coch (Cardiff), 232
Castledyke South (Lincolnshire), 65,

66, 69
castles, lost, 246
Castor (Northamptonshire), 147
Catalogue ofthe Printed Books, Pamphlets,

MSS, and Maps in the Library ofthe

Wiltshire Archaeological and Natural

History’s Museum at Devizes (1894), 244
Catford, Nick, Subterranean Britain: Cold

War Bunkers (2010), review, 251-2
cathedrals, illustrations, 221

Catti, 97, 98
cattle bones, 16, 55; Early/Middle Anglo-

Saxon, 138-9

Cavendish, Evelyn (nee FitzMaurice),

Duchess of Devonshire (1870-1960),
237

Cavendish, Louisa Frederica Augusta
(nee Grafin von Alten), Duchess of

Devonshire (1832-1911), 236
Cavendish, Spencer Compton, 8th Duke

of Devonshire (1833-1908), 233, 236
Cavendish- Scott-Bentinck, William, 5th

Duke of Portland (1800-79), 232
CBMs see ceramic building materials

(CBMs)
Cecil, Robert, 1st Earl of Salisbury

(1563-1612), 191

Cecil, William, 1st Baron Burghley
(1521-98), 183-5, 190, 191

Celts (ethnic group), and Semington
Brook, 242-3

cemeteries: Romano-British, 253; Anglo-
Saxon, 65, 74, 80, 81 (Final Phase,

81-2); Early Anglo-Saxon, 58—95;

early post-medieval, 117-44; family

plots, 137; layout, 77-8; round barrow,

248; settings, 80-1, see also burials;

cremations; graves; inhumations
Cenfrith, 101

Cenwealh, King of Wessex (d.672), 96
ceramic building materials (CBMs):

Roman, 47, 49; medieval, 130-1, see

also bricks; tiles

ceramics see pottery

cereals, grains, 140

Ceredigion see Aberystwyth
Ceredigion Museum, 264
cesspits, 140

CgMs Consulting, 43
chaff, 140

Chagford (Devonshire), 162

Chaldon Herring (Dorset), 38, 38, see also

Holworth (Dorset)

Chalk (Kent), 162
chalk quarries, 258
Chamberlain, Joseph (1836-1914), 236
Chamberlain, Sir Joseph Austen

(1863-1937), 237
Champneys, Richard, 227
Chancery Inquisitions Quod Damnum, 164
Chandler, John, 141; note on documentary

analysis of West Street, Wilton site,

125-6

Channel Islands see Guernsey; Jersey

Channon, Sir Henry (“Chips”) (1897—

1958), 237
Chapmanslade, 106; Huntenhull Lane,

113; parish boundary, 110, 111-12;

Row Farm, 112; Short Street, 112, 113;

Southcroft, 113

Chaptelet (France), 157
charcoal, 139-40; Late Neolithic, 17;
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Early/Middle Anglo-Saxon, 121, 139;

Late Anglo-Saxon/medieval, 139-40;

post-medieval, 140; fragments, 248;

radiocarbon dating, 16-17

Charlotte of Wales, Princess (1796-1817),

229
Charterhouse Map (1880), 44 , 45
Charteris, Hugo Francis (1884-1916), 235

Charteris, Hugo Richard, 11th Earl

ofWemyss and 7th Earl of March
(1857-1937), 234

Charteris, Mary Constance (nee

Wyndham) (1862-1937), 234
Charteris, Yvo Alan (1896-1915), 235

Charteris family, 234
charters, 202; Anglo-Saxon, 96, 101, 105,

106, 110, 114-15, 125; Old English,

102; Wardenship of Savernake Forest,

202
Chatsworth House (North Derbyshire),

236, 237
Chaucer, Geoffrey (c. 1343-1 400),

Canterbury Tales, 159
Chazelle, C. M., 164
Cheddar (Somerset): Anglo-Saxon palace,

128; pottery, 127-8, 129

Chedglow Hundred, 103

Chelsea (Greater London): Church, 209;

Coal Box, 237
Cheltenham (Gloucestershire), 99
Chelworth (Crudwell), Manor, 175

Cherry, J., 168

Cheshire see Eaton Hall; Tatton Park
chest infections, 67; chronic, 138

Chester, 176; and Seymour family, 186

chestnut trees, charcoal, 16

children: burials, 77; inhumations, 65,

69-70

Chippenham: Bird’s Marsh Wood, 250-1;

chisels, 261; copper alloy objects, 263;

Wesdnghouse Brake & Signal, 250
Chippenham Studies, 251

Chippenham Town Council, 251

chisels, Middle/Late Bronze Age, 261;

tanged, 261

Chocke family, 115

Cholmondley, Miss, 229
Christ, Jesus, 153, 159; on ampullae,

264; life of, 163; as lion, 150; Second
Coming, 147

Christchurch (Dorset), Bargates, 71, 73, 75

Christianity, 157

Christians, 146; grave goods, 81

churches: Anglo-Saxon, 81; medieval,

117-44, 164-5; 13th/14th century,

121-3; 15th century, 157-67; gate,

141; pre-Reformation, 162
Churchill, Clementine Ogilvy Spencer,

Baroness Spencer-Churchill (nee

Hozier) (1885-1977), 235
Churchill, Sir Winston Leonard Spencer

(1874-1965), 235
Cicero, Marcus Tullus (106 bc^13 bc), Pro

Sestio, 195
cigarette swimming races, 250
Cirencester (Gloucestershire):

Augustinians, 125; coins, 97; leprosy,

71; West Saxon warbands, 100, see also

Corinium (Cirencester)

Cirencester Abbey, and Avebury, 39
Cirencester, Battle of (628), 100
civil wars, 251, see also English Civil Wars

(1642-51)
civitas boundaries, 97-8
Civitas Dubunnorum, 99
Clarenceux Herald, 175

Clarke, Revd M., 241
Clarke, Robert, reviews by, 248-9, 250-2
Claudian (c.370-c.410), 212
clay pipes, stem fragments, 132
clay tobacco pipes, fragments, 241
Cleal, Rosamund M. J., 21; paper on

excavations at Rough Leaze, Avebury,

1-20

Clifford, Eleanor (nee Brandon), Countess
of Cumberland (1519-47), 215

clips, Early Anglo-Saxon, 74, 91

Cliveden (Buckinghamshire), 237, 238
Clothar II (584-629), 157

clothing, imagery, 148-50

Clouds House, Wyndham family, 234
Clwyd see Hawarden; Prestatyn

Coat ofArms (journal), 198

Cochlicopa spp. (land snails), 13

Cockayne-Cust, Henry John (“Harry”)

(1861-1917), 234
Cockfield Hall (Suffolk), 185

cod, bones, 138

coffins, 74; lack of, 62
coins: Late Iron Age, 99; Roman, 131,

241, 246, 254, 262; Romano-British,

60; Anglo-Saxon, 60; Dobunnic,
97, 99; Flavian, 131, 140; Western
coinage, 99; Western IJ types, 97, see

also mints
Coker family, arms, 212
Cold War, bunkers, 251-2

Cole, Chris, Pewsey Avon Trail (2010),

review, 252
Colefax, Sibyl, Lady Colefax (1874-1950),

111
collecting: craze, 229; ‘rage of’, 228
collections: and country-houses,

231; geological, 227 , see also fossil

collections

College of Arms, 193, 196, 208, 213, 214,

216; Clarenceux Herald, 175, 215; and
Seymour Roll Pedigree, 214-15

Collingbourne: Dormer Manor, 183;

Kingston Manor, 183; manors, 183;

Sunton Manor, 183

Collingbourne Ducis: Anglo-Saxon
cemetery, 78, 81; Saxon cemetery, 64

Collins, Arthur (1682-1760), Peerage of
England (1709; 1712; 1812), 192

colluvial deposits, 1

colluvium, 6, 7, 11; accumulations, 15

Cologne (Germany), 151

Colt Hoare, Sir Richard see Hoare, Sir

Richard Colt (1758-1838)
Columella edentula (land snail), 13

combs, 71; Early Anglo-Saxon, 74, 80, 87;

antler, 74, 87; bone, 62
Commonwealth of England (1649-60),

publications during, 244
community identity, Anglo-Saxons, 78-80
Compton, Charles, 1st Marquess of

Northampton (1760-1828), 228
Compton, Frances Elizabeth (d.1873), 228
Compton Chamberlayne, 227
conduit houses, 245-6
conduits, water, 245-6
Coneybury (Amesbury), flint scatters,

15, 16

Conservatives, 236
cooking pots, medieval, 53

Cooper, Alfred Duff, 1st Viscount
Norwich (1890-1954), 234, 235

Cooper, Lady Diana (nee Manners)
(1892-1986), 234

copper alloy objects, 261-2; Roman, 131;

early medieval, 263-4; 16th/17th

century, 265; silvered, 263; strips,

263-4, see also brooches
copper alloys, working, 141

cores, 17; Late Mesolithic/Early Neolithic,

258; Levallois, 14; production rates,

16, see also flintwork

Corinium (Cirencester): as civitas capital,

98, see also Cirencester

Corio, 97, 98

Cork, University of, 64
Cornwall: piracy, 191; pottery, 98, see also

Bodmin; Bude, River; Gwithian;
Pencarrow; Tregurthy

Corsham, Buckler at, 222

Corsley: Church Book, 106; enclosure

map (1783), 113; parish boundary, 110,

111-12; perambulations, 1636, 106,

110, 113

Coss, P, 215
Coterie, The, 235
Cotswold Archaeology (CA): excavations,

254, 255-6, 257 (Pewsey, 258;
Salisbury, 258; Staverton, 259);

watching briefs, 257
Cotswold Way, 248
Cotswolds, 100; boundaries, 102

cottages, holiday, 32

Cotton Collection, 229
country-houses: and architectural history,

231, 232; and collections, 231; current

roles, 238; dramatisations, 232;
entertainment, 235; functions, 231-2,

236; and heritage business, 231, 232;

and museums, 231; social calendar,

232; social system, 231-9; Victorian,

231-2; women at, 235, see also house
parties

county boundaries, 248
County Durham see Bishop Auckland;

Norton; Raby Castle

County Gate (near Linkenholt), 176

Coutts Bank, 233
Cowper, Francis Thomas de Grey, 7th Earl

Cowper (1834-1905), 234
Cox, M., 67, 137

Coxe, William (1747-1828), 223; and
Cunnington, 226-7; An Historical Tour

in Monmouthshire (1801), 226, 227
Crabbet (West Sussex), 233-4
Crabbet Club, 233-4
Cranborne Chase, 14

crania, trauma, 69
cranial index, 137

cranial metrics, 63
Crawford, Osbert Guy Stanhope

(1886-1957), 115

cremations: Early Bronze Age, 256, see

also cemeteries; inhumations
Cretaceous, 119

Crewe, Mrs (nee Hungerford), 107

Crewe-Milnes, Robert Offley Ashburton,
1st Marquess of Crewe (1858-1945),

235
cribra orbitalia, 1, 70, 85, 137-8

Crichton-Stuart, John, 3rd Marquess of

Bute (1847-1900), 232
Cricklade: boundaries, 103; gate church,

141

Crickley Hill (Gloucestershire), 99
Cripps, Mr, 229
Crispus (d.326), coins, 262
Crocker, Abraham (1742-1821): The

Elements ofLand Surveying (1814), 227;
surveys, 226-7, 228

Crocker, Philip (1780-1840): drawings,

221, 222; surveys, 226-7, 228
crofts, 39
Cromwellian Protectorate, publications

during, 244
cropmarks: Avebury, 35-6, 37, 39; Little

Hinton, 255
crops, non-cereal, 140

crucibles, fragments, 141

crucifixes, in imagery, 165

Cumbria see Lowther Castle

Cunnington, Cecil Willett (1878-1961),

149
Cunnington, Elizabeth (fl. 1864), 225, 226
Cunnington, Phillis (1887-1974), 149

Cunnington, William I (1754-1810): and
Buckler, 220; excavations, 224-30;

Heytesbury Collection, 225-30, see also

Moss House (Heytesbury)

Cunnington, William III (1813-1906), and
Heytesbury Collection, 225

cups, Roman, 50
cursus monuments, Gloucestershire, 248
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Curzon, George, 1st Marquess Curzon of
Kedleston (1859-1925), 234, 235

cyninges, 100
cysts, 90; hydatid, 138

Czech Republic see Prague

Dagobert I (c.603-639), 157
Dalrymple, Alexander (1737-1808), 229
Dalrymple, Miss, 229
Danish kings, 207
Darrell family, arms, 212
Dartford (Kent), 162

Darvill, Timothy, Prehistoric Gloucesterhire:

Forests and Vales and High Blue Hills

(2011), review, 248
dating (radiocarbon) see radiocarbon

dating

David, Andrew, geophysical surveys, 23
Davis, Thomas, 227
De Sancto Mauro see Seymour family

De’Athe, Rob, paper on Anglo-Saxon
settlement, lost medieval church, and
post-medieval cemetery in Wilton,

1 17—44

deer, bones, 138; imagery, 170,171,172,
176

defences: Late Anglo-Saxon, 140, 141-2,

see also burh defences; earthworks;

forts; hillforts

degenerative joint disease (DJD),
prevalence, 68

Delamere, Peter (ft. 1370-1), 202
Delamere, Forest of, 176

Delphi (Greece), 247
demography, Saxon inhumations, 63-4
denarii, 262
Dennis, Ian, 2-A
dental calculus, 70, 82, 85, 87, 88, 90, 91;

determination, 63
dental caries, 65-6, 82, 87, 88, 90, 91

dental diseases, 65-7
dental health, 65-7, 70, 77; and sugar

consumption, 137

dental hypoplasia, 137-8

dental pathology, 65-7
dentition see teeth

Derby, All Saints’ Church, 162; farriers,

162

Derbyshire, 221, see also Chatsworth
House

Dethick, Sir Gilbert (c.15 10-1584), 215
Dethick, Sir William (c. 1542-1 6 12), York

Herald, 206, 208
developmental abnormalities, 68
Devil, belief in, 146, 148

Devizes: illustrations, Buckler’s, 220,

see also Wiltshire Archaeological and
Natural History Society (WANHS);
Wiltshire Heritage Museum (WHM)

Devonshire: pottery, 98,see also

Bantham; Chagford; Mothecombe; St

Marychurch
Devonshire, Duke of, 232
devotion, late medieval, 163—

4

Dianthus spp. (carnations), imagery, 195-6

Dias, G., 63
Dickens, Charles (1812-70), at Pencarrow,

233
Didcot (Oxfordshire), 71, 73, 75, 78, 79, 81

difwyn, 243
Digby (Lincolnshire), 161

Dilton Marsh, 105, 106, 107, 110; Chalcot
Ditch, 112; Chalcot Hollow, 112;

Chalcot Lane, 111-12; Dilton Court,

112; Fairwood Farm, 115; Hisomley,

110; Long Hedge, 112; Melme Water,

115

diptychs, 168

disafforestation, 177
Discus rotundatus (land snail), 13

dishes: Roman, 50, 52; Late Anglo-Saxon/
medieval, 127; West Country, 127

Disraeli, Benjamin, 1st Earl of

Beaconsfield (1804-81), 235, 236
Dissenters, 233; immigrant, 41

Dissolution, 126, 140, 249
Ditchampton (Wilton): held by Bishop

of Bayeux, 119; Manor, 126; Rectory,

126; St Andrew’s Church, 117-44; St

Andrew’s Litten, 126

ditches, 256; undated, 256, 259;

Pprehistoric, 254; prehistoric, 15;

Early Bronze Age, 255, 256; Roman,
43, 46-9, 258, 259; Early/Middle

Anglo-Saxon, 119-21; Late Anglo-
Saxon/medieval, 121; medieval, 119,

257; 12th/l 3th century, 39, 254;

Avebury, 32, 33, 34; boundary, 256,

257; ring, 255, see also gullies; linears;

pits; Wansdyke
Ditchhampton: in Anglo-Saxon charters,

125; defences, 141-2; settlement, 125

Ditteridge (Box), Church, wall paintings,

163

diuwyn, 243
DJD (degenerative joint disease),

prevalence, 68

djed pillars, 247
do- (place-name element), 242
Dobunni (tribe): boundaries, 97, 98,

99-100, 103; sphere of influence, 99
dog bones, 55

dogs, imagery, 170,171,172, 176
Doleman, R. see Parsons, Robert

(1546-1610)
domain, 243
Domesday Book, 103, 106; boundaries, 97;

Little Langford, 145; Wiltshire, 196

Domesday Survey (1086), and moots, 245

domhaoin, 243
donas, 242
donsie, 242
doorways, Romanesque, 145-56
Dorchester (Dorset), 14

Dorchester Hotel (London), 237
Dore, J., 50
Dorset: axeheads, 260; lands gifted,

175; medieval settlements, 39; and
Seymour family, 186; smugglers, 187,

see also Bradford Peverell; Bryanston;
Canford; Chaldon Herring;
Christchurch; Dorchester; Hod Hill;

Holworth; Long Crichel; Lulworth;
Philipston; Poundbury; Ridgeway;
Shaftesbury; Shaftesbury Abbey;
Sherborne; Wareham

Douglas, Andrew, 193; paper on Seymour
family pedigrees, 182-218

Douglas, James (1753-1819), Nenia
Britannica (1793), 228

Douglas, John, Bishop of Salisbury

(1721-1807), 228
Douglas, William, 227
dovecotes, 248-9; medieval, 149, see also

pigeon lofts

Dover Buckland (Kent), 78
doves, 249; meat, 249
Down Ampney (Gloucestershire),

Gateway, 222
Downton Abbey (2010- ), 232
Draper, Simon, notes on excavation and

fieldwork, 253-9
droving, 246
Dudley, Anne (nee Seymour), Countess of

Warwick (1540-88), 208
Dudley, Sir Ferdinando (1588-1621), 213
Dugdale, Sir William (1605-86): Baronage

ofEngland (1675/6), 206; herald, 193,
206-7

Duke, Edward (1779-1852), 229;
excavations, 227

Dumfriesshire see Middlebie Hoard
Dunlow Hundred, 103

Dunster (Somerset), 236
Dunworth Hundred, 222
Durham, Bishop of, 177

Durnford: Church, illustrations, 222;
Great Durnford, 252

Durotriges (tribe), boundaries, 99
Durrington, 163; High Street, 256;

Larkhill Camp, 256; MOD
Headquarters (former), 256

Durrington Walls: flint scatters, 15,

16; geophysical surveys, 38; henge
monument, 1-20; midden, 15;

Neolithic house floors, 1 1 ;
settlement,

14

dwelling pits see pits

Dyrham (Gloucestershire), 100

Dyrham, Battle of (577), 100

earthworks: prehistoric, 58; surveys,

early, 226-7, see also barrows; cursus
monuments; ditches; enclosures;

Grim’s Ditch; hillforts; linears;

lynchets; Wansdyke
East Anglia, 96; Anglo-Saxon burials, 82;

window glass, 162
East India Company, 228
East Lothian see Musselburgh
East Riding of Yorkshire see Kirkburn;

Langtoft Hoard
East Saxons, 96
East Sussex see Battle; Normanhurst
East Yorkshire: Anglo-Saxon cemeteries,

81, see also Rise; Sewerby
Easton, 182; Church, 209; Easton Warren,

183; and Seymour family, 216
Easton, Hospital of, 177

Easton, Prior of, 176

Easton Priory, and Seymour family, 209
Eaton Bray (Bedfordshire), St Mary’s

Church, 162

Eaton Hall (Cheshire), 236
Eckardstein, Hermann von, Baron

(1864-1933), 236
ecological island effect, 13

Edgar, King (c.942-975), charters, 106
Edinburgh, 203, 208, 236, see also Leith
Edington: Cartulary, 115; Church,

220; granted to Romsey Abbey,

106; Housecraft Farm, 115; parish

boundary, 110; perambulations,

114—15; Priory, 223; Raydown Farm,
115

Edington-West Ashton Road, 110, 113

Edix Hill (Cambridgeshire), 65, 68
Edmonds, Debra, review by, 252
Edward III, King (1312-77), 177, 178,

180, 208; descendents, 207; imagery,

169-70, 176

Edward VI, King (1537-53), 182, 186, 209;

land gifts, 175; and Seymour family,

182-3,212,213
Edward VII, King (1841-1910), 235, 236;

and Greville family, 236-7
Edward the Confessor (c. 1003/5-1 066),

land gifts, 176
eels, bones, 138

Egan, Geoff, 263-4, 266
Egging Dinwiddy, Kirsten, grave

catalogue for Early Anglo-Saxon
cemetery at Aldbourne, 82-92

Egypt see Ancient Egypt; Cairo

Elcho family, 234
elderberry seeds, 139

Eleanor of Castile (1241-90), Queen of

England, 208
elephants, tusks, 168, 169, 176
Elgin, 3rd Earl of see Bruce, Thomas,

3rd Earl of Elgin and 2nd Earl of

Ailesbury (1656-1741)
Elgin, 4th Earl of see Bruce, Charles,

4th Earl of Elgin and 3rd Earl of

Ailesbury, 1st Baron Bruce (1682—

1747)
elites: post-Roman, 99; regional, 79, see

also leisured classes

Elizabeth I, Queen (1533-1603), 209, 211;
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death, 190-1; entertainment for, 182,

189; publications during reign of, 244;

and Seymour family, 183—5, 186-9,

208; succession issues, 190-1, 211

Elliot, Colonel, 228
Ellis, H., 192

Elvetham (Hampshire), 182, 189, 190\ and
Seymour family, 216

Ena montana (land snail), 12-13

enamel hypoplasia, 65-6, 70, 82

enclosure maps: Avebury, 41-2; West
Ashton (1818), 114; Westbury (1783),

113; Westbury (1808), 114; Wilton

(1860), 125, 126
enclosures, 246, 254; Pprehistoric, 38;

Late Bronze Age/Early Iron Age,

259; Iron Age, 255; Late Iron Age,
240-2; Roman, 43, 258; hengi-form,

248; rectilinear, 32, see also henge
monuments; hillforts; settlements

Enford, walks, 252
Enford, walks, 252
English Civil Wars (1642-51): and human

remains, 60; publications during, 244
English Heritage (EH): and Avebury, 21;

geophysical surveys, 23, 24; Silbury

Hill Conservation Project, 254
Entente Cordiale (1904), 232
entertainments, royal, 182, 189

enthesopathies, 63, 69, 70, 82, 84, 85, 87,

89, 90, 91

environmental change, in Avebury henge
environs, 1-20

Epictetus (55-135), 195

Ermin Street, 60
Escott, Thomas Hay Sweet (1844-1924),

233, 236, 238; England: Its People,

Polity, and Pursuits (1879), 232; Society

in the Country House (1907), 232
Essex, 96, see also Great Yeldham;

Mucking; West Thurrock
Esturmy, Geoffrey, 177

Esturmy, Henry, 177; of Wolfhall, 179
Esturmy, Richard, 196

Esturmy family: arms, 212; hereditary

wardens of Savernake, 175; seals, 779;

on Seymour Roll Pedigree, 196, 797,

198, 202; of Wolfhall, 175, 779, see also

Sturmy family

Esturmy Horn see Savernake Horn
Eton College (Windsor and Maidenhead),

museum, 229
Euconulus fulvus (land snail), 13

Eure (France), 153-4
Evans, Claire G. M. (fl. 1952), 198-9
Evans, John G. (1941-2005), 12, 13

Everett, John Gale (fl. 1817), 227
Everleigh: aerial photography, 256; Gore

Down, 256
Ewelmen, 114-15
Exeter, Dean of, 228
exostoses, 82, 87
Eyre, Plea of (1490), 180

fabricators, flint, 14

fabrics see textiles

famine, 65
Fane, Ethel Anne Priscilla (“Ettie”)

(1867-1952), 234
Farleigh Hungerford (Somerset), 227
Farleigh Hungerford Castle (Somerset),

228; and Chapel, illustrations, 222
farms, rationalisation, 41-2
farriers, 163; fraternities, 162; hammers,

160; patron saint of, 158, see also

blacksmiths
feet of fines, 1227, 125

Fenton, Richard (1746-1821), 226, 227;
An Historical Tour through Pembrokeshire

(1811), 227; A Tour in Quest of
Genealogy (1811), 227

Ferrers family: arms, 212; on Seymour
Roll Pedigree, 797

field boundaries: Pprehistoric, 257-8;

Roman, 47; medieval, 257; modern,
240; ditches of, 23

field systems: undated, 256; Pprehistoric,

257-8; prehistoric, 15, 58; Bronze
Age, 258; Iron Age, 255; Roman, 258;

Romano-Bridsh, 255; early, 38; and
linears, 254

fig seeds, 140
Figheldean: Barrow Clump, 80; Manor,

202
finger rings, 71

Finglesham (Kent), 78
Finnegan, M., 63

fired clay, 47, 55, 257; Anglo-Saxon,
129-30

First World War, casualties, 235
fish: bones, 138, 139, see also eels

Fisher, John, Bishop of Salisbury (1748—

1825), at Liverpool Museum, 229
Fisher, R. B., 219
Fishguard (Pembrokeshire), 227
Fishlake (South Yorkshire), 153

Five Mile Act (1665), Nonconformists
and, 41

flakes, flint, 18; Late Neolithic, 10; hard-

hammer-struck, 8, see also flintwork

flatfish, bones, 138

Flavian dynasty (69-96), coins, 131, 140
flax, 141

flint fabricators, Bronze Age, 255
flint-knapping waste, Pprehistoric, 258
flint nodules, 122, 123

flints: burnt, 71, 84, 87, 90, 91 (Early/

Middle Anglo-Saxon, 121); scatters,

15-16

flintwork, 8, 10, 18, 71, 87, 241, 246;

prehistoric, 46, 258; PMesolithic,

1 1—12; Mesolithic, 43, 49; Late
Mesolithic, 14; Mesolithic/Neolithic,

255; Neolithic/Bronze Age, 259;

Late Mesolithic/Early Neolithic, 6;

Neolithic, 49 (Avebury, 1, 16); Early

Neolithic, 14, 15; Late Neolithic/Early

Bronze Age, 43, 46; PBronze Age, 256;

Bronze Age, 49; Early Bronze Age,

14; production rates, 16; in woodland,

16, see also arrowheads; axes; blades;

cores; flakes, flint; handaxes; knives;

scrapers; tools

floodplains, 119

floors: Neolithic, 11; 13th/14th century,

122

flowers, imagery, 195-6

fluxgate gradiometers, 23, see also Geoscan
fluxgate gradiometers

foetuses, inhumations, 63^1, 79, 84, 133

Fonthill Abbey, tower collapse, 223
Fonthill House, illustrations, 222
food processing, 257
Forest Law, 178

Forest Pleas, 180

Forest Proceedings, 108

Forestry Commission, 246
forests: inquisitions, 176, see also

Braydon Forest; Delamere, Forest of;

Melksham Forest; Savernake Forest;

Selwood Forest

forts: Late Iron Age, 241; valley, 240, 241,

see also hillforts

Fosseway, 102-3

fossil collections, 227, 228; museums, 229;
sale of, 229

Foundations Archaeology: excavations,

43-57; monitoring, 43
Four Branches ofthe Mabinogi (12th

century), 243
fowl, domestic, 138

Fox-Strangways, Henry, 2nd Earl of
Ilchester (1747-1802), 227

foxes, imagery, 170, 777, 176
Foxle, Sir John, 176, 180
fractures, bone, 138

France: and English succession, 191;

miracles, 159; rivers, 242, see also

Angers; Bernay; Chaptelet; Eure;

Haute-Vienne; Le Mans; Lessay;

Manche; Montdidier; Normandy;
Noyon; Paris; Picardy; St Denis;
Solignac

fraternities, 162

Fraternity of St Eligius, 162

Freckenham (Suffolk), St Andrew’s
Church, 161

Freiburg (Germany), Minster, 159

French (language), in Seymour Roll

Pedigree, 195

French (people), 191

French Revolution (1789-99), 231

friars, 176
Frome (Somerset), 228, 234
Froud family, 228
fruit, imported, 140
fungal infections, 67
furrows, 259

Gaelic, place-name elements, 242
Gage, John see Rokewode, John Gage

(1786-1842)
Gaisford, Sarah (/7.1780), 227
Gaisford family, 227
gaming pieces, 71

Garnett, Tony, Traumas and Tanks (2009),

review, 251

Garrick, David (1717-79), 227
Gascoyne-Cecil, Robert Arthur Talbot, 3rd

Marquess of Salisbury (1830-1903),
236

Gaunless, River, 243
Geake, Helen, 73, 74
gender differences see sex differences

Gentleman’s Magazine, The : Herculaneum
excavations, 225; Wyndham in, 227-8

geological collections, 227, see also fossil

collections

Geological Society, 227
geologists, 228
geology, Smith’s contributions to, 227
geophysical surveys: Avebury, 1, 2, 4—5,

15, 2 1—42, 254; Berwick St James, 255;

Bishopstrow, 241; Durrington Walls,

38; Everleigh, 256; methodologies,

23-4; Salisbury, 258; Swindon, 259, see

also gradiometry surveys; resistivity

surveys

Geoplot 3.00s software, 5

George III, King (1738-1820), and
Ailesbury, 178

George VI, King (1895-1952), 178, 237
Geoscan fluxgate gradiometers, FM36, 24

Geoscan resistance meters, RM15, 24
Germany: alliances, 236; miracles, 159,see

also Cologne; Freiburg
Gibbs, Gaisford (fl. 1789), 228
Gibbs family, at Heywood, 228
Giffard, Walter, 2nd Earl of Buckingham

(d.1164), 154
Gilbertines, 177

Gildas (c.500-570), 243
gilds see guilds

Gipping, River, 96
Girouard, Mark (b.1931), Life in the

English Country House (1978), 232
Gladstone, William Ewart (1809-98), 233,

235, 236
Glamorgan, Vale of, 261

glass: modern, 124; vessel, 131; window,
131, 162

Glastonbury Abbey: lands gifted, 175;

lands held in Little Langford, 145

glebe terriers, Westbury, 109-10

Gloucester, West Saxon warbands, 100

Gloucestershire, 98, 222; boundaries, 103;

cursus monuments, 248; local interest

in, 227; prehistoric, 248; West Saxons
and, 100, see also Ashley; Beckford;
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Cheltenham; Cirencester; Crickley

Hill; Down Ampney; Dyrham;
Lechlade; Long Newnton; Stanway;

Stonehouse; Sudeley Castle

Glover, Mark, Westinghouse Brake&
Signal in Chippenham: In Photographs

1894-1981 (2010), review, 250

goats: teeth, 90, see also sheep/goat bones
Goddard, Edward Hungerford (1854

—

1947), activities, 244
goldsmiths, 162; patron saint of, 158

Goller, Rob, illustrations, for Early Anglo-
Saxon cemetery at Aldbourne, 58-95

Gomeldon (Idmiston), 127

Goodworth Clatford (Hampshire), 228
Gordon, George, Dean of Exeter (/?. 1810),

228
Gosford Park (2001), 232
Gover, J. E. B., The Place-Names of

Wiltshire (1939), 108

Gower, Lord, 231

GPR see ground penetrating radar (GPR)
gradiometry surveys: Avebury, 23-7, 39;

Berwick St James, 255; methodology,
23-4

Grafton, Manor, 186

Graily Hewit, William (1864-1952), 198

Grand Tour, 225-6, 228

granulomas, 63, 66, 82, 85, 90, 91

grasslands, 13, 14, 18

grave goods: Roman, 259; Early Anglo-
Saxon, 58, 62, 71-4, 77, 82-92; age

differences, 78-9; Christians, 81;

reduction in, 79; sex differences, 78-9

graves: Anglo-Saxon, 75-7; Early Anglo-
Saxon, 58-95; early post-medieval,

117—44; post-medieval, 121, 123-4;

orientation, 58, 75-6, 82; robbed,

123; structure, 75, see also cemeteries;

inhumations
graveyards see cemeteries

Gray, Harold St George (1872-1963),

excavations, at Avebury, 16

Great Bedwyn: Church, monuments (of

Sir John Seymour, 209; Seymour
family, 216); and Seymour family, 182,

214; Seymour monuments, 182,see

also Bedwyn Brail (Great Bedwyn);
Tottenham (Great Bedwyn)

Great Durnford (Durnford), walks, 252
Great Hinton, chisels, 261
Great War, casualties, 235
Great Yeldham (Essex), 160-1

Greater London see Chelsea;

Harmondsworth; Osterley Park;

Southwark
Greece see Delphi
Greeks, ancient, 195

Green, Christopher, 264—5
Greensand, fragments, 131

greenstone, 122
Greenwood’s map (1820), 115

Gregory I, Pope, the Great (c.540-604),

164; Moralia in Job, 152
Gregory, John (1607-46), Episcopus

Puerorum (1663), 244
Grenfell, Gerald William (1890-1915), 235
Grenfell, Julian Henry Francis (1888—

1915), 235
Grenfell, William Henry, 1st Baron

Desborough (1855-1945), 234
Greville, Margaret Helen (nee Anderson)

(1863-1942), 236-7
Greville, Ronald Henry Fulke (1864—

1908), 236-7
Grey, Catherine (1540-68) see Seymour,

Catherine (nee Grey), Countess of
Hertford (1540-68)

Grey, Frances (nee Brandon), Duchess of
Suffolk (1517-59), 212

Grey, Henry, 1st Duke of Suffolk

(1517-54), 185, 201, 212
Grey, Lady Jane (1536/7-54), 182, 183, 203

Grimm, Jessica M., note on animal bone
from West Street, Wilton site, 138-9

Grim’s Ditch, 246
Grimsdyke see Grim’s Ditch
Gristwood, S., 191

Grosvenor, Hugh Lupus, 1st Duke of

Westminster (1825-99), 236, 237
Grosvenor family, 236; Blunt and, 233
ground penetrating radar (GPR), 254;

future research, 42

Grove family, of Feme House, 228
Grovely: Knatchbull family, 227; and

Seymour family, 186

Grubenhauser see sunken-featured

buildings (SFBs)
Grundy, G. B., 115

Guernsey (Channel Islands), governors,

203
Guest, Lady Charlotte Elizabeth (nee

Bertie) (1812-95), 231

guilds, 162

gullies: Late Bronze Age/Early Iron Age,

259; Roman, 46, see also ditches

gunpowder, manufacture, 249
Gunter, Jim: geophysical surveys,

4—5; note on the activities of the

Archaeology Field Group, 245-6;

paper on excavations at Rough Leaze,

Avebury, 1-20

Gwithian (Cornwall), 99

Hackford, Clive and Helen, The Kennet
and Avon Canalfrom Old Photographs

(2010), review, 249-50
Hadrian (76—138), coins, 262
Halegodesfolegdene, 111

Hales, John (c.1516-1571), 185

Hallam, H.,216
halls, post-built, 140

Hamer, Eileen, 150-1

Hamilton-Gordon, George, 4th Earl of

Aberdeen (1784-1860), 236
Hamilton-Temple-Blackwood, Terence

John Temple, 2nd Marquess of

Dufferin and Ava (1866-1918), 235
hammers: farriers, 160; imagery, 161

hammerstones, 246
Hampshire see Avon, River; Elvetham;

Goodworth Clatford; Kingsworthy;
Meonstoke; Michelmersh; Netley;

New Forest; Portsdown; Portsmouth;
Romsey; Romsey Abbey; Rufus
Stone; Snell’s Corner; Southampton;
Wherwell; Winchester; Winnall II;

Worthy Park
Hamwic

,

82
handaxes, 258
handles: post-medieval, 264-5; 16th/17th

century, 265; bone, 88; socket-and-

wood, 264-5
Harcourt, Sir William George Granville

Venables Vernon (1827-1904), 235
Hare, Augustus John Cuthbert (1834—

1903), and country-houses, 235—6
hares: bones, 138; imagery, 170, 172

Harmondsworth (Greater London),
loomweights, 130

Harold Godwinson (Harold II) (c.1022-

1066), 202
Harrington family, arms, 212
Harris, Richard, perambulation

transcription, 105-16
Hartington, Marquess of see Cavendish,

Spencer Compton, 8th Duke of
Devonshire (1833-1908)

Hastings, Henry, 205
Hatchwell, Richard, 219, 223;A Catalogue

ofBooks and Drawings relating to

Wiltshire (1958), 221

Hatfield House (Hertfordshire), 236;
Gladstone at, 235; Hare at, 235

Haute-Vienne (France), 157
Hawarden (Clwyd), 236

Hawkes, S. C., 75, 81

hawks, imagery, 168-9, 170
hawthorn, charcoal, 16

Haycock, Lorna, paper on the Heytesbury
Collection, 225-30

hazel trees, charcoal, 16

hazelnuts, shells, 139

hearths, Early/Middle Anglo-Saxon, 121,

130, 139, 141

hearthstones, 15

Heathored, Bishop of Worcester, 101

hedges, 39, 259
Helicigona lapicida (land snail), 13

hemp, seeds, 140

Hempstead (Norfolk), 161

henge monuments, Neolithic, 1-20

Henry I, King (c. 1068/9-1 135), 176, 202
Henry II, King (1133-89), 175, 178, 202
Henry V, King (1386-1422), 164
Henry VII, King (1457-1509),

descendents, 208, 212, 215
Henry VIII, King (1491-1547), 186, 187,

203, 209, 212, 213; marriage, 182, 212;

will, 211

Herbert, George Augustus, 11th Earl of

Pembroke of the tenth creation, 8th

Earl of Montgomery (1759-1827), and
Cunnington, 225, 226-7, 228

Herbert, Sidney, 1st Baron Herbert of Lea
(1810-61), 232-3

Herbert, William, 1st Earl of Pembroke of

the tenth creation, 1st Baron Herbert
of Cardiff (c. 150 1-1 570), 126

Herbert family, 126
Herculaneum (Italy), discovery, 225
Herefordshire see Leominster
Herefordshire School (masonry), 149,

150-1

heritage business, country-houses and,

231, 232
herrings, bones, 138

HERs (Historic Environment Records),

map data, 45
Hertford, 191

Hertford Monument (Salisbury

Cathedral), 192, 211-14, 216-17;
commissioning, 213-14; stonework,
213

Hertfordshire see Hatfield House;
Panshanger; Welwyn

Hetley, Henry, 228, 229
Heytesbury, 220; Bowl’s Barrow, 226;

Boyton House, 227; Imber, 226, see

also Moss House (Heytesbury)
Heytesbury Collection, 225-30
Heywood, 106; Brook Hall, 110; Brook

Hall Farm, IIP, Dursley, 110, 113;

Dursley Road, 113; Hawkeridge, 114;

Heywood House, 110, 113, 114; Horse
Bridge, 110, 113; Kings Bridge, 113;

Kittles Lane, 113-14; Millway, 113;

Phipps family, 109; Young Mere Oak,
113, 114

Heywood House, Gibbs family, 228
Hicks Beach, Sir Michael Edward, 9th

baronet, and 1st Earl St Aldwyn
(1837-1916), 233

Highworth: Chantry, 164; Church, wall

painting, 157—67; early accounts of,

158-9; in patent rolls, 163-4
hillforts: elites and, 99, see also enclosures

Hillson, S., 63
Hinds, Katie, note on Portable Antiquities

Scheme, 260-5
Hippingscombe, and Seymour family, 183

Historic Environment Records (HERs),
map data, 45

Hoare, Peter, 227
Hoare, Sir Richard Colt (1758-1838):

and Buckler, 219-20, 221-3; on The
Bury, 242; The Bury plans, 240; and
Cunnington, 225-7, 228; The History

ofModem Wiltshire (1822-44), 105,
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106, 113, 115, 227; Hungerfordiana:

or Memoir ofthe Family ofHungerford

(1823), 222; The Modern History of

South Wiltshire (1829), 221, 222; ‘A

Perambulation of the Hundred and
Parish of Westbury, temp. Eliz. 1575’

(1830), 105-16

Hobbes, Thomas (1588-1679),

publications, 233, 244
Hobbs, Steven, 110
Hobnob Press, 249, 251

Hod Hill (Dorset), brooches, 131, 140

Holbein, Hans, the Younger (c.1497-

1543), 203; and Wilton House, 221

Holgate, Robin, 2-4

Holland, Malcolm A., review by, 250
Hollis, George (1793-1842), 221, 222

Holloway, J., 228-9

hollows, 259
Holocene, tree-throw holes, 14

Holt, copper alloy objects, 265

Holworth (Dorset), 38; plans, 38
Home Front, 251

Home Rule Bill, proposed, 236
Home Rule crisis (1886), 236
honey, 66
Hood, Andrew, paper on prehistoric and

Roman archaeology at Mill Lane,
Swindon, 43-57

horn cores, 132

Horner, Edward William (1888-1917), 235

Horner family, 234
Horningsham: Longbridge Deverill

Manor, 175; Vicar, 228, see also

Longleat
horns: bugle, 176, see also hunting horns;

Savernake Horn
horse bones, 55

horses: imagery, 160; shoeing, 161, 163

horseshoes, 131; miracle of, 157—67

Horton Kirby (Kent), 77
hostesses, 232, 233, 234, see also society

hostesses

Houlton, John (1773-1839), Sheriff 1808,

228
house parties, 2, 232, 233, 235-7

Howard, Thomas, 2nd Duke of Norfolk

(1443-1524), 211

Howard, William, 1st Baron Howard of

Effingham (c. 15 10-1573), 211

Hugh of Saint Victor (c. 1096—1 141), De
Arrha Animae, 152

Hughenden Manor (Buckinghamshire),
235

human remains: 16th/17th century, 142;

age estimation, 63-4; Aldbourne, 63-

71; articulated, 134-6; disarticulated,

123, 105.258; pathology, 65-70, 137-8;

sex estimation, 63, see also bone,
human; inhumations

Humber, River, 96
Hundreds, boundaries, 115; moots, 245
Hungary, 252
Hungerford family, 107

Hunt, Stephen E., Birds' Marsh,

Chippenham -An Unfinished Story

(2010), review, 250-1

Hunt family, 250
Hunter, Joseph (1783-1861), The

Connection ofBath with the Literature

and Science ofEngland (1827), 228
hunting, concessions, 177
hunting horns: medieval, 168-81; on

seals, 168, 119, see also Savernake Horn
Hussey, Henry, 202
Hussey, Hubert, 202
Hutchings, Jo, photography of 15th

century wall painting at Highworth
Church, 157-67

Hutchings, Sam, photography of 15th

century wall painting at Highworth
Church, 157-67

Hwicce, 100; annexation, 102; land grants,

103

hy- (place-name element), 242

Hyde, Abbot of, 176

hydronyms, 243; French, 242

hyfwyn, 243
hypercementosis, 66
hyperdontia, 67
hypocaust systems, materials, 47, 55

hypodontia, 67

Hyslop, M., 81

Iceni, 96, 243
Idmiston: Church, 163; Gomeldon, 127

images: functions (didactic, 164-5;

mnemonic, 165); in medieval
churches, 164-5

Imber (Heytesbury), 226

India see Madras
India, Viceroy of, 234
Indian Viceroyalty, 232
infants, burials, 133—7

infections: bacterial, 67; chest, 138;

fungal, 67; lung, 67; parasitic, 138;

rib, 67
infectious diseases, 67-8, 80, 84, 85, 89,

138; epidemics, 64
Infinity Homes Ltd, 60
Inglesham, Church, wall paintings, 163

Ingram, William, Canon of Salisbury,

163-4

inhumations: Neolithic, 55; Neolithic/

Bronze Age, 259; Bronze Age, 55;

Early Anglo-Saxon, 58-95; medieval,

257; post-medieval, 123-4; alignment,

58, 61, 62; burial postures, 62;

children, 65, 69-70; foetuses, 63-4, 79,

84, 133; immature individuals, 133,

138; juveniles, 64, 77, 79, 90, 133-7;

neonates, 63-4, 79, 91; non-metric
traits, 65, see also bone, human;
burials; cemeteries; graves

inquisitions, forests, 176

Ipswich (Suffolk): Buttermarket cemetery,

75; Corpus Christi processions, 162; St

Lawrence’s Church, 163

Ireland: knives, 263-4; piracy, 191; place-

names, 243
Iremonger, Lascelles (d.1830), 228

Irish (language), place-name elements,

242, 243
Irnham (Lincolnshire), 159

iron objects, 71-2; Roman, 240-1, see also

brooches; horseshoes; knives; nails

iron plates, 74, 82

iron pyrites, 90
iron smelting, Middle Anglo-Saxon, 60
iron smithing, 141, 254; slag, 141

iron strips, 84
ironwork, 131

Ischalis (Charterhouse, Mendip), 100

Isle of Wight (IoW): arrowheads, 260, see

also Calbourne; Carisbrooke
Israel, 146

Italy: Hare in, 235; hunting horns, 168,

176, see also Herculaneum; Rome
ivory objects, hunting horns, 168-81

Jackson, Canon John Edward (1805—

91),193; on perambulations, 108

James I, King of England (1566-1625),

178, 208, 211; Bible, 195; and
Seymour family, 191—2; on Seymour
Roll Pedigree?, 198; succession, 190,

191,215,216
James, S. E., illustrations, for Early

Anglo-Saxon cemetery at Aldbourne,
58-95

jars: Roman, 50, 52; Late Anglo-Saxon/
medieval, 127, 128; medieval, 53

Jersey, Lady, 233

Jersey (Channel Islands), governors, 203
jewellery: burials with, 78-9, see also

beads; brooches; rings

Jews, 146

John, King of England (1166-1216), land

grants, 202

John, Abbot of Stanley Abbey, 164

John Moore Heritage Services:

excavations, 259; geophysical surveys,

259
Johnson, Samuel (1709-84), 227
joint diseases, 68-9, 87, 90, 138;

degenerative, 63, 89, 91

Jope, Edward Martyn (1915-96), 39

jugs: Roman, 52, see also pitchers

Julian of Norwich (c.1342-c.1416), 165

juveniles, inhumations, 64, 77, 79, 90

Katherine, Queen, 164
Kegworth (Leicestershire), 263
Keiller, Alexander (1889-1955): Avebury

stone numbering, 35-6; buildings,

removal of, 32; excavations at

Avebury, 16, 22, 23, 28, 34-7; work at

Avebury, 21

Kemble, 103

Kemm, Richard 163

Kennet and Avon Canal: Foxhanger’s
Wharf, 258; old photographs, 249-50

Kennet and Avon Canal Trust, 249
Kennet District Council, 60
Kennet, River, 58, 254
Kennet Valley, 60
Kent, 96; fortifications, 228; West, 162,see

also Benenden; Bossingham; Bromley;
Canterbury; Chalk; Dartford; Dover
Buckland; Finglesham; Horton
Kirby; Milton by Gravesend;
Rochester Cathedral; Sutton-at-Hone

Keyser, Charles Edward (1847-1929),

illustrations by, 145

kilns: Roman, 51, 53; Laverstock, 131;

tile, 53

Kilvert, Robert Francis (1840-79), 250
Kimmeridge Clay, 43, 46, 55

king’s boundary, 102

Kingsworthy (Hampshire), 65, 235-6

Kirkburn (East Riding of Yorkshire), 151

Knatchbull family, 227
knives: Early Anglo-Saxon, 58, 62, 72-3,

80, 81, 84; backplates, 263-4; Bohner’s

Type C, 72, 74, 84, 88, 89-90; flint, 17,

18; iron, 62, 71, 121, 131; whittle tang

form, 72, 84, 88, 89-90, see also blades;

seaxes

Korean War (1950-3), 251

Kyrekeby, Robert, 163

Labour Party, 237
labourers, imagery, 149-50

lace tags, copper alloy, 131

Lacock, Buckler at, 222
Lacock Abbey, conduits, 245

ladles, post-medieval, 264-5

Laing, H., Scottish Seals (1850), 172

Lake: excavations, 227; House, 227
Lamb, John, 109

Lamb, William, 2nd Viscount Melbourne
(1779-1848), 233

Lamb family, 109

Lambart, William (fl . 1612), 215

Lambert, Aylmer Bourke (1761-1842),

229; collections, 227, 229
Lamdin-Whymark, Hugo, note on worked

flint from Mill Lane, Wroughton, 49

lamps, Late Anglo-Saxon/medieval, 127;

pedestal, 127, 128

land snails, 1 1—14

land use, Avebury, 11-14

landgemcera (boundary), 97

landscape archaeology, 247, 248

landscapes: interpretation, 2; mortuary, 81

Langtoft Hoard (East Riding of

Yorkshire), 262

Lansdowne, 3rd Marquess of see Petty-

Fitzmaurice, Henry, 3rd Marquess of
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Lansdowne (1780-1863)

Lansdowne, 5th Marquess of see Petty-

Fitzmaurice, Henry Charles Keith, 5th

Marquess of Lansdowne (1845-1927)

Lansdowne manuscripts, 115

Lark, River, 96
Latin: inscriptions, 212; in Seymour Roll

Pedigree, 195

Laurence the butcher, of Wilton, 125

Lauria cylindracea (land snail), 1

3

Laverstock: Ford, 79; kilns, 131; pottery,

126-7, 128-9, 131

Law, Andrew, reviews by, 249-50, 251

Layard, Sir Austen Henry (1817-94), 231

Le Mans (France), Cathedral, 159

Lea, River, 97
lead objects, medieval, 131

Leahy, Kevin, 263
leases, 13th century, 125

leather. Early Anglo-Saxon, 84
Lechlade (Gloucestershire), cursus

monument, 248
Leeds, E. T., 81

Lees-Milne, James (1908-97), 237
Lefevre family, 235-6
Leicester, bridle bits, 262
Leicestershire see Belvoir Castle;

Kegworth
Leinster, Duchess of, 234
Leiper, Susan, (ed.) The Houses ofthe Close

(1993), 221

leisured classes, 232
Leith (Edinburgh), 203, 208
Leman, Thomas (1751-1826), 227, 228
Leominster (Herefordshire), Priory, 149,

150, 151, 152, 155

Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519), 247
leprosy, 58, 66, 70-1, 85; aetiology, 67;

lepromatous, 67, 71; prevalence, 67-8,

71; tuberculoid, 67
Leslie, Lady, 237
Lessay (France), Abbey, 153

Lethbridge, T. C., 81

Letters Patent (1547), 175

Leuthere, Bishop of Winchester (d.676),

101

Lewis, Mr, 221
Ley, James, 1st Earl of Marlborough

(c. 1552-1629), 109, 115

Ley family, 109
Liberals, 234-5
Liddington: Church Road, 256; Rickfield

House, 256
Limacidae (keelback slugs), 13

limestone, fragments, 131

Limitation, Act of, 183, 186
Limpley Stoke Valley, 96, 97, 99
Lincoln Cathedral, effigies, 169
Lincoln Minster, 219
Lincolnshire: and Seymour family, 186;

window glass, 162, see also Castledyke
South; Digby; Irnham; West Rasen;
Witham, River

linears: and field systems, 254, see also

cursus monuments; ditches

Linnaean Society, 227; Wyndham in, 228
lions, imagery, 154—5, 171, 172, 173-4
Lister, Charles Alfred (1887-1915), 235
Lister, Charlotte Monckton (nee Tennant)

(1858-1911), 234
Lister, Thomas, 4th Baron Ribblesdale

(1854-1925), 234
Litchborough (Northamptonshire), 228
lithics: Early Neolithic, 2, 10; Middle

Neolithic, 2; densities of finds, 15-16,

see also flintwork

Little Langford (Steeple Langford):
Church (capitals, 145, 146, 148-55;
font, 145; illustrations, 222; lintel,

145-8; Norman tympanum, 145-8;

Romanesque doorway, 145-56); in

Domesday Book, 145; location, 145;

manors, 145; rebuilding of, 145

Liverpool Museum, 229
Liverton (North Yorkshire), 147-8, 154,

155

Locke, A. A., 218
locksmiths, 162

Lollards, 165

London, Bishop of, 177, 185, 190

London, 220, 222; Cannon Row, 216;

cemeteries, 133, 137; Covent Garden,

175; Dorchester Hotel, 237; as East

Saxon city, 96; knives, 64; Lansdowne
House, 232; Londonderry House,
237; loomweights, 130; mints, 262;

National Gallery, 231; theatres, 233;
Whitefriars, 158, see also British

Museum; Tower of London; Victoria

and Albert Museum; Westminster
Abbey

London-Bath road, 254
London Bills of Mortality, 133
London season, 232, 236
Londonderry, Ladies of, 237
long bone regression formulae, 63
Long Crichel (Dorset), 75

Long Newnton (Gloucestershire), 103

Long Wittenham (Oxfordshire): Anglo-
Saxon cemetery, 78; Church, 154, 155

Longbridge Deverill: Manor, 175, see also

Horningsham
longevity, Saxons, 63
Longford Castle (Odstock), illustrations,

Buckler’s, 221
Longleat, 107, 187; Hare at, 235;

improvements, 227; and Seymour
family, 186; social system, 233, see also

Horningsham; Longbridge Deverill

Longleat House: Buckler at, 222;

illustrations, Buckler’s, 222; pedigrees

at, 206, 201
Longstones Project, 2

loomweights: Middle Bronze Age, 259;

Anglo-Saxon, 123; Early/Middle
Anglo-Saxon, 117, 121, 126, 129-30,

131, 140; fired clay, 117

loriners, fraternities, 162

Lower Chalk, 2

Lowther Castle (Cumbria), Hare at, 235
Lowther, George, 228
Lowther family, 228
Luckington (Somerset), Skurray at, 228
Lucy, S., 81

lugs, Early Anglo-Saxon, 74
Lukis, Revd William Codings (1817-92),

Avebury researches, 23, 28

Lulworth (Dorset), 187

Luttrell, Sir Geoffrey (1276-1345), psalter,

159
Luttrell Psalter (c. 1320-1 340), 159
Lydiard Tregoze, Church, wall paintings,

163

Lymer, Ken, illustrations, for Early
Anglo-Saxon cemetery at Aldbourne,
58-95

lynchets, 258
Lyneham, 125

Lyttleton, Charles George, 8th Viscount
Cobham (1842-1922), 235

Lyttleton, Oliver, 1st Viscount Chandos
(1893-1972), 235

McCann, John and Pamela, The Dovecotes

and Pigeon Lofts of Wiltshire (2011),
review, 248-9

MacDonald, James Ramsay (1866-1937),
237

mackerel, bones, 138
McEwan, William (1827-1913), 236
McKinley, Jacqueline I.: grave catalogue

for Early Anglo-Saxon cemetery at

Aldbourne, 82-92; note on human
bone from West Street, Wilton site,

132-8; paper on Early Anglo-Saxon
cemetery at Aldbourne, 58-95

macrofossils, plants, 55

MacWilliams family, arms, 212
Maddock, Alison J., paper on a

perambulation of the Hundred and
Parish of Westbury, 105-16

Madras (India), 228
magnetic surveys, 254
magnetometer surveys, Bishopstrow, 241

Maidenhead (Windsor and Maidenhead),
234

main (place-name element), 243
Malcolm III of Scotland (d.1093), 196, 199

Malmesbury: boundaries, 103;

illustrations, Buckler’s, 221; land
grants to, 101; monastery, 101

Malmesbury Abbey, illustrations.

Buckler’s, 221

mammals, bones, 138, 139

mammoths, bones, 258
Manche (France), 153
Manners, Violet Lindsay, Duchess of

Rutland (1856-1937), 234
Manningham, John (d.1622), 191

mansions, Tudor, 245-6
manure, control of, 249
maps: Charterhouse (1880), 44, 45;

Greenwood’s (1820), 115, see also

Ordnance Survey (OS); Tithe Award
maps

Marden, Neolithic house floors, 11

Margam Abbey (West Glamorgan), 179
Margaret, Queen, 164

Market Lavington: Anglo-Saxon burials,

76; Grove Farm, 81; High Street, 256;

King’s Arms, 256
markets, early, 141

Marlborough, Constable of, 176
Marlborough, 58; Angel Yard, 257;

axeheads, 260; Barton, 183; Castle,

202; Castle Mill, 183; Chantry Lane,

257; Elcot Mill, 183; illustrations,

Buckler’s, 220; inquisitions, 176;

lands gifted, 175; Manor, 183; St

John’s Hospital, 177; tannery, 257
Marlborough Downs, 43
Marlborough Forest see Savernake Forest

Marlborough House Set, 235
Marshmallow Girls, 237
Mary I, Queen (1516-58), 211
Mary Tudor, Queen of France (1496-

1533), 192,212,215
masonry, buried, 33

Matilda, Empress (1102-67), 202
Maud, Empress see Matilda, Empress

(1102-67)
Maude, Empress see Matilda, Empress

(1102-67)
mayweed, stinking, 140
Meade, Richard, 228
Meade, Thomas, 228
Meaney, A. L., 75, 81

Mearcredesbuma, 96
meat: doves, 249; medieval consumption,

138; production, 139, see also butchery
medallions, 172,173, 174, 175, 179
megaliths, fallen, 21

mei-no- (place-name element), 243
Melksham: Asda Supermarket, 257;

Western Way, 257
Melksham Forest, perambulations, 1300,

102

Melksham Without: Clackers Brook, 257;

Snarlton Lane, 257
Mells Park (Somerset), 234
Membury Camp, 58-60
Mendip Hills (Somerset), 98; as boundary,

98
Meonstoke (Hampshire), 77
Mepham, Lorraine, note on finds from

West Street, Wilton site, 126-32
Mercia, 96; boundaries, 99, 100, 102

Mercians, and West Saxons, 100—1

Merdigera obscura (land snail), 12-13
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Mersey, River, 97
Mesolithic, activity, 1

3

metabolic disease, 70

metal detecting, finds, 241

metalwork, 119; Early Anglo-Saxon, 60,

see also arrowheads; blades; copper

alloy objects; iron objects; knives; lead

objects; nails; scrapers; spearheads;

swords; tools

meteorology, 247
Methuen, Paul, 1st Baron Methuen

(1779-1849), Buckler and, 222

Meux, Sir Henry Bruce (1856-1900), 16

Meyrick, Sir Gelli (c.1556-1601), 215

mice, bones, 138

Michael, W., 168

Michelmersh (Hampshire), pottery, 128,

129

microdenticulates, 14

microliths, Mesolithic, 258
middens: Late Anglo-Saxon/medieval,

141; 13th/14th century, 123;

Durrington Walls, 15

Middle Chalk, 2, 58

Middle English, 159

Middle Saxon, boundaries, 99
Middlebie Hoard (Dumfriesshire), 262
Midlands, coins, 99
Milbourne, 110
Mildenhall, Roman roads, 80, 102

milk, production, 139

Mill, James (1773-1836), at Pencarrow,
233

Mill, John Stuart (1806-73), at Pencarrow,

233
millstones, 13th/14th century, 123, 131

Milton by Gravesend (Kent), 162

Milton Keynes (Buckinghamshire), 160
mineral deficiency, 70
Minety, tile kilns, 53
Minimum Number of Individuals (MNI),

133; animal bone, 138; human bone,
133

mints, London, 262; Rome, 262; Wilton,
119

miracles: of horseshoe, 157-67; leg

severing and restoring, 159

mnemonics, in images, 165

MNI see Minimum Number of

Individuals (MNI)
moi-ni- (place-name element), 243
rnoin (place-name element), 243
Molesworth, Lady Andalusia (nee

Carstairs) (c. 1809-1 888), 233
Molesworth, Sir William, 8th Baronet

(1810-55), 233
mollusc remains: Avebury, 11-14, 16, 18;

Salisbury, 248
monasteries, dissolution, 249
Monkton Deverill: Anglo-Saxon

cemetery, 75, 77, 78, 82; Manor, 175

Montdidier (France), 203
Montrose (Angus), 243
monuments, Seymour family, 182, 208-14
Moody, Robert: note on books and

pamphlets in WANHS Library
printed before 1700, 244; paper on
John Buckler, 219-24

Moorhead, Sam, 262
moots, Anglo-Saxon, 245
Moray, Earls of, 172,173, 180, see also

Randolph, Thomas, 1st Earl of Moray
(d.1332)

Morgan’s Hill, 102

Moro, Antonio (c.1517-1577), 203
Morris, R., 79
mortaria, Roman, 50
Mortlake, pottery, 16

mortuary landscapes, 81

Mosley, Sir Oswald Ernald, 6th Baronet,
of Ancoats (1896-1980), 237

Moss House (Heytesbury), 225-30;
construction, 226; visitors to, 226-9

Mothecombe (Devonshire), 99
Mottisfont, Prior of, 176

moulds, for bridle bits, 262

mounts: Roman, 262-3; hollow, 262-3
Mucking (Essex): loomweights, 130;

sunken-featured buildings, 141

Muntz, George Frederic (1794-1857), 233
Museum, British see British Museum
museums: Ceredigion Museum, 264;

and country-houses, 231; Liverpool

Museum, 229; Salisbury and South
Wiltshire Museum, 264; Victoria

and Albert Museum, 161, 762; visits

to, 229, see also British Museum;
Wiltshire Heritage Museum (WHM)

Musselburgh (East Lothian), 203, 208
mutiny (1596), 191

mutton, 138

mwyn (place-name element), 243
Mycobacterium leprae (bacterium), 67

Nadder, River, 117-19, 125, 141, 242
Nadder Valley, human activity, 258
nails, 241; Early Anglo-Saxon, 74, 84, 90;

iron, 47, 74, 90, 131

Nalder, Robert, 42
National Archives, 107, 109, 202
National Trust: acquisitions, 237;

buildings, removal of, 32; geophysical

surveys, 21^42; holiday cottages, 32;

surface collections, 2-4

National Trust Wessex Regional Office,

241

navel stones, 247
necklaces, 71; Early Anglo-Saxon, 81, see

also beads
neonates, inhumation, 63—4, 79, 91

Nesovitrea hammonis (land snail), 13

Netheravon, walks, 252
Netley (Hampshire), 216
Nettlecombe (Somerset), 228
Neville, Hugh, Constable of Marlborough,

176
New Forest (Hampshire), Rufus Stone,

247
New King Barrow Ridge, 255
New Sarum see Salisbury

New Testament, 151, 163

Newborough, Roger, 109

Newdigate, Francis (d.1581), 186, 208
Newport see Penhow
Newton Tony, Roman finds, 246
Nicholson, Sir Harold George (1886—

1968), 237
Nightingale, Florence (11820-1910), 233
Nilsen, A., 165

Nineveh (Iraq), 231

NISP (Number of Identified Specimens),
138

Nonconformists, and Five Mile Act, 41

Norfolk see Hempstead; Potter Heigham;
Saham Toney Hoard; South Walsham

Norman Conquest (1066), 176, 264; on
Seymour Roll Pedigree, 196, 797, 199

Normandy (France), 202; sculpture, 153
Normanhurst (East Sussex), 236
Normanton Down (Wilsford cum Lake),

barrows, 255
North Bradley, 106; parish boundary,

110, 114; perambulations, 113; Picket

Wood, 113, 114; Yarnbrook, 113, 114
North Newnton, Woodbridge, 252
North Petherton (Somerset), 228
North Tidworth, Sidbury Hill, 256
North Wales, and Seymour family, 186
North Wessex Downs, 80
North Wraxall, Truckle Hill, 257
North Yorkshire see Barton-le-Street;

Brayton; Liverton; Nun Monkton;
Stanwick/Melsonby Hoard;
Thornborough; Towton; Wensley;
West Heslerton; Wighill

Northamptonshire: Bowles and, 228;

Cunnington and, 228, see also Castor;

Litchborough; Raunds; Slapton;

Upton
Northumberland,233, see also Alnwick;

Wallington
Northumbrians, 96
Norton (County Durham), 66, 67
Nottinghamshire see Welbeck Abbey
Noyon (France): Abbey, 159; monastery,

158

Noyon-Tournai, Bishop of, 158

nudism, 234
Number of Identified Specimens (NISP),

138

nummi, 262
Nun Monkton (North Yorkshire), Priory,

149-50
nunneries, Wilton, 119
nutritional stress, 138

nymphaea (monuments), 257

oaks, 177; remains, 139

oats, 140; grains, 139
O’Connor, Brendan, 260
Odstock: aerial photography, 258;

Longford Castle, 221; Nunton Farm,
257-8

Offa, King of Mercia (d.796), 101

Ogden, A., 63
Okasha, Elisabeth, 264
Okeburn, Prior of, 176
Old English, 243
Old Erringham (West Sussex), 130
Old Sarum: Battle of Searoburh, 100;

Castle, shale roof tiles, 131; gate

church, 141; and north-western
Wiltshire, 100; pottery, 126, 127;

walks, 252, see also Salisbury

Old Testament 163

oliphants, use of term, 168

Onley, Edward, 213
Orcheston, Church, 228
Ordnance Survey (OS): Crocker at, 227;

early editions, 25-6, 29, 32, 40, 41, 1 12

Orleans, Duke of, 231

oro-antral fistulae, 66, 67, 82

os acromiale, 68, 90, 91

Osred I of Northumbria (c.687-716), 96
osteitis, 67, 85, 90
osteoarthritis, 63, 68, 80, 138; symptoms,

69
osteochondritis dissecans, 69, 87, 89
osteomyelitis, 67, 138

osteopenia, 70
osteophytosis, 68, 82, 84, 85, 87, 90, 91

osteoporosis, 63, 69, 70, 85, 90
Osterley Park (Greater London), 233
Ouse, River, 97

Overton Hill (Avebury): barrows, 80;

Early Anglo-Saxon burials, 80, see also

Sanctuary (Avebury)
ovicaprid bones see sheep/goat bones
Oxford, 176; boundaries, 103; Magdalen

College, 219
Oxford Dictionary ofNational Biography

0ODNB ), 205
Oxfordshire^ Blenheim; Broughton;

Buscot; Didcot; Long Wittenham;
Shorhampton; Shotover; Witney;
Woodeaton

Padecanstan (Edington), 114-15

Padworth (Berkshire), Church, 154, 155

palaces, Anglo-Saxon, 128

palaeochannels, 259
Palmerston, Emily (nee Lamb) (1787-

1869), 235
Palmerstonians, 232
palstaves, Taunton-phase, 260
pamphlets, printed before 1700, in

WANHS Library, 244
Panshanger (Hertfordshire), 234
Paphitis, Tina, reviews by, 247-8
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Papists, 191

Papworth, Martin: note on evaluation

excavation at The Bury, Bishopstrow,

240-2; paper on geophysical survey at

Avebury henge, 21—42
parasitic infections, 138

parchmarks see cropmarks
Paris (France), monasteries, 158

Parker, Thomas Lister (1779-1858), 222,

223
Parkinson, James (1755-1824), 229
Parr, Catherine, Queen (1512—48), 209;

death of, 175; marriages, 182

Parret, River, 96
Parry, C. H., 228
Parsons, Robert (1546—1610), ^4 Conference

About the Next Succession to the Crown
ofEngland (1594), 190-1

PAS (Portable Antiquities Scheme), 260-5

pasture, 258
patent rolls, Highworth in, 163-4

pathology, human remains, 65-70, 137-8

Patterson, R. F., Seymour Dawn, The
Origins and Medieval History ofthe

Seymour Family (1999), 193

PCRG (Prehistoric Ceramics Research
Group), 50

Pecock, Reginald (c.1395-c.1461),

Repressor Over Much Blaming ofthe

Clergy (1449^.1455), 165

pedigrees: early, 192-3,see also Seymour
Roll Pedigree (1604)

Peelites, 232, 236
Pelling, Ruth, note on charred plant

remains and charcoal from West
Street, Wilton site, 139—40

Pembroke, 1st Earl of, tenth creation

see Herbert, William, 1st Earl of

Pembroke of the tenth creation, 1st

Baron Herbert of Cardiff (c.1501-

1570)
Pembroke, Lady, 233
Pembrokeshire see Fishguard
Pencarrow (Cornwall), 233
pendants, Early Anglo-Saxon, 81

Penhow (Newport), 202; Seymour Park,

202
Penruddocke, John Hungerford

(1770-1841), 228
Penruddocke family, of Compton, 228
Penselwood (Somerset), 100

Peonnan, Battle of, 100

perambulations: 1300, 102; 1575, 105-16;

c. 1632-4, 106; 1636, 106, 1 10; dating

issues, 109—10; direction of travel, 110
periodontal disease, 63, 66, 84, 85, 87, 90
periostitis, 67, 85, 90
Peterborough, pottery, 8-9, 11, 14, 15,

i6, 18

Petty-Fitzmaurice, Henry, 3rd Marquess
of Lansdowne (1780-1863), 227; and
Bowood, 232

Petty-Fitzmaurice, Henry Charles
Keith, 5th Marquess of Lansdowne
(1845-1927), and Bowood, 232

Pewsey, 227; axeheads, 260; Blacknall

Field, 76, 78; Broomcroft Road, 258;
and Seymour family, 183; walks, 252

Pewsey, Vale of, fieldwalking, 246
Pewsey Avon Trail, 252
Philippa of Hainault, Queen (c. 13 14-69),

177

Philipston (Dorset), 38
Phillips, Bernard, excavations, 255
Phipps, Henry, 109
Phipps, Nicholas, 109
Phipps family, 109

photographs: old, 249-50, see also aerial

photography
Phylype, Thomas, 163

Physiologus, 153
Picardy (France), 203
pig bones, Early/Middle Anglo-Saxon,

138-9

pigeon lofts, 248-9
pigeons, domestication, 249; manure, 249
pillars, concepts of, 247; djed, 247
pin sets, 263
pin suites, 71

pinbeaters, bone, 121, 130, 132

Pinnigar, Finch (solicitors), 108

pins, 71; Early Anglo-Saxon, 73; copper
alloy, 73, 131; iron, 73

piracy, 191

pirates, 187

Pit Meads (Sutton Veny), Roman villas,

240
pit-houses see sunken-featured buildings

(SFBs)
pitchers: Late Anglo-Saxon/medieval,

127, 128-9; South-east Wiltshire, 127;

tripod, 127, 128-9,see also jugs

pits, 241; Late Neolithic, 16; Late Bronze
Age/Early Iron Age, 259; Iron Age,

255; Early/Middle Iron Age, 258;

Roman, 43, 46-9; Anglo-Saxon, 81;

Early/Middle Anglo-Saxon, 121; Late
Anglo-Saxon/medieval, 121, 141;

medieval, 56, 119, 131, 257; post-

medieval, 124, 131, 140; 13th/14th

century, 123; undated, 256, 257;

amorphous, 47-9; extraction, 246,

see also brickpits; cesspits; ditches;

middens; postholes; quarries; quarry
pits

Pitts, Michael W., Avebury research

programme, 21-2, 23

place-name elements, 242-3
place-names, Caine, 246
plague, 1563, 185

plant remains: Early/Middle Anglo-
Saxon, 139; Late Anglo-Saxon/
medieval, 139-40; post-medieval, 140;

charred, 55, 139-40
plants: macrofossils, 55, see also weeds
plates, iron, 74
platymeria, sex differences, 65
platymeric index, 65

Polesden Lacey (Surrey), 236-7
poliomyelitis, 138

polls, 99
politics: Late Iron Age, 96; Anglo-Saxon,

96
Pollard, Joshua, 21; paper on excavations

at Rough Leaze, Avebury, 1-20

Pollard, Joshua, et al., ‘Between the

Monuments: new fieldwork at

Avebury’ (2011), 2-4
polo pitches, 255

ponds, 246
pools, spring-fed, 255
Pope, Walter (c.l627-1714),Lz/e of...Seth,

Lord Bishop ofSalisbury... (1697), 244
pork, 138

Portable Antiquities Scheme (PAS),
highlights (2010), 260-5

Portsdown (Hampshire), 71-2, 73, 78
Portsmouth (Hampshire), and Seymour

family, 191

post-cranial metrics, 63, 70
postholes, 9; Late Mesolithic/Early

Neolithic, 15; Late Neolithic, 16;

Late Bronze Age/Early Iron Age,

259; Roman, 46-7; Early/Middle
Anglo-Saxon, 121; medieval, 119;

post-medieval, 259; 13th/14th century,

123; modern, 259; undated, 256; rings

of, 38, see also pits; stakeholes

Potter Heigham (Norfolk), 161, 762
pottery: prehistoric, 43, 48, 50; Neolithic,

Plain Bowl, 10, 11; Early Neolithic, 2,

15, 17; Middle Neolithic, 2; Beaker,

71, 82; Late Bronze Age, 71, 90; Iron
Age, 50, 258; Roman, 44, 47, 48-9,

50-2, 53, 56, 85, 90, 246, 254, 255, 258,

259; Romano-British, 62, 71, 240, 241,

242, 254, 255, 256; Anglo-Saxon, 48,

52-3, 56, 81, 256; Early/Middle Anglo-
Saxon, 126, 140; Late Anglo-Saxon,
126-9; Late Anglo-Saxon/medieval,
121, 126—9; medieval, 44, 53, 56, 62,

126-9, 240, 246, 256, 257; medieval/
post-medieval, 124; post-medieval,

123, 242; 12th/13th century, 39;

13th/14th century, 123, 257; 16th/17th

century, 241; 17th century, 246; 17th/

19th century, 240; black micaceous
wares, 52; black sandy wares, 52;

calcareous wares, 128; Cheddar
type, 127-8, 129; coarsewares, 50,

126-7; Dorset black burnished ware,

50; earthenwares, 241; fine shell-

tempered ware, 52; finewares, 127;

flint-tempered, 50, 128; glazed wares,

51; greywares, 51-2; grog-tempered
ware, 8, 51; Grooved Ware, 14, 16;

Kennet Valley wares, 53; Laverstock
type, 126-7, 128-9, 131; medieval,
Old Sarum, 126, 127; Mediterranean,

98, 99; Michelmersh-type, 128, 129;

Minety wares, 53; New Forest wares,

50; North Wiltshire wares, 50-1;

Overwey whiteware, 50; Oxfordshire
wares, 50; oxidised, 51; Peterborough
Ware, 8-9, 11, 14, 15, 16, 18; Samian,

53 (Central Gaulish, 50); sandy wares,

5 1 ;
Savernake ware, 50; South-West

wares, 50; West Wiltshire wares, 128;

wheel-thrown, 127-8; whitewares, 52,

see also amphorae; beakers; bowls;

ceramic building materials (CMBs);
clay pipes; cups; dishes; jars; jugs;

kilns; pitchers; saucers; tiles; urns,

vessels

Poulshot: Foxhanger’s Wharf, 258; Lower
Foxhanger’s Farm, 258

Poundbury (Dorset), leprosy, 71

Poyntz, Sir Nicholas (1510-57), 208
Prague (Czech Republic), 252
Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood, 233
prehistoric activity, in Avebury henge

environs, 1-20

Prehistoric Ceramics Research Group
(PCRG), 50

Preshute: Manton, 183; West Woods, 246
Prestatyn (Clwyd), moulds, 262
Pridgeon, Elbe, paper on 15th century

wall painting at Highworth Church,
157-67

Primrose, Archibald Philip, 5th Earl of

Rosebery (1847-1929), 232
Privy Council, 192

prostitution, 238
Ptolemy (c.90-c.l68), Geography, 98,

99-100
Punctum pygmaeum (land snail), 13

Pupilla muscorum (land snail), 13

Purton, kilns, 51, 53

Pythagoras (c.570-c.495 bce), 247
Pythouse (West Tisbury): Benett family,

227; illustrations, Buckler’s, 221

quarries, 258; ditches, 32, see also building
materials

quarry pits, 258
Quarter Sessions, 110

Queen Mother see Bowes-Lyon, Elizabeth

Angela Marguerite (1900-2002)
quotations, in Seymour Roll Pedigree, 195

rabbits, bones, 138

Raby Castle (County Durham), Hare at,

235
radicalism, 233
Radicals, 233, 236
radiocarbon dating: Avebury area,

18; bone, 10; charcoal, 16-17;

chronological, 248
railways, history of, 250
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Rainscombe (Oare), 176

Ralph of Kingsley (b.c.1130), 176

Ramsbury: Anglo-Saxon settlement, 60;

boundaries, 102; High Street, 60

Randolph, Thomas, 1st Earl of Moray
(d. 1332), 172, 178, 180; arms, 174

Ranulf, Earl of Chester, 176

raspberry/blackberry seeds, 139, 140

Ratfyn-Bulford electricity distribution

line, 255
Raunds (Northamptonshire), 67
Ray, River, 43
RCHME see Royal Commission on the

Historical Monuments of England
(RCHME)

red deer, bones, 138

Reed, E C., 193, 205-7
Reformation, 164, 176

regional elites, 79
Reigate Priory (Surrey), 237
Representation of the People Act (1884),

233
resistivity surveys: Avebury, 4, 5, 21-42;

Bishopstrow, 241; methodologies,
23^1

reviews, 247-52
Reynolds, Andrew, 21

rheumatoid arthritis, 138

rib infections, 67
rib tubercles, 82, 85

Ribble, River, 97
Richard II, King (1367-1400), 176

Richardson, Benjamin (d.1832), 228; of

Farleigh, 227
rickets, 70, 88

Ride, David: The Ancient Symbolic

Landscape of Wessex (2010), review,

247-8; In Defence ofLandscape: An
Archaeology ofPorton Down (2006), 247

Ridgeway, 80

Ridgeway (Dorset), 2

ring necklets, 71

rings: Late Iron Age, 261; terret, 261

(Spratling’s Group I, 261)
Rise (East Yorkshire), 262
rivers, as boundaries, 96
rivets: copper alloy, 265; iron, 74, 87-8

Robert the Bruce (1274-1329), 172
Roberts, C., 67, 137

Roberts, Vaughan: geophysical surveys,

4—5; paper on excavations at Rough
Leaze, Avebury, 1-20

Robinson, David, paper on excavations at

Rough Leaze, Avebury, 1-20

Robinson, Hon. Mrs, 227
Robinson, Tom (fl. 1700), 41

Rochester Cathedral (Kent), wall

paintings, 165

Rock (Worcestershire), 150-1

Roebuck, John Arthur (1802-79), 233
Rogers family, 187, 188

Rogers, J., 63
Rogers, Richard, 187, 188
Rokewode, John Gage (1786-1842), 222-3
Roman Britain, boundaries, 97-8, 100
Roman roads, 60; Bath-Mildenhall, 80,

102; boundaries and, 102-3; Leman
on, 228, see also Ermin Street

Roman stations, 240
Romanesque style, Little Langford,

145-56
Romans, and bird domestication, 249
Rome (Italy), 195; mint, 262
Romsey (Hampshire), illustrations,

Buckler’s, 220
Romsey Abbey (Hampshire): holds

Edington, 106; sculpture, 154
Rondell, Richard, will (1510), 164
Rood Ashton (West Ashton), 113
rood screens, images on, 160—1
Rosebery, 5 th Earl of see Primrose,

Archibald Philip, 5th Earl of Rosebery
(1847-1929)

Rosewell, Roger, paper on 15th century

wall painting at Highworth Church,
157-67

roundhouses, prehistoric, 259
Routh, Martin Joseph (1755-1854), 219
Rowde, Lower Foxhanger’s Farm, 258
Royal Commission on the Historical

Monuments of England (RCHME),
surveys, Avebury, 31, 37, 39

Royal Society, 227
rubbish pits see middens
Rufus Stone (New Forest), 247
Ruskin, John (1819-1900), 233
Russell, Francis, 5 th Duke of Bedford

(1765-1802), 228
Russell, John, 1st Earl Russell (1792—

1878), 236
Russia, Tsar of, 227
Rutland, Duke of, 234
rye, 139, 140

Saham Toney Hoard (Norfolk), 262
St Aldhelm see Aldhelm, Abbot of

Malmesbury, Bishop of Sherborne
(c.639-709)

St Audouen see Audoen, Bishop of Rouen
(609-86)

St Barbara, 165

St Catherine, 165

St Christopher, imagery, 163, 165

St Denis, Cathedral Basilica of (France),
157-8

St Eligius (c.588-660): biographical notes,

157-9; as Bishop of Noyon-Tournai,

158; cult of, 157-67; fraternities to,

162

St Eloi see Audoen, Bishop of Rouen
(609-86)

St YL\oy see St Eligius (c.588-660)

St Jerome (c.347-420), 195

St Margaret’s, Prior of, 176

St Margaret’s Priory, 177

St Marychurch (Devonshire), 147

St Maur, 202
St Maur, R. H.,218
St Maur, William, 199, 205, 207
St Maur family, 195, 202, see also Seymour

family

St Nicholas, 161

St Ouen see Audoen, Bishop of Rouen
(609-86)

St Paul, 151, 152

St Tewen see Audoen, Bishop of Rouen
(609-86)

St Theobald, 161

Saintlow, Sir William, 185

SAL see Society of Antiquaries of London
(SAL)

Salisbury, Bishops of, deer, 177
Salisbury, 145; Aula le Stage, 223;

Bishop’s Palace, illustrations, 221;

bridle bits, 261-2; Buckler at, 222-3;

ceramic building materials, 130;

church building, 176-7; country-
houses, 234; Diocese of, 154; Downton
Road, 258; during World War II, 251;
establishment, 117, 119; Fisherton
brickpits, 258; geophysical surveys,

258; Highbury School (former), 258;
Llangarren, 258; Petersfinger, pottery,

81; Rowbarrow, 258; Wilton Road,
258, see also Old Sarum

Salisbury Cathedral, 163-4; Audley
Chapel, 223; Chapter House,
illustrations, 223; illustrations,

Buckler’s, 220, 221, 222, 223;
monuments and tombs, Seymour
family, 182, 183, 216-17; St

Stephen’s Altar, 211, see also Hertford
Monument (Salisbury Cathedral)

Salisbury Close, illustrations, Buckler’s,

221

Salisbury Forest Eyre (1330), 178

Salisbury Hoard, 260
Salisbury Museum see Salisbury and

South Wiltshire Museum
Salisbury Plain, 98, 99, 220; boundaries,

100

Salisbury Plain Training Area (SPTA),
110; boundaries, 111

Salisbury and South Wiltshire Museum,
donations, 264

Salisbury-Warminster railway, 145

saltpetre, production, 249
Salve, John, 164
Salvin, Anthony (1799-1881), 223
SAMs see Scheduled Ancient Monuments

(SAMs)
Sanctuary (Avebury), arrowheads, 14

sandstones, 122

sarsen stones, 11; Avebury, 25; burnt, 8,

15; fractured, 8, 15

sarsens, 249
Sarum, Dean and Chapter, 177

Sarum, New see Salisbury

Sarum, Old see Old Sarum
Sashes island (Berkshire), 103

saucers, Early Anglo-Saxon, 60
Savernake, Viscount, 193

Savernake: Durley, 177, 178, 179; land

grants, 202; Overton Heath, 176;

Sturmy House, 177, 178, see also

Tottenham (Great Bedwyn)
Savernake Forest: Bitham Pond, 176;

lands gifted, 175; Leigh Hill, 176;

Postern Gate, 176; Priory Wood, 176;

and Seymour family, 182-3; timber,

176-7; West Bailey, 202; Withy Copse,
176

Savernake Forest, wardens of, 196, 198;

charter, 202; and Seymour Roll

Pedigree, 182-3, 192-3, 205; Seymours
and, 199; symbols, 168, 175-6, 177-8,

179-80
Savernake Horn, 168-81; baldric, 168,

172, 173-4, 175, 178-9, 180; contextual

issues, 175-6; description, 168—72;

historical references, 172-5; imagery,

168, 176-8; provenance, 179-80;

and Scottish heraldry, 168, 178-9;

on Seymour Roll Pedigree, 192, 195,

204-5, 215
Sawyer numbers, 96
Saxon kings, 207
Saxons: boundaries, 102; longevity, 63
Sayer, W., pipemaker, 132

Scheduled Ancient Monuments (SAMs),
43; Avebury, 21; West Leaze, 44

Schmorl’s nodes, 69, 84, 85, 91

Schneider, D., 215

Schuster, Jorn: grave catalogue for Early

Anglo-Saxon cemetery at Aldbourne,
82-92; note on nails from Early

Anglo-Saxon cemetery at Aldbourne,
74

scoliosis, 65, 68, 70, 90
Scotia family, on Seymour Roll Pedigree,

197
Scotland: place-names, 243; on Seymour

Roll Pedigree, 196-8, 203, see also

Edinburgh
Scots (language), place-name elements,

242
Scottish heraldry, 207; Savernake Horn

and, 168, 178-9

scrapers, 16; Late Neolithic/Early Bronze
Age, 258; flint, 18, 246

Scratchbury Camp (Norton Bavant), 241

scripts, early, 264
sculpture, Romanesque, 145-56

sealh, 115

seals: Esturmy family, 179; hunting horns
on, 168, 179; Sturmy family, 179

Searoburh, Battle of (552), 100

seaxes: Early Anglo-Saxon, 63, 73, 74, 78,

88; Merovingian, 88
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Second World War, family experiences,

251
sedges, 139^10

Selkley Hundred, lands gifted, 175

sella regis, 158
Selwood Forest, perambulations, c. 1632-4,

106

Sem, River, origin of name, 242-3

Semene (place-name), 242

Semenet (place-name), 242
Semet, River, 243
Semington, 242
Semington Brook, origin of name, 242-3

Semley (Sedgehill and Semley), 242
Semnit (place-name), 242
Semor see Seymour family

Serenus of Marseilles (/?.600), 164

settlements, 254; Neolithic, 2, 14-15; Late
Neolithic/Early Bronze Age, 1; Early

Bronze Age, 2; Iron Age, 258; Late

Iron Age, 256; Late Iron Age/Early

Romano-British, 256; Roman, 43-57,

240-2; Romano-British, 256, 258;

Anglo-Saxon, 60; Early/Middle

Anglo-Saxon, 1 17—44; Middle
Anglo-Saxon, 82; medieval, 38-9,

43; 12th/13th century, 256, see also

enclosures; hillforts; towns
Seven Corporeal Works of Mercy, 165

Seven Deadly Sins, 165

Seven Sisters Hoard (Neath Port Talbot),

262
Sewerby (East Yorkshire), 76

sex determination, 63
sex differences: grave goods, 78-9;

platymeria, 65; stature, 65

Seymer see Seymour family

Seymour, Algernon 7th Duke of Somerset

(1684-1750), 199

Seymour, Anne (nee Stanhope), Duchess
of Somerset (c.1510-1587), 185, 199,

201, 202-4, 209, 212; monument,
208-9; portraits, 195, 203

Seymour, Lady Catherine, 208
Seymour, Catherine (nee Fillol) (c.1507-

aft. 1535), 199

Seymour, Catherine (nee Grey), Countess
of Hertford (1540-68), 182, 190, 192,

210; death, 185; imprisonment, 185;

marriage, 183—5, 217; monuments,
211-14, 215-16; pedigrees, 201, 215

Seymour, Charles, 6th Duke of Somerset
(1662-1748), the ‘Proud Duke’, 199;

burial, 214; sons disinterred, 214
Seymour, Sir Edward, 1st Baron

Beauchamp of Hache, 1st Earl of

Hertford (1539-1621), 182-218;

biographical notes, 182-92;

biographical timeline, 184; effigies,

182, 183; fine, 186; heraldry, 204;

imprisonment, 185—6; land recovery

attempts, 186-7; legitimacy claims,

190-2; marriage, 183-5; monuments,
211—14; return to society, 188-9; and
Savernake Horn, 173, 175, 179, 204-5

Seymour, Edward, 1st Duke of Somerset,

1st Earl of Hertford, 1st Viscount
Beauchamp of Hache (c. 1506-1552),

187, 209, 210-11, 214; execution,

183, 185; land acquisitions, 175,

186; mansion, 245-6; portraits, 203;
Protector, 182, 208, 212; rise and fall

of, 182-3; on Seymour Roll Pedigree,

195, 199, 201, 202-4
Seymour, Edward (d.1631), 213
Seymour, Edward. Viscount Beauchamp

(1561-1612), 185, 187-8, 198, 199;

burial, 214; effigies, 188, 189, 211,

212, 213, 216; legitimacy claims,

190-2; monument, 211; on Seymour
Roll Pedigree, 195, 201, 207, 208;

succession, 215
Seymour, Edward, Viscount Beauchamp

(1585-1618), 213; birth, 188; death,

192

Seymour, Edward, Viscount Beauchamp
of Hache (1537-39), 207-8

Seymour, Lady Elizabeth (1552-1602),

208
Seymour, Frances (nee Devereux),

Duchess of Somerset (1599-1674), 199

Seymour, Frances (nee Howard), Countess
of Hertford (d.1598), 190, 214;

monument, 210-1

1

Seymour, Frances Prannell (nee Howard)
(1578-1639), 187-9

Seymour, Francis, 1st Baron Seymour of

Trowbridge (c.1590-1664), 213
Seymour, Francis, 5th Duke of Somerset

(1658-78), burial, 214
Seymour, Lord Henry (1540-?), 208

Seymour, Hester (nee Maltravers)

(d.1812), 228
Seymour, Honora (before 1594-1620), 213
Seymour, Honora (nee Rogers) (d. after

1608), 187-8, 192,213
Seymour, Isabel (nee Onley), 213
Seymour, Lady Jane (c. 1541-1561), 185,

208; plaque, 209-10
Seymour, Jane (nee Poyntz) (fl. 1568), 208
Seymour, Jane, Queen (c.1508/9-1537),

182, 208, 209; marriage, 212
Seymour, John, 207
Seymour, John, 4th Duke of Somerset

(before 1646-1675): burial, 214; death,

193

Seymour, Sir John (1535-99), 207-8

Seymour, Sir John (c. 1474-1536),

monument, 209
Seymour, Lady Margaret (1540-?), 208
Seymour, Lady Mary (b.1552), 187, 208
Seymour, Roger (d. before 1361), 206, 207
Seymour, Thomas, 1st Baron Seymour of

Sudeley (c. 1508-1 549), 209
Seymour, Thomas (1563-1619), 185,

190-1,207, 208, 211,212, 213
Seymour, Lord William, 228
Seymour, William, 1st Marquis and 2nd

Earl of Hertford and 2nd Duke of

Somerset (1588-1660), 192, 199,211,

213, 215; biographical notes, 213-14;

burial, 214
Seymour, William, 3rd Duke of Somerset

(d. 1671), burial, 214
Seymour, Lord William (1724-1800), 228
Seymour, Sir William (fl. 1370-1), 202
Seymour family, 175; arms, 209;

genealogy, 178; hereditary wardens
of Savernake, 175; honours, 173;

monuments, 182, 208-17; pedigrees,

207-8 (heraldic, 212); and Savernake
Horn, 179, 180; spelling variants, 199,

see also St Maur
Seymour Chapel see Burbage
Seymour Roll Pedigree (1604), 168,

172-3, 174, 175, 179, 182, 192-208,

210, 212, 214-17; contents, 195-205;
evidence authentification, 202; floral

borders, 195-6; genealogy, 199; heads
of families, 196-8; illustrations,

204-

5; individuals included on,

205-

7; layout, 194, 195; overview,

192-3; parchment, 193-5; precursors,

207-8; quotations in, 195; references

to, 193; restorations, 198-9; text

boxes, 199-202; title section, 195-6;

updating, 198-9

SFBs see sunken-featured buildings

(SFBs)
Shaftesbury (Dorset), shale roof tiles, 131

Shaftesbury Abbey (Dorset): Cartulary,

102; lands held by, 102
Shaftesbury Greensand, 131

Shalbourne: Eastcourt, 183; Westcourt,
183

shale, roof tiles, 131

Sharington, Thomas, 245
Sharpe, John, 163

Sharpe, Samuel (1799-1881), 227
Sharpe, Sutton (1756-1806), 227
Shaw-Stewart, Patrick Houston

(1888-1917), 235
shears, 71

sheaths, 88

sheep, teeth, 90
sheep/goat bones, 55; Early/Middle

Anglo-Saxon, 138—9

Sherborne (Dorset), Castle, 127
Sherborne, Diocese of, 103

Sherlock, Peter, 21 1, 214
Shirley family, pedigree rolls, 192

Shorhampton (Oxfordshire), All Saints

Church, 160

Shotover (Oxfordshire), 176

Shudy Camps (Cambridgeshire), 74
Silbury Hill (Avebury), 254; Buckler at,

222
Silbury Hill Conservation Project, 254
silverwork, 14th century, 168, 170-2, 175,

176, 178

Simon, John Allsebrook, 1st Viscount
Simon (1873-1954), 237

sinusitis, 67, 84, 89, 138

skeletons: Early Anglo-Saxon, 58-95;
post-medieval, 123-4, 132-8; indices

and traits, 137

skimmers, 265
Skinner, John (1772-1839), archaeologist,

228
skulls, trauma, sharp-weapon, 58

Skurray, Francis (fl 1806), 228
slag, 49; iron, 131, 133, 141, 257, 259
Slapton (Northamptonshire), St Botolph’s

Church, 159-60
Sloane Collection, 229
Sloper, Simon, 109

smallholdings, rationalisation, 41-2
smallpox, 191

Smith, Revd Alfred Charles (c. 1823-99),

Avebury researches, 23, 28, 29-31,

35-6, 37, 41

Smith, Frederick Edwin, 1st Earl of

Birkenhead (1872-1930), 235
Smith, Isobel Foster (1912-2005), 21;

Avebury researches, 23, 24, 28, 31,

34—7, 34
Smith, Joshua (1732-1819), 228
Smith, Wendy, note on charred plant

remains from Mill Lane, Wroughton,
55

Smith, William (1769-1839), 228; and
Cunnington, 227

Smith- Stanley, Edward George Geoffrey,

14th Earl of Derby (1799-1869), 236
smugglers, Dorset, 187

Smyth, Sir John (fl. 1596), 191

snail shells, 255
snakes, imagery, 150-2, 153-5

Snashall, Nick, paper on excavations at

Rough Leaze, Avebury, 1-20

Snell’s Corner (Hampshire), 72, 74, 78-9

so- (place-name element), 242
social calendar, country-houses, 232
social hierarchy, Anglo-Saxons, 79-80
social structure, Anglo-Saxons, 78-80
Society of Antiquaries of London (SAL),

107, 163; Buckler and, 222; Wyndham
in, 228

society hostesses, 232, 235, 237-8
Society of Scribes and Illuminators, 198

Solignac (France), 158

Solomon, King, 195

somain, 243
Somerset, 1st Duke of see Seymour,

Edward, 1st Duke of Somerset,
1st Earl of Hertford, 1st Viscount
Beauchamp of Hache (c. 1506-1 552)

Somerset, 4th Duke of see Seymour,
John, 4th Duke of Somerset (before
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1646-1675)
Somerset, 5th Duke of see Seymour,

Francis, 5th Duke of Somerset
(1658-78)

Somerset, Dukes of, 227
Somerset, 222; borders, 109, 110, 113;

boundaries, 98, 103, 106; Kennet and
Avon Canal, 249; local interest in, 227;

pottery, 98; and Seymour family, 186;

sub-kings of, 101; West Saxons and,

100, see also Berkley; Cannington;
Cheddar; Dunster; Farleigh

Hungerford; Farleigh Hungerford
Castle; Frome; Luckington; Mells

Park; Mendip Hills; Nettlecombe;
North Petherton; Penselwood;
Standerwick; Stoke-sub-Hamdon;
Taunton; Wells

Somerset Militia, 228
somhaoin, 243
Somme, River, 242
sonas, 242
sonsie, 242
Souls (club), 234—5

South America, civil wars, 25

1

South Saxons, 96
South Swindon Survey, 44
South Walsham (Norfolk), 161

South Yorkshire see Fishlake

Southampton (Hampshire): crops, 140;

Hamwic, 82; St Mary’s Stadium, 81

Southey, Robert (1774-1843), on
collecting, 229

Southgrove (Burbage), and Seymour
family, 183, 186

Southumbrians, 96
Southwark (Greater London), 103;

Buckler in, 219
Southwell, Elizabeth (fl. 1606), 191

Soviet Union (former), 252
Sowerby, James (1757-1822), 229; English

Botany (1790-1814), 227; The Mineral

Conchology of Great Britain (181 2—46),
227

Spanish Armada (1588), 188
spearheads, 78; Anglo-Saxon, 132, 140;

Swanton’s type Cl, 132; Swanton’s
type C2, 132

spears, 7

1

speech scrolls, inscriptions, 165

Speed, John (1542-1629), The Theatre of
the Empire ofGreat Britaine (1610/11),

244
Spencer, B., 264
spikerushes, common, 139^-0
spina bifida occulta, 68, 85, 89
spinal lesions, 138
spindle whorls, 71

spondylosis, 68, 91

sprats, bones, 138

SPTA see Salisbury Plain Training Area
(SPTA)

squabs, 249
squirrels, imagery, 176
Stace, C., 1 39
Stafford, William Salt Library, 221
Staffordshire, 221
stakeholes, 1, 6; prehistoric, 14; Neolithic,

7; Early/Middle Anglo-Saxon, 121, see

also postholes

Standerwick (Somerset), 115

Stanhope, Sir Edward (1462-1511), 208,
209

Stanhope, Elizabeth (nee Bourchier),

208, 209
Stanhope family: arms, 212; crest, 208
Stanley, Ferdinando, 5th Earl of Derby,

Baron Strange (c. 1559-1 594), 208
Stanley, William, 3rd Lord Monteagle

(d. 1581), 190, 191-2; succession, 215
Stanton St Bernard, fieldwalking, 246
Stanway (Gloucestershire), 234
Stanwick/Melsonby Hoard (North

Yorkshire), 262
Stapleford: Church, illustrations, 222;

Manor, 202
staples: Early Anglo-Saxon, 74, 91; iron,

73,91
Star Chamber, 185, 186

stature: estimation, 63; sex differences,

65, 70
Staverton, Smallbrook House, 259
Steeple Ashton, 106; illustrations,

Buckler’s, 220; parish boundary, 110,

113, 114

Steeple Langford: baptisms, 145, see also

Little Langford (Steeple Langford)
Stockton House, illustrations, Buckler’s,

221,222
Stoke-sub-Hamdon (Somerset), 147

Stone, L., 215
Stonehaven (Aberdeenshire), 243
Stonehenge, 14, 255; flint scatters,

15; surface collections, 2; timber
structures, 1

Stonehenge, Avebury and Associated Sites

(World Heritage Site), 21, 255, see also

Avebury World Heritage Site

Stonehenge Riverside Project, 2

Stonehenge Urn, 22Sf226
Stonehouse (Gloucestershire), 228
Stoodley, Nick, paper on Early Anglo-

Saxon cemetery at Aldbourne, 58-95

storage pits, 255
Stormy, Henry de (d.1295), 179

Stormy Castle (West Glamorgan), 179

Stormy Down (West Glamorgan), 179

Stormy Farm (West Glamorgan), 179
Stourhead (Stourton with Gasper), 107,

222; Buckler and, 219-20; Fenton
at, 227; Heirlooms Sale (1883), 107;

illustrations, 219, 222; Library, 107,

221,222
Stourton with Gasper: Spread Eagle, 221;

Stourton, living, 226, see also Alfred’s

Tower; Stourhead (Stourton with
Gasper)

Stradbrook, 110

Strange family, arms, 212
Stratton St Margaret, Triangle Site, 259
strip fittings, copper alloy, 131

struck flints see flintwork

Stuart, Lady Arbella (1575-1615), 211; on
Seymour Roll Pedigree, 199, 207, 208;

succession, 190, 191, 215
Stukeley, William (1687-1765): Avebury

plans, 23, 25, 26, 27, 28, 30, 31, 37,

40, 41; Avebury researches, 23, 35-6;

writings, 229
Sturmey, Geoffrey, 202
Sturmey, Henry, 202
Sturmieston (West Glamorgan), 179
Sturmy, Geoffrey, Lord of Glamorgan,

179-80
Sturmy, Henry: held Burbage, 180; seals,

179
Sturmy, William, 202
Sturmy family, 209; held Burbage, 180;

hereditary wardens of Savernake,

175; seals, 179, 179; on Seymour
Roll Pedigree, 197, 198, 202, see also

Esturmy family
su- (place-name element), 242
Subterranea Britannica (website), 25

1

Succession, Act of (1604),191

Sudeley Castle (Gloucestershire), 245
Suffolk see Cockfield Hall; Freckenham;

Ipswich; West Stow; Yoxford
sugar consumption, and dental health, 137
Sumeina (place-name), 243
Sumeineta (place-name), 243
Sumena (place-name), 242
Sumena (place-name), 243
Sumeneta (place-name), 243
Sumina (place-name), 242
Sumineta (place-name), 242

Sunderland, Lord, 229
sunken-featured buildings (SFBs),

Early/Middle Anglo-Saxon, 119-21,

130, 139, 140-1

superpowers, and Cold War, 251
surface collections, 2—4
Surrey: origin of name, 96, see also

Polesden Lacey; Reigate Priory;

Upton
Sussex, country-houses, 237; gentry, 235
Sutherland, Duke of, 232
Sutton, Edward, 5th Baron Dudley

(1567-1643), 213
Sutton-at-Hone (Kent), 162

Swallowcliffe Down, barrows, 79
Swindon: geophysical surveys, 259;

Hermitage, 53; kilns, 53; Moredon
Bridge, 259; Old Town, 43, 55, 56, 141;

Toothill, 53, 55; Toothill Farm, 51;

Whitehill Farm, 51, 53; Wichelstowe,

43, see also Westlecot[t] (Swindon)
Swindon Southern Development, 43
swords, Scottish, 179
symbolism, Wessex landscapes, 247-8
Symes, Ralph, 126

Syon Park (Middlesex), lands gifted, 175

syphilis, 138

tablewares, 127

Tahium, Wulricus, of Wilton, 125

TALITS (The Answer Lies In The Soil), 5

Tamar, River, 97
tankards, Roman, 52

tanks (military), 251

Tanner, Heather Muriel (nee Spackman)
(1903-93), 250

Tanner, Robin (1904-88), 250
tanneries, 257
tapeworms, 138

Taplow Court (Buckinghamshire), 234
Tatton Park (Cheshire), Hare at, 235, 236
Taunton (Somerset), 228; palstaves, 260
Tavistock, Marquis of, 225, 227
Tayles, N., 63
Taylor, George Watson (d.1841), 223
TB see tuberculosis (TB)
Tees, River, 97

teeth: developmental anomalies, 67;

erupted, 137; human, 65-7; wear, 66
tegulae, Roman, 47, 55

Temple, Henry John, 3rd Viscount
Palmerston (1784—1865), 236

Temple, William (fl. 1780), 227
Temple family, 227
tenements, Anglo-Saxon, 125-6

Tennant, Edward Wyndham (1897-1916),

235
Tennant, Harold John (1865-1935), 234
test-pitting programmes, Avebury, 1, 2,

5-10, 15

textiles: Early Anglo-Saxon, 84;

manufacture, 140

Thackeray, William Makepeace (1811-63),

233
Thames, River, 96, 97; boundaries, 103

Thames Valley, boundaries, 102

Thamesdown Archaeological Unit, trial

trenching, 44
The Answer Lies In The Soil (TALITS), 5

theatres, London, 233
Third Reform Act (1884) see

Representation of the People Act

(1884)
Thomas, Julian, 2-4

Thompson, Francis Michael Longstreth
(b.1925), paper on the country-house
social system in the 19th and 20th

centuries, 231-9
Thornborough (North Yorkshire), 2

Thorngrave Hundred see Thorngrove
Hundred

Thorngrove Hundred, 103

Thoulston see Upton Scudamore
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Thynne, George, 2nd Baron Cartaret

(1770-1838), 227
Thynne, Henry Frederick, 1st Baron

Carteret (1735-1826), 227
Thynne, John Alexander, 4th Marquis of

Bath (1831-96), and Gladstone, 233
Thynne, Sir John (c.1515-1580), 186, 187

Thynne, Thomas, 1st Marquess of Bath
(1734-96), 227

Thynne, Thomas, 2nd Marquess of Bath
(1765-1837), 228

Thynne, Sir Thomas (c. 1578-1639), 106

tiles: Roman, 246, 258; medieval, 130—1,

257; floor, 131; glazed ridge, 130-1, see

also building materials; fired clay

timber structures, 1

Timbridge (Little Bedwyn), 179

Timby, Jane, note on pottery from Mill

Lane, Wroughton, 49-54
Tinker, Hugh, 126

tinworkers, 162

Tipper, J., 141

Tithe Award maps, Westbury (1842), 112

tithes, 177
Tockenham, lands granted to Malmesbury,

101

Toft (Cambridgeshire), St Andrew’s
Church, 161

tofts, 39, 40
Tollard Royal: Rushmore Park, 259;

Rushmore Park Golf Club, 259;

Sandroyd School, 259
toltestre, 177
Tomber, R., 50
tools: iron, 131, see also awls; axes; blades;

chisels; hammers; knives; scrapers

tooth loss, 66, 82, 84, 85, 87, 90, 91, 137

Topcon Total Station 226, 5

topographical artists, 219-24
Tories, 232-3, 234-5
Tortelee, 102
Tottenham (Great Bedwyn), 179;

inherited, 178; and Seymour family,

216
Tower, Lieutenant of the, 191

Tower of London, 107, 185, 191, 216; St

Peter ad Vincula Chapel, 185, 208
towns. Late Anglo-Saxon, 119

Townsend, Joseph (1739-1816), 228; and
Cunnington, 227

Towton (North Yorkshire), 68

tracks, 241

trackways: ?Roman, 254; Avebury, 39-41

trauma, 69-70, 90
tree hollows, 1

3

tree-related features, Neolithic, 1

tree-throw holes, 7-8, 9-10, 15, 62; cross-

sections, 9; Holocene, 14; land snails,

11-14

Tregurthy (Cornwall), 99
Trent, River, 176
Trevelyan, Sir John, 4th Baronet

(1735-1828), 228
Trevelyan, Lady, 233
Trinitarian Friars, at Easton, 209
Triticum spp. (wheat), charred grains, 55

Triticum aestivum (bread wheat), 140
Trochulus hispidus (land snail), 13

Trochulus striolatus (land snail), 13

Trotter, M., 63
trousers, imagery, 148-50
Trowbridge, Castle, 127

tuberculosis (TB), 58, 67, 70
Tuchet, George, 1st Baron Audley of Orier,

1st Earl of Castlehaven (c. 1551-1617),
109

tumours, 138

tumuli see barrows
tuning pegs, bone, 132

Turberville, Cecily (nee Beauchamp)
(c. 132 1-1 394), 206

turnpike roads, 145

tusks, elephant, 169

Tutbury (Staffordshire), 147

Ubelaker, D. H., 63
Ucko, Peter J., 23, 29, 37

UCL (University College London),
Anglo-Saxon moot project, 245

Ulph, Horn of, 176
undernutrition, 70
unicorns, imagery, 170, 172, 176
Unionist Party, 237
University College London (UCL),

Anglo-Saxon moot project, 245

Upavon, walks, 252
Upper Bourne, 81

Upper Chalk, 119

Upper Thames Valley: boundaries, 100;

West Saxons and, 101

Upton (Northamptonshire), loomweights,

130

Upton (Surrey), 141

Upton Scudamore, 112; deacons, 228;

parish boundary, 110

urns, Stonehenge Urn, 225 , 226
Urquhart, David (1805—77), 233
Utilitarianism, 233

V-l (flying bomb), 251
Valencia, Lord, 229
Valley Gravel, 119

Vallonia costata (land snail), 13

Varro, Marcus Terentius (1 16—27 bce), 249
Vastern (Wootton Bassett), Park, 175

Venetians, 191

Venta (Winchester), 100

Vere family, pedigree rolls, 192

Verney, Richard Greville, 19th Baron
Willoughby de Broke (1869-1923), 235

Vertigo alpestris (land snail), 12-13

Vertigo pusilla (land snail), 12-13

vessels: Early Bronze Age, 256; Roman,
52; post-medieval, 264-5; wooden, 74,

see also amphorae; bowls; cups; jars;

jugs; urns
Victoria and Albert Museum, panels,

161 , 162

Victoria County History: Wiltshire, 115
Vietnam War (1955-75), 251

Viking Wars, 103

Vikings, 243
villas, Roman, 53, 240
Vincent, Augustine (c. 1584—1626), 206-7;

Presidents (1620), 215
viruses, 67
vitamin D deficiency, 70
vitamin deficiencies, 70
Vitrina pellucida (land snail), 13

voles, bones, 138

Voragine, Jacobus de (c. 1230-1 298),

Legenda Sanctorum (c. 1260), 158

WA see Wessex Archaeology (WA)
Wadenesdich, 102
Wagger Club, 233
Wagner, A. R., 192

Waldron, T., 63
Wales, Prince of, 228
Wales: cathedrals, 221; Sturmy in, 179-80
wall paintings: medieval, 163; 15th

century, 157-67; contextual issues,

163; Highworth Church, 157-67
Wallingford, boundaries, 103
Wallington (Northumberland), 233
walls: Late Anglo-Saxon/medieval, 141;

13th/14th century, 121-3
Walsingham, Sir Francis (c. 1532-1590),

188

Walter of Salisbury (d.l 147), 145

Wanborough, pottery, 52
WANHM see Wiltshire Archaeological and

Natural History Magazine (WANHM )

WANHS see Wiltshire Archaeological and
Natural History Society (WANHS)

Wansdyke: East, construction, 98-9, 100,

101-2; West, 97,98; construction date,

98-9
Wansey, Henry (c.1752-1827), 107, 109;

correspondence, 107
Ward, Revd John, ‘Great Bedwyn’ (1860),

168, 172, 175, 179, 193

Wardour Castle, 242; Buckler at, 222;
illustrations, Buckler’s, 221

Wareham (Dorset), gate church, 141

Warman, Sylvia, note on animal bone
from Mill Lane, Wroughton, 55

Warminster, 107; Battlesbury Bowl, 241;

Battlesbury Camp, 241; mounts,
262-3; parish boundary, 110; printers,

229; woods, 109

Warminster Herald, 241
wars, 25

1

Warwickshire, 221; lands gifted, 175

waste, domestic, 138-9, 140
watching briefs: Aldbourne, 60;

Amesbury, 253; Bulford, 255;

Durrington, 255; Marlborough, 257;

Melksham, 257; Tollard Royal, 259
water supplies, conduits, 245-6
watercolours, 163

watercourses, and boundaries, 110, 111,

113

Watling Street, 97
Watts, John, 112

Waugh, Arthur Evelyn St John (1903-66),

235
WBR (Wiltshire Buildings Record),

activities, 249
weapons: Early Anglo-Saxon, 81;

female burials with, 63, 78-9, see also

arrowheads; axes; knives; swords
weaving, 130, 141

Webbe family, 115

weeds, seeds, 139, 140

Welbeck Abbey (Nottinghamshire), 232
Welby-Gregory, Emmeline Mary

Elizabeth (“Nina”) (1867-1955), 234
wells, 254; Roman, 254; post-medieval,

124, 131; 13th/14th century, 123, see

also Hogs Well
Wells (Somerset), 103

Welsh, 97, 202
Welsh (language), place-name elements,

242, 243
Welwyn (Hertfordshire), 234
Wemyss family, 234
Wensley (North Yorkshire), Holy Trinity

Church, 160, 161
Wentworth, Thomas, 2nd Baron

Wentworth (1525-84), 186-7

Wentworth family, arms, 212
Wessex, kings of, 1 17, 1 19

Wessex: ancient symbolic landscape of,

247-8; boundaries, 99, 101-3; Final

Phase cemeteries, 81; frontiers, 101;

Kingdom of, 100; shale roof tiles, 131

Wessex Archaeology (WA): archaeological

mitigation, 253; evaluations, Wilton,

119; excavations (Aldbourne, 58-95;

Berwick St James, 255; Durrington,

256; Market Lavington, 256; North
Wraxall, 257; Salisbury, 258; Stratton

St Margaret, 259; Tollard Royal, 259;

Wilton, 117-44); geophysical surveys,

256, 258; gradiometry surveys,

255; recording system, 126; surface

collections, 2-4; watching briefs,

253 (Aldbourne, 60; Bulford, 255;

Durrington, 256; Odstock, 257-8;

Tollard Royal, 259; Wilton, 119);

Written Scheme ofInvestigation (2007),

119
Wessex Downs, 58

Wessex dialect, 243
West Ashton: Cresswelldown Farm, 115;

Dunge, 110; enclosure maps (1818),

114; parish boundary, 114; Rood
Ashton, 113
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West Berkshire see Burghfield

West Country, pottery, Mediterranean, 99

West Glamorgan see Margam Abbey;
Stormy Castle; Stormy Down; Stormy
Farm; Sturmieston

West Heslerton (North Yorkshire),

sunken-featured buildings, 141

West Leaze (Wroughton): medieval
settlement, 43, 44, 46, 56; West Leaze
Farm, 43-4

West Rasen (Lincolnshire), 161

West Saxon (language), 243

West Saxon Kingdom, 79, 96, 99, 100-1;

Wilton and, 141

West Saxons, battles, 100-1

West Stow (Suffolk), sunken-featured
buildings, 141

West Sussex see Crabbet; Old Erringham
West Thurrock (Essex), 71

West Welsh, 97

West Woods, surveys, 246
West Yorkshire see Addingham; Adel
Westbury: ampullae, 264; Bissford

Lane, 112-13; enclosure maps (1783,

113; 1808, 114); Fairwood, 109;

Gaisford family, 227; glebe terriers,

109-10; Huntley Lane, 112; parish

boundary, 105—16; parish records, 108;

perambulations, 105-16; South Croft

Stile, 112; tithe map, 112; Turners
Rack Close, 112; vessels, 264-5

Westbury-Frome road, 112

Westbury Hundred: contextual issues,

106; perambulations, 105-16

Westbury Urban District Council, 108

Westinghouse Brake & Signal, 250
Westlecot[t] (Swindon), Manor, 43-4
Westminster, Marquess of, 232
Westminster Abbey: disinterments,

214; St Benedict’s Chapel, 210-11;

St Edmund’s Chapel, 209; Seymour
monuments, 182, 209-11, 215-16;

Shrewsbury Monument, 213
Westminster Review, 233
wheat, charred, 139; free-threshing, 139,

140, see also Triticum spp. (wheat)
Wheel of Fortune, 165

Wherwell (Hampshire), 228
Wherwellsdown see Whorwellsdown
whetstones, Roman, 259
Whigs, 233, 236
Whitaker, Nashe (d.1610), 109

Whitaker, Widow, 108, 109

Whitaker, William (fl. early 17th century),

109

Whittle, Alasdair W. R., 2-4
Whittock, Hannah, paper on the north-

western boundary of Wiltshire, 96-104
WHM see Wiltshire Heritage Museum

(WHM)
Whorwellsdown, location, 115

Whorwellsdown Hundred, 106, 113
Wick, 214
Wickham, Chris, 100
Wighill (North Yorkshire), 147
Wight, Isle of see Isle of Wight (IoW)
wild plants see weeds
Wilde, Oscar Fingal O’Flahertie Wills

(1854-1900), The Picture ofDorian Grey

(1890), 234
William, King, 164
William I, the Conqueror (c. 1028-1087),

199; descendents, 207; on Seymour
Roll Pedigree, 196, 198, 202

William II, William Rufus (c. 1056-1 100),

247
William of Malmesbury (c. 1095/96—

c.1143), on Aldhelm, 101

William Salt Library (Stafford), 221

Williams, D., 264
Williams, David, and Cunnington, 228

wills, Highworth, 164
Wilsford, Church, 163

Wilsford cum Lake: New King Barrow
Ridge, 255; Normanton Down, 255;

Wilsford Down, flint scatters, 15, 16

Wilson, D. M., Anglo-Saxon Ornamental
Metalwork 700-1100 in the British

Museum (1964), 263
Wilson, Thomas (c. 1560- 1629), 190, 191

Wilton, abbesses of, 176, 177
Wilton: Anglo-Saxon settlement,

117-44; cemeteries, medieval,

117-44; churches, medieval, 1 17—44;

decline, 119; in Domesday Book, 119;

enclosure maps, 1860, 125, 126; The
Hollows, 132, 140; importance of, 141;

Kingsbury Square, 141; mills, 119;

mint, 119; Netherwell Lane, 117-19,

121, 125, 141; North Street, 141;

nunnery, 119; Rectors, 228; as royal

seat, 119; Russell Street, 141; St John’s

Hospital, 119, 140, 141; St Mary and
St Nicholas’s Church, 123, 126; South
Street, 128, 130, 141; West Street,

117-44, see also Ditchampton (Wilton)

Wilton Abbey, 126; lands held in Little

Langford, 145

Wilton Autos, 117

Wilton House: Anglo-Saxon hanging
bowl, 140; Buckler at, 222; Hare at,

235; Herbert family, 126; Holbein’s

porch, 221; illustrations, Buckler’s,

221; social system, 232-3, 234
Wiltshire: boundaries, north-western,

96-104; illustrations, Buckler’s,

219-24; local interest in, 227
Wiltshire Archaeological and Natural History

Magazine (WANHM), donor lists, 244
Wiltshire Archaeological and Natural

History Society (WANHS): Library,

107 (books and pamphlets printed

before 1700, 244), see also Archaeology
Field Group (AFG); Wiltshire

Heritage Museum (WHM)
Wiltshire Buildings Record (WBR),

activities, 249
Wiltshire County Council, 119;

Archaeological Service, 246;

Assistant Archaeologist, 60; County
Archaeologist, 246

Wiltshire Extensive Urban Survey, 119

Wiltshire Heritage Museum (WHM):
finds, from Aldbourne, 60;

refurbishment, 157
Wiltshire Society see Wiltshire

Archaeological and Natural History
Society (WANHS)

Wiltshire Studies see Wiltshire Archaeological

and Natural History Magazine
{WANHM)

Wiltshire and Swindon Archives (WSA),
107; perambulation transcription, 108

Wiltshire and Swindon History Centre
(WSHC), 105, 770, 202

Wimborne Minster (Dorset), 221
Winchester (Hampshire), 236; Buckler at,

223; as royal seat, 119; Staple Gardens,

82; Venta, 100
Windmill Hill (Avebury), flint scatters, 15

Windsor and Maidenhead see Eton
College; Maidenhead

Winnall II (Hampshire), 71, 72, 73, 74, 75,

76,77,78,79,81
Winterbourne: churches, illustrations,

222; copper alloy objects, 263-4

Winterbourne (river), 254
Winterbourne Gunner, 228; pottery, 81

Winterbourne Stream, 18

Wirral, Forest of, 176
Wisdom, Book of, 195

Witham, River (Lincolnshire), 263
Witney (Oxfordshire), 233
Woburn (Bedfordshire), 236
Wodenes Ditch, 102
Wodnesbeorh, battles of, 592, 100
Wolfhall (Burbage): Esturmy family of,

175, 779; Manor, 202; neglected, 186;

and Seymour family, 175, 182, 209, 216
women, at country-houses, 235
Wood, Rita, paper on the Romanesque

doorway at Little Langford, 145-56
wood, mineralised, 84, 88
Woodeaton (Oxfordshire), 165

Woodford Valley, walks, 252
woodland: Neolithic, 1; clearances,

13-14; evidence of, 13; felling, 13-14;

flintworking in, 16

Woodland Trust, 114
Woodville family, arms, 212
woodwork: Anglo-Saxon, 74, see also rood

screens

Wootton family, arms, 212
Wootton Bassett: Brynard’s Hill, 259;

Manor, 175

Worcester, boundaries, 103

Worcestershire: lands gifted, 175,see also

Rock
Wordsworth, William (1770-1850), ‘The

Horn of Egremont’ (1820), 176

work boxes, 71

worked flints see flintwork

workshops, 257
World War I, casualties, 235
World War II, family experiences, 25

1

Worthy Park (Hampshire), 65, 66, 67, 68
Wraxall, North see North Wraxall
Wrest Park (Bedfordshire), 234
Wright, William (fl. 1619), 213
Wroughton: Mill Lane, 43—57; South

Leaze Farm, 56; Wichelstowe, 43, see

also West Leaze (Wroughton)
WSA see Wiltshire and Swindon Archives

(WSA)
WSHC see Wiltshire and Swindon History

Centre (WSHC)
Wyatt, Charles Francis (1820-1906), 244
Wyatt, James (1746-1813): at Salisbury

Cathedral, 223
Wyatt, Sir Jeffry (1766-1840), work at

Longleat, 227
Wye, River, 97
Wyke, 202

Wylye, River, 99, 117, 125, 141, 241

Wylye Valley, 145

Wyndham, George (1863-1913), 233,

234, 235
Wyndham, Henry Penruddocke

(1736-1819): ‘On an ancient building

in Warneford, Hampshire’, 227; and
Cunnington, 227-8; offices, 227;

Wiltshire, Extractedfrom the Domesday
Book (1788), 227

Wyndham, J. P, 225, 226
Wyndham family, 227; Blunt and, 233

Yockney, S., 229
York Minster, land tenure, 176

Yorkshire: wall paintings, 162, see also

East Yorkshire

Yorkshire Wolds, Anglo-Saxon burials, 81

Younger, George, 1st Viscount Younger of

Leckie (1851-1929), 237
Yoxford (Suffolk), 185, 214
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